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PART II.-FOREIGN AND

GENERAL.

PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

Germany.—German policy still appears to be dominated by the Military Authorities,
and. its keynote is military effectiveness. The Appreciation by Sir 0. Spring Rice of
the German, peace offensive is notable, lie considers that the object is to induce all
Universalists in the Entente nations to oppose patriotism, and in that way to weaken
the national will to stay the course until the object lor which they originally entered
the war, security against -unbridled force and frightfuluess, has been attained. At
the same time, the Germans instantly suppress all Universalism in their own country,
and encourage patriotism.
The German object obviously is to induce opposing nations to withdraw support
in men, material, and above all in spirit, from their armies, and so to ensure a German
victory.
While the expression " no annexations " showed up last week the insincerity of
the Germans in their dealings with the Bolshevists, the expression " self-determina
tion. " has since been instrumental in disclosing acute differences of opinion between
parties in Germany.
The political situation still points to the probability of early attempts to gain a
decisive military success, in order to strengthen the military authorities. The
comments by the Intelligence Bureau upon the probable results of failure to gain
such success are of interest.
Russia. - According to latest reports, there is a consensus of opinion that the
objects of .M. Trotsky and Lenin are to bring about revolutions in all countries,
whether Allied or hostile to Russia, or neutral.
In this connection, the prospects, of the extreme Socialists in Sweden receiving
financial support from the Bolshevists is reported under Sweden.'
General.—The German, policy of breaking down military resistance by destroying
patriotism and. national spirit lias succeeded in Russia, but the other nations of the
Entente show no sign of weakening in their determination. Some of the Socialists in
France, and. less publicly in Italy, seemed in Last \veek's reports to be attracted by
vague and subtle catch-phrases of German or Bolshevist origin. Attempts to influence
Labour in the United States are reported this week. The Ministry of Labour has
recently reported fully on the influence of similar propaganda in the United Kingdom.
For convenience in reference, a- summary of the recent speeches on war aims by
Mr. Lloyd George and President Wilson is given in an Appendix. Mr. Lloyd George's
speech has been conspicuously well, received in Entente countries, ami seems to have
excited much annoyance in the German Press, and. to have increased, the divergence
of opinion between political parties.
G. G. A .
10th January 1918.
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ALLIED AFFAIRS.
The Foreign Office instructs Lord Bertie to express its gratification that the French
Government is arranging to supply 150,000 tons of coal per month to Italy, and the
hope that with the help of sea transport it may be found possible to increase this
amount. The Foreign Office has invited the French, and Italian Governments to
nominate representatives to discuss the question of the supply of British coal to
France and French coal to Italy.
At the opening of the Rumanian Parliament on 30th December, no mention was
made of the armistice or of the Allies.
Sir G. Buchanan reports that the Commissaries of the People have assented to the
proposition made by the Committee of Soviets that independence should be granted
to Finland. Sir E. Howard reports the official recognition of Finland by Sweden, and
indicates that such recognition may have been hastened, by a desire to anticipate
similar action by Germany, which is now announced by German. Wireless Press.
The local Swedish Consul-General has been appointed Charge cbAffaires. Lord Bertie
reports that France has recognised a de facto Government in Finland, a course which
Mr. Lindley suggests to His M.ajesty's Government. Sir C. Spring Rice reports that
the United States Government does not propose for the present to recognise the
independence of Finland. Sir R. Rodd reports that the Italian Foreign Minister
deprecates formal recognition, holding that this would virtually admit a termination
of the Alliance, and would alienate friendly elements in Russia. Lord Bertie cites
a suggestion by the Echo de Paris that in view of the divergence of Allied policy in
regard to Finland, and the apparent divergence in Russian policy deducible from
the withdrawal, of Sir G. Buchanan, an Inter-allied Bureau for Russian Affairs
seems desirable.
Press reports state that the Finnish Delegation proceeding to England with a view
to obtaining British recognition consists of Messrs. E. Wolff, Lorenzo Kihlman, Holste,
and Professor Julio Renter. The Information Bureau states that all the above belong
to the Swedish party except Mr. Holste, who is believed to be a "Young Finn."
Sir E. Howard submits to the Foreign Office the desirability of a joint memorandum
being presented to the Swedish Foreign Minister by the Ministers of Great Britain,
France, and Italy, pointing out that it would have been preferable if Sweden, instead
of notifying the Allied Governments of action already taken at Berlin, Vienna, and
Constantinople, had addressed herself to all the signatory Powers of the Treaty of
Paris ; especially as none of the Powers to whom, she originally applied is a signatory
of the Supplementary Convention regarding the Aland Islands. At the same time
the Allied Ministers would assure the Swedish Foreign Office of the continued
realization by the Allied Governments of the special interests of Sweden.
The Foreign Office learns that the Italian and the Serbian Governments
independently lay stress on the importance of securing the freedom of the TransSiberian Railway. The Chinese authorities have the situation in hand at Harbin,
but 200 German prisoners have escaped westwards. Affairs are growing worse at
Irkutsk, which is the headquarters of the German spy system. Japanese residents
are applying for Japanese troops to be sent. 100,000 prisoners are at large at
Krasnoiarsk. The Allies are calling the attention of the Chinese Government to
the danger likely to arise through the escape, of enemy prisoners. The Chinese
troops at Harbin will probably be supported by the majority of Russians in Manchuria
so long as they confine their action to the maintenance of order ; but should they
attempt to take over the working control of the railway they will alienate all sections.
At present they show no such intention. They might reasonably be allowed, however,
to support Chinese Customs officers in the checking of transport of goods into Russia.
If it should be found necessary to send additional. Chinese troops from south of
Chang Chun, it would be necessary to obtain the consent of Japan for their transport
by the South Mahchurian Railway. The General Officer Commanding Russian troops
at, Harbin has transferred the entire militia of 5,-1.00 men to Russia, and proposes
raising a local force of 2,000 after their departure. The situation at Vladivostock
demands increasing attention. Lord Bertie learns that the Bolshevists have taken
control, and that the Zemstvos Committee, detained at Blagovestchensk, has asked
for the moral support of the Allies. The Japanese Government would seem to intend
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action, and to desire such action to be independent. A Japanese battleship is being
despatched which will anticipate the arrival of a British cruiser.
Sir C. Spring Rice reports that the Serbian Minister has approached the United
States Government, supporting a proposal for the relief of the civilian population of
Serbia, through the good offices of the Swiss Federal Council.
Sir C. Spring Rice learns that the embargo on cables between Great Britain and
Holland is a.cause of complaint by American shippers in regard to their transactions
in the Dutch East Indies. It is stated that in this connection Canadian merchants
have had an advantage over American merchants. Enquiry is therefore made as to
whether the embargo can be modified.
FRANCE.
.
The Intelligence Bureau reports that there were 115 abstentions from the vote
suspending the immunity of M. Caillatix. Among these were 76 Socialists, and
-2(3 Radical Socialists. The whole of the last part of M. Caillaux' speech was an appeal
to the Left against the Right. He attacked the Union Sacree as having placed the
country in the hands of the forces of reaction. Unless the preliminary "' instruction "
confines the charge to that of intelligence with the enemy, the case will go before the
High Court, i.e., the Senate. There appears to be some danger of anti-English and
anti-Italian feeling being worked up in the matte]-, as many Frenchmen think that
Clemenceau has been pushed into the in-osecution by the British and Italian Govern
ments. M. Pichon's speech was received with almost universal praise; the only criticism
being by way of suggestion that a crusade of the oppressed peoples should, be openly
preached, either in addition to or in substitution for a precision of the Allied war
aims. The French loan is announced to be a great success, France alone having
subscribed more than the 10 milliards asked For. With regard to food supply, France
is better fed than England. A shortage of food is less likely and less dangerous than
-one of. fuel; but for the present there is no great risk of either.
BELGIUM.
The Intelligence Bureau cites a pamphlet written by Mr. Troelstra, a leading
Dutch Socialist, upon the treatment of Belgium by the Germans. Apart from
general military damage, it appears, at a conservative estimate, that 5,000 Belgian
civilians have been murdered and some 2,600 houses burnt with the connivance and
often by the direct order of the German Officers' Corps. Up to November 1917 a
war contribution of sixty millions sterling has been levied on the population of some
eight million persons ; tins is apart from enormous private fines and pillage and
destruction to the extent of about 320,000,000?. Raw materials, machinery, metals
(including church bells and bronze statues), silver plate and works of art have been
seized in vast quantities and sent to Germany. Belgians of both sexes and every
age have been enslaved to manufacture munitions for use against their countrymen.
Everything possible has been done to ruin the possibility oil trade competition after
the war. Finally, strenuous, but ineffectual, efforts have been made to set the
Flemings asrainst the Walloons.
ITALY.
Sir R. Rodd reports on 3rd January that instructions have been given to the
Rome Police to intern all enemy subjects in provinces in the interior of Italy. Further
steps will be taken in this connection. Sir R. Rodd draws attention to a valuable
speech made by the reformed Socialist Raimondo. and to the organisation of a patriotic
party by Signer Preziosi and the formation on the 16th December of the Federation
of National Defence, numbering 120 Deputies and daily gathering new adherents
from all quarters of the Chamber, united in a thoroughgoing prosecution of the war
and complete loyalty to the Allies.
The Intelligence Bureau reports Signor Crespi, the Food Commissioner, as stating
that Italy's grain supply was assured up to the end of January, and that, if the Allies
kept their promises, she could hold out until next harvest. Signor Nitti in his
financial statement, observed that what Italy needed above all was grain, coal, and
s h i p s - a n d her difficulties would not end with the war.

GREECE.
Lord Grativille reports that M. Venizelos has arrived in Athens and explained to
a large and enthusiastic audience the results' of his mission to Great Britain and
France. Lord Granville suggests that a proposal should be made to the Greek
Government for an inter-Allied Commission to supervise the collection and distribution
of the next harvest. He has already intimated to M. Venizelos the desirability of an
American Adviser on Food Supply.
PORTUGAL.
The Foreign Office instructs Sir L. Carnegie to inform the Portuguese Government
that in view of difficulties in regard to the interpretation of Article 6 of the AngloPortuguese Commercial Treaty, it has been found necessary to withdraw the
notifications of adhesion thereto of all the Dominions and Colonies except New
foundland.
Sir L. Carnegie reports that during the night of 7th January part of the Navy
mutinied, and there was also desultory firing in the streets, but that order has now
been restored.
ENEMY ALLIED AFFAIRS.
The Intelligence Bureau points out that the cessation of open discussion of the
economic crisis in Austria-Hungary is traceable to the intervention of the censorship,,
which, since the peace negotiations, has been endeavouring to create an atmosphere
of stability and confidence. The Bolshevist attitude of hostility to class domination
and imperialist ambition is, however, voiced in various sections of the Hungarian
press, notably in. the official Socialist organ Nepszava, ; and the Hungarian. Government
(probably in collusion with -the reactionary party of: Tisza) ^as started an offensive
against Nepszava, Az Est, and three other advanced journals. The Italian and
Russian situations appear to have brought Count Czernin into closer approximation
with Berlin than ever before, and undoubtedly the apioointment of the Bavarian
Premier to the Chancellorship has had a beneficial effect upon the relations
between A^ienua and Berlin, Austrophil Munich acting as a useful intermediary.
The hostility between Czechs and Magyars is causing violent recriminations in the
Dual Monarchy. It appears that the great mass of Czech troops has for long been too
anti-Austrian, to be employed on the front, and that it has been used to hold down
Bohemia. Interpellations in the Austrian Parliament adduced numerous examples
of Czech " treachery." The official recognition by France of the Bohemian Army as
a distinct unit on the side of the Entente lias caused consternation and fury in
Vienna, the more so as it is clear that such adhesion is national and permanent.
On 18th December the Czechs, Jugoslavs and Ukrainians demanded in the
Reichsrat the election oC popular representatives for all the various nationalities of
the Monarchy, to take part in the peace discussions at Brest. While the Austrian
Premier rejected the idea of popular representation as being contrary to the spirit
of all Constitutional States," the German Agrarians opposed the bare idea of the
nationalities being represented, and emphasised the rights of the Crown to. decide
upon matters of peace and war.
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GERMAN INTERNAL AFFAIRS.
Sir W. Townley learns that an immediate summoning of the Reichstag has been
decided, against in opposition to both the Social Democrat factions who demanded it.
The Foreign Office has instructed Sir W. Townley to ascertain through the Dutch
authorities whether there is any truth in the German Press announcement that, as a
measure of defence against air raids, British and French officers will be distributed
among German towns. Sir H. Rumbold learns that, as a result of the recent air raid
at Mannheim, there is a marked improvement in the behaviour of German soldiers in.
charge of prisoners of war.
Sir R. Paget learns from a good source that the German Zionists, since expressing
their satisfaction at the British encouragement of Zionism, have expressed gratitude
to the Austrian GoA-ernment for approaching the Turks in the matter ; and that the
German Foreign Minister has recently discussed the craestion in Constantinople. It.

o
would, therefore, appear that a counter-project is under consideration. A Catholic
Conference is to be held in Switzerland at the end of January. Papal Delegates are
to attend, and many Bavarians are expected, to participate. The bread crisis grows
more acute, and, according to Hindenburg, the output of munitions is being affected
by rumours of peace. A severe epidemic of typhus in the German Army is also
reported. The German Government, however, has ordered the Press to discourage
peace talk and to point to the favourable prospects of continued military action.
Nevertheless, there is reliable evidence to show that Germany cannot hold out beyond
April. Sir A. Mardinge, however, learns from a Spanish source that food conditions in
Germany are now improving. Grain is already arriving from Russia and. consign
ments of meat are expected in six weeks' time. There is also a prospect of supplies
of milk.
The general opinion of the German press is strongly critical of the German
conduct of the Brest negotiations ; Avhereas the Government appears to regard their
interruption as merely an episode, and clearly desires to proceed with them.
Sir E. Howard learns from a good source that this protraction is designed to keep
the Bolsheviks in play without any intention of concluding peace with them.
The Rlieiniscli-Weslfdlisdie
Gazette of 6th January, in a leading article entitled
" Hindenburg or Kiihlmann," states that there is no reason to doubt the rumour that
Ludendorlf contemplates resignation, and that the German people will be staggered
by the blow.
" Now the German people must choose here between Hindenburg and
Ludendorff on the one side and Ivuhhuanu and Hertling on the other.
Would it not be better at once to proclaim a truce before we fall into England's
snare ? We are strong enough should need arise to use again invincible arms
in the West. . ..
The Foreign Office learns that the political situation in Germany continues much
strained over the question of Prussian franchise reform. A sensation was caused owing
to the suppression by the military of a meeting sanctioned by the Civil Authorities.
The newspaper Vorwarts was suppressed for three days, and Minority Socialists have
been arrested in many towns. (Nee Peace Discussions.)
NETHERLANDS.
The Foreign Office informs Sir W. ToWnley and Sir G. Spring Rice that the
Representatives of the Netherlands Government are returning to Holland to lay
before their Government the present position of the negotiations with the Allies. It
is believed that the Delegates recognise the readiness of the Allied Governments to
meet their wishes so far as circumstances allow. The Intelligence Bureau reports
that the dissension between Mr. Treub, the Minister of Finance, and Mr. Posthuma,
the Minister of Agriculture, over the export of cheeses to Germany, has ended in the
withdrawal by the former of his prohibition. As Mr. Treub is the only pro-Ally in
the Dutch Cabinet, his resignation, if it resulted, would perhaps bring about a
considerable change in the method of carrying out the Export Control, and would
j)erhaps result in the return to power of the pro-German financial and industrial
magnate Mr. Kroeller. Should Mr. Treub resign, it is possible he would place
himself at the head of a Liberal Commercial party in the interests of which he would
work steadily till the elections of June 1918. The withdrawal by His Majesty's
Government of cable facilities has reacted on the sympathies of the Press. In the
Telegraaf
of 4th December Professor Niermayer calls attention to the appalling
conditions in Belgium, and suggests that all the Neutral States should collectively
draw the attention of Germany to the matter. The Socialist, M. Troelstra, also
discusses, in the organ of the League of Neutral Countries, the sufferings inflicted by
the Germans on Belgium.
Sir W. Townley reports that rumours have recently been circulated, apparently by
hostile influences, that Great Britain is deliberately seeking a quarrel with Holland.
SWITZERLAND.
. Sir R. Rumbold reports the election of MM. Callonder and Muller as President and
Vice-President respectively of the Swiss Confederation. The former is believed to
have a pro-German bias, and the pro-Germanism of the latter is thorough and avowed.
M. Haab, Swiss Minister at Berlin, has been elected to fill the vacancy left by M. Forrer
4761-26
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in the Federal Council; he is undoubtedly pro-German, and, being an expert in,
railway matters, is expected to improve communications between Germany and
Switzerland.
The remaining Federal Councillors, i.c, MM. Motta, Decoppet,
Schulthess and Ador, were re-elected. The Federal Council for next year will there
fore in elude four pro-German members, and three—MM. Ador, Decoppet and Motta—
sympathetic with the Entente. M. Callonder will take charge of the Political Depart
ment, and the Foreign Affairs Committee will consist of MM. Callonder, Ador and
Schulthess.
Lord Bertie points out that the Resolution passed at the Paris Conference
in regard to the supply of bread-grains to Switzerland in no way constitutes an
obligation to furnish Switzerland with the necessary tonnage. The Foreign Office has
suggested to the Swiss Government the advisability of obtaining guarantees from the
German Government that, should grain, be carried to Cette (under the AmericanSwiss Agreement) in Dutch ships, such ships would not be molested by submarines.
Sir C. Spring Rice advises the Foreign Office that the United States Government,
with a view to reducing Swiss exports of cotton goods to Germany, is prepared to
adopt an arrangement, in concert with Great Britain and France, for limitation of
cotton exports to Switzerland.
NORWAY. '
The Foreign Office learns that the belief in Norwegian Government. circles that
the Allies contemplate peace negotiations is likely to have a prejudicial effect upon the
arrangements for an agreement between Norway and the United States. Although
the Norwegian Foreign Office intimates its dependence upon the United States for food
strpplies, there is evidence that it is endeavouring to obtain them both, from Russia
(upon German suggestion) and Germany. Meanwhile, an appeal by the Norwegian
Prime Minister for food economy has been read in all the churches.
The Intelligence Bureau reports that as the result of the recent trial at Bergen,
several German spies were convicted. The evidence showed that German agents
"were informed of the departure of Norwegian vessels, which were in due course
torpedoed by submarines. " No doubt can be left in the mind of any reasonable
" man that Norway has been and is honeycombed with German agents acting under
" every kind, of disguise. It is equally clear that there are corresponding agents in
" this country." The Norwegian press is pessimistic about the prospects of the
Entente, but this attitude is qualified by recognition of American determination and
of the disappearance of the German Colonies. As in. Denmark, the submarine
warfare is operating as a counter-irritant to the British blockade.
SWEDEN.
Sir E. Howard reports the resignation of Mr;'Brim ting, owing to serious illness and
overwork. He is succeeded as Minister of Finance by Mr. Thorson, Socialist Deputy
and Parliamentary Controller of the Riksbank.
Sir E. Howard learns that an agreement between Sweden and the Allies is felt to
be problematical on the ground that Sweden is dependent for coal upon Germany, and
therefore cannot reduce the export oE iron ore to that country. If England could
supply 250,000 tons of coal per month to Sweden, it is suggested that this difficulty
would disappear. The rates of insurance, which amount to nearly two-thirds of the
freight charge, might be reduced by half, if His Majesty's Government could give
positive assurances that convoys would be adequately escorted. Under these conditions
English coal might compete in juice with. German.
The Intelligence Bureau points out that the Russian bogey has now been replaced
by the real incubus of a German Baltic. "Should Germany come out of the war
" with her wings merely singed, in ail probability Sweden will become a dependency
" of Germany in fact, if not in name. The peaceful penetration by Germany of the
" Scandinavian countries, not excluding Norway, is proceeding apace, and something
" not unlike a revival of the old Hanseatic League will shortly appear in. the Baltic."
Towards Russia, Sweden is adopting a waiting policy. In regard to Finland and the
Aland Islands she has up till now resisted the suggestions of Professor Westman a!nd
the Activists to depart from, a policy of neutrality. The Swedish Press, which has
for the most part been a fair barometer of the war, has lateli- adopted a significant
attitude. The pro-German, papers, instead of trumpeting the German successes, have
dilated on the horrors of war and the folly and wickedness of the Entente in having

rejected Bethmann-Holweg's offer in 1916. Seheidemanh, the German Majority Socialist,
-during his recent visit, had several interviews with Vorowsky, the Bolshevist
Commissary. It is of interest to note that more than one Oriental agitator is at
present in Sweden preaching the liberation of Egypt, India, &c. With regard to
Count CzerniiPs proposals, Mr. Branting considers they deserve a reply, and that
discussions, once begun, should be followed, up with a view to a democratic peace.
DENMARK.
Sir R. Paget learns that in the middle of December Germany purchased in Copen
hagen 35 million roubles for use after the war, Pending peace they will remain in
Danish Banks.
According to the Norwegian Press the Danish Socialists have sold their political
assistance to Germany for cheap fuel (see Report No. 48, under " Norway ") supplied
through a Company founded by the notorious Dr. Helphan, alias "Parvus." This is
believed, to have influenced the proposal that the Socialist Peace Conference shoidcl be
held at Copenhagen instead of Stockholm.
Sir R. Paget notices two articles signed " Jenssen Tusch," which have appeared in
the Vortland for 28th December and 2nd. January, discussing the feeling in Denmark
towards England and Germany respectively. The first, in reply to the Hamburger
Nachrichten,
explains how the various manifestations of Prussian violence since
18(34 have combined to prevent Denmark accepting German treatment "with a
friendly smile." The second article points out that while the British blockade only
sequestrates foodstuffs ostensibly destined for Danish consumption, the German
submarine Avarfare involves the death, of Danish, seamen.
Sir R. Paget reports that representatives of the Danish Firemen's Union and the
Norwegian Sailors' and Firemen's Union w i l l shortly attend, in England a meeting of
the International Seamehs Committee to discuss a post-war boycott of Germans and
Austrians.
The Intelligence Bureau reports that discussions continue as to whether the
Icelandic flag can be flown . by Icelandic merchant vessels on the high seas, the real
fact being that Iceland wishes to cut adrift from Denmark, retaining only a common
Sovereign.
SPAIN.
A Royal Decree was signed on 3rd January dissolving the Cortes, fixing a General
Election, for the Lower and Upper Houses for 17th February and 3rd March respec
tively, and convoking Parliament for 11th March.
Sir A. Hardinge reports a responsible Conservative opinion that even should a few
soi-disaiit " Regionalists " win seats with. German assistance, the original Conservative
policy of a neutrality benevolent, to the Allies is the only policy really possible for
Spain, and that the great mass of Republican and Socialist working men, being now
convinced that "the Kaiser" is responsible for the world-wide misery, would not b e
seduced from that conviction by German gold. Sir A. Hardinge observes that the
attitude of the military juntas, not being dependent on Parliamentary and Party
considerations, remains an unknown factor. The recent rapid growth of the junta
movement amongst non-commissioned officers has resulted in Government action, and
the great majority of non-commissioned officers in the garrisons have now been
induced to sign declarations renouncing the juntas.
VATICAN.
Count de Salts reports that the recent attacks upon the Holy See, which appeared
in the Morning Post, would seem to have done something to diminish the good effect
caused by the recent British successes in. Palestine. He points out that the attacks,
have found no echo in the Italian Press..
CUBA.
Mr. Leech draws the attention of the Foreign Office to the fact that Allied subjects
will be affected by the Obligatory Service Bill which is shortly to come before
^Congress.

s
ARGENTINA.
The Foreign Office learns that plots to destroy grain ships and meat-freezing:
establishments are being organised by.Germans in the Argentine.

GUATEMALA.
Mr. Young reports that about 300 persons have been killed as the result of the
recent earthquakes, and at least 50,000 are homeless. The city is completely
destroyed, and all business is suspended. Expressions of sympathy have been,
received by the President from the King and His Majesty's Government.
MEXICO.
The Mexican Press announces that Carranza has appointed General Trevinix to
purchase arms and ammunition in Japan. Mr. Cummins reports the suggestion of
the United. States Charge d'Affaires that in view of the United States prohibition of
the import of such materiel to Mexico, its supply by Japan should not be encouraged
by His Majesty's Government. The Mexican Government has requisitioned all the
steamers (seven in number) of the Mexican Navigation Company, perhaps in anticx
pation of their possible sale by the. owners to the Allies. Two steamers have been,
loaded at Vera Cruz with troops, one of which has arrived atTuxpan. It is rumoured
that the railway line to Vera Cruz will presently be cut.
Fresh attempts are being planned by the Mexican'Government for possession of
the oilfields, and with this object attempts are being made to bribe or coerce Pelaez.
The United States Embassy is explaining to the Mexican Press that the Mexican
Government has shown no readiness to come to a better understanding with the
United States Government in regard to food supply. With regard to Carranza's
position, Sir C. Spring Rice points out that the United States has refused financial
assistance, while Germany has promised but not provided i t ; and there is no other
candidate who would receive general support.
The Foreign Office learns that as a result of the seizure by the Mexican
Government in April 1917 of the Teh u ante pec Railway, the partnership between
that Government and Messrs. Pearsons was dissolved, and about 20,000,000 Mexican
dollars became due to the Mexican Government. This transaction, though in the
nature of a compulsory winding up, has apparently given rise to a suspicion in
revolutionary circles that His Majesty's Government now aims at staving off Carranza's
fall, and adopting the policy—attributed to the United States—of bolstering up
alternate parties, to the ultimate ruin of the country.
Carranza left the capital on 28th December and his continued absence is causing,
comment.
UNITED STATES.
Sir C. Spring Rice reports that the Russian and. Italian set-backs have hardened
the determination of the United States public for the vigorous prosecution of.the war.
Energetic measures are also being taken for the detection and suppression of German
intrigues. The American people is beginning to realise the German policy of
encouraging universalism—Catholic, Jewish and Socialistic—everywhere hut in
Germany, where Catholicism itself is threatened with subordination to Germanism.
The national spirit is, therefore, being awakened in America. In this connection there
is a change for the better in the spirit of the Irish. With regard to shipbuilding, very
serious efforts will have to be made to carry out an adequate programme, and to
compensate for the difficulties created during Mr. Denman's tenure of office.
The visit of Sir Frederick Smith promises excellent results.
SHIPPING- SITUATION.
According to the War Trade Intelligence Report, the total tonnage of 500 tons gross
in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing ships reported, lost

owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period 28th December—3rd
January inclusive was 91,795 tons gross, of which 62,406 were British, as compared
with 116,384, of which 71,005 were British, reported last week.
Out of the 200,000 tons of Danish shipping employed, under agreement, in the
Anglo-French coal trade there is now a deficit of 35,000 tons clue to sinkings. The
Danish shipowners are unwilling to make this good, pointing out that losses to
Danish shipping chartered by the Allies represent at least 40 per cent, per annum of
the ships employed, and that of such tonnage as the British and American embargo
leaves to Denmark, namely, 150,000 tons only, 25,000 tons have already been lost.
The United. States Authorities are of opinion that Spain should be able to spare
about 250,000 tons net for Allied use.
The Board of Trade points out the importance of attaining an Anglo-American
shipbuilding programme which should attain a rate of 9,00.0,000 gross tonnage per
annum by next Autumn. The limit of saving on imports has almost been reached,
war claims on tonnage may increase, losses may be greater than anticipated, and a
large American Army has to be moved and maintained. The following approximate
estimate is given of losses and replacements during the war up to 30th November
1917 :—
Gross Tons.
War losses of British vessels
War losses of Allied vessels War losses of Neutral vessels
Total marine and other losses Ships repairing or detained through enemy action

-

5,800,000
1,900,000
1,900,000
1,700,000
1,400,000

-

.12,700,000

Deduct
New construction, sav 5,100,000, prizes and detained
vessels 1,900,000 "-

7,000,000

Total

Total net loss

-

-

.

-

-

5,700,000

This leaves avaiiabl .e some 30,000,000 gross tons, of which about one half is
British., and three-fifths of the remainder Allied. At the end of October 1917 available
British tonnage was being employed as follows :—
Service of the Army and Navy 3,763,000
Service of Allies
1,626,000 .
Colonies
692,000
Permanently abroad and coasters
1,275,000
Oilers
1,013,000
Available for British trade (other than oilers)
6,469,000
14,838,000
The decline of British imports in 1917 on 1913 is about 30 per cent., and in view
of the staple character of most of these and the abnormal demand, this reduction has
been a matter of serious difficulty. More than 90 per cent, of imports during 1917
have been supervised by Government Departments. The demands of France and
Italy for cereals during 1918 will probably reduce British imports below the 1917
level by the equivalent of more than six million tons carried the average leugth of
voyage.
These figures demonstrate the very large extent to which Great Britain is
employing her reduced shipping tonnage in the common war interests of the Allies.
A Conference held at Paris on 3rd December 1917 resolved that an Inter-Allied
Council of Imports and Tonnage should be created, composed of two Ministers from
England, France and Italy respectively, and of one or two delegates from the United
States Government. The French Government has designated M. Clementel, Minister
of Commerce and Shipping Transport, and M. Loucheur, Minister of Munitions, as its
representatives.
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PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
General.
After, experience of the methods of German propagandists in the United States,
Sir C. Spring Rice reports that Germany's attitude is to encourage " universalism "
in enemy countries as being hostile to the national spirit, but to suppress it in
Germany. Amongst Universalists, some of whom may put other considerations
before national spirit and. patriotism, Sir C. Spring Rice includes Socialists, Catholics
and Jews. The influence of German peace propaganda, looked, upon from this point
of view, may be gathered from the subjoined reports on individual foreign countries.
With reference to ourselves, it is interesting to note the opinion of the Cologne
Gazette that "The dreams of international Socialism are a matter of supreme
indifference to the English, workman," but the same paper expresses the German
hope that British soldiers returning from the front will find a ferment amongst their
male relatives of which there could be no question 1.-3 months ago.
Russia.
Sir G. Buchanan reported, on January 3rd the publication in Petrograd of a
telegram sent by the President of the Russian Delegation to the Presidents of the
Delegations of the Quadruple Alliance pressing for the transfer of the peace negotiations
from Brest to Stockholm. The refusal of this request is referred to under the heading
of Germany.
The Military Attache at Petrograd reported on January Ofb that M. Trotsky' had
apparently decided that it was impossible to resist the German demands, and that
during the night of January 4th he had made up his mind to abandon his bluff of the
January 3rd, and to come to terms with the enemy. He further reported on the
authority of one of the Russian Delegates from Brest, that the Germans had assumed
the attitude of victory at the Conference, and that the Bolshevists considered peace at
any price to be necessary for Russia, and will make a separate peace in order to
remain in power. M. Trotsky and his friends have so ruined the Russian Army that
if he were to break off negotiations, the enemy would advance a few kilometres and ,
capture his guns.
Sir G. Buchanan reported on. January Gth that M. Trotsky appeared to be ready to
accept the German terms, and was preparing his retreat, and that this was the
unanimous opinion of: well-informed Russians outside the Bolshevist camp. The
Mayor of Moscow thought that, judging from the way in which Trotsky's policy had
advanced German interests, he must evidently be a paid German agent. Russian.
Wireless of January Gth issued a long statement about Peace negotiations, in.which
an attempt is made to throw the responsibility of the situation upon the Entente
Allies.
M. Trotsky arrived at Brest on January 7th. Before the arrival of the Bolshevist
representatives, the Germans took the opportunity of conducting negotiations with
the Ukraine representatives.
..
Mr. kind ley reports from Petrograd on January 7th that the Bolshevist movement
is now completely in the hands of Lenin and Trotsky, whose object is to raise
revolutions everywhere and to do away with all sense of nationality and religion, and
with property. Both men are specially hostile to Great Britain because of the
solidarity of our institutions. This opinion, of the Bolshevist policy is confirmed by a
report from Sir M. Eindlay (January 0th).
Germany.
Sir W. Townley reports that much diversity of opinion exists in Germany about
summoning the Reichstag. On the 1st of January, Grand Admiral von Tirpitz had
a long conference with the Imperial Chancellor. Hindenburg and Ludendorff arrived
in Berlin on the 2nd of January, and were received by the Kaiser.
On the 3rd of January the Voriedrts expressed the opinion that the only object of
the meeting of the Crown Council was for the Chancellor to reach an agreement with
his Supreme Army Command under the Presidency of the Kaiser, thus acquitting
himself of his responsibility to Parliament. Regret was expressed -that the demand of:
the Social Democrats for the calling together of the Reichstag had not found general,
support. The Government must recognise that the conclusion of peace is desired by

the Reichstag, and a feeling of discontent is excited amongst the people. A division of
public opinion is threatened and the setting aside of diplomacy.
Sir R. Paget reports on the 3rd January that the German Minister at Copenhagen
had been heard to say that, Germany would be willing to discuss peace on the
following lines :—
Restitution of Lorraine—Plebiscite of Alsace—Return of Colonies—Economic
free hand in Russia.
Sir A. Hardinge reported on January 7th that a high Spanish authority had told
the Military Attache at Madrid that Germany, in order to obtain peace, was willing
to restore Belgium, but all the belligerents must share expenses of restoration. The
restoration of Servia and Rumania would be agreed to, but no indemnities. AlsaceLorraine would be allowed a plebiscite about being French or German. Portions of
France occupied would be given back. It was considered essential that Antwerp
should be a free port.
At the first sitting of the main Committee of the Reichstag, the Chairman,
Fehrenbach, in opening the meeting, referred to the negotiations at Brest and said,
" Whether the Western Powers will take' part in the negotiations is not yet sure, but
" if not, they may very well have occasion to regret having rejected the hand of
" Peace held out to them." The Chancellor then promised on behalf of the Govern
ment to make a communication concerning the progress of the peace negotiations.
The Under Secretary for Foreign Affairs, Baron von dem Bussche, described the
attitude of the Russian, delegates at Brest. The Catholic member, Erzberger,
accentuated the importance of the interpretation of self-determination, and
recommended that it should be applied a n d carried through clearly and openly;
Dr. David (Socialist) stated that the principle of self-determination, would he
furiously contested by Pan-Germans, but it was really immensely practical, for other
wise there can only be a peace based on violence, which would have no chance of
success and would never be permanent. After a Pan-German, speech by the Oonser
vative Count Westarp, who strongly opposed the principle of self-determination, the
Imperial Chancellor referred to the Russian proposal to transfer the negotiations to
Stockhoh , which von Kuhlmann had. been directed to decline. He then spoke of
the Russian attitude about, the German interpretation of the expression self
determination of nations, and added, " We base ourselves upon our position of power "
(Mach.tstcllu.ng). Baron, von dem Bussche said that the essence of the questions at
issue with, the Russians was the right of sell-determination of nations.
Sir W. Townley on the 4th of January called attention to a strong article in the
Rheiidsch Westfdlisehe
Zeilung implying "that one of the motives which drove England
into the Avar was to seize German East Africa and so realise the dream of a Cape to
Cairo Railway.
Sir 11. Rumhold on January 5th quoted an official German communication which
had reached Berne to the effect that the Crown Council, attended by Hindenburg and
Ludendorff on that day, had decided to break off the Brest negotiations temporarily.
German Wireless reports on January 7th that a message, signed by von Kuhlmann,
had been sent, to the Russian delegation pointing out that the stipulated. 1.0 clays had
been exceeded, and that no declaration about peace negotiations had. been received
.
from any of the other belligerents.
The British Prime Ministers speech to Labour representatives on. war aims is
summarised in the same German Wireless report, without comment.
Sir W. Townley quotes on January 8th reports in the German Press of another
telegram from Grand Admiral von Tirpitz to the Imperial Chancellor, offering the
transference of the peace conference from Brest to Stockholm, and urging remem
brance of the needs and national dignity of Germany "in order that the necessary
position of power in the world may be achieved for her." A. Wolff telegram from
Berlin to The Hague says that the Social Democratic Party demands a renewed
adhesion by the Reichstag to their J u l y resolution, and presses for " self-determina
tion," honestly ascertained by a free and independent expression of the will of the
people of occupied territories. On the other hand, the National Labour Party are
convinced that the demands of the army leaders for security of frontiers should be
accepted, and that a German peace is the only security for the German future. Sir
W. Townley thinks that the political situation in Germany is momentarily becoming
more acute.
The Intelligence Bureau (January 7th) reports : " The German nation are being
"" deliberately worked up to believe in the immediate prospect of a great military
;

success. This is a very dangerous weapon. Supposing that, the attack does not
lead to the success which is promised . . . .
There will then inevitably be
a great reaction . . . .
If the offensive takes place in the early spring, and
fails after say six weeks or two months, the failure will coincide with the time when
scarcity of food is becoming most serious. In that case the reaction in Germany
will produce a very critical situation."
Russian Wireless reports on January 5th, on the authority of German deserters,,
that new German units for the Western Front are being organised at Kovno and
Vilna, in contravention of the armistice agreement. This is causing unrest amongst
German troops, and about 25,000 have revolted and entrenched themselves east of
Kovno. This report is confirmed by information received, from Sir G. Buchanan
(6th January), who adds a rumour that because other German troops are unwilling to
attack them the method of starvation is to be applied. Berlin Wireless of January 8th.
calls the story a fabrication intended as a soothing-draught for the Russian people.

"
"
"
"
"

Austria-Hungary.
Sir W . Townley heard on January 4th that the Austrian Minister at The Hague
had said that von Kuhlmann was trying to induce the Kaiser and the German
Government to accept the Bolshevist demands, and, if they did not do so, AustriaHungary would make a separate peace with Russia.
Sir W . Townley reported on January 7th that, according to a Wolff telegram from
Vienna, the desire of the Russian Delegates to transfer the site of negotiations to a
neutral country is looked upon there as an attempt by Heutrals to cause delay, and so
gain time for exercising an influence.
Lord Bertie (7th January) calls attention to an article by M. Herve in Victoire,
expressing an opinion that the British Avar aims laid down by the Prime Minister offer
favourable terms to Austria-Hungary in the event of a separate peace.
France.
Lord Bertie, on January 3rd, drew attention to an article by M. Thomas in
Eumanite, deploring M. Glemenceau's refusal to allow the Socialist deputation to go
to Petrograd. M. Thomas writes that French Socialists look upon a separate peace
between Russia and Germany as a misfortune for the cause of Socialism and of France.
It would mean a term of German Imperialism over Russia and the impossibility of
effecting a just and lasting peace. French. Socialists wish, to say to Russians, " We
" are as Socialists against a separate peace, you also . . . aim only like us for a
" general peace established on liberty of peoples and international justice. Any other
" peace is anti-Socialist." On. the 8th of January M. Cachin (Socialist) strongly
supported Mr. Lloyd George'?, statement of war aims in the same paper, especially
on the references to the German colonies and the future society of nations.
Le Temps and Debate publish strong articles on the appeal addressed from
Stockholm to Socialists in Entente countries to attend a meeting of the International
Party, and to use any means to obtain passports. They describe the appeal as made
in Germany, and as being probably the handiwork of Scheidemann with German
official approval.
The French Press contains full reports of the British Prime Ministers declaration of'
war aims, and great satisfaction is expressed. M. Thomas observes with satisfaction
in Humanite that it pledges not only the Government but the whole British nation
for the Alsace-Lorraine question.
Italy.
The Minister for Foreign Affairs told Sir R. Rodd on January 8th that he would
not permit delegates to attend the Socialist Congress at Stockholm, and hoped that
the Allies would adopt the same policy. If the Italian delegates did go, the present
good spirit would be upset, internal dissension, would revive, and there would be a
revolution against the continued prosecution of the war.
Further, lie would not recognise the Bolshevists, or allow couriers to come to
Italy.
United States.
Sir C. Spring Rice [on January 6th reports the satisfaction of President Wilson
with the British Prime MinisteFs statement of Avar aims. He also reports that the

Bolshevists appear to bo trying to get into touch with the Labour Parties in the
United States.
A summary of the Presidents recent speech on war aims is given in an Appendix.
Norivay.
The Intelligence Bureau draws attention to the Conference held early in December
by the " Scandinavian Friends of Peace." The final meeting terminated none too
peacefully, because a discussion was raised by the Mayor of Stockholm, one of
the Swedish, delegates, who moved, a resolution of sympathy with the Russian
Bolshevists and adherence to their peace proposals.
Sweden.
Sir E. Howard reported on January 2nd that the Executive Committee of the
Council of the Swedish Social Democratic Party had passed a Resolution declaring
that the chance of transforming a separate peace into a just, immediate and general
peace depends mostly on where the International meeting can be held, and
appealing to Socialists in all countries, especially England, France, Italy, and.
America, to use all means to procure passports. When Governments fail to show a
desire for peace, the people must enter into relations with one another. This
Resolution was unanimously adopted at a crowded Labour meeting.
On January 7th he quoted reports from the Swedish Press that Extreme Socialists
coming back from Petrograd are confident of financial assistance from the Bolshevists
for propaganda purposes. Accounts differ about the question whether such funds
would be devoted to local revolutionary or anti-militarist propaganda, or to other
purposes less dangerous to Sweden.
Denmark.
Sir R. Paget on January 4th referred to local rumours that the proposed Socialist
Conference ought to be held at Copenhagen, instead of at Stockholm. He believed
that demands were being made to carry out that proposal because Copenhagen has a
less pro-German reputation.
United, Kingdom..
The' Ministry of Labour reported, fully (January 2nd.) on recent peace propaganda,
possibly inspired by Germany, and intended to dispel the spirit of national, unity
which permeated the United Kingdom in the early stages of the war. In these
propaganda, subjects like "Profiteering," "Inequality of Sacrifice," "Capitalists'
War," and such like topics are harped on, and the propagandists were obtaining
some success (G.T. 3100).
The Intelligence Bureau on the 4th of January submitted proposals for propaganda
to counteract war weariness in the Nation and Army (G.T. 3226). The question of
a psychological offensive was before the War Cabinet on January 2nd.
GENERAL;
General Williams reported the arrival at The Hague on January 2nd of 207
non-commissioned officers and men and 28 officers ; and on January 3rd of 369
civilians, all for repatriation; also on January 5th of 43' officers, 248 non-com
missioned officers and men and one civilian, for internment in Holland.
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SUMMARIES.

MR. LLOYD GEORGE.

PRESIDENT W I L S O N .

5th. January .1918.
Sth January
1918.
We are not fighting a war of aggression (I.) Open covenants of peace and no secret
against the German people.
diplomacy in the future.
The destruction or disruption of Germany
or the German people has never been a
war aim with us from the first day of (2) Absolute freedom of navigation in
peace and war outside territorial waters,
this war to this day.
Nor are we
except when seas may be closed by
fighting to destroy Austria-Hungary or
international
action.
to deprive Turkey of its capital, or of
the rich and renowned lands of Asia
Minor and Thrace which are predomi (3) Removal as far as possible of all
economic barriers.
nantly Turkish in race.
I.—EUROPE.

Complete restoration, political, territorial,
and economic, of the independence of
Belgium and such reparation as can be
made for the devastation of its towns
and proviuces.
Restoration of Serbia, Montenegro, and
the occupied parts of France, Italy, and
Rumania.
Complete withdrawal of the alien armies
and reparation for injustice done a
fundamental condition of permanent
peace.
With the French democracy to the death,
in their demand for a reconsideration
of the great wrong of 1871, when with
out regard to the wishes of the popu
lation, two French provinces were torn
from the side of France and incorpo
rated in the German Empire.
An independent Poland, comprising all
those genuinely Polish elements who
desire to form part of it, an urgent
necessity for the stability of Western
Europe.
Genuine self-government on true demo
cratic principles to those Austro-biun
garian nationalities who have long
desired, it.
Satisfaction of the legitimate claims of the
Italians for union with those of their
own race and tongue.
Justice to men of Rumanian blood and
speech in their legitimate aspira
tions.

(4) Adequate guarantees for the reduction
of national armaments.
(o) An absolutely impartial adjustment of
colonial claims, the interests of the
peoples concerned having equal weight
with the claims of the Government,,
whose title is to be determined.

(

(6) All Russian territory to be evacuated,
and Russia given full opportunity for
self-development, the Powers aiding.
(7) Complete restoration of Belgium, in
full and free sovereignty.
(8) All French territory freed, and the
wrong done by Prussia in 1871 in the
matter of Alsace-Lorraine righted.
(9) Readj ustment of Italian frontiers on
lines of nationality.
(10) Peoples of Austria-Hungary accorded
an opportunity of autonomous develop
ment.
(11) Rumania, Serbia, and Montenegro
evacuated, Serbia given access to the
sea, and relations of Balkan States
settled on lines of allegiance and
nationality.

MR. LLOYD G E O R G E - c o n t .
I I . — A S I A AND AFRICA.

PRESIDENT WILSON—cont.

(12) Non-Turkish nationalities in the
Ottoman Empire assured of autonomous
development and the Dardanelles to be
permanently free to all ships.

"Constantinople to remain Turkish capital.
Passage between the Mediterranean and
the Black Sea to be internationalized
\
and neutralized.
Arabia, Armenia, Mesopotamia, Syria, and (13) An independent Polish State.
Palestine entitled to recognition of their
(14) An Association of Nations affording
separate national conditions.
guarantees of political and territorial
German Colonies held at the disposal of a
independence for all States.
Conference whose decision must have
Mr. Wilson closed by saying that in
primary regard to the wishes and
these
essential rectifications of wrong and
interests of the native inhabitants of
assertions
of right the people of the
such Colonies.
United States felt themselves intimate
III.-—GENERAL.
partners with all those associated together
Reparation for injuries done in violation " against the Imperialists." They could
of international law, especially as not be separated. " We stand together
regards our seamen.
until the end."
The establishment by some international
organisation of an alternative to war as
a means 'of settling international dis
putes.
IV.—RESUME.

.Sanctity of treaties to be re-established.
A territorial settlement to be secured
based on the right of self-determination
or the consent of the governed.
The creation of some international
organisation to limit the burden of
armaments and diminish the probability
of war.
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United States.—Special
interest attaches to the wording of President Wilson's
pronouncements on the Freedom of the Seas. The original statement, as reported,
would make die North Sea more free to the passage of German Armies than Belgium
was in August 191-1, and the security of die British Isles from invasion would depend
upon the instant intervention of some sea, force under International control, instead of
upon the British Navy. Further explanations modify the impression originally
conveyed.
General.—Accounts from all sources indicate the probability of the Bolshevists
making a separate peace with the Central Powers, in contravention to the undertaking
of September 5th, .10.14, between Russia, France, and England, which was subscribed
to subsequently by Japan on October 1.9th and by Italy on November 30th, 1915.
due main, result has been the movement of large masses of German and Austrian
troops from the Eastern front, and a vast increase in the strength of their
Armies available for use against those of the Entente Alliance. The effect
of this improvement in the power of our enemy to conduct offensive
operations on. land is to be seen in the attitude assumed by the Government
officials of various neutral countries, especially Scandinavian, in conversation
with our diplomatic Representatives ; its effect seems also to have been to
strengthen for a time the dominance of the military authorities in Germany.
Accounts disagree about the immediate results to be expected from the economic and
financial pressure upon the German population, but they agree that these factors will,
have their maximum effect between February and May. Information furnished to the
War Cabinet shows that the military situation will be more favourable to the Entente
Powers in. August. In the meantime,the wholo issue depends upon the staunchness of
the French, Italian and British Armies, and of the nations behind them, in preventing
the Central Powers from gaining the military successes demanded by the internal
situation in Germany and Allied countries, information received since this report
was compiled indicates an, increase in the influence of Bolshevist propaganda in
Germany, and there are rumours of fresh naval mutinies at Kiel and Wil helm shaven.
Latest reports from France express a doubt whether there would be universal support
for a continuation of the war merely to recover Alsace-Lorraine. The question of
Bolshevist propaganda in this country is being considered by the War Cabinet.

RUSSIA.

The present position at Yladivostock is of interest, especially with regard to the
attitude of Japan,
SHIPPING.

The views of. the Ministry of Shipping on the convoy system are worthy of
notice.
January 17th, 1918.

G-. G. A .

[This Document is the Property of His Britannic Majesty's Government.-]
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ALLIED AFFAIRS. .
Interallied Council.—The Interallied Council, which lias now held five meetings
in London and one in Paris, is composed as follows :—
Mr. OSOAU T. CROSBIE, U.S.A. (Chairman).
x

Mr. AUSTEN CHAMBERLAIN
GENERAL SMUTS
-

I British.

LORD BUCK-MASTER
-)
M. CLEM ENTEL (Commerce)
M . LOUCHEOR (Munitions) - '
M. BIGNON (Finance)
-)
BARON MAYOR DES PLANCHE ^
Dr. ATTOLICO
- y
GENERAL IVIOLA
-)

Mr. Crosbie
Mr. Cravath.

French.
Italian.

is advised by an Advisory Council of Americans,

headed by

Far East.—Sir J . Jordan reports that there Is at present an undisciplined body of
15,000 Bolshevist Reservists in Vladivostock, who are only restrained, by fear of the
Cossacks on the North and the Japanese on the South. Sir C . Greene learns that
their influence is all powerful amongst the workmen and sailors. A newly arrived
Russian officer is, however, endeavouring to demobilise them. The Japanese warship
" Iwami " was due to arrive on January 13th, HALS. " Suffolk " on January 14th, and
the U.S. S.S. "Brooklyn" was expected at Yokohama on January 11th. Sir C.
Greene has been instructed to point out to the Japanese Government that sole
action by Japan might arouse general opposition in Russia, and. that in any case, all
appearance of invasion should be avoided. Tire British and United States Consuls at
Vladivostock have been authorised to enter into unofficial, relations with the Zemstvos
Committee as a temporary administrative institution, and Sir J . Jordan reports that
the Committee at Blagovestchensk is prohibiting the transport of goods to westward
of that town. The general situation at Yladivostock is now peaceful.
Finland.—The
Foreign Office is informed that the Danish and Norwegian
Governments have recognised the independence of Finland. His Majesty's ConsulGeneral at Helsingfors has now been instructed to enter into unofficial relations with
the Finnish Authorities as representing the de facto Government in Finland. The
German wireless Press reports that Deputy Fehrenbach, Chairman of the Reichstag
Main Committee, opened, (he sitting of January Sth with congratulations to Finland
on the German recognition, and expressed the "hope and desire that between Finland
and the German Empire friendly and lasting relations, especially in economic
matters," might be " entered into and maintained." Sir E. Howard reports that the
larger portion of transit foodstuffs which were released from Sweden for Finnish
consumption have been seized and eaten by Bolshevist troops, and expresses the
hope that further foodstuffs will not be imported until exports from Finland to
Germany have ceased.
Coal Supplies.—The Interallied Conference on Coal Distribution is being held in
London. Pending definite arrangements it is hoped that the French Government
will be able to meet a considerable part of Italian requirements in order to free
corresponding British tonnage for the conveyance of cereals.
Cable Embargo.—The complaint, of American shippers (see Report No. 50) that
they are adversely affected by the British embargo on Dutch cables,.has elicited an
assurance from the Foreign Office of fair and equal treatment for American as for
British transactions, and an intimation that, by arrangement with the Netherlands
Government, the embargo may shortly be raised.
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Caillaux Case.—Sir R. Rodd reports the seizure by the Italian Government of
documents—stated to be of great importance in connection with the Caillaux case—
deposited in the name of Madame Caillaux at a Bank in Florence. Lord Bertie
reports that M. Caillaux has been arrested, and that a change is already perceptible
in the attitude of the Radical-Socialists.
Foreign Policy.—On January 11th, the -Chamber, after hearing interpellations on
Foreign Policy and M. Pic.hon's reply, passed an Order of the Day approving the
declaration of the Government and relying on them to seek by energetic conduct of
the Avar complete reparation of the abuses of Force, the establishment of a Reign of
Justice in International relations and the triumph of Democracy. Priority for this
Order was adopted by 377 to 1,13 votes, the minority comprising the entire Socialist
group, except three who abstained and 22 Radical-Socialists, amongst whom was
M. Dalbiez.

BELGIUM.
Aclrabiislration.--Sir
F. Villiers, in a despatch dated January 4th, reports the
establishment of a Belgian Ministry of National Reorganisation under Baron de
Broqueville, who relinquishes the Department of Foreign Affairs in favour of
M. ITymans. M. Poullet becomes Minister of Economic Affairs, and M. Brunei; a
member of the Cabinet without office.
Three Committees of War and Reconstruction are created. The first is to deal
with military matters and external relations, and will be composed of the Ministers
of National Reconstruction, Foreign Affairs, Finance, Colonies, Civil and Military
Supply, War, and Count Gioblet d'AlvielIa, who is a member of the Cabinet without
office.
The second is to occupy itself with matters concerning the economic reconstruction
of Belgium and compensation for war damages. Its members will be the Ministers of
National Reconstruction, Foreign Affairs, Agriculture and Public Works, Railways,
Marine, Posts and Telegraphs, Industry and Labour, Economic Affairs, and M.
Brunei.
For the third Committee are reserved questions in regard, to refugees and to
legislative and administrative measures required, during the war and. afterwards.
Upon it will serve the Ministers of National Reconstruction, Justice, Foreign Affairs,
Interior, Science and Arts, Industry and Labour, Civil, and Military Supply, and
Count Goblet d. A1 vied a.

ITALY.
Pacifism.—Sir
R. Rodd, in a despatch dated December 27th, reports that the official
Socialist Morgan in the course of a Leninist speech made in the Chamber supported
his views by quotations from Lord Lansdowne's letter. Signor Giolitti, whose parlia
mentary manoeuvres have been temporarily defeated (largely through the activity of
the Federation of National Defence) and who has already pronounced against a
separate peace for Italy, will now probably work for a general peace, and aim at
discrediting the United States as being, like Great Britain, an obstacle to peace and
.a future commercial competitor.
General.—In a despatch dated December 30th, Sir R. Rodd reports that food
supply and distribution continue to cause discontent in Italy and Sicily. The Allied
forces, particularly the British, are popular in Turin, Milan and Venice. The position
-of Giolitti in Turin is still paramount ; but signs of opposition are appearing and at
a crowded meeting on December IGth in favour of civil mobilization he was roundly
-abused. Fear is felt of a strike among the weavers of Milan who are demanding

double wages. There is a marked improvement in public feeling in Venice, due
partly to the removal of disloyal elements and partly to the increased confidence of
the remainder. The Intelligence Bureau reports that the rounding up of enemy
subjects is now being actively undertaken. By January 11th, 1,500 persons had been
interned in the extreme south and 300 expelled from the country. Measures are also
being taken for the sequestration of enemy properties and businesses. On January 1st.
the creation of a War Cabinet was announced ; this consists of the President of the
Council, the Ministers for Foreign Affairs, Treasury, War, Marine, Arms and
Munitions, and the Minister of Pensions, Signer Bissolati. whose addition to the Council
is regarded as a guarantee for the thorough prosecution of the war. A re-examination
has been ordered of the rejected recruits of the 1874-99 classes (1.8-43 years of age)..
Rationing for sugar, cereals, butter, and coal has now been introduced all over Italy,
and a census of grain stocks has been ordered with a view to putting a stop to
hoarding. Mr. Lloyd George"s speech on A v a r aims has been very favourably received,
though certain papers insist that mere recovery of the terra irredenta is not sufficient
to secure Italy's position in the Adriatic. The organs of the Vatican welcome the
British pronouncement as inspired by the same spirit as the Papal note, and reducing.
Entente aims to a precision which calls for a reply from the Central Powers.

GREECE.
Creek Policy.—-Lord Granville, in a despatch dated December 17 th, reports the
publication of a statement by the Greek Foreign Minister, M. Politis, to the Athenai
newspaper. M. Politis expressed surprise and disappointment at the indifference
displayed by the people in regard to the persecution of the Greeks by the Turks and
Bulgarians. He added that the Government was shortly going to take up the question.
,of the National Assembly ; and expressed approval of the idea of common action
between Greece, Rumania and Serbia.
Port Control.—Lord Granville reports that in reply to the French Minister, who
represented that Pirasus should come under the French Port Control, he has pointed
out that a Greek naval zone was recommended at the Paris Conference, and that such
a zone, if granted, would seem properly to include Piraeus.

PORTUGAL.
Politics.—Sir
L. Carnegie, in a despatch dated December 17th, points out that
the new Government (sea Report No. 47) is composed almost entirely of Unionists
and the allied Conservative Centre elements. For the first time for some years
Oporto is well represented in the Ministry, which will, cause much satisfaction in
the North. The majority of the Ministers are well known, and enjoy good reputations.
The Minister of the Interior, Senhor Machado Santos, though not accused of holding
anti-Ally sentiments, is believed to be opposed to PortngaFs active participation in
the war, and his record, warrants the supposition. Of the various theories as to why
Dr. Brito Camacho, the Unionist Leader, has kept in the background, the most
probable is that he doubts the permanence of the present Administration, and is
awaiting his opportunity to form a more stable Government. The Evolutionist Party
has issued a declaration that it took no part in, and will assume no responsibilities
on account of, the revolutionary movement.
Coal.—Sir L, Carnegie reports that the Foreign Minister has applied to His.
Majesty's Government requesting the transport of coal for Lisbon, as the threatened
failure of electric lighting and power would throw some 50,000 men out of work.

ENEMY ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Turkey.—Lord
Granville learns from a good source that while the Turkish
Government continues strongly impressed by the military power of Germany, there
is no desire in Turkey to allow German tutelage to continue after the war or to

grant economic concessions to "the Germans, who have made themselves rinutterably
utipopular. There is a strong anxiety to take advantage of the earliest opportunity
for peace, and this desire would be greatly accentuated if a Russian military offensive
should recur. Sir 11. Humbokl learns from a reliable source that British prestige
is as great as ever in Turkey and Bulgaria.
Austria.—The Kolnische Zeitung of. January 9th quotes Freiherr von Stein of the
Imperial Board of Trade as saying thai "negotiations with the representatives of the
" Austro-liungarian Empire concerning commercial (and ?) political
rapprochement
" had been so far of a purely preliminary character. The German Government had
" up to date committed itself to no decision or undertaking of any sort."
Sir W. Townley reports that according to a Vienna telegram, the summoning
of the Austrian House of Representatives is likely to be postponed from the 15th to
the 20th of January, in expectation of some result from the Brest-Litovsk
negotiations. Mr. Bindley reports that the Austrians are anxious to agree with the
conditions of the Bolshevists in regard to exchange of prisoners, but are entirely
subordinated to the Germans.

GERMAN INTERNAL AFFAIRS.
Cloning of Frontiers.—The
Basle National. Zeitung reports on January 11th to
Butch papers that the German-Swiss and German-Dutch frontiers will be closed to
travellers and to traffic for two months. Sir VV. Townley reports an almost complete
stoppage of German papers to Holland.
Condition of the People.—The Foreign Office learns from a reliable source that
among the great mass of the Berlin population an appalling situation is created, by
the lack of food, light, warmth, clothing, boots, and soap. The well-to-do classes
still live fairly comfortably, though prices are enormous. The military caste adores
Hindeuburg and hates Ludendorff; and the middle class loves .Ludendorff, because
he gives high posts in the army to Jews. But the Imperial family, Hindenburg, and
the Government are loathed by the working classes, which are only deterred by
helplessness from revolting. Sir 11. Rum bold learns that it is generally thought in Berlin,
that it will be impossible to feed the civilian population there between February and
May. Mutinies are reported to have taken place in barracks near Berlin, the troops
firing on their officers and refusing to go to the front.
Sir R. Pa get learns from a reliable source that considerable Turkish forces have
been seen in Cologne.
Sir W. Townley reports that Dr. Waldow, the Prussian State Food Controller,,
addressing 700 food lecturers on January 8th, said :—
" Now that you are starting on your work of bringing an understanding
of the existing conditions to the remotest parts of the country, bear in mind
that it is a question of applying your whole strength and nerve to the inculca
tion of the cardinal fact that all those rivers of precious German blood will
have flowed in vain if now, before the victorious end, hearts fail in. self
sacrifice and endurance. And one thing more : help us to dispel the unholy
misunderstanding prevailing between town and country, between consumers
and producers, which eats into the harmony of the people like a malignant
cancer. We must be a united -people of brethren whom neither need or
hardships can estrange. Go forth, and in this spirit accomplish your great
work."
People and Government.—The
Intelligence Bureau notices a strong expression of
returning confidence in the German Press of all political colours. This is primarily
due no doubt to official inspiration, but has probably a real foundation in. the military
situation. The policy of the Government is to encourage the impression that the
continuance of the war is due to the Allies' refusal to treat at Brest-Litovsk, and to
raise hopes of a righteous and successful appeal by arms against this refusal. (The
German Wireless Press of January 12th by quoting a pro-German speech of the
President of the Bezirtag of Lower Alsace reverts to the- policy of trying to prove
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that aggressive intentions towards Germany by the Entente Powers brought about
the war.) Failure to achieve a military success or to continue to justify its necessity
in the face of the Allied pronouncements of war aims, would react most seriously
upon the faith and hopes of the German people. It is, at the same time, pointed
out that the "industrialists are much more bellicose than the military"; and
that while the Government itself is unwilling to accept genuine self-determination
in the East (as this would ruin Germ any's outposts, the "Baltic Barons"), it is
the industrialists who oppose the policy of " no annexations," since this would
lose them territory so important as the Briey minefields. It is therefore highly
desirable that the Allies should demonstrate to industrial Germany that her
future economic relations with the rest of the world, depend upon the speed with
which she can make a peace acceptable to the Allies. Mopes should not in present
circumstances be founded on the probability of a popular revolt. Such a revolt might,
however, take place if the German people, now grown less subservient, were thwarted
or seriously disappointed by its Government. In this connection Sir W. Townley
reports the present internal conflict over Suffrage Reform as being pregnant with
possibilities of great trouble in the near future, and of more interest at the moment
to the German public than the war itself.
War Aims.—Sir W. Townley reports an official announcement that the Chancellor
will, in the near future, speak at the sitting of the Main Committee upon the political
situation and reply to the speeches of Mr. Lloyd George and President Wilson. No
report has been received indicating the probability of the Reichstag itself being
assembled. The National Liberals have declared their intention to stand by such a
conception of the proper frontiers of Germany as the Superior Army shall put
forward.
Germany and the Vatican.—The Ttheinische Westfalischc.
Zeitung in its issue of
-January 12th has an article entitled " Questionable neutrality of the Vatican,"
attacking the observations made by the Osservatore Romano in regard to German air
attacks upon Padua.
' Supplies from the East.—According to the Svenska, Dagbladet an agreement has
been reached at Brest-Litovsk under which marine traffic is reopened between
Germany and Finland. Mr. Bindley learns that the German Naval Mission is
endeavouring in its negotiations with the Russian General Naval Staff to secure
terms under which British influence in the White Sea and Northern. Ocean, would be
defeated. Sir II. Rum bold learns that a new broad-gauge railway is under con
struction for the Eastern front, to allow of Russian trains coming into Germany.
Sir G. Barclay reports that prisoners are returning to Germany from Rumania in
large numbers, and that arms, ammunition, and horses are being sold to the
Germans.

NETHERLANDS.
Sand and Gravel.—The War Trade Intelligence Department reports that discussions
are still proceeding between the British and Netherlands Governments upon the
question of transit of sand, gravel and other military material from Germany over
Dutch waterways to Belgium. The question is now complicated by a large increase
in the exports from Holland to Belgium of Dutch sand and gravel. Proposals made
by the Foreign Office as to limitation and control of the traffic are now under consideration
by the Dutch authorities. The Intelligence Bureau points out that at present neither
side seems inclined to give way. As the effect of the stoppage of cables by Great
Britain is felt in wider circles, the support originally given by the Dutch Press, with
few exceptions, to the attitude of their Cabinet has been losing in. vigour. The idea
of an arbitration between Holland, Great Britain and Germany finds the most favour,
as, whichever way the verdict went, Holland would be safe, while a concession now
made by Holland to Great Britain Avould only displace the conflict and raise trouble
with Germany. The whole conflict, while doubtless necessitated by military con
siderations, has had an unfortunate effect upon British propaganda. Mr. Lloyd
George's speech has also caused bitter disappointment among the Dutch people,
whose geographical position inclines them towards peace at any price.

Hops.—Sir W. Townley reports that the exportation of hops from Holland lias
been prohibited as from January 1,0th.
Economic Union:—The Intelligence -Bureau sets out the programme of the new
Economic Union, formed by the present Finance Minister, Professor Treub. This
includes :—
Parliamentary Control of International Affairs.
Protection of Labour in Shops and Offices.
Old Age Pensions and Insurance.
AVoman's Suffrage.
Taxation in proportion to Means.
Increase in the Salaries of Government Servants.
The Economic Union is a Party of Reconstruction, and will certainly play a part
in the General Election next summer. Professor Treub is a thorough believer in the
Entente cause, and his programme is warmly taken up by the Telegraaf.
The new
party has not, however, been generally welcomed by the Press, being considered
materialistic and anti-religions by the Clericals, and capitalistic and imperialistic by
the Socialists.

SWITZERLAND.
Wheat Supply.—Sir C. Spring Rice reports that the United. States negotiators are
pressing for the supply and transport by Great Britain and Franco of; 30,000 tons of
wheat promised to Switzerland under the Swiss-American Agreement. Sir II.
Rumbokl urges the desirability of such supply, and suggests that the French Govern
ment should also return 15,000 tons, which amount was previously advanced by
Switzerland for French consumption. German propaganda is making great use of
the Allies' failure to fulfil their undertaking, and the German Government has
officially offered to make up the shortage ; this offer the Swiss Government has
refused. The Foreign Office has instructed Sir (..'. Spring Rice, that while concurring
as to the policy and. necessity of furnishing the wheat, His Majesty's Government is
not in a position to allocate the tonnage, and trusts that the United States Govern
ment will see its way to employ for that purpose neutral ships now in American
waters.
British Prohibitions.—The
Foreign Office advises Sir R. Rodd that, pending a
satisfactory result of negotiations with Switzerland, all. exports to that country of
cloth, yarn, and raw cotton will be stopped: and it is hoped that similar action
will be taken by the Italian Government. There is evidence to show that Germany
is trying to obtain large quantities of these commodities for explosive factories.

NORWAY.
Supplies.—Sir
M. Findlay reports that the Storthing reassembled on January
.1.1th. The Norwegian Government, either from hope of an early peace or of obtaining
supplies from other quarters, or else from fear of reprisals by a victorious Germany,
threats of which are already being made by the German Minister, seems indisposed to
conclude negotiations with the Allies. It is stated that the Germans have offered the
-Norwegians 2-10,000 tons of grain. Norwegian, Swedish and Danish Commissioners
have already met at Christiauia—and will meet again in Stockholm—to discuss interScandinavian commercial exchange. It appears that Sweden requires fish and nitrates,
and Denmark carbide, pig-iron and nitrates, from Norway ; while Norway requires
iron, steel and timber from Sweden, and agricultural produce from Denmark. Sir M.
Findlay fears that undesirable agreements may be made unless the Allied negotiations
are expedited.
Escorts. — Sir M. Findlay learns that the Norwegian Foreign Minister has
mentioned to the United States Minister a protest, stated to have been lodged by the
German Government, against the admission of Allied escorts into Norwegian
territorial waters.

SWEDEN.
Imports from Finland.—Sir E. Howard reports the arrival at Stockholm, of the
steamship Minerva, bringing lubricating oils and grease from Finland. Sixty tons of
petroleum are stated to be on. the way to Sweden via Helsingfors. .
Russian Contracts.—The Foreign Office instructs Sir E. Howard to investigate,,
with a view to action, the present position of Russian contracts in Sweden approved
for payment out of British credits.
DENMARK.
Iceland.—Sir
R. Paget, in a despatch dated December 10th, reports that the
movement for a revision of the relations between Iceland and. Denmark has been,
strengthened by the war, owing, to the military measures of the belligerents which have
rendered communications difficult and have greatly impeded trade between. Denmark,
and Iceland. "The Icelanders have accordingly been, thrown, largely on their own
" resources, and have come to feel less dependent on the mother country. Danes are
" inclined to attach to His Majesty's Government a considerable amount of blame for
" this state of things, and. they resent in particular the action of His Majesty's Govern
" ment in concluding an agreement with the Icelandic Government direct in 1916
" without consulting the Danish Government. Though the latter tacitly acquiesced in
" the fait accompli, there is no doubt that they felt acutely the impetus thus given to
" the movement for independence. It is for these reasons that the Danish Government
" attach so much importance to such questions as the conveyance of passengers and
" mails to Iceland by Danish ships, as they feel that the interruption of these services,
" which they are bound by contract to maintain, would further weaken their hold on
" the colony."
SPAIN.
Politics.—The
Intelligence Bureau points out that the Dissolution of Parlia
ment has been brought about by the Regional]'sts under Sehor Gam bo, and that they
will doubtless win more seats at the elections than ever before. It is probable that
seats will also be gained by the Republicans. There is, however, no reason to expect
any important change of Spanish Foreign policy, "which wall remain mildly pro-Ally.
The main problems of the new Parliament will be domestic, namely, the questions of
amnesty for the general strike of last summer, adjustment of the claims of the Officers'
juntas, and relief of the food and transport difficulties. The last of these problems
is being used by the German propaganda as a handle against the Allies ; and at least
one pro-German paper is suggesting that, on the Allied principles of self-determination
and no annexations, Gibraltar must be returned to Spain after peace is signed.

JAPAN.
A.nglo-Japanese
Compliments.—Telegrams
exchanged between His Majesty and the
Emperor of Japan by which each appoints the other Field Marshal have been warmly
received. The event is noted as unique, as the King is the first non-Japanese Sovereign
to receive this Japanese dignity, and the Emperor the only non-British sovereign now
holding this rank.
CHINA.
Pldgve.-Sir
J , Jordan reports an outbreak "of pneumonic plague at the
Fengchen railhead, 13 hours distance from Pekiri. As a consequence all traffic on
the Pekin-Kalgan line has been stopped, and the Chinese Government has been urged
to take ail possible precautions.
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Wheat Gbnveniiojv-The
War Trade Intelligence Department reports the settlement
of the financial arrangements for the purchase of the Argentine grain surplus. The
British and French Governments engage to buy 2,500,000 tons of Argentine grain
or other produce, and to open credits, in favour of the Argentine Government, of
20,000,000/. in London and Fr. 500,000,000 in Paris. The Argentine Government
undertakes to open a credit in Buenos Aires of $100,000,000 in favour of Great
Britain, and an equivalent credit in favour of France. Exchange is to be at a fixed
rate. Sir R. Tower reports that the United States Government proposes immediately
upon the signature of the Wheat Convention to supply coal to the Argentine in
ships sent South to fetch the wheat.
Enemy Trade.-Sir
R. Tower represents the desirability of financial support being
given by His Majesty's Government to British firms in the detection and prevention
of transfers and sales of goods to enemy firms in the Argentine.

BOLIVIA.
Enemy Trade.—Mr. Haggard suggests that representations should be made to the
United States Government in regard to the continued export to the United States
of minerals and other products by enemy firms in Bolivia acting through
intermediaries.

MEXICO.
German Intrigue.—Mr.
Cummins reports that the newspaper Universal, which, has
the largest circulation in Mexico, in its issue of January 10th, demands the expulsion of
the German Minister for violating the neutrality of the country.
t
Garranza.—Mr. Cummins reports that, in spite of statements to the contrary,
Carranza, with military forces, is now at Necaxa, which is on the shortest wagon road
to the oilfields. According to Mexican newspapers, Government forces are advancing
from various directions upon Pelaez. Conspiracies are on foot in several cities, and
revolutionary plot has been discovered and frustrated in Mexico City, Toluca, Vera
Cruz and Salina Cruz. In many cities hunger is being felt, and maize is being
imported from the United States. Officials of the Industrial and Financial Depart
ments arc proceeding to Washington to adjust differences between the United States
and Mexican Governments. Sir C. Spring Rice reports that the United States Foreign
Office does not at present regard the oilfields as being in sufficient danger to warrant
A in erican interv entiori.
CUBA.
Presidential
Message.—Mr. Leech reports that the Presidential message to Congress
asks for full powers to deal with food supply, exports, and the persons and property
of enemy subjects in Cuba ; also for authority for Government to take control of the
railways if this should be found necessary.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Catholic Opinion.—Sir C. Spring Rice reports that there is unrest amongst the
German and Irish Catholics in the United States. The dissatisfaction of the latter
appears to be due to three principal causes : first, the inferred exclusion of the Pope,
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under tlie treaty published by the Bolshevisms., from peace negotiations; secondly,
the apparent postponement of Christian to Zionist interests in Jerusalem; thirdly,
douhts-as ,tojthe-:f ullibneut.j by. -His -Majesty's] Government ,p 1 recommendations, made
-by the Irish Convention.
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Black Lists.—Sir C. Spring Rice reports that measures are being taken to establish
uniformity between British and American Black Lists for Latin America.
,,

SHIPPING SITUATION.

.

Sinkings.—According to the War Trade Intelligence Report, the total tonnage of
500 tons gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing ships
reported lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies daring the period
January 4-lh-IOth, 1918, inclusive, was 100,646 tons gross, of which 76,092 were
British, as compared with 91,795, of which 62,406 were British, reported last week.
Building.—Sir C. Spring Rice reports Mr. Hurley as accepting Lloyd-s estimate of
3,700,000 tons as the probable output for 1918. Sir Thomas Royden, however, has
reported that the output will probably not exceed 2,000,000 gross tons. The output,
of wooden ships is rather optimistically estimated at 1,500,000 tons.
An Admiralty report estimates that, if steel and labour are both forthcoming,
British output of merchant vessels for 19.18 should amount to 1,811,250 tons. The
German Wireless Press reports a calculation by "Nautilus," correspondent of the
Gourant, according to which the Entente, in order to bring
Nieuwe Rdtterdamsche
about a possible victory in the spring of 1919, must build 20,000,000 tons "during
1918. " Of this amount, as the other Entente countries could, at the highest estimate,
only build 5,000,000 tons, 15,000,000 fall to the lot of America."
Convoy System.-The Ministry of Shipping estimates that, over a year, the vessels
now convoyed will bring in at least 1,000,000 tons of imports more than they would
have brought unconvoyed; and that at the end of the year there will be more
shipping, probably by 750,000 gross tons, than, but for the convoy system, would
have been available.

PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
liussia.—[NOTE.—On
September 5th, 1914, the Russian Ambassador in London,
" duly authorised by the Russian Government," signed a joint agreement with France
and Great Britain " not to conclude peace separately during the present war," and
further, that " when terms of peace come to be discussed no one of the Allies will
" demand conditions of peace without the previous agreement of each of the other
" Allies."]
The Intelligence Bureau on January 9th expressed the opinion, based on Press
reports, that the clause in the Russian terms of. peace applying the principle of self
determination to people within the frontiers of existing States who had not hitherto
been independent could not possibly be agreed to by the German Government.
The Intelligence Bureau further report that in the present Bolshevist Government,
Lenin, Trotsky and Radek are the most interesting figures. The influence of Lenin
is not less than that of Trotsky. His name means far more with the Russian masses.
He is the most consistent politician in Russia ; since the beginning of his career he
has never wavered, while Trotsky has been much more supple and undecided. Lenin
is visionary, fanatical, without sense of humour. Trotsky is equally fanatical in
defence of principles, equally unwilling to compromise,, but has a keen sense of
humour combined with great ambition. Lenin is probably the stead3ung influence.
Radek is still more unconstrained than Trotsky. It was he who insisted on raising
the question of the arrest of Liebknecht. The ordinary Russian takes little interest
in the sufferings of German Socialist comrades, and the raising of any issue, that
might make peace difficult would be regarded as unnecessary and provocative. It is

probable that the --Germans are already: intriguing with-,the political opponents of the
Bolshevists, whether Social -Revolutionaries ,or bourgeois. How long. . Trots, ky will
remain. in power -will,- depend upou his own statesmanship.,,,,-11.1s impossible', to .say
whether the Bolshevists, if they failed to get peace and defy Germany, would retain
the support of the war-weary masses in defence of a principle.
German wireless on January 10th published an unsigned appeal, purporting to
to have been issued from Pelrograd " To All " at 8.-10 a.m. on January 6th, in which
insinuations are made that the Entente Allies, in their own interests, are "allowing "
Russia to make a separate peace, thus consciously betraying Poland, Lithuania,
Courland, and Rumania, and using them as "coins with which to settle accounts
with Germany."
Mr. Lindley reports that at Brest on January 10th the Russian Delegates described
the German attitude as an ultimatum, giving the choice between negotiations at Brest
or no negotiations at all. They interpret this ultimatum to mean that the Powers
of the Quadruple Alliance supporting a negotiation policy prefer to break off
negotiations on formal technical points to breaking them oil' on the cpiestion
of Poland, Lithuania, &c. The Bolshevists, issued a statement, particularly to the
German people that their reason for staying at Brest is to continue the struggle
for the people's peace, and to ascertain clearly whether peace can be concluded with
the Quadruple Alliance without prejudicing the chance of the Poles, Lithuanians, &c,
to self-determination without reservation or ulterior motives. German wireless on
January 13th simply reported that on January 10th the Russians expressed their
willingness to continue peace negotiations at Brest.
According to German wireless (January 14th) the interpretation of the right of
self-disposal of nations was discussed at Brest on. January 11th and 12th, and
-(January ] 5th) the sitting on the 12-th. " came to a close, no further sitting having,
been arranged."
:

Ukraine.--Mr. Lindley reported on January 10th an official announcement in the
Press at Petrograd that on -January 7t.h an agreement was come to between the Russian
Peace Delegation and the Ukraine Representatives authorising the latter to negotiate
at Brest as official delegates of the Ukraine Republic. German wireless has reported
that on. January 10th M. Trotsky stated at Brest that the Ukrainian Delegation had
been recognised as Independent by the Bolshevist Delegation.
At the meeting of January .12th, the Quadruple Alliance declared their recognition
of Ukrainian delegation^ independence, ' the formal recognition of the Ukrainian
Republic as an Independent State being reserved for the Treaty of Peace.
M. Trotsky declared that there were no troops in occupation of Ukraine and self
determination could there be accomplished.
Poland.—The
Intelligence^ Bureau on January .11th reported that about
December 20th, the Polish Government asked the Central Powers to admit Polish
representatives to the peace negotiations, and the Polish Premier visited Berlin and
Vienna. It was decided that Polish Delegates would be admitted but apparently in
an advisory position.
Rumania.—The Foreign Office informed Sir G. Barclay on January 13th that
Mr. Lloyd George's speech made it clear that we require the occupied parts of
Rumania to be restored, also the -withdrawal of invading armies and compensation
for injustices. Other subjects affecting Rumania in the speech were explained.
, Germany. — Sir W. Townley reported on January 9th information from the German
Press on the Peace negotiations. The most interesting point is a statement in the
Dresdner
Yolks Zcitung that the German Independent Socialists before Christmas
sent a telegram to the Bolshevists to ask them to delay these negotiations, because
the development of German affairs was turning in favour of the independent Socialists,
- and a separate peace with Russia was hampering the continuation of the Revolutionary
movement, and strengthened the ruling classes in Germany. This circumstance was
thought to have inspired a violent article in the Kolnische Zeibung of January 8th
threatening the Bolshevists with new blows by the strong and sharp German weapons
if negotiations Avere broken off to support German Socialist Democracy.
Sir C. Spring Rice reported on January 2nd that the representative of the Vatican
-and the Dutch and Swedish Legations in Washington were saying that Germany

would soon' make peace proposals and hinting that' the Military Authorities in
Germany, were: being seriously threatened: The - State -' Department' attribute-the
rum ours'.'to' an attempt 'by Germany to weaken public opinion' in the United States. Sir W-. Townley quotes on" January iOth from Dusseldorfer
Nachriclited
the
opinion that Lenin and Trotsky will lose their power, and Germany must expect the
Bolshevist Government to try and protract the Peace negotiations in order to breach
the gulf between them and moderate Socialist elements.
Sir G. Spring Rice reports on January 12th, on the authority of the State Depart
merit of Washington, that the Presidents speech will probably be replied to in the
Reichstag shortly. Sir W. Townley sends, on January 11th, extracts from German
Press expressing exasperation at the speech.
Mr. Lindley reports on January 11th, on the authority of an Official Report dated
January 9th of the Peace Conference at Brest, that the German Conference Minister
presided and formally rejected the transference of the negotiations to Stockholm on
account of want of telegraphic facilities, and because in the conduct of negotiations
the atmosphere in which they take place 'p]aj s an enormous role. There appears
to be no doubt the Germans desire a separate peace with Russia, LuCnot as a
result of a climb-down on their part, as such a climb-down would be a severe blow to
German militarism. If the German militarists are strong enough, they may break off
negotiations with the Bolshevists and intrigue with their opponents, and rely upon a
threat of invasion to force the Russians to agree to a separate peace with Eastern
Europe.
German, wireless records another strong protest by General Hoffman at Brest
against Russian propaganda in Germany, because it did not strive for a durable peace,,
and might introduce revolution and civil war into Germany. M. Trotsky replied that
German Pressmen had been allowed to enter Russia freely. General Hoffman
answered that his criticism was directed against official propaganda issued above the
signature of Krylenko.
All the Central Power delegates have protested very strongly against Socialist,
pamphlets and proclamations which abound in their lines.
?

Austria-Hungary.—Mr.
Lindley reports on January 9th that the Austrians are
anxious to agree with the Bolshevist conditions, especially about prisoners of war, but
are entirely dominated by the Germans.
Tu.rkeij.-lsiv.
Lindley reported on January 9th the Turkish terms of peace which,
were brought forward conditionally at the Brest Conference.
Bulgaria.—Sir II. Rumbold reported on January 7th, on good authority, that when
the Kaiser visited Sofia, an agreement was come to between Germany and Bulgaria
that, if a separate peace should be made -with Russia, Bulgaria, with the assistance of
German and Austrian troops, should drive the Allies out of Salonika and should then
keep the place.
He further reports (January 10th) rumours, on the authority of Bulgarian,
delegates at Brest, of the certainty of a separate peace between Russia and Bulgaria,
but not with Austria.
France.—Lord Bertie drew' attention on January 3rd to an article by M. Longuet
in the B/xys criticising strongly the French diplomacy during 1917, and stating
that to prevent French Socialism from establishing direct relations with that of Russia
was one of the gravest of errors.
. Lord Bertie further reported on January 10th the general support in the French
press of President WilsoiFs speech.
Belgium.—Sir
F. YTlliers reports on January 1st a statement by a German,
commercial magnate that Germany was ready to communicate ijeace proposals
and intentions of reparation to Belgium. The statement was made verbally and.
unofficially with a view to its being repeated to the Belgian Legation, who returned,
no reply.
-Italy. - S i r Rennell Rodd reports a speech by Signer Orlando in the Italian
Senate on December 31st, in which he shows up the insincerity of the attitude of
the Central Empires in the Brest negotiations, and adds the words, " We are not

"
"
"
"
"

confronted with a sincere initiative, but with an insidious measure, aimed at
disuniting and poisoning the minds of the belligerent nations. We of the Entente
have too profound a respect for. the feelings which really inspire our desire for
peace, not to protest against any attempt to make peace proposals an insidious
weapon in waging war."

iGVe'ece.--"Lord Granville reported on January .10th an interview with M. Venizelos
about Mr. Lloyd George's speech, and on local dissatisfaction at Eastern Macedonia
not having been mentioned amongst the territory which must be vacated by. the
enemy. Lord Granville explained that this point might be considered as coveted by
the expressions used about nationalities and the consent of the governed. lie reported
further on January 11th about anxiety in the Greek newspapers regarding Mr. Lloyd
George's statement about Turkey-, which anxiety has been relieved by the explanation
in the -Manchester Guardian that only the interior of Asia Minor was referred to,
and not the Provinces where Hellenism dominates.
United States.—Sir C. Spring Rice on January 8th reported that the Presidents
speech took the Congress by surprise, it was very well received, especially about
Alsace-Lorraine. The following point amongst others was brought out in conversation
with influential Americans : The question of the " Freedom of the seas " did not arise
excepting in the event of certain international agreements, and the actual conditions
were left over for discussion.
On account of the importance of the subject, it is proposed to deal with this
question in an Appendix to next week's Report, embodying the substance of further
statements by President Wilson explaining the situation. A. sidelight on German
policy affecting the freedom of the seas is given in the following report dated
January 12th, from Sir W. Townley : 
" Wolffs Agency states that the ' Egyptian National Committee ' in Berlin
have issued a manifesto to the Peace Conference by Farid Bey urging the
liberation.of the Egyptians on the principle of nationality, and adding that,
while the Suez Canal remains under the control of a great Power, there can be
no guarantee of the "freedom of the seas.' "
Sweden.—Sir E. Howard reports (January 9th) interviews given by Mr. Huysman
to representatives of the Press in which he says that he is coming to England to take
part in an English revolution. He disclaims co-operation between the Conference of
Socialists and the Bolshevists, but if the latter would co-operate with the Inter
national for a general Peace, they would be welcomed. He added that the removal
of the Peace negotiations from Brest to Copenhagen would almost certainly take
place in two or three weeks. Sir E. Howard thinks that Mr. Huysman is an honest
supporter of a general democratic peace, and opposed to German Imperialism. He
is vain, and tries to attract public attention.
Spain.—According
to the Intelligence Bureau (January 9th) at least one proGerman paper is suggesting that, on the Allied principle of self-determination and no.
annexations, Gibraltar must be returned to Spain, after peace.

GENERAL.
Berne Agreement.—In a report dated January 4th Lord Newton sets out the terms
of the Berne Agreement (which only awaits ratification by the Ottoman Govern
in ent) in regard to exchanges, inspection and treatment of prisoners, and facilitation
of information in regard to them. For the- purposes of exchange a low standard
of disability has been adopted, and examinations will be made every three months
by commissions of three doctors (two of the captor State and one a prisoner
of Avar). One British doctor per 1,000 prisoners will be retained for this
purpose. Pending this examination, 1,000 British prisoners, irrespective of rank
(300 white and 700 Indians), are to be exchanged for 1,500 invalid Turks. Civilians
not of military age, including men of the mercantile marine, will be repatriated if
they so desire. Those of military age can be exchanged in equal numbers. The
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order of the exchanges will he : first, invalid combatants and medical officers ;
secondly, men of the mercantile marine ; thirdly, civilians. The exchanges are to be
carried out by sea if possible. With regard to inspection and treatment, the Dutch
Legation (subject to reciprocity) is authorised to visit all camps in Turkey, except
those situated in the military area of the Taurus and east and south of that range.
Prisoners now in that area will be withdrawn, if possible, to places.where they can
be,visited. Help/Committees are to be established in all camps. Undertakings are
given with regard to suitable lodging, medical treatment, facilities for purchase of
food and clothing, and for transmission of supplies, &c. With regard to information,
the censorship of letters, parcels, &c., will be accelerated ; and provision is made for
the" better supply of lists of prisoners, death certificates, and as to correspondence
between prisoners and the Dutch Legation.
The. Turkish Government has been asked to perm it the internment in Switzerland
of 90 invalid prisoners from Turkey (now at "A la u than sen; pending the arrival of
Turkish invalids shortly expected from Marseilles.
Prisoners
in Occupied Territory.—Sir
W. Townley reports that the German
Government refuses to permit members of the Dutch Legation at Berlin to visit
prisoners' camps in occupied territories, with the exception of the Indian camp in
Wallachia.
Arrivals in Holland.—General Williams reports that five further parties of 300
officers and non-commissioned officers will arrive at short intervals in Holland.
Hospital Ships.—-The Kolnische Volhs Zeitung of January 3rd, in an article entitled
" English Hospital Ships," accuses the British of their abuse, and observes, " Such
" abuses have not hitherto provoked, our Fleet into entirely ignoring the Geneva
" Cross . . . . but, if this is not to happen, some very strong measures will have to
" be adopted to prevent their recurrence." The paper then proceeds to deny that the
Reioa was torpedoed.
Serbian Prisoners.—Sir
C. Spring Rice reports that the United States Red Cross
is prepared to undertake the provisionmeut of Serbian prisoners of war.
In the Appendix to this Report are set out lists of (A) States in. alliance with
Great Britain, (B) Neutral countries which have severed diplomatic relations with
Germany.
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Prepared by the Historical Section, C.LD.
A.—STATES IN ALLIANCE WITH GREAT BRITAIN.
Date of " S t a t e of W a r " with :—
States.
Germany.

Great Britain
Russia
France
Belgium
Serbia
Montenegro
Japan
Portugal
Italy
Rumania
United States
Cuba

Greece Siam
Liberia
China
Brazil
Panama

-

^
6

-

"*
-

-

-

-

-

-

4

Aug.

1914

12

1

Aug.

1914

6
12
28

3 Aug.-1914

-

-

Austria-Hungary.

-


j
*X6
-

4 Aug.
9 Aug.
12 A u g .
23 A u g .
9 Mar.
28 A u g .
28 A u g .
6 Apr.
7 Apr.

1914"
1914
1914
1914
1916
1916
1916
1917
1917

29 J u n e
22 J u l y
4 Aug.
14 A u g .
27 O c t .

1917
1917

1917
1917
1917
10 A p r . 1 9 1 7 ( ? )
2/V i\ \q\£

8

Aug.

1914

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
28 J u l y
5 Aug.
25 A u g .

1914
1914
1914

23 M a y
27 A u g .
7 Dec.
18 D e c .

1915
1916
1917
1917

29 J u n e
22 J u l y

1917
1917

1914

1914
1914

14

Aug.

1917

11

Dec.

1917

2

Turkey.

Bulgaria.

5

Nov.

1914

1

15

Oct.

1915

2
5

Nov.
Nov.

1914
1914*

19
16

Oct.
Oct.

1915
1915

.2 Nov. 1914(?)

11
15

Oct.
Oct.
7

1915
1915

21
30

19

Oct.
1 Sept.

1915

29 J u n e

1917

3

Aug.
Aug.

1915
1916

29 J n n e

1917

6

1916

' Date of Declaration of W a r by Great Britain. Hostilities actually commenced on 1st November.
- Date on which the Austro-Hungarian Declaration of W a r was presented a t St. Petersburg.
Date of Declaration of War b y Russia. Hostilities actually commenced on 29th October.
* Date of Declaration of W a r by France. Hostilities actually commenced on 3rd November.
Date of German Note to Belgium, which was tantamount to a Declaration, of W a r . German forces actually crossed
the Belgian frontier during the night of the 3rd--Jth.
Hostilities Commenced on this day.
J a p a n has n e v e r had diplomatic relations with either Turkey or Bulgaria, but, since these Powers are in alliance with
.Tapau's enemies, the Japanese Government have made it a rule to assimilate them to enemies.
On 8th April 1 9 1 7 , Panama declared its willingness to co-operate with the United States in the defence of the Canal.
On the 11th, Sir C. Mallet reported that the President of Panama had cancelled the exeqiiators of the German Consular
Officers in the Republic.
3

B

0
7

s

B . - N E U T R A L COUNTRIES WHICH HAVE SEVERED DIPLOMATIC
RELATIONS WITH GERMANY.
13th April 1917.
^Bolivia
27th April 1 9 1 7 . - Ob. £it $\
Guatemala
17th May 1917.
^ Honduras
19th May 1917. - *t*?
^
Nicaragua
11th June 1917.
. San Domingo
16th June 1917.
Hayti
Costa Rica
22nd September 1917.
^Uruguay
7th October 1917.
- Peru
7th October 1917.
^ Ecuador 7th December 1917.
0
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PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

General.—The Germans continue to assume the attitude of conquerors towards the
Russians, and seem to he pinning their faith upon military successes against other
enemy countries.
There are various reports about differences of opinion between parties both in
Germany and in Austria-Hungary on the subject of war aims.
The policy of encouraging nationalism in Germany is being continued in order
to counteract propaganda by Bolshevists, and others,' who work upon international
ideals in order to shake national resolve to continue the struggle.
German policy being dominated by military considerations, quotations from the
authority (von Clausewitz) who has inspired German military thought are given in
an Appendix to this Report. In the light of these quotations, it is interesting to
study the German manoeuvres to bring about a victorious peace.
The Freedom of the Sear,.—As President WilsorVs reference to the freedom of the
seas, referred to in last week's Report, is likely to bring about further allusions to
this subject in peace discussions, a paper on this question, as affecting the British
Empire, is appended to Part I.
,
GERMAN INTERNAL AFFAIRS.

The opinion of an eminent authority on economics that only military success
against the German armies can avail to lower the prestige of the military caste is
worthy of notice.
INFLUENCE OF PROPAGANDA.

The news received during the week gives an indication of the influence so far
gained by propaganda which is intended to substitute a war of classes for a war of
nations, and so to shake the resolve of ourselves and our Allies to continue the struggle.
This subject is engaging the attention of the War Cabinet.
January 24th, .1918.

G. G. A.
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PART

II.-FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

ALLIED A FLAIRS.
Far Fast.—Sir (J. Greene reports the Japanese Foreign Office as declaring the
readiness of Japan to undertake protection of Allied interests at Vladivostock, and on
behalf of the Allied powers to oppose enemy activities along the Siberian railway,
should such intervention become imperative. For her own protection she is prepared
to go as far as Irkutsk. Intervention either by America or Great Britain, especially
the former, is deprecated.
Mr. Bindley and the Japanese Ambassador in Petrograd have received notes from
the Bolshevist Assistant Commissary for Foreign Affairs demanding explanations of
the arrival of warships at Vladivostock without notification. The Commissaries are
taking up the question seriously and. are sending a representative to Vladivostock. The
British and. Japanese representatives have replied that the ships were sent to
Vladivostock to protect the lives and property of the Allies, which appear to be
threatened by the prevailing anarch)' and by the presence of large numbers of
enemy prisoners in Eastern Siberia. Sir 0. Greene learns that the arrival
of the Iwami caused resentment and - suspicion, and that the Municipality of
Vladivostock protested. to the Japanese Consul-General that, such arrival without
notice infringed the sovereign rights of Russia and was injurious to the RussoJapanese treaty. On the other hand, H.M.S. Suffolk was well received, and her
presence is regarded as a guarantee against- aggression, by Japan. The Asahi
and a store ship have now arrived.
hi is Majesty's Consul at Vladivostock is of
opinion that the internal situation is quiet and that any demonstration of force is
undesirable. Sir 0. Greene learns from, a British officer "who has arrived, in Japan
via Korea that the casualties at Irkutsk have been greatly exaggerated. The better
classes, however, throughout Russia and Manchuria are in favour of Allied
intervention, or even intervention by Japan, alone, rather than none. The Japanese
Foreign Minister has informed Sir G. Greene that a Bolshevist agent (aged 23) has
recently arrived in Tokyo, but has not yet claimed, and would in no case receive,
official recognition. Sir C. Spring Rice reports that while the United States Govern
ment is adverse to Japanese intervention at Viadivostock, it appreciates the impos
sibility in the last resort, of disregarding geographical rights and duties such as the
United States itself would assert, iE necessary, in the case of Mexico. Such assertion,
however, should not extend to permanent occupation or preferential claims by the
power in question, but should conform to military necessity alone. The Foreign
Office on January 16th communicated to Sir 0. Greene, for the information of the
Japanese Government, the basis of British policy in Siberia and in South-East Russia.'
It is recognised that it may be necessary for the Allies at some future time to take
action in support of those in Siberia who maintain the Allied cause; and in such a
case the British Government will communicate with the Japanese, of whose co-operation
in the interest of the Allied cause it is assured.

FRANCE.
Cadlaux Case.—Lord Bertie reports the arrest of MM. Loustalot and Comby on
January 16th upon fresh information received from America regarding their journey
to Switzerland. In reply to a Socialist objection that Caillaux's safe at; Florence was
illegally opened, it was answered that the Italian authorities had complied with
Italian law, and that in any case the French Government could not have been held
responsible. Humanite attributes the American discoveries to Lord Northcliffe, and
remarks : " The Roman Imperialism of Spnnino joins internationally, across the
" Channel, with the Mercantile Imperialism of Lord Northcliffe. European reaction

is in movement." The Intelligence Bureau points out that the evidence from
America appears to show that while in the Argentine Caillaux intrigued with Count
Luxburg, the German Minister, and attacked both England and the Government of
France, while the Florence safe is said to have disclosed a plot to seize power in
France. The documents in each case would seem, as impartial witnesses, to be an
important corroboration of allegations which in many quarters were regarded as due
to prejudice. The position of M. Clemenceau has certainly been strengthened by
these discoveries. . It may be observed also that there is a gradually progressing split
in the old Radical and Radical-Socialist Party which Caillaux used to lead.
Criticism of Great Britain.—Libellous
statements in regard to Great Britaihs
contribution towards the war are still to be noticed here and there, and it is to be
wished that an authoritative refutation could be given by the French Authorities.

BELGIUM.
Germany and Flanders.-—The German Wireless Press reports that on January 15th
the "Council of Flanders" was received at Brussels, by Dr. Wallraf, the German
State Secretary for the Interior, to whom it presented an address of which the
following is an extract:—" Supported by the expressed will of the German Kaiser
" that Flanders must be assured of free development, and supported by the proved
" efficacy of the separated administration ; supported also by the inflexible will of the
" Flemish nation not again to bend its national existence under the Walloon yoke,
" the Council waits hopefully for the hour which is to bring to the Flemish nation
" the development oE its independence, and to the Council itself the strengthening of
" its position."
ITALY.
Enemy Aliens.—In a despatch dated January 5th, Sir R. Rodd reports that Poles,
Czecs and Slovaks, for whom guarantees are forthcoming, as well as Italians of the
irredente provinces, are being exempted from the measures taken against enemy
aliens in Italy.
Oats.—In view of the special requirements of Italy, His -Majesty's Government is
considering the desirability of diverting to that country a portion of the imports of
oats originally destined for the United Kingdom. It is proposed that similar action
should be recommended to the French Government.

PORTUGAL.
Yieics on Revolution.—In a despatch dated December 17th, Sir Lancelot Carnegie
reports that, judging from the attitude of the Provinces, it appears fairly certain that
the movement has been approved by all except the Democratic Party and their
partisans. The Monarchists appear to be puzzled as to what course to pursue, but
they certainly rejoice at the overthrow of Dr. Costa. There is no doubt that the
country Avas heartily sick of the late Government and of their leader. The harsh and
illogical censorship of the Press and the drastic mode of dealing with the grievances
of the clergy, educational institutions, and postal employes, coupled with persistent
rumours of gross corruption, £ill combined to increase the number of its enemies. On
the other hand, the late Government must be credited with the loyal performance of
its obligations under the Alliance with Great Britain.
Co-operation
with British Navy.—On the request of His Majesty's Government
the Portuguese Government has instructed the local authorities at Port Amelia (East
Africa) that full liberty of action should be given to His Majesty's ships operating off
the coast.

ENEMY ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Reported resignation
of Prime Minister.—Sir W. Townley reports an announcement,
in the Dutch Press that the -Austrian Prime Minister, von Seicller, has resigned, and
that Count von Toggenheim has been charged with the formation of a new Cabinet..
The Vienna Correspondenz
Bureau, denies this rumour.
Austrian Parliament.—Sir
VV. Townley reports that according to a Berlin
telegram official circles are making efforts to postpone the opening of Parliament in
Vienna, fixed for January 31st, as they fear the excitement which would be provoked
by a discussion of recent events, and especially of the questions of food supply and.
the Brest-Litovsk negotiations.
Censorship.—Sir
W. Townley learns on reliable authority that no Austrian papers
appeared on January 20th except the Arbeiter Zeitung, which was allowed to publish
one sheet calling upon the people to remain quiet.
Austria and Germany. - Sir W. Townley reports that feeling between the Central
Empires is shown by the German and Austrian press to have become acute. The
Vienna Fremdenblatt
(of January 17th), the semi-official organ of the Austrian Foreign
Office, declares that the two Empires are now joined like Siamese twins, and that.
Austria-Hungary has therefore an interest in the person chosen as joint negotiator for
peace. She is therefore disturbed by the rumour that Prince Bulow is intriguing
to replace Kuhlmann. The former is distrusted owing to his Italian policy,
whereas Kuhlmann. enjoys the complete confidence of Austria. A. considerable
section of the German press takes this opportunity to release its pent-up
animosity towards Austria in a number of bitter articles, and roundly resents
such interference in German affairs by a country which "simply owes her
existence to Germany." The German press endeavours to attribute the numerous
riots and strikes now taking place in Austria as being solely due to a
reduction in the flour ration, but reports indicate that the real cause of trouble is
political discontent and anxiety for peace. On January 17th Count Czernin declared
to a representative of the Vienna Imperial Telegraph Correspondence Bureau that he
would answer and go bail for the fact that peace on the Austrian side would not fail
through any intention of conquest. This declaration would, in the opinion of
Vorwdrts, seem to amount to a withdrawal of the " Austro-Polish solution."
Commercial Relations with Germany.—Sir W. Townley reports that at a plenary
meeting of the German Austro-Hungarian Commercial Union the impression was
expressed that in commercial, negotiations with Russia future relations with Austria
should obtain, clue consideration, and that the most favoured nation clauses to be
negotiated with Russia should not prejudicially affect the special Customs relations
to be established between Germany and Austria-Hungary. Since, in the political and
commercial negotiations with Russia new questions had arisen in connection with
future commercial relations with Poland, the plenary meeting decided to determine
anew its attitude towards the creation of a new Customs union with Germany. In
any case it demanded to be kept informed of all political and commercial negotiations
between neighbouring monarchies and Russia in order that it might consider them
and have opportunities of collaborating therein.
Military Irrcgtxlarities.—The
Austro-Huugarian Military Attache at the Hague, in
a letter to the Dutch press, denies reports of cruelties to the Slav populations at the
beginning of the war, but is sorry to say that there have been "irregularities."
Hungary.-The
Kblnische
Zeitung of January 17th published a Wolff telegram
from Budapest, announcing that the members of Wekerle's Cabinet would offer their
resignations and Wekerle would be charged with the reconstruction of a new one.
Sir W. Townley learns that a Wekerie-Tisza coalition' is aiming at support of'.
Germany as against Austria in regard to economic union.

GERMAN INTERNAL AFFAIRS.
Resignations.—The
German. Wireless Press announces the resignation of von.
Talent ini. Chief of the Imperial Civil Cabinet, and the appointment of von Berg,
First President of East Prussia, as his successor. A Berlin telegram to The Hague
states that further resignations in the same Department will follow.
Policy.-Sir
II. Rumhold learns that Generals Hindenburg and Ludendorff are
now united in determination to press on the war with a view to unlimited annexations
and a German peace. On the other hand, the Social Democrats and Fortschrittliche
Yolkspartei are prepared to accept the proposals of Mr. Llo3 d George and President
AVilson as the basis of a reasonable peace. Kuhhhann steers a middle course, but is
(like Ozernin) embittered by the belief that General HoffuianiPs blunt speech at BrestLitovsk was an insult aimed at himself by Ludendorff. It is now, however, agreed
that tlie civilians (Herthing and Iviihlmann) are to have a free hand in the West, while
large "concessions" are made to Hindenhurg and Ludendorff in the East. The
Foreign Office learns that the German General Staff is insisting on annexation up to
the Narew line. The Centre Party will support Hertling at all costs. The question
of'Alsace Lorraine will be treated as a pure matter of bargain, and the German
Government will not concern itself with regulations of the Austro-Italian frontier.
T

Views of Dr. Dernburg.—Sir W. Townley reports that in a speech delivered at
Frankfort-on-Main, Dr. Dernburg, formerly German Colouial Minister, bitterly
attacked the " war-prolonging agitation of the Fatherland Party," and ridiculed the
pan-German demands for annexation and indemnities. In regard to the demand of
the annexationists that the French mineral producing region of Briey aiid Longwy
should be retained by Germany, he said that the district had probably a value of
150 million pounds, that is, the cost of the war for 25 days. Though a great
believer in colonies, he admitted that colonial gains scarcely came into serious
consideration as compensation for war costs. The great capital outlay required
from Germany by her colonies before the war brought in a yearly profit of only
five million pounds, that is, the cost of war for one day from six in the morning to
eight at night. By annexations in the East, Germany would create a hostile Russia
which would be a permanent danger. He insisted on the urgent need for disarmament,
showing that armaments are now so expensive that the aerial weapon alone at the
present day swallows up as much money as did the whole army budget before
the war.
Dissensions.—The
Intelligence Bureau alludes to the unprecedented scenes at
meetings of the Fatherland Party, where anti-annexationist ex-soldiers were instdted
and beaten. As a consequence many have returned their Iron Crosses to the Central
Committee of the Fatherland Party. Further discontent will be caused among
the workers in large munition and industrial establishments by the promised impartial
enforcement of food distribution. It appears that these establishments have been
buying food wholesale from the producers, to the detriment of the food supply of the
poorer classes. The workmen who find this privilege removed will probably go over
to the Minority Socialist Party: Sir H. Rum bold learns that the negotiations with
Russia have caused a remarkable change in the German middle classes, which
unanimously declare against any concession being made to the Russians. This is
because they dare not make any peace which cannot be represented as a victory.
Unless this legend of a German victory can be maintained there will be no heart in
the projected Western offensive. The attitude of the men towards their officers is
already very hostile. Moderate men of all parties regard Hindenburg as the one
bulwark against revolution. This state of affairs may easily drive the Majority
Socialists into open defiance and thus pave the way to revolution. Sir W. Townley
reports that on January 20th, 14- mass meetings took place in Cologne, of which the
principal theme was peace.
The Frankfurter
Zeitung of January 15th has, a bitter article against the
pan-Germans, whom it blames for creating the general impression abroad of
Germany's aggressive intentions. The article concludes, " The German people do
" not yet know the extent of the damage done to them by the pan-Germans, but the
'" hour of reckoning for them is coming."
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Sir W. Townley reports that Bavaria is sending a representative to Brest-Litovsk,..
and that the German press is much excited over this, as tending to suggest antagonism
between the South German States and Prussia, and also to insinuate that the Kaiser
and Chancellor are considered incapable of representing Germany's interests
as a whole.
For relations with Austria, see under " Enemy Allied Affairs."
Explosions.—Air. Midler points out (November Report) that by the destruction of
the Griesheim factory, Germany has for the moment been deprived of one-sixth of
her capacity of producing high explosives and of a still larger proportion of synthetic
nitrates.
The Kolnisclie
Zeitung of January 18th publishes news of an unexplained
explosion at the " Allgemeine Electrieitaets Gesellschaft " Factory in Brunnerstrasse,.
Berlin.
Floods.—The same paper reports serious floods in Germany, causing in one
instance the loss of a train in a river and in another the destruction of a factory
containing 15,000 cwt. of jam and a large quantity of fat.
Prizes.—Information
received by the Minister of Blockade goes to show that
conditions in Germany are appalling in comparison with those obtaining in this
country. For example, butter, where surreptitiously obtainable, costs 27s. per lb.
Beef is rationed at the rate of l-lh. per week, but very few people can obtain it.
Milk is only supplied to invalids with a doctor's certificate or receipt, and even then
it is almost unobtainable. Leather boots are non-existent: the tops of boots are
made from soldiers' old uniforms and the soles and heels of wood. A penny reel of
sewing yarn costs 4s. Qd. Tea can be obtained in very small quantities at 31. per lb..
A twopenny tablet of toilet soap now costs 8s. Beer is reduced, to 1 per cent, alcohol
and. is almost uudrinkable.
Paralysis of Traffic.—Mr. Midler reports for November 1917 that the shortage of
coal is at once the result and in a certain measure the cause of the congestion of the
railways which is at present paralysing all traffic. A German railway official states
that at the present rate of deterioration, two-thirds of the German locomotives will be
worn out by August, and that it will then be quite impossible for Germany to
maintain her railway traffic on anything like the present scale.
Moral Degeneracy.—The
problems of future man-power and present food supply
are each contributing increasingly to the moral degeneration of the German people ;
and semi-official sanction appears to be given alike to polygamy and to municipal
hoarding. Corruption, selfishness, and lack of patriotism begin to pervade all classes,,
and in the result the masses are becoming exasperated.
Necessity of Military Defeat.—Mr. Midler point outs, however, that valuable as the
blockade is, a real defeat of Germany can only be brought about by the military
victory of the Allies, which alone will lower the prestige of the Militarist caste in the
eyes of the German people.
HOLLAND.
SanJ. and Gravel.—The Foreign Office; learns that Dutch sand to the amount of
3,200 tons per day was exported from the Netherlands via Hanswert from
December 29th to January 8th inclusive. Owing to shortage of sand in the country,
the Dutch Press has taken up the matter. There is reason to expect a satisfactory
solution in the near future of the differences existing between His Majesty's Govern
ment and the Netherlands Government upon the questions of transit and export of
sand, and gravel.
Export of Horses.—Sir W. Townley reports that the Minister of Agriculture has
stated in the Second Chamber that permission is being granted for the exportation of"
5,000 fully grown horses, and that permission was given on October 26th for the
exportation of 17,000 One and a half year horses, provided it took place soon.

SWITZERLAND.
Export Restrictions.—Mr.
Barclay reports that the United States Minister at Berne
Las been instructed to press the Swiss Government for severer restrictions upon the
exportation of cotton goods to Germany. The United States Government is also 10
participate with the French and British Governments in negotiation for a reduction in
the export from Switzerland of cotton and rubber goods.
The Foreign Office instructs Sir II. Rumbold to investigate the system of control
exercised over the exportation of jute sacks from Switzerland.
Import Restrictions.--Sir
R. Rumbokl deprecates the stoppage of importation into
Switzerland of raw and semi-manufactured material, pending the adoption of an
unfriendly attitude by the Swiss. Such stoppage would tend to prejudice British
exchange, and, by disorganising Swiss industries, give a handle to German
propaganda.
NORWAY.
Prosperity.-The
Intelligence Bureau reports the formation during 1917 of new
companies with a capital of some 20,000,000Z. sterling, which sum is about double
that of 1916 for the same purpose. The capital raised in 1916 was mostly for shipping
companies, but the 1917 undertakings are mostly commercial. The increases in the
receipts of Norwegian shipowners are fantastic. The official figures, which are
probably below the mark, give 11,000,0001 for 1914, 26,0O0,O0OZ. for 1915, and
58,000,0001. sterling for 1916. Shipbuilding of all sorts, even of concrete vessels, is
being pushed forward ; contracts for the building of 800,000 tons of shipping have
been made in England, and a National Steel Works is about to be started in Narvik,
where it is said that Spitzbergen coal will be used.
Norway and Germany.—So much ill-feeling has been aroused against Germany by
the sinking of ships and consequent loss of life, by the discovery of bombs apparently
left by Baron Rantenfels, and by acts of espionage and incendiarism, that the
" Norwegian Waters Association " has passed a resolution proclaiming a complete
boycott of Germany, German trade, German shipping, and German citizens in Norway.
It is authoritatively denied that the Scandinavian-American shipping lines will, as
has been stated, join the German North Atlantic combine.
Meanwhile, according to reports from Sir M. Find lay, the Germans continue to
intimidate the Norwegians into refusal of the Allied offers of supply, and are
endeavouring at the same time to increase German exports to Norway with the double
object of improving exchange and establishing a claim for compensation. Although
Germany is in fact unlikely to risk bringing Norway into the war, her threats appear
to have considerable effect.

SWEDEN.
Kings Speech.-Sir
E. Howard reports that at the opening of the Riksdag on
January .16th the King, after urging a united front against the hardships caused to
Sweden by the war, expressed his determination to maintain neutrality and to
continue his efforts in common with other neutral states, especially Norway and
Denmark, to prepare for a permanent peace and new international order. At the meeting
with the Kings of Norway and Denmark at Christiania, the policy of co-operation
had been extended and confirmed. He had gladly recognized the independence of
Finland, as soon as circumstances permitted, and hoped she would join Sweden and
the rest of Scandinavia in the common work for peace and progress, and that her
independence would facilitate a solution of the Aland question satisfactory to Sweden.
He had alread,y taken steps towards preparing the way for such a solution. Certain
military establishments were still necessary to secure the maintenance of neutrality.
The reduced production of the world and the blockade measures of belligerents had
increased, the difficulties of import and of commercial relations with foreign countries.

He was making most serious efforts to overcome these difficulties and had concluded
certain limited agreements. He was negotiating about the resumption of Swedish
commerce on the high seas on terms consistent with neutrality and independence.
Harvest.—According
to the Stockholm
Dagblad, the Swedish harvest is
relatively the worst for 50 years, and the hay crop is also very disappointing. On
the other hand, there is a record potato crop of 2,279,000 tons, and the crop of fodder
roots is above the average.
Export of Horses.—According
to the Swedish Press, however, the National
Economy Commission has recommended to the Minister for Agriculture the
desirability for increasing the export of horses owing to shortage of fodder.
Fear of Germany.—The
Foreign Office learns that the danger of German
encroachments upon the Baltic is now being realised in Sweden, even amongst the
pro-German upper classes.
Peace Humours.—-According to the Swedish Press, Petrograd newspapers have
reported negotiations as taking place between the Austro-German Delegation and the
Swedish Legation in Petrograd, with a view to mediation by Sweden between the
Central Powers and the Entente. On January 15th the Svenska
Dagblad
published a statement by the Swedish Foreign Ministers expressing ignorance and
incredulity in the matter.
DENMARK.
Denmark and Germany.—The
Intelligence Bureau reports that the Swedish
Socialist Press has noticed with strong disapproval a communication made by the
Danish Social Democracy to the Dutch Socialist, M. Troelstra, requesting the
Netherlands members of the International Socialist Bureau to try to hasten the convo
cation of an International Peace Conference at Stockholm. The initiator of this step
was Mr. Stauning, one of the Ministers without portfolio now in the Danish Cabinet ;
and the fact that a Cabinet Minister should have a private foreign policy is severely
criticised by a prominent Danish newspaper. The Socialist Party in Denmark has
throughout the war been notoriously pro-German, and it is probable that some of the
leaders are in the pay of international Jew financiers. Possibly Mr. Stauning has in
this matter been incited from Berlin. In regard 1o the question of an independent
Iceland (see Reports Nos. 50 and 51), the Danish Socialdemokratcn
suggests that
Great Britain has designs to bring that country under her influence. This notion
also perhaps originates from Berlin. Sir E. Howard reports that the Germans are at
considerable sacrifice supplying the Danish press with paper in order to gain influence.
An arrangement for exchange of necessaries (to last for four months) has been
made between Denmark and Germany. Denmark is to be furnished with coal,
lubricating oils, iron, steel,' shipbuilding materials, and salt, while Germany is to
receive agricultural produce.
Sir R. Paget learns that the French. Government is proposing to the Governments
of Great Britain, Italy, and the United States that joint representations should be
made to the Danish Government in connection with the reproduction in a Danish
newspaper of an article in a German paper accusing the French Military Attache of
committing acts of espionage and sabotage with the approval of the French Minister.
It is believed that the Danish Government will take legal proceedings against the
newspaper in question. Sir R. Paget suggests that, in view of the rather unsatisfactory
attitude of the Danish Government in permitting Socialist activities to the prejudice
of the Allies, it might be desirable to make public the efforts made by the. Allies to
meet Danish reqvurements.
FINLAND.
Recognition.—The
Foreign Office learns of the recognition by Austria-Hungary and
Switzerland of the independence of Finland. Lord Grairville reports that the Greek
Government, learning from Paris that the French Government, " in agreement with
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the Allies," had recognised the Government of Finland, has also given recognition.
Sir E. Howard reports that Professor von Wendt and the Finnish ex-Senator
Wtiolijiki published on January 18th a declaration of deep and heartfelt disappoint
ment at Great Britain's non-recognition of Finnish independence, in which it is
remarked that the maintenance of this attitude will entirely counterbalance the
influence exerted by the action of France. The Finnish Delegates, who have now
arrived in London, have informed the authorities in Finland that their reception has
been very friendly and sympathetic ; and that the British Government, which has
already recognised Finland's dc facto independence, observes that the continued
presence of Russian soldiery in Finland is inconsistent with the Bolshevists' recog
nition, and renders it difficult to recognise FinlancVs independence de jure.
Indian Nationalist
Propaganda.—The
Foreign Office learns that the Indian
National Committee, of 28, Artillery Street, Stockholm, has telegraphed in the name
of the National Revolutionary Party of India to the President of the Finnish Senate,
congratulating Finland on the attainment of her independence and claiming Finnish
sympathy for " 315 million Indians who for more than 150 years drave been victims of
oppression and exploitation under a selfish foreign ride."
Bolshevism.—Sir
E. Howard reports that as the result of the Finnish Lancltag's
resolution to authorise the Government to take all necessary measures to establish
order, the Council of the Finnish Socialist Party issued a manifesto calling upon the
Proletariat to unite against the Government under the leadership of a Delegation
representing Socialists and Red Guards. It declares the Red Guards necessary for the
protection of the working parties. It seems not improbable that a Bolshevist move
ment may break out in Finland.
Relations
with Scandinavia.—In
an interview in Dagens
Nyheler
of
January 12th, Director Nylander, of the Swedish Export Association, advocates
a commercial treaty between the Finnish and Swedish Governments, and
participation by Finland in a Scandinavian Economic Organisation. He suggests
that as Finland has large stocks of sawn timber, it is important that she should join
with Sweden and Norway in keeping up prices at the end of the war.
Aland Islands.—The Dagens Nyheler of January 20th reports a statement by
Professor von Wendt, that the refusal of Finland to assent to the request of the
Alanders for reunion with Sweden was likely to prejudice Swedo-Finnish relations.
He therefore suggested that the Aland Islands should become an independent
Republic under Swedo-Finnish suzerainty, with its neutrality internationally
guaranteed, and with guarantees against fortifications. This new Republic would
have one representative at Stockholm and another at Helsingfors.
Neutrality.—According
to the German Wireless Press, the Berliner
Tageblatt
reports that the Minister', President Swinhufvucl, speaking in the Finnish
Administrative Assembly, announced the linn resolve of the new Finnish State to
maintain neutrality.

SPAIN.
General Difficulties.—The Foreign Office learns that a general strike has begun at
Malaga in consequence of persons having been killed during a demonstration of
women who were demanding cheaper food. Fears are felt that if, as seems likely,
the drought of last year results in partial starvation during 1918, there will be grave
trouble in Spain: It also appears that the shortage of cotton imports from America
is likely to bring about a serious state of affairs in Catalunia. Complaints are also
being made that the utilisation of Spanish ships for Spanish purposes is being
restricted by the Allies. All these difficulties, together with the movement for
soldiers' juntas, will no doubt be exploited by the German propaganda.
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CHINA.
German Funds.—Sir J . Jordan reports that enquiries are being made of the
Chinese Government by the French Charge d'Affaires and himself as to whether the
German Bank at Shanghai, at the time of the rupture between China and Germany,
transferred the whole of its assets (taels 7,000,000) to the account of the Netherlands
Legation, thus escaping liquidation by the Chinese Government.
Enemy Aliens.—Sir J . Jordan reports that the Chinese Government still hesitates
to order the deportation of enemy subjects, on the grounds, first, of the danger of
reprisals, and secondly, that such drastic action has not been taken by the United
States Government. A definite decision will be reached within a few days.

ARGENTINA. .
Wheat Convention.—Sir R. Tower reports that the Wheat Convention passed the
Deputies on January 18th and was to be submitted on January 21st to the Senate,
whose unanimous acceptance was expected.
German Plots.—The Foreign Office learns that the Germans are taking active
steps at Buenos Ayres to prevent the shipment of foodstuffs to the Allies.

COLOMBIA.
Wyndham reports considerable unrest in
Unrest and German Intrigue.-Mr.
Colombia caused by the approaching presidential election and the general financial
situation. It is suspected that German influence is promoting disorder against British
interests. A state of siege has been proclaimed.

B11 FITSH HONDURAS.
German Intrigue.—The
Foreign Office has received information of a German
scheme for raiding British Honduras.

MEXICO.
Carranza, and Pelaez.—Mr. Cummins reports on January 19th that Carranza has
returned to Mexico City. Pressure is being steadily exerted from the North against
Pelaez, who is retiring without much resistance.
United States of America and Mexico.—Sir C. Spring Rice reports that in the
last resort the United States Government would feel itself justified in intervening on
grounds of military necessity such as might warrant Japanese intervention at
Vladivostock, though in neither case should the geographical advantage give a claim
to permanent territorial or commercial preference. Meanwhile it is probable that
Mexico is endeavouring to concert with the Argentine Republic against the Entente
and the United States. The dependence of both upon the United States for
necessary supplies operates, however, to impede any effective action.
Mexican Mission to Japan.—Mr. Barclay reports that the Mexican Mission to
Japan (see Report No. 50) has recently passed through San Francisco. The
members stated they were to buy arms and ammunition and to make commercial
arrangements.
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CUBA.
Obligatory Service.—Mr. Leech learns that the President has assured the Ministers
of France and the United States that under the Obligatory Service Bill (see Report
No. 50) there is no intention that foreigners shall be compelled to serve.
Railways.—Mr. Leech reports that the powers asked by the President in respect
of railway matters (see Report No. 51) are stated to aim not at the exercise of actual
control, but at allowing of financial, assistance being rendered to such railways as may
need it.
UNITED STATES.
Jews,—Sir 0. Spring Rice, in despatches of December 17th and 21st, reports that
the United States public is becoming aware of the danger, which threatens them as it
has threatened Russia, from German propaganda acting on ignorance. An important
element in the situation is that the Bolshevist party is controlled and dominated bj^ the
New York Jews, the same class which came out in support of the Socialist candidate
Hillqnist in the New York election. Jewish feeling generally was not being expressed in
a strong and definite sense in favour of the Allied cause, and indeed it appeared to be
bitterly opposed to the Zionist leaders themselves. This attitude is remarkable in
face of the hospitality, security, and protection afforded to Jews by the American
Government, which actually compromised its good relations with the Russian
Government by advocating the Jewish cause. On the other hand the subsequent
Zionist demonstrations at Baltimore and New York have done much to consolidate
Jewish pro-Entente elements in A JY\ G 1*1 Cel. So far as the American attitude is
concerned the process of national unification continues, together with the gradual
disappearance of the traditional anti-English feeling.
Fuel.—-Mr. Barclay reports that under an order of. the Fuel Administrator which
went into force at midnight, January 18th-19th, preference in the sale of fuel is to
be given in the following order : railways, domestic consumers, camps and hospitals,
public concerns such as the telegraph and telephone systems, bankers, factories
engaged on strictly governmental purposes (but not factories engaged in Government
contracts), State and municipal authorities for public use, and food manufactrirers.
From January 18th till January 22nd and every following Monday till March 28th
fuel may only be consumed by plants which would be injured by ceasing operations,
and (to a limited extent) printing establishments. On Mondays from January 2 1st
till March 25th fuel is not to be used by any business offices except Government
Departments, banks or doctors, nor by any shops except those selling medical supplies
or food, nor by places of public amusement. Underground, and street surface
railways are on these days limited to the amounts consumed on Sundays. Under
these regulations the entire industry of the country (including munition factories)
east of Mississipi is closed down for five consecutive days and for one day each week for
ten weeks. The order was signed in spite of violent and general protests, and in the
face of a resolution of the Senate demanding a postponement for five days. The
Controller justifies it by the necessity for relieving congestion.
Political Dissension. - M r . Barclay reports that a Bill proposing the creation of a
War Cabinet has been introduced by Senator Chamberlain, a Democrat and Chairman
of Committee on Military Affairs.
The objects of the Bill are supported by
Mr. Roosevelt, who has arrived in Washington. President Wilson has expressed his
determination to defeat the Bill.
Irish Convention.— Mr. Barclay learns that feeling in the United States would be
gravely affected by failure of the Irish Convention to reach a solution. In the first
place nearly all Americans are historically and by sympathy Home Rulers. Secondly,
Catholic influence, which is very great in the Navy and Army, and is thoroughly
organised in the country, can easily affect both the political situation and the war
spirit of the nation.

SHIPPING SITUATION.
Shillings.—According
to the War Trade Intelligence report, the total tonnage of
500 tons gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in, the case of sailing ships
reported lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period January
1.1th—17th, 1918, inclusive was 45,018 tons gross, of which 12,676 were British, as
compared with 100,040 tons gross, of which 70,092 were British, reported last week.
German Claims.—The German Wireless Press of January 22nd stated that by the
military measures of the Central Powers during the month of December 1917 a total
of 702,000 gross registered tons of mercantile ship-space at the disposal "of their
enemies was destroyed, thereby increasing the successes of unrestricted submarine
warfare up to date to 8,958,000 gross registered tons.
Danish Tonnage.—The
War Trade Intelligence Department reports that whereas
the Danes wish to retain 450,000 tons of their shipping for Danish service, the
United States Government proposes that they should keep only 350,000 tons, plus
50,000 tons engaged in the Anglo-Danish coal trade. Of the remaining 265,000 tons
of Danish shipping available, the United States Shipping Board proposes to put
35,000 tons into the Anglo-French coal trade to. replace losses by submarines, and to
allot 15,000 to the British for general service, retaining 215,000 tons. These amounts,
plus 165,000 tons already put into the Anglo-French coal trade, make an aggregate
of 430,000 tons of Danish tonnage available for Allied service, which amount is thus
shared equally between Great Britain and the United States, losses to be pooled.
Failing a satisfactory settlement within a reasonable time of the points at issue, the
United States Government proposes to requisition the 70,000 tons of Danish shipping,
in American ports.
Swedish, Tonnage.—Sir E. Howard reports a campaign by the Svenska Dagblad and
other papers against the chartering of Swedish tonnage to the Allies. This campaign
has attracted the favourable notice of the Miinaliener Neueste Nachrichten
and the
Hamburger Fremdenblad,
which play upon Swedish fears accordingly.
Greek Supplies.—Mr. Barclay reports that the United States Government, while it
has every desire to assist the forwarding of supplies to Greece, does not find itself
able to allocate tonnage for that purpose.
Proposed Cessation of Coolie Imports.—The Ministry of Shipping submits a proposal
that the vessels now employed in the shipment of coolies should be taken, over for the
transport of American troops. It is estimated that if the coolie traffic were entirely
stopped, 10,000 additional troops per month (without baggage) might be transported.
Cereals.— The Ministry of Shipping reports that the present programmes of the
Departments are in excess of estimated carrying power by at least two and a half
million tons. This deiicit, aggravated by various unsatisfactory conditions at present
existing in America, seriously affects the importation of cereals. It is further pointed
out that, to the extent to which French and Italian vessels are inadequate to lift their
minimum requirements of cereals, the deficit must be added to the British deficit.
In. view of the arrangement to give general priority to food, provisional orders have,
therefore, been issued to make certain reductions in the import of other materials.
Coal.—The Ministry of Shipping reports that by arrangement with the French
Government, 150,000 tons of French coai is to be supplied monthly from the South of
France to Italy, to start immediately. Of this quantity, all. but 10,000 tons will go by
rail. This represents an immediate relief to British shipping of about 100,000 tons
per month. Later on, the French expect to increase the quantity to 350,000 tons per
month, and this, when effected, will constitute a saving to British shipping of
.250,000 tons per month.
Enemy Sailings.—The Admiralty reports that nine enemy merchant ships arrived
at and ten sailed from Norwegian ports outside the Cattegat during the week endingJanuary 12th. None entered or left Rotterdam, and only four are reported as having
left Delfzyl with enemy coal during the week.

PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
Brest-Litovsli.—Reports
of the conferences at Brest have been received chiefly
through German and Russian wireless stations. There have been strong differences
-of opinion on the Commission for regulating territorial and political questions.
Bolshevist, German, and Austro-Hungariau Delegates have taken' part in these
discussions. The Germans have continued to adopt the attitude of conquerors, and
references have been made to the presence of victorious German troops on Rtissian
soil.
Mr. Lindley reports that von Iviihlmann. on January 16th was compelled for the
first time to declare openly that the German Government can give no obligation of
any kind as to the date when troops will be withdrawn from the occupied provinces.
On January 16th Sir R. Paget reported a rumour that the Germans were likely to
agree to end their Conference with the Russians, and that a treaty with them would
probably be signed at Copenhagen.
Mr. Lindley reported on January Pdth, a summary of the reply said to be offered
by the Germans to the Bolshevist peace proposals. This reply is" described as the last
possible concession, and the following are its principal points :—
(1) The Central Powers have no intention of absorbing the occupied territories.
They have no intention to force them to admit any form of Government,
but reserve for themselves and the peoples of those territories liberty to
conclude every kind of treaties.
(2) The withdrawal of troops is impossible until a general peace. National
gendarmerie might be created. Regarding the return of refugees and
evacuated persons, each particular case will be examined.
(3) Elected representatives of the people should take a great part in the direction
of general peace negotiations. The Central Powers agree that the popular
will organised on a broad base should give its sanction to the question of
allegiance of those provinces. A referendum is considered unnecessary,
and it was not taken in Finland or the Ukraine.
Peace discussions, as applying particularly to Russia, to the Balkans, and to all
States bordering, on the Black Sea, Adriatic, and Eastern Mediterranean, are now
being dealt with in the Eastern Report. The following points have been noted in
special Reports received from countries still dealt with in the Western Report :—
Germany.—With
reference to the outcry against " Imperialism " raised in
connection with peace discussions, Sir C. Spring Rice reports that, in President
Wilsohs opinion, the Germans are quite unable to understand the difference between
British and German ideas of Empire ; especially the^British idea of an association
of free nations, acting unitedly on their own free impulse.
German wireless, especially on January Kith, endeavours to make the most of all
differences of opinion that they can detect in countries of the Entente Alliance about
war aims, especially differences in the French and Italian Press about M. Pichon's
recent speech in the French Chamber.
Italy.—Sir Rennell Rodd reports on January 18th, an interview with the Minister
of Foreign Affairs, who advocates the policy of breaking up the Bolshevist influence
as affecting peace dismissions lest it should spread to other countries.
The Intelligence Bureau reports on January 11th that some of the Italian papers
find the reference in the British Prime MinisteFs speech to Italian Avar aims somewhat
inadequate.
y
Vatican.— Sir PL Rumbold reports on January 20th that the Vatican was much
pleased with Mr. Lloyd George's and President Wilsohs speeches on Avar aims, which
seemed to have caused a considerable change in the attitude adopted by the German
Legation. The Papal Agent seemed anxious about the forthcoming reply by the
Imperial Chancellor, avIio he thought Avas managed by the Military Authorities ; these
-authorities build great hopes in the military position, and are confident in a complete
success.
The Intelligence Bureau reports on January 11th that Mr. Lloyd George's speech
on War Aims has been very favourably received by the Vatican organ
UOsservatore
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Romano, which says that it will be beginning of the end, since now it is finally known
what Great Britain wants. It reduces the aims of "the Entente to certain points which
admit of discussion by the enemy, and it now behoves the Central Powers to reply.
Another Vatican, paper, the Corriere d'Italia, is still more enthusiastic in its praises.
Count de Salis on January 8th wrote in a similar sense.
In a despatch dated January 10th Sir B. Bodd writes : "The satisfaction of the
" clericals has been so strongly expressed that it gives some ground for careful
" reflection."
United States. — Sir C. Spring Bice was informed by the Foreign Office on
January 5th of rumours having reached the American Embassy that the British and
other Allied Governments were discussing, or were ready to discuss, peace with the
representatives of enemy Governments.
[Similar rumours have appeared from other quarters, widely distributed about the
world, during the past week. In view of the probability of their being inspired,
from enemy sources, a special Appendix " On the basis of German policy " is added
to this Report.]
Siccden.—In a Report dated December 27th, Sir E. Howard stated that leading
Swedish Finns, were,throwing cold water on the proposal to cede the Aland Islands:
to Sweden, and it was improbable that the Swedish Government would, press for such
a solution, though later on they might ask for a national guarantee against the
fortification of the Islands.
Austria-Hungary.—Sir
W. Townley reports on January 18th, that the Arbcitcr
Zeitung of January 12th has a very useful summary of divergent views as follows :—
(a) Anti-Annexaticnists:-(1) Opponents of all annexation. (2) Opponents of
Austrian annexationists who hope for Western aggrandisement, especially
national Liberals and Catholics.
(6) Austro-Polish solution (i.e., Poland be converted either into an appanage of
Austrian Crown, or inheritance of younger son, Courland and Lithuania to
be annexed by Germany after farcical application of principle of self
determination,- based on votes of non-representative bodies of German or
German ophile notables).
(c) Military solution (i.e., abandonment without disguise, by Germany of principle
of self-determination). Annexation by Prussia of such parts of Courland,
Lithuania and Poland as may appear militarily desirable (military con
siclerations include some economic, such as coal.) without consulting native
population. Surrender of all the rest to Russia to do as she pleases.
On January 21st he reported an interesting situation in the Austrian Press,,
including rumours that Prince Bulow is intriguing to get von Kuhlmann out of his
post in -order to get it. himself. Bulow does not enjoy the confidence of the Dual
Monarchy on account of his former attitude on the Italian question. These statements
have given offenco in the German Press, which shows animosity towards Austria at
objectionable interference with personal questions in "the German Empire. The
feeling in Austria is said to be running extremely high, the reduction of the flour
ration causing riots and strikes in German and Lower Austria. According to the
Voricartz of January 20th, public opinion in Austria, even in the German portion, is
against the open or secret aunexationist basis of German policy.
. Sir H. Rumbold reported on- January 20th, on the authority of the Papal Agent,
that Austria is ready to come to an agreement with Italy about the Trentino, but.
would not surrender Trieste.
On January 22nd Sir W. Townley reported a rumour that Count Czernin would
soon offer new peace proposals based on the lines of President Wilson's speech, which,
has been favourably received in Vienna, but the Austrian interpretation of the
principle of " no annexations " will be maintained.
France.—Lord. Bertie reports on January 21st that the Minority members of theSocialists at the Council of the Seine have been attacking M. Thomas for his attitude
in England towards war aims, and have charged him with misrepresenting Socialists'
views, and thoughtlessly pledging the whole party. M. Thomas, in reply, defended
himself against the reproach of Imperialism, and adhered to the view he had already
expressed, that Alsace-Lorraine must be returned to France.

The Intelligence Bureau report on January .17th that in the debate in the Chamber
on Mr. Lloyd George s speech M. Thomas pressed for a new joint statement of the
war aims of the Allies. M. Pichon replied that he had proposed that course to tlieAlhes, who had preferred to make separate statements. M. Thomas demanded that
France should press the Allies further on this subject, which demand has been widely
supported in the French Press.
GENERAL.
Hospital Ships.—With reference to allegation made in. the Cologne V olhszeitang,
and published by the German Wireless Press, to the effect that Spanish officers
delegated for inspection and control of British hospital ships had in certain instances
protested against the improper use of such ships, Sir A. Hardinge reports that the
Spanish Prime Minister has no knowledge of any such-protests. He has offered to
make a public declaration that the allegation is entirely without foundation, and has
already advised the Spanish Ambassador in Berlin accordingly.
- Families of Enemy Civilians.—The
Foreign Office is considering a procedure
under wdiich the transport of German civilians'wives and families^ to Holland for
internment might be made conditional upon the release of British women and
children from Belgium. .
Bread for Prisoners
interned
in Holland.—Sir W. Townley reports that the
Netherlands-Government proposes to supply to interned British prisoners bread of
the same consistency and quality as the current ration allows, subject to the replace
ment at the end of each month of an equivalent amount of grain from the United
Kingdom.
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OF GERMAN POLICY.

On account of the continued complete predominance of the military authorities
over German policy, it is thought that the following quotations merit consideration,
because the-mental attitude of the Great General Staff at Berlin has been permeated
for many years by the opinions of their author, von Clausewitz.
The adoption of the principles set forth in the first two quotations resulted logically
in the violation of Belgian neutrality, and the horrible cruelties perpetrated upon the
Belgian civil population. The U-boat and other' outrages may be traced to the same
influence. The third quotation throws a light upon the present German endeavours,
direct and indirect, to bring about a peace based upon victory of the Central Powers,'
and it may be found valuable as an interpretation oi their policy :—
I.— The " Scrap of Paper " Policy.
"Self-imposed restrictions, almost imperceptible and hardly worth mentioning,
termed usages of international law."
II.—The German Conduct of
Warfare:
" War is an act of violence which in its application knows no bounds."
Compare :—
" What is permissible includes every means of war without which the object of
the war cannot be obtained."—(German War Book.)
III. -The German Peace Offensive (19.1.0-18).
" If a preponderance on the side of the attack, although daily diminishing, is still
maintained until Peace is concluded, the object is attained. There are strategic
attacks which have led. to an immediate peace—but such instances are rare ; the
majority, on the contrary, lead only to a point at which the forces remaining are just
sufficient to maintain a defensive, and to wait for peace. Beyond that point the scale
turns, there zs a reaction ; the violence of such a -reaction is commonly much
greater
than the force of the blow
To overstep this point is more than simply a
useless expenditure of power, yielding no further result, it is a destructive step which
causes reaction ; and this reaction is. according to all general experience, productive
of the most disproportionate effects . . . .
The greatest danger of a reverse is
often just at the moment when the offensive ceases and passes into the defensive."
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PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

General.—Interest centres in the attitude of M. Trotsky on resumption of the
meetings of the Brest-Litovsk Conference. The Bolshevist policy appears to he to
prolong the discussions in the hope of raising revolutions in Germany and AustriaHungary, while the German policy is to bring about a peace based on victory, holding
on to all territory occupied by their troops. Simultaneously with the general
discussion of peace terms, strenuous efforts are being made to ensure that, wherever
German armies have been successful, full use shall be made of such success to gain
economic advantages. The Kaiser's birthday message to the Reichstag unmasks
German policy, and affords good material for propaganda, as it amounts to a confession
that Germany's object in the war is, not the defence of a Fatherland threatened by
scheming neighbours, but economic expansion as the result of successful attacks by
her armies on those neighbours. In this connection, Sir E. Carson's report (01. 190),
as Chairman of the Economic Offensive Committee, is of special interest.
The attitude of Austria-Hungary is obscure. The balance of evidence indicates
that the German domination over the Auslro Hungarian delegation to Brest is
complete, and that Count Czernin has been used as a stalking-horse to try and draw
the United States and other enemy countries into a peace conference.
The Freedom of the Seas.—There is a curious similarity between the views of the
Italian organ Stampa (G iolittian) and. those of Count Herding on. this question.
Count 1 lertliugs qualified acceptance of President Wilson's formula is of interest.
This subject was dealt with in an appendix to Part 1. of last week's Report (No. 5.2)]
GERMAN INTERNAL AFFAIRS.

Last week's report that only military success against the German armies can avail
to lower the prestige of the military caste is confirmed by Sir E. Carson's memo
rand um as chairman of the Economic Offensive Committee, from which extracts are
given under Peace Discussions, Germany.
FINLAND AND THE UKRAINE.

1

Events in these countries afford evidence that the Bolshevist policy is to upset all
Governments not accepting their tenets.
January 31st, .1918.

G. G. A.

S i n c e t h i s A p p r e c i a t i o n w a s w r i t t e n , e v i d e n c e l i a s b e e n r e c e i v e d of a s i m i l a r p o l i c y i n R u m a n i a a n d
in Bulgaria.
1
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II.-FOREIGN

AFFAIRS.

ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Far. Fast.—It is suggested to His' Majesty's Government from a well-informed
source that the present attitude of Japan is one of a certain discontent with the share
of the war-so far allotted to her and of pique at the supposed distrust of her
intentions. Sir C. Greene learns that the arrival of the Iwami is causing irritation
and suspicion at Vladivostock, but Sir G. Barclay reports that both Russian and
Rumanian opinion approves the idea of intervention from the East as the only means
of dispelling anarchy and countering German influence, lu the general circumstances
His Majestj^s Government has submitted to the Governments of France, Italy and the
United States the view that, should circumstances demand the intervention of Japan,
she should act as the mandatory of the Allies.
American Exports to Russia.—Mr. Barclay reports the intention of the United
States Government to continue forwarding to Russia locomotives, steel rails, leather
and army shoes. The State Department believes that the advantages accruing from
such importation more than counterbalance the possible danger of the goods falling
into German hands.

FRANCE.
M. Clemenceau
and Intrigues.—Lord
Bertie, in a despatch . dated. January 19th,
reports the defeat by M. Clemenceau of an attempt by M. Poncet, on behalf of the
Socialist Party, to draw the red herring of a "Royalist plot" across the Caillaux
trial. He insisted that after the words "La Chambre, fletrissant les inenees
' Royalistes,'&c," should be added " et autres" in the order of the day, thereby
showing that the Chamber condemned the intrigues of Caillaux as ,wel.l as any
Royalist intrigues, and over this addition he obtained the substantial majority of
250.
The Radical-Socialists have voted the following resolution:—"The Radical
" Socialist group, declaring that justice and truth are far above any question of
" persons and of parties, declares that it is more than ever necessary in the superior
" interests of the country that judicial action should be accomplished fully with
" absolute respect for the law, apart from all polemies and passion, in order to realise,
" with the union of all Frenchmen, the supreme effort which the safety of the country
" demands." The Socialist Party, however, continues to show itself more "Caillauxtiste "
than M. Caillaux' own party ; and in view of the fact that a Bolshevist courier
(Savizky) is announced by Sir M. Findlay to be arriving shortly in France, the
following abstract is given from a report made to the Information. Bureau upon the
present attitude of the French Proletariat towards the war :—The Proletariat is tired
of the war, interested in tbe^xleals of the Russian.Revolution, and afraid of Royalist
or Bourgeois reaction. The idea of international solidarity has, during the-war, been
gradually revived principally by German propaganda and by the International Trades
Unions Congress Headquarters in Berlin. This revival was stimulated by the refusal
of passports for Stockholm and, later, for Petrograd. The speeches of Mr. Lloyd
George and President Wilson had a valuable effect (which was improved by the
unmasking of German ambitions at Brest-Litovsk) in demonstrating that the Allies
were fighting, not for, but against Reaction and Imperialism. It is pointed out that
British and Allied war-aims must be shown to be absolutely ideal and unselfish, and
indeed capable of submission to a conference of Allied Socialists sitting, for example,
in New York.

BELGIUM.
Spirit of the People.—The Intelligence Bureau reports the spirit of the Belgian
people in the occupied provinces as admirable, in spite of great privations and
German cruelty. Quite recently there was a further mass-execution, one of the
victims being a girl of 14. Loyalty to King Albert remains general, and Bolshevism
has produced no effect except the belief that it will permeate Germany and under
mine militarism. It is reliably stated that some of the German officials originally
employed in Belgium have retired, disgusted at.the arbitrary arrests and at having to
work with traitor Activist Belgians.
Flemish Movement.—Count Harrach, the Censor, has permitted a Press campaign,
which has stirred up great animosity against and distrust for the Flemish language ;
and has muzzled opposition by persuading the Governor-General, von Falkenhausen,
to prohibit legal action being taken in connection with notices passed by the Censor.
The so-called "Flemish movement,'' which in its inception was purely internal,
and never claimed a separate legislature or even separate Ministries, has been
exploited by Germany as a national aspiration of unredeemed Germans for deliverance
from the French yoke. A small group of Activists has been collected, whose
programmes may be classified as follows : 
(I) Those who desire the Walloon provinces to be annexed to France, and the
Flemish provinces to Germany or Holland.
(2) Those who wish to create two completely separate and independent States.
(3) Those who wish to create two cantons on the Swiss model within the "cadre "
of a single Belgian State.
The only strength of the movement is derived from, the fact that it possesses at
present the exclusive right of propaganda. But the " Intellectuals " are thoroughly
opposed to it, and the masses thoroughly indifferent. The bulk of the Belgian
inhabitants believe that sooner or later Germany will be compelled to withdraw from
the country, and this does not tend to strengthen the Activist cause.
ITALY.
Visit of Signor Orlando.—Signer Orlando, after a visit to London, has now proceeded
to Paris to take part in the deliberations of the Supreme War Council.
Enquiry upon the Military Set-back.—The Intelligence Bureau reports that a
Committee of Enquiry has been entrusted by Royal Decree with the task of
investigating and reporting on the causes of and eventual responsibility for the
military events which brought about the recent retreat of the Italian Armies to the
Piave, and as to the manner in which the retreat was carried out. It consists of seven
members, including General Caneva'(Chairman), Admiral Canevaro, General Ragni,
and Signor Raimondo.
War Spirit.—Sir R. Rodd, in a despatch dated January I6th, points out the
importance of Milan as a centre of pro-Ally sympathy. The Interventionists and the
Federation of National Defence have arranged for a monster meeting to be held there.
Sir R. Rodd urges the importance of interpreting Mr. Lloyd George's speech in a
sense satisfactory to the Interventionists, and points out that it has received a
suspiciously cordial welcome in pacifist and clerical circles.
Anglo-Italian
Military- Service Agreement.—The Foreign Office has now advised Sir
R. Rodd of the arrangements finally approved by the War Office in regard to recruitingBritish subjects in Italy under the Anglo-Italian Military Service Agreement.
PORTUGAL.
British altitude towards the New Government.—In
a despatch dated January 4th,
Sir L. Carnegie reports the arguments of Senhor Sidonio Paes for recognition of his
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Ministry. Senhor Paes quotes tire precedents of General Piinenta do Castro and theGovernment succeeding him, but Sir L. Carnegie has pointed, out to him that in both
these cases the President; though acting under compulsion on the second occasion,
appointed the Ministry, so that the Constitution was thus outwardly respected. The
Foreign Office instructs Sir L. Carnegie that His Majesty-s Government regrets its
inability to give immediate formal and official recognition, as such a course would
contravene established usage. At the same time His Majesty's Government is
animated - by entire benevolence towards the Provisional Government and desires to
extend continued support to Portugal and to avoid any action that might cause
prejudice or embarrassment to Senlior Paes and his Government. Goal for Madeira Sugar Factories.—Sir
L. Carnegie learns that there is a great
want of coal in Madeira for the sugar industry and conveys a request by the PortugueseForeign Office that His Majesly's Government will authorise the sale by coal firms in
the island of 1,300 tons to recognised factories.

ENEMY ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Austrian Strikes.—The. Intelligence Bureau points out the parallel between the
present political stuation in Austria and that of 1906-07, when the power of the
working classes revealed itself for the first time in the monster demonstrations for
universal suffrage, and notes that in both cases the spark which lit the flame has
come from Russia. The present outbreak has produced four important concessions:
first, a promise by the Premier to keep the popular representatives informed regarding
the course of the peace negotiations ; secondly, various promises by the Food Con
troller; thirdly, an undertaking by the Minister of the Interior for the extension of
universal suffrage to the municipalities, combined with proportional, representation
and woman suffrage ; fourthly, an engagement by the Minister of Defence to remove
various military restraints upon industrial and munition workers. The whole niove
ment is essentially a working-class movement, in. which the national element is entirely
subordinate. It originated among the Germans of Austria, and at once spread—
almost certainly by previous arrangement—to the Magyar industrial population of
Budapest. It has been, followed promptly by a general strike among the Czechs in
Prague and other towns. Meanwhile, disintegration is proceeding steadily in the Army,,
partly from national causes and partly from exhaustion and declining discipline.
A "Communication to Workmen," appearing in the Arheitcr Zeitung, and, quoted
by Vortoaerts, ends with the significant words : " The power of the working classes
is there to guarantee that the above valuable promises do not remain empty words."
Dr. Victor Adler addressing a meeting, s a i d : "Ice is broken. Should further
" hindrances be put in our way, we are ready, and in. future also our resolution will
" not fail. What we have accomplished is far from being enough, but workers are
" still there to complete the task." The Vpssisclie Zeitung of January 22nd, in a
long account of the Vienna strikes, reports that they were occasioned by the demand
of the bourgeois classes for a positive official assurance that peace without annexation
would soon be concluded. The article points out that Maximalist propaganda is being
disseminated through the weekly paper Der Ka.mpf. The Maximalist leader, Otto
Bauer, was at the bottom of the strikes in Wienerneustadt ; in him the Government
found its chief opponent, and. therefore was forced into negotiating with the more
moderate Socialist elements. The real fight is now between the opposing elements in
the Social Democratic party. The official leaders of that party who stand between
the Government and the extreme Socialists have achieved complete victory against the
former, but only a partial, one against the latter. The historic significance of this
popular movement lies in the fact that is the first instance in modern history of a
general strike becoming at the psychological moment a decisive factor in the solution
of a question of world-wide importance. The workers forced Graf Czernin into a
definite declaration concerning peace.
Sir II. Eumbold reports a statement by a reliable informant that the Austrian
Government, if it did not actually arrange the strikes, certainly knew of them in
advance, and would thus appear to wish to have a pretext for refusing any further
military demands by Germany.

Gmint Czcrniii.—The Frankfurter
Zeitang of January 27th announces that on a
Division of the Committee for Foreign Affairs of the Austrian delegation, a vote of
confidence in the Foreign Minister was passed by a two-thirds majority.
Recruiting.—The
Rheiniscli Westfdlinehe
Zeitung publishes a Vienna telegram
according to which by the raising of all previous military exemptions a strong
addition is to be made to the Austrian Army.
Austria and Poland.—A. leading article in Weser, of January 25th, entitled
Theory and Practice in Vienna (written before the last speeches of Hertling and
Czernin), states that Austria, while allowing it to be supposed that she is abandoning
the Austro-Polish solution, is in fact quietly engaged upon securing it in furtherance
of her dynastic ambition. "AH this is of importance as regards relations between
Germany and Austria." The Foreign Office has, however, received information that
Germany and Austria have concluded an agreement giving Germany a free hand in
Poland and Austria in Ukraine.
Austria and the Czechs.—The Vossische Zeitung of January 23rd describes stormy
scenes which opened the debate in the Austrian Parliament. The Minister President
Seidler declared, amidst uproar from the Czechs, that already the Czech declaration
of May 30th had been contrary to the interests of the State, while that of January 6th,
wherein they demanded self-determination for Austrian peoples, threatened the
break up of the monarchy, and " was the act of the enemy," to be rejected by
every Austrian, and to be fought against by every means possible. This he was
authorised to say by the highest factor in the State. The more quietly he spoke the
louder the Czechs roared : " Lies ! Get out Seidler, you are General Hoffmann the
second." It is still reported that SeidleFs resignation may be shortly expected.
Austrian Economic, Policy.—The Koelnische Zeitung, of January 21st, reporting a
speech made by Dr. Wekerle- in die Hungarian Parliament, said that the Government
was doing all in its power to bring about peace, but that irresponsible calls for its speedy
conclusion merely added Avar at home to war abroad. In reply to the Independent
Deputy Sandar, who reproached the Germans with " forwarding their economic
interests in the most brutal manner," Wekerle replied that "the Germans were
certainly in the habit of strongly defending their own interests," but that Austria
also must back hers : " In the great economic field stretching from the North Sea to
" the Black Sea. Nay ! even to Asia Minor, Austria cannot merely answer the purpose
" of a high road, but must play a leading toZc."
Hungarian
Food Control.—A Budapest telegram to the Hague announces the
resignation of Count Haclik, the Hungarian Food Controller. Sir W . Townley
suggests that this is probably in connection with Austrian demands for supplies from
Hungary, and that the relations between the two peoples will become still more
strained. Prince Luclwig Windischgraetz will be nominated in Count IIadik's
place.
Wekerle Cabinet.—Sir W . Townley learns that the reorganisation of Count Wekerle's
Cabinet has now taken place. It will receive independent support from the
National Party, and the Karolyi Party will also adopt a favourable attitude
towards it.
GERMAN INTERNAL AFFAIRS.
Alternatives of the Government.—The Information Bureau points out that Trotsky's
insistence on the publication of the peace negotiations has created a corresponding
discussion between the Annexationists and their opponents in the German Press and
the Reichstag. The Government is faced with the problem of accommodating both.
The weakened attitude of Austria threatens to encourage the party of "peace by
understanding " in Germany. This party associates with its programme the speedy
passing of the Prussian Franchise Bill, and attention is being called to the fact that
under cover of exuberant patriotism Tirpitz and. the Fatherland Party are really
fighting for the maintenance of Prussianism. Speaking at Munich recently Professor
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von Aster said: "Our policy must now decide whether its aim is a peace to he
" imposed by our strength, which would'be accompanied by autocracy at home, or a
" peace by understanding, the accompaniment of which is democracy at home."
Tageblatt reports an agitation by the Fatherland party against the Chief of the
Marine Cabinet, Admiral von Midler, and the Master of the Imperial Household,
Freiherr Eeischach, the last two men in the KaiseFs Cabinet who, since the fall of
Valentini, more or less adhere to the Bethinann-Hollweg era and the so-called July
resolutions against annexations and indemnities. The Norddeittsehe
Allgemaine
Zeitung claims authority to deny that their retirement is pending. Sir W. Townley
reports that according to the German Press of January 29th Ivuhlmanms position in
Reichstag circles is stronger than ever as the result of his last speech in the Main
Committee. Mr. Lindley learns that the German delegates before they came to
Petrograd were quite unaware of the extent of Russian helplessness, and he doubts
whether they now desire a separate peace. Sir W, Townley observes that the Socialist
have
Vorwdrts, the Democratic Berliner Tageblatt, and the pan-German Kreuzzeitung,
all been recently suspended, and suggests that this is a good indication of the
perplexities of the German Government.
Suppression
of Anti-a.nnexation.ist
Views.—Sir W. Town ley reports that at the
debate in the Reichstag upon the three days' suspension of Voruxlrts (for publishing
and commenting upon the Austrian strike), it was complained that the recent events
were known to all the world but not published in Germany. Deputy Ebert remarked
that the military authorities compelled the suppression of this news at a time when
the pan-Germans were being given a free hand to incite the public against Austria.
He expressed cordial sympathy with the Austrian proletariat, who might be certain
that, if necessary, the German labour classes would put their whole strength into the
effort to prevent the jeopardising of a " peace by understanding." Scheidemann
said, " Do not forget that conditions with us to-day are very similar to those prevailing
in Austria before the outbreak of the strikes. Do not play with fire i "
Censorship.—In
a Grand Committee of the Reichstag, the Radical Deputy George
Goth em. produced a packet of articles by the Berliner
Tageblatt''s naval critic
Captain Persies, apparently expressing doubt regarding the inspired assurances that
no American force could reach Europe. All these articles had been suppressed.
Gothein. also stated that General von Vietinghoff, Commanding the Second Army
Corps in the district of Stettin, had practically abolished all freedom of the Press in
his district, subjecting newspapers to secondary censorship of his own and refusing to
accept orders except " direct from the Kaiser."
Sir W. Townley reports that in. consequence of disturbances at meetings of the
Fatherland parry in Stuttgart, the Deputy General of the 13th Wurtemburg Army has
prohibited all public meetings for discussion of political questions. The strictest
precautions are now necessary if the Fatherland party is to get a hearing anywhere.
Popular Unrest.—Sir
\V. Townley reports Minister for the Interior Walraff as
stating in the Main Committee that appeals for a general strike were being distributed
amongst workmen, and expressing the hope that they would be patriotic enough to
prevent "irresponsible persons" from breaking through the "inner line.''' The
Independent Socialist Deputy Hofmann, speaking in the Prussian Lower House, said :
" You are dancing on a volcano. The writing on the wall in Austria should serve
" as a warning. We are as in Austria within ten minutes of catastrophe. People
" have had enough of being goaded into Avar. We warn you at the twelfth hour."
The German correspondent of the Dutch newspaper Tyd writes : " It is no wonder
" that one hears expressed here and there the fear that if unfortunately some con
" siderable military set-back should be suffered at some point or another, the people,
" sick of delays in electoral reform, furious against the pan-Germans, physically
" enervated and exhausted both in fortune and in the hope of restoration of national
" and private felicity, should take the determination of their fate into their own hands.
" The failure to obtain a separate peace with Russia would be the signal for an
" incalculable reaction of the national forces which are now living upon their last
" nerves."
Mr. Lindley learns from a good source that there appears to be a very real, fear
of Bolshevism in Germany.

German Psychological
and Economic Offensives.--A
leading/article in the Kolnisahe
Volkszeiiung of January 24th advises that "everything should be done on the German
side to promote the process of disintegration amongst the Entente by.means of a
campaign to show their peoples without further possibility of doubt the real reasons
why we and they are fighting. . . . The chief object of this political exposition
would be to feed the doubt which already exists in England as to the justice of the
Entente war aims and. the possibility of their victory." . The Kblnisclie Zeitung, on
the- oocasion of the Kaiser's birthday, observes:—" It is only the growing certainty
" that victory is not for them which has lowered the tone of our enemies' war
" trumpet."
Mr. Lindley learns that the Russians have agreed to the resumption of postal and
telegraphic communication with the Central Powers across the front. The despatch
of parcels and samples is also permitted. The Russians further assent to German
censorship of correspondence.
The Economic Offensive Committee represent that, according to conclusive evidence,
the Germans " are determined if possible to gain an advantage in military and political
" strength (he., in the wealth and national organisation which will accrue from an
" aggressive and successful commerce) by a more rapid recovery than their neighbours
" from the economic exhaustion caused Ijy the Avar." (G. 190.)
The deliberations of the Economic Conference at Brest are of interest in connection
with this quotation.
Symptoms of Depression.—Sir
E. Howard learns from a good source that there is
almost universal depression in Berlin. The streets are very badly kept, and there are
no carriages. There is 210 confidence in public men, and even, faith in Hindenburg
has ceased to be absolute. Sir II. Rumbold reports that the. French Ambassador at
Berne notices an intense longing for peace in German Switzerland and is convinced
that this reflects a simitar longing in Germany.
The Department of Information on January 28th issued a valuable precis of the
situation in Germany (G.T. 3484), to which further reference will be made in next
week's Report.

.. FINLAND.
Recognition.—Sir
A. Ilardinge has received information to the effect that Spain
has recognized the independence of Finland. His Majesty's Consul at Helsingfors
points out that non-recognition of Finnish Independence by His Majesty's Govern
ment is damagingBritsh interests in Finland, and is being exploited by the German
propaganda. The Press is asking how British subjects can expect protection, from
an unrecognized Government. The Foreign Office instructs Mr. Barclay to suggest
to the United States Government that circumstances now warrant the interim recog
nition of Finnish independence by Great Britain and the United States.
German Minister.—The Swedish Press announces the appointment of the German
-Consid-General at Gothenburg, Baron von Bruch, as German Minister at Helsingfors.
Bolshevism.—Sir
E. Howard learns that a revolution has been planned by Finnish
Bolsheviks and Red Guards, having as its object a Federal Union with Russia, and
reports the occupation of Helyingfors by Red Guards.
The Finnish Government has only about 8,000 rifles, and though supported by a
large majority in the country, can easily be overpowered. It is stated that the
Russian Commissary for War has informed the Finnish Minister that the Russian
Government is bound to support the proletariat in Finland against the Bourgeoisie
and that he wall continue to send help to the Finnish Red Guards. The Finnish
Government is said to have appealed to Scandinavia, Germany, Austria, France,
England and Greece, protesting against such action. The Swedish paper Politilien
publishes a manifesto by the Finnish Social Democratic party, demanding the
overthrow of the Senate and Administration, abolition of landowners' rights over
crofters, immediate relief of unemployment and improvement of food supply.
Bourgeois volunteers have blown up the railway bridge at Kiviniemi, on one of the
railway routes to Petrograd. His Majesty's Consul at Helsingfors reports that the

.s
-Swedish Charge d'Affaires is alarmed at the pro-German feeling now existing ire
Finland, and deprecates the departure of the Baltic Fleet.
His Majesty'S Vice-Consul at Haparanda announces the presence there and at
Karungi of an unusual number of Swedish officers, and states that while there is no
evidence that they intend to cross the frontier, the possibility of Swedish intervention
must not be overlooked. Sir E. Howard emphasises that this would be preferable to
intervention by Germany, which appears to be the probable alternative.
Finland and the Allies.—The Information Bureau reports the Finnish view as
put by one of the delegates now in England, a member of the Young Finn Party.
According to him the Finns, in anticipation of a reversion to autonomy in Russia, are
anxious to secure recognition and guarantees by the great Powers while opportunity
allows. The Finns fear that, as a result of the war, Germany and Russia may enter
into an alliance, the result of which will, be that Germany will take south-eastern
Europe as her sphere of influence, and Russia the northern, countries, including
Finland. The pro-Germans in Finland consist of a small clique of Swedes and some
of the Old Finns—Conservatives and clergymen. The Radicals, on the contrary,
hope that there will be a revolution in Germany, because a Democracy in Germany
would not wish to re-establish an autocracy in Russia. Moreover, commercial circles
in Finland, are hostile to Germany, fearing that she will get hold of Finnish commerce,
and. they therefore look to the western countries of Europe and the United States, in
the hope that they will see fit to provide themselves with a point dappui in Finland,,
so as to prevent the Baltic from becoming a German sea. They do this with the
more confidence because the democrats in Sweden and, Norway are also pro-Ally.
Again, if there are no large British and French political inerests in the Baltic,.
Germany will control the fate of Russia ; but if there arc four small, countries nearRussia dependent directly on Great Britain, France and. the west, that will tend to
prevent this absolute German control. There might be an economic penetration of
Russia from the west through Finnish agencies. The Swedish pro-German activists
wish Sweden to conquer Finland, and by adding its population (3,350,000) to the
Swedish population of 5,500,000 to obtain predominance in Scandinavia. But when
the question of electing a Swedish or German prince was discussed in November 1917
in the Finnish Diet, not a single member dared to defend, the establishment
of a monarchy, and a unanimous resolution was passed in December to
the effect that Finland should become an independent Republic.
The
attitude of Finland will go far to determine the relations between Russia and the
Scandinavian countries. Further, since a pro-German Finland would mean a
weakened Sweden and vice-versa, it is clear that Finland holds the key of the situation
in the Baltic. An independent Finland, would support the claim of Esthonia to
independence, and would retain the A aland Islands. If it is objected that some threes
thousand Finns fought for the Germans, it may be replied, first, that they did so to
win their freedom from Russia ; secondly, that there are several thousand Finns in
the British Mercantile Marine. The Swedish party in Finland, although the most
educated, only composes one-tenth of the Diet, and exerts little influence in Finnish
political life. To-day the Social Democratic Party is particularly strong.
NETHERLANDS.
Java Sugar.—Sir W. Townley reports that there appears to be a scheme on foot to
force up the price of the unsold residue of the 191.7 crop of Java sugar by prohibiting
the exportation of the 1918 crop.
SWITZERLAND.
Tonnage for Sioiss Requirements-.—The
Foreign Office informs Sir .11. Rumbold
that, arrangements are in progress under which 150,000 tons of Dutch shipping now
in United States ports will be available, partly for Swiss requirements.
Wheat Supply.—According to the War Trade Intelligence Report the United States
Government is unable to supply wheat for Switzerland, and has decided that all Swiss
-supplies must be drawn from the Argentine.
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Cotton Exports.--The Foreign Office has pressed the French and Italian Clovern
ments to expedite instructions to their representatives at Berne, in order that they
may join with the British and United States Ministers in a note to the Swiss Goverri
rnent on the question of cotton exports. (See Reports, Nos. 51 and 52.)
SWEDEN. .'
Inter-Scandinavian
Exchange.—Sir E. Howard reports that the Inter-Scandinavian
Exchange Conference concluded' its Stockholm session on January 20th. Various
decisions were reached and published. The Conference will, meet at Copenhagen in
February and work out a final scheme.
Iron-ore
Exports.—Sir E. Howard reports that he has the concurrence of the
American, French, and Italian Ministers in the view that Sweden would agree to
divide her exports of iron ore equally between the two belligerent camps. He
suggests that the Swedish public should be made aware of-the superiority of British
over German offers of supply, and of the fact that their rejection by the Swedish
Government can be due only to capitalist interests and German threats.
A aland Islands.—The Intelligence Bureau reports the growing interest of Sweden
in the settlement of the Aaland question. The islands have been a menace to her
since they were, early in the war, garrisoned by Russian troops. The islanders, who
number about 25,000, and are almost without exception of Swedish origin, have
assembled in their parishes and voted for union with Sweden. Opinion in Finland
is divided upon the project of ceding the islands to Sweden, though in both camps
there are those "who regard it as an act of justice to the declared will of the
inhabitants and a judicious political move demanded by the necessities of the
situation, and by Swedehs not unjustified, desire to safeguard her frontiers.
Sir E. Howard reports that the Swedish. Government is strongly inclined to
send a delegate to Brest-Li to vsk in order to secure from the German and Russian
Governments a formal declaration in favour of the neutralisation of the Aaland
Islands. Tire Nya Daglight Allehanda is quoted by the German Wireless Press of
January 24th as follows :—" This step on the part of Germany, as far as we are able
" to see, is not only a fully justified, but is also, from our point of view, an altogether
" happy diplomatic stroke. Since England, by her co-operation in the violation of
" the Aaland Treaty, and afterwards by her refusal to recognise the independence of
" Finland, has shown how her interests in the freedom and the future of the nations
" living on the Baltic really stand, it appears ail the more significant that the German
"' statesmen have in mind their rights as signatories of the Aaland Treaty, which they
" are now endeavouring to exercise in order to demand that fresh guarantees
" against the fortifying of the Islands shall be created.
State Secretary von
" Etihlmann is undoubtedly right when he assumes [that the wish of the Swedish
" nation is to obtain by means of peaceful negotiations with the States bordering on
" the Baltic the earliest possible solution of the questions of such importance for
"Sweden. The Swedish nation will welcome with general satisfaction the prospect
" of being represented in the negotiations at Brest-Litovsk regarding the "Aaland
" question." The same paper quotes a telegram from Berlin stating that Kuhlnianids
remarks are considered in Berlin to show that in spite of Sweden's negotiations with
the Entente, the attitude of Germany towards Sweden is unchanged. The negotiations
with England are designed to remove temporary difficulties, but the common interests
of Sweden and Germany are permanent. Sir E. Howard has pointed out that the
Swedish. Government would thus be negotiating with a Government which it does not
acknowledge, and the stability of which is very doubtful ; that the negotiations would
be carried on in the absence of some of the signatories of the Treaty of Paris ; and
that since the only real, danger is that the Aaland forts might fall into German hands,
Sweden would do better to ask Germany for a guarantee that she would not occupy
the islands. The Finns could be requested to arrange with Russia for the withdrawal
of Russian troops, and then persuaded to destroy the forts. Upon his suggestion
the Foreign Office has instructed His Majesty's Ministers at Christiania and
Copenhagen to approach ,the Norwegian and Danish Governments in this sense.
Sir E. Howard observes that the Socialist Press openly deprecates the proposal to
send a delegate. The Swedish Press of January 23rd reproduces a letter published
in a Finnish paper by Mr. Sundblom, who represents Aaland in the Finnish
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Landtag. He describes acts of violence committed in Aaland by Russian soldiers,
and appeals to the Finnish authorities to apply to the Russian Government for their
removal. Failing this, it will be necessary for Aaland to appeal to Sweden to occupy
the islands. The Swedish Press announces that a deputation of five A aland ers has
arrived at Stockholm to express on behalf of 90 per cent, of the inhabitants their desire
to come under Swedish administration. A member of the deputation states that about
4.000 Russian soldiers are terrorising the population, which is threatened with complete
anarchy and famine.
Pro-German Discrimination
by Bolshevist
Commissary.—Sir
E. Howard reports
that the Bolshevist Commissary has refused a passport to Russia to the correspondent
of the Social Demohraten.
The Dagens Nyheter observes that this refusal is all the
more significant as no difficulties were placed in the way of the representative of the
pro-German and ultra-Conservative Aftonblad, who has left for Russia to interview
Trotsky about the import of cereals to Sweden.

DENMARK.
Rubber Imports from Russia.—Sir R. Pa get reports that offers of motor-car and
bicycle tyres are being received by Danish firms from Russia. At present practically
nothing is being exported from Denmark to Russia, owing partly to anxiety about
Russian conditions and partly to the official desire to conserve supplies.
Fish Exports to Sweden.—The Foreign Office advises Mr. Barclay (at Washington)
and Sir R. Paget that pending a final agreement between Denmark and the United.
States, His Majesty's Government has no objection to the export of Danish fish to
Sweden provided that, first, the Swedish exrjort prohibition becomes effective, and
secondly, full statistics are rendered monthly.

SPAIN.
Unrest.—Sir A. Hardinge reports the declaration on January 25th of a state of
siege at Barcelona. An informant (of moderate reliability) states that the ]irocla
mation was preceded by acts of passive sabotage, such as misuse of machinery, by
workmen. The Eeservists are mistrusted and have not been called out. His
Majesty's Consul at Malaga learns from various sources that there is a danger of the
present disturbances culminating presently in a sort of pro-German dictatorship,
which may,result in the embarrassment of France upon the Pyrenees border. It is
stated that the Church party has incited the military party to attempt this coup.

CHINA.
Export Prohibitions.—Sir
J . Jordan reports that the Chinese Government has
agreed to prohibit exports by sea to Adadivostock. Idle Foreign Office instructs him
to concert with Sir C. Greene in preventing attempts to evade this prohibition by
shipping via Japan. Exports from Harbin, whether to East or West, have already
been stopped.
Enemy Aliens.—Discussions
continue between Sir C. Greene and the Chinese
Government, upon the question of deporting enemy aliens to Australia. The number
of these is about 3,290, of whom 1,724 are women and children. Although it is
probable that the Chinese Government will ultimately consent, considerable hesitation
is shown, and it appears that this is largely due to dissuasion by the Dutch Minister,
working upon the national pride of the Cabinet, in which a strong pro-German party
still exists.

Unrest.—Sir J . Jordan reports that the President has left Peking to consult with
the military authorities at Tientsin and Tsi-nan-fu. The fact is that the Government
has lost control of the country south of the Yangtze, and the President probably'
intends to try the effect of a military demonstration by Northern troops. Pressure is
being brought to bear upon him to declare war upon the South. Sir 0. Greene
reports that the Japanese Foreign Minister considers the action of the President to be
due to party ambitions and intrigues and likeJy to result in consequences which would
he detrimental to the Allies. According to Sir J . Jordan rumours of a restoration oil
the monarchy are again prevalent in Peking.
v

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.
Wheat Convention.—Sir
R. Tower reports that I the Wheat Convention was
-unanimously approved by the Senate on January 21st, and was promulgated the next
day.
URUGUAY.
Enemy Submarines.—The Foreign Office instructs Mr. Mitchell Innes to assure the
Uruguayan Government of the full support of His Majesty's Government in any"
dispute with the Central Powers in regard to the internment of enemy submarines.
Questions arising between the Uruguayan and Argentine Governments concerning
territorial jurisdiction should not, however, involve His Majesty's Government, which
is making separate representations to the Argentine Government.
BRAZIL.
Censorship.—Sir
A. Peel reports that telegrams referring to dangerous German
firms in connection with transfers of funds, and orders for foodstuffs are daily being
sent from Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Ayres through the Swiss Legation to the Foreign
Office at Berne. Sir A. Peel and the United States Ambassador therefore submit to
their respective Governments the desirabilitjr of a responsible Brazilian censorship at
Rio, to be assisted by Allied cable censors in touch with the United States Embassy
and the British and French Legations.

GUATEMALA.
Earthquakes.—Mr. Young reports the recurrence of earthquakes on January 24th.
Fears are expressed of a further eruption.
All public buildings and churches,
nearly all dwelling houses and half of the offices in the centre of the city are in
ruins. Idle problem of housing salved merchandise is acute. Good order is
maintained. A Commission of doctors and engineers has arrived from the United
^States with supplies and 4,000 army tents.

COLOMBIA.
Order restored.—Mr. Wynclham reports that order has now been restored, and the
order proclaiming a state of siege revoked.

MEXICO.
Possible Danger to Oil fields.-Idle Foreign Office learns that the Commander unChief of the campaign against Pelaez has stated his desire to avoid causing danger
"to the employes in the oilfields. The Oil Association is not feeling alarmed.

Mr. Cummins is, however, apprehensive that the resistance of Pelaez may begin in
the area of the wells.
German Propaganda.—Mr.
Cummins reports the constant publication by German
paid organs of libels and incitements against the Allies, and enquires whether the
United States Government can be persuaded to bring pressure on the Mexican
Government to suppress them.
LIBERIA.
Allied Assistance.—The
Foreign Office advises Mr. Barclay that His Majesty's
Government is considering the provision of financial assistance to the Government of
Liberia, and that the , French Government is being approached in the matter.
Mr. Barclay is instructed to inquire whether the United States Government is willing;
to participate.
UNITED STATES.
Jewish, and Catholic Opinions on Zionism.—The Foreign Office learns that Yiddish
papers in the United States are now adopting a pro-Ally attitude. There is still,
however, an i n c l i n a t i o n among Catholics to resent the stress laid upon Zionist
aspirations. Measures are u n d e r consideration for a l l e v i a t i n g any possible resentment
by either community.
Criticism of the War Department.—Mr. Barclay reports that a profound sensation
h a s been caused by Senator Chamberlains denunciation of the War Department.
Founding his i n d i c t m e n t on depositions made before the Military Affairs Committee
of the Senate, he-emphasised the failure of the Ordnance Department, the lack of
army clothing, and the bad conditions of the camps. The Press, w h i l e a c k u o A v l e d g i n g
t h e justice of these criticisms, regrets the initiation of party controversy at a time
when unity is essential. It seems probable, however, that much good will ultimately
result from the incident. The demand for a Minister of Munitions has to a large
extent been met by the appointment of Mr. Stettinius as Surveyor-General for all
Army purchases.
Military Service Convention.—An
agreement between the British and United
States Governments is under consideration, according to which all male British
citizens in the United States of 20 to-10 years of age, and all male citizens of the
United States in Great Britain of 20 to 30 years of age shall become liable to service
in the forces of their country of residence unless they return (within CO days from
the date of the" agreement) to their own country for military service.

SHIPPING SITUATION.
Sinkings.—According
to the War Trade Intelligence Report the total tonnage of
500 tons gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing ships
reported lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period
January 18th-24th inclusive was 67,501 tons gross, of which 46,089 tons were
British, as compared with 45,018 tons gross, of which. 12,676 tons were British,
reported last w eek.
The Admiralty reports that during the week ending January 19th one-half of the
losses have occurred in the Mediterranean. For the first time for many weeks the
Channel and the Irish Sea Avere not the areas of greatest submarine activity.
The Admiralty points out that the net losses for the five months ending
December 31st, 1917, amounted to 556,476 gross tons, and emphasises the necessity of
releasing from the Army 20,000 shipyard workers and marine engineers, with a view
to reducing these losses by increased production.
T
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Building.—The Ministry of Shipping reports on January 2Gth that of 307 ships
aggregating 1,68!.,230 tons dead-weight contracted for by His Majesty's Government,
158 aggregating 960,890 tons dead-weight purchased in the United States have been
requisitioned by the United States Shipping Board, leaving a balance of 1-19- ships
aggregating 720,340 tons dead-weight at British disposal.
Norwegian
Tonnage.—Sir
M. Fjndlay reports strong criticism of His Majesty's
Government in connection, with the loss of the S.S. Elm.-, which is believed by
Norwegians to have been caused, by disregard of an. agreement made with the Grocers'
Association. He points out that it is highly important that other Norwegian vessels
should not; be similarly endangered, as this might injuriously affect the attitude of
the Storthing towards the agreement with, the United Stales.
Dutch Shipping in American Ports.—The War Trade Intelligence Report announces
that the Dutch Government has accepted the proposal of the United States War Trade
Board that Dutch ships now in American ports shall be chartered to the United
States Shipping Board for 90 days. . It is hoped that 150,000 tons of Dutch shipping
will, under this arrangement, become available for the service of the Belgian Relief
Commission and for carrying grain to Switzerland.
Eood Imports.— The hood Controller points out that the estimated deficiencies for
-cereals, sugar, and bacon and hams indicate a total estimated deficiency of nearly
541,000 tons or 28 per cent, on arrivals of foodstuffs during the first two months of
the year J 9] 8 ; -and insists on priority being given to shipments of foodstuffs so as
to cover not only the tonnage estimated-to lie needed for arrivals of foodstuffs in each
particular month of .1918 up to the programme (totalling .1.3,056,000 tons) approved
by the War Cabinet, but also the deficiencies of the earlier months of the year, as he
may require.
Allied Shipping Committee.—The
Shipping Controller requests the War Cabinet
to appoint two Ministers to represent His Majesty's Government at meetings, in
London or Paris, of Allied shipping representatives.
Enemy Sailings.—During
the week ending January 19th, seven enemy- ships
arrived at, and five sailed from, Norwegian ports outside the Cattegat. None entered
or left Rotterdam.
Russian Volunteer Fleet.—According to the German Wireless Press of January 28th
the Voluntary Fleet of the Commercial Shipping Companies of Russia has been
transferred by State Decree to the command of the Revolutionary Sailors' Union, and
the capital of the companies has been seized.
i
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Pusso-Turliish
Combine.—The
German Wireless Press of January 28th also
mentions a report that negotiations are proceeding between the Russian, and Turkish
plenipotentiaries regarding the establishment of a shipping combine between Russian
and Turkish ports, especially Odessa and Constantinople.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

General.—According
to a report from Mr. Lindley, M. Trotsky returned to
Petrograd on January 21st, further peace negotiations at Brest having been postponed
for 10 days. " Conversations " of the special delegations were being carried on.
Sir W. Townley reports the return of von Kiihhnann and Count Czernin to Brest
on January 29th. The conspicuous feature of the conversations held in the interval,
according both to diplomatic and to wireless reports, has been, the haste with which,
the Germans have been pressing on the opening up of economic relationship,
especially with the Ukraine. This feature is dealt with more fully under Germany.
The Intelligence Bureau, on January 25th, represent that there can ' be no
compromise between the Bolshevists and Germany on account of their aims being
fundamentally different. The chance of revolution in Germany and Austria-Hungary
is what makes the Central Bowers anxious for a speedy peace, and provides an
inducement to the Bolshevists to delay it.
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The Military Attache at Petrograd has ascertained (January 27th) on good
authority that during the peace negotiations at. Brest before the adjournment it was
evident that the Austro-Mtingarians, Turks, ami Bulgarians w e r e only prevented by
the Germans from making concessions to obtain peace at once.
Russia.-—Russian Wireless of January 23rd announces that, at the Session of the
Economic Commission, at Brest, there was a difference of opinion between the
Russians and the Austro-Germans. The principles of a new commercial treaty were-,
discussed.
Russian Wireless of the same date publishes an announcement " To All " of a
-message sent to von Kiihhnann and to Count Czernin protesting against the
intentional abbreviation of the Minutes of the Brest Conference as published by
the newspapers of the Central Powers, and accusing the Germans especially of
entirely misleading public opinion in Germany by keeping back important inform a
tion. Trotsky announced that, after a fortnights negotiation, the Central Powers still
insist on-putting evasive questions on their demands, which are in violent contradiction
to the principles recognised by the Declaration of December 25th.
Mr. Lindley reports on January 2Gth that, at the Soviet Congress, terms of peace
had not yet been formally discussed, but that it was reported on good authority that
there was a -considerable majority in favour of rejecting the German terms, and
it was probable that Trotsky would refuse these terms when he returned to Brest,
his object being to strengthen the Bolshevist position, in the Western countries.
The Military Attache at Petrograd reports on January 28th that Trotsky left
Petrograd on the previous night for Brest. The formula which he will propose is
that of the Left Social Revolutionaries : " That Russia could only make peace with.
Germany on democratic lines." If Germany refuses to accept tins formula, Trotsky
is to tell the Central Power delegates that Russia reserves for herself free action in
the future, and that by forming a new Socialistic army they will be in a position to
insist on their democratic terms being agreed to.
Ukraine.—According j o German Wireless, von Kuhlmann stated to the Reichstag
Committee on January 25th that representatives of the Ukraine Rada were recognised
without objection and indeed with approval by the Russian Delegation as the
representatives of the Kieff unit at Brest. The solemn recognition, of the Ukrainian
Republic has not yet taken place. In the circumstances, however, this may be
expected on the conclusion of peace w i t h Ukrainia.
On January 26th Mr. Lindley reported that the original Rada seemed to have
come to an agreement with the Central Powers, but were losing their influence. A
new Bolshevist Rada has sent representatives to Brest, and they denounce the eailier
Ukrainian representatives as not representing' the country. The second Ukraine
representatives (Bolshevists) have been recognised by M, Joffe as entitled to take part
in the peace negotiations.
According to reliable information received from Kiel! via Jassy, dated
January 26th,. the delegates are instructed to make peace with the Central Powers,,
and steps are being taken to facilitate the export of resources of the Ukraine to
Germany.
Finland-.—According to a report from a Swedish newspaper, quoted in German.
Wireless of January 28th, the Finnish Diet has appointed a delegation Avhich is to
represent Finnish interests at the Brest-Litovsk peace negotiations.
Germany.—Russian
Wireless of January 27th issued a complete shorthand report
of the Session of the Economic Commission at Brest on January 19th, at which some
what acute differences of opinion between the Russian and German delegates were
disclosed. The Germans put forward the point that the projects .they had submitted
before Christmas, were German and not Austro-Bungarian proposals. The commercial
treaty was discussed without any final conclusion being come to.
Mr. Lindley reported on January 27th that on commercial questions the German
proposal is that the parties concerned shall undertake to end commercial war simul
taneously with hostilities, and that they shall take no direct or indirect part in any
further hostile economic measures which ma)' be taken; during the period of
transition between war and peace that the parties shall undertake to put no hindrance
in the way of exchange of goods or allow private persons to do so. This exchange is
considered the first necessity and a Commission should be established at once in order
to hasten if.

Iii his birthday message (January 27th) to the President of the Reichstag the
Kaiser accentuates the economic advantages that Germany may expect to gain by a
military victory in the following words :—"The final victory of our arms, the found a
" tiou on which, rests the joyous renewed development of its (the German, peopled)
" moral and economic strength."
Describing the result of the Economic Commission at Brest von Kuhlinann said
in the. Reichstag that according to the Russian view the conditions for reopening of
trade.relations are not yet possible. The endeavours of the Commission were being
limited to re-establishing means of. transport between countries who were contracting
parties. He expressed hope that, in spite of difficulties, the Economic Commission
would result in the transition of negotiations into practice, which will be carried into
effect without further loss of time.
In connection with the German economic offensive, as applied to peace negotiations
with Russia and to the Ukraine, the following extracts from a report by Sir Edward
Carson, as Chairman of the Economic Offensive Committee, are of i n t e r e s t : - " We
strangely misinterpret the spirit of Germany if we imagine that a commercial boycott,
or the threat of a commercial boycott, can ever become a substitute for a victory in
the field. I do, however, believe most, firmly that when the final issue of the stricken
Held, begins to appear grave and. doubtful to German eyes, the economic menace may
". then play a most important part in the war." (G. 190. January 21st.)
ddie speech delivered to the main committee of the Reichstag on January 25th by
the Imperial Chancellor, Count Herding, is summarised in an Appendix to this
Report. From the British point of view, special interest is attached to his reference
to President Wilson's proposal (see Appendix to P a r t i , of last week's Report) that
the freedom of the seas shall be subject to international control in peace and war :—
" The limitation mentioned by Mr. Wilson at the end is unintelligible. It appears
superfluous, and should therefore be suppressed."
Count Reventlow. expressed Count Hertling's meaning in somewhat clearer
language last February, he said that the freedom of the seas sought for by Germany
was " not an international but a German freedom."
lierr Kiihlmamds speeches to the Reichstag Main Committee on January 25th and
2,6th contain the following points of interest:—
On the subject of " self-determination," if an agreement could be come to with
Trotsky about the manner of the final voting, they could leave the question an open
one as to how far the previous voting should be presumed to have represented the view of
the people. Trotsky could maintain his standpoint and the Germans could maintain
theirs, and nothing would be altered in the final result. lierr Kuhlmann added that
he did not believe that the negotiations would fail upon that question.
Speaking about the cause of the war, he said that he believed that, if one examines
the most recent causes, one would find that the conviction of men in power at the
time in Russia that they would either have to create an outlet by means of a great
war, or be swallowed up by a revolution in the interior, very materially contributed
in giving to Russian policy that direction which led to this world war. The unity of
the empire has completely disappeared in Russia.
In replying to Count Westarp, who had said that the German delegation did not
make its position clear enough about annexations, von Kuhlmann said that in this
matter there are not many differences of view, and he believed that Count Westarp
supported " the seizure of what has been gained by our military successes.
Declarations
on this subject in advance are impossible for the German Government." In describing
his attitude towards the military authorities, von Kuhlmann used the following
words :—" Cordial co-operation between the Peace Delegation and the Supreme Army
" Administration which is undoubtedly necessary in the continuation of this waiyis, as
" I also believe, as perfect as regards arrangements made as can be considered possible,
" having in mind the imperfection of human things."
On January 28th Sir W. Townley sent extracts from the German Press articles on
Count Hertling's speech. - Only the Yoricdrts seems to grasp the fact that " it was
calculated to arouse the distrust of the Allies."
The Intelligence Bureau reported on January 23rd that accounts from Germany
pointed to some really serious difference in the highest quarters, and the Government
was obviously embarrassed. They cannot enter into negotiations without facing
definite problems, the solution-of wdiich at once brings out greater opposition between
the two currents of opinion which have divided the nation for more than a.year. The

handful of intellectuals who see great dangers ahead in continuing the war for
annexationist objects may not exercise much influence as yet, but their arguments
are now being reported at somewhat greater length in the Press.
Austria-Hungary.—Interest
centres in Count Czernm's speech on war aims, of
which a precis will be attached to next week's Report, when fuller accounts will be
available. The outstanding points are his disinterment of the formula, "peace
without annexations or indemnities," in spite of the interpretation put upon the
expression by the German delegates at Brest, and the special, advance made to
President Wilson.
Sir W. Townley reports on January 27th a rumour that Count Czernihs suggestion
for peace negotiations between Austria-Hungary and America was due to influence
coming from Berlin. Czernin is reported to have accepted the German stimulation
in the hope of economic help from America in reconstruction work after the war.
Count OzernhPs views upon territorial integrity are probably based upon the existing
military situation.
On January 28th Sir W. Townley reported on a leading article in the Kolnische
Volkszeitung, entitled " Austria-Hungary and Wilson," which contains the words:—
" Count Czernin is a statesman who not only speaks but also acts in spirit which
" animates his foreign policy. He gave new proof of this when he threw out the
" suggestion of possible exchange of thought between Austria and United States, two
" countries who have fewest differences between them, as possibly leading to
conversation between all those Powers which have not yet found common ground
" for their discussion of peace terms. . ." The Austrian, newspapers state that in a reply
to a Socialist Deputy, Count Czernin has stated that he did not say that lie had submitted
his speech to President Wilson before delivery, but that it was in the Presidents
hands in English at the time he delivered it.
The general impression conveyed by the incomplete accounts so far received is
that Count Czernin is being used as a stalking-horse by Germany in order to draw
the United States of America and Entente Countries into a peace conference. This
impression is confirmed by Sir W. Townley's telegram of -January 27th, and by the
report of the conclusion of the speech in the General Staff daily review of
January 26th :—" Austria-Hungary and the United States practically agree. . . . It
" is obvious to me that an exchange of views between the two countries might form a
" starting-point for conciliatory discussions between all the States which have not yet
" entered,into peace negotiations."
France.—Lord
Bertie reported on January 25th a criticism in the Temps on.
Count Hertling's speech on war aims in which attention is drawn to the remarkable
difference in the tone of Count Hertliugs and Count Czcrnihs speeches, excepting
about Alsace-Lorraine where they both agree.
On January 27th Lord Bertie reported that M. Albert Thomas in a speech at
Bordeaux has declared that the French peace aims are prevention of German
domination, liberation of peoples subject to Germany or Austria, restoration of small
nationalities, and a society of nations to guarantee the peace of the world. To these
aims every democracy should subscribe. The French Socialist Party did not want a
party peace, but a national one. But while being at one "with, the nation in this
desire, it did. not, seem to be at one with, the Government. Disagreement of the
Socialist party with. Clemeneeau was due to the latteFs distrust of popular forces and
his unwillingness to utilise such forces.
Italy.—Sir Rennell Rodd on January "23rd urged the importance of reassuring the
Italian President of the Council, on the subject of the British, war aims as affecting
Italy.
The Intelligence Bureau reports on January 25th that the Stampa (Giolittian
journal) says that Italy and France have every reason to agree with President Wilsohs
pronouncement concerning the freedom of the seas. and. hints at the internationalisa
tion of Gibraltar, Aden, and the Suez Canal. [Compare Count Hertling, see Appendix.]
President Wilson's friendly note in speaking of Russian revolutionaries is little to
the taste of the Italian internationalists who have too much to fear from their own
Bolshevists, and their attitude towards Russian Bolshevists is one of exaggerated
hostility.
t
According to newspapers in closest touch with the Foreign Office, the Italian view
is that, if other Powers are to gain, Italy must gain also, but if other Powers renounce
all gains, Italy is prepared to do the same.

Switzerland.—Sir
H. Bumbold reports on January 10th an interview with the new
President, M. Oaldoner, who stated that he thought Mr. Lloyd George's speech very
able, and that the Germans ought to he able to agree to every word of it except the
portion relating to Alsace-Lorraine. The Austrians would doubtless object to that
part of the. speech which referred to the legitimate claims of the Italians for reunion
with those of their own race and language. President Galonder had great hopes of
the establishment of a league of nations after the war.
The great longing for peace in Switzerland is thought by the French Ambassador
to reflect the same longing which " undoubtedly prevails in Germany."
Sweden.—Sir E. Howard reports on January 22nd, on the authority of the Italian
Minister, that a Swedish Minister for Foreign Affairs stated on January 21st that
Sweden had not yet been invited by the Germans to send a representative to Brest to
discuss the question, of the Aland Islands. The Italian Minister thinks, that if
invited, Sweden will be likely to agree to send a representative. A Bolshevist paper
at Stockholm thinks this is a German trap and is against a delegate being sent.
Propaganda.
(United Kingdom.)—The
Ministry of Labour reported on January
23rd that there is a considerable stiffening of opinion in British labour, both about
war aims and other aspects of war and peace, resulting partly from the recent speeches
of the Prime Minister and President Wilson, and partly from the apparent triumph of
the military party in Germany.
GENERAL.
Hospital Ships.—The Foreign Office informs Sir W. Townley that there is no
doubt that the Hospital Ship " Rewa." was torpedoed, in spite of the German
denial, which must moreover have been issued before the return, to port of enemy
submarine which might have been concerned. Sir W. Townley is to ask the Nether
lands Government to instruct its Minister in Berne to protest in the strongest terms
to the German Government and to point out that the vessel was sunk, far outside the
zones in which Hospital Ships are threatened by public announcements of the German
Government.
Tuhercidous
Prisoners.—Sir
H. Rumbold reports that the Swiss Government is
willing to intern tuberculous civilian prisoners in Switzerland, but is ascertaining
their approximate number before communicating its official, assent.
Prisoners
in Germany.—Sir
W. Townley learns that the Swiss Medical Corn
mission, which qualifies prisoners in Germany for internment in neutral countries
does not in fact visit camps, but merely inspects certain prisoners selected by the
German Authorities. He therefore enquires whether he is authorised to forward the
names of individuals to the Dutch Legation in Berlin, with a view to their presentation
by the German Government for inspection by the Swiss Commission.
Sir VV. Townley learns that officers of the Flying Corps captured by the Germans
are regularly deprived of their helmets, gloves and flying coats, which are then used
by the enemy.
Lord Bertie learns that the Germans have interned a number of officer prisoners
of war at Stuttgart, Frankfort and Ludwigshaven, thus exposing them to Allied air
raids.
German Prisoners in England.—The Rheinisch Weatfalisehe Zeitung states that in
an interview with a correspondent at the Hague, the " Hero of the Emden " com
plained of the treatment of himself and other German prisoners as being "certainly
not as chivalrous as is commonly sripposed in Germany."
Austrian Proposal to Greece.— Lord Granville reports a proposal by the AustroHungarian Government to the Greek Government under which nationals of each
country, without distinction of sex or age, should be repatriated. The Foreign Office
has replied that such an arrangement is to be deprecated as counter to established
policy.
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Speech by the German Imperial Chancellor, Count Hertling, to the Main Committee of the
Reichstag on January 25th, 1918, as reported by German Wireless on the same day.

Introduction.—Count
Hertling-in his opening statement explained that negotiations
with the Russian delegation at Bvest-Litovsk were progressing slowly and were
exceedingly difficult. The negotiations with the representatives of Ukrairiia " stand
favourably," and " we hope in the near future to arrive at a settlement with Ukrainia
" winch will be to the interests of both sides, and which should also he advantageous
" as far as their economic aspect is concerned."
[In studying this statement it is interesting to note that, according to the latest
information, the Ukrainian delegation referred to represented the Rada first
established, and that the Bolshevists have now set up a second Rada which is to send
another Ukrainian delegation to the Brest Conference. Another point of special
interest is the haste displayed by Germany in pressing for economic influence and
advantages simultaneously with the conduct of peace negotiations. The same policy
has been disclosed at Brest in dealing with the Russian Bolshevists. Sir Edward
CarsoAs paper G. 190 of January 21st predicted this aspect, of German policy in the
words : " They (the Germans) are determined if possible to gain an advantage in
" military and political strength (j.c, in the wealth and national organisation which
" will accrue from an aggressive and successful commerce) by a more rapid recovery
" than their neighbours from the economic exhaustion caused by the war. Our
" knowledge of their intentions is not a mere surmise based upon what we have
" recently learned of their pre-war activities," but upon "abundant evidence of their
" determination to gain a relative advantage over us in the first decade of peace."
The German attitude towards the Russian Bolshevists and the Ukrainians at Brest
amply supports the view expressed by Sir E. Carson as Chairman of the Economic
Offensive Committee.]
Scope of the Brest Conference.—Owing
to Russkds Allies not having answered the
Bolshevists' invitation to take part in the Conference by 10 pun. on January 4th, the
date fixed by the Germans, Count Hertling stated " that we are bound no longer in
" any way so far as the Entente is concerned, that we have a clear road in front of us
" for separate negotiations with Russia, and also that, obviously, we are no longer
" bound in any way, as far as the Entente is concerned, to the proposals for a general
" peace which have been submitted by the Russian delegation."
Reply to Mr. Lloyd George.—Count Hertling then referred to Mr. Lloyd George's
speech., to which he did not attempt to reply in detail, contenting himself with an
appeal to German sentiment: " W e are supposed to be culprits over whom the
"Entente is sitting in judgment." "This is a spirit, gentlemen, with which,
" naturally, we can have nothing to do," and so on. At the same time he reverts to
the old and vague " encirclement " argument which was used in 1914 to work upon
the fears of the German "people, in order to work up hate and fury against their
neighbours, and ensure support for an aggressive policy. lie attributes the origin
of the war to " the danger of enemy coalitions which threatened the Allied Central
Powers." ddie dream of coalitions became a reality owing to " the hemming-in
policy of King Edward." At the same time the German alliance with Austria
" w a s a purely defensive alliance," and German " armaments were forced upon us
for defence against the danger threatening us from our enemies." Referring to his
former similar statements, he complains that " it does not seem that these words were
in any way heeded by foreign countries."
[As usual in German statements about the origin of the war, no proof is put
forward of the alleged aggressive intentions of neighbouring countries in 1914, and
the point that foreign countries have judged Germany by her acts rather than by her
words has not been grasped.]
The only allusion in detail by Count Hertling to Mr. Lloyd George's speech refers
to Alsace-Lorraine, which Provinces he claims to have been German up to 1789, and.
what occurred in 1871 was " dis-annexatibn," which was " expressly recognised by

" the French National Assembly and the constitutional representatives of the French
" nation " (March 29th, 1871). He quoted ,a letter by Thomas Carlyle to the Times
in December 1870 as evidence that " people " in England " at that time spoke very
differently from what they do to-day."
Reply to President
Wilson.—He then replied in detail to the fourteen points of
President Wilson's speech on war aims :—
(L) No Secret International
Agreements.—Count
Hertling claimed that
Germany has led the way, and quotes as an example the "full publicity given
to the negotiations at Brest-Litovsk."
[It is interesting to compare the message "To A l l " in Russian Wireless of
January 23rd, protesting strongly against the intentional abbreviation of the
reports published -hi Germany of the Minutes of the Conference, and accusing
the Germans of intentionally misleading public opinion by keeping back
important information.]
(2) The Freedom of the Seas.—Count Hertling claimed that " there is no
difference of opinion whatever." But he added "the restriction mentioned
by Mr. Wilson towards the end is incomprehensible and seems superfluous,"
and suggested the abandonment, by Great Britain of her fortified naval bases
on shipping routes.
[The same view was put more clearly by Count Reventlow in February
1917, when, he explained that the freedom of the seas sought for was "not an
an international but a German freedom."]
(3) Abandonment of Economic Restrictions.—"With
this we wholly agree..
We also condemn economic war
"
(I) Limitation of Armaments.—" A matter quite.suitable for discussion."
(5) Amicable Arrangement
of all Colonial Claims.—Count Hertling leaves
it to England to determine how she will come to terms with America on this
proposal. The Germans will have to talk on. the subject " a t the time of tire
reconstruction of the colonial possessions of the world," which, they have
" demanded unconditionally."
(6) Evacuation
of Russian Territory.—" Alone concerns Russia and the
four Allied. Powers " (Central Powers).
(7) The Belgian Question.—"I must decline any discussion until the general
discussion takes place."
(8) Liberation
of French Territory.—"Conditions
and modalities of the
" evacuation, which must take into consideration
(lie vital interests of Germany,
" m u s t be agreed between Germany and. France." " W e will never permit
ourselves to be robbed of Alsace-Lorraine by our enemies."
(9 to 11). Italian Frontiers,
Nationalities
of Danube Monarchy, and, the
Balkan States.—These are questions of paramount importance to AustriaHungary, to whose Foreign Minister the reply to President Wilson is left
" in the first instance."
(12) Turkey.—Count Hertling does not propose to forestall the attitude of
Turkish statesmen. "The integrity of Turkey and the security of her capital,
" which is closely connected with the questions of the Straits, are important
" and vital interests also of the German Empire. Our Ally can in this respect
" always rely on our most explicit assistance."
(13) Poland.—-"It must be left to Germany and Austria-Hungary and
Poland to come to an agreement."
(14) A. League, of Nations.—" .1. am sympathetic," and the Imperial German
Government is ready " to investigate the principles of such a national union "
but only " after all the other questions in suspense have been settled."
Peroration.—In
his peroration, as in the speech itself, Count Hertling relied upon
a military victory over the Entente Powers and assumed the same attitude towards
them, that the German delegates assumed towards the Bolshevists at Brest-Litovsk
after the collapse of the Russian armies. He appealed for unity in the nation to bring
about victorv for the German arms.
G. G. A.
January 31st, 1918.
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isciGbndral.
-No official explanation is forthcoming of : the sudden departure of
von. KiiMiAanu and Count Czerniii from Brcst-Litovsk on Fobruaiy 3rd. They seem
to have left immediately after their disagreement with M. Trotsky upon the status of
the Ukraine and other Russian provinces, which the Bolshevists maintain to be in
the Russian " Federated " Republic, and to be subject to the Central Government in
negotiations, with other Powers.
Germany.—The eagerness with which the Germans work for economic penetration
into countries entering into peace negotiations, referred to in last weelcs Appreciation,
is now still more conspicuous. The word "economic" crops up in manifestoes by
nearly all authorities, from the Kaiser downwards. Von Iviililinanh, Euxlendofff, the
German Ambassador in Vienna, and Count Gzernin, were in Berlin on February 5th,
to confer on political and economic questions of interest both to Germany and to
Austria-Hungary, and have since left for Brest-Litovsk.
Austria-Hungary.—A
precis of Count CzerniiPs speech on Austro-Hungarian war
aims is given in a special Appendix.
ALLIED AFFAIRS.

The steadying influence of the presence of H.M.S. Suffolk at Vladivostock is of
interest.
BELGIUM.

The explanation of the Flemish and the Walloon questions merits attention.
GERMANY.

The Government have apparently made skilful use in their own interests of the
" tame Socialist " influence in connection with the recent strikes. Reports do not at
present point to any well-organised movements of sufficient magnitude to affect the
issue of. the war, but some anxiety on the part of the authorities is to be noticed lest
propaganda literature should reach either the population or the army.

o
f

w

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.

The Intelligence Bureau express the opinion that a policy of repressioB^similarr
to that applied in Germany, would he out of the question in Austria-Hungary. The
food question appears to be acute.
FINLAND.

"

1

'

"

1

;

Revolutions are in progress, and it is not yet clear whether Russian, German, or
Swedish influence is likely to be established over the country. Finns of all parties
are said to agree in wishing for complete independence.
ARGENTINA.

The encouragement, drawn from Count l:iertli.ng's speech, to revive the old claim
to the Falkland Islands was to be expected, and Count Hording may have,had; that
object in his mind, in view of the hostility in the Argentine to the CentralBdwers.
MEXICO.

...

;

The question of the security of the oil resources is worthy of attention. "
!

UNITED STATES.

Mr. Barclay furnishes an encouraging report on the attitude of Congress and of
public opinion.
\
t

February 7th, 1918.

G.iG. A.
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PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
Brest-Litovsk.—Both
at the meeting of the Commission on Territorial Questions
on January 31st and at the meeting of the whole Peace Conference on February 4th,
the chief subject discussed was the position of the Ukraine, and the attitude of the
Bolshevists in claiming federal control over the country, and in withdrawing their
recognition of the Ukraine's right to complete independence. On February 1st
Mr. Lindley reported the interruption of telegraphic communication for 24 hours
between Brest and Petrograd. The principal delegates of Germany and AustriaHungary left Brest for' Berlin on February 3rd. German Wireless of February 5th
reports their arrival, with von Ludenclorff and the German Ambassador in Vienna,
for a " discussion regarding the political and economic questions of mutual interest."
Russia.—Mr. Lindley reported on January 29th an official announcement in the
Petrograd Press that M. Kameneff, one of the Russian delegates, was leaving Brest
for Stockholm, London and Paris for the purpose of acquainting the Governments
and peoples of Allied countries of the course of peace negotiations. [According to a
later report from the same source (February 1st), M. Kameneff-would be accompanied
by M. Saalkind, on his way to Switzerland to organise a new International Bureau.
Lord Bertie learned on February 5th that M. KamenefPs passport had been vise by
the French Ambassador at Petrograd., also M. Saalkind's. Steps have been taken to
watch both these delegates while in France, and they will not be allowed to take any
action with a view to bringing about either discouragement or disorders.]
On. January 29th Mr. Lindley reported that M. Trotsky, in his speech to the third
All Russian Congress of Soviets, described the Brest peace negotiations up to date,
and said that the future of the Russo-German frontier advocated by German
Imperialists would be fatal to Russia, and that although Germany had nominally
accepted the principle of no contributions, she had put forward demands which, if
Russia accepted them, would cost her probably eight milliard roubles. At. Trotsky
complained of the want of support by the Allies, and said that although he could give
no undertaking that Russia would not conclude a separate peace, or a promise that
the peace obtained would be honourable and democratic, he would do all possible to
obtain such a peace. From the tone of his speech, M. Trotsky was evidently building
his hopes upon a revolution in Germany. At the end of the debate a resolution was
passed supporting and approving all statements and steps taken by the Soviet autbo
rities,.and directed towards the conclusion of a general democratic peace.
Sir W. Townley reported on January 31st, on the authority of the
Dusseldorfer
Nachriclden
of January 30th, that in a recent speech before the Congress of Soldiers
and Workmen's Council at Petrograd, Trotsky used the words " Russian delegation
will not abandon its demands ; it will conclude no separate peace,"
[This misleading - announcement was objected to by Al. Trotsky at Brest on
January 31st.]
The Foreign' Office learned from a reliable report from Petrograd dated
February 2nd that M. Trotsky would probably go back in about ten da3 s to Petrograd
before having definitely signed any agreement with Germany.
On February 5th, Russian Wireless published a " Declaration made by the
representatives of the Lettish people," demanding an unconditional unity and
undivided existence of the Lettish nation, and the withdrawal from " Lettonia " of
German and of Russian forces to enable all inhabitants to express their will freely;
and protesting against the statement of the Austro-German delegation at Brest that
the population of Lettonia or " its province " Courland, or Riga, had expressed a
wish to be separated from Russia. The signatories claim to represent 80 per cent, of
the population of Lettonia.
r

Ukraine.—-German wireless of. -February 2nd reported that on January 31st
M. Trotsky protested energetically against the delegation of the Chief Had a assuming
the position that they would discuss territorial cprestions alone or independently of
the Russian Delegation. The Ukraine was a portion of the Federal Republic of
Russia. The discussion took place at a meeting of the Commission for adjustment
of territorial questions, arid was postponed for consideration at the next full meeting
of the Conference.
German wireless of February 4th describes the Conference at Brest of February 1st.
The object was to determine the attitude adopted towards the Ukrainian Central Rada
by the Governments participating. In the course of the debate reference was made
to the declarations by M. Trotsky during the sittings of January 10th and 14th, in
which he recognised Ukrainia as an independent Republic, speaking on behalf of the
Government of the National Commissaries. The question was raised whether the
Executive Committee in Kharkoff represented thoroughly the interests of the working
classes. German wireless of February 4th does not report the end of the discussion,
but the Times of February 5th reports that at the close of the discussion Count
C zero in, speaking on behalf of the four Allied Powers, said :—" We find ourselves
" disposed already to recognise the Ukrainian people's Republic as an independent,
" free, and sovereign State, which is in a position to make independent international
" claims." 1VI. Trotsky replied that he had not altered the conception of the character
of the Ukrainian State which he had hitherto held. German Wireless of February 5th
confirms the Times report of Count Czernirps statement, the last words -being
rendered—"to make its international agreements independently."
Poland.—German Wireless of February 2nd reported that', at a meeting of the
Commission for adjustment of territorial questions, M. Trotsky asked whether it was
true that von Kuhlmann had sent a letter to the Polish Minister-President, in which
he said that he proposed, to ask for the inclusion of representatives of the Polish
Ministry in peace negotiations. Von Kuhlmann, in reply, only referred to his former
declarations on the recognition by the Russian Delegation of the position of respective
occupied territories as States. Count Gzernin added that at tire proper time they
would warmly welcome - the sending of a Polish representative, subject to certain
conditions.
Estiionia.-—Sir E. Howard reported, on January 30th, that representatives of all
parties in Esthonia, except the Bolshevists, at meetings on January 12th and 13th,
adopted resolutions declaring the independence of Esthonia, and giving details of
conditions. Esthonia should send delegates to participate in a peace congress, and
they object to the occupation of the country by German troops. [This, is of interest
in conjunction with the "Lettouia" announcement, reported under "Russia."]
; Rumania.—Sir G. Barclay forwarded on January 30th a report from the Military
Attache at Jassy, pointing to the probability of Rumania shortly making a separate
peace.
Germany.—Sir
W. Townley reports on January 29th a statement by Grand
Admiral von Tirpitz to a correspondent of the Niemce Roller damsche, with regard
to Belgium, that a military occupation and a U-boat base would be sufficient for
Germany.
On January 30th Sir W. Townley reported that three German newspapers, the
- Zeitung, Norddeutsclie Allemeine Zeitung and Koeln/ische, had published
Frankfurter
leading articles warning the Bolshevists against procrastination, and saying " German
patience has its limits." On January 31st he reported an announcement in the
Dusseldorfer
Nachrichten
of January 30th, that Mr. Lloyd George had said in an.
interview with English business men that, in the event of England's defeat, or even
of a decided victory by Germany, the latter would always be willing to conclude a
peace favourable to England. The article contains similarly absurd statements
obviously intended as propaganda for the German people.
Sir W. Townley reports on February 5th a statement by Professor Delbriick to a
correspondent of the Nieuice Rotterdamsche
that complete restitution of the sovereignty
and territorial integrity of Belgium had always been' his principle, and he strongly
disagreed with Count Reventlow's theory that the Germans must occupy the Flemish
coast to prevent England from forcing Holland to her side. In Delbruck's opinion
the Dutch would join England if the Germans were stupid enough to threaten their

independence by occupying Belgium. Professor Delbriick is also opposed to the
"Mattel Europa claim. He was uncertain - whether their relations with the Ukraine
would soon be resumed, and did not know how much Ukrainia was in a position to
supply. Supplies from Holland will always be welcome in Germany.

(.

' Austria.—Sir W. Townley reported on January 31st on good information that
Count Czernin gave a copy of his speech at Vienna several hours before its publication
to a representative of a neutral telegraph agency for transmission, to America. His
equivocal wording in. the House was probably in order to appease opposition and
workmen. He is stated to have sounded Berlin as to granting autonomy to AlsaceLorraine, but was told that this proposal could not be discussed either during the war
or at peace negotiations following. According to a report from Sir W. Townley,.
based on the stenographic report published in the IS!eve Freie Presse of January 26th,
the actual words used by- Count Czernin about communicating his speech to America
were :—
" At the same hour when I had the honour to address my discourse to you
President Wilson was already cognisant of my answer."
Mr. Barclay on January 30th reported that President Wilson did not receive the
speech before it was delivered.
The Intelligence Bureau expresses the opinion (January 30th) that Count Czernin
had to pledge himself in the strongest way against any imperialist or annexatiohist
proposals in order to appease discontent in Austria-Hungary. (G.T. 3499.)
[A precis of Count Czernin's important speech on war aims is given in an Appendix
to this Report. He went to Brest directly afterwards and presided over the main
Conference on February 1st, when the position of the Ukraine was discussed. He
left with von. Kiihlmann for Berlin on February 3rd and arrived by February 5th.]
Turkey.—Sir H. Rumbold mentions on January 31st complaints in Turkey
against Germany for not helping to turn us out of Palestine, which von Kuhlmann
has promised to do in the near future. In connection with peace, discussions von
Kuhlmann has also guaranteed that Belgium will not be evacuated unless Palestine
and Jerusalem are returned to Turkey.
Mr. Stevens reports on January 31st that on January 28th an answer was sent by
the Provisional IVans-Caucasus Government to Turkish peace proposals, asking for a
respite of three weeks for certain negotiations. The Trans-Caucasus Government
has also invited delegates from the Ukraine and from the South Eastern Union to go
to Till is on February 1st for a discussion.
Bulgaria.—According
to German Wireless of February 4th the Bulgarian Prime
Minister has arrived at Brest.
France.—Lord Bertie reports on January 30th that M. Thomas, writing in the
Matin, urged, the French Government to take advantage of the presence of Allied
representatives in Paris to persuade them to agree to a proposed joint Allied
declaration of peace conditions.
Italy.—It is understood by the Intelligence Bureati (G.T. 3524) that Signer
Orlando will deliver a speech on war aims at Milan on his return from Paris
(1st February 1918). On January 25th they reported that Italian opinion was
unanimous in holding that Mr. Lloyd George and President Wilsoibs references toItalian aspirations were too vague and. restricted, and that Italy's essential claims
required clear re-statement by the Italian Government.

N

Italy (Vatican).—Mr. Gaisford refers with reserve on February 4th to the Pope's
pleasure at the acceptance by President Wilson, and by Mr. Llojxl George of his
principles published last August, and reports his disappointment with the attitude
of Germany and Austria. The Pope is said to make a distinction between the German
and the Austrian announcements, and suggests that America and Great Britain
should endeavour to detach Austria from her Allies. It is said that the Pope might
assist in such action ; he has confidence in. the influence of peoples speaking the
English language on the future prospects of the Catholic Church.
Serbia,.—The Foreign Office on January 21st informed Sir C. des Graz that.
President Wilson referred in his speech to Serbia's access to the sea, and that Mr.
Lloyd George claimed full reparation for Serbia.

Unked States.—Sir C. Spring Rice reported on December 28th that the feeling
of the United States Government and people agrees with Mr. Lloyd George's
expression that achievement of the purpose for which the Allies are fighting is
essential to the future freedom and peace of mankind. On January 4th he reported
a private conversation, in wdiich President Wilson mentioned that a Bolshevist
agitation was proceeding in the United States; if the appeal was allowed to
remain unanswered, the effect would he great, and. would increase. The main
point was this, that the war should not he waged for purposes of aggression, and
brought to an end, but not on a basis of conquest. The proper basis was the
satisfaction, of the legitimate desires of the separate peoples who had a right to
satisfy those desires. There is considerable fear in the United States that, should
the Allies agree upon a common statement of war aims and claims, the effect in
Germany and Russia would be such as to create the impression that the Allies
were prosecuting the war for conquest. Sir 0. Spring Rice reports on the same
date that the American Press lays stress on the necessity of the Allies bearing in
mind the unaggressive and unselfish objects on which President Wilson has so
often insisted, if they are to fight cordially side by side with America.
Sweden.—Sir E. Howard reported, on February 1st, an interview with Baron
Adelsward, in which the latter enquired whether we should object to a Neutral
Conference to discuss the terms of a permanent peace. After some conversation,
Sir E. Howard put forward the "suggestion that the Neutral Governments, before
taking such action, should consult the Governments of the Entente Alliance, and
let them have a plain statement of the proposed questions to be discussed.

ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Far East.--Mv. Lindley learns that the arrival of HALS. Suffolk has had a
favourable effect upon the Vladivostock Press and Soviet, by whom her presence is
regarded as a moral control upon the Japanese. Sir C. Spring Rice in a despatch
dated December 29th, reports a Japanese view that recourse would only be had to
intervention if German encroachments eastward clearly menaced, the safety of Japan.
Apart from her engagements to the Allies, Japan was too deeply imbued both with
the ancient principles of Bushido and the modern spirit of democracy to sympathise
with the German military spirit. She exj^ected the free nations to accept her, on a
basis of mutual respect, confidence and equality', as their outpost on the Western
Pacific.
Bolshevist Consul-General for New York.—-Mr. Lindley reports that the Bolshevist
Commissary for Foreign Affairs has appointed as Russian Consul-General at New
York an American citizen, now in Petrograd, named John Reed, against whom a
warrant is out in the United States.
Bolshevist Emissaries.—Mr. Lindley reports that two Bolshevist emissaries named
Nameneff and Saalkind are proceeding to Switzerland via England and France. The
former proposes to expound the Brest negotiations, the latter to organise an
International Bureau. Lord Bertie intimates that the French Government will not
permit any Bolshevist emissary to indulge in pacifist or revolutionary propaganda.
French. Ambassador
to Switzerland.—Lord
Bertie learns that M. Dutasta is to be
appointed Ambassador at Berne.
FRANCE.
Resignation
of the Under Secretary
for Sante.—Lord Bertie announces the
resignation on February 1st of the Under Secretary ol Sante, a majority in the
Chamber having decided to discuss immediately an interpellation regarding bogus
military doctors which M. Goclart wished to have adjourned. He is replaced by
M. Mourier, a Radical Socialist Deputy who was Under Secretary for War (Effectives)
in the Painleve Administration.
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BELGIUM.
War Spirit.—In a, despatch dated January loth, Sir E. Villiers reports that
according to' a reliable Belgian opinion, the rumours current in Holland of a strong
pacifist movement in Belgium are absolutely false. The newspapers under German
control are full of calls for peace. The activists, too, are carrying on a peace
campaign, but in doing so they are the instruments of Germany, and no one is deceived.
Some feeble, irresolute spirits who dare not face the future, and regret the fleshpots
of Egypt, sigh timidly after peace and the abundance of bygone days. But the
great majority await with patience and confidence the course of events.
Flemish. Movement.—On the other hand, Sir F. Villiers reports that there is
, evidence to show that the Flemish question is serving to excite disaffection in the Army.
Additional gravity attaches to this matter owing to the great majority of Flemish
among the civilian refugees and among the troops - t h i s .amounts in the Army to
between 70 and 80 per cent. The explanation is that the Walloon provinces were
first occupied by the Germans, so that in the Flemish districts there was more
opportunity for escape. In ordinary. conditions the population is about equally
divided. The pan-German point of view appears from an interview given by Admiral
Tirpitz to the Berlin correspondent of the Niauwe Rotter damsche Uourant, in which
the Admiral declares for a policy of liberating the Flemish people from suppression,
by French elements and preventing the use of Flanders as an English glacis on the
continent, from which robber expeditions could be made against Germany. " Antwerp
will remain as it is." Professor Delbriick, however, interviewed by the same paper,
declares that the Butch would join the English if the Germans were stupid enough
to threaten their independence by occupying Belgium.

ITALY.
War Aims.—The Intelligence Bureau points out that irnless Signor Orlando in
his forthcoming speech on war aims can satisfy the Democrats and Moderate Liberals
that no further curtailment of Italy's claims is envisaged than that which they
themselves have demanded, results will probably follow which would seriously
imperil the permanent solidarity of Italy with the Allied Powers. If their
S3unpathies are alienated it is quite likely that they may be driven into the arms of
Giolitti, who already has the support both of the Clericals and the Official Socialists,
and could very possibly obtain the support of the Nationalist intellectuals. Giolitti
would, in the general peace negotiations, throw his weight on the side of the Central
Empires and afterwards come into power with a policy framed on lines believed to be
favoured by Caillaux and himself.
llalo-Slav
Entente.—The Intelligence Bureau cites various examples of Italian
benevolence towards self-determination in the Dual Monarchy, as exemplifying the
movement towards an Italo-Slav Entente.
Subversive
Propaganda.-—Subversive
propaganda is reported by the Intelligence
Bureau as again very active, especially among the second line troops and in the
smaller country towns. There is evidence that many French soldiers are associated
with the revolutionary movement at the Front ; while among the extreme Socialists
menacing developments are taking place as a reply to the increased activity and
better organisation of the war party. " Bed Legions " on the Bolshevik model are
being enrolled both from, urban and agrarian classes, which are intended to act
separately in safeguarding the economic interests of the two classes, but to unite for
national and international political purposes.

PORTUGAL.
Recognition.—Sir
L. Carnegie reports a statement in the Portuguese Press that the
President intends to regularise his position by taking a plebiscite. The Portuguese

Foreign Office anticipates the formal and official recognition by Spain of the President
and his Government.
Goal for Lisbon.—The Foreign Office advises Sir L. Carnegie that transport has
-been arranged for a cargo of coal for the purposes of the gas and electricity supply
in Lisbon. (See Report No. 5.1.)
Coal for Madeira Sugar Factories.—The Foreign Office has instructed Hi s Britannic
Majesty's Consul at Madeira to take steps to remedy the situation mentioned in
Report No. 53.
ENEMY ALLIED AFFAIRS".
Austrian Situation.—The Intelligence Bureau believes that repression in Germany
is likely to react upon Austria-Hungary, where such a policy is out of the question.
While the more radical wing of the workmen is suspicious of the good faith of the
Government, there is also great indignation among the German bourgeois parties,
especially the Christian Socialists of Vienna, at the pledges given ; for the introduction
of universal suffrage in the municipalities would mean the storming of their strong
hold and the acquisition of hundreds, if not thousands, of the petty administrative
posts throughout the capital by Socialist candidates. In adopting a stiff anti-Slav
-attitude in Parliament after the strikes the Premier was probably playing up to this
feeling of fronde.
The food question, continues acute. Although it is less than f i v e months since the
harvest, and although Austria-Hungary recently captured the Italian Army's food,
supply for six months, it is yet found necessary to halve the flour ration throughout
Austria. The Foreign Office learns that during the recent strike in Vienna, Germany
sent 4,000 tons of wheat to Austria. The political position almost certainly precludes
a requisition from Hungary.
Accession of Russian Troops.— Vomoarts reports that 17,000 Russians with their
horses and carts have crossed from Rumania into the Austrian lines.

GERMAN INTERNAL AFFAIRS.
The Strikes.—lire
Swedish Social Demokraten
on February 1st published a
translation of a broadsheet issued on January 10th by a German Independent Socialist
member of the Reichstag. This document declares that if a peace based upon force
is thrust upon the Russian people, it will be a disaster not only for them but for the
Germans; it will postpone general peace and leave lasting enmity, between the
peoples, resulting in wars of revenge, competition of armaments, and increased
reaction in Germany. It condemns the muz/ding of the supporters of a democratic
peace and the militarisation of factories, while the pan-Ciermans enjoy boundless
liberty for the propagation of annexationist aims, and calls for a strong
expression of opinion from the German working classes.
Following upon the
dissemination of similar leaflets, strikes broke out at the end of January both in.
Berlin and the proviuces. The Kiel, Hamburg and Danzig shipyards followed
suit, and disturbances in the Magdeburg district, at Breslau, Essen, Nuremberg,
and other important centres are also reported to have taken place.
Crews
of submarines at Kiel and Hamburg have refused to go to sea and
acted in combination with the strikers. In Berlin a General Strike Committee
was elected consisting of ten men and one woman. This Committee was joined by
Haase, Leciebour, and Dittmanu, representing the Socialist Minority and also by
Scheidemann, Ebert, and Braun, representing the Majority. A. deputation of five
workmen and four Deputies requested an interview with the Prussian Minister of the
Interior, Wallraff, who declined to receive the workmen, but said he would deal with
the Deputies. The Executive Committee refused this suggestion. Military measures
were adopted in Berlin. Hamburg, Bremen, and elsewhere, and strikers were

threatened with military, service. In the Ruhr district there were sanguinary
encounters between troops and strikers, but soldiers refused to use machine guns
against the crowd. In Frankfurt many editors of Bourgeois newspapers agitated in
favour of the strikers. The Central Commission of the Berlin Trades Unions adopted
an attitude of neutrality towards' the strikes, which it professed to consider as of a
purely political character. The German Wireless Press of February 5th reports that
" the partial strikes which broke out in Berlin and other German towns have ended."
Simultaneously it announces that Herr Dittmann, an Independent Socialist Democrat,,
has been sentenced by Extraordinary Court-martial to five years' confinement in
a fortress for treason and to two months' imprisonment for resisting the State
authorities. According to Press reports,his offence consisted of an attempt to address,
a strike meeting. From the fact, that the German Government has permitted the publi
cation of certain particulars of the strikes and comments suggesting their imitation by
Allied labour, it cannot, safely be argued that they were engineered expressly with
that object. In all probability the movement was spontaneous, arising primarily from
the recent reduction in the food ration, but aiming no doubt at political enfranchise
merit and peace. It would, however, appear that the Government connived at the
assumption of control by the Socialist leaders. The Bavarian Minister President
publicly thanked the Social'.D.erhccrats for "leading the movement into peaceable
channels," and it is probable that the authorities forced Scheidemann upon the:
Labour Committee. As Gar mania points out, the supreme question is whether the
alliance between Scheidemann and Piaase will be maintained, and if so, at the expense
of whom and what. According to the latest information, Scheidemann and the
Majority Socialists will not break with the Reichstag Majority, though it is believed
that they have been given far-reaching assurances with regard, to the policy of the
Government. VorwdHs of February 2nd declares :—"Now that this effort has failed
no reproach can be levelled against us for standing by the workers, our comrades
" and brothers at such a moment. . . . We declare emphatically that we belong to
" the workmen and. will continue to belong to them in whatever troubled times
" may come." According to the Lokalanzeiger of the same date the Social Democratic
leaders are demanding the instant summoning of the Reichstag.
The Information Bureau, in a report dated January IGth gives the following
impressions of the German situation as noticed by a recent visitor :—The Kaiser.—The KaiseFs belief in the divine origin of the Prussian Monarchy
is still unshaken, and it is unlikely that he will make further concessions than those
already offered in the Prussian Franchise Bill, which already enrages the
Conservatives without satisfying the Progressives. With regard to international
policy he is believed to hold the middle line between the annexationists and the
Reichstag Majority and to be a supporter of schemes which tend towards economic
influence rather than what the Military party call, an " adjustment of frontiers." He
is a strong partisan of a " Middle Europe " policy based on. this principle. WhileHindenburg and Ludendorff are inspired by Admiral Tirpitz, the Kaiser pays
considerable attention to the more moderate counsels of Dr. Helfferich.
The Grown Prince.—The
Crown Prince is merely an echo of the Militarists,,
though he is said to be jealous of Ludenclorff.
The People.—The rational portion of the German people realise that the end of
the war can only be reached by the people getting hold of the Reichstag, and thus
influencing its decisions. The relations between Majority and Minority Socialists
are becoming less strained, and co-operation is already being considered. While
the Tirpitz propagandists argue the inopportunity of peace, the Socialists point to
its impossibility in present conditions—American intervention, the comparative
failure of the submarine campaign, and the doubtful issue of the Brest negotiationsExplosions have already taken place in important factories ; and there is undoubtedly
the nucleus of an organised revolutionary movement at the front, though it would be
rash to count upon its efficiency, and its failure would be the worst thing that can
happen. Food conditions in Berlin have improved, and the traces of trade with
Russia are already noticeable. On the other hand, the state of clothing and footwear
is desperate.
Machinery.—The
greatest apprehension in German industrial-circles at present is
the lack of machiner)-. It is absolutely impossible to get the used-up plant renewed,.

and what'is still worse, any particle of machinery that is still in working order may
at any moment and without notice be requisitioned for the purposes of munition work.
Any sort of industry not connected with the production of ammunition is completely
neglected.
:

Transportation.—Travelling
accommodation resembles that of 50 years ago, the
carriages being worn out, the metals allowing only of slow progress, and the stores at
the coaling stations insufficiently supplied.
Trade.—Since there is at present little or nothing to trade with numerous
companies are being promoted for operations after the war. Nearly all these enter
prises, floated by big banking concerns, aim at usurping business in those countries
which are supposed to be going to join the Middle Europe concern. Thus, the paper
currency, considered at least as doubtful by the Germans, goes to Turkey, Bulgaria,
Poland, Austria, and Hungary, to buy real estate there and to pave the way for
unscrupulous exploitation. The favourite trick is to increase the share capital of
limited companies abroad and thus to acquire a controlling interest. The shipping
companies, banks, insurance conrpanies, and big industrial concerns of the Allied
countries are thus being Germanised. It is a real j ^ S ^ ^ . , of which no peace treaty
will be able to deprive the Germans. The present hatred of America is flue less to
fear of her military efficiency than to the fact that Russia and China, the exploitation
vof which is about the only real aim still studied by German politicians, constitute the
future held of American enterprise.
War Aims.—Sir H. Rumbold learns that Professors Jaffe and Fo.er.ster, during
their recent visit to Switzerland, were greatly impressed by what they heard of
American determination to press the war to a successful conclusion. They have,
therefore, determined to endeavour to persuade the German Government to offer
reasonable terms, and have now founded a party which will base its programme on
the fourteen theses of President Wilson ; and they report that they have secured the
support of Harden and of the Frankfurter
Zeitung.
Federal Princes and the Kaiser.—The Berliner Tageblatt of February 1st reports a
speech of the Minister President of Bavaria, from which it appears that proposals
were made for a meeting between the Federal Princes and. the Kaiser, which the
latter emphatically rejected.
Trade with Russia.—The Foreign Office learns that arrangements have been made
for the interchange of necessaries between Germany and Russia, under which the
former would obtain rubber, platinum, nickel and leather, and the latter various
medicines. The Ukraine Rada has declared a Government monopoly of all imports
and exports, and of oil, grain, leather, iron, &c, also control of banks and socialisation
of land and forests : these measures are designed to paralyse Allied attempts to
prevent goods reaching Germany. His Britannic Majesty's Consul-General at Moscow
reports that German commercial travellers are selling freely in Moscow for early
delivery, generally accepting one-third of the purchase money with the order, and
- leaving one-third for payment on delivery, and the remaining third on credit up to
two years. The Germans are also buying up industrial oils, tallow, and other raw
materials for early delivery. It- is probable that they will instigate acts of violence
with the object of discrediting the Russians in British eyes in order to hamper
political and commercial intercourse. The fact that the rouble still yields some sort
of price abroad is universally believed to be due to the fact that the Germans
are buying in London and Paris through Amsterdam, chiefly with a view to the
purchase of foodstuffs and raw materials in Russia and to the acquisition of Russian
factories.

NETHERLANDS.
Projected Strike.—On February 1st Sir W. Townley reported that a big strike, to
be followed by a demonstration, was intended to take place on Monday, February
4th, with the. object of protesting against the exportation of Dutch products and
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demanding the requisition and equal distribution of food stocks. He now reports
that though strikes were in fact organised, the more moderate Socialist groups
exercised their influence to dissuade the workmen from coming out and that the
movement is announced to have been to all intents and purposes a failure.

SWITZERLAND.
Industrial
Unrest.—Sir IT. Rum bold reports -a recrudescence of the troubles
(of which mention was made in Report No. 43) caused by the autocratic attitude of the'
military authorities. There have been numerous violent protests by tracle^neefings
at Zurich against the proposed industrial conscription of deserters and conscientious
objectors. The workmen threaten that, unless the project is withdrawn, the Army
very considerably demobilised, and the emergency powers of the Federal Council
annulled, they will proclaim a general strike throughout the country, expel the present
Federal Council, and proceed to a fresh election. The situation is aggravated by the
fact that Zurich is full of foreigners, and that several depots of arms have been
discovered there.

NORWAY.
Spies.—The Intelligence Bureau quotes extracts from a document published by
the Morgenblad of. December 16th, 1917, entitled "Aims and Methods of the German
Intelligence Setwice in Scandinavia," and notes that this exposure, following upon the
activities of Baron von Rautenfels, has profoundly impressed Norwegians.
A
strengthening of the law in regard to the use of Norway as a spy centre has been
submitted to the Storthing.
Arrangement
with America.—The
Intelligence Bureau reports the apparent
conclusion of an arrangement between the United States War Trade Board and. the
Norwegian Commissioner, Dr. Nansen, whereby America will release 500,000 tons of
supplies for Norway, on condition that no foodstuffs be exported from Norway except
48,000 tons of fish-produce per year.
Shipbuilding.—The
Intelligence Bureau records the success of the 500-ton
" concrete " vessel Namsenfiord,
built at Moss on the " Fougener " system, which
dispenses with the high-priced labour of the steel worker and riveter. The vessel
has navigated the North Sea and accomplished a journey of 2,000 miles.
Industries.—The
Intelligence Bureau notes a great increase in the production of
molybdenum, zinc-white and electrodes ; also an invention for making margarine
from fish-oils.

SWEDEN.
Mr. B ranting.—-The Intelligence Bureau, notes with satisfaction the continuance
of cordial relations between Mr. Branting and his late colleagues, and considers he
will exercise his great influence in their support. It observes that the existence in
Sweden of a Liberal-Socialist rather than a Conservative Government has been a
matter of congratulation for the Entente.
-

Bolshevism.—-The Conservative and Liberal Press are reported by the Intelligence
Bureau as showing considerable alarm at the proposal of the Bolshevists to advance
large sums of money in support of extreme Socialist parties in foreign countries.
The more respectable Swedish Socialists also condemn such a policy, which finds
adherents, however, among the Young Socialist party.

Allies and Propaganda.—Sir
E. Howard reports that considerable prominence is
:given in the Swedish Press to a telegram from Petrograd purporting to reproduce a
telegram sent by the Russian Minister on duly 17th, 1917, to the former Russian
Government. According to this alleged telegram the financial "support of the
Stockholm Telegram Bureau was made the subject of discussions by the Allied Ministers..
The British and American Ministers refused to countenance such action, and in the
result a proposal by the French Minister to subsidise the trade unions was supported
by the Russian and Italian Ministers. The French Minister in a communique to the
papers observes that it is hardly necessary to say that he has never intervened in any
way in Swedish internal, politics, though in a report to his Government he expressed
surprise that the Allies had never contemplated supporting their cause before public
opinion in Sweden by the use of propaganda methods similar to those employed so
successfully by the enemy in Sweden and elsewhere. The Press is demanding further
-explanations. The French Minister on behalf of the Allies is informing the Swedish
Foreign Office that the Russian Ministers telegram, winch is incorrectly reported,
referred to an exchange of views as to the most effective methods of combating
German propaganda in Sweden ; these methods will be enumerated ; and it will be
mentioned that no protest against them has hitherto been made in Sweden.
[According to the text of the Russian Ministers alleged telegram, the Russian and
Italian Ministers supported the proposal of the French Minister in the expectation
of increasing pro-German agitation in connection with severer rationing of neutrals
by America.]
Aaland.--Six E. Howard, reports that the Actiyitist Press continues to press for
Swedish occupation of the Aaland Islands. In an interview with the Poliliken, the
Bolshevist Commissary, M. Vorowski, declared that the decision should rest with the
islanders themselves, but that since the matter has once been dealt with
internationally, it is now unlikely to be arranged by the Baltic Powers alone.
The Finnish claim to the Aaland' Islands recently mentioned by the Intelligence
Bureau (see Report No. 53 under Finland), is the subject of a further statement by
the Delegate to the Bureau. He observes that though a great majority of the
Aaland mainland have asked to be united to Sweden, there are hundreds of small
islands between the Aaland and Finnish mainlands whose language is mixed, and
the majority of whose population will tend to become increasingly Finnish
speaking. This fact, and the fact that there is in Northern. Sweden a purely Finnish
speaking population should be borne in mind if the Swedes insist on self-determination
for the inhabitants of the Aaland' mainland. Sir E. Howard reports a Press
announcement on February 1st that the Russian troops have withdrawn from
Aaland.
Export of Carbide.—The Foreign Office has informed Mr. Barclay that under the
modus vlvendi recently signed His Majesty's Government proposes to claim that
Sweden shall export no carbide for three months from the date of arrival of
illuminating oil, for which it is a substitute. Mr. Barclay has requested the United
States Government to represent to the Swedish Government that the kerosine sent as
part of the Christmas cargo should be included, under this condition. This the
War Trade Board feels unable to do, but has suggested sending a further 500 tons
as part of the amount allowed under the modus vivendl to which the condition would
-automatically attach.
And see under "Shipping Situation."

DENMARK.
Danish Socialists and Germany.-The
Intelligence Bureau details the transactions
of the Danish Socialist Party with its German controllers (see Report No. 50), and
observes that Dr. Helphand, alias Parvas, is in fact the Superintendent of the Danish
branch of the German Imperial Socialists, of which Dr. Scheidemann is the head. It
is satisfactory to note that his activities have attracted the attention of the Danish.
Press. The Kjdbenhavn goes so far as to state that the separate peace brought about
by the Bolshevists was the result of the work of Borgbjerg, editor of the Social
Democrat and head of the Danish Socialists, and with their assistants Helphand,.

Sklatz, Fursteiikiirg, alias Ganecki of Warsaw, now a-member of the Bolshevist
Committee in Stockholm,, and Kolowski, who is at present Chief Justice of the
Bolshevist Tribunal at Petrograd. It adds that the whole movement was organised
and directed by Scheidemann.
See also under " Shipping Situation."

FINLAND.
Revolution.—The
Foreign Office learns that the Red Guard has thrown out and.
abolished the Senate and lias established full control over Helsingfors. The new
Supreme Authority has assumed the name of " Finland's Council of the PeoplesPlenipotentiaries," , and as such has sent (according to Russian Wireless Press) a
revolutionary greeting to the Bolshevist Government of Russia. The President is
Mr. Kullerwo Maner, and the Foreign Commissary, Mr. Irtue Sirola ; the latter has
requested recognition by His Majesty's Government of the Revolutionary Admmistra
tion. According to the Russian Official Press the new Government includes five
representatives of the Red Guard. Onder orders from Petrograd, Russian troops
and sailors are actively assisting the Revolutionaries. The Russian fleet at
Helsingfors has threatened a general massacre of all Bourgeois in the town if anySwedish troops cross the frontier. German intervention would be welcomed by
the majority of the Bourgeois class (both Russian and Allied) in Russia, and still
more in Finland.. Reports state that a force of the Finnish. Brigade of the German
army is assisting the White forces which are led by General. Mannerheim, A further
-4,000 .Finns are on their way from Germany to organise the Bourgeois, who have
been supplied during the summer with, arms and ammunition, by German submarines..
Generally speaking, the Reds occupy the South and the Whites the North.
Abo and Tammerfors are both in Red occupation. Detachments of Russian
troops are collecting at Tornea. A Swedish gunboat has been sent to take off
Scandinavian subjects. The refusal of the Swedish Government to intervene has
provoked strong agitation in the Swedish Conservative Press, and anxiety among
the propertied classes. A. movement is on foot to form a voluntary corps for the
support of the bourgeois interest; The Finnish Delegates to Sweden have announced
that Swedish intervention is not desired. Extreme Swedish Socialists declare that
both Sweden and Germany have dynastic ambitions in Finland, and suspect
that the Bourgeois opposition is partly clue to German provocation.
The
Intelligence Bureau reports a further statement by the Finnish Delegate quoted
in Report No. 53. He observes, in connection with the recent coup d'etat, that there
is no difference between the Finnish Socialists and Bourgeoisie with regard to the
maintenance of Finland's sovereign independence. The question being whether a
Bourgeois or a Social Democratic Republic shall be established, the Social Democrats
have taken advantage of the presence of Russian troops to attack the present
Government which is supported by a majority of the Diet. They do not look tipon
Russia as their best friends, but as the nearest and most powerful representatives of
international Social Democracy. Revolutionary Russia, bureaucratic Germany, and
bureaucratic Sweden, have all done Finland harm. On the other hand, whatever
political or economic influence, coming from England or Britain, has been exerted
there, has always proved a great success.
Recognition.—Mr.
Barclay reports that the United States Foreign Office deprecates
full, recognition of Finnish independence, holding that the recognition of a number of
small States is tantamount to playing into the hands of Germany, wdio will thus,
devour piecemeal what she cannot swallow wholesale.

ICELAND.
Proposed
Modification
of 1916 Agreement.—The
Foreign. Office instructs Mr.
Barclay to ascertain the views of the United. States Government in regard to a
proposed modification of an agreement made in 1916 with Iceland. Under this.

4'6
agreement Great Britain undertook to purchase whatever Icelanders were unable to
sell in markets approved by His Majesty's Government, with the result that it was
found necessary to accept a large quantity of produce which was not really required.
Under the scheme now suggested, after consultation with representatives of the
French, Italian and American Embassies, His Majesty's Government would obtain an
option on all Icelandic produce ; and the Icelandic Government would requisition and
sell to His Majesty s Government stocks of.wool and fish bought and stored in Iceland,
probably for German account. Iceland would be enabled to export to approved
destinations the balance not required by the Allies ; and her minimum imports
(principally salt, coal, foodstuffs and oil) would be guaranteed.

SPAIN.
Protest to Germany.—Sir A. Hardinge learns that the Spanish Government has
made a strong protest to Germany in regard to the torpedoing of the S.S. Giralda.
General Situation.—The Intelligence Bureau observes that the shortage of food
and fuel continues increasingly to preoccupy the Spanish people. The Germans,
outwardly the champions of monarchy, the Church, and all established authority,
are known to be subsidising Bolshevist newspapers, hiring Socialist writers for- their
press, and Socialists and Radicals as their political candidates. This they are doing
with the object of paralysing commerce to the detriment of the Allies. In particular
--they aim at preventing the signature of further commercial agreements, and the
completion of the Allied negotiations for regulation of the exchange. On the other
hand, the su bmarine campaign is beginning to arouse popular impatience against
Germany. Even should the machinations of the enemy eventuate in a militarist
demonstration (see Report No. 53) or otherwise against Allied interests, it is the
Allies who possess the conclusive argument in the power of withholding supplies.
Whatever the effect of the shortage of supplies upon the external relations of the
country, apprehension is felt of a serious domestic upheaval. There is general
sympathy for the sergeants dismissed in connection with the junta movement, and
a corresponding current of opinion against the officers. * Republican mayors have
been elected at Barcelona and Valencia. Nevertheless, it seems likely that the old
parties will secure most of the seats in the coming elections.

VATICAN.
War Aims of Belligerents.—The
Foreign Office learns that the Pope is much
gratified at the accentuation by Mr. -Lloyd George and President Wilson of the
principles laid down in his Note of August 1st. There is some reason to suppose
that he is less satisfied with the replies of the Central Powers, though he is thought
to discover a more amenable disposition in Austria than in Germany.

CHINA.
North and South.-Sir
J . Jordan reports that on January 30th the President
ordered the resumption of hostilities against the South. The Military Governor of
Nanking, who forms a connecting link between North and South, has so far declined
to take any part. Hostilities are already taking place 25 miles up river from
Hankow, and the Consular Body is trying to obtain the consent of both sides to the
creation of a neutral zone round the Treaty Port.
Tibetan Frontier.—Sir
J . Jordan reports that Tibetan troops have crossed the
Mekong south of Chiamdo, and that there has been a rising of the neighbouring
tribes of Sangai. The Chinese troops upon the frontier are in a critical position.
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Enemy Aliens.—Sir J . Jordan reports the formal decision of the Chinese
Government to deport all enemy subjects to Australia. The necessary measures will
be taken in consultation with a committee of three members of the Allied Legations.
Exports to Russia.—Sir J . Jordan reports that the Chinese Government has
received a protest from the Bolshevist Government against the prohibition- of exports
to Russia, and is alarmed at the possibility of reprisals, or even the severance of
diplomatic relations. In view of this and of numerous representations urging the
relaxation of such restrictions, the Chinese Government has agreed to a resumption
of traffic, subject to a system of Consular and railway guarantees both at Harbin and
Vladivostock. The Foreign Office has approved his' suggestion that a similar
controlled trade should be permitted, in respect of civilian necessities, to both East
and West.

ARGENTINA.
Argentine
Republic and Central Powers.—According
to a Wireless report from
Washington the Argentine Government has decided to recall the Argentine Military
Attaches from Berlin and Vienna. Popular opinion in the Argentine is stated to have
been affected by the torpedoing of the S.S. Ministro Lrriendo. Sir R. Tower intimates
his belief that there will be a rupture with Germany and possibly even stronger
action.
Argentine Republic and, the Falkland Islands.—Sir R. Tower reports the publi
cation on January 31st by the Nacion of an undated telegram from its Berlin
correspondent, referring to Count Hertling's suggestion of restoring the-Falkland
Islands to the Argentine Republic. The writer quotes observations made in 1916 by
Zimmermann indicating that the restitution of the Falkland Islands might, if the
Argentine Republic wished, be included in peace negotiations; and emphasises the
historic significance of .PIertliug's pronouncement in the light of Germany's present
victorious position.
Wheat Purchase.—Sir
R^ Tower reports the full terms of the Wheat Convention
(of which short particulars appeared in Report No. 51). The sanction of Congress
has been obtained, and credits have been opened at Buenos Ayres. Mr. Barclay
learns that efforts are being made by northern neutrals to purchase Argentine-wheat'
through the agency of firms in the United States.. He suggests that the representa
tives in London of Scandinavian States should be advised that purchases of Argentine
wheat will not be possible unless made through the Allied wheat purchasing
organisation.
CHILE.
Wheat.—Mr. Barclay reports that the United States War Trade Board, learning
that there is in Chile an exportable surplus of 400,000 tons of wheat, has ruled that
all the requirements of Central America and the West Coast of South America shall
be met from this supply. It is believed that after these demands have been satisfied
an exportable balance will still be available.

VENEZUELA:
Censorship.—Mr.
Beaumont submits that, with a view to obviating delays,
arrangements might be made with the United States Government, under Avhich
cables between Great Britain and Venezuela, which have been passed by the British
Censor, should be absolved from American censorship.

MEXICO.
The Oilfields.—Mr. Barclay reports that the United States Government, does not at
present see any necessity for action in regard to the safeguarding of the oilfields,
though Carranza has been emphatically warned against adopting any course which would
endanger the supply. Belaez has ashed the Oil Companies for financial support; the
United States Government has refused to advise the Mexican Petroleum Company in
the matter. Prom shortage of ammunition, Pelaez does not propose to defend the
camps, and Mr. Cummins -points out that the oil supply is likely to be hampered,
if not stopped, by the resulting guerilla warfare. He suggests that in proportion as
the oil is deemed essential, the following alternatives should be adopted:—first, to
assist Pelaez ; secondly, to buy his consent to abandon the district and give Carranza
possession. ; thirdly, that American troops should, occupy Tampico and the wells and
hold them till the end of the war. The ^Foreign Office, instructs Mr. Barclay to
advise the State Department of the position, and to express the hope of His Majesty's
Government that if the working of the Mexican wells is impeded, the United States
Government will see its way to maintain the supply of oil to Great Britain.
Pro-German
Foreign Secretary.—Mr.
Cummins reports that Candido Anguila '.
a pro-German, has been, re-appointed Minister for Foreign Affairs.
1

Carranza and the Kaiser.—According
to a Copenhagen, telegram, Carranza has
congratulated the Kaiser on his birthday " celebrated with just cause for rejoicing,"
and expressed his best wishes for the prosperity of his "great and friendly
nation."
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Criticism
of War Administration.—Mr.
Barclay reports that the opinion of
Congress and the public has been calmed by the statement made on January 28th by
the Secretary for War, the frankness of which is interpreted as an admission of the
right of Congress to satisfy itself as to the efficiency of the Administration. Mr. Baker
announced that the United States would have half a million men in France early this
year and a million and a half available for shipment during the year.
Export Licences and the Blockade.—The Foreign Office instructs Mr. Barciaj- to
emphasise the difficulties which would arise if export licences were to be granted by
the War Trade Board for the export of goods, the passage of which through the
blockade could not be approved by His Majesty's Government. Pending the establish
ment of an inter-Allied blockade council in London, it is hoped that disputed cases
will be discussed between the War Trade Board and the British Embassy.
Exports to Russia.—With regard to the intention indicated by the United States
Government of continuing the export of certain goods to Russia, the Foreign Office
instructs Mr. Barclay that His Majesty's Government cannot, agree to such shipment
in respect of any further stores purchased in the United States out of British credits.
The sending of supplies to Russia is considered objectionable, first, in view of the
risk of their reaching the enemy ; secondly, because the expendittire appears to result
in no compensating advantage ; and, thirdly, because tonnage is allocated which
cannot be spared. The forwarding of goods from Murmansk is forbidden by the
local authorities ; while to forward the goods already accumulated at Vladivostock
would be dangerous if it were not impracticable.
And see -under " Shipping Situation."
SHIPPING SITUATION.
Sinkings.--According
to the War Trade Intelligence Bureau.the total tonnage of
.500 tons gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing ships

lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period January 25th-3lst,.
1918, inclusive was 58,719 tons gross, of which 32,4-23 were British, as compared with.
67,501 tons gross, of which 46,089 were British, reported, last week.
Sinkings without Warning.—Information
received from the Admiralty shows
that, of British merchant ships sunk by enemy submarines, with a loss of 8,446 lives,,
up to the end of .1.91.7, over 56 per cent, were sunk without any warning.
[G.T. 3536A.]

V . ,

Danish Tonnage.—Sir
!'. Paget reports that the Danes still hesitate to put
additional tonnage at the disposal of the Allies. The. German Government has
informed the Danish Government that it will regard as unneutral any further
surrender of Danish shipping to the Allies, and. will retaliate by sinking Danish
shipping indiscriminately.
Swedish Tonnage.—-The War Trade Intelligence Bureau reports that Sweden has
agreed to a modus vivendi under which, in. return for 1,600 tons of fodderstuffs,
.1,500 tons of mineral oil, 25,000 tons of phosphate rock and. certain other supplies,
80,000 tons of Swedish shipping become immediately available for services in the
war zone, and a further 20,000 within six weeks of the signing of the agreement.
The UniterPStates obtain for four months the use of the Swedish ships in United
States ports, while Swedish ships in European ports will be put at the disposal of
the Inter-Allied Executive. Swedish vessels in Swedish ports will resume their"
sailings. Swedish vessels in Allied trades' are guaranteed against interference from,
the Swedish. Government, and the Swedish shipowners are to be free to charter their
vessels to the Belgian Relief Commission.
United Slates Orders in Japan.—Mr. Barclay reports that the United States War
Trade Board has made proposals to Japanese by which shipping would be delivered
to the United States in return for steel on the principle of two tons of shipping for
one ton of steel. The alternative orders are for 100,000 tons dead-weight shipping
for delivery before July 1st or 250,000 tons dead-weight shipping for delivery in
equal monthly instalments from April till November. F rom other sources theForeign Office learns that still larger contracts are contemplated.
Munitions.—The Minister of Munitions, in a Memorandum dated January 29th, 1918,
illustrates the serious results of cutting the import of munitions, and intimates that
the continuance of such a policy would tend to preclude the probability of a victorious
termination of the war.
American
Orders for Manufactured,
Goods.—The Minister of Shipping, in a
Memorandum, dated January 28th, 1918, points out that the proposal by the American
Government to purchase manufactured war stores in Great Britain for the American
Army in France should be carefully reviewed from the point of view of tonnage,,
inasmuch as the raw materials take up in almost every case more shipping space than,
would be required if the articles were imported in a manufactured state..
Inter-Allied
Shipping Committee.—Lord
Robert Cecil has been deputed, to act
-with the Shipping Controller upon the Inter-Allied. Council on Tonnage and
Imports.
United States Goal Position.—The Ministry of Shipping reports a great improvement
in the bunker position in the United States. It is hoped that this will reduce the
delay, which in some cases has amounted to a fortnight, to ships bringing wheat toGreat Britain.
GENERAL.
Repatriation
of British and Turkish Prisoners.—Sir
R. Rumbold reports that theTurkish Legation in Berne has, communicated the conditions under which British

and Ottoman prisoners of war are to be exchanged. The German Government
requires various particulars of prospective shipments before it can give an under
taking not to attack vessels carrying repatriated prisoners. The port of repatriation
will be Scalanova.
French
and Turkish
Civilians.—Sir
W. Townley learns that the Turkish
Government has expressed its readiness to enter into an agreement with the French
Government for the exchange of civilian prisoners on the same basis as that already
concluded with the British Government. The port of repatriation will be Scalanova.
Invalid
Combatant Prisoners.—The
Foreign Office is proposing to the Swiss,
Netherlands and German Governments that all British and German invalid combatant
prisoners of war should be sent to Switzerland, and that the space allotted to this
category in Holland should be filled xip with officers and non-commissioned officers
who have been interned for over 18 months.

Imprisonment
of Airmen for Dropping Pamphlets.—The
Foreign Office has
requested the Netherlands Government to notify the German Government that tlie
dropping of pamphlets (for which Second Lieutenants Scholtz and Wookey, Royal
Flying Corps, are reported to have been sentenced to 10 years' penal servitude) is not
regarded by His Majesty's Government as contrary to International law or the laws
of war, and that similar action has' frequently been taken by German airmen. His
Majesty's Government therefore gives notice of reprisals, to begin, failing the release
of these two officers, at the expiration of one month from date of reception of such
notice.
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APPENDIX
.

TO

W e s t e r n a n d G e n e r a l R e p o r t No. 5 4 .

P a r t IT.

Speech by Count Czernin, Austro-Hungarian Minister for Foreign Affairs, to the Foreign Affairs
C ommifctee of the Austrian Delegation in Vienna on January 25th, 1918, as reported in
the G.S. Daily Review of the Foreign Press.

Introduction.—Count
Czernin, in his opening statement, explained that the delays
in the Brest-Litovsk negotiations were due to their special, difficulty and to publicity,
and appealed to the people to keep calm.
"
"
"
"

No Annexations
or Indemnities.—In
referring to Russia, he used the words,
I declare once again that I (sic) demand not a square metre nor a kreuzer from
Russia. . . . If our Russian interrogators ask us to cede territories and pay
indemnities I. should continue the war despite the desire for peace, which 1 share as
much as you
"
[No support is here given to German demands for pre-war Russian territory.]

Reasons for Delays.—Amongst these Count Czernin mentioned the difficulty of
negotiating " witli various newly-created Russian States, with Russia as represented
" by Petrograd, with the Ukraine, with Finland, and with the Caucasus directly,
" and with others who, for the moment, are not represented at Brest-Litovsk." In a
detailed reference to the negotiations with the original Ukrainian delegates, he said, " We
':' have come to an understanding on the basis of no annexations or indemnities, and
" we are already agreed to a great extent that commercial relations should be resumed
" as they ought to be."
[In this connection it is interesting to note that the Austrian policy to hurry on
the establishment of economic relations simultaneously with peace discussions is
similar to the German policy—see last week's Western Report. It is also interesting
to note M. Trotsky's assertion at Brest, as reported in German Wireless of February
2nd, that " the Ukraine is a portion of the Federal Republic of Russia," and later
reports that German officers have pienetrated into the country in motor-cars, and that
Odessa is in Bolshevist hands. The disposal of the valuable resources of the Ukraine
is apparently still in the balance tod affecting peace negotiations. At the end of his
speech Count Czernin again emphasised the importance of getting foodstuffs from the
Ukraine and other Russian States for Austria-Hungary. Count Czernin adds :—"We
" will agree with the Ukrainian Republic that the old frontiers of Russia and. Austria
" Hungary will also apply to the Ukraine."]
[N.B.—Since Count Czernin made this speech, he said at Brest on behalf of the
Central Powers : " We find ourselves disposed to recognise the Ukrainian Peoples'
Republic as an independent, free, and sovereign State," in spite of the stand taken
by M. Trotsky about a Russian " Federal Republic."] Roland.—-" As regards Poland, the frontiers of which have, up to the present, not
been exactly fixed, we do not desire anything at all from this new State. The people
of Poland must, freely and without being influenced in any way, settle their own
destiny."
Gourlancl, Lithuania,
and the Polish Provinces.—Count
Czernin reported the
differences of opinion between the Russian and German delegates, and added : " It is
'.' a question of finding a middle solution, and it must be found." . . . "The question
" whether or not an honourable general peace can be secured is merely a question of
" resistance
(sic)."
President Wilson's Speech.—" I find in President Wilson a significant approxima
tion to the Austro-Hungarian standpoint. . . . In so far as the proposals relate to our
Allies—German possessions, Belgium, and the Turkish Empire are dealt with in.

them—I declare that I, loyal to the obligations of alliance undertaken, am firmly
determined to go. to the extreme in defence of the Allies. We will defend the
pre-war (sic) possessions of our Allies as our own. . . . "
As regards internal affairs, Count Czernin politely but categorically refused to
accept advice.
Taking President Wilson s points one" by one [compare Count Ilertling, in last
week's Appendix] :—
(1) Suppression of secret Diplomacy.—" No objection."
, .
(2) Liberty of the Seas.-—Count Czernin " absolutely and entirely " supported
President Wilson's paragraph.
(8) Economic Restrictions.—" This article, which pronounces in a formal manner
" against a future economic war, is so just and reasonable, and its application has so
" often been urged by us, that we have nothing to add to it."
('4) Limitation of Armaments.—" Any voice which made itself heard " in the sense
of Count Czernin s previous statements he "greeted with gratitude."
[(5) Amicable arrangement
of all Colonial Claims.—Not. touched upon.]
(6) Evacuation of Russian Territory.—See
under Courland, Lithuania, &c, above.
Count Czernin added, in dealing with President Wilson's speech, " W e have already
shown by acts that AVE desire to establish good neighbourly relations with Russia."
(7) Belgium.—-See above.
[Count Czernin, according to the amended reports of his speech, only undertakes
to defend the pre-war possessions of Germany. The first report of his speech
published IN England was misleading.]
1(8) Liberation of French Territory.—Not touched upon.]
(9 to 11.) Italian Frontiers, Nationalities of the Danube Monarchy, and the Balkan
States.—As regards Italy, Serbia, Montenegro, and Romnania, " I- refuse to place a
" premium on the military adventures of our enemies. I refuse to make our enemies,
" who obstinately persist in wishing to wage AVAR until final victory, one-sided
" concessions by which the Monarchy would permanently suffer, and which would
" give t h e m the infinite advantage of being able to drag on t h e AVAR, relatively without
" risk."
" Italy had before the AVAR an opportunity of realising a great territorial expansion
without firing a shot." .
[It may be noted here that Count ilertling left it to Count Czernin to reply to
President Wilson " in the first instance " under these headings.]
(12) Turkey.—See above.
[See also note after (7) Belgium.]
(13) Poland.—" We are also supporters of the creation of an independent Polish
" State, which should include all the territories the populations of AVHICH are indis
" putably Polish."
^
[See also above, under Poland.]
14. League of Nations.—" The President would probably meet NO opposition from
the Monarchy."
" We are, therefore, in agreement in the main . . . . the differences Avhich still
exist do not appear to me to be so great that a conA ersation regarding them would not
lead to enlightenment and a
rapprochement.'''
Count Czernin added the following words, which indicate clearly his object, to
draw the Entente Powers, through the United States, into peace negotiations :—
" This situation, which doubtless arises from the fact that Austria-Hungary ON the
one side, and the United States on the other, are composed of States AVHOSE interests
iare least in variance with one another, tempts one to ask if an exchange of ideas could
not be the point of departure for a personal conversation
between all the States which
. have not yet joined in the peace
negotiations."
Count Czernin concluded his speech with references to the prospect of getting
foodstuffs from the Ukraine and other Russian States, to economic questions and
strikes, and to rumours that they were prompted by the Government. He made a
final appeal for confidence IN himself in the conduct of the negotiations at BrestLitovsk.
[Running through the speech there is some indication of sincerity, which is missing
IN the speech of Count Hertling. Much emphasis is placed ON the control of foodstuffs
FROM the Ukraine, which will obviously have much influence on the issue of the AVAR.]
G. G. A.
February Gth, 1918.
r
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PART II.—FOREIGN A I D

GENERAL.

PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

General.—The" most interesting features of the situation this AVEEK are (1) the
conclusion of peace with the Ukraine representatives at Brest by Germany, AustriaHungary, Turkey and Bulgaria, (2) the attitude of Rumania (of great importance for
transport of goods between the Ukraine and tire Central Powers), and the reports of
concessions in Bessarabia offered to her to make peace, and (3) the ending of a state
of AVAR between Russia and the Central Power Alliance. It is too early as yet to
appreciate the result which these events are likely to have upon the military situation.
While a, demobilisation has been decreed by the Bolshevists ia Russia, arrangements
have been made for young soldiers to guard the frontier. There are indications that
the Bolshevists are making renewed efforts to raise revolutions in enemy countries,
and it is interesting to note that, in the wireless propaganda, purporting to emanate
from Russian workmen, British workmen are sometimes bracketed with those of
Germany and Austria-Hungary in the appeal. The inter-allied Socialist Conference
in Paris on MAY HOth should help to clear up the situation.
Meanwhile the Germans are pursuing their policy of pressing for extension of their
economic influence over all territories that the) can bring under their domination by
military conquest or by diplomacy. The report from Holland of the supply of German
ploughs to the Ukraine is of interest in this connection. The KaiseFs pronouncements
are increasing in truculence, interspersed with what reads to us as blasphemy, and,
should the Reichstag be allowed to assemble, it will, bo increasingly difficult for the
Government speakers to avoid confessing the purely aggressive aims for which the
AVAR was begun, and for which it is still being fought by Germany. The confidence
of the Kaiser and his military advisers, who still maintain their dominance over the
national policy, appears to be based, upon the prospect of a decisive military success
on the Western Front. Failure to obtain a success in the immediate future will
undoubtedly have a. far-reaching effect upon the internal situation, in enemy countries.
Information before the War Cabinet points to the improbability of such success
being gained.
Official, reports of President Wilsoids latest speech on AVAR aims have not yet been
received, but a full account has appeared in the Press. It is proposed to deal with
this subject in an Appendix to next week's Report, especially in. so far as it.affords a
reply to Count Czernihs overtures to America, and to the prospects of detaching
Austria -Hungary from tier subservience to German aggressive policy.
7

NETHERLANDS.

Difficulties with this country about the transit of sand and. gravel and the cable
embargo appear to be in the course of: settlement.
February 14th, 1918.

G. G. A.

[This Document is the Property of His Britannic Majesty's G o v e r n m e n t . ^
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CONTEXTS.
Allied

Affairs.

Allied Socialist Conference.
F a r East.
Allied Military Committee: new Italian representative.
A m e r i c a n g r a i n s u p p l y to Allies.
D a y l i g h t s a v i n g in F r a n c e .
France.
G a s e s of C a i l l a u x , M a l y y , a n d B o l o .
Food conditions.
D e s i r e for economic offensive. Belgium.
P r e f e r e n t i a l food distribution, b y G e r m a n s .
Italy.
Italo-Slav Entente.
W a r loan.
A r r e s t of S o c i a l i s t official.
Portugal.
P o r t u g u e s e M i n i s t e r to L o n d o n .
E n e m y A l l i e d ' AfFai r s .
C o u n t Czcrnin's visit to Berlin) A u s t r i a n G o v e r n m e n t : the Estimates ; popular demands. Possi
b i l i t y of s u p p l i e s f r o m R u s s i a .
E f f e c t s of c o a l s h o r t a g e .
Hungarian Government : pro-German
leanings. Hungarian A r m y .
German Internal Affairs.
T h e s t r i k e s : s u g g e s t e d m o t i v e ;, A u s t r i a n v i e w ; c o n t i n u e d c l a i m s f o r f r e e speech"; a r r e s t of e d i t o r
of V o r w a r t s ; effect on p a r t i e s ; F e d e r n l S t a t e s a n d P r u s s i a ; g e n e r a l r e l i a n c e o n m i l i t a r y o f f e n s i v e .
S u p p l i e s : e n c o u r a g e m e n t b y B r i t i s h P r e s s ; d o u b t s of a d e q u a t e s u p p l y f r o m R u s s i a ; t r a d e w i t h
Russia.
Netherlands.
W i t h d r a w a l of c a b l e e m b a r g o .
E x p o r t of h o r s e s to G e r m a n y .
Switzerland.
Military concentrations near G e r m a n frontier.
G o r m a n coal a n d S w i s s c e m e n t e x p o r t s .
Grain
supplies.
Allies and Swiss cotton exports.
Norway.
Norwegian reply to U n i t e d States proposals.
y
Sweden.
Sweden and the Baltic.
Aland Islands : Sweden and Germany.
Allied propaganda.
Denmark.
"
E x p o r t s to G e r m a n y .
Finland.
Great Britain and recognition.
Sweden and intervention.
P r o g r e s s of
fighting.
Spain.
W h e a t supply and submarines.
I n t e r n a l position.
Torpedoed ships.
Provisional Spanish-American
agreement.

China.

Plague.
J a p a n a n d wireless stations in C h i n a .
P r o p o s e d l i q u i d a t i o n of e n e m y p r o p e r t y .
Exports
to Russia.
Argentine Republic.
R a i l w a y s t r i k e : e f f e c t on w h e a t s u p p l y .
N o r t h e r n n e u t r a l s and w h e a t p u r c h a s e .
Brazil.
Censorship.
Bolivia.
A l l i e s and e n e m y tin mines.
Honduras.
United States and German trade.
Mexico.
B a n g e r to oilfields.
Chapultepec wireless station.
United States.
A r r i v a l of L o r d R e a d i n g .
W a r administration : Bill by President W i l s o n .
Shipping Situation.
Sinkings.
C o m p a r i s o n of h a l f - y e a r l y l o s s e s of w o r l d ' s t o n n a g e .
C o n v o y s : p e r c e n t a g e of l o s s e s .
A l l i e d coal distribution.
E f f e c t of l a b o u r t r o u b l e s o n s h i p b u i l d i n g .
Tonnage for bunkering- stocks
abroad.
B r e w i n g and tonnage.
R i s k s to N o r w e g i a n ships.
N e g o t i a t i o n s to secure e n e m y ships
in U r u g u a y and Chile.
P e a c e D i s c u s s i o n s ,( c l a s s i f i e d i n t e x t ) .
t

General.
E x c h a n g e a n d t r a n s f e r of c o m b a t a n t s : G e r m a n d e l a y s .
b y I n t e r n a t i o n a l B e d C r o s s a g a i n s t u s e of p o i s o n g a s .
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XL-FOREIGN

AFFAIRS.

ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Allied Socialist Conference.—The
Foreign Office advises Sir R. Rodd that the
British. Lab oar Par ty is making arrangements for an Allied Socialist-Conference to
be held in London on February 20th for the discussion of war aims. Representatives
are being sent on February 15th to Paris to hold, a preliminary meeting with French
and Italian Delegates, and for this purpose passports are being granted by His
Majesty'.s Government.
Far Fast.—The Foreign Office learns that the principle of sole intervention by
Japan as mandatory of the Allies in the Far East (see Report No. 53), while accepted
by the French Government, is criticised by the Italian Government, which is .of
opinion that participation by the United States and representation by the Allies
would be preferable from the point of view both of prestige and of the full
effectuation of a general scheme. Sir J . -Jordan reports that German influence
is spreading in Siberia, and that German agents are buying up large stocks
of hides and other goods.
The Japanese Foreign Minister has expressed
anxiety at the eastward advance of Bolshevist influence, and it appears that the
Japanese Government would desire to arrest the Bolshevist and pro-German wave by
occupying the junction of the Vlaclivostock. and Amur Railways. Reports from Sir C.
Greene and Sir J . Jordan remark upon the suspicious behaviour of certain Danish
and Swedish officials in China and Siberia.
Allied Military Committee.—-Sir R. Rodd. reports that the Italian. Government has
recalled General Cadorna from Versailles in connection with the military enquiry
now proceeding, and that General Giardino, late Minister of War, has been appointed
as Italian representative on the permanent Allied Military Committee.
American Grain Supply to Allies:-—Mr.
joint telegram from the Premiers of Great
Wilson, heroic measures are being taken to
supply of grain for the Allies. There is
programme for February and March may be

Barclay
Britain,
free the
now a
fulfilled.

reports that as the result of a
France, and Italy to President
United States railways for the
prospect that the inter-allied

Dcrylight Saving.—Lord Bertie reports the decision of the French. Government to
fix summer time from Sunday, March 10th, to Sunday, October 1st, and transmits the
request that His Majesty's Government will meet this arrangement so far as it affects
military and naval co-operation.
FRANCE.
Caillaux Case.—The Intelligence Bureau points out that Caillaux's defence
substantially consists, not in a denial of the authenticity of the documents discovered,
but in a justification of the policy they disclose. The document entitled " Rubicon "
describes a plan for limiting the powers, both of the Senate and the Chamber in
favour of a new " Council of State." General Sarrail was to command the Army,
and there was to be a new Ministry of Police for all France with " a safe man of the
type of Ceccalcli (a great friend of Caillaux) at its head." It is said also, that
relations with the Vatican were to be resumed and the Orleans princes recalled.
" Rubicon " was the name written on the document handed by Louis Napoleon to
.Mor$y before the coup d'etat of December 2nd, .1851, and it would appear that the
new stroke, like the old, would have been turned by a hero of the Extreme Left to
the profit of the Right. It is noticeable that not only is the Army—officers and men
alike—hostile to Caillaux, but the Socialists also are inclined to draw away from him.
Malvy.—The Senate has begun, and then adjourned, the trial of Malvy.
Bolo.—The trial, of Bolo is proceeding.

Food.—The Intelligence Bureau notes that bread cards were introduced in Paris
t o n January 29th, limiting each consumer to 300 grammes, which it is hoped to raise
by March 15th to 350 grammes. The French Press admits the easiness of. food con
ditions in France as- compared with those obtaining in England, and'recognises the
sacrifices made by her Allies in this respect.
Economic Offensive.—The
Intelligence Bureau observes that certain newspapers
:are laying much stress upon the necessity of an economic offensive by the Allies—
" the onl) kind of offensive which., at this moment, can promise a decisive result."
7

BELGIUM.

.

Germans and. Food Distribution.—The
Foreign Office learns that the German
Authorities in Belgium have for some time followed a policy of preferential distribution
of native foodstuffs to Belgians working in German interests. Lord Bertie and
Mr. Barclay are instructed to request the French and American Governments to
support His Majesty's Government in protesting against such action "and in advising
the Dutch and Spanish Ministers that, unless it is abandoned, no foodstuffs will be
sanctioned for importation into Belgium without; an undertaking that the relief
organisations will be "permitted to control and distribute equivalent native supplies.
ITALY.
ILalo-Slav Entente.—The Intelligence Bureau notices that the movement towards
-an entente eordiale between Italy and. the Slav and other subject races of Austria
appears to be gaining ground. It is supported not only by the Liberal Corrierc delta
Sera and the Radical Secolo, but further by the Gazzetta del Popolo of Turin (Liberal),
the ex-Giolittian Tribuna, and the usually Chauvinistic and Clerical Maitino of Naples,
while even Utclea Nazlouale,- the most extreme champion of Italian pretensions in all
fields, and hitherto the bitter enemy of the Jugoslav Committee, shows signs of
relaxing its hostility. On the Slav side La Serbie, the organ of the Jugoslav
Committee, warmly welcomes the Italian movement, while Dr. Trumbitch- President
of the Jugoslav Committee, has addressed a letter to the Secolo in the same sense.
War Loan.—The Intelligence Bureau reports that, in the last week of January
Signor Nitti delivered at Milan a forcible address in promotion of the new War Loan,
naming six milliards (about 2-10,000,000Lj as the amount required. He spoke very
warmly of the services rendered to Italy by Great Britain.
Socialism.—The
Intelligence Bureau reports that the Secretary of the Official
Socialist Party has been arrested and imprisoned, having been denounced on various
counts, one of which is that of organising a general strike.
*

PORTUGAL.

Portuguese
Minister to London.—Sir L. Carnegie has informed the Portuguese
President that His Majesty's Government has approved the appointment of Senhor
Vasconcellos as Minister in London, on the understanding that he should not present
credentials to the King until formal recognition has been accorded to the new
Government.
ENEMY ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Count Czernin's
Visit to Berlin.—The
Berliner
Tageblatt of February 7th
announces that, on the occasion of his recent visit to Berlin, Count Gzernin reached
complete accord with leading German circles on all current political and economic
questions, especially that of food supply.
Austrian Government. - S i r W. Townley reported on February 9th that the
Austrian Government had tendered its resignation on the ground that factions of the

German party had refused to vote the estimates, but that the Emperor had declined'
to accept it. The Vienna correspondent of the Nieuwe Rotterdamsche
Gnu-rant states
that efforts are being made to secure a majority for the estimates by effecting a
reconciliation between the Poles and the Government. The cordial tone of theEmperoEs letter to.Doctor Sefdler is taken as proof of his approval of the Prime
Ministers attitude during the strikes. The Kolnisehe
V olkszeitung of February 7th
speaks of a " democratic breeze " blowing from the Vienna Court ; and on February 11th
the Intelligence Bureau reports :—" It is quite clear that Count Czernin is making a.
" desperate bid for the popularity of the working classes in Austria-Hungary, and
" that he realises that the only hope of internal peace is to press for external peace."
Supplies from Russia.—Mr. Midler reports (on January 26th) that though it is
highly improbable that the exaggerated Austrian expectations of imports from Russia
will be realised., it is at the same time possible that the efficacy of the Allied blockade
may be seriously affected should Austria-Hungary obtain access via the Danube to the
ports and granaries of Southern Russia.
Coal.—Mr. Muller reports (on January 26th) that coal shortage is having disastrous
effects in Austria and Hungary upon heating, cooking, lighting, and industry of all
kinds.
Hungarian Government.—The Intelligence Bureau observes that the inclusion in.
Dr. Wekerle's new Cabinet of Dr. Alexander Popovios, as Minister of Finance, and
Mr. Szteienyi, as Minister of Commerce, is a clear sign that the governing class in
Hungary is rallying in support of the German alliance.
Hungarian Army.—Mr. Muller reports (on January 26th) that the rejection by
the Austrian Emperor of the proposal of the Hungarian. Government for a separate
Hungarian Army has caused disappointment and fury in Hungary.
GERMAN INTERNAL

AFFAIRS.

Comments on Strikes.—The Swedish Socialist paper Arhetetstates that, according
to a Swede who returned from Berlin at the end of January, the object of the strike
was to prevent an offensive. on the Western Front, as the working classes refused to
allow a fresh massacre. The Vienna Arbeiter Zeitung of 5th February comments
in a leading article on the fact that the German strike fizzled out without its
leaders having extracted a single concession from the Government and. without
having wrung from them a definite pronouncement of war aims. The paper
considers this " the result of sham German democracy and of the poverty and,
antiquated character of German political thought." On the other hand, Sir H.
Rum bold reports on the same date a well-informed opinion to the effect that a
revolution was now possible in Germany and that the Socialist leaders had
lost control. This is to some extent corroborated by Mr. Lindley, who learns
that the Germans, through fear of revolutionary infection, have not been
allowing Austrian prisoners to leave Russia through, the German lines. The
mutter nigs of democracy are certainly somewhat insistent. In an. article dated
February 5th, Vonedrls
blames Count Hertling for regarding the strike as a
criminal outbreak rather than a political manifestation. He should not he content
to have suppressed it, but should consider its causes and. remedies. By yielding to
the promptings of the reactionary Press he would only strengthen and increase the
causes which provoked the late happenings ; with the breaking out of these, social
democracy was not concerned. The deferment of discussion of the workers' claims
in the Franchise Bill'was the last link in a chain of similar circumstances which had
provoked unrest among the people.
The same newspaper, in commenting on
the arrival of Kuhlman, Ludendorff, Czernin, and Wedel in Berlin, remarks that the
Reichstag is not so inquisitive about it as the. Press ; that it does net appear to
desire further information ; and that it lias actually, through its majority, requested
permission to stay at home. The Tagliche Rundschau of February 5th animadverts
upon the presence of Herr Erzberger at the recent Council of the " big
bugs " in Berlin, and observes: " I t is astonishing to see with what temerity
" the Government holds on to the presence of that confidential adviser
" in whom, thank God, the Overman people as a whole reposes no trust."

o
The Bremen Buergcr Zeitung of February 7th states that Erich Kuttner, editor of
Vorwtirts, has been arrested on a charge of high treason. A Wolff telegram dated
February .1.0th to the Dutch Press announced that the restrictions imposed by the
German Government upon public -discussion of political questions have been ,
withdrawn.
The Intelligence Bureau concludes that the strike, the measures of the military
authorities, and the attitude of the Government, have resulted in driving the Majority
Socialists into opposition, and that this result is altogether acceptable to the Fatherland
Party, the Conservatives, the Prussian Junkers, the Pan-Germans, and Militarists, who
now expect a policy freed from Socialist support and permitting of repression at home
and annexation abroad. Meanwhile the obstruction and highhandedness of the
Prussian reactionaries is exciting resentment in other German states, notably in
Baden and Bavaria. It remains to be seen what will be the effect of this domestic
- dissension upon the men at the front.
Sir II. Rumbold learns that German opinion, nevertheless, expects the projected'
offensive in the West to be " another Italy" and the decisive'triumph of the war. If
it is a failure, or even if it only offers a negative result, there are very few. trumps
left in the hands oO the general staff. The only Germans who genuinely -want, a
peace on the lines of. President WiisoiPs Message to Congress are a handful of
middle-class idealists very closely muzzled. There is little sincerity in the professed
peace parties, whether moderate or extreme ; and even more slippery is the Goveru
ment, which, while pretending to adhere to the programme of the Moderate Peace
Party, is in effect pursuing the annexationisfc ambitions of the Moderate War Party.
Economics.—Mr.
Midler (in a Report dated January 26th) is of opinion that
conditions in Germany are really serious, and that reports to the contrary are due to
German inspiration. Pie emphasises the folly of advertising the British food
shortage in the Press, and points out that this affords the strongest possible induce
ment to the German people to hold out to the last. An article by Plans Vorst in the
Berliner
Tageblatt of January 19th, .1.91.8, gives a warning against exaggerated
expectation of supplies from Russia in the event of a separate peace. " Owing to the
'" shortage of agricultural labour, machinery and fertilisers, both the area under
"""cultivation ami . the yield decreased year by year. During the last year tire
" insecurity of agricultural conditions has probably added to these difficulties.
" It would, indeed, appear doubtful whether the crops, even with efficient organisa
'" tion, will be sufficient for the needs of the Russian people, and whether
" famine is not imminent. In any case there can be no question of considerable
" visible and tangible stocks of cereals or animal products." The only chance
of inducing the Russian peasant to part with his stocks is to be able to offer in
exchange the goods of which he stands in need. " This of course could only be done
.^ " to a limited extent. We ourselves are in sore need of manufactured articles and
'" leather, and the production of machinery, tools and hardware will only be brought
" up to the necessary output when German industries no longer have to devote all
'" their resources to the production of war material. . - . . It therefore follows
" that even after a peace with Russia the Central Powers will have to rely on their
" own resources." The Tagliche Rundschau of February 5th, in an article entitled
" Sinking Prices in the Smuggling Trade," observes that the east wind does not seem
to suit it, and states that the fall in prices which began in. the occupied Baltic
provinces and Poland has now spread to East Prussia, Posen and Silesia. In Warsaw
and'"Vilua, fur, leather and woollen goods are to be had at one-third to one-half less
than a few weeks ago. Sir J . Jordan learns that German agents are buying up huge
stocks of hides and other goods in Siberia. Sir W. Townley learns that the Central j
Powers have stopped the exportation of ploughs to the Netherlands and are reserving j
them for use in the Ukraine.
i
NETHERLANDS.
Gable Embargo and, Transit of Sand and Gravel.—The Foreign Office informed
Sir W. Townley, on February 9th, that in view of the provisional prohibition of the
transit of sand and gravel from Germany via Holland to Belgium and of an under
standing that it will not be resumed before March 15th, His Majesty's Government
was giving immediate orders for the withdrawal of the embargo upon Dutch
commercial cables. Meanwhile negotiations for a final settlement will proceed, and it
-1985-26
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is hoped that a settlement will he reached before March loth', failing which both.
Governments will be free to take such action as they m a y deem proper.
Export of Horses to Germany.—Sir
W. Townley reports that 2S0 horses left Tiel
on February 7th for Germany. The Foreign Minister has explained that such export
is contemplated in the proposed, agreement with the Allies, and has undertaken to
expedite the conclusion of negotiations. Sir W. Townley has, however, been instructed
to point out that such exportation is considered by His Majesty's Government as being
in breach of the Hides Agreement.
SWITZERLAND.
Germany and Switzerland.—Sir
11. Rumbold learns that the concentration of
Swiss troops at Bulach and Winterthur is giving much annoyance to the Germans.
Goal 4or manufacture
of Cement.—Sir II. Rumbold learns that the Germans have
objected to the employment of German, coal by Swiss firms in the manufacture of
cement for France. The French have already agreed to supply two-thirds of the
amount necessary for this purpose, and the manufacturers are now asking that the
remainder should also be supplied by them.
Grain Supplies.—The
Foreign Office advises Mr. Barclay that in view of the
importance of keephrg Switzerland independent of German supplies, and the safety
of voyages made on Swiss account, it is very desirable that the United States
Government should press the Dutch to charter their ships for the round voyage from
the United States to the Argentine, thence with grain to Cette, and. back to the
United States. The French Government is returning the 15,000 tons borrowed last
year at the rate of 3,000 tons a month.
Cotton Exports. — Sir H. Rumbold reports that the French Ambassador has now
presented a Joint Note to the Swiss Government in regard to the exportation of: cotton
(see Reports Nos. 51, 52 and 53),
NORWAY.

Negotiations with United States.—The War Trade Intelligence Department reports
that the Norwegian Government has now replied to the proposals of the United
States War Trade Board. They would agree not to export more than 48,000 tons
per annum of fish and fish products to the enemy; but they ask to be left at liberty
to supply Germany with large quantities of calcium carbide, calcium nitrate,,
ferro-silicon, molybdenite and pyrites. This counter-proposal is regarded by theGermau Minister as unsatisfactory, but it will not satisfy the United States. The
first four commodities in the Norwegian list are materials used in the manufacture
of munitions, and pyrites is chiefly valuable to the enemy as a source of sulphuric
acid. (Ahd see- under " Shipping Situation.")
SWEDEN.
Sweden and the Baltic.- The Svensha Daghladet (Conservative and pro-German) of
February 7th, points out in a leading article that the situation, in the Baltic has
changed profoundly, and that probably several new Baltic States will exist at the end
of the war. It is the chief interest of Sweden that no power should become supreme
in the Baltic. She should, therefore, support the new States, both now and after the
war, and promote commercial relations with them. For the same reason Sweden
must hope that Finland will not be compelled to ask for German intervention to save
her from anarchy. Folitiken on the same date publishes an interview with Trotsky,
in which he states that the Germans intend to fortify the islands of Mohn and Dago,
which would become a Baltic Gibraltar. The interests of Russia, Finland, Sweden,,
and Denmark coincide in this matter.
Aland Islands.—Politiken
of February 7th published a statement made by Trotsky
to the Swedish Extreme Socialist, Hoglund, disclosing a secret treaty made in 1907'

between Russia and Germany, in which the Germans recognised Russia's right to
fortify the Aland Islands, and declared they would not consider this a breach of the
Paris Treaty of 1856. In a long reply the German Minister has endeavoured to show
that this treaty was not in prejudice of Sweden, whose true friend has in fact been
Germany. Tile Liberal Dagens Nyheter of February 8th, in an article entitled " The
true friend," observes that it is now seen that Germany betrayed Sweden over the
Aland question in 1907. The Social Democrat is similarly outspoken, and the
Conservative' Sven-skq. Dagblad admits to some surprise. The Swedish press reported
on February 9th the receipt of official telegrams from Aland to the effect that the
situation demanded immediate measures for the effective protection of the islands.
Sir E. Howard learns that Swedish troops have been warned that they maybe ordered
to Aland at short notice.
Allies and Propaganda.—The
French Minister has handed a Memorandum to the
Minister for Foreign Affairs in the sense indicated in Report No. 54, and has since
been informed that the Swedish Government considers the reply satisfactory. In
view of the reiterated demand by a Conservative paper for an explanation, the Swedish
Foreign Office has issued the memorandum to the Press.
(And see under " Shipping Situation.")
DENMARK.

'

Exports to Germany.—The War Trade Intelligence Department reports that the
Danish exports of cattle to Germany reached, in December and January, the high
weekly average of 11,000 head. It is now stated that the Germans are to receive an
additional 2,000 head a week,,in compensation for supplies of mineral oil. The
United States War Trade Board insists, as a condition of its proposed agreement with
Denmark, that the exports of cattle to Germany shall not exceed a weekly average of
6,000 head. They will demand that any excess over this figure as from January 1st
shall be balanced b) a corresponding reduction of the exports after the agreement is
signed. The exports of Danish produce to Germany are still enormous. In the four
weeks ending January 16th the average weekly consignments of pork and bacon were
180 tons ; of fresh meat, 136 tons ; of butter, 236 tons ; of eggs, 102 tons. There
were also smaller but still considerable exports of salt and preserved meat, milk and
vegetables.
T

FINLAND.
Recognition.—The
Foreign Office has instructed His Britannic Majesty's Consul at
Ilelsingfors to transact necessary business unofficially with the de facto authorities,
explaining if necessary that His Majesty's Government is prepared to recognise any
Government which can demonstrate that it represents the considered public opinion
of the country.
Sweden and Intervention.—The
Foreign Office learns that agitation for and against
volunteer intervention continues in Sweden. Colonel Linder, commanding the
Swedish Horse Guards, has resigned, his commission to serve in Finland, and it is
reported that many officers have followed his example. The extreme Socialists declare
that any attempt by the Swedish Bourgeoisie to crush the Finnish Revolutionary
Government will bring about a revolution in Sweden in the spring and they are
opposed even to mediation which is suggested, by Mr. Branting and the Social
Democrats. The situation is rendered particularly difficult by the facts that Moderate
Socialists in Finland have joined the Reds, and Bolshevist agents have been agitating
among the Swedish working classes. Fear is felt that if the Reds succeed in Finland
the movement will spread throughout Scandinavia. Unrest in Copenhagen has
already been reported. Moderate Liberal papers which reflect the attitude of the
Government are in favour of temporising. The Swedish Government realises
that by actively intervening it may be drawn into a sort of alliance with Germany.
At the same time it is permitting the export and transit of arms. Two Finnish steamers
have left Stockholm for Hamburg to fetch arms and ammunition.
Progress of Fighting.—The
whole of the north of Finland.

White Forces have taken Tornea and now hold the
Several thousands of Russian soldiers and sailors have

arrived at Helsingfors. Russian warships have arrived outside Sveaborg. The
Finnish ice-breaker Sampo has been sent by the Reds from Getle to fetch arms from
Germany and Denmark.
. SPAIN.
Germany and Spanish Wheat Supply.—In a despatch dated January 31st Sir A^
Hardinge reports that the estimated wheat harvest for 1918 will, with good luck,
amount to 3,000,000 tons, which is 1,000,000 below the annual average output. The
idea is to supplement the deficiency with wheat from the Argentine, and efforts are
being made to obtain an undertaking from Berlin that ships bringing wheat from
still neutral Argentina and coal from the United States will not be torpedoed before
reaching Spain. Whether or not the Germans ultimately agree, it is probable they
will employ the negotiations so as to hamper financial arrangements between Spain
and the Allies.
-

Internal Position.—In the same despatch Sir A. Hardinge observes that the Army
is generally considered to be still loyal. Disaffection in the non-commissioned
ranks has been checked by the judicious pardon of the sergeants who were recent^
convicted of plotting and mutiny. \t is also believed that the Republican leaders
are still resolved to defer any organised attempt at revolution, whether by parliamentary
or violent methods, so long as the European war continues.
7

Torpedoed
Ships.—Sir A. Hardinge learns that the Spanish note to Germany on
the torpedoing of the S.S. Giralda is not in the nature of an ultimatum, and permits
of an evasive reply. The Italian Ambassador has called the attention of the Spanish
Government to the sinking in Spanish territorial waters of the S.S. Duke of Genoa.
The Spanish Press is showing considerable indignation at the recent submarine
outrages.
Spanish-American
Agreement.—Sir A. Hardinge reports an agreement in principle
between the Spanish and American Governments, under Avhich the United States
will provide monthly 35,000 bales of cotton and 8,000 tons of petroleum, conditional
upon the prior conclusion of a financial agreement between Spain and France and an
agreement by Spain to place a certain amount of Spanish tonnage at the disposal of
the American Government. Some difficulty is anticipated in connection with the
latter condition.
CHINA.
Plague.—Sir J . Jordan reports that the plague (see Report No. 51.J has now spread
from the Kueihuating district in Northern Shansi eastward as far as Tingchow in
Chih-li and southward to a point 50 miles north of Taiyuanfu in Shansi. As a
result of effective measures already taken, it is hoped that the situation is being
brought under control.
Wireless Installations.— The
Foreign Office learns that-the Japanese Government
has made representations to the Chinese Government in respect of an agreement made
between the Chinese Minister "of Marine and a Danish subject for a wireless telegraph
concession. The Japanese Government has requested and obtained the cancellation
of this agreement, and has expressed the hope that in future the Chinese Government
wdll consult with Japan before coming to any decision in regard to wireless telegraphy
in China. The Japanese Government has suggested to His Majesty's Government that
under a proposed arrangement between the Japanese and Chinese Governments the
dislodgment of an existing German concession will lie effected; and has referred to
an assurance given by Lord Grey in January 191.6 regarding German concessions in.
China. The Foreign Office instructs Sir J . Jordan that' the Japanese contention,
which amounts to a claim to a monopoly, would seem to involve the official support
promised by His Majesty's Government to the Marconi Company, and that Lord
Grey's assurance should not be deemed to cover the Japanese project, seeing that
the Marconi negotiations commenced before the war and concern new stations.
:

Enemy Property.—The Foreign Office instructs Sir 3. Jordan to concert with other
Allied Ministers in approaching the Chinese Government with a view to the liquidation
ox enemy property.
,
' .
Exports to Russia.—The
Foreign Office has advised Mr. Lindley that the
acquiescence of His Majesty's Government in the Chinese prohibition of exports to
Siberia was entirely due to its apprehension that supplies might ultimately reach the
enemy. The Foreign Office has instructed Sir J . Jordan that while not objecting to
the complete withdrawal of the prohibition of exports to Russia, it hopes that the
Chinese Government will take steps to prevent Chinese produce from reaching enemy
hands.
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.
Railway Strike.—Sir R. Tower reports that a strike has broken out on the Central
Cordoba and Southern and Central Argentine Railways. Shotild this become general,
the removal of the grain crop will be impeded. Public opinion is largely, against the
strikers and the majority of the men themselves do not favour the extreme demands
of the Federation. Society. The President of the Republic, whose chief concern is
the forthcoming elections, is likely to avoid action tending to alienate labour. The
strikers, who are possibly assisted by German funds, are taking advantage of the
Governments weakness, in view of the extravagance of the claims made, i t would
seem that they must be resisted by the railway managers, even if this course should
involve closing down indefinitely.
Wheat PureJiase.—With
regard to the proposed purchase of wheat by Northern
neutrals (see Report No. 54) the Foreign Office instructs Mr. Barclay that purchase
through the Wheat Executive should be represented as a favour and not imposed as
an obligation. It would not be necessary to specify the source of supply.
BRAZIL.
Censorship.—The Foreign Office has instructed Sir A. Peel to impress upon the
Brazilian Government the importance, of examining closely all mails passing between
Brazil and Spain and all passengers and crews embarking for Spain at Brazilian
ports.
BOLIVIA.Enemy Tin Mines.—The Foreign Office instructs Mr. Barclay to discuss^- with the
United States Government the advisability of cancelling licences which permit of the
importation into Great Britain and the United States respectively of tin supplied from
enemy-owned mines in Bolivia. At present, owing to the high prices at present
ruling, these enemy concerns are prospering at the expense of the Allies. Their
isolation might result in their enforced sale to Allied interests. The desirability
or otherwise of the measure proposed is dependent on the Allied situation in regard
to tin supplies.
HONDURAS.

. .

United States and German Trade.—The Foreign Office learns that as a result of
the refusal by two German companies at Amapala to afford lighterage facilities to
American trade the United States Government has demanded from the Honduras
Government the expulsion of all Germans from that port and from Tegucigalpa. It
would appear that the Germans have refused to leave and that the Honduras
Government has endeavoured to meet the wishes of the United States Government
by confiscating the launches. It is further reported that the United States
Government is pressing the Honduras Government to undertake to refuse reinstate
ment of the Germans at Amapala after the war, and that the Honduras Government
is unwilling to agree to this, fearing an. American mining monopoly.
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MEXICO.
Carranza and the Oilfields.—Mr.
Barclay reports that the United States
Government has urged upon the Mexican Government the dismissal of Germans
serving in the Mexican Army, and warned it of the grave consequences which would
attend any disaster to the oilfields. The Foreign Office has proposed to the French
Government that joint action should be taken with the United States Government
in an offer to support Carranza conditional upon the cessation of intrigues with
Germany and upon suitable guarantees being given. Meanwhile Government forces
are.reported to have reached the oilfields, and according to a well-informed opinion,
work may soon become impossible. There is, however, still a chance that Caballero
may join Pelaez. Such a coalition might seriously affect the prospects "of Carranza.
Wireless Installation.—Mr.
Cummins reports that the wireless installation at
Chapultepec is being increased to 250 horse-power.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Lord Reading.—Mr. Barclay announces the arrival at New York on February 9th
of Lord and Lady Reading.
War Administration.—Mr.
Barclay reports the introduction, at the instance of
President Wilson, of a Bill evidently designed to supplant the War Cabinet and
Munitions Bill.
Under it' the President would be empowered to consolidate and
redistribute the powers and functions of all executive Departments, and would be
given control of all functions appropriated by Congress for any executive purposes.
The Bill is certain to be strongly opposed, inasmuch as it would very greatly
strengthen the President at the expense of Congress, and would-leave him the
uncontrolled appointment of a War Cabinet without a,ny guarantee that he would
carry out recommendations made by Congress. The Bill has been unfavourably
received, and there appears to be small probability that it will be accepted in its
present form.
SHIPPING SITUATION.
Sinkings.—According
to the War Trade Intelligence Bureau the total tonnage of
500 tons gross in the case of steamships and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing
ships reported lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period
February lst-7th inclusive was 112,189 tons gross, of which 76,634- were British as
compared with 58,719 tons gross, of which 32,423 were British reported last
week.
World's Tonnage.—Comparison
of Losses.—The
Admiralty reports that the
world's mercantile tonnage, including new construction and enemy tonnage in
control of the Allies, amounted on December 31st, 1917, to 39,622,000 gross tons as
against 42,441,000 (excluding enemy tonnage) existing on August 1st, 19.14. The
net loss, therefore, if tonnage in German ownership be excluded, is 2,819,000 gross
tons or 6' 6 per cent. If ocean-going tonnage only is reckoned the loss works out at
between 8 and 9 per cent. The total world's losses for the half years endingJanuary 31st, 1917, July 31st, 1917, and January 31st, 1918, were 939 ships
(1,765,085 tons), 1,683 ships (3,816,817 tons), and 909 ships (2,272,725 tons) respec
tively. Thus, the losses for the last half-year of unrestricted submarine warfare
.represent a reduction of about 46 per cent, in number and 4-0 per cent, in tonnage on
the figures for the first half of the year, whilst, compared with the six months
preceding the policy of sinking at sight, there is an actual reduction of 3 per cent, in
number sunk, though the tonnage lost exceeds the figure for the earlier period. The
British tonnage sunk by enemy action during January 1918- only slightly exceeded
the figure for the month of November, which was the lowest since the commencement
of unrestricted submarine warfare.
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Convoys.—The Shipping Controller reports that of 5,130 ships (26,592,813 gross
registered tons) employed on convoys outward and homeward up to February 2nd,.
59 (425,000 deadweight capacity) have been. sunk. This represents a percentage of
I 0 7 of ships and .1' 1 of tonnage.
-

Allied Coed Distribution.—The
British Representatives of the Inter-allied Council
on Tonnage and Passports have recommended that, of 600,000 tons of coal required.
monthly by Italy, 350,000 (or so much of this amount as possible) should be supplied
from French mines, and the remainder from the United Kingdom. His Majesty's
Government is prepared to make good small French deficiencies by diverting to that
purpose vessels now in other French services, and any other suitable tonnage that
may become available. It is pointed out that the civilian consumption of coal in.
France amounts to more than the whole of Italy's needs, and that in Italy civilian
consumption has been practically stopped.
Labour and Shipbuilding.—The
Board of Admiralty reports that the output of
completed merchant vessels for January 1918 has been seriously affected by extended
holidays, strikes and exceptionally bad weather. The principal causes of unrest have
been the desire to have the 12i- per cent, bonus made general, food shortage and
housing difficulties.
Tonnage for Bunkering Stocks Abroad.—The Shipping Controller reports that
owing to shrinkage of tonnage and the increased allocation of tonnage to the carriage
of wheat, the shipping available for supply of coal for the bunkering stocks abroad is
much restricted, and an adjustment will soon have to be made between competing
demands.
Brewing
and Tonnage.—-The Shipping Controller reports that the complete
prohibition of brewing would effect a direct. saving of tonnage for other imports
equivalent to 749,000 tons carried in 1918, and would also indirectly release coastal
shipping by freeing the railways for other traffic,
Norwegian Tonnage.—Sir M. Fiudlay reverts to the serious political objections to
exposing certain Norwegian ships to risks such as caused the loss of the S.S. " Elsa."
He has reason to believe that the question has been the subject of discussion
by the Norwegian Foreign Office with the Swedish, Dutch, and Danish Ministers
probably with a view to common action.
Enemy Ships in Uruguay.--Negotiations
are in progress for time chartering
German vessels at Montevideo, recently taken over by the Uruguayan Government.
Tenders have been made by the Governments of Great Britain and the United States
through firms nominated for the purpose.
Enemy Ships in Chile.—Lord Reading reports that the United States Government
has practically concluded negotiations for purchasing vessels of the Hamburg-Amerika
Line now in Chilian ports. The Foreign Office had already pUinted out to the Chilian
-Government their importance in connection with the exportation of Chilian nitrates.
Licensing.—The
Shipping Controller reports that on February 11th the system of
licensing, which has hitherto applied to British steamers registered in the United
Kingdom over 500 tons employed outside the limits of the coasting trade of the
United Kingdom, was extended so as to apply to all British ships, irrespective of size,
proceeding from the United Kingdom, and to all ships of whatever nationality in the
United Kingdom coasting trade.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
General.—Sir W. Townley reported on good authority on January 19th that the
real German war aims in the East include a more or less pronounced annexation of
the territories occupied, though it suits von Kuhlmann to pretend to be a non
annexationist.

Russian Wireless of February. 9th gave what purported to be a transcript of the
shorthand notes of the Session at Brest on January 31st. The substance of this
discussion has already been reported.
German Wireless of February 6th continued their report of the debate at Brest on
February 1st on the Ukrainian question. This report gives Count Czernin's summary
in the following words :—" We consider ourselves additionally obliged already to
" recognise the Ukrainian National Republic, at the present moment, as an inde
" pendent, free, and. sovereign State, which is in a position to conclude international
" agreements independently," and adds that M. Trotsky briefly remarked, that he had
not changed his former conception of the Ukrainian question.
Mr. Liudley on February 5th communicated a message from the Military Attache
to the Director of Military Intelligence reporting that telegraphic communication,
between Brest and Petrograd was resumed in the afternoon of February 4th. It was
anticipated that the Germans would threaten to seize Reval within three days, for
which purpose they had a force ready, if M. Trotsky did. not accept their terms.
Russian Wireless of February 10th reported the arrival at Brest on February 6th.
of von Kuhlmann and Count Czernin, and the following morning a sitting was held
to discuss a settlement of political and territorial questions between the German,
Russian, and Aaistrd-Hungarian Commissions.
German Wireless of February 10th reported that at the sitting at Brest on the
same day the Russian Delegation announced that Russia, while desisting from signing
a formal Treaty of Peace, declared that the state of. war between Germany, AustriaHungary, l'urkey and Bulgaria was at an end. At the same time it announced the
order for a complete demobilisation of the Russian forces at the fronts. The conditions
of the Peace Treaty between the Central Powers and the Ukraine, embodying ten
articles, were announced briefly in German Wireless of the same day. ddiese appeared
fully in German Wireless and in the Times of February 12th.
German Wireless of February 11th contains a report of the meeting at Brest which
concluded in the early morning hours of February 9th at which, von Kuhlmann, as
president, used the words :—" May this peace be the first of a series of blessed peace
" treaties, blessed both for the Allied Powers and also for the Ukrainian Republic,
for the future of which we all cherish the best wishes." The President of the
Ukrainian Delegation, in. reply, said that they were concluding peace in the interests
of their great democratic masses, and that this peace will contribute to the general
ending of the great Avar. After this announcement, extracts from German, Dutch and
English papers followed, and attention is drawn to an announcement in the ManchesterGuardian
that France lent the Ukraine .180,000,000 francs and sent a military
commission for the reorganisation of the army.
[Further details of the conclusion of peace by the Central Powers with theBolshevist Russian Government, and with the Ukraine, are given under those
headings.]
German Wireless of February 8th reports that the train in which Messieurs
Kameneif and Saalkind started their journeys to France and Switzerland could not
leave Finland, and did not get beyond Tammerfors.
Russia.—Air. Lindley on February 3rd reported that, before closing, the All
Russian Congress of Soviets passed a resolution iii the following words :—-" Eesolu
" tion respecting peace confirms all statements made and all steps taken up to date
" by Soviet Governments to conclude a universal Democratic peace, and declares the
" attitude of Austria and Germany towards Lithuania, Poland, Ukraine, Livonia and
" Esthonia to be contrary to the principles affirmed by them in their declaration of
" December 25th, 1917."
Russian Wireless of February 6th published a strong appeal in German to the
working classes, especially of Germany and Austria-Hungary, stating that it is now
clear to every working man that in. this war there can be no question of the " defence
of the Fatherland " ; that the mask has been torn, off, and the real, aims of all
Imperialistic Governments have at last been unmasked. - The only solution is an
International Socialistic Revolution.
Air. Lindley on. February 6th. forwarded a report from Air. Lockhart, said to
be based on good authority, that it was more than probable that the Bolshevists
-would conclude a separate peace, but that Trotsky would not do so if the Germans

did not'agree to recall their military forces - now in Courland. On. February 7th
Mr. Lindley furnished proofs that the Bolshevists' policy was to sacrifice Rumania to
secure peace. On. February 8th he reported that the Germans in Petrograd had'been
ordered to get ready to leave, by a telegram sent en clair, because of the rupture of
negotiations for peace.
Russian Wireless of February 11th publishes a manifesto, signed at Brest on
February 10th by M. Trotsky and the other Russian delegates, stating that peace
negotiations are at an end. German capitalists, bankers and landlords, " supported
by the silent co-operation of English and French bourgeoisie," submitted conditions
which could not be subscribed to by the Russian Revolution. The delegates
state further that the German and Austrian Governments desire to possess
countries and peoples vanquished by the force of arms. To this Russian
workmen and peasants could not give their acquiescence. While unable to
sign a peace, " they cannot, will not, and must - not, continue a war which
was begun by Czars and capitalists in alliance with Czars and capitalists."
Russia declares the -present war with Germany, Austria-Hungary, Turkey, and
Bulgaria at an end. The manifesto is followed by an unsigned statement in the first
person, dated February 11th, ordering a general demobilisation, but that some
detachments of the younger soldiers must be left for the defence of the frontier.
Russian Wireless of February 11th publishes a resolution adopted at a meeting of
Avar prisoners appealing to brothers at the front to unite to stop the war.
Ukraine.—Russian
Wireless of February 10th gives a transcript of the shorthand
notes of the Peace Conference on February 1st. M. Trotsky on this occasion is
reported to have said : " Those conflicts which we had with Ukrainia, and which,
" unfortunately, are not yet ended, can in no way restrict the right of the Ukrainian
" people to self-determination, and are in no way hindering us from recognising the
" Independent Ukrainian Republic."
German Wireless of February 9th reported that at 2 a.m. on that day peace
was signed between the Quadruple Alliance and the Ukrainian Republic.
Sir W. Townley and Mr. Lindley both reported on February 10th that the
Quadruple Alliance had signed peace with Ukrainia. Sir W. Townley quoted from
The LoUdl Anzeiger the opinion that " the peace is essentially an economic one."
On February 8th he quoted an article from the Essen Allgemeine Zeitung, containing
statements that peace concluded with Ukrainia would deprive Rumania of all future
prospects of gain.
Russian Wireless of February 10th publishes a full report of the speeches by the
Ukrainian delegates, delivered before the Peace Conference was adjourned for
von Kuhlmann and Czernin to wish Berlin, ending with Count CzerniAs acknow
ledgment of the Ukrainian Republic as an independent free sovereign State on behalf
of the Central Powers. After Count Czerniirs speech, M. Trotsky said : " The
objection which I.-have made retains all its force."
The Foreign Office on February 11th informed Mr. Bagge that the French
Government had issued a declaration that they will not recognise the peace made
separately with Germany and Austria-Hungary by the Ukrainians. The Foreign Office
instructed Mr. Bagge to make a similar declaration on behalf of Great Britain in
association with his French colleague.
Russian Wireless of February 11th issues a proclamation by the People's
Commissary to the effect; that the ivieff Racla had fallen and all authority is in
the hands of the Councils.
" The adventure of the Kieff bourgeoisie is at
an end."
German Wireless of February 11th published, a notice in the Russian language
embodying news received by the respective newspapers in foreign countries of the
announcement that peace between the Ukraine and the Central Powers had been
declared.
The terms of peace were pmblished in full in the Times of February 12th. Special
interest is attached to the Vllth Article, in which the contracting parties "undertake
" mutually, without delay, to enter into economic relations and to organise the
" exchange of goods, &c."
.
On February 12th Sir II. Rum bo id reported on reliable authority that, in a secret
treaty, the Germans have promised military help to the Ukraine against Russia.
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Poland.—Russian
Wireless of " February 7th published an incomplete message
expressing the belief that provisional representation could be made of independent
Poland to participate in peace negotiations at Brest, and added:—" We on our side
are ready to-recognise completely, without any restrictions, such representation."'
This course is adopted because such a peace would enable the Polish Rada to declare
openly in the face of the whole Polish people its attitude to such a, question as the
evacuation of Polish territory by foreign troops, and the alteration of Polish
frontiers.
[The above appears to be an extract from a speech by M. Trotsky at Brest. It is
followed by the report of a speech by von Kuhhnann. on the same subject.]
Esbhpnia.—Mr. Lindley reported on February 5th that a telegram had been
received, signed by practically all parties in Esthonia, protesting strongly against theGerman occupation of the Esthonian Islands, Oesel, Dago and Moon, and demanding
further, in order to assure a free vote, that the troops of Germany and Russia shall
evacuate both the islands and the country of Esthonia. On February 7th he reported
a visit paid to him by Esthoniaus on that day to leave a iMemorandum on Esthoniau.
war aims, of which he gave further details.
Sir C. Greene on February 7th reported the support of the Japanese Government
for a proposed encouraging reply to the Esthonian delegation to the Emperor of
Japan, assuring support of the independence of States coming into being through the
war, and of the prevention of Germany from annexing provinces in the Baltic.
Rumania.—Sir
R. Rodd on February 6th reported that the Italian Foreign
Minister was strongly against Rumania mailing a separate peace without the Allies'
consent, as this would set a very bad precedent for others who had entered into
similar agreements, and. would afford encouragement to pacifists in. Italy and possibly
elsewhere.
Sir W. Townley reported on Februaiy Gth, on the authority of the Vossische of
January 5th, that there would soon be negotiations at Sinaria between the fourPowers find Rumania to conclude an armistice.
The Foreign Office on February 7th sent instructions to Sir G. Barclay to convey
encouragement to M. Bratiano to dispel his alarm. Grounds were added for hopeful
iress in the situation, and the hope was expressed . that the Rumanian Army would
fight on in co-operation with her Allies for a successful issue of the war.
The Intelligence Bureau on Februaiy 7th reported that President WilsoAs speech
on Avar aims caused consternation in Rumania where it was considered to be air entire
abandonment of Rumanians national aims.
Sir W. Townley reported on February 7th on good authority that news about
approaching peace negotiations were confirmed. The basis for discussion would be
that Rumania should have part of Bessarabia, and that part of Dobrudja should go
to Bulgaria. It was reported that the representatives of the Central Powers, after their
recent meeting at Berlin, had agreed to offer an ultimatum to Trotsky based upon
peace for Ukrainia and Rumania on these lines, and that the Central Powers would
still refuse to withdraw their troops from occupied territories until a general peace,
fjkrania may object to Rumania's frontier claims.
"On Februaiy 9th Sir II. Rum boh. 1 reported that Rumania would probably make
peace as soon as the Ukraine did, and that the Ukraine would agree to her getting
Bessarabia, the Dobrudja going to Bulgaria.
The Foreign Office on February 9th, in explaining to Sir G, Barclay the attitude
of the British Government, pointed out the extent to which Rumania would benefit by
anything which would either put off or stop the conclusion of a separate peace by the
Bolshevists with Germany and Austria-Hungary.
Telegrams between Lord Bertie, Sir G. Barclay, and the Foreign Office between,
the 6th and 9th of February, reported General von Mackensen's threatening declara
tion. to the Rumanians at Focsani, giving four days for opening peace negotiations,
which was followed by the resignation of the Government and the formation of a
new one, with General Averescu as Prime Minister, to enter into negotiations for
peace.
On February 4:1th Sir G. Barclay forwarded a message from the Military Attache
at Jassy to the effect that the new Prime Minister is not prepared to accent peace at.

all costs. Negotiations are to be opened to discover the enemies' intentions, and also
to gain all possible time.
Finland.—Russian
Wireless of February 8th reports a speech by M. Trotsky at
Brest explaining the non-withdrawal of Bolshevist troops from Finland, in spite of the
independence of that country having been recognised. The message has been
mutilated in transmission.
Germany.—Sir W. Townley reported on January .19th that the role of the Kaiser
had become that of a mediator between the reactionary and the progressive parties.
Ide interests himself more in claims which have as an object the widening of an
economic influence rather than the military adjustment of frontiers. Sir W. Townley on February 8th drew attention to an article in the Essen
Allgemeiue Zeitung containing the passages : " W e went to Brest-Litovsk to conclude
peace, not to assist Trotsky to heap coals on his fires of revolution " and " the
" development of mob rule in Russia proves to Western. Europe that a Maximalist
" Government is just as great a danger as fallen Tsardom." On February 9th he
quoted from Germania of February 8th the view that King George's words reveal a
deep chasm between British and German war aims. On February 9th he gives from
the Berliner Tage.bl.att Dr. Brandenburg'8 views in favour of German frontiers being
" extended as far as German military leaders think necessary for the defence of the
Fatherland."
German Wireless" of February Sth published an account of an article in the
Norddeiitsclie Allgemeine Zeitung about the Brest negotiations, denying the announce
ments made by Russian wireless stations, and adding that no further talking can
shake the Central Powers in their linn and unalterable decision not to evacuate the
Western regions of Russia in the manner expressed by M. Trotsky, and further
compromises on the question of the right of self-determination appear to be
impossible. German Wireless of the same date, issued in the Russian language
states that Germany sees in the resolutions of the War Council at Versailles a new,
declaration of war by the Entente Powers.
German. AVireless of February 11th. transmits a message from the Kaiser to the
Burgomaster at Homburg which contains the words: "The enemy, who has been
" beaten by our armies, and realises that it is no longer any use to light, and who
" holds out his hand towards us, will receive our hand in return." And, " We wish
" t o live in friendship with our neighbouring nations, but first the victory of the
" German arms must be recognised."
Austiia-Tiungary.—Sir
W. Townley reported on February 5th a statement in the
Arbeiter Zeitung of February 2nd that the British' workmen will not endure the needs
and sacrifices of the war for an indefinite time, and only when the working classes in
every country are in a position, to exercise sufficient pressure on their Governments,
will those Governments be forced to make peace, finding the necessary compromises.
Bulgaria.—German Wireless of February 11th stated that Bulgaria is expecting
that Rumania will join with the Ukraine in a peace with the Central Powers, and is
declaring its sympathy towards the Ukraine, which will be independent of Great
Russia.
France.—Lord
Bertie reported on February 6th that the French, had decided to
allow Mr. Huysmans to go to France if the Belgian Government did. not object. The
Foreign Minister has ascertained that the Belgian Government lias no objection.
M . Renaudel had informed the Foreign Minister that the London meeting could not
be arranged as early as February 20th.
The Intelligence Bureau on February 6th reported a general feeling in France
.that neither Count Herding nor Count Czernin in their speeches on war aims had
said anything that brought the prospect of peace any nearer, and that there was still
some desire for a joint statement on war aims by all the Allies, including the United
States.
On February 11th Lord Bertie reported that, by a majority of about three to one,
the Socialist Federation of the Seine passed a resolution subscribing to the peace
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-formula of the Russian revolution, and advocating a referendum on the AlsaceLorraine question. On February 12th he added that this is styled a " Bolshevist "
resolution by principal newspapers.
Italy.—Sir Bennell Bodcl reported on February 7th an application by a Socialist
deputy, M. Modigliani, for facilities in granting vise of passports for five labour
deputies, including well-known pacifists, for England to attend the February 20th
Conference. Sir R. Rodd said that they should apply through their Government.
M. Modigliani was ready to substitute other names for any of the proposed repre
sentatives thought undesirable in England.
The Intelligence Bureau of February 8th reported that the Italian interpretations
of Count Hertling's and CzernhTs speeches did not differ from those of the Allied
countries. Taken together, they are regarded as a skilful blending of cajolery with
defiance. The speeches of the British Prime Minister and President Wilson, as
referring to Italy and Austria, have depressed the spirit, and puzzled the minds of the
patriotic, and have delighted and strengthened the Clericals and Giolittians, while
making distressingly difficult the task of the Interventionalists, our best friends. The
official communication about the result of Signor Orlando's visit to London has not
entirely allayed Italian, apprehensions about the intentions of the Allies.
Sir R. Rodd on February 12th sent an account of the re-assembly of the Chamber.
The Prime Minister announced that the feeling of anxiety about Avar aims " had been
entirely dispelled." The declaration AVAS very cordially received.
Serbia.—According
to a report from Sir C. Des Graz dated February 7th, the
Prime Minister, AVHILE encouraging other Serbian Socialists to go to England, could
not countenance the journey of Eazlefpyitch from Stockholm to attend a conference.
United States.—German AVireless of February 8th publishes a statement that
President Wilson does not consider himself bound by the negative attitude assumed
at Versailles towards Count Czernin and Count Ilertling, and reserves to himself the
right to reply on behalf of America.
[President Wilson's new speech to Congress on Avar aims was reported in the
Times of February 12th as follows : —
"The President laid CIOAVU the FOLLOAVING- principles as necessary FOR a just
peace : —
" (1) Each part of the final settlement must be based on the essential justice of
that particular case.
" (2) Peoples and provinces must not be bartered as chattels or paAvns, eA^en in the
discredited game of the Balance of PoAAer.
" (3) Territorial settlements must be made in the interest of the populations
concerned.
" (4) Satisfaction of all well-defined national aspirations, which would not
introduce or perpetuate antagonisms likely to break the peace.
"Until peace on such a basis could be secured the United States had no option
but to go on. The principles he had set forth appeared to he accepted everywhere
' except among the spokesmen of the military and annexationist party in Germany.' "]
r

China.—Sir J . Jordan, on February 9th, reported an apparent wish on the part of
the Chinese Government to issue a joint declaration that China will not make peace
separately. Lord Bertie on the same day reported that the French Ambassador at
Peking had received instructions to act with his colleagues in giving certain assurances
to the Chinese GoA ernment about the consideration which will be ghren to Chinese
interests when the time comes for a peace conference.
r

Sweden.—Sir
M. Findlay reported on February 6th that the idea provisionally
announced that Sweden would send a representative to Brest AVOULD be given up.
Great Britain.-—The Foreign Office "on February 10th sent information to Mr.
Lindley about the propaganda being carried on in Great Britain by M. Litvinoff, and
on the same date informed Mr. Lindley that M. Petroff should not be allowed to come
to England.

GENERAL.
Exchange of Prisoners.—The- Foreign Office lias instructed Sir W. Townley to
transmit an immediate protest through the Netherlands Minister at Berlin in regard
to the unsatisfactory manner in which the exchange and transfer to Holland of British
combatants is being carried out by the German Government.
Merchant Seamen.—The Foreign Office learns that the German Government
considers officers and men captured on armed or unarmed merchant ships as military
prisoners.
Poison Gas.—Sir H. Rumbold reports that the International Red Cross has issued
an appeal to the belligerents against the use of poison gas, as being in breach of the
Hague Convention and causing suffering not only to combatants but to civilians
behind the lines. The Foreign Office has suggested that an identic reply should be
returned by the Allies. Sir H. Rumbold learns that Professor Foerster, of Munich,
and Professor Lammasch, of Vienna, are endeavouring to obtain in the Central
Empires a favourable reception of the appeal. It is believed, however, that the
German Government will ignore it.
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PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

The peace discussions conducted by the Bolshevists with the Central Powers
have now led. to, a situation which cannot, at the present stage, be " appreciated."
It can best be described as Gilbertian. It seems clear that the Germans dominated
the Brest-Litovsk Conference. Their policy has been guided by military considera
tious, and they have answered arguments by action, a course offering the best
prospect of military success in time of war. On the other hand, they have been
forced to disclose their true war aims—military conquest, with a view to obtaining
economic advantages in conquered countries. It remains to be seen whether the
German, Austro-H.ungar.ian, Turkish, and Bulgarian peoples and armies are prepared
to support this policy, now that the. " encirclement " and " Defence of the Fatherland "
myths have been exploded. On the opening of the Reichstag, the Vice-President
tried, to make capital out of having made peace with the Ukraine without demanding
annexations of territory or indemnities, but omits to mention that no military conquest
of the Ukraine by Germany could be claimed, or that the Ukrainians were bribed
with part of Poland. In the Baltic provinces, occupied, by German troops, the peace
terms the Germans were prepared to grant amounted to annexation based, avowedly
upon, conquest. [In this connection, A recent report of the Intelligence Bureau upon
Esthonia, Livonia, and Oourland is helpful in studying the difficulty of applying the
principle of " self-determination" based on nationality.]
To review briefly the result of the Brest negotiations. The Central Powers made
peace with an independent Ukraine (financed by France?). The Bolshevists, after
having acknowledged Ukrainian independence, withdrew their acknowledgment, and
raised what appears to have been A successful revolution in the country. Claiming
to speak for a Russian Federated Republic, the Bolshevists then declared that they
were no longer at war with the Central. Powers, lint would not sign the terms of
peace, based by the Germans purely upon force. The Germans then undertook
immediate military operations, and. the Bolshevists, having destroyed their own army,
were forced to accept the German terms. A barrage of words lias so far proved in
time of war to be an ineffective defence against an invading army.
A. review of -President VVilsouls latest speech, is given in an Appendix. The effect
upon the solidarity of the Central Power Alliance of his direct appeal to Count
Czernin will be awaited with interest. M. Trotsky has also appealed personally to
Count Ozernin by wireless.
Attention is drawn to M. Trotsky's accusation against Great Britain of imperialistic
AVAR aims. In view of the influence of similar propaganda in our own AND Allied

countries, it may be thought desirable to meet the accusation publicly. The extract
is given under " Great Britain—Bolshevist Propaganda," on page 1-1- of this Report.
FRANCE.

The attitude of French. Socialists is of interest.
FINLAND.

Internal conditions are still unstable.
ALLIED AFFAIRS.

In view of the probable German, economic penetration into Russia from the
westward, the importance of maintaining the influence of the Entente Allies in
Siberia is clearly indicated.
GERMAN V.

The difficulties preventing the German working classes from attempting a
revolution are described under this heading.
VSLI IITING.

A reference is given to the very important report recently issued by the Board of
Trade on the shipping situation.
February 21st, .1 ill8.

G. G. A.
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ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Fai- East.—Lord Reading reports that the United States Government is still
opposed to foreign intervention, in Russian affairs, and continues to believe that a
change for the better may be brought about without such intervention. Should
circumstances ultimately necessitate military measures in Siberia, international
co-operation would, in the view of the State Department, be preferable to sole action
by one Power under mandate from the others. Alternatively, Japan, might be left to
intervene on her own initiative at Vladivostock, and. the Allies and America might
reserve their representations until this happened. Sir R. Rodd learns that the Italian
Government is now prepared to approve a mandate to Japan, conditional on the prior
consent of the United States Government. Sir G. Greene learns that the Japanese
Government is anxious to know the attitude of the Entente Powers in regard to the
apparent defection of Russia as a signatory of the Declaration of London. Sir J . Jordan
learns that emissaries from Lenin to Tokio- and Peking have been captured in
Manchuria. The Foreign Office is informed that in the Tomsk district 20,000 German
and Austrian prisoners have been armed and organised in anticipation of a possible
Japanese invasion.
Others are being mobilised at Omsk, Harbin, Irkutsk and
Krasnoyarsk ; 157 waggon-loads of provisions and leather goods have already been
despatched, from. Krasnoyarsk to Germany, and raw materials are being collected at
Omsk presumably for the same destination. Sir Ii. Rumbold reports German economic
designs upon Russia,.aimed at post-war exclusion of the Allies. Mr. Lindley believes
that the whole situation is the result of German intrigues, and that unless immediate
steps are taken the Allies must sacrifice their interests in Siberia. The French
Government expresses a similar conviction. Meanwhile His Majesty's. Consul at
Vladivostock emphasises the value of the independent guerilla operations carried out by
Captain Semenov, who holds the junction of the Amur and Chinese Eastern Railways.
The further success of these might obviate the necessity for Foreign military
intervention.
Crosby, Chairman of the Interallied Council,
War Purchases
and Finance.—Mi-.
has pointed out to the Ministry of Munitions the desirability of a better correlation of
Allied applications to the United States Government. He suggests that lists should
be supplied of material, whether actually on hand in England, France or Italy, or
awaiting shipment from, the United States to tire order of any one of those countries.
It may thus be found possible to satisfy the immediate requirements of the one out
of stocks at the disposal of the other ; and in this way a waste of money, tonnage and
time will be avoided. His Majesty's Government has instructed its relative Depart
ments in this sense.
Jews and the War.—Lord Reading learns that a stimulus would, be given to
Jewish recruiting and pro-British sentiment amongst American Jews if the Jewish
Battalion of the Middlesex Regiment were to be employed in Palestine.
Black Lists.—The Foreign. Office instructs Lord Reading to put forward proposals
for an agreed Interallied Black List, and a policy of mutual consultation in regard to
cases not included in such list.
Allied Socialist Conference.—The
Allied Socialist Conference began its sittings in
London, on. February 20th. Sir R. Rodd reports that the Italian official Socialist
delegates to the Conference are accompanied by a number of interventionists, whose
influence will operate to counteract that of the pacifist elements.
FRANCE.
Bolo.—-Lord Bertie reports that on February Pith Bolo was found guilty and
condemned to death. The Intelligence Bureau notices the curious light thrown by
the case upon present political conditions in France, under which friendship and

apparently even favour liave been shown to an obvious adventurer by responsible 
officials. The condemnation of. Bolo will have a good effect upon the Army, the
spirit of which Las recently very much improved.
£lumber!;.—Lord Bertie reports the arrest on. February. 18th. of Senator Humbert.
Defakisme.—The
Intelligence Bureau reports that Pacifist agitation, possibly of
foreign origin, has been, discovered at Lyons, where 13 persons, engaged in the
dissemination of leaflets, have been arrested. At the recent meeting of the Socialists
of the Confederation, of the Seine,jbe Pacifist Minority defeated the Majority, and
secured seven delegates for the forthcoming National Socialist Council as against
three secured by the Majority and two by the extreme, or Kienthal, section. The
victorious party in their motion declared against further support of votes of credit for
the war, opposed any participation in the Government, and called, upon the three
Socialists who. now hold minor and non-political posts to resign. Such symptoms
point to the possibility of an. ultimate cleavage between men like M. Albert Thomas
and M. Varenne, who really believe in the union of the nation and the prosecution
of the war till victory is attained, and the Pacifist section who do not honestly believe
in either. Meanwhile, an article by M. Thomas in Humanite shows him to be still
-critical of the internal administration and external policy of the Government.
ITALY.
Oats.—Lord. Bertie reports that the French Government is unable to contribute to
the Italian oat supply as proposed by His Majesty's Government (see Report No. 52).
His Majesty's Government has authorised the diversion of certain vessels to the
purpose.
ENEMY ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Austrian Relations witli Germany.—The Kbluisehe
Volkszeitung reproduces an
article by Professor Sieger, protesting at the tone of the Austrian. Press against the
German Alliance. He states that this tone is becoming more accentuated, and that it
is noticeable not only in the Press, but in the streets and trams-representing the
policy of Berlin as self-seeking and crafty. The resumption by Germany of hostilities
against Russia is violently criticised by the Arbeker Zeitung.
Mr. Bagge learns of
dissension, in the matter between the Central. Powers. It is stated that the Austrians
refuse, but the Hungarians are ready, to light. It is rumoured, however, that the
Austrians are about to occupy Kieff, and that they have an understanding with
Rumania.
Austrian Food Supply.—Sir 1.1. Rum bold learns that the facilities hitherto allowed
to the Corps Diplomatique at Vienna for procuring supplies have now been reduced
by one-half. Mr. Bagge learns that the Austrians, having lost prestige by signing
peace with Ukraine on the day (February 8th) of the fall of Kieff, may be obliged to
resort to an offensive against the Bolshevists in order to enforce the treaty. (This
position may perhaps have been, modified by Trot sky's latest overtures. (See also
under "German Internal Affairs.")
GERMAN INTERNAL AFFAIRS.
Propaganda.—Sir
R. Paget learns that'in a report recently read to the Reichstag
Committee a German General alleged that owing to the highhandedness of the British
troops they were much disliked both in France and Italy. The French were
demoralised and likely to collapse like the Russians. The British were shootingItalian deserters, and ready to shoot French soldiers if they wavered. Such statements
appear to exemplify the general lines of German propaganda in Italy and France. A
similar propaganda composed of " t e l l i n g " extracts from the Allied Press is being
issued in Russia by wireless addressed "For Petrograd." Sir II. Eumbold learns
that the Germans are well satisfied with the success of their propaganda in France,
and think they have most successfully encouraged, the belief that France is bleeding
- to death for Great Britain. ' In Switzerland they have chosen a very different form
-of propaganda. A short time ago some bombs of undoubtedly French make were

dropped at Ivallnach, within Swiss territory: It is well known, however, that theSwiss -military authorities are inclined to suspect that, although the bombs wereFrench, they were dropped by German airmen. Careful investigations -into the
question are now in progress. Sir W. Townley reports the Kblnische Volkszcitung as
claiming to expose an Entente propaganda, arrived at bringing about the fall of
Ludendorif, with the idea that Hidden burg would resign when deprived- of his support.
(The idea, perhaps, is to suggest that such a desire could, only originate outside;
Germany.)

Supplies.—The Frankfurter Zeitung announces that the Central Powers are reckoning;
upon speedy peace with. -Rumania, which is of the utmost importance for the transport
of supplies from. Ukrainia. But in any case, as the Intelligence Bureau points out, there
is not, in the first place, so much agricultural produce in Ukrainia as was originally
believed, and secondly, the landlords and peasants are very reluctant to sell it even
to local buyers. They will not take money for it, because money cannot at present
purchase what they want. They will only barter their produce for other commodities,,
agricultural implements, clothing, tea, &c. How soon the Germans may be able to
organise a traffic of this kind remains to be seen. It also remains to be seen whether
the Bolshevists contemplate " demobilisation" as against the Ukraine.
Annexation.—Sir
H. Rumbold, in. a despatch dated February 2nd, reports the
-view of a reliable informant that the argument between the Military Party and the
Reichstag Majority, is. designed to mislead foreigners. The question is not really
whether Poland, Courland and Lithuania shall he annexed or not, but Avhether their
annexation shall be military or economic ; whether they shall be occupied territories
or buffer States. The Weser Zeitung shows considerable anxiety as to the possibility"
of Bolshevist infection in Germany as the result of Trotsky's " peculiar declaration
of peace." It points to the present condition of Finland, and declares that
Germany cannot in such circumstances permit any change in the military situation
on the Eastern front. Sir R. Paget learns that the latest German scheme is to occupy
Reval, and to organise a Baltic league of Estland, Courland, Li viand and Lithuania
under the headship of Poland.
German People and Revolution.—Sir
H. Rumbold reports the substance of an
article by Jacob Bengler (an anti-Governmental German journalist), which appeared in
the-Freie Zcitung of January 30th. The writer gives six reasons, independently of.
their natural pusillanimity (attributable to State Socialism), which prevent a general
strike by the German working classes. Three of these are economic. First, trade
union funds are low, because no subscriptions come in from comrades in the trenches ;
and owing to the present cost of living strike pay would have to be at least five times
above the peace rate. Secondly, a strike would mean the cessation of unprecedented
wages. Thirdly, a large part of these wages is locked up by employers in war loan
this constitutes a strong inducement to keep the present Government in power until
the borrowed money is paid back. To these three economic reasons may be added
two of a political nature. First, the Social Democratic Party is split in two, and a
great deal of energy which the Minority Socialists ought to reserve for denouncing the
Government and the war is squandered in. denouncing their brethren of the Majority
wing. Secondly, the Majority Socialists sold their souls to the Government onAugust 4th, 1914, and Scheidemann is not the sort of man to play the part of
Liebkiieeht's prodigal son. Finally, the whole mechanism of German life is out of
gear. There is nothing to eat, there are no coals, there is no transport, no public
security or public morals. What does that mean in a State whose bones are law,
whose blood is order, and whose flesh is discipline? And Bengler closes with the
remark that in such a State no very heroic act of revolution is needed to bring the
whole structure crashing to the ground.
Prussian Franchise Bill.—The Norddeutsche
Allgemeine Zeitung of February 15th
in a leadiug article entitled "Suffrage Reform" declares that the close relations
established between. Government and people during war are to be made permanent in
peace. The new Suffrage Reform Bill is not the outcome of old demands, nor is the
present decision to forward its passage associated with the recent strikes. It will,
demand considerable sacrifice on the part of certain parties who have rendered
unforgettable service to the Prussian State. The Government knows that these
sacrifices cannot be spontaneously or lighthearteclly conceded, but only as the result
of a serious exchange of opinions. This also must be borne in mind in those qtiarters.

which have always demanded equal suffrage. The period fixed for the deliberation
and passage of the Bill is determined by the fact that the first elections after the War
will be voted on the new basis.
HOLLAND.
Transit of Ore to Germany.—The
Foreign Office instructs Sir YV. Townley to
make inquiries in regard to the large amounts of copper ore and lead ore which appear to
have entered Holland in transit for Germain- between November and February.
-Germany and Dutch Shipping.—Sir W . Townley learns that the German Government
i s demanding guarantees that Dutch vessels leaving Dutch ports for America shall
return to Holland. In default of such assurances action tantamount to a blockade of
the Dutch coast is threatened.
SWITZERLAND.
Meat Exports to Germany.—The Foreign Office calls the attention of the French,
Italian and United States Governments to the large amounts of meat exported from
Switzerland to Germany, and proposes that the exportation and transit of,all meat to
Switzerland from and through Allied territory shall be stopped, and a rationing
scheme introduced.
King Constant/tie.—Lord Granville reports that the Swiss Government has
admitted to the Greek Government the inconsistency oE King Constantines entourage
with Swiss neutrality, and has undertaken in future to arrest and intern any German
officer who may visit the ex-King.
NORWAY.
Norwegian-American
Negotiations.— With, reference to the negotiations mentioned,
in Report No. 55. the War Trade Intelligence Bureau reports that the United States
Government has now made an offer which permits Norway to supply the Germans
with specified quantities of calcium carbide, calcium nitrate, ferro-silicon, iron ore,
zinc, aluminium, felspar and certain other commodities. In spite of the importance
to the Allies of Norwegian shipping and war material, this offer is regarded by
Sir M. Find lay as conceding more than is necessary. He points out that German
prestige has been increased, Norwegian assurance encouraged, and the friendly
newspapers discredited. He urges that the final negotiations should be completed
in London.
SWEDEN.
Goal.—The War Trade Intelligence Bureau reports that the Swedish State
Railways are refusing or delaying goods intended for the United Kingdom. " J.ney
demand compensation for such services in the form of coal, although Great Britain
is already supplying them with 6,000 to 9,000 tons a week, and has offered to deliver
more when "the shipping agreement is concluded. The Foreign Office is protesting
against this unfriendly action. The German deliveries of coal to Sweden are still
very inadequate. It is believed that some of the German ships employed in this
trade will shortly be diverted into trade with the Russian Baltic provinces, and that
the Swedes will be required to fetch coal from Germany in their own vessels.
Aland.—Sir E. Howard reports that on February 12th alarming reports reached
Stockholm of terrorism inaugurated by the Russian garrison in the Aland Islands.
The Swedish Government has sent an expedition to rescue distressed Swedish
subjects, and the Bolshevist Commissary, M. Vorowski, has also gone to persuade
.the Russian soldiery to desist from violence and evacuate Aland. The Swedish
Government is also making representations to Fetrograd in the matter (see under
" Finland "). A Press telegram, reports that a provisional agreement has been reached,
under which the Russian soldiers and Finnish National Guards should leave simul
taneously on Swedish ships, the former to Reval and the latter to Northern Finland.
The Foreign Office learns that it is possible that the Russian troops will in fact be
interned in Sweden, and steps taken by the Swedish Government to secure Aland
from further disturbance.
And. see tinder " Shipping Situation."
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DENMARK.
Danish Premier
and the Socialists.—The
Intelligence Bureau reports that on
February 10th the Danish Premier. M. Zahle, in opening the election campaign,
observed that the Social Democrats throughout the world were carrying on a peace
policy. He defended the Danish Socialists (not very convincingly; against the charge
of pro-Germanism [see Reports Nos. 50 and 54). 1 he elections are fixed for April
22nd, and the Radicals are likely to be forced into alliance with the Socialists.
Syndicalist agitation has led to serious riots in Copenhagen.
Denmark and the Rouble.—The Intelligence Bureau reports a statement that.
Danish Banks, acting on information from the Russian State Bank, are ceasing to
quote the rouble on the Copenhagen Exchange. A (partial) repudiation of the debt
would thus appear to be indicated.
FINLAND.
The Foreign Office learns that fighting and. general disorder continue in Finland.
The Petrograd District Staff has ordered each regiment of the garrison to send a
hundred men to the assistance of the Red Guard. The Swedish Government has
requested the Russian Government to withdraw the Russian troops in. Finland and
Aland, and has pointed out that the Russian Government has recognised the inde
pendence of Finland and has ordered, a general demobilisation on all fronts.
Suggestions are being made at Stockholm that the Scandinavian countries should
make joint representations at Petrograd or that Sweden should circularise various
Powers with a view to concerted pressure. Social Democraten states that the Swedish
Social Democratic Party has delegated Mr. Bohmer to propose Swedish Socialist
mediation to the Finnish Socialists, and that Mr. Moller, Secretary of the Party, will
probably also proceed to HelsingfOrs. Mr. Bran ring, in reply to a suggestion by the
Danish Socialist Party for an enquiry by a Scandinavian Socialist Commission,
has proposed that Danish co-operation, though welcome, had. better be deferred
until an armistice has been arranged. On February 1.1th Mr. Candnegren,
Correspondent of the Activist Ajtenblaclct,. and. hitherto one of the principal proGerman activists in Sweden, declared at a meeting that either Germany or Sweden
must come to the rescue of law against disorder in Finland and Aland, and asked
whether Sweden wished, to see German cannon directed against her coasts. The only
other alternative was a Bolshevist Finland in federation with Russia. It is rumoured
in Stockholm that Germany is about to undertake naval action in the Gulf of Finland.
(The Intelligence Bureau points out that, as there is every likelihood of the Baltic
becoming a German lake, it is improbable that Germany will look on with complacency
at the establishment of a Bolshevist Government in Finland.) The danger of
Bolshevist infection is already apparent both in Norway and Sweden. Agitation has
begun at Trondhjem; and Sir E. Howard, suggests that the Swedish Government, if
it permits the transit of arms to Finland, will probably make d conditional, upon
despatch by sea, for fear of opposition from Socialist railwayiuen. The want of food
in Finland is serious, and the British and United States Ministers recommend that
cereals should be allowed to come forward from the United States via Narvik,
consigned to some reliable person for distribution as advised by the Legations. The
Official Press Bureau in Yasa announces that Mr. Sarrio has been appointed Secretary
for Foreign Affairs. Swedish papers report an interview with the Finnish delegate,
Dr. Iljelt, in the Berliner Mittagszeitung stating that the Finnish Government intends
to establish a Legation in Berlin and afterwards one in London.
SPAIN.
German Submarine
Campaign.—Sir
A. Hard in go learns that the German.
Government, in replying to the Spanish protest regarding the torpedoing of the
-steamship Giralda, suggests that the steamer was not bond fide engaged in the
coasting trade, but that the mineral ostensibly consigned to Pasages was in fact
destined for France. The German Government has notified the Spanish Government
that any Spanish ship trading directly or indirectly with the Allies will be
torpedoed. According to the Spanish Foreign Office the submarine which sank the
steamship Ceferino did not in fact enter Spanish waters as alleged by the Press.
Arid see under " Shipping Situation."

CHINA.
Wireless Installations.—With
reference to the representations (mentioned in
Report No. .55) made by the Japanese to the Chinese Government relative to wireless
installations in China, Sir J . Jordan reports that the Danish (Larsen) Contract was
cancelled at his request, as ha VII) B 66.11" DIET de on behalf of a German Company in
breach of the obligations of the Chinese Government to the Marconi Company. The
Japanese Government is mistaken in alleging that any German wireless concession
now exists in China, German competition having in fact been abandoned in March 1914.
. Enemy Property.—With
regard to the proposals of His Majesty's Government (see
Report No. 55) that enemy property in China should be liquidated, Sir J . Jordan
reports that the Chinese Government seems inclined to . confine its action to
sequestration.
Tibetan Frontier.—-The Foreign Office instructs Sir J . Jordan to request the
Chinese,Government to forbid any aggressive action by Chinese troops on the Tibetan
frontier (see Report No 54).
SIAM.
Enemy Aliens.—The Foreign Office learns that all enemy subjects interned in Siam
(numbering some 290 persons), with the exception of a few women, have now been
deported, to India.
,.
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.
Count Luxburg.—Sir
E. Howard learns that Count Luxburg, lately German
Minister to the Argentine Government, and certain members of his staff are desirous
of proceeding to Sweden * and that the Argentine Government has approached a
Swedish steamship compa ny in the matter. The company has inquired the views of
His Majesty s Government. It is pointed out by the Argentine Government that
should Count Luxburg go to Spain, he would probably have to remain there till, the
end of the war.
Railway Strike.—Sir R. Tower reports that the railway situation has improved,
and that the movement has not become general. Lord Reading learns that the
Argentine Central Railway has made an urgent recpiest to the United States for coal.
URUGUAY.
Uruguay and the Argentine.—According
to the Buenos Aires Press of February
16th, the President of the Argentine Republic has promised to assist the Uruguayan
President in the event of an invasion of Uruguay by German Colonists in Southern
Brazil.
CHILE.
Proposed Military Mission to Germany.— Lord. Reading learns that the Chilian
Government has expressed, anxiety to attach some officers to German regiments.
The United States Government has not encouraged this project. The Chilian Govern
ment may possibly apply to the French Government for' the necessary travelling
facilities, but Sir F. Stronge believes that the scheme will be abandoned.
MEXICO.

Garranza and the Oilfields.—The Foreign Office has received, and communicated
to the United States Government, information proving that Carranza has come to an
arrangement with enemy agents, who hope to effect, through his movement against
Pelaez, the interruption of the oil supply. Mr. Cummins reports that with a
single exception the Government commanders operating in the oil district are
manifesting pro-German sympathies.
Lord Reading learns that the Mexican:
Ambassador has assured the State Department that the Mexican Government has no
wish to destroy the oil wells or-impede their production. The United States Govern
ment still considers that Carranza does not intend to interfere with the oilfields, but
that he merely wishes to establish his troops there in place of those of Pelaez, and to

obtain any financial or other advantage that may result from the situation. Negotia
tions are proceeding between the United States Government and Carranza for the
supply to Mexico of food and the advance of $5,000,000 to cover the issue of notes :
these facilities are offered by-way of a necessary economic adjustment, and do not
signify any change of policy. Mr. Cummins reports that about 700 troops with their
-officers have left Mexico City and joined the rebel forces. The garrison of the State
of Puebla has also revolted.
Mission to Japan.—Sir C. Greene learns that the Japanese Foreign O f f i c e has
intimated to the Mexican Mission (-see Reports Nos. 50 and 52) that they must not
expect to Lie able to secure arms or ammunition from Japan. The man Burns, who
appears to have dissociated himself from the Mission, will be refused an exequatur
to act as Mexican Consul at Yokohama, on the ground that he is persona, -non grata to
a Power with which Japan is co-operating in the war.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Death, of Sir C. Spring Eire.—Sir C. Spring Bice died of heart failure, at Ottawa,,
-on February 13th.
,
The Catholic Question.—The Foreign Office is advised of the importance of the
Catholic question as affecting Anglo-American relations. German and Irish Catholics
are united only in hatred of England. The Irish, however, do not wish to be tarred
with the pitch of Germanism, or classed as bad Americans. They will not, however,
break with Germanism so long as the Irish question is unsolved and the Allies appear
to maintain an anti-papal, attitude. For the United States, Americanism is the best
counter-agent; for England, some manifestation of a friendly attitude towards the
Pope, together with a satisfactory issue of the Convention, and meanwhile a fuller
publicity for the Ulster point of view, recent beneficial legislation in Ireland, and the
general difficulties of the problem.
Exports to Russia.—Supplementary
to the instructions sent to Mr. Barclay (see
Report No '")4i) regarding exports from the United States to Russia, the Foreign Office
now advises Lord Reading that such proposed exports include railway material,
agricultural implements and drugs, all of which are likely to be useful, directly or
indirectly, to the enemy. Having regard to the strong probability of German influence
at"Petrograd and the inability of the Bolshevist Government in any case to give effect
to guarantees, His Majesty's Government instructs Lord Reading to urge that this
question should be regarded at least with the same caution as that of exports to the
neutral neighbours of Germany. Sir C. Greene points out that in view of this
attitude of the United States Government he has not yet felt able to press the Japanese
Government to place an embargo on shipments to Russia.
Military Service Convention.—Lord
Reading reports the signature (on February
18th) of the British ami Canadian Military Service Conventions.
SHIPPING SITUATION
Sinkings.—According to the War Trade Intelligence Bureau, the total tonnage of
500 tons gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing ships
lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period. February 8th—.14th,
inclusive, was 59,405 tons gross, of which 37,526 were British, as compared with
112,189 tons gross, of which 76,634 were British, reported last week.
Blockade.—The War Trade Intelligence Bureau reports the virtual completion of
arrangements by His Majesty's Government and the United States War Trade Board
for joint supervision of American exports to the northern European neutrals. It is
not yet decided whether, under the new system, the guarantees of neutral -associations,
such as the Netherlands Overseas Trust, are to be accepted, or whether (as the United
-States War Trade Board suggest) guarantees should be issued by a representative. oP
the Allied Bowers in the country of destination.
Import of Foods!iiffs.--The
Ministry of Shipping reports that, in. view of the
urgency of food supplies, special arrangements are being made for priority in the
shipment of cereals irom North America to Great Britain during the months of
February and March. General instructions have also been cabled throughout the
world that in liner shipments, for this period, foodstuffs (particularly wheat, flour

/find oil seeds) should he loaded, in, all -practicable cases in preference to other cargo,
with the; exception of certain hey commodities (e.j/., nitrates, sandbags, gunnies).
United States of America and Tonnage.-Lord
Reading reports .that the War
Trade Board, in order to economise tonnage, contemplates, the prohibition of all
imports except under licence, and also the prohibition of all exports except under
licence to all neutral destinations.
Swedish-American
Negotiations.—The Foreign Office lias instructed Lord Reading to
urge the United States Government to undertake in its negotiations with Sweden to
exempt Swedish, shipping from United States bunker , conditions, as this question
threatens-to. prejudice not-only a final agreement, but the modus vivendi itself.
The
War T-^clc Board has consented not to apply them to any Swedish ships trading in
accordance with airy shipping agreement to which the United States Government is a
party.
Coed, for Spain.—The Ministry of Shipping points out the exorbitant level to
which Spanish freights have been forced up by Spanish competition. Spanish lead
and pyrites are of great importance to the Allies, but coal has to be supplied for the
mines. For this purpose it is felt to be more expedient to charter Spanish tonnage
on market terms than to divert British or controlled neutral vessels from bunkering
duties. It is also submitted that the Ministry of Munitions should be empowered, to
arrange that the British interests in Spain whose products are essential to the conduct
of the war may be enabled to charter Spanish ships for their requirements, under
such financial guarantees as the circumstances of each case justify. Meanwhile the
-Shipping Controller proposes to charter Spanish vessels if any are available, and to
put down their cargoes under circumstances which will leave the coal available for
the Rio Tinto Mines. It is expected that, as a result of the conclusion of the
Commercial Agreement with Spain, more Spanish vessels will come to Great Britain
for coal. A certain number has already been requisitioned by the Spanish Govern
ment for the purpose. It is also rumoured that die Spanish Government is about to
fix coal freights, and a considerable drop may therefore be anticipated.
Shipping and Shipbuilding
after the War.-Important
representations are made
in a report issued by the Board of Trade upon tire position of the Shipping
and Shipbuilding Industries after the War. Of five million odd tons net of
shipping destroyed by the enemy up till August 1917, over three million were
British. The efforts to overtake these losses by construction have so far been
utterly inadequate. The contraction, and still more-the Government control of British
shipping, have led to the discouragement of many British firms and a very great in
crease in foreign competition. Unless British shipping is enabled at the outset of the
period, of reconstruction to take full advantage of the situation, it may definitely lose
the ascendency which has been the keystone of the Empire and the condition of Great
Britahds industrial existence. A number of general recommendations are made,
aimed at (I) freedom from the prejudicial effects of Government control; (2) priority
for release of British vessels from war service ; (o) surrender of merchant shipping
belonging to or captured by the enemy ; (4) immediate preparations for a post-war
annual programme of two million tons net minimum of merchant shipping; (5)
relaxation of the stringency of the licensing system imposed by the British Ships
Transfer Restriction Acts ; (6) an agreement by ail the Allies to restrict the transfer
of vessels to German owners. Finally, the Report urges the closest consultation,
between the Government and the industries at every stage of demobilisation, and
the measures approved should be entrusted so far as possible to the industries
themselves.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
General.—Peace
discussions between the Central Powers and. " Russia,'' as
represented by the Bolshevists at Brest-Litovsk, are now at an end. The armistice
was closed by the Germans with only 48 hours' notice, and. military operations, on
the lines predicted in former reports, are said to have been commenced both in the
Baltic provinces in the northern sphere, and also to the southwards towards the
Ukraine. Reports on the Brest-Litovsk discussions which have come m during the
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past week are too irun.iero.us and too voluminous for detailed treatment. The last
phase was marked fay. an intense barrage of words, transmitted, by wireless from
Petrograd and Berlin. A large proportion of the messages from Petrograd were sent
ill the German language, and of those from Berlin in. Russian, both being obviously
intended as propaganda to reach the proletariat in the respective countries. On the
war aims issue the Germans may be said to have had rather the worst of the exchange
in the warfare of words, as their interpretation of " no annexations " appears to the
rest of. the world to be the practical annexation by Germany of Courland, Livonia,
and the Moon Islands. An advance by their armies into Esthonia will be interpreted
as having a similar end in view : it will be difficult to explain such an operation as
a measure adopted for the defeuce of a Fatherland in danger of invasion by
"encircling" neighbours, or even to bring it into line with the Reichstag resolution
of July 1917. (The latest information is given below under " Russia.")
The latest speech by President Wilson to Congress on the principles for which the
United States entered the war, and intend to see it through to a successful conclusion,
.is of special, interest in this connection. A- review of the speech is given in an
Appendix to this Report. It is interesting to compare it with the Kaiseps birthday
manifesto to the Reichstag, referred to in Western Report No. 53. The tone of that
manifesto cleared up the situation by informing the whole world that the true German
AVAR aim is now to obtain economic advantages by military conquest. It can no
longer be disguised under the cloak of-defence against imaginary aggression by
encirclino.- enemies.
On the other hand, the Bolshevists have now shown clearly that their object is not
really a world's peace, but the substitution of revolutionary class warfare, and a reign
of terror, for a warfare of nations against the German, doctrine that States should
advance their interests at the expense of other States by means of military force,
uncontrolled by any considerations of honour- or moral obligation. There are parties
in Finland, in the Russian Baltic provinces, and in. the Ukraine, who are inclined to
welcome the intervention even of German armies, as saviours of those who have
anything to lose, against a reign, of terror by revolutionary mobs.
Special Bolshevist appeals against the alleged "Imperialistic" war aims of Great
Britain require attention. In this connection it is interesting to recall the private
statement by President Wilson to Sir G. Spring Rice (see Western. Report No. 52,
page 13). Whether these appeals are likely to be responded to by any of the
delegates to the conference now sitting in London of Socialists from countries of the
Entente Alliance will be disclosed in due course. The Germans have provided useful
propaganda by unmasking their true war aims, as described above.
Peace discussions, as affecting separate countries, are dealt with, briefly under the
appropriate headings, as far as it has been possible to deal with the mass of material
in the time available, ddie attitude of Austria-Hungary in the near future will be of
especial, interest. It will be difficult for Count. Czernin to reconcile his public pro
nouncements with a continued support of German aggressive war aims, and President
Wilsoids last appeal to him will be specially hard to answer.
The Rumanian- armistice has been extended until February 22nd, apparently with
some reluctance on the part of the German military representatives, whose " sabre
rattling " may drive the Rumanians to desperation. The Rumanian decision whether
to continue the AVAR after that date will have a very important effect upon German
military operations in the Ukraine, and upon the prospects of Germany obtaining the
hoped for economic advantages. Foreign Office information at present points to the
probability of Rumanians making a separate peace in the near future. Between the
Bolshevists on the one hand, and the German army on the other, the Rumanians are
in a difficult position.
As regards other points raised by the Brest negotiations, Poland is so adversely
affected by the terms of the peace made by the Central Powers with the Ukraine that
much indignation has resulted, and far-reaching effects may be expected. Finland is
in. the throes of civil war. due whole situation is kaleidoscopic, and the principal, point,
that emerges is that Germany now has problems on. her hands that, may strain her
military resources to the utmost, and may make it impossible for the dominant military
powers to rely for a much longer period on the support, of the German people, of
Austria-Hungary, of Turkey, and of Bulgaria, for their policy of conquest. The effect
of the slow pressure brought to bear by our sea power and the blockade policy is
of importance in this connection. This subject is dealt with as an Appendix to Part I.
of this weelPs Report.

On February 15th Mr. Lindlej'- reported that the Turks and. Bulgarians were in.
-a very secondary position at Brest, and -were not even present on ail occasions.
On February 17th Sir VV. Townley reports on good authority the. commencement
-of negotiations between Germany and Austria to regulate the commercial relations to
be established under the peace treaty with the Ukraine.
Socialist Congress in London.—Sir R. Rodd on February 17th represented, on the
authority of the Italian Foreign. Minister and the French. Ambassador in Rome, the
-difficulty the Italian and French Governments are placed in with regard to Socialist
congresses, if their object is to compel Governments to accept their peace conditions.
Special objections would attach to any such congress being held at Berne because of
its situation near the German, frontier, and because of local German influence.
The delegates to the London Conference have now assembled.
" Revolutionary
": Socialist Congress in Petrograd.—Mr. Lindley on February 11-th
reported on a congress claiming to include representatives of Sweden, Norway, Great
Britain, Poland, Lithuania, the Jugo-Skivs, and America. The meeting was held on
February 9th.
The Freedom of the Seas.—This subject was treated in an Appendix to Part I. of
the Western, and General. Report, No. 52, where special attention, was drawn, to
the effect on the invasion problem as affecting the United Kingdom, the
Dominions, India, and British Colonies and Protectorates, which would result if
President Wilson's formula were to be accepted. Only experts in naval strategy
in its widest sense are competent to express an opinion about the effect of such
-acceptance upon naval strategy and tactics. In an Appendix to this week's
Report (Part T.) will be found extracts from a paper, recently drawn up in the
War Trade Intelligence Department, to indicate the effects our sea power has
produced in this war by the blockade of enemy countries.
llussia.—The
state of Avar, which M. Trotsky maintained at Brest on
February 1 Gth to have ceased, may be considered to have been re-established
by Germany from noon on February 18th, according to a declaration by the German
military authorities, which was protested against by M. Trotsky in Russian Wireless
of February 17th. On February 19th M. Trotsky issued by a v i r e l e s s to the German
Government a protest against German troops being directed, against the Russian
Republic, and formally declared the a v i l l i n g n e s s of the Bolshevists to sign a peace
upon the conditions which had been dictated by the Quadruple Alliance at BrestLi to vsk. On the same day Russian Wireless, signed by Krylenko, issued an appeal
to "Headquarters and to all fronts " that " massed pourparlers
" should be organised
with the German soldiers, and proposals made to them to refrain from fighting.
"If the Germans refuse, then you must offer to them, every possible resistance."
On the same' day Russian Wireless issued a special personal, appeal to Count
Czernin, announcing the circumstances, and asking whether he considers the AustroHungarians as being in a state of a v a r with Russia.
The Foreign Office has received very reliable information dated February.15th
proving that M. Trotsky tried, all he could to make things as difficult as possible for
the Germans at Brest. There appears to be no doubt about the- authenticity, or
-about his extreme annoyance at the attitude assumed by the Ukraine Rada Govern
ment. In everything the Bolshevists did they never, forgot their ideal, A v h i c h is to
bring about revolutions in every country. Trotsky is undoubtedly furious with the
Germans at present, and this fact may influence his policy.
M. Trotsky arrived at Petrograd from Brest early on February 13th. His latest
speech, as reported by Mr. Lindley on February .17th, ends with the words :—
"Universal revolution revolt of the proletariat of Western Europe and America
will break and annihilate this conspiracy " (of what he calls universal Imperialism)
" and set the world free for ever from conspiracies of oppressors against oppressed."
The Foreign Office learns on good information (February 16th) that M . Trotsky is
ready to discourage revolutionary propaganda in England in return for a similar
undertaking on our behalf in regard to support of the counter-revolutionists i"
Russia.
Ukraine.—Air. Lindley on February 15th. reported that he had taken steps to
-convey to M. Trotsky information that the British Government has not recognised

the independence either oO the Ukraine or ol! any other portion of the former empire
of Russia: The Foreign Office on February 16th told Mr. Lindley that Great Britain,
France, and Italy were unable to recognise, the peace established between the
Central Powers and the Ukraine and Mr. Bagge had been so informed. According
to German Wireless of February - .17th the Ukraine (Racla) delegation at Brest has
appealed to the German nation for help for the Ukraine nation against the Bolshevists,
who "have now, as they say,-begun a holy war against the Ukraine Socialists."
[The Ukraine Government left Kiel! during the night of February 7th, according
to Foreign. Office information.]
Hsbhonia. - S i r E. Howard on February 12th reported that a member of the
Esthouian Diet, claiming to be an authorised representative, called at the Embassy to
hand in a written protest against a petition of the Esthonian nobility to the German
Government for armed protection. Until the Esthonian Constituent Assembly meets
on February 28th, the Diet is represented to be the only legal embodiment of the
opinion of the Esthonian people. The nobility are stated to represent only 5 p e r
cent, of the population, namely, the German element. The member was told in reply
that the British Government sympathises, with the principle of self-determination for
the Baltic peoples.
German Wireless of February .17th claims that the majority of the Esthonians are
pro-German.
Kamania.—German
Wireless of February .13th denies the I.lavas report that.
Germany had issued an ultimatum to Rumania, but adds that " it is true that General
" Field-Marshal Mackensen entered into negotiations with the Rumanian Army
" administration in order to bring about a decision concerning the continuation of the
" armistice, &c."
German Wireless of the same date states that the delegation, from the Dobrudja
would shortly arrive in Vienna and Berlin to submit a memorandum asking for the
union of the Dobrudja with Bulgaria.
The Foreign Office on February 13th informed. Sir G. Barclay that the French
Government have confirmed all previous instructions regarding the non-conclusion of
a separate peace by Rumania, or,even of negotiations for this purpose. The Foreign
Office added certain assurances which the British Government is prepared to give
to Rumania (1) to continue an energetic military action on the hostile fronts, and
(2) to endeavour to settle the conflict, between Rumania and the Bolshevists.
Lord Bertie on. February 16th sends information, derived from official sources
at Jassy, dated February 15th, to the effect that in the opinion, of the Prime Minister,
the people of Rumania would not see their way to any other Course but the
conclusion of peace. In negotiations on the prolongation of the armistice, the
Germans have reluctantly agreed to prolong it until, the 22nd of February, and it is
probable that they have only taken this course on account of instructions received,
from Berlin,
Sir PI. Rumbold reports on the same date, on good authority, that the conditions
offered by the Central Powers to Rumania are : —
Rectification of frontiers, favouring Austria.
Economic dependence on the Central Powers.
Rumania to take Bessarabia, giving the Dobrudja to Bulgaria.
The second son of the present King to be King.
[Sir G. Barclay reports on February 11th that a complaint has been sent to the
Entente Allied countries, deprecating any unfriendly Press comments or manifestations
of indignation on account of approaching peace negotiations.]
Finland.—The

situation is dealt with elsewhere in this Report.

Germany:—Sir W. Townley on February .1.1th reported a speech by the Kaiser to
about 5,000 inhabitants of Homburg, proclaiming his adhesion to annexationism and
his objection to peace by agreement
German Wireless of February 14th publishes a special German Ukraine Treaty
Supplementary to the Peace Treaty made by Germany, Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria,
and Turkey on the one side, and the Ukraine on the other side. The Treaty provides
for the reciprocal return of all merchant vessels and cargoes, which is obviously a.
good bargain for Germany.
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Sir R. Paget on February 16th reported that the last "German intentions are to seize
Peval and to form a league of the Baltic Provinces, to be led by Poland.
Sir W. Tpwnley on February 16th reported on good authority that Germany
intends to extend her territory still further at Rnssia's expense, and hopes to
re-establish the Romanoff dynasty. There are indications in the Vorwartz that the
authorities are trying to prepare social democracies for some such development. Sir
W. Townley further reports on Die same date an official announcement that conferences
at German headquarters have resulted in a-'-decision being taken that the Russian
declaration of peace shall in no way affect the full liberty of Germany's action, and
that her Allies have agreed that, in the event of Germany resuming her military
activities, the attitude of Austria will not be influenced by such action.
Sir 11. Rumbold on February 16th sent an account of recent conferences in
Berlin, attended by the Grand Vizier and other Turks, at which steps were con
si dered which would ensure the maintenance of German influence after the conclusion
of "the war. A proposal for navigation of the Black. Sea was discussed at Bremen
and at Hamburg, including the establishment of a shipping company controlled, and
financed by Germans.
Austria-Hungary.—The
Intelligence Bureau on February 11th state that there is
more and more open comment—especially in the Socialist Press—upon Germany's
interpretation of " no annexations." If Count Czerniffis repeated applications of the
phrase have any meaning whatever, he ought, the plain man argues, to have no
difficulty in coming to terms with Trotsky, who, more than anyone else, stands for this
principle. Count Czerniids own Press organs treat, as the central point of his speech
on war aims his suggestion that an exchange of ideas between Austria-Hungary and .
America might form the starting point for a general discussion.
Russian Wireless of February 12th stated, on. the authority of a report from.
Vienna, that the Austrian Poles Club had broken off relations with the Austrian
Government on account of the cession of the Cholm region to the Ukrainian
Rep ublic.
Sir II. Rumbold reported on February 15th on very good authority that the
Austrians are not very hopeful about the peace concluded with the Ukrainians, which
was only established in order to afford encouragement to the public.
On. February 16th, Sir \V. Townley reported on good authority that there are
acute difficulties between Austria and Germany about Poland, and that the Austrians
believe that the Germans encouraged the Ukrainians to demand the Cholm district.
Sir W. Townley has received evidence which throws doubt on the possibility of
Austria making peace separately with, the -Entente Alliance, even if she broke off
completely with Germany, because of the demands that the Entente would probably
make about Jugo-Slavs and. others. Sir W. Townley reports further (February 19th)
his opinion that Austria is determined not to take part in hostilities in the East.
France.—Lord
Bertie on February 12th reports that the principal Press
organisations in France deplore what they call the Bolshevist resolutions passed by
the Socialist Revolutionaries on February 10th.
On the same day Lord. Bertie reports an article by M. Cachin in
Ilumanite
criticising French diplomacy for making deplorable mistakes in the recognition of
Finland's independence, and in espousing the cause of the Ukraine, which has made
peace separately. On February 18th. he sends an account of the proceedings of the Nationalist
Socialist Council of February 17th. These have now been reported in the Press.
Italy.—-Sir R. Rodd in a despatch dated January 29th, gave a more hopeful
account of the situation created in Italy by recent speeches of British statesmen on
war aims.
Sir R. Rodd on February 13th reported on the Socialist delegation to the London
Conference, and, on February 15th he reported on good authority that Mr. Henderson's
invitation to attend the Conference showed that it was being assembled in order to
press Governments, and oblige them to consider the conclusion of peace.
United Stales.—Lord Reading on February 16th reported that he had heard
President Wilsoids latest speech on war aims. The passages which elicited most
applause were those indicating that the United States were determined to go on with
fire war. The reason why the President made this speech had not been disclosed,
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and there is some discussion, in the Press about the difference between President
Wilson's views and those of the British Government on the speech made by Count
Czernin.
President Wilson''s speech, according to an extract from the West falische sent by
Sir W. , Townley on February 17th, has exasperated that paper into calling the
President a poison-mixer, and other epithets, such as shameless liar. A review of the
speech is given in an Appendix to this Report.
Sioeden.—Sir 14. Howard, on February 14th reported that the Swedish Government
has sent a protest to Petrograd against the continued presence of Russian troops in
Finland and Aland.
Great Britain.
Bolshevist
Propaganda.—Russian
Wireless of February 12th
publishes a manifesto, from, the Alexandrovsk Council of Deputies, from the working
men of Russia to the proletariats of all countries stating that on February 7th their
greetings were sent to the English, German and Austrian, proletariats " for their
revolutionary struggle for a lasting democratic peace."
On the same date, Mr. Lindley was informed by the Foreign Office that the British
Government is not prepared to permit Russians to engage themselves on political or
revolutionary propaganda in Great Britain, and that M . Litvinoff had been informed
in this sense.
It is interesting to note a report, sent by Mr. Lindley on February 12th, of a
speech by M. Trotsky at Brest on February ] Oth, in which he used-the words : - 
" The war has long ceased to be for either party a Avar of defence-if, indeed, such
" was ever the case. When Great Britain has occupied African Colonies, Baghdad
" and Jerusalem, while Germany holds Serbia, Belgium, Poland, Latvia and.
" Rumania, and is seizing the Moon Sound Islands, the war can. no longer be called
" defensive."
" GENERAL.
Employment of Prisoners at the Front.—The Foreign Office has instructed Sir W.
Towhley to transmit through the Dutch authorities a protest to the German Govern
ment against the employment (and brutal ill-usage) of British prisoners within
30 kilometres of the front line, and the similar employment of non-commissioned
officers, contrary to agreement, in manual labour.
Prisoners
at Ghangri.—The Foreign Office has instructed Sir W . Townley to
transmit through the Dutch authorities a protest to Constantinople in regard to the
continued detention of British officer prisoners at Changri, where conditions are very
severe.
Prisoners and Air Raids.—The Dutch Minister in Berlin reports to The Hague
that the German Government denies that British officers are interned in towns
exposed to air raids.
Exchange of Prisoners.—In
connection with the protest (mentioned in Report
No. 55) made by His Majesty's Government in regard to the unsatisfactory performance
by the German Government of the agreements for exchange and transfer of prisoners,
the Foreign Office instructs Sir W. Townley to point out that over a' specified period,
during which the German Government undertook to transfer 2,300 officers and non
commissioned, officers to Holland, less than half that number have arrived there, and.
that no incapacitated British combatants have been repatriated by the last two
transports. His Majesty's Government will therefore send no more German, combatants
until the agreed number of British officers and non-commissioned officers have
arrived in. Holland. With regard to civilians, only 378 have arrived in England
instead of 459 as promised.
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P a r t II.

SPEECH DELIVERED BY PRESIDENT WILSON TO CONGRESS ON FEBRUARY 11th,
1918, AS REPORTED IN THE " TIMES " OP FEBRUARY 12th.

[N.B.—Lord, Reading

had just arrived in the United States, and was present
when
the speech was delivered.^
Introduction.—President
Wilson refers to his previous speech of January 8th
(see Appendix to Western and General Report No. 50, Part II.) to Mr. Lloyd George's
speech of January 5th (flrid), and to the speeches of Count Hertling (Report No. 53,
Part II.) and Count Czernin (No. 54, Part TP), both delivered on January 24th.
After calling Count Czernihs speech very friendly in tone, and describing as a
misunderstanding Count Czernin's alleged statement that the President had received
an intimation, of the contents of the speech before it was delivered, he dealt with
Count Hertling's speech, describing it as "very vague and. very confusing," and
" apparently of an opposite purpose " to that of Count Czernin. After taking Count
IIertling's points in detail he says : "After a settlement all round in this fashion by
" individual barter and concession, he (Count Ilertling) would have no objection to a
" League of Nations, which would undertake to hold the new balance of power steady
" against external disturbance." After exposing the meaning' of Count Hertling s
proposals, he asks, pertinently, " Has he utterly forgotten the Reichstag's resolutions
" of the 19th July ? They spoke of the conditions of a general peace, not of national
"" aggrandisement or of arrangements between State and State." The President adds
especially his views on self-determination, which, is "not a mere phrase. It is an
imperative principle of action which statesmen will henceforth ignore aftheir peril."
[In this connection it seems important to note the difficulties confronting all. who
use the expression " self-determination," excepting as a mere phrase or catchword,
unless they define their meaning more precisely. More especially whether they refer
to self-determination by nationalities, by States, or by any other standard.]
Attitude of the United States.—" The United States lias no desire to interfere in
European affairs, or to act as arbiter in European territorial disputes. She would
disdain to take advantage of any internal, weakness or disorder to impose her own
will upon another people. She is quite ready to be shown that the settlements she
has suggested are not the best or the most enduring.
They are only her own
provisional sketch of principles and. of the way in which they should be applied. But
she entered this war because she was made a partner, whether she would or not, in
the sufferings and indignities inflicted by the military masters of Germany against
the peace and security of mankind, and the conditions of peace will touch her as
nearly as they will touch any other nation to which is entrusted a leading part in the
maintenance of civilization. She cannot see her way to peace until, the causes of
this war are removed, its renewal rendered as nearly as may lie impossible."
Count Ilertling and Economic Peace.—"Count
von Hertling wants the essential,
bases of commercial and industrial life to be safeguarded by common agreement and
guarantee, but he cannot expect that to be conceded him if the other matters to be
-determined by the articles of peace are not handled in the same way as items in the
final accounting. He cannot ask the benefit of common agreement in the one held
without according it in the other. I take it for granted that he sees that separate and
selfish compacts with regard to trade and the essential materials of manufacture
would afford no foundation for peace. Neither, he may rest assured, will separate
and selfish compacts with regard to provinces and peoples."
[Since delivering his speech, President Wilson will doubtless have had his views
of Count Hertling's pronouncements further illuminated by the Kaiser's birthday
message to the Reichstag—see Western Report No. 53, Part"!I.—which amounts to a
confession that the German war aims are simply to gain military victories in order to
obtain economic advantages.]
Count Czernin. in President Wilson's opinion, "seems to see the fundamental
" elements of peace with clear eyes and does not seek to obscure them . . . . Seeing
" and conceding, as he does, the essential principles involved and the necessity of
"" candidly applying them, he naturally feels that Austria can respond to the purpose

"of peace as expressed by the United States with less embarrassment than could.'
" Germany. He would probably have gone much farther had it not been for.the.
" embarrassment of Austria's Alliances, and of her dependence upon Germany."
[These are the words in the speech, which seem, most directly to tend towards
detaching Austria-Hungary from the alliance with Germany. From quotations sent
in by Sir VV. Townley (February 14th) and others from, the German press, it is clear
that President "Wilson s words have caused some anxiety in that country. His speech
has been received better by Austrian papers, especially the A/rbeiter Zeitung.]
Poland.—" An independent Poland made up of all the indisputedly Polish, peoples
who lie contiguous to one another is a matter of European concern and must, of course,,
be conceded."
Belgium.—" Must be evacuated and restored, no matter what sacrifices and
concessions that may involve."
Subject Peoples in Austria-Hungary.—President
Wilson uses the words "national
"aspirations must be satisfied even within his (Count CzerniAs) own Empire in the
" common interest of Europe and mankind."
[It seems from this passage that President Wilson favours " self-deternnnation "
based, on nationality rather than on existing State boundaries. The unrestricted,
acceptance of this theory would raise very wide issues in most countries in the world
which include people whose national, sentiment is stronger than their patriotism based
upon locality.]
President Wilsons Principles.—As
a test of the sincerity of Germany and AustriaHungary, the President put forward the following principles in order to ascertain.
" whether it is possible for either Government to go any farther in this comparison of
views."
,
" The principles to be applied are these—
" First, that each part of the final settlement must be based, upon the essential
justice of that particular case and upon such adjustments as are most likely to bring
a peace that will be permanent. 
" Second, that peoples and provinces are not to be bartered about from sovereignty
to sovereignty as if they were mere chattels and pawns in a game, even the great
game now for ever discredited of the balance of power ; but that,
"Third, every territorial settlement involved in this war must be made in the
interest and for the benefit of the populations concerned, and not as a part of any
mere adjustment or compromise of claims amongst rival States.
"Fourth, that ail well-defined national, aspirations shall be accorded,the utmost
satisfaction that can be accorded them without introducing new or perpetuating old
elements of discord and antagonism that would be likely in time to break the peace of
Europe and, consequently, of the world. A,general, peace erected upon such founda
tions can be discussed. Until such a peace can be secured we have no choice but to
goon. . . . We entered this war upon no small' occasion, and. we can never turn
back from a. course, chosen upon principle."
"The power of the United States is a menace to no nation or people. It will
never be used in aggression or for the aggrandisement of any selfish, interests of our
own. It springs out of freedom and is for the service of freedom."
[The general note of the speech is one of high idealism, of the establishment of
principles, and of rigid adherence to such principles. President Wilson apparently
did not announce his intention of making another war aim speech so soon after his
last one, or his object in doing so, but from its general tone the speech appears to be
intended to act as a " philosopher'3 stone" to test whether there is any truth in the
wish expressed by the German rulers on the one hand, and the Austrians on the other,,
to bring about an enduring peace, based upon justice and not simply upon force. He
draws a distinction between the sincerity displayed by Count Hertling and Count
Czernin in this matter. Time alone will show whether the speech is likely to
introduce a line of cleavage between the war aims of those enemy countries. His
speech has raised organs in Germany like the Rlieinische
Westfdlische
to fury,
according to Sir W. Townley's report of February 17th. It is interesting now to
recall (Western Report No. 54, Part II., page 5) the reports by the late Sir C. SpringRice on the importance of the adoption by ourselves and our allies of unselfish objects
in our own w ar aims.]
G. G. A.
February 20th, 1918.
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SECRET.
APPRECIATION OE THE ATTACH ED WESTERN AND GENERAL
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PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

Eastern Front.—Last week's Appreciation holds good. The terms offered by the
Germans to the Bolshevists, and. accepted, involve the surrender by Russia of a strip
of territory extending from the Baltic to the Black Sea, and estimated to c a n y a
population of 55,000,000. The present situation is obscure, and, I think, without
precedent ; while agreeing to negotiate a peace at Brest-Litovsk, the Germans have
refused the armistice for which the Bolshevists pleaded, and continue their military
invasions of Russian territory, doubtless with a view to holding as many cards in
their hands as possible during the negotiations. In this connection the prospects of
Japanese action in the Ear East are of interest.
The issue of the Rumanian, peace discussions is still in the balance.
Western Front.—It is difficult to gauge the object Count Hertlihg had in view in
making a speech full of plausible sentiments, of which the insincerity could so easily
be demonstrated by the logic of facts. The general, opinion seems' to be that his
intention was to try and drive a wedge between Great Britain and the United States.
The interpretation sent by Sir E. Howard (that the speech has some bearing on the
advertised great offensive movement in the West.) is of interest. It may be a bid for
the support of national, sentiment for the attacking armies; the reference to
" freedom of economic development, in every direction " reads like an appeal to the
commercial and industrial, classes to support the continuance of the war. Further
development of this theme should lead to great divergence between German and
Austro-Hungarian war aims.
ALI/IICU All-AIRS.

References to the Far East are of special interest.
ITALY.

The political situation is described.

Goal and wheat problems are serious.

GERMAN INTERNAL AFFAIRS.

The command which a Bolshevist surrender may give to Germany over the Baltic
and over the Black Sea is a point of special interest to Great Britain. German plans
for establishing a shipping company in the Black Sea (Western Report No. 56,
page 13) will be recalled in this connection.
Information about the present internal situation is of interest, especially if read, in

conjunction with. Mr. Gerard's article in the Times
rulers of Germany, the Great General Staff.

of Februaiy 25th on the real

SWEDEN.

A temporary solution has been found for the Aland Islands question.
FINLAND.

The security of war and other ships is threatened.
MEXICO.

Mr. Cummins' report on unsettled conditions in the oilfields is serious.
SHIPPING.

The success of aircraft escorts is interesting,
February 28th, 1918.

G. G. A.
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II.-FOREIGN

AFFAIRS.

ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Supreme War Council.--The
Foreign Office was informed on February 22nd that
General Sir Henry Raw] in son had that day taken over the duties of Military
Representative upon the Allied Council.
Far Bast.—Sir J . Jordan learns that the Chinese Government (probably in order
to strengthen its position against the South) has consented to Japanese intervention in
Siberia/The Chinese Press displays great interest in the project. Sir C. Greene
reports that the Japanese Government organ Kokumin declares that the German and
Japanese battle fronts now meet, and that for self-preservation, Allied interests, and
peace in the East, Japan must take up righteous arms. Sir C. Greene learns that
the United States Government is not disposed to deprecate any Allied action which
could not be represented as contrary to democratic development in Russia. The
United States warship Brooklyn, after calling at Japan, is proceeding to Vladivostock
to convey a greeting from. America to the Russian. Nation. Mr. Lindley reports that
there is a strong desire in Siberia for Allied, intervention, and. states that such a
course is imperative unless the whole of Russia is to fall under German influence.
The Foreign Office has advised Lord Leading of the urgency of the situation and
instructed him to invite the views of President Wilson upon the attitude of the
Entente towards Japanese intervention.
Allied Purchases in United States.—Lord Reading reports that owing to congestion
of ports and in order to avoid waste of labour, fuel and material, regulations have been
proposed by the United States Government under which licences will not be granted
for export of goods to Allied countries (other than direct purchases by the Allied War
.Missions) unless the buyer has first received, permission to purchase through the
United. States Purchasing Commission. Such permission, whether for manufacture
or exportation, is to be applied for by the respective War Mission on notification by
- its Government that an import licence has been granted to the purchaser. Its grant
carries appropriate priority as regards completion and (it is hoped) rail transport.
Lord heading suggests, as an alternative, that the purchaser, on obtaining an import
licence from the Imports Restriction Committee should telegraph particulars and the
number of his licence to the supplier, leaving him to approach the United States
Purchasing Committee, who could obtain verification, of the licence number from the
British Mission, to which.a weekly statement of import licences would-be sent."
FRANCE,
Humbert Case.—The French Press states that the Governor of Paris will request
the Senate to authorise the trial of Humbert on the charge of Intelligences
area
VEnnemi instead of that of Commerce avec VEnnemi, such request being necessary as
the former charge entails trial by a Military Court.
BELGIUM.
Germans and Food Distribution.—With
reference to the protest suggested to the
French and United States Governments by His Majesty's Government (see Report
No. 55) in regard to preferential distribution of food in Belgium by the Germans,
Lord Reading reports the view of the State Department to be that it is doubtful
whether, if such a protest were unsuccessful, it would be advisable to carry the
proposed threat into action. It is therefore submitted that the present conditions,
though logically unsatisfactory, should be allowed to continue.
ITALY.
Stability of the Government.—Sir
R. Rodd reports that on February 21th, speeches
were, made by all the Ministers whose policy had been called in question. In the

result the Government obtained a majority of 340 votes in the Chamber of Deputies
-over the usual minority vote of 44.
The Chamber thereupon adjourned till
April 15 th.
Parties in the Chamber.—The Intelligence bureau points out that practically there
are now only three parties in the Italian Chamber: the "neutralist " Parliamentary
Union, which, after the defeat it suffered in December, is not likely to risk another
offensive at present; the League of National Defence, comprising Interventionists
from all groups ; and the Official Socialists, who seem inclined to make the best of a
Government which is obviously sincere in its efforts to establish national concord.
A tendency is observable towards a sort of truce between the League of National
Defence and. the right wing of the Official Socialists.
Goal and Grain.—The Intelligence Bureau draws attention to the grave effects of
coal and grain shortage on the military efficiency and. civilian morale of the country.
(and see under " Allied Affairs " ) .
- Italy and the Subject Races of Austria-Hungary.—-The
Intelligence Bureau
discusses the growing entente between Italy ami the subject races of Austria-Hungary,
-aimed at (1).attacking Austria from within, and (2) proving to the Western Allies
that no half-measures can. produce a lasting settlement. The democratic groups
represented by the Corriere
delta Sera, the Secolo and UUnita,
interpret the
speeches of Mr. Lloyd George and President Wilson as requiring the renunciation not
only of Dalmatia but also of Pola and Western Istria. Against the former claim
they have always protested, as running counter to the facts of population, and
. antagonising their natural Allies the Slavs. But the claim to Pola and Western Istria is
unassailable on this ground, and their possession is regarded by all informed Italians as
absolutely indispensable to l.taly's security in the Mediterranean. Failure to win. it as
a result of the war would, impose a heavy responsibility on the Interventionists, and
would lead to a. Giolittian regime, dependence on the Central Umpires, and an
undying grudge against the Western Powers. The Foreign Minister, however, still
appears to adhere to the letter of I.taly's full claims as guaranteed by the Treaty of
April 1915. With regard to the second thesis;—delenda Austria—it would seem that
the Foreign Minister leans towards a federal solution of the nationalities problem,
though this is in contradiction with the resolutions adopted by the Czech" Constituent
Assembly " early in January 1918. On these, as on other points, the attitude of the
Foreign Minister is thought to be incompatible with the democratic policy and temper
of the present Government.
ENEMY ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Austria and Russia.—Mr. Lindley learns that Austrian troops are showing great
unwillingness to march against Russia. Mr. Bagge, however, reports that strong
detachments are threatening Kieff.
Poles and the Ukrainian Peace.—The Lokalanseiger
of February 21st reports
uproarious scenes during the Provisional Budget debate in the Vienna House of
Deputies. The Polish Resolution refusing to greet the young Ukraine Government
was received by the Poles with loud applause.
Food Conditions.—In the course of the same debate, Dr. Winkler, Social Democrat,
in a speech which caused great excitement, severely criticised the methods of food
supply.
Naval Mutiny at Cattaro.—The Admiralty reports a peaceful mutiny at Cattaro
on February 2nd in most of the ships and barracks, the mutineers demanding
peace and better conditions. An Admiral and several officers were locked tip.
The intention appears to have been to take out some of the ships and deliver
them to the Italians at Brindisi. Three battleships were sent from. Pola to quell
the mutiny, and these were fired, upon by the coast batteries on their arrival off
Cattaro. Cases of mutiny in ships have occurred previously, and the cause is
always reported to have been bad food and bad treatment. The trouble would
now appear to have spread Doth to the Fortress Artillery and the Aviation Service.

GERMAN INTERNAL AFFAIRS.
Government and People.—Sir H . Rumbold learns that the Kaiser has again become
as aggressive as ever, and once more believes that lie will one day make a triumphant
entry into London at the head of his troops. The General Staff is quite determined
to go on with the war, and will hear; of no terms of peace that do not include a,
protectorate over Belgium and annexation of Briey and Longwy. There is no
longer any talk of annexing revolutionary Russia apart from the Baltic provinces,,
which Germans have always considered as belonging to the Empire. Peace with, the
Bolshevists is not thought necessary, but the German Government is very anxious
to exploit the peace with the Ukraine by reorganising the railways and tapping the
food supply. No attention is paid, to Austria, whose armies are under German
command. The Germans know that Count Czernitds speeches, which, are perfectly
sincere, cannot be carried into practice. Even if the Western offensive does not
accomplish all that, the Pan-Germans expect, the authorities think they will be able
to push forward some twenty or thirty miles, taking many prisoners and guns. This
will put them in a better position to negotiate a " German peace." It will also
overawe the discontented elements at home, by showing how great' is the power of
militarism. The food supply (which appears to have improved), supplemented by hopes
of a speedy peace, suffices to maintain the spirits of the general public. As for
strikes, Legien, president of the Associated Trades Unions, is a very powerful, man,
and a thick-and-thin supporter of the Government, and no serious general strike
could be engineered against his will. The Majority Socialist leaders also have the
movement well in hand. (In an article entitled " Bolshevism " in V or warts of
February 24th, Fried rich Stampfer declares that German Social Democracy would
never follow the Bolshevist lead by bringing disaster on its own country. Bolshevism
at home promotes Imperialism abroad.) In nay case, the strikers are women, elderly
men, and lads, unarmed, and easily shot down. Nevertheless, the German
Government is more alarmed about the internal situation than it cares to
acknowledge. The recent strikes were essentially a demonstration of munition
workers against the war, and since the last message of President Wilson, the
German people have begun to realise that peace is actually possible, and only
prevented by the ambition of its rulers.
Opinions on Annexation and Suffrage.—The Foreign Office learns that the German
advance into Russia was preceded by a wireless pronouncement by Prince Leopold of
Bavaria that the Bolsheviks were lighting against the idea of separate nationalities :
that for many years past the historical task of Germany had been the establishment
of a barricade against forces threatening from the East, and that she was now the
champion of European order against the moral disorder of Russia. The BerlinerTageblalt of February 19th reports a meeting of the Agricultural League held on
the .1.8tli in Berlin. The President, Dr. Roesicke, demanded the colonisation by
German)- of Livonia and Esthonia, and said that so long as the enemy saw the
majority of July .19th dominant, there would be no peace. Wildgrabe, a recently
elected deputy, criticised the democratic movement, and declared that there was no
conciliation between democracy and Kaiserclom. Von Old enberg violently condemned
the " canaille at home and abroad " who "agitate against Hind enberg and Ludendorff,
and concluded "The Empire is no Empire of renunciation, but of power and magni
ficence for eternity." The Iiheinische
Westfalisclie
Zeitung of February 23rd reports
the speech of the Polish Deputy Stychel in the Ukrainian debate in the Reichstag.
It,appears that he was interrupted and called to order for speaking as a Pole rather
than as a Deputy in the German Reichstag. Mr. Lindley reports that resolutions were
passed by a meeting of prisoners of war in Petrograd protesting against an, AustroGerman advance. The Milncliener Neuesle Naehrichlen of February 18th thinks that
England would like to see Germany involve herself thoroughly in Eastern Affairs,
and regards a Berlin-to-Tokio League as undesirable even if it were practicable.
The "free seas" are Germany's vital element. Berlin-Tokio would be but a blind
alley in which she could carry on trade but not world politics. Sir W. Townley
reports that at a sitting of the Suffrage Committee of the- Landtag, a proposal
negativing or compromising equal suffrage was passed. Twelve Conservatives,
four Free Conservatives, and four National Liberals voted for the proposal,...
and eight Centre, three Liberals, one Social Democrat, one Pole, and two National
Liberals against it. The VossiscJic Zeitung sees in this decision not the end

but (lie beginning of a decisive fight for suffrage reform, which may be drawn
out for months, and which will demand the strongest nerves. . The
Berliner
Tageblalt remarks that the Conservatives have mocked the people to whom the
concession, had been promised by the King in his special message, and continues :
" T h u s does a small Conservative clique permit itself to impose on the people
"who, at the front, are enduring almost unbearable trials,.whilst at home it. is
" suffering bodily privation and agony of soul with patience. The. people, themselves.
" will some day answer the Conservatives and their Allies the /National Liberals."
Voribdrbx of February 20th in a leader while acknowledging the partial- responsi
bility of Socialists for the nomination of the present Government points out that/they
will not give it blind support. Alluding to the Eastern advance it declares, "let it be
"seriously said, the further the German armies advance from their present base, the
" greater will be the danger of the Government departing from its political base,
" adopted by the majority in. the Reichstag resolution of July 19th. 1917." With
regard "to the adverse vote on equal suffrage, it remarks that this is an example of
Prussian, reaction which calculates that if the Government can be made to yield on a
miserable little plural voting question, it can be hectored little by little into greater
concessions. The article concludes, "All. these points must be cleared up in the very
near future."
Supplies from Russia.—The War Trade Intelligence Bureau reports- that cpian
tities of grain are already being carried from Russian Black Sea ports to Const an za,
and that some 40 ships of about 2,000 tons which have been lying in South Russian
ports since the beginning of the war are now likely to be used by the Germans for
this purpose. German agents are openly negotiating for stores in Moscow and
Petrograd. Among the valuable supplies accessible are quantities of high-speed steel
and glycerine, and some valuable stocks- of manganese at Poti on the Black Sea.
Propaganda.—-The
German Wireless Press of February 23rd invents statements
purporting to be extracts from a speech, in the House of Commons withheld by the
Censor from the French newspapers.
Army Discipline.— Yorwdrts of February 24-th reports a debate in the Reichstag
on the bad feeling existing in. the Army at the front. It was stated that, while many
men remained for IS months without leave, officers' servants were given leave in
regular rotation to-bring their masters provisions. Soldiers with Social Democratic
leanings were treated like dogs. Strikers and political, undesirables were pressed
into the Army. General Scheuch, Head of the War Office, denied that men were sent
into the Army on political grounds, but added that, agitators were sent there because
they failed to fulfil the condition upon which they were excused from service at the
front, namely, that of maintaining increased, home production chiefly in; munition
factories.
NETHERLANDS.
Transit of Ore.—With reference to the enquiry (see Report No. 50) as tojiie
amounts of copper ore and lead ore recently transmitted to Germany, the Dutch
Foreign Office has informed Sir W. Townley that ho such cargoes have been
transmitted front Belgium to Germany through Holland between November 2nd and
January 21st last.
Export of Horses.—Sir W. Townley has protested in regard to the recent
exportation of horses to Germany (sec Report No. 55). In reply, the Dutch Foreign
Minister emphasised the importance of concluding an arrangement with the Germans
for coal, in the supply of. which they had fallen short of their undertakings. Sir W.
Townley points out that the necessary amount of coal would appear to be guaranteed
(and to a large extent already supplied), under existing agreements.
SWITZERLAND.
Maximalist Propaganda.—Sir
PL Rumbold reports the activity in Switzerland of a
Maximalist emissary named Holzmann. At present he is at Zurich, where he is
presumably establishing connection with the extreme Socialists, especially theItalians ; and he is attempting to promote an International Conference.
t!)S.-) -ib
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NORWAY.
Norwegian American Negotiations.—The
War Trade Intelligence Bureau reports
that the Norwegians are now stipulating for concessions in excess even of the
generous proposals made by the United States Government (see Reports Nos. 55 and
56). ' Sir IVl. Findlay. learns that a final agreement on the new terms is imminent.
Bolshevism.—Sir
M. Findlay reports a considerable Bolshevist agitation, hi
Norway. At Christiania and other centres Workmen's and Soldiers' Councils are
being elected, and there is talk of a rising at the end of March with the object of
seizing the food supply.
Pyrites.—His
Majesty's Government is negotiating with, the Norwegian Govern
ment for the purchase of 250,000 tons of pyrites, provided that no pyrites shall, be
exported by Norway to Germany. The placing of contracts for delivery of this
commodity over a series of years is also under consideration.

SWEDEN.
Aland.—Sir E Howard, reports that as the result of Swedish mediation, agree
ments were made by the Russians on Aland with the White Guards and Islanders
respectively, under which the two former consented to evacuate the islands. A
Swedish guard has been sent, which after controlling the evacuation, will remain in
occupation for the general protection of the islanders and of Russian stores. For this
purpose. Bills have been passed in the Riksdag permitting the employment of
conscripts outside Swedish territory (i.c., on Aland) till March 19.19, and allocating
funds for their maintenance. The Liberal and Socialist papers have expressed great
satisfaction with this solution, and the Conservative Press refrains from criticism.
Sir E. Howard learns that the occupation is intended as a temporary measure pending
the restoration of peace, and that in the view of the Swedish Government, while the
question of sovereignty rests between Sweden and Finland, the fortification, or
neutralisation of the islands are matters subject to the consent of the signatories of
tire Treaty of Paris and should be left for settlement at a General Peace Congress.
Swedish, Negotiations with Allies-.—due Foreign Office advises Lord Reading that
the Swedish and. Allied Delegates have now prepared Heads of Agreement for sub
mission to their respective Governments. The terms of the proposed Agreement
include the allocation to the Allies of 500,000 tons of Swedish shipping and a
considerable limitation of Swedish exports.
Export of Iron Ore.—Politihen in a leading article declares that if Germany fights
Russia Swedish workmen should refuse to permit the exportation to Germany of iron
ore, which would find a ready market in the Entente.
Count Luxburg.—The Foreign Office advises Sir E. Howard that His Majesty's
Government has no objection to Count Luxburg proceeding as desired to Sweden
(see Report No. 56, under "Argentina "). Safe conducts will not be provided for his
entourage, whose names must be communicated in advance. The ship must be examined
at. a British port, and may not afterwards call at any neutral port before reaching her
destination in Scandinavia.
DENMARK.
Danish-American
Negotiations.—The
War Trade Bureau reports that the Danes
have now presented, a courparatively acceptable reply to the proposals of the United
States War Trade Board (see Reports Nos. 52 [Shipping Situation] and 55). They
offer to limit their exports to Germany of bacon, butter, eggs, cheese, and fats to
700 tons per week and to send the balance of their dairy produce to the United
Kingdom at current export prices. They will limit their exports of cattle to Germany
to 6,000 head per week and of horses to 15,000 head for a period of six months after
the Agreement is signed. They will prohibit altogether the export of hides to

Germain- and restrict, their exports of fish to 25,000 tons per annum. In return they
requite supplies of Chile saltpetre, tanning materials, heavy hides and petroleum
(8,000 tons). They agree to retain only 400,000 tons deadweight of shipping for
their own requirements, leaving 430,000 tons deadweight to be divided between the
United States and British Shipping Authorities. They stipulate, however, that none
-of the tonnage handed OA'er to the United States shall be used in the danger zone';,'
(except for relief services) or be put into the ore trade. They refuse'to be bound by"
the proposed agreement for more than six months from the date of signing... The
Foreign Office has instructed Lord Reading to offer certain observations to the United.
States Government upon these proposals, especially as regards the disposal of Danish
tonnage.
,"
,
Iceland.-—With reference to the proposed modification of the 1910 Agreement (see
Report No. 54) with Iceland, Sir R. Paget reports that the Agreement is resented by
the Danish Government, as tending to encourage the movement for separation; '
German. Prize stranded.—The
Foreign Office learas that the Spanish- steamer
laatz Mendi, under a German prize crew, stranded on February 25th east of the Skaw
Lighthouse. Sir R. Paget reports the decision of the Danish Foreign Office to intern
the crew and liberate the ship and passengers. The question of the cargo is still
under consideration.
;

FINLAND.

,

General Situation.—The Foreign Office learns that Ukrainians and Poles are .hi...
occupation of Fort Sveaborg, and that President Swinhufvud has taken refuge there.
Four vessels have arrived, at Vasa from Germany, containing arms and ammunition,
anil supplies for Finnish Jagers and German volunteers. It is stated that the White
Headquarters are in direct wireless communication with the Germans. The Whites
have taken. Bjorneborg and Varkaus, and seem likely to be ultimately victorious.:
Russian soldiers and sailors are daily leaving lielsingfors, and the Finnish Reds are
growing despondent. Under Article -1 of the Russo-German peace terms, -all
Russian troops are to lie evacuated from Finland. There is considerable danger that
the Russian warships in the harbour may be captured by the Germans, owing to, the
difficulty of escape or destruction. M. Lindhagen, Mayor of Stockholm, has gone
there, with the consent of the Swedish extremists, to propose mediation, and the
Swedish Consul-General has been instructed to co-operate with him.. Large sums of
money have been collected in Sweden and Norway with a view to the support of the .,
White forces against the Bolshevist wave ; it is stated that the money is to be applied
to the purchase of arms in Germany. In the Swedish Riksdag the Prime Minister,,-,
has pointed out that the Finnish question is a problem not only of foreign but.
also of internal policy, and has observed that Conservative activism is likely to stir
up agitation in circles where the Finnish civil war is regarded as a class conflict. He
has stated that Sweden cannot undertake armed intervention unless her rights or
interests are infringed. The Swedish. Government, while permitting individuals to *
volunteer, would not allow the formation, of Volunteer Corps. Admiral Lindman, leader
of the Conservatives, observed that if Swedes did not realise the importance of
Sweden as an independent outpost, of Western culture, this importance might be
appreciated in another quarter, intervention from which would draw Finland into
other spheres of interest. Such a consequence could not be to Swedehs advantage; .
Idle Intelligence Bureau points out that Mr. Sarrio, the new Foreign Minister in
the Finnish Bourgeois Government, was a member of the Delegation to Berlin, which
stated that " the Finnish people expected much from recognition by Germany because
" they felt drawn to that country by a strong community of culture and interests."
(He also published in Germany last year, according to Sir F. Howard, a pamphlet in
favour of Finland joining Mittel Europa.) A. further appreciation is given by a Young
Finn Delegate (quoted in Reports Nos. 53 and 54) of the alternatives which may
eventuate from the present position. If the Red Guards win, anarchy will result in
a nation which for 700 years has been educated in the highest respect for law. Such
a condition could only be temporary, and Finns of the better classes would welcome
the intervention of any foreign State. If the White Guards win without the help of
intervention, the Bourgeoisie will probably remain more or less neutral. If they owe
their success to German help they will tend to look oh the Germans as the saviours of 
their country, and the champions of a Bourgeois regime against Socialism. The I
1

Finnish soldiers who have been fighting for the Germans will not, however, wish to
maintain close relations wit!i them, still less will those wlio "have been lighting for
Russia. Moreover the feeling of the 'Baltic provinces is strongly against the BalticBarons, and the influence of the tipper class Swedish Finns is continuously declining..
If the Finns get rid of the Bolshevist tyranny ami the Baltic provinces gain a real,
independence within the next 10 or 20 years, the old political truth will hold good that
the smaller nationalities have to look on their strongest neighbour as their worst enemy.
The Foreign Office is informed that the White forces are threatened with starvation,
and that the Swedish papers are urging the despatch of a relief expedition. There is
reason to believe that Germany is negotiating to supply grain in exchange for nielal
and oils. Sir Id Howard urges that, both on humanitarian and political grounds, theAllies should immediately send a limited supply under reasonable guarantees.
SPAI.lv.
Electlovs.—According
to a Press report the results of the General Election (held
on February-24th) received up to noon, on February 26th were as follows :—
Scats.
"
Seats.
Liberal Democrats
- 93 Maurist Conservatives .- 24
P cm anon is v. Liberals
- 35 Regionalists
- 34
Albist Liberals
- 25 Republicans and Reformists
- 23
Datist Conservatives
- 86 Socialists
G
Ciervist Conservatives
- 30
It is stated that the Republican and Reformist leaders were defeated.
EL Pa.is' observes that the Republican defeat should be attributed, to the-machinations
of Germanophile agents.
Spanish Wheat S\ipply.--In order to meet the estimated-wheat shortage in Spain
(sec Report No. 55), the Allied Governments are facilitating the purchase by the
Spanish Government, through Allied agents, of 250,000 tons of Argentine grain, on
the understanding that Spain will provide the necessary freight and finance.
Coal for ' Spain.—With reference to the question of Spanish coal supply, (see
Report No. 56), Sir A. llardinge reports that the vessels requisitioned by the Spanish
Government are only sufficient to import 160,000 tons of. coal in six months, and that
this coal is to be allocated to the Spanish Navy and certain railways. His Majesty's
Government has decided that, Spanish ships should be chartered by the Inter-allied
Committee to cany coal for one month to the Rio Tin to Company ; and that the
difference between .100s. and the market rate should be borne by His Majesty's
Treasury, which, would recover from the French and United States Governments their
share of the extra cost.
CHINA.
. Position of Govern went.- -Sir J . Jordan reports that the Pekiu Government is
weakening, and has accepted Japanese co-operation in Eastern Serbia in order to
retain the country north of the Yangtze. The Prime Minister has resigned, and there
is again talk of a Manchu restoration.
Enemy Aliens.—The Foreign Office has instructed Sir C. Greene to express the
hope that the Japanese Government will see its way to provide tonnage for the
!deportation of enemy aliens from China to Australia. Sir J . Jordan is informing the
Chinese Government that the Allies will protect Chinese interests against reprisals,
at the Peace Conference. The United States Minister is giving .an independent
. guarantee to the same effect.
PANAMA.
German Intrigues.—Sir
C. Mallet reports risings in Panama instigated by German,
influence. They have already been suppressed everywhere except at Turrialba, where
also the movement is expected to collapse.

MEXICO.
The Oilfields.—Mr.
Cummins reports a notable increase of revolutionary activity
in,the State of Chihuahua. . The garrison (700 men) in the State of Michoacan has
risen. In Mexico City a second (see Report No. 56) garrison, of 100 men, has how
revolted. Banditry is becoming frequent and widespread, and there is a growing desire
amongst peaceable persons of all classes for American or other foreign occupation.
Lord Reading learns that on February 21st two boats of an American oil company
were attacked by about 30 armed men, who hilled one American and wounded three
others. There is likely to be serious difficulty in communicating with the oilfields.
The United States Ambassador has been instructed, to make vigorous representations
to the Mexican Government. Mr. Cummins reports that paymasters are continually
being robbed, and that abuses, for which the Government forces appear to be
responsible, are likely to continue; so much so that unless they are stopped, operations
in the oilfields will have to be discontinued. Caballero has been ordered by Carranza
to proceed to Mexico City, but has refused. Mr. Cummins learns that he has an
undertaking with Pelaez. The Foreign Office has instructed Lord Reading to
express the hope to the State Department that in view of British renunciations in
Latin America the United States Government will not make any agreement with Mexico
which, overlooks or prejudices British interests.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
(See wider

" Allied Affairs," "Norway," " Sweden," "Mexico,"
"(Shipping Situation," and " General."
SHIPPING SITUATION.

Sinkings.—According
to the War Trade Intelligence Bureau, the total tonnage of
500 tons gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing ships
lost owing to the malice of the Kings enemies during the period February 15th—
21st inclusive, was 75,070 tons gross, of which 06,103 were British, as compared with
59,405 tons gross, of which 37,526 were British, reported last week.
Blockade. — With regard to the system of joint control by the British and United
States Governments of exports to Northern European neutrals [see Report No. 56),
the War Trade Intelligence Bureau now reports that the guarantees of such neutral
associations as the Netherlands Overseas Trust will continue to be required, and all
existing neutral organisations for the control of imports into neutral countries will be
left as far as possible intact.
Allied Goal Distribution:—The
British and French Governments continue to
examine the question of organising and expediting the supply of coal to Italy (see
Report No. 55) in such a way as may best relieve tonnage and maintain essential
stocks in France.
Enemy Ships in South America.—The War Trade Intelligence Bureau reports that
the United States Government (His Majesty's Government having retired in its favour)
is treating with the Government of Uruguay for enemy ships in Uruguayan ports.
The Peruvian Government lias intimated to the United States Government that it is.
prepared to cede the enemy ships in Peru provided it is secured against reprisals by
the- Central Powers. With regard to enemy ships in Chile, His Majesty's Government
is negotiating with the Chilian Government, and the United States Government with
the German interests concerned. His Majesty's Government has warned the State
Department that the German Government has in the past only sanctioned such
negotiations in order to gain time and to obtain information of the intentions of the
Allies.
Transhipment
and Re-export.—In
a Memorandum (G.T. 3679) dated February
12th, emphasis is laid upon the necessity for stricter co-operation, between the War
Trade Department and the Department of Import Restrictions, or indeed for their
amalgamation. It is pointed out that some such course is clearly desirable both for
economising tonnage and maintaining home supplies. Under a unified or co-ordinated
system, it would be possible to ascertain the true state of affairs concerning the home

supply of any given commodity, and intending importers could be put into touch
with persons desiring to export the same commodities. Meanwhile a general
prohibition should be placed upon the export of all goods which are import
prohibited, and upon imported raw material and certain, other goods which, having
been imported, have undergone no further process of manufacture in the United
Kingdom.
Imports and Industry
in Relation to Shipping.-—In a Report (0.1.T. 3706) dated
February 23rd, the Board of Trade reviews recent construction, employment and
losses of shipping, studies the effects of contraction of imports during 1917 and, the
dangers threatened for the current year, and points out certain difficulties in the
export trade.
Aircraft Escorts.—The Admiralty reports on the success of anti-submarine opera
tions by the Royal Naval Air Service. The monthly average number of escorts
performed during the last seven months of 1917 was 69*5 by aeroplane and 55' 7 by
airship ; during "this period the monthly average number of submarines sighted, by
aircraft was 1 9 ' 4 and of submarines attacked by aircraft was 1 2 ; and the value of
this escort work is demonstrated by the fact that up to December 19th no ship under
aircraft escort had even been attacked by submarine.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
General.—The peace terms offered by Germany to the Bolshevists harden with
every military success, and some of the official messages sent by Wireless from
Petrograd have been couched in piteously abject terms. The territory which they have
agreed to give up covers, according to Press estimates, 435,000 square miles, with a.
population, of about 55,000,000, and. access both to the Baltic and to the Black
Sea.' The Times of February 25th published in full, with a clear map,
the terms demanded by Germany and agreed to by the Bolshevists. A report
from a reliable authority, forwarded by Mr. Lindley on February 23rd, quoted,
M. Trotsky's authority for a statement that any terms would be accepted which
would give the Soviet a free hand, in Russia, and not humiliate the Soviet
absolutely. In Russian Wireless of February 25th the Bolshevists plead for an
armistice, point out that German troops are still advancing, and ask whether the
" German Government and the High Command of the German armies will or will not
" reply to the expressed, consent of the People's Commissaires to sign the proposed
" conditions of peace." The mental attitude of the Bolshevists is best indicated in
a report from Mr. Lindley, dated February 22nd, forwarding information that
M. Trotsky's policy is based purely upon revolutionary internationalist ideas, and.
that the reason, why the Bolshevists have capitulated to the Germans is to show theGerman working classes that Russia really wanted peace, and that their attitude in
the Brest negotiations was quite genuine. In the Petrograd Wireless manifesto of
Februaiy 21st, also reported by Mr. Lindley, the peace offered by Germany and
An stria-Hungary is called a "peace proved to be based on. annexations and on
violence," and. the advance of the German army is called an "act of brigandage."
The Bolshevists further express their profound conviction, that the German proletariat
will, by a rising, stop their ruling classes from suppressing the revolution in Russia.
In this connection, the recent London Labour and Socialist Conference is of
interest. The attitude of the Italian and French Governments to these conferences
was indicated in last week's Western Report (page II). There has not been time as
yet to judge of the effect produced in those countries by the publication of the war 
aims programme agreed to at the conference. Lord Bertie, on February 24th,.
reported the attitude of the Debats, which resents Socialist desires to take a part in.
peace conferences, and to hold simultaneous conferences of their, own. On. February
26th he quoted from an article in Yictoire by M. Herve who calls the London
conference resolutions "'monuments of idiocy." M.-Renandel in Humanite supports
the resolutions and criticises the attitude of the Temps.
In reply to these criticisms
the Temps warns the public against bad. shepherds "who would lead. France whither
the Maximalists have led. Russia."
The latest programme of war aims of the Allied Socialists was published in the
Times of February 25th. It corresponds closely with the programme previously
T h e p r o p o s a l to establish, a s h i p p i n g c o m p a n y in t h e B l a c k S e a , c o n t r o l l e d a n d
s h o u l d b o n o t e d i n t h i s c o n n e c t i o n ( W e s t e r n R e p o r t , N'o . 5 6 , P a r t I I . , p n g e 1 8 ) .
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published by the British Labour Conference. United States Socialists were not
represented at the London Conference. (See below.)
London Labour and Socialist Conference.— Lord Bertie, on February 19th, reported
a resolution of the French National Socialist Council, about International action, to be
discussed at the London Conference. This resolution was passed on February 18th
by 2,618—2.1.8 votes and 108 abstentions. The resolution stated that the return of
-Colonies to those who had them before the war, or the exchanges or compensations to
be effected, must not be obstacles to the conclusion of peace. Colonies taken from .
Germany must be dealt with so that no territorial change would deprive Germany of
legitimate means of obtaining raw material and. disposing of her own products, and
of having a legitimate share of economic development. The resolution reproves any
"Imperialistic " idea which would make booty for one or more nations of the Colonies
:of belligerents in tropical Africa (which comprises " the entire region from north of
the Zambesi to south of the Sahara "). These territories are not to be exploited in the
interests of capitalism, or to be used for military objects. The rights of the natives
nm.st be safeguarded, and revenues derived from each Colony must be devoted to its
welfare and development. The resolution further states that the Alsace-Lorraine
question is not a territorial one, but a question of right and an International problem ;
without its solution, peace will be neither just nor lasting. The Treaty must annul
the " brutal conquest " of this Province. France can then agree to the new consulta
tion of the population concerned, which would be held under a guarantee of a Society
of Nations for the liberty and sincerity of the vote taken.
At the London Conference, which lasted from February 20th to 23rd, Labour and.
Socialist organisations were represented from Great Britain, France, Italy, and
Belgium, with consultative delegates representing Socialists of South Africa, Rumania,
and Southern Slavs. An. agreement was come to to adopt a programme similar to
that passed by British Labour on December 28th, and to communicate it to the
Socialists of enemy countries, asking for an answer. It was also decided to endeavour
to obtain the representation of Labour and of Socialism at any Peace Conference, and
to send a commission to America to enlist co-operation in the programme of war aims.
The programme referred to was published in full, with a useful precis, in the Times
of February 2oth. The liberation of Belgium and of all peoples annexed by force is
placed in the forefront. All attempts to transform a defensive war into a war of
conquest will be resisted. A. League of Nations is pressed for, as proposed by
President Wilson, and the right of " self-determination " is made the sole ground for
territorial readjustments. -The last excuse for "strategic protections" is held to be
removed, by the prospective establishment of a League of Nations. Colonies taken by
conquest must be the subject of special consideration at the Peace Conference. (The
Labour Conference of December 28th proposed to hand over those in tropical Africa
to a League of Nations, ami neutralise them permanently as a single independent.
African State. See cdso under Part I., " German Colonies in Africa.")
Russia.—Russian
Wireless of February 2-1-th announced that the Bolshevist
Delegation to the new Peace Conference was leaving Petrograd for Brest-Litovsk at
8 p.m. Their probable attitude there may be gathered, from the summary given under
the General heading above, but an indication of. the rapid changes of attitude of the
Bolshevists is given in the following two extracts from typical reports recently
received.:—
(1) " A n appeal of the Highest Commauder-in-Chief," signed by Krylenko, was
issued by Russian Wireless " To All—Comrades and Citizens " in the following
words on February 22nd :—
" The Council of the People's Commissaries has already declared its unalterable
-decision to resist to the last the plundering raid of the capitalists of the German
Government, &c."
(2) On the same day German Wireless reports a speech by von iviihlmann in the
Reichstag announcing the receipt by the German Government of a Wireless message
from Petrograd which he attributes to " the renewed advance of the German Army."
The message runs
" Idie Council of the National Commissaries finds itself obliged, in view of the
situation which has been created, to declare its willingness to sign, peace on the
1985—17;
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conditions which, were put forward by the delegations of: the Quadruple Alliance at
Brest-Litovsk, &c."
The latest telegrams quoting M. Trotsky's views received from Mr. Lindley
on February 26th contain the words "Russia will accept the'German terms until
the German proletariat overthrows those representatives of militarism and capitalism
enforcing them," and point out the impossibility of a genuine peace being made by
parties as different as the Bolshevists and the Germans.
Ukraine.—Mr. Bagge on February 1.6th reported the contents of an army order of
February .15th, in which an endeavour is made to justify the conclusion of peace
with Germany, on the plea that German capitalists and landowners were supported
hy the fact that the bourgeoisie of England and France had remained silent.
Rumania.—Sir
W. Townley (February 22nd) and Lord Bertie (February 231x1")
report that von KiU.ilm.ann and Count Czernin are meeting the Rumanian PrimeMinister. Lord Bertie gathers that it is "improbable that the Germans wish, to depose
the present King, or press for the army to be demobilised, and that General Avcrescu
would not accept humiliating conditions. Sir G. Barclay (Feb. 23rd) indicates the
probability of German terms being accepted if they are not humiliating.
Germany.—Important
details, furnished by Sir W. Townley, are given under the
heading o£ GERMANY (on page 3), about the recent change of attitude in that country
towards peace discussions, and the reasons for that change. German Wireless of
February 20th-22nd gives a report of von Ruhluiamps speech in the Reichstag on
the treaty made with the Ukraine. He stated clearly that the economic advantages
to be obtained influenced the decisiou to conclude this treaty:—" Ukraine is a rich
" laud, and economic relations were of decided significance for the conclusion of
" peace. . . Ukrainia, as may be credibly assumed, possesses even now, after such a
" long war, considerable stores of bread, corn, as well as other foodstuffs, part of
" iclrich site is in a position to hand over." In the course of his speech von Kuhlmann
threw an interesting light upon the German attitude towards treaties in general
in the words, " according to experiences in diplomatic life, available treaties serve
" more or less (sic) as foundations for later incidents. . . ." There was a general
tendency of representatives of all parties, except Poles and Minority Socialists, to
rejoice, almost to gloat, upon the economic advantages so obtained by the German
military dominance over Russia.
German Wireless of February 22nd reports that von Kuhlmann left Berlin on the
21st for Bucharest to negotiate with the Rumanians. [Count Hertling has subsequently
announced that von Kiihlmann will goon to the Brest Conference with, the Bolshevists.]
The Main Committee of the Reichstag has approved both the Peace Treaty with
the Ukraine and the Supxdementary Treaty (see last week's Western Report, page 12),
both of which had already been approved, by the Bundersrat.
On February 2dth Sir W. Townley quotes at length from an article in the
Vossisehe (February 23rd) in which an attempt is made to make capital.out of Lord.
MilnePs Plymouth speech on war aims, only extracts from the speech being given.
The Vorwdrts of the same date protests against the rudenesses (Grobheiton) attached
to the speech by the Wolff Bureau, and suggests that the Chancellor in his Budget
speech should make good the clumsiness oE his subordinates.
A full account of the speech delivered by Count Hertling in the Reichstag on
February 25th has now been published by German Wireless (February 26th). In its
general features, it appears to be an attempt, to sow discord between the nations
opposing the avowed German policy of attacking and conquering neighbouring
nations in order to obtain economic advantages. The essence of the speech is
contained in the words " Our war aims from the beginning have been the defence of"
" the Fatherland, the maintenance of our territorial integrity, and the freedom of our
" economic development in every direction." Count Hertling makes no attempt to
explain how any of these German interests were in danger at the time when German
armies crossed the Belgian frontier in August 1914. A more detailed review of his
speech will be given in an appendix to next week's report. Sir E. Howard on
February 25,th sends a report from a reliable source that the German Government
means to delay the army's offensive, in order to see first what effect will be produced
by the Chancellor^ speech.
Austria-Thingary.—German
Wireless of February 25th reports that ?-' Ambassador
von Merey " will go to the peace negotiations with the Bolshevists at Brest, as the
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Plenipotentiary of Austria-Hungary. Sir W. Townley, on February 20th, reported,
on the authority of the Dutch Press, news, claimed to have been derived from
Vienna officially, that Coimt Czernin was^going to Rumania, which country had
asked for peace. The official impression in Vienna was that Rumania will go on
fighting unless she can obtain her object. It is considered improbable that the
Ukraine will give up Bessarabia unless she gets the Cholm district, but on the other
hand she wants peace so much that she may renounce any claims in order to obtain
it. On February 24th he reported a speech by Dr. Wekerle in the Hungarian
Chamber emphasising the point that the Ukraine Treaty will only remain in operation
if all the clauses are fulfilled ; the failure to fulfil only one renders the whole Treaty
invali cl.
Great Britain:
Bolshevist Propaganda.—-Mr. Lindley was informed by the Foreign
Office on February 21st, with reference to Mr. Petroff, of our objections to allowing
an agitator to come to this country after having been compelled in self-defence to
keep him interned for two years. Other countries would be compelled to take a
similar course.
On February 21st the Foreign Office asked Mr. Lindley in future to send the
names of Bolshevists wanting to come to England, before adding a Ausa to their
passports. This condition is not intended to apply to couriers of whom the bona-jides
is established.
With reference to former allusions in Western Reports to the movements of
MM. Litvinoff, Kameneff, and Saalkind, the War Cabinet have further considered
the question of Bolshevist propaganda, and have instructed the Home Secretary as to
the action to be taken in-the matter. MM. Kamenefi and Saalkind arrived in this
country on February 23rd.
The Ministry of Labour reported that, during the week ending on February 20th,
unrest in the industrial world had perceptibly contiuued to abate, and that less
interest in war aims was displayed in the Labour and Socialistic Press. The proposal
to hold an International Conference continued to attract consideration, but criticism
would remain indefinite until the proposals of the Allied Socialists assume a more
concrete character. (See above for the programme actually adopted at the London
Conference.)
GENERAL.
Anglo-Turkish Convention.—Sir H. Rum bold learns that the delay in-the ratifica
tion of the Berne Convention has been caused by the absence from Constantinople of
the Grand Vizier, who has now returned, and is expected to execute its stiptxlations.
Enver Pasha, who was acting in his place, maintained a hostile attitude towards the
agreement.
Civilians from Germany for Internment in Holland.—Sir W. Townley reports that
the Germans, in sending civilians to Holland for internment, take away their passports
at the frontier, so that they cannot establish their identity. He suggests that such
persons should in future bring to Holland passports from the Dutch Minister in Berlin.
It would also appear that the Germans select a large number of undesirables for
internment in Holland, whose nationality cannot be established without passports.
Dropping of Pamphlets by Airmen.—The Foreign Office has addressed to Berlin,
through the Dutch authorities, a number of questions concerning the treatment of
Lieutenants Scholtz-and Wookey, who have been imprisoned for dropping pamphlets.
Zionist Medical Unit.—Zionists in the United States have requested permission to
send to Palestine a medical unit consisting of 25 persons fully equipped. His
Majesty's Government has intimated its approval, subject to recognition of the unit
by the United States Government.
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PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

Eastern Front.—The negotiations between the Central Powers and the Bolshevists
at Brest have passed out of the stage of discussions, and a Peace Treaty, amounting
to a humble surrender by Russia, was signed, on. March 3rd. The terms of the
Treaty were published in full in the Times of Match Gth. The terms agreed to by
the Bolshevists give to Germany a large measure of the " economic development in
every direction " which Count Hertling has now told us was the German war aim
" from the beginning." In addition to the points referred to in last week's Western
Report, special attention is invited to concessions to German influence on the Eastern
Black Sea littoral. This should be read in conjunction with Sir W. T6.wnJey's report
on a route to the Middle East considered superior to the Baghdad route. The
German design for establishing a line of shipping in the Black Sea under German
control, (see last Appreciation) fits in with this plan. From reports coming in from
Russia, it seems possible that the Germans in their peace terms have overdone their
bullying of a beaten enemy, and that there may be a reaction.
Attention is drawn to Baron von deni Bussche's announcement about a forthcoming
" peace treaty " with Finland, and about Rurnania's readiness to discuss a separate
peace. A "preliminary" treaty is now reported to have been signed. There is a
rumour of tentative approaches by Serbia to Austria-Hungary with a view to peace.
Western Front.—Confirmation has been received of the report received from Sir E.
Howard (see last Appreciation) about the object Count Hertling had in view in making,
his last speech. A short review of that speech is given in an Appendix to this week's
Report. Mr. Balfour dealt with the speech on February 27th, and the German Press
and Wireless can find no adequate reply, based on facts, especially with regard to
Belgium. The old myth about a Convention Anglo-Beige is being revived. It may be
considered desirable to refute this German move again by means of suitable propa
ganda in enemy and neutral countries ; it seems too transparent a falsehood to obtain
credence elsewhere.
.
ALLIED AFFAIRS.

Reports on negotiations about the policy of the Allies in Siberia are deferred until
next week.
[p.T.o.

FRANCE.

A new Socialist body has been formed which opposes proposals by other Socialist
organisations to meet the enemy.
ENEMY ALLIED AFFAIRS.

The internal situation in Austria-Hungary is of interest. It is improbable that the
expected supplies from the Ukraine will suffice to remedy the situation. The
proposed concession of territory to the Ukraine has caused the Poles to oppose the
Government.
SWEDEN.

The solution found by Sweden for the Aland Islands question has been forcefully
upset by Germany.
FINLAND.

The Germans are intervening to maintain order in. Finland, claiming that they
have been invited to do so by the Government. At the same time they prbpose to
conclude a peace treaty with that country.
.'
March 7th, 1918.

G. G. A..
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ALLIED AFFAIRS.

Far East.—An announcement of the policy to he followed by the Allies in regard
to action in Siberia is deferred until next week's Report.
Allied Coal Distribution.—The
question of supply of coal by Great Britain and
France to Italy continues to receive attention, and will shortly come before the Inter
allied Maritime Transport Council for decision.
Allied. Purchases
in United States.—Lord Reading reports that the United States
authorities have consented to the provisional adoption of the procedure suggested by
him (see. Report No. 57) in respect of British purchases. At a meeting of the Inter
allied Council on War Purchases and Finance held on February 9th, the President;
Mr. -Crosby, emphasised, the importance of ascertaining what stocks of munitions were
available in France, Great Britain, the United. States.and elsewhere. He also reported
that he had asked the financial authorities of the European Allies for full information
in regard to loans raised, or to he raised, by them in neutral countries. It was
resolved that the Supreme War Council should be invited to examine and report upon
the comparative urgency of the Allied requirements.

Bolshevist Emissaries.—The
Foreign Office informs His Majesty's Ministers at
Christiania and Stockholm that the Bolshevist emissaries, Kameneff, Saalkind and
Savitzky (mentioned in Report No. 54) are returning from England to Russia,
having been refused admission into France.

FRANCE.
French Socialists and the Allied Lcd)our Conference.—-The Intelligence Bureau
notices the reversal by the Socialist National Council of the recent decisions of the
Seine Confederation ; first, by giving a general adhesion to the British Labour
Memorandum; secondly, in supporting (by a very narrow majority) the war credits
as a " symbol of national defence ; " and thirdly, in refusing to demand the resignation
of the Socialist Commissaires. It is observed, however, that in. order to obtain
support for the credits, the Majority felt it necessary to conciliate the Minority by
threatening that such Socialist support might be revoked if the Government placed
obstacles in the way of an International Conference. Further, the agreement upon war
aims was largely a matter of expediency, aimed at securing a programme, justifying
an International Conference, and obtaining certain concessions from the English.
There is thus a danger that Germany may endeavour to barter Alsace-Lorraine for its
captured colonies; Britishers and Frenchmen should understand that this is a
question which concerns the Dominions, neglect of whose views might jeopardise not
only the British Empire, but also the democratic principles for which. France and
Great Britain stand. The views of the French Majority Socialists are still strong and
definite, and were more or less voiced by the Belgian, M. Yandervelde, when he
remarked, that the only thing which, prevented the resolutions from being mere scraps
of paper was the Allied Army stretched out from Nieuport to Venice. The party
lias even insisted on the German Socialists taking some real action as a preliminary
to the convening of an International Conference. It is to be noted that a new Socialist
body calling itself a Committee for a " paix du droit " has been formed, which stands
at the extreme right and vigorously attacks the official leaders for willingness to
meet the enemy, for pacifism and even Bolshevism.

Alsiice-Lprraine.—Lord
Bertie reports that oii March 1st a great meeting was held
at the Sorbouae in commemoration ol the protest in 1871 against the annexation of
Alsace-Lorraine. M. Pichon presided, and the meeting was attended by the President,
the members of Government and the Archbishop of. Paris. M. Pichon, in the course
of his speech, read a letter dated October 1870 from the German. Emperor to the
Empress Eugenie, stating that the provinces were annexed for strategic reasons and
not on grounds of nationality. ,
Labour.—-Lord Bertie reports a serious strike at a citrogen factory near Paris.

ITALY.

Socialist
Officials Sentenced.-According
to a Press report, Lazzari, General
-/Secretary of the Socialist ,.Party, and Bombacci, . the Vice-Secretary, charged with
disseminating propaganda calculated to weaken the country's power of resistance,
have been sentenced, the former to two years and eleven months imprisonment and a
fine of 3,900 lire, and the latter to two years and four months imprisonment and a
fine of 2,1.00 lire, in addition to payment of costs.
British Commercial Interests.-—In
a despatch dated February. ISth Sir K. Rodd
draws attention to the great interest taken by Signor Nitti, Minister of the Treasury,
in the Italian industrial banks. Sir R. Rodd observes that considerable commercial
and economic progress is being made in Italy by the French and Americans," and
urges the importance of organising British interests in that country.
PORTUGAL.
Position
of Government.—Sir
L. Carnegie reports the probability of an early
election in Portugal, the probable result of which cannot be estimated. Another
revolution is regarded as not unlikely.

ENEMY ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Feeling towards War.—In a despatch dated. February loth, Sir II. Rumbold reports
a statement (made prior to the Ukraine peace) on conditions in Austria by an
informant from Vienna. The Austrians are represented as being quite exhausted, in
every sense. The demeanour -tof the people lias changed considerably since the
strikes, a repetition of which is very probable. German officers are so unpopular
that there have been cases in which they have gone about Vienna in plain clothes so
as to avoid attracting attention. The only factor which keeps the military spirit alive
is hatred, of the Italians, which is exploited co the utmost by the Government.
Austria, Germany and Ukrainia.—The Intelligence Bureau points out that the
basis of agreement between Vienna and Kiev is threefold—-(o) a combination against
Bolshevism ; (b) the desire of Kiev to find customers and an economic basis for the
existence of the new State ; and (c) the desire of Vienna to conciliate one of .its own.
three hostile Slav groups, the Ukrainians, and to exploit their dominant influence
with their kinsmen in the new Republic. In this connection the dependance of the
Ukraine upon Galicia for its intelligentsia is noticeable. The President of the Rada,
Hrusevsky, has for years been Professor of History at Lemberg University, and several
other leaders of the new Republic hail from Galicia. From statements in the
Lokalanzeiger of March 1st it appears that Austrian opposition to the German advance
into Ukrainian territory has developed (owing to want of grain) into jealousy, and
from jealously into emulation. The paper blames the Austrian Government for
causing " such regrettable sallies of temper as Austria has lately indulged in against
her German Allies," by delaying the Austrian advance. The Intelligence Bureau
observes that Germany-s economic offensive against Russia is palliated by the official
Austrian explanation that it is essential to regulate the chaotic condition of commercial
relations resulting from TrotskFs regime.
With regard to Austrian hopes of supply,
;

the- Neue Freie Presse calculates that the grain obtainable from Ukraine, after
allowance for the shares of Germany, Hungary, and Bulgaria, would leave for Austria
only a little more than half her' deficit, and that this amount would be subject to
increasingly serious problems of distribution.
The Cholm Question.—The Intelligence Bureau reports that the assignment to the
Ukraine of the whole Government of Cholm (the western portion of which has a
purely Polish population) has aroused intense indignation, not merely among the
Poles of Warsaw, where the Kucharzewski Cabinet has resigned as a protest, but
equally among the Poles of America. The new frontier is impossible from a strategic
point of view, and everything suggests that the arrangement is not intended to be
permanent, but is a " deal " by which the Poles are to be allowed to spend their rage
on the loss of Cholm, so that, when it is restored to them later, they may be more
ready to accept the eventual loss of Eastern Galicia to the Ukraine. The announce
ment of the treaty has driven the Poles into flat opposition of the Government, with
the result that the.Austrian. Parliament now finds itself challenged by the Poles as
"well as (on other grounds) by the Czechs. Neither internal nor external opinion
will allow of a Government in Austria independent of Parliament, and-an.impasse has
thus been reached, which is recognised as no longer one of the countless governmental
or parliamentary crises of the past, but as a " State crisis."
Lord Bertie learns that an entire Polish Brigade has recently deserted from the
Austrian forces and is now in Bessarabia. He also points out that soldiers of Polish
nationality form a large part of the Austrian Army on the Italian front.
GERMAN INTERNAL AFFAIRS.
Annexation and Economics.—Mr.
Lindley reports that whether the Bolshevist
regime survives or gives place to anarchy, Germany will probably find a reason to
intervene in order to establish an administration more favourable to herself. TheIntelligence Bureau sums up the territorial effects of the German-Bolshevist terms as
cutting off Courland, Lithuania, Congress Poland, and the Ukraine from all connection
with the Russian State.
Livonia and Esthonia will be " policed " by German
military forces until their constitution can provide them with social security and
political order. In pursuance of her economic schemes as against the Allies, Germany
will continue the blockade of the Arctic Ocean till the conclusion of a general peace.
She further proposes to resume commercial relations with Russia on the basis of theTreaty of 1904, with a guarantee for the free, un tariffed export of ore, and to enter
into an agreement on most-favoured-nation terms (to last at least till 1925), similar to
that which, she covenanted to give to the Ukraine. Under these and (it is understood)
future treaties, the commercial solidarity of Mittel Europa will have to be recognised
so that apparently the special Customs conventions between Germany and her Allies
will be excepted from the operation of the most-favoured-nation clause. The other
contracting party may make the same reservation ; and under this arrangement a
British Empire or Interallied Customs Union would seem to offer possibilities of
retaliation to the disadvantage of Germany. In the case of Germany s Allies such an
economic union would, in effect, deprive them of their sovereignty and centralise them
under Germany. The severance of the Cholm country (see under " Enemy Allied
Affairs ") will draw together the Prussian, Austrian, and Russian Poles, and make the
suppression of Polish aspirations a permanent problem for Germany.
;

Democratic ()pinion.-'lAia
Intelligence Bureau observes that the bitterness caused
by the politically ineffective strike still remains. The militarist treatment of (he
strikers and of "the Press which tried to interpret their views still rankles in the mind
of the masses. There are signs that democratic opinion is able to assert itself ; at a
recent by-election on the Rhine, an unofficial non-annexationist Centre candidate
defeated an opponent "who was backed by the Catholic annexationist Press; the new
" League for Freedom and Fatherland," started in opposition to the Fatherland Party,,
has already recruited 4,000,000 members of all political colours, including National
Liberals. But, as the Frankfurter- Zeitung insists, the democratic elements in Germany
will have to wake up and wage a far more vigorous campaign than they have hitherto
contemplated if militarism . and economic and political reaction are not to hold the
field after the conclusion of peace. Sir W. Townley reports the dismissal of the-Liberal anti-arinexationist editor-in-chief of the Munchener
Neuesle
Nachrichlen,..

owing to intrigues of the Fatherland Party. Sir W. Townley reports an interesting
speech made hy Scheidemann on February 26th. lie declared that the Germans
were fighting against the Imperialism.of the Entente; but not for the break up of
Russia, the suppression of Belgium, or the acq.uisi.tion of Longvvy and Briey. --The
Russian settlement was only advantageous as a step towards general peace. ' German
aggression towards Russia had alienated the majority of the population of AustriaHungary; Social Democracy repudiated a recent speech, (by the Kaiser)' which
claimed that the world must be brought to acknowledge a German victory : it desired
no peace reposing upon force, it was regrettable that force, instead of sympathy,
had been employed in the suppression of the recent strikes ; in this respect, the
methods of England and Bavaria were a lesson to Prussia. The attitude of the
Junkers towards the workers was intolerable, and the people would answer at the next
elections. The German people would, emerge wiser and freer from the terrible ordeal
through which it was passing.
Suffrage.—The German Press reports the speech (on February 25th) of von Payer,
acting for the first time in his new capacity of Vice-Ohancellor. lie emphasised that
the Imperial Government stood behind the Prussian Government on the question
of Suffrage Reform. His observations were received with much hostility by the
-Junkers.
Jews.---Germania
of February 2-5th, in a leading article, draws attention, to the
prominence of Jews in the public-life of Greater Russia and Ukrainia. It notices
particularly the appointment of a Jew named Dimendstein to look after Jewish
interests, and observes that his organisation is to be. affiliated with, other foreign
Jewish. Socialistic organisations with the object of forwarding Socialistic revolution
among the working classes. One Silberfarb has been, mentioned as carrying on similar
work in Ukrainia. Sir E. Howard reports that proclamations written in Polish,"but
primed in Berlin, have been discovered at Cracow and Lemberg, inciting the people to
massacre the Jews.
Western Offensive.—Sir
if. Rumbold reports a statement that during the first
half of March the Germans will attack both. Calais and Milan. They are propagating
the view in Switzerland, that Germany would be glad to make easy terras with France
and Italy, but must -reserve her' strength for vanquishing England. It would seem,
that the German Government is doubtful as to the probable success of German
offensive in the West.
Air Raids.—The Kolnisehe Zeitung of March 2nd reports an interpellation, in the
Bavarian. House of Representatives, regarding Government indemnification for the
ever-increasing loss from air raids suffered by the people of Bavaria, and more
especially the Pfalz district.
:

NETf.IERLAlN.DS.
Coal.—The Nieuwe Gour ant reports the establishment by the Dutch Foreign
Office of a Commission for investigating the basis upon which economic relations
with the Central Powers are to be maintained upon, the termination on March 31st
of the existing Coal Agreement with Germany. His Majesty's Government has
decided not to supply further British coal to Holland until there appears to be some
prospect of an early conclusion of a general agreement with, the Dutch (see Report
No. 57).
German Operations in Dutch Territorial
Waters.—Sir W. Townley has called the
attention of the Netherlands Government to an attack made on February 27th by two
German hydroplanes on a British convoy inside Dutch territorial waters.
Sand and Gravel.—With
regard to the settlement of the sand and gravel,
question, hopes of which were indicated, in Report No. 55, Sir W. Townley now
reports that the Netherlands Foreign Office would not assent to the appointment
of a single referee with full powers to decide on the objects for which sand and
gravel are to be utilised ; it would only agree to the appointment of an arbitrator,
to act by consent of the Dutch, British, and German Governments. The German
Government has informed the Netherlands Government that provisionally this traffic
will not be resumed after March 15th. If the Germans subseqiientiy wish, to resume
' it, the Netherlands Government propose to insist on local investigation in Belgium by

a Dutch Commission, which will inform the British and German Governments of
its conclusions; these, if challenged, would be further submitted to a neutral
arbitrator, who should give a general ruling in the matter. Meanwhile, a system of
internal control is being established, and licences will not be granted for export .1.0
Belgium of Dutch sand and gravel beyond the normal pre-war rate of about 360,000
tons per annum. According to the Netherlands Foreign Office, Dutch demands are at
present so considerable as to preclude the likelihood of any considerable exportation.
(And see under " Shipping Situation " and " General.")
SWITZERLAND.
Wheat Supply.—In connection with recent articles in the Swiss Press criticising
the ineffectiveness of the Allied, supply of wheat to Switzerland, Sir II. Rum bold has
pointed out to the President that the economic difficulties of Switzerland are to be
ascribed to the German submarine campaign. This explanation, has since been
emphasised by the torpedoing of a Spanish ship carrying 3,000 tons of corn to
Switzerland. The Foreign Office has instructed Lord. Reading to enquire whether
the United States would be prepared to guarantee the necessary tonnage. Such an
undertaking would materially assist the British loan negotiations. Lord Reading
reports that the United States Government will endeavour to provide half the tonnage
immediately necessary. Meanwhile there is a probability that the Germans will
make an offer of wheat to Switzerland, which her necessity may drive her to accept.
SWEDEN.
-Aland Islands and Germany.—SirE. Howard reports that as the result of an appeal
by the Finnish Government to Germany for assistance against the Red Forces, the
Germans declared their intention, of landing a force in the Aland Islands, informing
the Swedish Government that the islands were required, as a " station d'etape " for
operations in Finland. It further appears that the German Emperor sent a telegram
to the King of Sweden expressing surprise at the Swedish expedition to Aland, and
that General Mannerheim is court-martialiing the officer of the White Guard who
agreed with the Swedes to evacuate the islands. The Swedish Government
protested, against any use being made of the islands which might involve the
Archipelago in military operations. According to a German Wireless report, the
landing has now been effected. It seems clear that Germany is taking advantage
of the situation to discredit the Swedish Government, and to get it replaced by a
pro-German administration. It is also possible that she will later on claim the
islands as compensation for4she assistance given to the Finnish Government, though
the German Minister has assured the Swedish Foreign Office that she has no
territorial ambitions in regard to the Archipelago, and that she recognises the vital
interests of Sweden therein. The Swedish Government has intimated its intention of
withdrawing its force from the islands as soon as its humanitarian aims (see Report
No. 57) have been, attained. Such a policy will tend to throw the odium of the
retirement upon Germany.
Arms Regulation.—Sir
E. Howard reports the promulgation on March 5th of a
Royal Decree prohibiting the sale or import of arms and ammunition without
special licence.
Negotiations
with Allies.—Sir E. Howard reports a semi-official communique,
dated March 2nd, announcing the conclusion of the modus vivendi.
(See Reports
Nos. 51 and. 56, under " Shipping Situation.") The news dias been received with
somewhat subdued satisfaction by the Liberal Press, and is strongly attacked by the
Conservative papers. The effect on Germany in present circumstances is anticipated
with alarm, and fears are expressed that the loss of ships will make Sweden dependent
on Germany for imports after the war. An Interallied Trade Commission is being
set up in Stockholm to superintend the carrying out of the agreement. The
Commission will also superintend the disposal of goods still in Sweden under the
Transito Scheme.
DENMARK.
Danish-American
Negotiations.—With
regard to the Danish reply (see Report
No. 57) to the proposals of the United States War Trade Board, His Majesty's

Government lias suggested to the War Trade Board that the proposed Danish exports
to the enemy of bacon, butter, eggs, milk, and fats should be limited.to 500 tons per
week, and that no cheese or casein should be exported ; it is further suggested that
Great Britain should have the option to purchase amounts ecpial to those exported to
the enemy. It is also pointed out that the German-Danish Agreement of November
1917 terminates at the end of March, and that it is desirable that the United States
Government should reach a settlement before the Danes begin negotiating with Germany
for its renewal. Lord Heading reports that the War Trade Board is insisting that
charters of Danish vessels under the agreement must lie for the duration of the war,
and that one-third of the vessels handed over to the United States must be employed
in the war zone ; it doubts whether the negotiations as a whole are likely to terminate
in any useful result. Sir B. Paget reports that the Danish Foreign Office, possibly
with a view to strengthening its attitude, is expressing apprehension of German
pressure.
Danish Butter and British Coal.—Sir R. Paget reports that he has been unable
to persuade the Danish Government to lower the price of butter, or liberate an
increased amount, for exportation to Great Britain. In the circumstances he suggests
that a set-off might be effected by a temporary increase in the price of British coal
exported to Denmark.
N

Stranded
German Prize.—Sir R. Paget reports that the S.S. Igotz Mendi (see
Report No. 57) is now under the Spanish flag and that attempts are being made
to salve her. The Foreign Office instructs him to insist that the cargo must be
considered as imported into Denmark, and therefore subject to export restrictions.
The German Press is very indignant at the attitude adopted by the Danish
Government.
Iceland.—With
reference to the apprehension felt by the Danish. Government in
regard to negotiations by Iceland direct with the Allies (see Reports Nos. 5-1 and 57),
the Foreign Office has authorised Sir R. Paget to give an assurance that His
Majest,y's Government is anxious to co-operate with the Danish Government in
obviating any political difficulties (whether external or internal) in the conclusion and
execution of the revised agreement.
FINLAND.
Finland, Sweden and Germany.—The Foreign Office learns that there appears to
be a difference of opinion between the Finnish and Swedish Governments as to how
far the assent of the former was obtained to the occupation of the Aland Islands
(see under " Sweden " ) . The Finns accuse the Swedes of refusing them assistance
while profiting by the occasion to forward Swedish interests. The Finnish Govern
ment has expressed to the Kaiser its admiration for " the glorious exploits of the
German people and commanding officers," and its thanks for what Germany has done
for'Finland; and has expressed the hope that " i n the impending final peace
" conference the Emperor, as the most powerful protector of Germanic culture and
" evangelical faith, will safeguard the striving of the Finnish people towards liberty
" and peaceful development" by insisting on evacuation by the Russians and the
surrender of arms by the revolutionaries. Politiken, on March 2nd, published a
document indicating that, shortly after FinlancPs declaration of independence, certain
Finnish Delegates left for Berlin to invite Germany to occupy the Aland Islands.
The Germans have now done so and propose to use the islands as a base for operations
in Finland.
According to the Aftoniidhing
of March 3rd, General Mannerheim
only desired arms and ammunition from Germany, and has expressed dissatisfaction
at the despatch of German forces in a manner which has caused much annoyance in
Germany. Interpellations in the Riksdag show a strong feeling that Swedeids
hegemony of the Baltic States is threatened. The Norwegian newspapers express
anxiety at the possible results of German intervention on. the future of Scandinavia.
Finland and Great Britain.—The White Guards have occupied Silastupa and
interfered with British traffic on the Skibotn route ; the incident is receiving the
attention of the British and Norwegian Governments. Reports tend to show that the
White Forces, in the probable event of success, will be not only pro-German but also
anti-British.

s
British Subjects.—Steps are being taken by the British and Swedish Governments
to evacuate British subjects from Finland. General Mannerheim has promised to
give all possible assistance to the Allied Diplomatists, and the Swedish Government
has offered facilities at B a para n da.
^
Food Supply.—In view of the action of the Finnish Government in soliciting
German intervention, it is doubtful whether the British and United States Govern
ments will any longer feel called upon to supply foodstuffs to Finland. It is stated
that the White Forces are adequately provisioned.
SPAIN.
Spanish. Government.—Sir
A. Hardinge reports that the King of Spain h a s
requested Senor Garcia Prieto to retain the Premiership and to reconstitute his
Ministry. There will probably lie a coalition between, the Conservatives and Demo
cratic liberals, in which representatives of the Albist and. Romanonist parties may
possibly be included.
Spanish-American
Negotiations.—The
Foreign Office learns that the negotiations
for an economic agreement between the United States and. Spanish Governments are
now concluded and that the agreement will be signed immediately upon the signature:
of the collateral Franco-Spanish Agreement. It appears that the French Government,
in its anxiety to secure immediate Spanish credits for Allied purchases in Spain,'
requested the United States, Government not to press for concessions in regard to
Spanish tonnage. In view, however, of the importance of such tonnage for Allied
services, especially in connection with the iron, ore trade, Lord Reading has been
instructed to urge the United States Government to work for a satisfactory shipping
arrangement with the Spanish Government.

1

THE VATICAN.
Article 15 of the Italian. Treaty.—The
Foreign Office has instructed His
Majesty's Charge d'Affaires at the Vatican to explain to the Holy See the true
construction of Article 15 of the Italian Treaty as intended and understood by His
Majesty's Government, such construction being entirely at variance with the mis
leading interpretation given by the Bolshevists.
JAPAN.
Exports to Russia.—The Foreign Office instructs Sir 0. Greene that, having
regard to the relaxation of the Chinese embargo and the continuance of exports from
the United States to Russia (see Report No. 56), he should not press for prohibition
of Japanese exports to Russia, but should urge the Japanese Government to forbid,
re-exportation of British goods or their products to Russia.
CHINA.
Enemy Subjects.—With
regard to the proposed assurance to be given to the
Chinese Government in connection with the deportation of enemy aliens (see Report
No. 57), the Foreign Office informs Sir J . Jordan that in view of the special
circumstances of Belgium, the Belgian Government would prefer not to participate in
such assurance. Sir .1. Jordan reports that the Japanese Government also appears;
unwilling to join in the general assurance, and points out that the whole question of
deportation is now dependent on Japanese acquiescence.
ARGENTINE.
* Suggested further Arrangements
with Allies.-—Sir R. Tower reports a suggestion by
the Argentine Foreign Office to arrange the supply of meat to the British Government

on terms analogous to those of the Wheat Convention. The Argentine Government
further appears to be desirous of negotiating for preferential supply of' all Argentine
produce to the Allies.
Argentina Navy.—Sir R. Tower learns that the Argentine Government is desirous
of accpiiring cruisers and submarines as soon as the war is over.
Freezing Establishments.—Sir
R. Tower reports a serious strike by the Seamen's
Labour Union in the freezing establishments at Buenos Aires. On the intervention
of the Argentine Government the trouble has been suppressed.
BOLIVIA.
Enemy Tin Mines.—-The Foreign Office informs Mr. Haggard that careful con
side ration is being given to the cpiestion of the acquisition of enemy mines in Bolivia
by British-American interests (see Report No. 55).
MEXICO.
Carranza and the United States Commercial Proposals.—Mr. Cummins reports that
the commercial arrangement proposed by the United States Government (see Report
No. 56) has been rejected by Carranza.
The Oilfields.—The Foreign Office learns that the situation in the'oilfields is quiet.
Pelaez has issued strict orders to his troops that no damage is to be done. The Mexican
Government has expressed its intention to impose fresh taxation on the exportation of
Mexican oil. The British and United States Governments are protesting again stthis
proposal, which appears to be illegal and oppressive.
German Propaganda.—Mr.
Cummins points out that German propaganda in
Mexico is deriving considerable benefit from various speeches, articles, and interviews
published in the London Press, tending to disparage British aims and- efforts or to
magnify the achievements and prospects of Germany. Such matter is rapidly
transmitted through Spanish and other channels, and has a most mischievous effect.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Mr. Baiter.—The Foreign Office learns that Mr. Baker, United States Secretary for
War, will shortly arrive in Europe to study the situation at first hand.
Wool Purchases.—Lord
Reading reports that in order to check speculation, the
United States Government intends to exercise its option (see Report No, 48) to
purchase certain qualities of imported wool, including South American, and, if
necessary, to purchase and import South American wools on its own account.
Liberty Loan.—Lord Reading reports that the United States Government desires
to invite a certain number of British Officers, with experience of the front, to
participate in the publicity campaign for the next Liberty Loan.
(And sec. under " Shipping Situation.")
SHIPPING SLLTTATION.
Sinltings.—rAccording to the War Trade Intelligence Bureau, the total tonnage of
500 tons gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing ships
reported lost owing to the. malice of the King's enemies during the period February'
22nd—28th inclusive, was 90,913 tons gross, of which 59,748 were British, as
compared with 75,070 tons gross, of which 66,103 were British, reported last week.
Insurance
Rates.—Sir M. Findlay reports that owing to the diminution of losses
during the last six months, the premiums charged in the re-insured trade have
recently been considerably in excess of risks. Consequently, British and Allied
charterers are anxious to take advantage of cheaper rates offered outside Norwegian
War Insurance, which therefore suggests that circumstances now allow of a reduction
in all insurance rates in the re-insured trade.
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^Insurance Documents.—The Foreign Office instructs Lord heading to request the
United States Government to adopt measures for preventing the despatch from the
United States of insurance documents referring to ships' voyages until such vessels
shall have reached their final destination.
x.

United States and Goal.—The Ministry of Shipping reports that the coal position,
in United States ports has somewhat improved, and arrangements are in hand to
co-ordinate with America the shipment of coal to all destinations ; this applies specially
to shipments to South America.
Enemy Ships in Spain.—The Foreign Office learns that the United States Govern
menr has abandoned, its negotiations lor the purchase of enemy ships in Spain, and that
the Italian Government is now taking up the matter.
/
Dutch-American
Negotiations.;,—Lord Reading reports that, owing to German
pressure and the unwillingness of Dutch owners, the modus vivencli is not being fully
carried out, and it seems doubtful whether the agreement can become effective. In
the circmnstances it may be found necessary to requisition the Dutch vessels now in
American ports. Sir W. Townley and the United States Minister at The Hague
strongly deprecate such requisitioning in present circumstances. They submit that
the dependence of Holland on the Allies for rations and coal will constrain the Govern
ment to conclude an agreement with them, and that any blame for delay in so doing
will fall upon Germany. Meanwhile it is suggested that, in consideration for the
immediate use of the ships, the Allies should undertake to place a quantity of cereals
at the disposal of the Netherlands in a United States port by a given date.
(And see. under " Allied Affairs," " Switzerland," " Sweden," "Denmark,"
\
and "' Spain.")
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
General.—Mr. Linclley on February 25th reported on good authority M. Trotsky's
opinion that peace between Germany and Russia could only be temporary. On. March
2nd Mr. Lockhart was hopeful about the organisation of resistance in Russia and
thought that the Bolshevists did not intend to keep the peace they were signing. He
repeated, this opinion on March 3rd, adding that a Congress to be held in Moscow is
likely to determine for a Holy War.
Mr. Lockhart (Petrograd) on March -1th reported on M. Trotsky-s authority the
official signature of peace at Brest, and an announcement by the Germans that their
offensive had been stopped from. March 3rd at 1 p.m. In Mr. LockharPs opinion the
situation so created will not last for long.
A report from Mr. Wardrop (Moscow) dated March 2nd also conveys the impression
that the Bolshevists, especially those of Moscow, are ready to continue the war on
Germany.
Krylonko, as " Highest Commander-in-Chief," issued an order by wireless to all
fronts on the morning of March 4th for the cessation of all hostilities against the
Quadruple Alliance, and on March 5th he protested by wireless to German and
Austro-Hungarian military authorities against the continuance of fighting by the
troops' of those Powers on the " Jamburg-Orska and Homel-Briansk line " and. " other
places."
Lenin and Trotsky announced by wireless on March 4th that March 7th had been
fixed for ratification of the peace treaty. It has been suggested in. the Press that
there must be some misunderstanding whether this means according to old or new
calendar, as the Bolshevists are credited with an announcement to the effect that they
had a fortnight available to consult the people's representatives at a Conference at
Afoscow.
The actual terms of the peace treaty were published by German Wireless on
March 5th, and are given in full in the Times of March Gth. The conditions are still
harder than those in the original ultimatum accepted by the Bolshevists by Wireless
(see former Western Reports) and subsequently in writing. The treaty is between
Germany, Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria and Turkey on. the one side and " R u s s i a " on
the other. In addition to the points to which attention was called in Western Report
No. 57, Article 5 contains the words "Russia will bring her warships either into
"Russian ports, and leave them there until a conclusion of a general peace, or
"disarm them, at once." The warships of States remaining- at war with the

"Quadruple Alliance are to be treated as Russian ships. Article 4 provides for the
-evacuation by I hissia of the East Anatolian provinces, and of the Ardahan, Ears and
Batonni districts, where Russia must "leave it to the populations to carry out the
new arrangements, in agreement with their neighbouring States, especially Turhey"
Sir W. Townley on March 4th calls attention to theGerman demands for surrender
b y Russia of Ivurdsakhan, Ears and Batoum, which he connects w i t h a former
impression derived by' him in Rumania (in 19,12) that the Oonstanza-Black SeaBatoum or Trebizoud route was considered a more direct,route to the Middle East
than the one via Baghdad.
On March 5th he gave the text of a protest issued to the Press by the Russian
Legation against ths "separate peace treaty concluded with the Maximalists with
Germany and her allies."
Li addition to this treat) with " Russia " the Germans have exploited the military
situation in the East, and the naval situation in the Baltic, to make similar " treaties "
tending to their own advantage. German Wireless on March 5th reported that on the
pFevious day Baron v o n dem Bussche announced that a peace treaty Avith Finland
would arrive in Berlin for signature in the course of a few days.
In connection with the Ukraine peace it is interesting to note from Russian
"Wireless announcements of March 2nd and 3rd that the Bolshevists tried to send a
"Delegation of the PeopkVs Secretariat of the Ukraine Republic " from Kharkoff to
the Brest Conference for signature of the peace with " Russia," and that the delegation,
headed by Zatonsky, was held up by the Germans at Pskoff. [Russian Wireless of
Februaiy 27th had announced the willingness of the Zatonsky delegation to sign the
peace treaty concluded with the Kieff Rada.]
Idle latest report on the prospects of Rumania's making a separate peace is
contained, in Baron von dem BusschAs announcement in the Reichstag, reported in
German Wireless of March 5th :—" It is known that Rumania has declared that she
is ready to enter into peace negotiations on the basis of our proposals." This is
confirmed by a reliable report from Jassy forwarded by Lord Bertie on March 5th.
It is gathered b y reports f r o m Lord Bertie (February 27th to March 2nd) that these
proposals are of an aggressive nature. The actual terms have not been, published.
The violence of Count Ozernbds language during his brief visit to Bucharest, on his
w a y to Brest, astonished the Rumanian delegates. Ministers a t Jassy -attach
importance to publishing as widely as possible the threat of dividing up Rumania
between Bulgaria and Austria-Hungary, and of the monstrous nature of t h i s threat.
On March 1st Sir G. Barclay was informed of our confidence that the alleged German
claim for a long lease of all oilfields in. Rumania would not be entertained by the
Rumanian Government as a peace condition.
7
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Germany.—German Wireless of Februaiy 27th publishes rather florid propaganda
on the German peace with the Ukraine, of which the following is a typical extract:—
"Now the Germans are there, God be thanked. One breathes again, the Germans !
That is to say, the return of discipline and order." Also similar propaganda about
the advance in Esthonia and Livonia, said to be " against the robber bands of the
Red Guards."
Sir 1.1. Rumbold on March 1st confirmed on reliable authority the impression
already communicated by Sir E. Howard (see last week's Report) that Count H.ertling's
speech was delivered as a feeler, to find out whether there was any prospect of a
peaceful settlement as an alternative to a great German offensive in the West, of
which the outcome w as doubtful in the opinion of the German Government. On
March 4th he forwarded extracts from the German Press on Mr. BalfouFs reply,
which seems to have caused some indignation, but no valid refutation is forthcoming
of any of the points made. Regret is expressed for the confession b y BethmanuHoliweg of the German crime in Belgium, but none for the commission of the crime.
The Norddeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, according to German Wireless of March 2nd,
tries to revive the old accusation against England of tampering with Belgian neutrality
before the w a r . [The " Convention Anglo-Beige " myth, and the German forgeries
connected with, it, were exposed by Sir Theodore Cook in his book " The Mark of the
Beast."]
r

O n t h e a u t h o r i t y of a B u c h a r e s t t e l e g r a m , of M a r c h 5 t h , t h e Times of M a r c h 7 t h r e p o r t s t h e s i g n a t u r e
of a " p r e l i m i n a r y " t r e a t y b e t w e e n t h e Q u a d r u p l e A l l i a n c e a n d R u m a n i a .
T h e t e r m s a r e g i v e n i n frttl. '
T h e y i l l u s t r a t e a g a i n t h e a v o w e d G e r m a n p o l i c y o f e c o n o m i c e x p a n s i o n ' i n e v e r y d i r e c t i o n hy t h e u s e o f
force.
S i r W . T o w n l e y g a t h e r s ( M a r c h 6 t h ) t h a t s e p a r a t e t r e a t i e s w i t h i n d i v i d u a l c o u n t r i e s of t h e
A l l i a n c e are to he signed later.
1

Sir W. Townley, on March 4th, called attention to the admission by the Berliner
Tageblqtl of the German demands, just before the war, for the cession of Tool and
Verdun, as announced by M. Piehon.
Sir W. Townley, on March 1st, gave the srdztstance of a leading article in the
Vorwdrts of February 28th, which contains the replybf the German Majority Socialists
to the Programme of the London Congress. This wastlealt with by the Times in a
leading article on March 6th.
Austria-Hungary.—The
Intelligence Bureau on March 2nd reported that the
economic sections of the Austrian Peace Treaty with the Ukraine Racla are based
upon the Commercial Treaty of 1906 between Austria-Hungary and Russia. It is
assumed that there will be three economic stages :—(1) Up to August 1st next
for the exchange of surplus products ; (2) a provisional period up to June 30th
1919, renewable for six months at a time, during which the new Commercial
Treaty is to be arranged, and (3) the permanent settlement under that Treaty.
In this connection, great attention is being devoted in the Press to economic
conditions in the Ukraine.
Sir W. Townley, on March 5th, forwarded evidence that both in Austria and
in Hungary the pi-esent spirit favours a policy of annexations.
Bulgaria.—In a telegram from J assy of March 1st, forwarded by Lord Bertie onMarch 5th, the opinion is expressed that, in the proposed peace conditions to be
imposed by the Central Pow ers on Rumania there is a demand that the Dobrudja
shall be ceded to the Quadruple Alliance, not to Bulgaria, and that the reason for this
is to give the Central Powers a chance of levying blackmail on. Bulgaria and to play
off Rumania and Bulgaria against each other as rivals. (See also footnote on page 1.1.)
France.—Lord Bertie on March 1st reports an enthusiastic reception in the French.
Press of Mr. BalfouPs reply to Court Hertling.
On the same date he reported the intention of M. Pichon to read out, at Sorbonne,
instructions sent to the German Ambassador in Jddy 1914 to demand the handing
over to Germany of the fortresses of Toul and Verdun, which would be restored after
the signature of peace, as a condition for acceptance of neutrality demanded, from
France.
Lord Bertie attended the meeting at Sorbonne. Full accounts of the pro
ceedings there have appeared in the Press. An article in the Temps on the subject
. of M. Pichon's revelation states that there will only be lasting peace on earth, on the
day that France retakes her territories and her children. M. Pichon read out the
celebrated letter of October 1870 from the German Emperor to the Empress Eugenie
in which it was stated that Germany took Alsace-Lorraine as a defensive measure
against future aggression by France. On March 2nd Lord Bertie forwarded further
extracts showdng the deep indignation excited in'the French Press by the German
methods as revealed by M. Pichon.
On March 5th he called attention to an article in the Temps calling on the Allies
to Tji'otest solemnly against the Brest Treaty, imposed by ultimatum, and not as a
result of negotiation, preceded by armistice.
Belgium.—Sir F. Villiers, on March 1st, explained that the Belgian Minister of
Foreign Affairs issued his notice to the Press, replying to Count Hertling's appeal,
because he had received so many encjuiries from newspapers and from other sources,
and a delay in replying might indicate that the Belgian Government was hesitating
on the smbject (see Appendix).
Italy.—The Intelligence Bureau on March 1st reported that the alarm reported to
have been produced by the interpretation put upon Mr. Lloyd George's and President.
Vviisoids New Year speeches had subsided by the time that Parliament assembled,,
and, since that date, the movement towards an understanding with the Slavs had
made good jnogress.
Vatican.—Mr. Gaisford on March 3rd reports a fear on the part of the. Russian
Minister (who was one of those whom Kerensky appointed) that the Vatican may give
recognition to the peace treaty between the Central Powers and Russia, dins action
might, in his opinion, be harmful to the Entente.
Serbia.—Sir W. Townley on March 5th gave an account of reported advances to
the Austrian Government by a representatHe of Serbia with certain peace suggestions,
of which the substance was indicated. A reply is stated to have been given by the
-

-

s
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Austrian Minister. In this reply no objection is said to have been raised to Serbia
and Montenegro being incorporated with each other, or to their being given access
to the sea, but extensive concessions in Macedonia were demanded in arrangement
with Bulgaria. A. desire on the part of-Hungary to have Belgrade is reported.
Switzerland. — Sir H. Rum bold on March 2nd reports elation expressed in some
of the Swiss Press about the last speech made by Count Hertling. The German
papers in Switzerland say that the generosity of Count Hertling is in marked contrast
with Americans failure to send corn"to Switzerland.

Sweden.—German Wireless of March 1st published the contents of an article in
the Stockholm Tidningen, of February 27th, discussing Count Hertling's speech, and
gaining from it the impression that progress had been made towards real negotiations
which should not be too hard for either side.
Great Britain.—The
Ministry of Labour, in their report for the week ending on
February 27th, drew attention to the capital importance of the programme of the
London Interallied Labour and Socialist Conference, as indicating an emphatic
departure from the " peace-at-any-price " school which had seemed to have gained
so much in Great Britain during the past few months. The alterations to the original
Labour Party's draft are ail in the direction of stiffening its demands. The hardening
of opinion is attributed (I) to the Bolshevists having been discredited by their actions,
and (2) to the naked demonstration of Avar aims afforded by the Germans in their
methods in Russia.
Contact with the views of democratic parties of other
countries has been another factor modifying the views originally expressed by British
labour.

GENERAL.
Dropping of Pamphlets by Airmen.—The Netherlands Minister in Berlin has been
recpuested to inform the German Government that Iiis Majesty's Government has,
never condemned any German aviator for acts similar to those charged against
Lieutenants Scholtz and Wookey. (See Report No. 54.)
Hospital Ships.- rhe
Foreign Office instructs Sir A. Hardinge to notify the King
of Spain that the Hospital Ship "Glenart Castle " was sunk, most probably by torpedo,
on February 26th. No reply has yet been received, from -the German Government
concerning the Hospital Ship " Rewa,''in. regard to which the Spanish Ambassador
in Berlin communicated a protest in January last.
r

Interned Civilians.—In
a Memorandum (G.T.. 3744) dated January 31st, proposals
are put forward for the exchange of British and German interned civilians. As the
numerical balance is strongly against Great Britain, it is suggested that the Germans
should be invited to agree to the internment in Holland of a certain number of British
privates captured in 1914.
Food for British Prisoners.—Sir
R. Paget, on. behalf of the Danish Red Cross,
enquires whether, under the recent prohibition of payments to neutrals for food
supplied to British prisoners of war, the sending of butter, eggs, &c, direct from
Denmark to British prisoners in Germany is to be discontinued.

Invalid Prisoners.—Pending
the asseut of the German Government to the intern
ment of invalid prisoners of war in Switzerland, it has been arranged that British
and German prisoners of war eligible under paragraph 7 of The Hague Agreement
shall be sent to Holland.
Civilians from Germany for internment in Holland.—With reference to the refusal
by the Germans to provide passports to civilian prisoners arriving from Germany
for internment in Holland (see Report No. 57), the Netherlands Foreign Office has
informed the German Government that it cannot in future consent to the internment
of prisoners not so provided.

APPENDIX
TO

W e s t e r n a n d G e n e r a l R e p o r t No. 5 8 .

P a r t II.

Speech delivered in the Reichstag by the Imperial Chancellor, Count Hertling, on February 25th,
1918, as reported in German Wireless, in the Press, and by Sir W. Townley. (February
25th-26th.)

Introduction.—Count
Ilertling began his speech with a plea that " qualifiedand
responsible representatives of the belligerent countries" should " come together in a
closer circle mutually to express their views." He quoted Mr. Walter Runcimau as
being in. favour of this procedure.
[The Times of February 27th publishes a leading article interpreting these
overtures as a " peace offensive " in the West, conducted on the lines of the procedure
which produced so effective an influence on the military situation in the East,.]
Belgium.—" We are not thinking of keeping Belgium, and of making Belgium a
part of the German Empire, but, however, as has also been explained in the Papal
Note of August 1st of last year, we must be shielded from the danger that the country
with which we wish to live in peace and friendship after the war, may become the
object.or starting point of enemy machinations."
"If a proposal in this clirection were to come from the other side, perhaps from
the Government at Le Havre, we should not adopt an attitude of refusal even though
the discussions, as is obvious, could not be binding."
[Baron de Uroqueville, the Belgian Prime Minister, has replied to this appeal, in
an interview, reported in the Times of March 2nd. He refers to the reply sent to the
Pope on December 24th. " The integrity of Metropolitan and Colonial territory,
" political, economic, and military independence, without any condition or restriction,
" reparation for damage done, guarantees against a repetition of the aggression of
" 1914—such are the indispensable conditions of a just peace as far as Belgium is
" concerned." And he adds that the Belgian Government will only discuss peace
terms in concert with those of the Powers, guarantors of her independence, which
honoured their engagements towards Belgium.]
President Wilson.—Count Hertling expressed in general terms his agreement with
the four principles laid down by President Wilson in his speech of February 11th.
(Appendix to. Western Report No. 56, Part IP), and. said that the speech "perhaps
represents a slight step towards a mutual approachment." He welcomed joyfully
the Presidents reference to the Balance of Power. " I t is well known that it is
" England who invented the principle of the maintenance of the balance of power in
" order to make use of it when one of the European States threatened to become too
" powerful for her liking, and it is only another expression meaning the domination
" of England."
Referring to the proposed League of Nations, he thought that President Wilson
" i n his flights of idealism has gone far beyond the existing facts . . . .
as yet
" not one of all the nations will, keep the peace in the name of justice, as laid down
" by a court of arbitration."
In tlie name of the German Empire and her allies, Count Hertling declines to
accept the tribunal of the whole world, as being a prejudiced one, but he would
" welcome the bringing into existence of an impartial, court of arbitration."
[The inference from the last two extracts is clear. Germany would tolerate the
establishment of such a court, but would not obey its dictates. This is fully in
accordance with the creed of the Great General Staff, who dominate German policy.
Comp. Clausewitz-"
self-imposed restrictions, almost imperceptible and hardly worth
mentioning, termed usages of international law."]
German War Aims.—" Our war aims from the beginning have been the defence of
" the Fatherland, the maintenance of our territorial integrity, and the.freedom of our
" economic development in every direction.'/

[The first two allegations have been made consistently without proof from the
beginning of the war. The third, has recently been emphasised by the Kaiser, von.

Ivuhlmaim, and others. It has been illustrated by the facts. This is the most
definite official statement that it was Germany's Avar aim "from the beginning." No
explanation is given of the manner in which German.y's "freedom of economic
development in every direction." was checked in any way before the war; The
inference, from the treatment of Russia and the Ukraine, is that Germany's principal
war aim " from the beginning " has been to gain economic advantages at the expense
of her neighbours by military conquest over them.]
Ukraine, Courland, Livonia and Esthonia.—Court Hertling, in a triumphant tone,,
announced that successful "military action in the East" had enabled Germany to
substitute an ultimatum for the peace terms offered at Brest-Litovsk, and that " our
" conditions have been accepted. Never, perhaps, before in history has Aristotle's
-" saying that we must be determined on war for the sake of peace had such brilliant
" confirmation." [These conditions were published by Russian and by German'
Wireless. See also Western Reports 50 and 57, Part II., and this weelds for demands
added subsequently.]
Rumania.-."
It is our duty to further the just interests oil our loyal Allies,.
Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria and Turkey, and to reach a settlement of desires- which
may, perhaps, be conflicting."
Poland.—" This country has been freed by the united efforts of Germany and
" Austria from oppressive dependence of Czaristic Russia,with the intention of calling
" into being an independent State . . . ". the question of the system of government
" of the new State could not, it will be understood, be decided at once. . . . . In
" settling the frontier question, only what is indispensable on military grounds will be
" demanded by Germany." ["Military grounds," "strategic reasons," &c, are
preferred by German speakers to the more definite expression " annexations." See
also reference to " strategic protections " by the London Labour and Socialist
Conference—Western. Report, No. 57, Part II., p. PL]
Alsace-Lorraine.—"There
is no Alsace-Lorraine question in the international
sense. If there is such a question, then, it is purely a German question."
Alleged Italian. War Aims.—" Fighting to separate Palestine, Syria, and Arabia
' from the Turkish Kingdom."
" The Entente is fighting in order that Italy may acquire Austro-Hungarian
territory."
Alleged British War Aims.—"Still
absolutely of an Imperialistic nature
When England speaks of the right of self-determination, she never thinks of
applying the principle to Ireland, Egypt, or India."
" I t is especially on Turkish territory that England has cast her eye."
" That EnglancTs Colonial w a r aims are directed to the increasing and rounding
off of her enormous possessions, especially in Africa, has been stated repeatedly by
English statesmen."
Germany and Switzerland.—" Never for a single moment have we thought of such
a thing as to tamper with. Swiss neutrality, nor ever will, we think of such a thing."
[Compare official assurances given publicly by German statesmen and diplomatists,,
up to duly 31st, 11)14, about respecting Belgium neutrality.]
, Peroration.-"
The world is yearning for peace," &c, &c.
[Count Hertl.ing's own explanation of the treatment of Russia shows that this
must be a peace based upon the victory of the German arms, and the realisation of a
War aim of "economic development in every direction." Speaking in the name of
t h e German Empire and her Allies, he is unwilling to submit the German case to a
tribunal of t h e whole world, as suggested by President Wilson.] Count Hertling
follows up this statement by a misleading allusion to Lord MilneFs speech, at
Plymouth. [From r e p o r t s available i t s e e m s that only mutilated extracts f r o m
Lord MilneFs speech, accompanied by officially inspired comments, have been allowed
to reach the German p e o i D l e . ]
;

N.B.—Count Hertling was dealt with by Mr. Balfour in the House of Commons on.
Februarv 27th.
G. G. A .
March 2nd, 1918.
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Discuss TONS.
General.—There seem to be no limits to the demands imposed by the Germans
by force of arms upon all who enter into peace discussions with them. The principles
of the Reichstag Resolution of July I9th, .1.91.7, have been openly abandoned. There is
no apparent desire on the part of the Central Powers for a permanent peace, based on
goodwill, with any enemy country. A. rich future is now put prominently before the
people by the Kaiser' as a principal war aim, and the defence of the Fatherland
(against imaginary clangers) is less used as camouflage.
[See also under "Germany,"
below.]
The new Black Sea route for the Central Powers deserves attention.
Attention is also drawn to the separate supplementary treaty contracted by Germany
with Russia, as affecting Spitsbergen and merchant shipping.
PEACE

ALLIED AFFAIRS.

The question of intervention in Siberia has not yet been settled.
BELGIUM.

German attempts to split up Belgium are of interest. Also their renewed attempts
to accuse the Belgians of mortgaging their neutrality (see under
Peace Discussions—
Germany"). We have an overwhelming case for counter-propaganda.
ITALY.

The enemy's attempts to spread subversive propaganda deserve attention.
ENEMY ALLTED AFFATRS.

There art; reports of disaffection amongst the Austro-Hungarian troops.' The
attitude of the Poles seems unlikely to satisfy both German and Austrodlungarian
opinion.
GERMAN INTERNAL AFFATRS.

The prospects of economic advantages, obtained from concmered nations by the
German sword, seem to be acting temporarily as a sop to the people. This alters, as
affecting the Western Front, the Appreciation in Western Report No. 50, that

immediate military successes were needed to strengthen the grip of the military
authorities over the nation. On the other,"hand, information (dated February 28th)
just received from Sir Id. Riunbold, points to a spirit, of unrest amongst German
soldiers now that the ideals put before them as war aims have become purely
materialistic.
There is some gloating over the immediate prospects of supplies from the Ukraine.
NETHERLANDS.

The report on the progress of Socialism is of interest.
SWITZERLAND.

The wheat supply question is becoming acute.
No it WAY.
The Norwegian Government has again proclaimed neutrality.
FINLAND.

The so-called " Peace Treaty " amounts to an alliance, granting material
advantages to Germany. The provisions of the treaty merit careful attention ; they
will have far-reaching effects on trade communications between the western countries
and Russia, and on the interests of all. Scandinavian countries. The
Norddeulache
claims that Germany came to an agreement with Sweden on the subject.
SPAIN.

German intrigues with anarchists have been exposed by the Sot:
CHINA.

The internal situation is unsettled.
COLOMBIA.

The Government is reported to be tending towards Germany.
MEXICO.

Conditions in the oil districts are still critical, and do not seem to be improving.
Shipping Situation.

The report on the situation as affecting 1 hitch, shipping is of serious importance.
The Dutch Government have been given until Monday for acceptance of the present
proposals.
G. G. A .
March. Pith, 1918.

[This Document is the Property of His Britannic Maj esty's Go vein menfc.]
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F A R T II.—FOREIGN AND

GENERAL.

ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Far East.- The question of intervention in Siberia is still under the consideration
of the Allied Governments.
Raw. Materials.—Flis Majesty's Government has notified the Allied Governments
of the desirability of collecting data regarding their present and prospective resources
and requirements of raw materials. Such information will be useful both for exerting
pressure on the enemy by the threat of economic ruin, and for assuring the supplies
and industries of the Allies during post-war reconstruction.
FRANCE.
France and Russia.—Lord Bertie reports that on March 4th the Socialist Deputy
Bon objected to the recent publication of a letter from the Emperor Nicholas to
President Poincare, it being a diplomatic document. M. Pichon replied that the
publication was intended to demonstrate that the French Government, like the British,
wished to show its assurance that the Imperial Government had remained faithful
to the Alliance ; there was no arriere pensee of wishing to re-establish Tzardom.
M. Renauclel then requested the publication of the Franco-Russian Treaty, promised by
M. Ribot. M. Pichon declared he had no objection, but must study t h e question.
It would be seen that French policy was always profoundly pacific, and that France
and Russia did all they could to maintain peace. France entered the war to defend
herself against German provocation.
M. Clemenceau
and the Socialists.—Lord
Bertie reports that on March 8th
M. Renaudel attacked M. Clemenceau for not doing anything against the Press
campaigns directed against the leaders of French policy during the last four years,
due Premier replied that Republicans should not fear the liberty of the Press. His
first doctrine was liberty, his second, war, to which all must be sacrificed to ensure
the triumph of France. Nobody wished, peace more than he, but by bellowing peace
Prussian militarism would not be reduced to silence. lie taxed the Socialists for
debating at the National Congress whether or not they should vote war credits.
Before the war certain super-idealists might have hoped by refusing war credits to be
imitated by the Germans, but that hope was cruelly deceived by the facts. He asked
those who intended to refuse war credits to vote against him. The Order of the Day
expressing confidence was adopted by 374 votes to 41, amongst whom were Cachin,
Lafont, Laval, Mayeras and Pressemane, and about 70 abstentions including
Accambray, TLomas, Dalbiez, Eouget, Renaudel, Sembat and Varenne.
BELGIUM.
Flemish Movevient.—Sir Yv". Townley cites a Wolff telegram dated March 8th to
the Dutch Press, reporting an audience granted by von Falkenhausen, GovernorGeneral of Belgium, to the " Plenipotentiary Council of Flanders." In aeknow
ledging their announcement regarding the election of the Council, the GovernorGeneral said that now or never Avas the occasion to lay the foundation of an
Independent Flanders. Their task for the next few months, no matter to what party
they belonged, Avould consist in preparing the Flemish nation for the great decision
which it Avould have to make at the conclusion of peace. (See also Reports
Nos. 52-54.)
-

ITALY.
Resignation of Minister of War.—Sir R. Rodd learns that the Minister of War is
offering his resignation and will be succeeded by General Zubelli.
Subversive Propaganda.—-Sir R. Rodd learns that the enemy is recruiting agents
from the invaded districts of Italy, Avho, under the guise of refugees, are to spread

s
subversive propaganda behind the Italian lines. Certain Socialist elements have also
decided to carry on a propaganda among the troops. (See. also Report No...54.) The
presence of the British and French forces, however, continues to inspire deter
urination and confidence.
Enemy Trading.—Sir R. Rodd reports that serious charges of trading with the
enemy have been brought by Signor Birolini against certain, cotton and. silk firms in
North Italy.
PORTUGAL.
Coveramcnl Changes.—Sir L. Carnegie reports the resignation of the Ministry owing
to a disagreement regarding the system of electing the President and Parliament.
A new administration has been set up, which includes no Unionist element.
President Paes continues to act as Minister for War and for Foreign Affairs. Senhor
Machado Santos, Minister of the Interior, has resigned. The Foreign Office learns
that certain officials appointed by him during his tenure of office are dangerously
pro-German. The Spanish Press reports that he has now been placed in charge of
the Ministry of Food Supplies.
ENEMY ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Poles and the Austrian Budget.—The Kreuzzeitung
of March 9th announces the
passing of the Austrian Budget, which gives the Government funds till the end of
June. The Czech group voted solid against the entire Bill and the German Social
Democrats against the war credit.' The clerical Italians and South Slavs abstained
from voting. The Bill was passed owing to the vote of the Polish Club, amongst
whom, were only two dissentients. At a subsequent meeting of the Club, the Social
and National Democratic groups resigned their membership. It is stated that the
Polish vote was given on the following conditions, accepted by the Emperor in the
absence of Count Czernin : first, that the Polish Ukraniau frontier should follow the
line of the river Bug; secondly, that no further partition of Poland should be made,
and no division of Galicia ; thirdly, that an amnesty should be granted to the Polish
legion (see below). The Kreuzzeitung
declares that if this correctly represents what
happened, the Austrian Government must have given guarantees, which, as far as the
first two points are concerned, directly affect German Imperial interests, and which,
in the case of the second point, are of the most vital kind for Germany.
Riots in Croatia.—Sir W. Townley learns that owing to riots, martial law has been
declared in three counties of Croatia.
Zeitung states
Morale of the Arm.]/.—A telegram from Vienna to the Frankfurter
that in the Lower House of the Reichsrath on Tuesday certain Deputies asked the
Minister of National Defence for information regarding the reported mutiny of the
Polish Brigade, comprising about 8,000 men, on February 15th, A. Croatian infantry
regiment, it was alleged, was ordered to march against the mutineers in order to
prevent them from reaching Rtiinano-Bessarabian territory vid Marmoritza. A pitched
battle ensued between the Croatians and the Poles, in "which artillery and machine
gnns were used. Both sides suffered, very heavy losses, but the Polish legionaries
were finally overpowered and taken prisoners. The Foreign Office learns that
the morale of the Austrian troops in. Eastern Galicia is extremely bad. According
to a Vienna telegram, General Czapp von Birkenstetten, Minister of National
Defence, replying in. the Reichsrath to urgent questions relative to repatriated
Austro-Hungarian prisoners of war, said that, whilst the military authorities had
ordered them to be treated in the most benevolent and indulgent manner, precautionary
measures had to be taken against the propagation of revolutionary tendencies, as
proofs were not wanting that among those now returning were a large number who
had been won over to revolutionary ideas and who had. been sent back to the country
as emissaries of this propaganda. All those, he added, who had actually shown a
radical revolutionary tendency would be treated according to the orders applying to
the more serious cases. The assertion, however, that, when fit for field service,
returned prisoners of war were immediately incorporated in marching formations he
declared to be incorrect.

GERMAN INTERNAL AFFAIRS.
Tlw. Russian Peace.—Sir W. Townley reports tire attitudes of various German
sections towards the Russian peace. The Minority Socialists are vehemently hostile,
pointing out that friendship with the present or any future Russian administration
will be impossible for a long time. The Majority Socialists are disappointed with
the peace, and particularly with the Bolshevists for playing into the hands of the
Imperialists, thus destroying any hope which German Socialists had of stemming the
tide of German annexationism. The Jewish interests, represented by the
Frankfurter
Zeitung and Berliner Tageblatt, are baulked of their hopes of a " United States of
Russia " friendly to Germany and leavening her political institutions. They fear that
the States cut off from Russia will presently sigh for reunion with her. The Western.
Industrialists, beyond expressing satisfaction at the securing of trade routes through
Russia to Persia and Afghanistan, express no special satisfaction; they are
anxious lest Militarist annexations in the East should entail abandonment of claims
- to the mineral districts of Belgium and Northern France, and they therefore lay stress
on the so-called. " self-determination" granted by Germany in the East. Finally, the
semi-official Press presents the public with all-round satisfactory assurances. The
Cologne Gazette declares that the treaty bids fair to wreck British prestige throughout
Asia, besides supplementing the submarine campaign in the work of undermining
Mr. Lloyd George's position, ddie Norddeutsche
Allgemeine
points to four distinct
gains achieved by the peace : first, military, namely, the end of war on two fronts ;
secondly, political, to wit, the bursting of the " ring of enemies " ; thirdly, general,
the laying of Germany's pet bugbear, Umkreisungs Politik ; fourthly, economic, the
establishment of complete economic self-sufficiency.
(This belief is strongly
controverted by Naumann in an. article in the Vossische Zeitung of March 2nd, on
Middle European world economics) ; finally, there is the moral victory, " Colossal
strengthening of our confidence! in our own cause, and our final success." . TJhe
Russian Wireless Press of March 8th issues the following renunciation of the German
Majority Socialists :—" The Councils Press announces that Comrades Lenin and
" Trotsky have sent to our plenipotentiary in Sweden, Comrade Yorovsky, a
" categorical order not to have any, even the most remote connections with the
" German Socialist-Imperialists. The group of Scheidernann, David, the adventurer
" and speculator Parvus (see Reports Nos. 50 and 54, under Denmark), and others,
" have probably been forced—so the instruction runs—to enter into an agreement
" with the direct enemy of our class, the German Imperialists, in the same way as
: " strikers come to an agreement with employers. We cannot enter into negotiations
" with strike breakers such as the partisans of Scheidemaun, traitors to the working
" classes."
Germany and the Poles.—During a Polish debate in the Prussian Landtag on
March (.5th, Dr. Seyds (Pole) declared that the German policy of annexation would
make the peaceable and friendly co-existence of the German and Polish peoples
henceforth impossible. " We representatives of the * Polish people in this House
" share their indignation to the full, and solemnly protest against this act of violence
"against the Polish nation." Dr. Friedberg (Yice-President) said: "Dr. Seyds
" proclaimed himself as representative of the Polish nation in Prussia. I don't
" recognise that firm. I know here only Prussian Deputies. We cherish no illusions.
" We know quite well that only small groups of Poles desire an understanding with
us. What Seyds and his friends may think of the peace we have concluded with
" Ukrainia leaves us cold. The existence and life conditions of our Fatherland shall
" not be ordained to suit Polish wishes, but exclusively to suit our own requirements."
Fuhrmaim (National Liberal) said that after what Germans had endured from the
Poles both at home and abroad, they must reflect before establishing an independent
Poland on their flank.
Supplies from Ukrainia.—A Lokalauzeiger telegram from Berlin gives a glowing
account of the food supplies of all kinds found by the German troops in Ukrainia:
The Norddeutsche,
however, states that in consequence of the great difficulties of
transport no adequate assistance for the German food supply can be expected from
Ukrainia until the next harvest has been gathered. Sir W. Townley reports a state
men t of the Austrian Press that the Ukraine must supply the Central Powers with
- 30,000 wagons of grain, 2,000 w agons of frozen meat, 1,200 wagons of sugar and
1,000 wagons of dried fruit by April 15th. It is added that, in consequence of
shortness of rolling stock, a service of motor lorries will be organised to effect
- transport.
r

War Supplies and Corruption.—In
the Main Committee of the Reichstag oh
March Sth a debate took- place on corruption in connection with war works, and the
Daimler motor works Avere made a test case. It was stated that their profits had.
been systematically falsified for years, and that their -profits during the war a s
coin pared to pre-war days represented 173 per cent, over cost price. It was also
observed that the War Department had endeavoured to keep down prices, but that
the biggest undertakings still opposed official control.
German Federal States and, Imperial
Taxation.—The
Intelligence Bureau
reports:—"A subject which is receiving the attention of experts is the War
"Finances of the German Empire and of the German Federal States, especially i n
" their inter-connection. Great difficulties are impending in this sphere and strong
" protests have been' uttered in the Parliament of different German States, e.g., i n
" Baden, Bavaria and Hesse, against further encroachments by the Empire upon the
" domain of direct taxation, Avhich the States consider to be their own preserve.
" Count Itdderii, the Imperial Secretary of State for Finance, appears to have avoided.
" this subject in his speech, introducing the Budget last Aveek, and, indeed, he
" refrained for the present from giving any indication of the nature of the new
" taxation Avhich-he described.' as inevitable."
Leipzig Fair.—The German Wireless Press quotes the Rotterdamsche
Gourant
as being much impressed with. German Industrial actiA-itv as exhibited at Leipzig
Fair.
Niederbarnim
Bp-election.—Sir
W. Townley reports that the "Minority Socialist
Dr. Breitseheid is opposing Herr Wisselt, the Majority Socialist candidate, in the
by-election at Niederbarnim on March 14th. This is one of the Potsdam Divisions, a
large industrial district, and a stronghold of Majority Socialism. The contest is being
accepted by both parties as a test of the popular decision between them, and is
therefore highly significant.
Unrest in the Army.—Sir H. Rumbold, in a despatch dated February 28th, reports
that, though the German Government can still depend absolutely on the Army, there
is a widespread spirit of unrest among the soldiers, especially in the infantry
regiments, owing to the. iron discipline, the prolonged strain, of A v a r , and. a sense of
political injustice based on hatred of the .I linkers and industrial Avar-profiteers.
NETHERLANDS.
German Operations in Dutch Territorial
Waters.--An connection with the recent
attack by German hydroplanes on a British convoy in Dutch territorial Avaters (see
Report No. 58), the German Government has expressed its regret to the Netherlands
Government and explained that a mistake A v a s made by tire airman who dropped the
bomb.
Socialism.—-In a despatch dated. February 22nd, Sir W. Townley traces the recent
developments of Socialism in Holland. At a recent conference at Afnheim, the Social
Democratic Labour Party adopted, a resolution admitting, as a matter of principle,
the participation of the party (subject to guarantees for the materialisation of party
claims) in the government of the country. At present the party, led by Troelstra, i s
represented by 2 members in the Upper House and 15 i n the Lower. The number
of organised labourers has increased from 189,030 i n 1913 to 303,760 i n 1917. A
revisal of the franchise has given the vote to all male Hollanders of or over 25 years
of age. The "Economic Union " started by M. Treub (see Report No. 51) has been
designed to include not only the capitalist classes, but also the lower strata represented
by the Trades Unions, and it is quite possible that he may be returned'- to poAver at
the summer elections. It is thus that, seeing its position menaced, the Social
Democratic Labour Party has relinquished a dogma for the sake of practical politics,
and is now willing to co-operate Avith. one or more bourgeois groups, with a reason
able prospect of being called upon to assume the responsibility of office. A: younger
p a r t y , IIOAV led by Wijnkoop, seceded in 1909 from the parent g r o u p under the name
of the Social Democratic Party. It IOIIOAVS the path of orthodox Marxism as opposed
to what it calls " Troel.stra's opportunism." During the A v a r this p a r t y has made
great progress, both absolutely and relatively to the Troelstra Party : this is probably
due almost entirely to Avar conditions-to the growing spirit of anti-militarism, and
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to the inadequacy of the Governmental -measures for food distribution. A. further
cause of deep dissatisfaction' has been created by the contrast between the wealth
and the poverty caused by the war. The blame for the sufferings of the poor is
attributed by this party to the export policy of the Minister for Agriculture, and. this
policy has aroused in it a strong anti-German feeling, in contradistinction, to the
rather pro-German sympathies of lToelstra's following.
There is a third party,
the Revolutionary Socialists, which is new and relatively small. : it is auti-parlia
mentarian, and urges the workmen to form " Soviets " ; it has already succeeded in
forming soldiers' councils. Wijnkoop, while leaving the formation of Soviets to the
Revolutionary Socialists, is nevertheless working, with his coadjutor, Madame Roland
Hoorst, for the Bolshevists, as their agent and reporter on affairs in Holland and
Germany. At present the Troelstra party has an overwhelming majority over the
other Socialist groups ; but it may prove to have compromised itself by the decision
to accept Governmental responsibility, and it will have to work hard to keep its
popularity. Under normal circumstances the Anarchist group would not have much
chance in Holland, but anything may happen when the bacillus of revolutionary
anarchy is in the air.
Scandinavian-Dutcli
Traffic.—The Foreign Office instructs Sir W. Townley to insist
that imports by Dutch, vessels from Scandinavia to Holland should be consigned to
the Netherlands Overseas Trust.
Daylight Saving.-—Sir W. Townley reports the introduction of a Bill to advance
legal, time in Holland by one hour from 2 a.m. on April 1st until 3 a.m. on
September 30th.
And see under "Shipping Situation."
SWITZERLAND.
Wheat Supply.—-Lord Reading reports that the United States Government, while
unable at present to guarantee any definite amount of tonnage for supply of wheat to
Switzerland under the American-Swiss Agreement, will shortly reach a decision in
the matter. Sir II. Rumbold. reports that the Entente—and particularly England—
is being blamed by the Swiss for their economic difficulties. It is stated that the
German Government has already approached the Swiss Government with a counter
offer, which appears to have been refused. There is, however, a danger that the
pro-German political element may take over the question of grain supply from the
Military Department, and agree to accept wheat from the Ukraine. (See also Reports
Nos. 49-5J, 53, 55 and 58.)
Meat Exports.—In view of the continuance of meat exports from Switzerland to
Germany, His Majesty's Government is concerting -with the French Government in
the reduction of the Swiss ration of fresh and preserved meat. (See Report ISlo. 56.)
Cotton Exports.—With regard to the question of cotton exports from Switzerland
to Germany (see Reports Nos. 51, 52, 53 and 55), the Allied Delegates are still
pressing for the entire cessation of export of cotton, tissues, but have offered as
compensation to increase the ration for embroidery exports. The Swiss Delegates
object that such an arrangement would tend to dislocate Swiss industrial organisa
tions, but it would seem that they are principally actuated by fear of German
reprisals. They are, however, still considering the question.
NORWAY.
Germany and the Nonvegian-American
Agreement.—The War Trade Intelligence
Bureau reports:—"The German Government is protesting strongly against the
" ratification by Norway of the Norwegian-American Agreement. It complains that
" the Agreement virtually prohibits the export of Norwegian products to Germany.
" The attitude of the German Government is menacing. It threatens to sink
"Norwegian ships bringing supplies to Norway from the United States, and points
" out that certain Norwegian towns are Avithin easy reach of German aircraft."
The Foreign Clffice learns that the German Government is openly suggesting that
the Allies aim at securing a naval base in Norway, and is spreading rumours
that Germany herself may do so. Sir R. Paget believes that both methods are designed
merely to intimidate the Norwegian Government, and that, while the latter operation

iyvould appear to be contrary to the interests of Germany, she has a real fear of the
former, in order, probably, to allay' German importunity in this regard, the
Norwegian Government has issued to the belligerent Powers a declaration confirming
its neutrality. Sir R. Paget considers it possible that Germany is seeking, to estop
Norway from assisting the Allies to help Sweden if she should prove recalcitrant.
The German newspapers continue to threaten Norway. The Hamburger
FremdeiMatt
of March 7th asks if she is still neutral, and (according to German Wireless Press) the
Norddeutsclie Allgemeine Zeitung " i n a critical consideration of Norwegian neutrality,
especially of the anti-German excesses of the Norwegian. Press," declares that
Germany's position-in the East and North has been, so strengthened by the latest
events that.she Can regard such an attitude with, regret indeed, but with, complete
calmness.
The Norwegian newspaper, Verdens Gang, commenting on various
indications of increased German activity against neutral States, particularly Norway,
mentions that as a result of the U-boat'war 81,000 tons of Norwegian shipping has
been sunk this year, 11,000 tons having been lost in the last few weeks. The same
journal draws attention to an important change of German, economic policy towards
neutrals. Germany formerly aimed at large exports to neutral countries in return for
goods of importance to her and tending to raise the exchange rates of the mark, but
now she is evidently more indifferent to foreign goods. Verdens Gang regards as a
decisive proof of this change the fact that the German Central Purchase Agency in
Norway has resolved to restrict its activity with a view, it is thought likely, to
winding up its business.
Disturbances
in Clirlstiania.—The
Foreign Office learns that on March Oth a
disorderly crowd looted various bakers' and. tobacconists' shops in Christian!a. A
repetition of such incidents is considered possible.
Pyrites.—With
regard to the suggestion of a British contract for Norwegian
pyrites, to be delivered over a term of years (see Report No. 57), the Foreign Office
learns that negotiations of a similar character are already contemplated by a German
concern.
SWEDEN.
Germany and Swedish. Negotiations
with Allies.—With reference to the conclusion
by the Swedish Government of the modus vivend/i with the Allies (see Report No. 58),
the -Frankfurter
Zeitung professes to regard this as unneutral conduct, and remarks :
" Are the services rendered in exchange really worth the price which Sweden, is
" prepared to pay ? Has Sweden considered that by her action she is jeopardising
" her most precious, and for the future most profitable, possession, her commercial
" f l e e t ? " Similar attacks have appeared in the Norddeutsche Allgemeine
Zeitung.
Sir E. Howard reports that the Swedish Government is still anxious to conciliate
Germany over the question of iron ore, and convinced that the German expedition to
Aland was undertaken with the object of exercising pressure'upon Sweden in regard,
to her connne.i-ci.al negotiations. Nevertheless it is desirous of coming to an arrangement
with the Allies, especially if such agreement guarantees to Sweden a supply of cereals
and fodder.
Wine Embargo.—The Foreign Office informs Sir E. Howard that His Majesty's
Government has removed, the specific embargo on strong wines, absinthes and
liqueurs for Sweden.
And see under " Finland."
DENMARK.
Stranded German Prize.—Sir R. Paget reports that the Danish Government has
received and replied to an official German protest regarding the internment of the
prize crew of the S.S. lgotz Mendi (see Reports Nos. 57 and 58).
- .
Danish-American
Negotiations.—The
Foreign Office instructs Lord Reading to
recommend to the United States War Trade Board the continuance of its negotiations
with the Danish Government (see Reports Nos. 57 and 58) having regard to the
political and economic importance of the proposed agreement.
Butter.—Sir R. Paget reports that the Danish Government is. prepared to sell to
Great Britain half the reserve of Danish butter. The Danish Government represents
that the price at which it will be sold entails, a loss to itself of nearly 1,000,000

crowns, and asks for a quantity of sewing-cotton as compensation, stating that British
consent to this would very favourably impress the country. The Danish Government
proposes, as consideration for the German share of the reserve, to demand (inter alia)
free navigation for Danish shipping to the United States.

FINLAND (AND ALAND).
German Treaty -with Finland.—According
to a Press report, an official telegram
from Berlin states that on March 7th a peace treaty was signed between Germany
and Finland. A. trade and shipping agreement and a supplementary protocol to both
treaties were also signed. In Article 1 of the treaty it is declared that no state
of Avar exists between. Germany and Finland, and that the contracting parties are
resolved henceforth to live with each, other in peace and friendship. Germany will
exert herself to secure recognition by all the Powers of FinlancVs autonomy and.
independence. On the other hand, Finland will cede no portion of her territory
to a foreign Power, nor grant such Power any easement on territory over which
she is sovereign without previously having come to agreement with Germany.
The articles which, follow relate to the resumption of diplomatic and. consular
relations immediately after the ratification of the peace treaty, the renunciation by
each party of compensation, for war costs and war damages, and the restoration of
State treaties, except those between Germany and Russia which have lapsed.—these
are to be replaced, by new treaties corresponding to altered views and conditions. In
particular negotiations are to start immediately for a trade and shipping treaty.
Meanwhile, trade relations wdll be regulated between both countries by a trade and
shipping agreement. The payment of obligations, particularly the Public Debt
service, is to be resumed. For the settlement of the Aland. Islands, it is laid down
that the fortifications shall be removed as speedily as possible, and the permanent
no 11-fortification of the islands is to be regulated by special agreement. The iiistru
ments of ratification are to lie exchanged in Berlin as soon as possible. Four months
after the ratification representatives of the contracting parties will meet in Berlin
for the purpose of drawing up a supplementary treaty.
According to- a Berlin telegram published- in the Swedish papers on March 10th, the
Commercial and Shipping Treaty provides that subjects of either of the contracting
parties shall enjoy the same rights in. trade and other occupations as natives. With
regard to' stipulations making Finnish citizenship a condition of holding shares in
certain Finnish companies, German citizens will as soon as possible be placed on an
equality with Finns in this respect. Farm, products, &c, shall be treated according
to the most-favoured-nation principle. As long as this agreement remains valid, the
Finnish tariff of January 1st, 191-4, will, be applied towards Germany. Sir E. Howard
reports that the announcement of this treaty has caused much annoyance and
apprehension in Sweden. The Liberal, papers observe that it prejudices the question
of the settlement of Aland in a manner hardly consistent with promises recently
made; and that it weakens the position of Sweden, in relation to both groups of
belligerent Powers. They also point out that the treaty has obviously been- planned,
for a long time, and could not possibly have been averted by airy Swedish help to
Finland. Daghens Nyheter declares that though it now seems as if Germany had
secured -Finland more easily than Poland, the Baltic provinces or the Ukraine, those
who know the Finnish racial character will realise that Germany will find Finland a
difficult morsel to digest. Aftontidning,
in an article entitled " Finland sold to
Germany," remarks that Sweden will maintain complete liberty of action as regards
the Allies, and a general agreement with them, no matter how long German
troops remain upon Aland. The Conservative papers show a great revulsion of
feeling towards Finland, but have hardly made up their minds what attitude to
adopt.. Nya Dagligt Allehanda,-however,- points out the very serious consequences
to Sweden of Germany's success in barring Russia from the West.
Finland and M'ittel Furopa.—The antecedents of the Finnish Foreign Minister,.
M\ Sario (see Report No. 57) and an interview with him reported, in- DaglvensNyhcler of March 7th, make it clear that the new Treaty constitutes a ciclinife
alliance between Germany and Finland, completing the Mittel Europa scheme so as
to exclude Russia- froim the Western Powers. This fact, is recognised- by the Liberal
Party in. Sweden, and the Danish paper Polntikerv publishes documents suggesting.

that the Finnish Minister in Stockholm and the Swedish Activists have co-operated in
the scheme.
Humoured German Monarchy.—-The Swedish Press mentions a rumour that the
Finns have requested the permission of. Germany to appoint Prince Oscar, son of the
Kaiser, or some other German Prince, as King of Finland.
Whiles and Reds.—Fighting continues between the White and lied Forces. The
latter now appear to be more formidable than was first reported. General iVlanner
heim, though accepting German co-operation with reluctance, considers it preferable
to any sort of accommodation with the Peds. Swedish newspapers of March 10th
announced that M. Swinhufvud. the Premier of the White Government, has escaped to
Reval, and is probably on his way to Berlin.
Ships and, War Material'at
Helsingfors.—-The
Foreign Office learns that all
transports and stores (including a great quantity of machinery, metals and oils) at
Helsingfors are about to be sold by a Russo-Finnish Committee for Liquidation.
Three groups are competing for purchase ; a Swedish-Finnish, an International, and
a pro-German Jewish. It is probable that the Germans will presently send a force to
Helsingfors. The new German Ambassador, Baron von Brueck, is already on his way.
Meanwhile (according to a Wolff telegram to the Dutch Press) four Russian cruisers
have arrived there from Reval, and the Russian sailors have formed a " lied Fleet "
in spite of the Peace Treaty.
The Allied Missions.—The Foreign Office learns that the British Diplomatic and
Military representatives from Petrograd, who left Helsingfors on March 4th, arrived
in Stockholm on March 10th after traversing the lied and White lines. The French,
Belgian and Serbian Missions are still held up at Tammerfors.
Food Supply.—The stock of grain available for distribution will be exhausted
before the spring, and the Government will then have to provide 20,000 tons monthly
until the harvest, The supply of meat and potatoes will also presently fail, and owing
to the warmer weather the transport of fish will become difficult. According to the
Swedish Press, the Finnish Government has made an agreement with Germany to
import 15,000 tons of cereals per month for three months.
Finnish
Protests regarding
Swedish
Occupation
of Aland.—According
to the
Swedish Press, protests are being made to the Swedish Government by both the White
and Red Governments of Finland. A (Swedish Blue Book published on March 7th
establishes that a general, agreement had, as the result of the Swedish expedition,
already been reached between the various parties in the Islands with the knowledge
of the Finnish Minister in Stockholm before the receipt by 1dm of General Manner
helm^ contrary instructions for the White Guard.
German Occupation
of Aland Islands.—On March 5th two German, warships
anchored at Eckero, in the Aland Islands, alongside of tire Swedish warships. On the
Oth the German flag was hoisted from the Custom House. On the 7th the German
squadron was reported as consisting of the Dreadnoughts Rheinland and Westphalen,
five transports and two icebreakers. .1,500 to 2,000 men of the 14th and 15th Jager
Battalions, and 300 horses have been landed ; and a hangar lias been erected. The
Germans haye taken prisoners the Russian garrison. The Swedish Government on
completing the evacuation of the remaining Russians, Poles, Esthonians and Letts,
will probably withdraw its forces, in consideration of the German assurances against
the fortification or permanent occupation of the islands.
Appeal of Alanders.—-A Press report dated March 10th states that by
telegrams addressed simultaneously to the Senate of Finland, the King of
Sweden, and the German Emperor, the inhabitants of Aland Islands renew their
request that the islands should be reunited to Sweden, from which they were
separated by the Treaty of Fredrikshamn of 1809. They declare that by vote taken
throughout the islands between December 25th-29th, 95 per cent, of the inhabitants
had in virtue of the right of self-determination declared in favour of union with
Sweden, and they now unanimously demanded that this desire, as in the case of
Finland, be recognised immediately or else be submitted for consideration at the
conclusion of peace. They declare further that if any of the Powers they now
appeal to deem it necessary, a new vote should be taken in the presence of the
Swedish and German troops, which vote shall be conclusive.
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PART II.—FOREIGN AND GENERAL.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

The chief points of interest are the ratification in Berlin of the " peace " with
Russia, and Count OzerniAs account of the terms to be forced by the Central Powers
on Rumania, now that the Russian debacle and her own demobilisation have left her
powerless to resist them.
ALLIED AFEAI I;S.

An Allied Maritime Council lias now been constituted to co-ordinate the tonnage
allocated to the use of the several Allies. An Allied Blockade Council has also been
established.
The report on the situation at VJadivostock deserves attention.
ITALY.

Enemy propaganda methods in Italy are described at some length. Much energy
is being expended, especially by Austria-Hungary, to influence public opinion in
Italy, and to undermine the discipline of the Army.
PORTUGAL.

The internal situation is unsettled, and strikes are prevalent.
ENEMY ALLIED AFEAIIIS.

Reasons for the instability of the Ministries in Austria-Hungary are given in a
recent despatch from Sir II. Rum bold. Jews, taking their orders from Germany, are
said to control both the banks and. the newspapers in both countries of the Dual
Monarchy.
The report of the destruction of the grain depots at Odessa is of interest, as
affecting the prospects of grain supplies from the Ukraine, and. the influence of these
prospects on the internal situation.
GERMAN INTERNAL AFFAIRS.

A German lecturer acknowledges the indebtedness of Germany to Ireland for
keeping " a n army" away from being used against the Germans, and so helping the
[P.T.O.
German cause.

Russian Protest to Germany.—The Bolshevist Government has (by Wireless of
March 1.0th) protested to the German Government against the German occupation of
the Aland Islands, as being in contradiction of the peace treaty.
French View.—-The French Minister has informed the Swedish Foreign Office that
in the view of the French Government, the Aland question, whenever it comes up for
discussion, can only be settled in accordance with France in so far as she is concerned
as a signatory of the Treaty of 1856.
Swedish Views on German Action.—Daghens
Nyheter and Social
Deinoh-raten
support the action of the' Swedish Government in regard to the Aland affair, and
bitterly attack the conduct of Finland. The Conservative Press attacks the Gbvern
mentfor not having intervened in Finland and attributes the German action to this
cause. One paper even considers that the conclusion of the modus vivendi with
the Allies would justify further designs by Germany upon the islands. The Nya
Dagligt Allehanda, however, notes the significance of the Russo-German Treaty as
giving Germany a final voice in the settlement of the Aland question. The
Gothenburg Handels
Tidning reports the subservience of the Conservatives to
German influence and asks that the situation should be regarded from a patriotic
national point of view.
German Motives.—Regarding
the Aland expedition, the Norddeutsche
Allgemeine
Zeitung (quoted by German Wireless) writes :—" The German undertaking has taken
' place exclusively on the ground of the urgent call for help of the Finnish
" Government, which begged Germany to support Finland in the re-establishment of
" order and in her fight against the anarchist bands which come especially from
" Russia. The right of Germany to help the P'innish Government at the instance of
" the latter has not been denied from any side in a serious manner, not even on the
" part of Sweden. In spite of her absolute right, Germany treated with Sweden and
" came to an understanding with her." The Vienna Arbeiber Zeitung of March 6th
observes that the real purpose of the German expedition to Finland is suppression
of the Democratic Bacillus. The Kolnische
Zeitung of March Sth declares that
the Swedes have no right to complain of what is happening in the Baltic, since
they have brought it all upon themselves by their toleration of Branting's proEntente policy. The Weser Zeitung of March 5th after accusing the Swedish
Government of refusing help to Finland on democratic grounds goes on to point out
that Sweden has now transferred her distrust from Russia to Germany. Under the
projected agreement with the Entente a considerable portion of her fleet is to pass
into English and American service; and although she is no longer a line of transit
for munitions to Russia she hopes to become the highway and centre of a new^and
active West-Eastern Commercial Intercourse.
In a word, hopes now arise on the
" far side of the Baltic of being able gradually to exclude Hamburg and Bremen
" shipping lines from sea traffic in the Baltic." The Swedish attitude towards
Finland is then contrasted with that of Germany, " who without arriere pensee of
" either a political or economic nature hurried to the rescue. It is hoped that our
" unselfish action in this matter will not be misunderstood in Finland itself, but will
" earn for us the grateful friendship of that country."
;
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SPAIN.
Cortes and Cabinet.—The Intelligence Bureau reports the constitution of the
Cortes to have resulted under the elections as follows :—Liberal groups : Followers
of the Prime Minister (Marquis of Alhucemas) 95; of Count Romanones, 40; of
Senor Alba, 30. Conservative groups: Followers of Sehor Dato, 94; of Sehor
Maura, 27 ; of Senor La Gierva, 25. The " Bloc " of the Left holds 65 seats, including
35 Regionalists, 15 Republicans, 9 Beformists (Moderate Republicans), and 6 Socialists.
Nine Carlists have been elected, one Agrarian, and about a dozen representatives of
other very small sections. Lerroux, the Republican leader, was defeated in two
constituencies. Melcbiades Alvarez, the leader of the Reformists, was defeated in one
place, but elected in another. The imprisoned Strike Committee won seats at Madrid,
Barcelona, and. Valencia. On the whole, the anti-Monarchical groups have lost ground
instead of gaining it. The new Parliament is, however, a divided.body and provides
no sure support for any statesman. The King has requested the Marquis of Alhucemas
to retain office : and he has done so with the same colleagues except that Ventosa and

Roues (both, good friends of the Allies) have resigned, and been replaced, by Si 1 vela
(formerly editor of the Prime Ministers paper, Mariana), and. Yentosa (who has been
negotiating the agreements with Prance, and America). Sir A. Uardinge reports that
trouble has already arisen in the Cabinet owing to the insistence of La Gierva,
Minister for War, on the carrying out of certain military reforms (involving increased
expenditure) by Royal Decree without submitting them to the approval of the Cortes.
As a result, Senor Gimeno (Romanonist). Minister of Marine, resigned. Subsequently
La Cierva, without consulting his colleagues, attacked in the Press a Conservative
ex-president of the Senate for having disparaged the Army. On this the resignation
of all the Ministers was accepted by the King, but subsequently withdrawn with his
approval. Senor Gimeno has again joined the Cabinet against the wishes of Count
Romanones. The Intelligence Bureau notes the possibility and danger of a militant
and therefore pro-German administration under Cierva emerging from the present
situation. Such an experiment would probably be shortlived in view of the com
mercial disadvantages which would result, the growing indignation against German
intrigue and submarine warfare, and the awakening of the democratic spirit in
Spai u.
Senate.—According to Madrid papers of March 10th, the result of the elections
to the Senate are as follows:—40 Democrats, -10 Conservatives, Id Albists,
13 Romanonists, 8 Regionalists, 0 Ciervists, 5 Independent Liberals, 5 Maurists,
5 Jaimists, 8 Gassetists, 2 Independents, 2 Integrists, 3 Nationalists, 2 Independent
Conservatives, 2 Republicans, and 1 Catholic.
German Intrigues.—Sir
A. Hardinge reports the publication by the pro-Ally
newspaper Sol of a facsimile of a letter from the First Secretary of the German
Embassy to a well-known anarchist named Pascual. According to Press reports the
latter shows that the Embassy was supplying money to Pascual for the printing of a
fly-leaf, which was an Anarchist sheet directed against shipowners. Pascual has
admitted that he paid several, visits to the Embassy where he was given instructions
to create disturbances and organise revolutionary strikes, especially such as would
interfere with exports to the Allies. In particular he was desired to foment attacks
against Count Romanones ; and some of the proposals in this connection were of
such a nature that he shrank from them, though promised protection against the
police. At the request of the German Legation the Spanish Government has seized
the edition of the Sol in which these revelations appear, as well as other papers,
reproducing them.; but the news has already produced a great sensation.
Spanish-American
Agreement.—Sir
A. Hardinge reports the signature of the
Spanish-American A.greement, and its ratification on March 7th. Under Article 9
each country is to furnish tonnage for its own requirements. Article 13 provides
for a further shipping agreement.
Franco-Spanish
Agreement.—The Financial Agreement between France and Spain
was ratified on the same date. Under it the French obtain a credit for the current
year of 350,000,000 pesetas guaranteed by the deposit of 5 per cent. French Treasury
Bonds at an interest (not to exceed 7A per cent, including brokerage and commission)
to be fixed between tire lending and borrowing banks. The Foreign Office has
instructed Lord Bertie to call the attention of the French Government to a statement
in the Spanish Press of the terms of the agreement, according to which it would
appear that the transit through France to Spain of enemy goods from Switzerland is
contemplated.
Spanish Wheat Supply.—With regard to the suggestion that the Spanish Govern
ment should purchase a certain quantity of Argentine grain through Allied Agents
(see Report No. 57), Sir A. Hardinge now reports that it is unwilling to give such
agents exclusive right of purchase, but agrees that the Spanish Ambassador at Buenos
Aires should, maintain close contact with the Wheat Commissioner.
CHINA.
Government.—Sir
J . Jordan reports that the Military Governor of Mukden lias
seized a consignment of arms sent by Japan to the Chinese Government under the
recent agreement (see Report No. 57 under "Allied Affairs " ) , and is advancing with a
force towards Peking and Tientsin, apparently with the intention of compelling
the President to take strong action against the South, and to restore Tuan Chijui as

Premier. Rumours continue of the possible restoration of a Manchu dynasty under a
Chinese Regency, or of the institution of a military oligarchy. The former alternative
is deprecated by Tuan Chijui, who is, however, strongly hostile to the President,
and anxious to undertake operations in Manchuria in co-operation with the Japanese.
Meanwhile the officials who participated in the movement for restoration in July last
have been set free, and it is probable that Changhsun himself may be pardoned.
Enemy Aliens.—Sir J . Jordan reports that the Chinese Government lias notified
the representatives of Denmark, Sweden and the Netherlands that owing to changed
conditions affecting enemy prisoners in Siberia, the Tientsin Hilfsaktion must now
cease its operations.
t'..
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Crew of German Raider.—Sir F. Stronge reports the arrival in Chile of the
captain and part of the crew of the German raider Seeacller.
These men, after the
wreck of the Seeadler near Tahiti, succeeded in reaching Easter Island in another
vessel which they had seized, and were brought thence to Chile, where they have
been deprived of their arms by the naval authorities, and placed aboard an interned
Germ.au steamer.
Nitrate Production.—Sir
E. Stronge learns that nitrate producers in Chile are
being pressed by the Chilian Government to combine. Tt is stated that those who
refuse to join will be made liable to increased duties. Sir F. Stronge points out that
the necessity of paying a continually increasing percentage of the export duty in gold
will tend to discourage production, and suggests that the Allied Governments may
consider it desirable themselves to pay the proposed duties and. to offer certain
guarantees.
COLOMBIA.
Colombian ^Government and. Germany.—Mr. Wyndham reports an increasing bias
of the Colombian Government towards Germany. The President has recently
appointed to the Foreign Affairs Committee Senhor Goretarz, a violent propagandist
against the United States. It is probable that the Government is anxious to stand
well with Germany, in the belief that she will be in a position to assist towards a
settlement of tire Panama question favourable to Colombia.
MEXICO.
The Oilfields.—The Foreign Office learns that conditions in the oil district have
now become worse. The forces of Carranza and Pelaez have been in conflict, to the
disadvantage of the former. The Government troops are "hungry, unpaid, and
demoralised. Both sides are committing depredations and abuses, and interfering;
with the operations of the oil companies. Caballero has gone to Mexico City in
connection with his election. Mr. Cummins still deprecates recognition of Carranza,
and his view coincides with information received by Lord Reading, who learns that
Carranza is in contact with, the German Minister and has recently received a loan
from German sources.
Insurrections.—Mr.
Cummins learns that military risings have taken place at
Chihuahua, Puebla, Mexico City, and in Michoacan.
CUBA.

Censorship.—Mr.
Leech reports the establishment in Cuba of a
organisation, acting in co-operation with the United States authorities.

censorship

SHIPPING SITUATION.
Sinkings.—According
to the. War Trade Intelligence Bureau, the total, tonnage of
500 tons gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing
ships reported lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period
March 1st to 7th inclusive, was 63,102 tons gross, of which 39,187 were British, as
compared with 90,9.13 tons gross, of which 59,748 were British, reported last week.

Dutch, Shipping.—Owing
to the continued, non-fulfilment by the Dutch, of the
Provisional Shipping Agreement the British and United States Governments - have
now proposed, to the Netherlands Government that the Allies should make immediate
and unrestricted use of the Dutch, tonnage in. "British and United States ports,
guaranteeing to replace after the war any ships sunk in the war zone by enemy action.
Failing acceptance of this proposal by March ISth, it may be necessary to requisition
the Dutch shipping. The United States has offered in any event to supply the
Netherlands Government immediately with 50,000 tons of foodstuffs at an American
port, and a similar amount later on. The Dutch Press announces that Dutch Rhine
vessels are to be recalled from Germany. The reason suggested is the necessity for
ascertaining whether a large number have been sold to Germany contrary to the Ships
Export I jaw. Sir W. Townley reports a rumour that, the recall is really due to fear that
Germany may seize these vessels in the event of Dutch ocean-going tonnage being
placed at the disposal of the Allies.
Japanese, Shipping for United States.—The Foreign Office learns that the Japanese
Government has arranged to charter 150,000 tons dead weight of shipping to the
United States Shipping Board for Allied, purposes. This transfer is independent of
the proposals mentioned in Report No. 5.1.
America and British Shipping.—In a Memorandum (G.T. 3825), dated March 6th,
the Shipping Controller makes certain recommendations for alleviating the strain
placed upon British tonnage in the transportation of United States troops and
material.
r

Greek Shipping.—At
the request n£ M. Venizelos, His Majesty's Government is
taking special measures to make good the tonnage requirements of Greece.
Exports to Russia. - Lord Reading reports that although the United States
Government has objected to any formal cessation of exports to Russia, the War
Trade Board has agreed to instruct United States Consids in Japan to watch the
disposal of goods imported from, the United States.
Insurance
Rates.—In reply to representations by Sir M. Findlay (see Report
No. 58), His Majesty's Government has assented to the reduction in the rates of war
insurance.
Insurance
Documents.—In reply to the suggestion of His Majesty's Government
that insurance documents should be held back until the relative vessels reach their
destinations (see Report No. 5S), Lord Reading reports that similar precautions are
already taken in regard to ships destined for countries other than Great Britain,
Frauce and Italy, and that exports direct to the latter two countries are negligible.
Moreover, a general application of the measure proposed would tend to dislocate the
insurance business and to prejudice British insurance companies.
And. see under "Switzerland," "Norway," "Denmark," and "Spain."
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
General.
(Brest-Litovsk Treaty.)—Russian Wireless of March 9th announced that
the peace concluded at Brest-Litovsk was not a peace based upon the free agreement
of the peoples of Russia, Germany, Austro-Hungary and Turkey, but a peace dictated
under force of arms. The Russian delegates at Brest announced, " We are going to
" sign immediately the Treaty presented to us as an ultimatum, but at the same time
" we refuse to enter into any discussion of these terms."
The Intelligence Bureau on March. 7th issued a report on the Brest negotiations
from December 22nd to March 3rd. This report quotes a statement by Lenin that
Russia must have some months' respite to recover both morally and materially, and
that a new army, filled with revolutionary fervour, will be ready to fight at the end of
that period. The opinion, is expressed that indications seemed to show that the
majority at the Congress at Moscow on March 12th would be in' favour of war. In
any case it was not thought possible that a real peace could be made between two
Governments of such fundamentally different views.
Mr. Wardrop on March 8th. expressed his confidence that the war with Germany
would continue, irrespective of the Government which might be in power in Russia.
On the same date he forwarded extracts from the Bolshevist Press, including one'
from a paper called The Moscow Gazette Red Army, saying that peace would probably
be ratified, but that there must be some guarantee that the peace offered by Germany

should not be servitude for Russia. The article gives the provisos which would
satisfy this condition. On March 12th Mr. Wardrop again reported that peace AVOIIICI
be temporary.
Mr. Lockhart, o n March 10th, expressed Jus opinion that the Moscow Congress
would be certain to agree to a ratification of a peace with Germany, and
emphasised the importance of our realising in this country that this must not be
interpreted to mean that the Bolshevist idea Avas to surrender completely to the
Germans. On March 12th he gave 14 days for the probable endurance of the peace
respite.
Russian. Wireless of March 10th issued a protest, signed by Gh.icli.erin, as Assistant
of People's Commissary for Foreign Affairs, against the German Wireless announcement
of March 8th, about the occupation of the Aland Islands. Chicherin. claims that " A
" one-sided occupation of the Aland Islands is in contradiction of Article 6 of the
" Peace Treaty concluded w i t h Germany, which provides for a n international
" settlement of this question." [Sec also under Finlcmd.]
In connection with the Brest-Litovsk peace discussions, Sir C. Marling reports on
reliable information. (March 12th) negotiations between Germany and Turkey on the
one hand, and Persian representatives on the other, which would secure advantages
for Germany.
Russia.—Russian
Wireless of March 9th publishes a message, received from
Odessa, stating that peace had been concluded Avith Rumania on the terms proposed
by the Council's authority, and accepted by Rumania. The message is signed by the
" Vice-President of the Regional. Staff," and the terms refer chiefly to Bessarabia,
Avhich Rumania promises to evacuate within t w o months. According to the message,
the terms appear to be based on the assumption that negotiations between Rumania
and Germany had been, broken off, and that Rumania Avas in. danger of being obliged
to capitulate in face of the advance of the German army.
Ukraine.—The British Government have informed the Ukrainian representatives'
with whom they are in touch that Great Britain, will not recognise any peace involving
Ukrainia without previous consultation Avitli that country, and the French Government
have acted similarly. Information to this effect was communicated to Sir G. Barclay
by the Foreign Office on March 8th.
Poland.—Sir W. Townley, on March 9th, reported a heated, debate on Poland
(peace conditions) in the Prussian Landtag on March 0th.
The Intelligence Bureau, on March 6th, gave details on good authority
(M. Kameneff, one of the Bolshevist members of the Delegation at Brest) of the
frontier planned between Poland and Lithuania during the Brest negotiations.
ddie British Government have informed the Polish representatives with whom,
they are i n touch that Great Britain will not recognise any peace involving Poland
without previous consultation, with that country, and the French Government have
acted similarly. Information to this effect was communicated to Sir G. Barclay by
the Foreign Office on March 8th.
Rumania,.—[Sec also under Russia.]
Sir G. Barclay on March 4th reported the
further German ultimatum adding harsh demands made upon Rumania by the
Austro-Germans. Lord Bertie on March 7th reported, on the authority of the f o u r
Allied Ministers at Jassy (March 5th), that von Kuhlmann and Count Czernin had
threatened definitely to break off negotiations for peace unless a meeting took place
on March 4th before noon, and g i v i n g details of the n e w demands referred to by
Sir G. Barclay.
German Wireless of March 7th published the terms of the lYealy signed between
the Quadruple Alliance and Rumania at 7 p.m. on March 5th at the Buftea Castle,
near Bucharest (see footnote on page 11, Western Report No. 58). Rumania in this
Treaty relinquishes the Dobrudja as f a r as the Danube to the Allied
Powers.
Article 3, about the frontier demanded by Austria-Hungary, is omitted from the
account

as

giA'en

in

German Wireless.

It Avas published

in

the

Times

of

March 7 th.
German Wireless of March 8th explains that the return of the Dobrudja as far as
the Danube into the hands of the Quadruple Alliance took place in order to render
the position easier for Rumania. [See also under Bidcjaria.']
[By direction of the War Cabinet the General Staff are considering a n d reporting
on aspects of the new Black Sea routes, opened up for the Central Powers by the
terms of the peace treaties with the Ukraine and Rumania.] '

On March 8th Sir W. Townley drew attention to a leading article in Germania of
March 7th, in which the point is made that Rumania, thanks to the breaking up of
Russia, would be compelled to sign peace within a given time of Id days.
On March lOth-Hth Sir W. Townley quoted an article in the Lokalanzeiler of
March 7th, expressing the opinion that Germany would impose an indemnity of one
milliard marks (which does not figure in the conditions so far made public), and
information from the Dvsseldovfer Nac.hricliien of March 9th that the indemnity
-would take the form, of deliveries of corn and petroleum.
Lord Bertie on March 10th reported a telegram from the four Allied Ministers at
-Jassy, expressing the fear that the enemy might demand all war material to be handed
over, whereby the Allied interests would suffer.
Finland.—[German Wireless of March 5th. reported that the German Ambassador
at Stockholm had informed the Swedish Government that Germany intended, at the
request of the Finnish Government, to send troops to Finland, and gave the assurance
that Germany is not territorially interested in the Aland Islands, of which use would
be made in the course of the operations.]
German Wireless of March 8th gave a short resume of the Peace Treaty signed
between Germany and Finland on March 7th.. A shipping agreement and a supple
mentary protocol were signed on the same day.
German Wireless of March 9th and 10th gave a complete account of the Peace
"Treaty between Germany and Finland. Germany undertakes to do what she can to
bring about the recognition of the independence of Finland by all Powers, hut
-stipulates that Finland, shall, not cede any part of her possessions to any Foreign.
Power without an understanding having first been come to with Germany on the.
matter. [See also under FINLAND on page 8.]
German Wireless of March 10th stated that the German Press, discussing the
peace with Finland, emphasied the resulting re-adjustment of the j)olitical relations
of the whole of the Baltic Sea district.
Russian Wireless of March 1.0th issued the terms of a Treaty between the Russian
-and Finnish Socialist Republics. The Treaty is signed by Lenin and Trotsky, on the
part of the Soviet and. the Peoples Commissaries, and by Eduard Gulling and Oscap
Tokoi on the other side. The chief point in the agreement appears to be that each
contracting party hands over all real estates to the other if situated in the otheFs
territory.
Germany.—Sir W. Townley on March 8th forwarded extracts from the German
Press about the future effect which the Russian Peace Treaty is expected to have on
Germany, The Norddcutsehe Allgemeine Zeitung emphasises the fact that neither
the ambition of Czarism to beat the Germans in the field, nor that of the Bolshevists
to beat them by political means, had succeeded, and expresses the hope that
differences of opinion may disappear, and that friendship may again blossom between
the Germans and the Russians.
Referring to the conclusion of peace with Russia, the Kaiser sent a message to
the Vice-Bresident of the Reichstag which contains the words : " I do not doubt that
" a rich, strong and happy future will arise out of the storms and sacrifices of this
'" time."
The Intelligence Bureau on March 7th published an analysis of the Peace Treaty
with Russia, and of Count H.ert.ling's announcement about this Treaty and. that with
the Ukraine. Attention is drawn to the KaiseFs telegram to Count Hertling, saying
that the treaty with the Russian Republic had been gained " b y the German sword."
It does not, therefore, fulfil the demands of the Reichstag Resolution of July 19th,
1917, which contemplated^a peace by understanding and declared that forcible
extensions of territory and political economic or financial acts of aggression were
incompatible with such a peace.
The Intelligence Bureau also draws attention, to the vigorous revival of German,
attacks on Belgium for her alleged violation of neutrality before the war, but mentions
-that those charges were finally disposed of long ago by Baron Boy ens, who was Belgian
Ambassador in Berlin when war broke out. [Sir Theodore Cook's refutation was
drawn attention to in last week's Western Report. A further refutation was published
by a member of the Belgian General Staff in a supplement to the 1'cvne Militaire Suisse
of October 1917.]
Sir W. Townley on March 10th quoted from an article in the Ixolnische Zeiiung of
'March 8th, in which a statement is made that Count Reventlo\v's opinions about the
freedom of the seas could only be considered as an expression of Pan-German views.
5257-26
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German Wireless of. -March .8 th reports an article by "Deputy Gispertin theNorddeutsche,
commenting on the attempt made by tire Allied Socialist Conference in:
London to ensure that it should be followed by a Conference of: Socialists of all
countries, Berne being fixed as the place where it should sit on May 21st. The article
gives a precis of the conditions agreed to at the London Conference, and states that
German Socialists at the possible Berne Conference would, not be able to agree to theLondon Resolutions. Deputy Gisbert supports the idea of having a Conference at
Berne to occupy itself with the demands of the working man.
German Wireless of March 10th gives the 10 headings of the " German-Russian
Supplementary Treaty," which included, "the disposal of mercantile vessels and their,
cargoes which have come into the hands of the enemy," and- the " organisation of the
Spitz bergen Arch, i pelago.''
Austria Hungary.—German Wireless of March 7th published a reply to Krylenko's,
protest of March 5th. The reply states that Austro-liungarian troops, in lending,
their aid to the Ukraine, have only engaged, in fighting at places where enemy
resistance had to be broken.
Bulgaria.—German
Wireless of March 6th reported a speech by the Bulgarian
Finance Minister in the Sobranje about peace negotiations with Rumania. He
explained that the Preliminary Peace Treaty would have the same text for all theAllies, but that in the final Peace Treaty it would be expressly laid down that
Rumania would cede the Dobrudja to Bulgaria.
Sir W. Townley on March 6th drew attention to an article in the Norddeutsclte
Allgcineine Zeitung of the 4-th, quoting from an official Bulgarian paper which
advocates the acknowledgment of Bulgarian claims based on what she has done for
the cause of the Quadruple Alliance. The article contains the words "The Turks.
" and we must draw a lesson from the past, inasmuch, as, relying mutually upon each
" other, we endeavour to hold that which u:e (sic) have acquired by our own victory,
" developing those advantages which peace has brought us." [The article does not
state what Turkey has acquired, compared -with what she has lost, and may be found,
useful for propaganda as affecting Turkey.]
France-Lord
Bertie on. March 7th reported that there were fewer comments in
the French. Fress on the second. Lansdowne letter than there were on the first, and
gave extracts. The general attitude of French criticism appears from these extracts
to be polite.
Lord Bertie on March Gth reported a statement in ILumanite that the Coalition of"
the General Confederation of Workers and of the Socialist Party met on March 6th to
discuss the means of giving effect to the Resolution of the London Socialist Conference,,
and they decided to commence propaganda on the subject, to bring the Resolutions to
the knowledge of the working masses. The Commission decided to appoint delegates
to join the Inter-Allied Socialist Delegation. " Under mandate to proceed to the United
States to the American Labour and Socialist Organisations." [See also under United'
States.]

Italy.—The Intelligence Bureau on March 7th gave the full text of the President
of the Councils speech expressing sympathy with the oppressed nationalities of
Austria-Hungary. Both in his speech and that of Baron Sonnino charges of Imperialism
in her war aims against Italy are refuted.
Vatican.—The Foreign Office on March 7th conveyed to Mr. Gaisford privately
the information that the British Government hoped the Vatican would not assume an
attitude of approval, directly' or indirectly, towards the peace conditions which
Germany has lately imposed upon the victims of her
On March 10th Mr. Gaisford replied that the Pope had communicated with his
representatives in Austria, Bavaria, and Turkey on the subject of the conditions
affecting Armenia, and that he had sent a letter to the Sultan to intercede on behalf
of the Armenians.
United States.—Lord Reading has asked (March 11th) for information about the
proposed visit of M. Huysmans and others to the United States, following on the
resolutions of the Allied Labour and Socialist Conference held in London in February.
[See also under France above.]
Great Britain.—The
Ministry of Labour, in a report for the w eek endingMarch 6th, stated that Labour Press comments on the Conference of Interallied.
r

Socialists in London are, on the whole, very favourable, and that dissent is expressed
only from the extreme wings.
GENERAL.
Dropping of Pamphlets by Airmen.—The
German Government has requested His
Majesty's Government to suspend reprisals in connection with die punishment of
Lieutenants Scholtz and Wookey. (See Reports Nos. 54 and 58.) Sentence upon
those officers has not been altered, but thej^ are to be pardoned and returned to their
camps. The Foreign Office has replied that it does not admit that any sentence
was justified, and asks for further particulars in regard to their transfer and
treatment.
Hospital Ships.—His Majesty's Government has requested the Spanish Govern
ment to call the attention of the German Government to an attack made by a
submarine on the Hospital Ship Guild ford Castle on March 10th, this being the
third such attack made outside the area notified by Germany as barred to Hospital
Ships.
Bombing of Open Toions.—In
reply to a communication from the Spanish
Government, the Foreign Office has observed that Great Britain has always deprecated
this form of warfare, and is quite ready to consider any proposals which the German
Government has to make on the subject.
Anglo-Turkish
Convention.—The
Foreign Office learns that the Turkish Minister
for Foreign Affairs has now undertaken to give his earnest attention to the ratification
of the Berne Convention (the text of which reached Constantinople on February 11th).
Interned

Non-commissioned

Officers.—Sir

W. Townley reports the arrival

March l l t h of 226 non-commissioned officers for internment in Holland.

on

Merchant Service Officers and Seamen.—The Foreign Office has pointed out to the
Austrian Government that Merchant Service officers and seamen are civilians, and has
requested an assurance that they will be regarded as such under any agreement for
repatriation.
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General.—The points of greatest interest are : (1) the. London Declaration, issued
after the meeting of the Supreme War Council, denouncing the " peace " imposed by the
Germans upon nations which have been forced to negotiate with them ; and (2) the
negotiations with Rumania. The extra demand for control of the Rumanian railways
is of immediate importance as affecting the economic and the military situation.
Russia.—-The Moscow Congress, at which the Bolshevists were in. an overwhelming
majority, have ratified the " peace " treaty with the Central Powers. Mr. Loclchart
reports that the Bolshevists are preparing to continue the war.
Germany.—Attempts
to prove imperialistic war aims against Great Britain are
being intensified.
Caucasus.-The
attitude in the Caucasus on the proposals in the Russian treaty
about Batoum, Ears and Ardahan is of interest,
ALLIED AFFAIRS.

An enquiry--has been, sent to ascertain the views of the United States Government
oii the proposed visit of Labour Delegates from Allied countries.
The opinion-of President Wilson has been invited by the Allied Premiers on tho
subject of intervention in the Far East,
FRANCE.

The French nation is considered by the Intelligence Bureau to be more divided
into sections than it was earlier in die war.
ALBANIA.

Attention isdraAvn to another reported German scheme of "economic development
in every direction."
GERMANY.

Doubts are expressed as to the immediate availability of supplies from, the
Ukraine.
The Admiralty report of crews being sent from Hamburg to man cargo vessels at

Constantinople is very important, as is also the reported transport of tugs by canal
route from Em den to the Danube.
.

NETHERLANDS..

The situation affecting Dutch shipping is acute.
Situation.")

(See also under

"Shipping

NORWAY.

Special attention is drawn to the Intelligence Bureau report on Spitzbergen, and
the effect German influence there would produce.
FINLAND.

Sir E. Boward's report on the motives actuating German action in Finland is
important.
G. G. A.
March 21st, 19IS.
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German Socialists and annexation.
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Clothing and textiles.
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Food supply.
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A r m y contracts.
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P A R T I I . - F O R E I G N AND G E N E R A L .
ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Allied Labour Mission to United States.—The Foreign Ollice informs Lord Reading
that certain representatives of the British, French, Italian and Belgian Labour Parties
are desirous of proceeding to the United States to confer with the American Federation
of Labour, and instructs him to invite the. views of the United States Government in
the matter.
Allies and the Far Fast.—The Allied Premiers and Foreign Ministers have
jointly informed President Wilson of their views on the question of intervention, and
have invited his opinion. Meanwhile, according to information received by
Sir J . Jordan, anarchy reigns in Siberia. The Bolshevists control all municipal and
communal councils, and are encouraged by the Germans in a policy of destruction,
thus preparing the way for passive conquest by Germany, which is already virtually
accomplished. German prisoners are at large and ready to act in organised and
disciplined bodies. German-Bolshevist penetration of China is becoming a possibility
which must not be overlooked.
Vladivostock.—The
Foreign Office learns that the Bolshevists at Vladivostock
recently attempted to enforce the control by workmen of commercial undertakings,
and, as the result of opposition, arrested ten directors of the Customs Guilds and four
other persons, including the President of the Chamber of Commerce. Owing to the
protests of local firms and the threats of the newly raised White Guard, the prisoners
were released. His Majesty's Consul emphasises the growing danger to military
stores now lying at Vladivostock.
Far Eastern Committee.—Sir J . Jordan reports the formation of a " F a r Eastern
Committee" at Harbin, having as its object the combating of anarchy and the
activities of enemy prisoners in Eastern Siberia ; it also aims at ensuring the free and
regular election of a Constituent Assembly. The Committee has been joined by the
Russian Minister at Peking, General Horvat and M. Poutiloff, the two latter being
in charge of local organisations and financial matters respectively. It claims to be in
touch with various provinces of Siberia.
Allied Coal Distribution.—At
a meeting of the Allied Maritime Transport Council
on March 13th the French, representatives agreed to continue the supply of coal to
Italy at the present daily rate. The Foreign Office instructs Lord Reading, however,
to secure, if possible, the allocation of not less than 70,000 tons of shipping, available
in United States ports, to Allied service in such a way as to release corresponding
tonnage for conveyance of coal from Great Britain to France.
Purchase
of Foodstuffs
from United States.—In a Memorandum. (G.T. 3875)
dated January 12th particulars are given of the system of centralized purchase of
foodstuffs now established for the purpose of preventing competitive buying and
consequent inflation of prices.
-

FRANCE.
Charge against Captain Ladoux.—Lord Bertie reports that Captain LadoUx,
formerly Head of tire Intelligence Department of the Ministry of War, has been
charged with complicity of commerce avec Vennemi in both the Humbert and Suzy
Deps\' a hairs.
Socialists. - The Intelligence Bureau observes "that the French nation is now more
divided into sections than it ever was in the first three years of the war. The
unfortunate decision of the Socialists to refuse office when M. Painleve and again
when M. Glemenceau became Prime Minister ; their foolish and unsuccessful attempt
to veto Glemenceaffis appointment; their disgust at finding that a Ministry could be
formed and could survive without them ; the folly of the Royalists and Reactionaries

in not being able to-resist the temptation to use M. Caillaux' and other treason affairs
to discredit Republican institutions; the fact that M. Clemenceau is remembered
rather bitterly by some of the working classes for the severity with which he suppressed
strikes during his former Ministry; all these things have tended to create in and.out
of Parliament a much, more definite and hostile opposition than existed a year ago.
One sign of this is the formation of a Republican League intended, as its promoters
assert, to defend the Republic against the concerted offensive of the Reaction.
Its Committee is formed of members of the Extreme Left, a few well-known.
Deputies like Violette, Renaudel and Dalbiez, Merrheim, the very Pacifist, and in
other respects extreme, Labour Leader, and others more or less extreme of the same
party. The chairman is Debierre, a Senator and the chairman of the Radical.
Socialist party. Pie has issued a long.manifesto demanding the revival, of the '' bloc "
of the Left, denouncing the union sacree as a " sacree duperie," attacking the alleged
ill-treatment of Sarrail and other Republican Generals, and the alleged intrusions of
the clerical spirit into the Army and especially into the hospitals, throwing doubt on
the possibility of victory and distinguishing pacifism, from defaitisme.
Against this
must be ret the satisfactory fact that, on the whole the "war aims unanimously agreed
upon in London by both the French and English Socialist and Labour Parties, and
by Minority as well as by Majority, are very near those stated by Mr. Lloyd George
and Mr. Wilson. This has made a great change, and patriotic Socialists, who a few
weeks ago took a very gloomy view of the prospect as to keeping the Socialists in
line about the right sort of peace, have come back from London much more hopeful.
They think that this comparative unanimity in war aims between Governments and
Inte) allied Labour-will have a very steadying effect both upon the Army, if it needs
it, and upon the whole people at home. And it is undoubtedly assisted by the
proceedings of the Germans in Russia.
-

Explosion at a Grenade Factory.—Lord
Bertie reports a serious explosion on
March 1.5th at a grenade factory at Oournonve, in the neighbourhood of Paris.
ALBANIA.
The Central Empires
and the Economic
Future
of Albania.—The
Nieuiee
liotterdamsclie
Courant (January 26th) learns from a Balkan correspondent that the
development of railways in Albania forms a portion of a scheme which is being
worked out in Germany and Austria-Hungary, to open up a new international route
from South and West Germany via Bosnia to Albania and Western Greece, and
thence by sea to Tripoli and East Africa, in connection with a direct line of steamers
to India and Eastern Asia. The fertile plains on the Albanian Coast can. lie trans
formed by means of irrigation works into magnificent arable and pasture land. This
project is already engaging the attention of Austrian and Hungarian capitalists, who
intend to plant there vines, olives, cotton trees, tobacco, and roses for making attar
of roses. Moreover, Albania is eminently adapted for sheep-raising and the culture
of silk worms. Before the war there was an annual export of sheep's wool to the
amount of 500,000 kg., and of silk worms to the amount of more than 50,000 kg.
Up to the present there are practicalty no industries in Albania. There are only
two grain mills and a" few carpet and weaving factories. The same may be said
of mining, but recent prospecting has shown, the presence in sufficiently remunerative
quantities of chrome, quicksilver, copper, iron ore, petroleum' and bitumen.
Suitable labour will be forthcoming as soon as the Albanians, a strong, hardy and
generally intelligent race, have grown accustomed to regular work. Deposits of
coal have also been found, while owing to the almost universal supply of water
motive power will be cheap. Forestry also affords good prospects. The highlands
of the interior are covered with oak, beech and pine forests. For some years good
profits have been made by the export of yellow wood (xanthoxylbn), which yields
fustic, used in dyeing.—Weser Zeitung (February 8th).
[Daily Review of Foreign Press. Reconstruction Supplement, March 12th.]
ENEMY ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Austria and Bulgaria.—The
Foreign Office learns that the relations between
Bulgaria and. Austria have recently become very close.

4
Fight between Czech and German Deputies.—A Vienna telegram, of March 12th to
the Vossische Zeitung describes a violent conflict in the Reichsrath between Czech
and Cerman Deputies. The incident arose out of the statement by Deputy Soukup
that Prague was absolutely destitute of food, and the retort of Deputy Wolf, " Why
have not 3 ou Czechs disgorged ? Yon want to starve u s . You are in alliance with
England." The sitting was suspended during the ensuing disturbance, which lasted
more than ten minutes.
7

Central Empires and the Ukraine.—The Foreign Office has received information
t o the effect that, under a secret, supplementary agreement between the Central
Powers and the Ukraine, the Eastern portion of Galicia is to be created, a n Austrian
Crown Land with its own Elective Diet, on the model of Styria and Bohemia. Such
an arrangement would tend o n the one hand to encourage hopes of a similar qualified
autonomy amongst other subject nationalities in Austria, and o n the other t o provoke
further dissension between the Poles and the Ukrainians, who dispute predominance
in Galicia.
Supplies from the Ukraine.—The Foreign Office learns that there is a probability
that the Central Empires will obtain very little food from the Ukraine. According to
one informant, 25 per cent, of its agricultural area was left uncultivated in 1911),
a n d 40 per cent, i n 1917. During the fast few months the crops belonging
to the big landowners (i.e., nearly half the total available crops) have been
destroyed. If, as seems likely, the foodstuffs are requisitioned and not purchased,
great resentment will lie aroused among the Ukrainians. Germania of March 14th
is very pessimistic on the prospects of supply from the Ukraine. The Arbeiter
Zeitung of March .15th declares there are no hopes of supplies from Russia
for at least three mouths. " The unbearableiiess, wretchedness, pitiableness of the
everyday life of millions has reached its culminating point." It describes the
shortage and bad quality of food in Austria, and says that all. eyes are turned
towards the East. In the second winter of the war supplies from Rumania
were desperately slow in arriving: " now we have to reckon with double the
" distance and a further reduction of one-half in the means of transport, which have
" also suffered the A v e a r a n d tear of another Avhole year of A v a r . If the transport
" from Odessa to Vienna is t o be as slow as that from one of our central stations to
" another at home, then this import f r o m the East will come too late for the present
" crisis, It may be that Germany will again help us out, and that Hungary will
" remember her duty towards us by sending a few A v a g g o n loads. Such efforts are
" worthy of praise, but they do not help in the case of complete absence of food for
" the 171- millions dependent upon the State."
Mr. Muller reports : —
" While perforce content to act jointly with Germany in the import of grain from
Russia, Austria is losing no t i m e in laying her plans for independent commercial
enterprise. A joint committee of r e p r e s e n t a t i A ' e s of the largest export firms' is to
found a limited company to promote export trade with Russia, while a similar
concern has already come into being at Lemberg representing the cities of Lemberg
and Cracow. Brisk trade i D r o p a g a n d a by specially printed periodicals is being
carried on among Russian prisoners of A v a r . In comparison with, the flamboyant
generalities prophesying industrial expansion, c o m m e n t on food prospects, a n d even
upon the actual commodities to be looked for from Russia, is cautious. There is no
c o n t i n u a n c e of: the A v i d e s p r e a d optimism of mid-December."
The Admiralty learns that c r e A v s h a A ' e been sent from Hamburg by rail to
Constantinople to man Gerinau cargo vessels at that port, which are to transport
wheat from Odessa. Crews Inave also recently been recruited in North Sea and Baltic
ports for a l a r g e number of harbour tugs which proceed from Enid en to t h e Black
Sea by way of Ems, the Ems-Rhine Canal, and the rivers Rhine a n d Main, and thence
down the Danube, in order to tow into Germany barges of A v h e a t obtained from
Odessa. It is stated that 20 to 30 such tugs left Germany for that destination in
-December and January last.
Air. Muller reports :—
Supplies from Italy.—" That great play A v a s m a d e of the relief likely to result from
the occupation of Italian territory is well known. It i s therefore at once interesting

r

and gratifying to note that reports to date show how infinitesimal were the stocks of
food and material thus obtained. Characteristic of the short-sighted and pseudp
benevolent optimism of the Austro-Hungarian Government is the assignment,.' at the
special request of the Emperor Charles,' of two truckloads of rice from the booty
captured in Italy to the poor of Budapest for free distribution. Three weeks later a
representative of the National Food Office stated that the rice received from Italy
amounted to no more than five truckloads, of which Austria had received three and
Hungary two—these last, presumably, the fruit of Imperial largesse. The latest
reports to hand are even less comforting. ' There can be no question,' says a German
paper, ' of any export of food or fodder from Italy, as the stores in the country are
not even sufficient for the needs of the Italian population.' No doubt this statement
is coloured by German desire to put an Ally in her place, but the same cannot be
said of General Hofer's admission to a Hungarian journalist that the provisioning of
the population of Venetia was no easy task, that available supplies in Italy had been
greatly overrated, and that few traces had hitherto been found of the ' so-called
Italian boot3^.' "
Cotton Shortage.—" Such evidence as is available of the shortage of sewing cottou
merely' underlines what has been said in previous Reports. At the beginning of
January the authorities, yielding to great pressure, allotted 800 gross reels of cotton
to Lower Austria for the tailoring trade and for private use. Sixteen thousand tailoring
workshops in Vienna alone jv-ere expected to subsist for two months on 240 gross of
reels., an achievement likely to prove somewhat difficult in view of the fact that
normally Vienna absorbs more than 800 gross a week. An Army Order captured on
Monte Asalone on January 14th, bearing probably a date in December, stated that
the conquered territory in Italy was known to contain considerable quantities of wool
and cotton waste, for which careful search must be made. Nevertheless, on the last
day of December, the delegates of the Vienna tailoring industry held a meeting at
which, among other grievances, it was stated that not a single reel of cotton for
Austria had been obtained, from occupied Italy. The tailors, whose point of view is
doubtless highly partial, maintained that profiteering middlemen were selling cotton
at 30 kronen a reel, and even demanding food presents in exchange as well as money
payment. As at most other similar meetings, the speakers had a great many
grievances to ventilate, but no remedies to suggest. Reliable private information
states that men's suits in Vienna cost 900 kronen and ordinary boots 200 kronen a
pair."
Strikes at Vienna
and Budapest.—A
Vienna telegram ,to the Lokal-Anzeiger
(March 14th) says that a strike has again broken out in Vienna and the neighbouring
industrial centres. The workmen in the North-Western Railway workshops struck,
on March 12th, and were joined next day by the workshops of the State Railway and
the Northern Railway. . Upon the threat of military intervention the workmen
returned to the shops, but did not resume work. Several factories are already idle
in Floridsdorf.
A A ienna telegram to the Weser Zeitung (March 16th) sa\-s that a strike has broken
out at Budapest, which appears to be assuming big proportions, as on' the afternoon
of March loth telegraphic communication, with Budapest was suspended.
7

And see under "Albania."

GERMAN INTERNAL AFFAIRS.

. 

2V(e Chancellor and the Generals.-S,ir
H. Rumbold reports a statement that serious
differences have arisen between Count Hertling and the German High Command.
The Foreign Office learns that there is a considerable movement for the removal of
General Ludendorff, who is considered the principal obstacle to reasonable peace
proposals.
Germany and Poland.—The Berliner Tageblatt of March 13th reports that an
inter-Party discussion of Reichstag leaders took place on the 12th. Later, the Party
Leaders and the President of the Reichstag were received by the Chancellor. The
conversations concerned Eastern cptestions and the approaching War Loan. With
regard to Poland, " it is believed that the Western Frontiers of the State will be
" recognised as they existed before, and general approval was shown to the wish of
" Poland to enter the Central European Alliance. The protest of the Poles in Chohn
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" would be most carefully enquired into, and the possibility must be given to Poland
" to extend its territory further eastwards in the direction of Western Russia,
"especially in the Minsk district. By this means a broad corridor would be
" established between Lithuania and Ukrainia to Russia."
The Intelligence Bureau reports :—
Movements
in German Jewry.—The
Jewish organisations in Germany have
amalgamated into a "Union of Jewish Organisations in Germany for safeguarding
the rights of Jews in the East." -Steps are being taken to affiliate other Jewish
organisations in Germany, and to found similar unions in Austria-Hungary, Turkey
and Bulgaria. It is announced in a statement to the Press that:—
" The Association has been formed to represent the opinion of German Jewry with
regard to all the Jewish problems which may arise in the East both now, during the
war, and at the Peace Conference.
"The following principles for the treatment of Jewish problems in the East and
in the Ottoman Empire have been laid down as a result of the activities of the
Association :—
" (1.) Legal and actual equality for Jews, with all the rights and duties of
citizens.
"(2) Religious freedom.
" (/-)) The right to an independent Jewish culture.
"(d) The right to free immigration and to economic activities in all parts of the
Ottoman Empire.
" (5) The right to free immigration and to cultural autonomy in Palestine."
The German Zionist Organisation is one of the few bodies affiliated to the Union,
but its organ, the Jiidische Rundschau, states (what is obvious from the programme
just quoted) that the initiative came from the anti-Zionist organisations, and that the
Zionists were only admitted under pressure of the situation.
The programme is obviously a minimum from the Zionist point of view, and the
last two clauses are perfunctory additions to the first three, which concern the status
of Jews, not in Palestine but in the former " Jewish Pale " of the Russian Empire and
in Rumania.
While the British advance in Palestine has deprived Germany of direct control
over the destinies of Zionism, the German advance in Russia, beyond the line reached
in 191b, is bringing the whole of East European Jewry within the German sphere.
As the essential reservoir for Palestinian colonisation, East European Jewry is of
vital importance for Zionist aspirations. The Germans made effective propaganda
out of the deportation of -lews from the evacuated territories by the TzaFs Government
in 1915, but took little pains then to conciliate Jewish opinion. In the new municipal
institutions which they created in Poland, they sacrificed Jewish security to Polish
nationalism, hut with the extension, of their conquests in. Eastern Europe, and
the increase of their power, their policy shows signs of undergoing a change.
A logical consequence of their recent, alienation of the Poles for the sake of the
Ukrainians would be the support of J ewish claims in the Polish area, for the Poles
are a formidable enough power to make it advisable for Germany, when oUce
she has alienated them, to secure all the Allies against them that she can find.
In Rumania, too. there are rumours that the Central Powers intend to insert
stipulations in favour of Jewish rights in the peace treaty.
Idle conciliation of the Yiddish-speaking Jews of Eastern Eur
German
"culture asset" has been preached by the Conservative-Zionist German-Jewish
publicist Dr. Davis-Trietsch since the beginning of the war. It appears that the
German Government is at last adopting his policy. On. March 8th the German
Wireless circulated a rumour (quoted from the Temps) that the Bolshevist Govern
ment at Petrograd has suspended all Jewish newspapers and arrested their editors,
as well as the Chairman of the Organisation Committee of the forthcoming Russian
Jewish Congress. If this is true, it plays into Germany's hands, and it is in the
new German dependencies in. Eastern Europe, rather than in the Ottoman Empire,
that the most serious counter-offensive to British Zionist policy is to. be expected.
(See also Report No. 58.)
Germany and Ireland.—German
Wireless of March'.18th reports a reception given
on Shamrock Day by the " Germano-Irish. Society " in Berlin. This " gave rise to a

'" demonstration of a great political nature. The representative of the Foreign Office,
" v o n Sturam, welcoined the Society, and expressed the goodwill of the German
" Government, which took a lively interest in the fate of Ireland. . . . . The
" assembly sent a telegram of respect to the Kaiser, expressing the hope that the
"German sword would cut the chains of. Ireland." [See also under "Peace
Discussions."]
Nieder-Barnim
By-election.—Sir
W. Townley reports that the result of the NiederBarnim. by-election was a Socialist victory. The Majority Socialist candidate,
Wessell, polled 28,4-30 votes, whilst Breitscheid, representing the Minority Socialists,
obtained only 18,640. The other three candidates secured 15,300 between them.
Vorwarbs describes this as a crushing defeat for the Independents, and says : " Nieder
Barnim has shown that the policy followed, by Social Democracy during the war
" meets with the approval of the masses. They understand that one may be at the
" same time opponents, on principle, of war, and yet refuse to hand over one's
" country defenceless to the domination of an invading enemy. The Independent
" Socialists accused us of betraying old principles, but the masses have pronounced.
" judgment against them." German Wireless of March .15th states that a final
ballot between the two Socialist parties will be necessary, and quotes the Vossische
Zeitung as expressing certainty of a Majority triumph: "The working classes have,
" by their voting, again strongly avowed themselves in favour of the policy of
" August 4th, 1914, and have encouraged the Government as well as the Reichstag
" Majority to continue full of confidence on the road of internal reform as
*' heretofore."
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The Intelligence Bureau reports :-—
German Socialists
and Annexation:-'-'' The Majority Socialists profess, to view the
falts aecomplis with sorrowful resignation. Their organs call attention to the obvious
fact that ' it is immensely difficult for the Socialist Party in a victorious State to
realise their ideal demands,' and they add, ' The peace with Russia did not turn out
as we expected it.' The attention of the Socialist and Labour parties in the countries
of the Western Allies might well be devoted to the complete failure of the German
Socialist opposition to a policy of conquest, territorial, and. economic annexation, and
boundless Imperial ambition in the East. The suggestion made at the Interallied
Socialist Congress in Paris and London that international representatives of Labour
should take part in the eventual Peace Conference has instructive light thrown
upon it by the way in which the German Social Democrats are already lecturing
their "comrades' of the Allied countries. Two subjects are from the outset ruled
out. No German Government which entertained concessions with regard to AlsaceLorraine could live for 24 hours ; and the Central Powers would. ' simply laugh '
at any suggestion that the A ustro-Hungarian Empire should be dissolved and that
Czechs, Slovaks, and Jugo-Slavs should form a "free Union of Danubian States.'
The Socialists of the Allied countries are invited to consider whether it would not
be better to abandon ' ideal demands ' and to resign themselves to the conviction
that ' a great part of the Socialistic work which is to contribute to a lasting peace
will be achieved after the conclusion of that peace.' In the meantime they are
warned that the programme of the Interallied Socialists may become a danger to
peace, as the statesmen of the Allies may be inclined to consider it as ' a kind of
popular minimum programme.' It would, therefore, from the German Socialist
point of view, be an advantage if the Interallied Socialists would declare that ' their
conditions have only a relative value.'
" Another section of the German, working classes—those who belong to the so
called Christian Trade Unions, Catholic and Protestant, is adjuring international
Labour to keep off questions of international politics altogether and, if it holds
Conferences, to concern itself solely with Labour questions. Here the German
Government is to take the. lead. It ' has already taken in hand the international
adjustment of social policy,' says Giesbert, the President of the Christian Trade
Union of Metal Workers and Centre Deputy in the Reichstag for Essen, " and a
similar line can be followed in peace treaties.' He adds: ' If the International
' Congress (of Labour) gives its attention to social policy, that would certainly be
' more fruitful, and its prospects would be better than if it were to work for the
' weakening of Germain-.' "

Sir W. Townley reports, however, that Herr Herman Weudel, a prominent
Majority Socialist, writing in the Frankfort
Volhstimme
recently, reminded
his readers that in 1870, after the battle of Sedan, when the annexationist
intentions of the German Government became clear, the. two Socialist Reichstag
Parties refused to vote further war credits. The time has now come, in his
opinion, for the Majority Socialists of to-day to follow this example. They
have continued during past years patiently to vote war credits demanded by
Government, hoping thereby to promote a sort of peace to which Socialists could
agree. Put they have, he declares, been completely deceived. " The latest events
" show that Socialist peace policy has met with complete catastrophe. That which
"remains of all the fine words about peace by understanding, right of self
" determination, disarmament and a league of nations is so much sound and smoke.
" We wanted peace by understanding, a peace which would last. Instead of this we
" have peace reposing" upon force which means only a truce to be followed by
" renewed armament. The policy of force has triumphed and we stand by a heap
" of ruins. The July peace resolution is a worthless scrap of paper. Must we vote
" war credits so that, for example, German regiments may (intervene in Russia?)
" and in Finland and beat down revolution? A. glorious task! Must we sell our
." honour, our soul in the future for such a mess of pottage ? No one who values
" Socialism can stand it longer. The Party can no longer indulge in this war policy.
" It must no longer vote war credits."
Strength of Reichstag. Parties.—The RlieinischAVestfdlische
Zeitung (March 14th)
quotes the statistics issued by the Reichstag Bureau, giving the numerical position of
the Reichstag parties on March 8th.
^
The figures are :—-Centre Party, 88 ; Socialists. 84 ; Progressive Peoples' Party
(to which the President of the Reichstag, Dr. Kampf belongs), 4-6; National Liberals,
4 5 ; the Conservatives, 4 4 ; German fraction,' 27 ; the Independent Socialists, 2 5 ;
the Poles, 18. Sixteen members belong to no Party, aird some constituencies are
still vacant.
Mr. Muller reports :—
Birth Rate.—" Fresh evidence of the falling birth-rate in Germany is provided in
some information communicated by the Prussian Government to a Committee of the
Diet to the effect that the decline in births during the war exceeds the number of men
killed in the field, and that the birth-rate cannot be expected after the' war to reach
the former level."
Clothing and Textiles.—" The extreme need for economy in clothing and clothing
materials, even in the army, is the subject of a recently captured Army Order signed
by Ludendorff, in which, the army is informed that the stocks of raw materials coming
from, abroad are practically exhausted, and that the consumption, of cloth, linen,'
cotton, and all other materials employed in the manufacture of uniforms and
equipment must be considerably reduced, as any failure to observe strict economy in
their use may easily produce very serious results for the conduct of the war."
Agriculture.—"The
lack of farm hands is even greater this year than, last;
there is a constant leakage of agricultural labourers into the munitions industry,
and the military authorities are far more chary about giving leave to the farmers and
labourers. There is also a great dearth of craftsmen, machinists, &c. The prisoners
of war are said to be getting mere and more unsatisfactory as the war goes on, and
their strength diminishes under the influence of the prolonged course of underfeeding.
Our informant calculates that, taking all sources into consideration, agriculture cannot
command more than 4-0 to 50 per cent, of the male labour normally required.' The
lack of draught animals is another of the increasing obstacles to successful agriculture.
Requisitioning of horses by the military still continues, and even without that the
farmers are often tempted to part with their horses by the fabulous prices offered,
but the reduction has in a certain measure been counterbalanced by increased
breeding and by importation on a large scale from Holland, Denmark, and Sweden.
Still, the young, underfed horses cannot work properly, and there is no doubt that
the lack of. farm horses will contribute to a diminished return from the land."
Food Supply.—" There is no sign of any cessation of the open evasion of the food
laws or of the flagrant dealing in controlled foodstuffs at illegal prices, which enables

privileged classes to exceed tlieir rations and live in comparative comfort at the
expense of their less favoured neighbours. All idea of obeying the law, so far as the
distribution of food is concerned, has been abandoned, and the breakdown of public
moral in Germany on this point is one of the most striking features of the economic
war. Visitors to Germany all remark on this spread of lawlessness, and, as one
observer puts it, ' in order to support life, both rich and poor steal and swindle, and the
authorities dare not enforce the law.' Fresh instances of official disregard of the food
regulations similar to those revealed in the jSeukolhi memorandum, have come to
light, and wholesale illegalities of every kind—bribery, theft, hoarding, profiteering,
forgery of food tickets, and sale of worthless or noxious food substitutes—continue to
flourish in spite of public protest, ddie Food Minister has issued official warnings on
the subject, and has threatened all persons, whether private individuals or public
bodies, guilty of infringing the food regulations with the full penalties of the law, but
things have been allowed to go too far for his words to have any deterrent effect, and
the abuses will continue so long as the food shortage prevails and rich people have
the means at their disposal to satisfy their selfish requirements. In regard to
individual foodstuffs we find that the bread ration is still maintained at its former
level, though, there are complaints of its inferior nutritive quality as compared with
last year, and there are even hints that a further reduction in the flour ration may
become necessary in the spring unless sufficient supplies of grain are forthcoming
from the Ukraine to prevent such a catastrophe. The fodder shortage grows worse
and worse. Oats'are so scarce as to cause anxiety as to the supply of the necessary
amount for seed purposes, and even brewing barley has had to be diverted from the
production, of beer to the feeding of. the army horses, so much so that the breweries
may have temporarily to suspend operations. Beer therefore continues to decline
both in quantity and quality." (And see under " Enemy Allied Affairs.")
Germany and the Economic Offensive.—DrfE.
Uotrecht, of Berlin, writing in the
Taglischc Rnndsch-au of March 11th, recalls the frequent threat of Entente statesmen
to use the " weapon of raw material," and thereby to destroy German textile and
other industries. He emphasises the dependence of German industries (especially
textile) upon imports, and points out that the raw materials are now controlled
by threat Britain and the United States of America, who will certainly hinder or
prevent their export to Germany for years. " Thus Germany must regard the
economic war as lost," and must therefore penetrate economically the Balkans, the
Black Sea countries, Caucasus, Transcaspian Persia, and Siberia. The Central
Powers—Germany in particular—must"create their own fields for raw materials.
" Why should not Germany erect a ' haw Material Trust' in opposition to the Anglo
" American ? Capital could not be better spent. We must make ourselves
" independent, of Oversea imports. We must count on economic war as a fait
" accompli,
and. make use of our time." Sir W. Townley reports a speech
made by Syclow, Minister of Commerce, in the Prussian House of Deputies on
March 13th. He declared that the war was made economically necessary for Germany
by the "encircling" policy of the Entente, and that from the first it had been
conducted by England in. a manner to destroy German trade and industry. He
alluded to the Non-ferrous Metals Act, and to the Anglo-American demand for the
return (on selfish economic grounds) of Alsace-Lorraine to France. In conclusion, he
said that if Germany was ever to recover, peace must give her security from every
point of view especial!)' in the matter of raw materials. The economic war aims
were at least as important as the general war aims. The most important thing for
Germany was the supply of raw materials, and the guaranteeing of an outlet for her
manufactures. It was important that the working classes should recognise this as
affecting their own interests. German AVireless of March 18th reports a speech on
similar iines by Dr. Helfferich, the former Vice-Chancellor. (See also Report No. 59
under "Allied Affairs.") An article by " a pan-German industrialist " in the Berliner
Tageblait of March 18th suggests that the only way out of the vicious circle of this
war is an economic understanding based on interchange of capital by England and
G ermany.
Army Contracts.—-According
to a Berlin telegram (March .15th) the Main
Committee of the Reichstag again discussed the question of Army contracts in
connection with the affairs of the Daimler works. (See Report No. 59.) Motions were
adopted unanimously requesting the Government to control the books, &c, of Army
contractors, and to establish a Central Board of Control to examine local control
5257-3!.
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boards. A. motion "was rejected requesting the militarisation of Army and Navy
contracting works and the fixing of prices, allowing the payment of 5 per cent, interest
on invested capital.
NETHERLANDS.
German Opinion on Allied Employment of Dutch Tonnage.—The
German Press
professes great indignation, at the Allied note to the Dutch Government (see under
"Shipping Situation"). Some papers express pity for Holland, comparing her
treatment with that of Greece ; others express confidence in her pride and
honour; the majority openly threaten intense submarine warfare and the refusal
of supplies. . The desperate plight of .Allied transport is duly emphasized, and
(according to German Wireless) Vorwdrts goes so far as to suggest the ulterior
motive of the Allies to be the elimination of Dutch tonnage from post-war
competition.
The Intelligence Bureau reports :—
Food Scandals.—" Various scandals regarding food distribution are engaging public
attention in Holland, and one at least has been discussed in the Second Chamber.'
The case is very briefly as follows. Mr. de Jong, a member of the Cabinet, had for
some time been under an accusation of having used, his position at the Ministry of
Agriculture to favour certain private interests. He at first managed to clear his
character to the satisfaction of his fellow members of the Liberal. Union, who
investigated the charges and. declared them to be unfounded. Put the matter did
not rest there. Publication of the Report of the Liberal Union was demanded-and
was finally conceded. It w as then discovered that although his Party only found him
guilty of imprudence the accusations involved more serious conclusions. Mr. de Jong
has announced that he would not again stand, for Parliament, and the incident has led
to attacks in the Press on more influential persons, such as Mr. Kroller, the
pro-German "uncrowned King of Holland," who is vigorously denounced in the
Telegraaf for spreading the spirit of corruption through the country."
r

Embargoes raised.—The Foreign Office informs Sir W. Townley that the specific
embargoes on flower seeds and furs for Holland have been raised.
SWITZERLAND.
British, and United Slates Exchange,—Sir
H. Rumbold reports that oilers for
British and American notes have risen with increasing rapidity since the beginning of
March. It is possible that these notes are being acquired by the enemy for payment
of agents or for strengthening the Austrian Bank reserves ; it is also possible that the
Turks are converting their German money into British and American. Until the
purchasers and. their object are ascertained, Sir If. Rumbold suggests that the
exportation of British and American notes to Switzerland should be restricted.
Wheat Supply.—-The Foreign Office instructs Lord Reading that the Swiss
Government has requested that an additional 30,000 tons of grain may be supplied
during the present month by the Wheat Export Company. His Majesty's Government
hopes that this request can. be met. Zurich papers (March 16th) state that the Swiss
public is watching with the keenest interest the progress of the negotiations between
the Entente and Holland, on. the shipping question. The pro-German Zurich Post
(March 16th) remarks that Switzerland has special interest in the-matter, as only the
fulfilment of the Entente's wishes can ensure the transport of corn from. America to
Switzerland.
Nickel.—A. temporary embargo has been placed on the export of nickel into
Switzerland, owing to the discovery that a member of the German "Legation at Berne
has recently been purchasing this metal.
NORWAY.
The Intelligence Bureau reports :—
Economic, Conditions.—The conditions in Norway at the opening of the New Year,
the enormous difficulty of shipping, the prevailing scarcity of raw material, the
threatening scarcity of food, and the slender success of some recent emissions have
had a marked effect on the business life of the country. It has been found that in

the past two years too many banks have sprung up, and the older banks have
increased, their subscriptions. The Government has consequently put forward a
proposal to stop such developments, unless sanction is first obtained, fearing a general
crash should bad times come later on.
Mobilisation of Agricultural
Labour.—Sir M. Findlay reports that under a Bill,
about to be submitted to the Storthing, all able-bodied persons between 15 and 65
years of age are to be mobilised for agricultural labour or for replacing other persons
diverted to agriculture from other employments. Provision is also made for the
closing of factories or the limitation, during spring and autumn, of their output in
cases where they hold back labour from the land and are not indispensable to
national economy. It would thus appear that factories working for the Allies may
be affected.
Norwegian Commercial
Negotiations.—Sir
M. Find lay reports that the Norwegian
Foreign Minister, speaking in the Storthing, announced that in. the negotiations with
America there were now only a few formal points awaiting settlement. No agreement
had yet been signed. A commercial agreement was also being negotiated, with
Germany, under which it was hoped to assure the importation of certain important
commodities.
The Intelligence Bureau reports
Norwegian Shipping.—" At the beginning of the war in 191-1- Norwegian tonnage
amounted to 2,649,000 tons, but at the end. of 1917 it had shrunk to about 1,930,000
tons, being a decrease of 450,000 tons in steamships and 220,000 tons in sailing ships,
due chiefly to the activity of enemy submarines. Nevertheless the shipowners have
become very rich because the value of freights has sprung up from 2.10 million kroner
in .1914 to 1,063 million kroner in 1916, Norwegian shipowners, through purchase
of foreign vessels and contracts for new boats in the United States, have done their
best to maintain their fleet during the war, but now, owing to the impossibility of
purchasing new ships, they have become powerless onlookers at the rapid destruction
of their property, with no opportunity of renewing the same in the near future. If
the losses sustained by the Norwegian fleet during the war, say about 1,500,000 tons
dead weight, are calculated at the recent current prices, they amount to the huge
sum of 90,000,000/., in addition to which about 1,000 Norwegian seamen have lost
their lives. In consequence of these heavy losses numerous officers and sailors are
unemployed. The losses for February are reported as being 16,200 gross tonnage
and 39 seamen killed or missing."
The Intelligence Bureau reports :—
Narvik, and Spitsbergen.- -It is stated, in the London Press that among the
supplementary claims against Russia put forward by Germany is that of "permission
to exploit Spitsbergen," which has very valuable and easily worked coalfields. This
group of islands was discovered by Hugh Willonghby in 1553. In recent times
it has been a "No Man's Land." Russia had a shadowy-claim which was never
exercised, and Norway also had a claim, on the ground that the workmen on the
island, were exclusively Norwegian and required some protection. A. conference took
place on the matter in Christiana in 1903. There were recently two English mining
companies there which came to grief, and their interests were absorbed by an American
company, which was developed, on a considerable scale, and is reported to have done
well financially, and is putting out a considerable amount of coal. Narvik, near the
Murman Coast, is an ice-free port, is within moderate steaming distance (460 miles)
of the Spitsbergen coalfields, and is a port of call for ships carrying iron ore from
the Syd. Varanger and Dunderland fields further north. It might therefore in the
future have from the commercial and tactical standpoint a very considerable
importance. With the port of Narvik on the mainland in German hands, the iron
ore fields of Syd Varanger and Dunderland (an English company) would be entirely
controlled, and also to a considerable extent the whole of the Murman Coast. In the
Kolnisehe
Zeitung a -Professor Hiltebraud recently wrote: "Norway is so rich in
" ports that it can easily spare Narvik, and on the side of Germany no particular
*' consideration need be shown to Norway, who all through the war lias placed herself
" at the disposal of England." [See also under " Finland.")

The Intel 1 igence Bureau reports :—
Bolshevism.—In
a paper called Klasse Kampen (class-war) the editor, E u g e n e
Claussen, welcomes the new Bolshevist movement among the workmen. The most
advanced Socialism has generally been found in the north, among the fishing
population.
To a considerable extent this is due to hostile propaganda, because
unknown donors have recently sent some 3.000/-. to Trondhjem for the use of the
" extreme Socialists." It is likewise reported that attempts are being made to create
trouble in the munitions factory at Rauibs. Some 40 Russian Bolshevists have been
expelled from Norway as undesirable. Among them is Angelica Balabanoff, who was
travelling as special messenger of M. Yorovsky, the representative in Stockholm of
the Russian Bolshevists.
German Propaganda.—The
Intelligence Bureau observes that although it m i g h t
be expected that Norway would be a favourable field for British propaganda, i t i s
found in practice extremely difficult to make any headway in the face of the stories
issued by the Germans.
And see under " Finland."
SWEDEN.
Swedish Negotiations
with, Allies.—Sir E. Howard reports that the Conservative
Party and Press and a number of commercial Unions a r e attacking the proposed
Agreement (see Reports Nos. 58 and 59) as involving the concession of 500,000 tons
of shipping in return for mere promises, an act almost unneutral and now, in view
of the Ukraine Treaty, unnecessary. The Foreign Office instructs Sir E.. Howard
to inform the Swedish Government that in view of the conclusion of charters for
43,000 tons deadweight out of 100,000 tons, the shipment to Sweden of 10,000 tons of
phosphate, out of the 25,000 contemplated in the Agreement, m a y now be made.
Vessels should be sent from Sweden for this purpose, or if vessels now in United
States ports are used, they should be replaced from Sweden by corresponding tonnage.
The Wheat Executive h a s guaranteed facilities for purchase by Sweden—subject
to conclusion of the Agreement—of 100,000 tons of wheat, 50,000 tons of oats,
and 100,000 tons of maize, to be shipped by the Swedish Government from tire
Argentine, the wheat in April, and May, the oats and maize l a t e r ; also 100,000 tons
of wheat or 80,000 tons of wheat Hour from Australia.. Facilities are also promised
for the purchase of rice from Rangoon or the Dutch Inches. The above quantities
are to be regarded as part of the rations specified, in the draft Agreement. Steps
are being taken to acquaint the Swedish public with the practical advantages
of the Allied proposals. The prospect of increase in tonnage at Allied disposal,
and of a decrease in Swedish exports to Germany, continues to evoke violent
threats Ijoin the German Government against Sweden.
And see under " Finland."
DENMARK.
Denmark and Submarine Campaign.—Sir
R. Paget reports the torpedoing by a
German submarine of the Danish S.S. Randelsborg
outside the danger zone and
contrary to agreement made with the German Government. - F a i l i n g a satisfactory
explanation by the German Government, the exportation of horses to Germany (under
the terms of the Agreement) will be discontinued.
German-Danish
Negotiations.—Mr.
Gurney reports that negotiations in regard to
exchange of commodities, for the months April to J u l y inclusive, between Germany
and Denmark are imminent.
Embargo on Vegetables.—The Foreign Office informs Sir R. Paget that an embargo
has been placed upon all vegetables and vegetable seeds for Denmark.
And see under " Shipping Situation."
FINLAND (AND ALAND).
Finnish Ambassador
to Berlin.—German
Wireless of March 15th reports that
Diplomatic relations between . the German Empire and: Finland have been
" resumed, and the Finnish Embassy has been installed in Berlin under the leadership
" of State Councillor Dr. Hielt, who has commenced his activities."

German Motives.—With regard to the motives actuating German action in Finland
(see Report No. 59 under "Finland"), Sir E. Howard points out that one of the
principal would appear to be the acquisition of the Murman- coast, involving
the severance of Russia from any ice-free port, the interruption of Allied '
communication with the northern ports of Russia, and a menace to ,the British
flank in the North Sea-. The occupation of Kola by the Germans might easily
lead to the control by them of the whole of the coast of Northern Scandinavia,
including the port of Narvik (and see under "Norway"). Nya Dagligt. AUeJianda
of March 18th published an article urging that Sweden should effectively support
Finland'8 demand for Russian Karelia and the Kola Peninsula, demanding in return
the Aland Islands and districts of Norrbottens Lan adjoining the Swedish frontier as
far as Tornea and Munio Rivers, which Sweden ceded to Russia in 1809.
Finland and, German Control.—Petrograd
papers (March 16th) [report landings
of Germans in Finland, the points of disembarkation including Hangoe and some places
on the Gulf of Bothnia. Stockholm papers (March .1 7th) state that telegraphic commu
nication /between Sweden and Helsingfors and the rest of Southern Finland was
suddenly interrupted on the evening of March 16th. The break is situated between
Sweden and Marielianm. It is probable that the line has been cut by the
Germans in the Aland Islands. Sir E. Howard learns that in view of a considerable
reinforcement, especially in artillery, of the Red Forces, the Germans are deferring
their advance against Abo. Mr. Grove reports the statement of a member of
the Finnish Government at Helsingfors that Finland, is not bound by agreements
made by four Senators at Wasa while Parliament is not sitting. Mr. Woodhouse
reports that the Representative of the Finnish Senate at Petrograd has shown him
a protest (telegraphed to various countries) against the invasion and control of
Finland by Germany. Mr. Grove submits that if the Allies will give the Finnish
Government an assurance of food supplies, it will refrain from binding itself to
Germany. Sir E. Howard suggests that foodstuffs and goods in transit through
Sweden might be released in return for goods (especially metals) now in Finland,
certain British vessels in Finnish waters, and the reservation (for Allied use after
the war; of a quantity of timber. Meanwhile, according to Stockholm papers
(March 16th), the Finnish. Food Committee has rationed butter with the intention of
exporting the cOuntry's surplus to Germany in exchange for corn.
The Intelligence Bureau reports :—
Attitude of Swedish Conservatives.—The
crushing of Bolshevism in Finland, which
after German intervention has actually taken place is a mere matter of time, may
irritate the advanced parties in Sweden, and in the universal ferment caused by
-the war and the increasingly precarious food situation may lead to a serious
condition of affairs, the ultimate effects of which it is impossible to foresee. The
classes which, are pro-German in Sweden are the nobility, bureaucracy, and the
officer corps. It must be remembered that there is an extreme element, hitherto
small, in Sweden which differs little, if at all, from the Anarchists in Russia, Finland,
and elsewhere. It is not altogether unnatural that the Conservative classes, with
recent object lessons at their very doors, regard the possible advent of Bolshevism in
Sweden with growing apprehension. They look upon Germany as representing order
and a stable condition of society. It is not only in Sweden that this has been the
case from the outbreak of war. It is a common, thing to hear moderate, sensible, and
by no means unfriendly Swiss, Spaniards, and Scandinavians say that the Entente is
deliberately encouraging the unruly elements in all countries to break out and destroy
religion, order, and indeed all that makes life worth living.
-

Aland.—-A Swedish official communique of March 15th announces the withdrawal
from the Aland Islands of the Swedish expedition on completion of its humanitarian
task. Two hundred and fifty men of the Russian Garrison, chiefly Poles, Ukrainians,
Letts and Esthonians, have been conveyed to Sweden, and will later be transported to
their homes. A larger contingent of Russians has been taken to Libau. A Swedish
Military Commissary will remain with a small detachment to protect Russian property
under the terms of the Agreement. Sweden reserves her rights in regard to the
settlement of political questions concerning Aland. As the German Government has
declared against the fortification of the Islands, the Swedish Government asks that
the existing defences may be at once destroyed under the supervision of the Swedish
and Finnish authorities, the Germans and Russians assisting if they think fit to do so.
The Swedish Government is taking steps to ascertain whether the Entente Powers

offer any objection to the course they propose to take. A Berlin, telegram to Stock
holms Tidning states that under Article 0 of the Russo-German Treaty endeavour is
to be made to secure agreement between German)-, Finland, Russia and Sweden,
regarding the Aland Islands ; according to which the islands shall remain fortified,
and their treatment from the military point of view and their equipment for purposes
of shipping will be regulated. Finally, Germany and other Baltic States are em
powered to conclude such an agreement.
Seizure by Germans of Allied Subjects at Aland.-—Sir E. Howard reports that two 
parties of British subjects travelling from Abo to Sweden have been captured by the
Germans at Aland. Of these, 1.2 men, including A^ice-Consul FaWcett, have been
sent, to Dantzig, as also lias an American who accompanied them. The British and
United States Governments have made vigorous representations to the. Finnish Govern
in ent, requiring it to protest at Berlin against the violation of Finnish neutrality ;
failing which the Allied Governments may find, themselves constrained to regard
Finland as an enemy and an ally of Germany. Sir E. Howard reports that the
Finnish Charge d'Affaires at Stockholm has expressed regret at the incident, but has
declared that the Germans quote as a precedent the treatment by the Allies of German
and Austrian subjects in Greece.
Allied Representatives.—Sir
E. Howard reports that efforts are being made to
induce General Afannerheim to assent to an armistice, with a view to facilitating the
passage of those Allied Missions which are still detained at Tammerfors. The Finnish
Government, with the assent of the German Government, has guaranteed the
immunity of Allied Consuls in Finland during the presence there of German troops.

SPAIN.

Resignation of Cabinet.—According
again resigned.

to a Press report, the Spanish Cabinet has

Strike of Post and Telegraph Officials.—The Foreign O f f i c e learns that a Post O f f i c e
strike is in progress in Spain. The telegraph and postal services have been put
under military control. According to Press reports, the trouble is connected with the
Junta movement.
British Exchange.—Sir
A. Hardinge learns that the Cretlito Mercantil is offering
to sell pounds sterling in large amounts at 19 pesetas. Similar offers are being made
by various Barcelona banks. The motive of these transactions is not yet clear.
German Propaganda.—German
Wireless of March 16th reports : —
" The celebrated, actor Alexander Moissi read "Don Quixote," by Cervantes, befor
a crowded room in the Berlin Academy. The public followed the genial reading with
deep interest." . . . " Writing in the Norddeutsche Altgemeine Zeitung, Dr. Otto
G ran to IT appeals for the formation of a German institution in Spain such as would, be
appropriate for promoting and uniting- German-Spanish culture and interests in art.
. lie says that a profound study of Spanish art by the artists of the present day
in Germany would be of especial value."
,

CHINA.
China and Japan.—Sir
0. Greene reports that it is improbable that Japan will
offer to mediate between the North and South in China (see Report No. 59). The
recent success of the Northern armies has strengthened the Peking Government, and a
rapprochement with the South has become possible. In any case the Northern Govern
inent will co-operate with Japan in the event of Japanese intervention in Siberia.
Citing Using Mines.—In view of representations by the Japanese Government
that a. Japanese merchant named Yoshida had, prior to the war, entered into
negotiations for the purchase of the Citing Hsing Alines from their Director and"
principal shareholder von Hanneken, the Foreign Office has authorised Sir Jf
Jordan to withdraw official support from his competitors, the Italian Administration
and the Peking Syndicate. Sir J . Jordan is instructed to point out the undesirability
of any payment being made to von llanneken during the continuance of the war.

S1AX1.
Exports of Rice to Java.—Sir 11'. Bering learns that the Netherlands Government
is enquiring whether and on what conditions the shipment of rice from Siam to Java
will be permitted. The Foreign Office instructs him that these are dependent on the
result of negotiations now in progress with the Netherlands Government.
ARGENTINA.
Coal.—Idie War Trade Intelligence Bureau reports that His Majesty's Government
is prepared.to supply the Argentine with British coal for the next four months if the
ships which take out coal are allowed to bring back produce ; but the coal will not be
available on any other terms. This arrangement gives a reasonable security that the
British share of Argentine produce will be forthcoming.
BRAZIL.
Censorship.—The
Foreign Office advises Lord Reading of the desirability of Allied
co-operation in the Brazilian postal censorship. (See Report No. 55.)
MEXICO.
Carranza and Foreign Interests.—Mr.
Cummins learns that there is a prospect
that, in order to assure itself of funds, the Mexican Government may seize the most
important mines in the Republic. The Government is growing weaker, and the
possibility of a successful revolution must not be excluded. Sir W . Townley reports
that the Netherlands Government has instructed its Minister at Washington to
concert with the British and United States Governments against any measures of
the Mexican Government which may be prejudicial to Dutch interests. Mr. Cummins
earns that the Government forces are being gradually withdrawn from the oilfields.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Appropriation
Bill.—Lord Reading reports the probable enaction iu the immediate
future of an. Appropriation Bill empowering the President, to acquire title to docks
(including their establishments and facilities) belonging to the German Lloyd and
Ham burg-American. Companies. By an additional section the Trading with, the
Enemy Act is amended by the enabling of the Custodian of Alien Property to
exercise the powers of a common law trustee over all such enemy property other
than money, and to dispose of it by sale or otherwise as if he were absolute owner.
These powers will be drastically applied in the case of the American Metal
Company and similar concerns partially owned by persons residing in enemy
con ntries.
SHIPPING SITUATION.
Sinkings.—According
to the War Trade Intelligence Bureau, the total tonnage of
500 tons gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons in the case of sailing ships
reported lost owing to the malice of the King"s enemies during the period March 8th
-—14th inclusive, was 07,133 tons gross, of which 34,491 were British, as compared
with 03,102 tons gross, of which 39,187 were British, reported last -week. The
Admiralty reports that 121 British, Allied and Neutral merchant vessels (including
British fishing vessels) were sunk in February 1918, as compared wdth 128 in January.
This is the lowest figure for any month since the unrestricted warfare commenced.
The total tonnage lost, however, was 311,006 for February, as compared with 295,803
in January. A general statement regarding losses and construction was made by the
First Lord of the Admiralty in the House of Commons on March 20th, and reproduced
in the Press of March 21st. Further reference will be made to the subject in next
week's Report.
Convoy System.—Of 6,308 ships (44,624,200 dead, weight capacity) convoyed,
(homewards arid outwards) up to March 2nd, the loss in ships was l ' I 2 , and in dead
weight capacity 1 ' 16.

Danish-American
Negotiations.—In
reply to the stipulations made by the United
States War Trade Board (see Report No. 57),- -the.-Danish- Government observes that it
would no doubt be possible to arrange for the prolongation of the Agreement beyond
the period of six months at present limited. With regard to the United States demand
that the Danish vessels chartered should be employed in the danger zone, the Danish
Government observes that such a concession would prejudice the position of other
neutral Governments. The terms of the Danish note contemplate the possibility that
the United States Government will requisition the ships ; the Danish Government
considers that tins would be contrary to international law, and suggests that the
British Government acknowledged this by counting requisitioned vessels among those
which were afterwards voluntarily ceded. The Foreign Office learns that in these
circumstances the United States War Trade Board is considering the alternative of
voyage charters direct from Danish shipowners, with provision for an option of
continual renewal.
Dutch Shipping.—In reply to the Allied proposals for utilisation of Dutch tonnage
in British and United States ports (see Report-No. 59), the Netherlands Government,
after applying without success to Germany for the provision of 100,000 tons of wheat
for delivery over two months, has informed His Majesty's Government as follows.
It withdraws its objection to the employment of such vessels in the danger zone on
the understanding that they will transport neither troops nor war supplies, and that
they will not be armed. The crews are to be free to decline navigating in the danger
zone; and the Allied Governments are to be considered pledged to replace all
destroyed ships immediately after the war : the above offer to be conditional upon,
rationing and tonnage concessions as proposed in the course of the negotiations in
London, and upon .100,000 tons of wheat to be placed at Dutch disposal in American
. ports by mid-April, and a further ^00,000 later on. The Foreign Office has instructed
Sir. W. Townley that the stipulations that the ships should, not be armed or used for
troops or war supplies are unacceptable. Meanwhile, the German Press, in threatening
and apparently inspired articles, observes that Holland is giving not one finger but
her whole hand to the Entente, and German propaganda in Scandinavia is making
the most of the matter. The Dutch Press of March 19th announces an offer by the
German Government to allow free passage immediately to 15,000 tons of Dutch
shipping from Dutch harbours, provided Dutch shipping in harbours outside Europe
is put in motion, such exchange to take place on a basis of mutual " final clearance."
In the circumstances the British and United States Governments have notified the
Netherlands Government of their intention to requisition. It is expdained that this
course is adopted with reluctance, but in accordance with unquestionable right.
Liberal terms are specified, to which further reference will, be made in next weelds
Report.
Belgian Relief Siiip seized by Germans —Stockholm papers (March 16th) state : —
" The Swedish steamer Prlncessen
Jngelborg, which had been conveying maize to
" Rotterdam from La Plata for the Belgian Relief Commission, left Rotterdam in
"ballast on the.9th instant for Gothenburg with a German permit. Yesterday
" evening the owners received a telegram that the ship had been taken into Kiel.
" The seizure of the vessel is in direct violation of the agreement with Germany
" regarding the feeding of Belgians."
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
General.—The most important incident of the week has been the denunciation
published by the Entente Alliance of the " peace " treaties forced by Germany upon
nations which have entered into negotiations with her. Lord Bertie on March 19th
forwarded extracts showing the favourable reception of the London Declaration in the
French Press.
Sir R. Rodd on March 16th reported that rumours about peace negotiations
were being spread in all countries of the Entente Alliance. These are looked
upon by the Italian Government to be initiated by the Germans with a view to
enervating the spirit of the public at the same time that they are massing their forces
in the West.
Sir E. Howard on March 20th sent a Press report, emanating from Berlin, that the
peace treaty with Russia contained an article making provision for endeavours to
secure agreement between Germany, Finland, Russia, and Sweden that the Aland

Islands should-remain fortified, and that their treatment from a military point of
view and equipment for shipping purposes shall be "regulated."
-

Russia.—On March 15th Mr. Wardrop reported that the Moscow Congress met at
5 p.in. on the previous day and included 1,084 delegates, the Bolshevists having an
overwhelming majority. On March 16th he reported that the Peace Treaty with the
Central Powers was ratified by a show of hands.' Lenin spoke last, and used
argument that he bad the support of nine out of ten of his party. The chief speeches
in opposition came from Anarchists. The Social Revolutionaries left, refusing to
share in the responsibility for ratification of the Treaty.
The substance of Mr. BalfouFs speech in the House of Commons on March 14th
on the Bolshevist peace was communicated to Mr. Lockhart on March 17th.
Mr. Lockhart on March 18th reported that, although the " peace " had been ratified
by the Moscow congress, preparations for war were being pushed forward.
Finland.—Sir
E. Howard on March 15th reported, from reliable information
obtained in Stockholm, that a strong pro-German was sent to Germany .to sign the
peace treaty, and that he allowed the Germans to append conditions affecting
economics and other matters. The treaty requires ratification by the Diet and might
not become operative.

Courland.—German Wireless of March. 16th contains descriptions of the reception
by Count Hertling of the deputation, sent from Courland to ask the Kaiser to accept
the ducal, crown. The deputation expressed the hope that "Baltic territories " could
be united in a Federal Union " permanently connected with the German Empire." The
"All-Highest" promised to communicate his answer to the Diet, after consulting
authorities commanded to place their views before him.
Sir W. Townley on March 17th forwarded an extract from an article in Vossische
of March 16th saying that the Reichstag or the Prussian Landtag will have to ask. for
the guarantees offered by the deputation that their request represents the lasting
desire of an overwhelming majority of the population.
German Wireless of March 18th quotes an article in Germania trying to establish
that the principle of self-determination is being applied by Germany to Courland.
Lithuania.—Sir
E. Howard on March 16th reported on good authority a growth
of a strong feeling against the German " peace " and procedure.
Esthonia.—Sir
E. Howard on March. 16th reported on good authority that the
Germans thought that the Russians could not live without the Esthonian ports, which
would mean there would be no peace, so they wanted Esthonia to remain under
Russia.
Pol an d.—(S(2 e

Ukraine.)

Ukraine.—-German Wireless of March 17th gave the wording of the Protocol
signed on March 4th at Brest establishing a mixed commission for delimitation of the
Polish-Ukrainian frontier, and relieving them of adhering to the conditions originally
laid down for the frontier line.
" Moldavian Republic.'"—Sir G. Barclay on March 1.7th reported that t h e " MinisterPresident " had visited Jassy to try to obtain the inclusion of the Moldavian Republic
in peace negotiations.

Caucasus.—Sir W. Townley reported on March 16th, on Armenian authority, that
the Caucasus Government founded on November 12th, 1917, had refused to recognise
the Batoum-Kars-Ardahan clause in the Brest Treaty, on the plea that it was against
the will of the inhabitants. It was understood that the Bolshevist delegates only signed
under protest.
Sir C. Marling on March 17th reported on good authority coming from Tiflis that
peace would be concluded with Turkey, and that delegates had been sent to Trebizond
for the purpose. There was not likely to be opposition to the proposal to cede Kars
and Batouin to the l u r k s . The Armenians of the Caucasus were said to be without
any power.
Rumania.—Sir
W. Townley on March 14th reported from reliable sources that
the Treaty between Austria-Hungary and Rumania would probably amount to an
Alliance, and that it would very soon be signed.

On March .17th Sir G. Barclay forwarded a repor\from the British Military Attache,
dated March 14th, that so far the Germans had not made any demand on Hum an i a to
surrender war material.
German Wireless of March 18th stated that the conditions which were put forward
hy the Central Powers " as foundations " for the peace negotiations do not go beyond
the points which are contained in the preliminary peace treaty, which were published
at the time.
'- German Wireless of the same date reported that the plenary powers of the
Rumanian peace delegation had lapsed on account of the resignation of the Averescn
Ministry and the peace negotiations had come to a standstill. " The deliberations in
commission of some of the subordinate departments of 'the peace conference" were
being continued.
Lord Bertie on March 18th forwarded a message from Jassy, from the Allied
Ministers predicting that M. Marchildman was likely to raise difficulties about the
formation of a Cabinet, and that one would he formed specially to accept the enemy's
conditions without discussion.
Lord Bertie on March 14th. telegraphed the conditions which the Germans were
"likely to impose upon Rumania in addition to those already reported. TLey include
a monopoly of corn exports for five or ten years, lease of petroleum areas, and control
of Rumanian railways during the war.
On March 1.7th Lord Bertie sent the sidistance of demands made by General von
Maekensen for the " peace " conditions to be accepted by noon on March 19th, regard
less of the composition of the Ministry. [It has since been announced that the truce
has been extended until March. 22nd.]
Germany.—Sir
W. Townley on March loth drew attention to an important
leading article by Georg Bernhard. in the Vossische of March 11th, criticising very
strongly the treaty made with Russia at Brest. The opinion is expressed that the
peace is not at all likely to be final. In giving details of the dangers created for
Germany by the resentment caused amongst the different sections of the population
in Poland, Ukraine, Lithuania, Livonia and Courland, Mr. Bernhard expressed his
opinion that the German people are deceiving themselves concerning difficulties, which
are fully realised in enemy countries.
On March 16th Sir W. Townley gave a review of the interviews granted by
llindenburg and Ludendorff to press correspondents. The expression " frontier
guarantees " was employed as usual as camouflage for "annexations."
Count Hertling made a speech in the Reichstag on March. 18th, endeavouring to
justify the terms of the "peace " treaty imposed on " Russia " by the Central Powers.
The speech was dealt with, fully and effectively in a leading article in Hie Times
of March 20th. The speech is also reported by German Wireless of March 19th.
Baron von dem Bussche also spoke.
German Wireless of March 18th quoted from a speech by IIerr Helfferich,
accusing Great Britain of imperialistic war aims, and ending with a programme of a
" German economic peace " which amounts to a demand that, Germany shall suffer no
economic disadvantages in sea trade.
German Wireless of the same date, in a manifesto on the reception given by the
German-Irish. Society in Berlin, quotes from a speech the words "The freedom of the
" seas would only be assured when a free Ireland, is made the watcher of the Atlantic
, " Ocean."
Sir W. Townley on March 20th drew attention, to an article in the Berliner
Tageblati of March .18th on the possibility of Anglo-German rivalry being solved by an
interchange of capital to be invested in " opponents " industries.
Turkey.—On March 14th Sir H. Rumbold reported on good Turkish authority that
German prestige has been very much increased amongst her Allies by the " p e a c e "
made with Russia, but, now that there is no longer any Russian menace, it is thought
in Constantinople to be a favourable moment for Turkey to make peace with England
and France, especially in view of the Bulgarian menace to Constantinople.
France.-Lord
Bertie on March 16th drew attention to an article by M. Thomas in
Human lie expressing the opinion that the Allies should not despair of the opinion, of
the German Minority Socialists about the London Socialist Conference resolutions, and
that the Allies should " Fasten victory by propaganda."
German Wireless of March 18th is exasperated at M. Clemenceards vigorous
speech of March 8th on war aims, and endeavours to counteract it by quoting from a

" very drastic and strictly secret document winch lie had to issue recently with, a
heavy heart to his Generals " on the subject of Army discipline.
Belgium.—German
Wireless of March 15th quotes a rumour from The Hague,
published by the Kreuzzeitung,
that the Belgian Foreign Minister's refusal to enter
into separate negotiations at von Hertling's invitation " is not by any means approved
by Belgian politicians."
Vatican.—With
reference to the question of a proposal being possibly put
forward by the Pope for an armistice at Easter, die Governments of the Entente
Alliance have considered the attitude they would adopt in such an eventuality. The
British and French Governments would not favour any such proposals, which would
result in obvious military advantages for Germany. [Foreign Office to Lord Bertie
March 17th, and reply dated March 18th.] Lord Reading on March 18th reported the
concurrence of President Wilson with this attitude. The opinion of the Allied
Governments was communicated to Mr. Gaisford on March 20th.
Sweden.—Sir E. Howard on March 19th called attention to an article in the
Stockholm Press urging that Sweden should support Finland's demand for Russian
Karelia, &c, and should demand in return the Aland Islands and districts adjoining
the Swedish frontier which were ceded to Russia in 1809.
Great Britain.—The
Ministry of Labour, in their report ,for the week ending
March 13th, described some belated criticism of the war aims declaration by the
London Interallied Socialist Conference. An increase in the hostility displayed by
the more extreme papers is the chief point to note.
Lord Lansdowne's second letter is welcomed exuberantly by papers like the
Nation,, but seems to have attracted little general attention in Labour and Socialist
papers.
GENERAL.
Air Raids.—The Foreign Chdice learns that the AUied air raids into Germany are
having a considerable effect. It is stated that the Germans are working up an
atmosphere in which they hope to propose with success the mutual abandonment of
air raids behind the fronts.
Exchange of Civilians with Austria.—His Majesty's Government has, through
the Spanish Embassy at Vienna, informed the Austro-Hungarian Government that,
while 68 male civilians have since September 1st, 1917, been repatriated to Austria,
it would appear that none have been permitted to return from Austria to England.
It is hoped that arrangements will shortly be made on both sides for the repatriation
of civilians by the transports passing between Boston and Rotterdam, but meanwhile
His Majesty's Government thinks it desirable that the Austro-Hungarian Government
should begin to repatriate British civilians by way of Switzerland.
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PrcAcP DISCUSSIONS.
There is a temporary lull in the clamour of peace discussion, whilst all countries
await the issue of the great struggle for the mastery on the Western front, where our
enemies are lighting desperately for a " German ' peace.
M. Petroff, the Russian delegate, has announced by wireless that he is remaining
in Berlin because the treaty with Russia, though ratified by the Reichstag, has not yet
been signed.
The treaty of peace now being forced upon the Rumanians is said, to include
further humiliating terms to enable German capitalists to exploit the petroleum
deposits, ignoring both the sovereign rights of the State and the private rights of the
individual. This is one of the most definite examples of the use of the German sword
to promote the economic deA-elopment in every direction, which Count Hertling
recently confessed to have been the German war aim "from the beginning."
:

ITALY.

A conference of the Italo-Slav entente Committees is expected to take place shortly
in Rome, with the approval of the Italian Premier.
ENEMY ALLIED AND GERMAN INTERNAL AFFAIRS.

The possible influence of the situation in Austria-Hungary upon German policy
merits attention. The present great German effort to force a conclusion in the field
has been attributed on good authority to this influence, and reports from several
sources agree that urgent demands for peace are being made by the people of AustriaHungary. Recent Bolshevist successes in the Black Sea littoral may produce an
effect on the situation, if truly reported.
NETHERLANDS.

Indignation with the Allies over the shipping question is being freely expressed.
SWEDEN.

An account is given of the Swedish PremieFs important speech of March 20th.

He made pronouncements on Finland, the Aland Islands, and commercial policy as
affecting the agreement with the Allies about shipping tonnage, &c. The importance
of close association between the Scandinavian States to maintain their independence
A v a s impressed.
MEXICO.

There are rumours of the possibility of a successful revolution against the
Carranza Government, AA ho are credited A v i t h having an understanding Avith the
Germans.
r

March 2Sth, 1918.
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ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Foreign Office continues to receive
Far East: Question of Intervention.—The
conflicting information as to the desirability of intervention in the Far East. Some
reports indicate the possible formation of a Red Army, which might carry on
obstructive guerilla operations against the Germans, conditionally upon Japanese
inaction. In this connection may be noted the reports of Bolshevist successes against
the Germans on the Black Sea Littoral. It is stated fthat a measure of technical and
material assistance would be accepted from Great Britain, France and the Fnited
States; and such an arrangement might later result in an invitation of Allied
military co-operation. Others contend that the Bolshevists are essentially inter
nationalists rather than patriots ; that they distrust the Allies as much AS the
Germans ; and that a truer expression of Russian opinion may be hopefully awaited
from some such body as a revived Constituent Assembly in Russia or Siberia. Mean
while, the continuance of unsettled conditions is said to be compelling the more
orderly elements to look to the advancing Germans for restoration of social and
economic stability ; in this connection the case of Finlaud is mentioned as analogous
It appears to be common ground that any intervention should be directed solely against
German aggression, dissociated from any partisanship in Russian internal affairs, and
preferably based upon some sort of Russian mandate.
Allied Labour.—Mr. Bayley reports a public declaration by Mr. Gompers that in
no circumstances could American Labour be represented at an International Peace
Conference, at which representatives of the Central Powers attended (and see Report
No. 60).
Raw Materials.—The
Committee on the Trade Relations of the United Kingdom
within the Empire has issued two Reports (G.I\ 4015), classifying raw materials
produced in the Empire, and discussing the question of their control (and. see Report
No. 59).
ITALY.
Italo-Slav Entente.—The Intelligence Bureau distinguishes the three principal
Committees now working in connection with the Italo-Slav Entente. They are : —
(1). The General Committee for the Liberation of the suppressed Peoples of Austria.
This Committee has its headquarters in Rome; (2) the International Socialist
Committee, presided over by M. Albert Thomas, wdth headquarters in Paris ; (3) a
Committee recently formed in Italy for the preparation of an understanding between
Italy and the Jugoslavs. This Committee is of a predominantly Radical character,
and comprises all the most prominent opponents of the claims to Dalmatia ; whereas
the Rome Committee is of a mixed character and contains a considerable element of
the Parliamentary Right. Dr. Andrea Torre (Deputy, President of the Press
Association and formerly Foreign Editor of the Gorriere della Sera), acting as repre
sentative of the Rome Committee, has already agreed in London wdth Dr. Ante
Trumbic (President of the London J ugoslav Committee) upon certain principles
recognised by both parties. A general conference will shortly take place in Rome,
wdth the approval of the Italian Premier, and it is possible that representatives of the
Allied countries will be invited to attend.
ALBANIA.
Central Powers and Albania.—The following is extracted from Prince Lichnowsky's
Memorandum (see under " German Internal Affairs " ) : —
" In Greece to-day whole groups are Albanian, and the so-called Greek national
dress is of Albanian origin. The amalgamation of the preponderating orthodox and

Islamite Albanians with the Greek State was, therefore, the best solution and the
I most natural, if one leaves out of account Scutari and the northern part of Serbia and
Montenegro. His Majesty was also in favour of this solution on dynastic grounds.
When I encouraged the Monarch by letter to this effect, I received violent reproaches
from the Chancellor for voting for AustrLVs opponents, and he forbade all such
interference in the future, and even direct correspondence. We had eventually,
however, to abandon the tradition of carrying out the Triple Alliance policy in the
East, and to acknowledge our mistake, which consisted in identifying ourselves with
i the Turks in the south and the A ustro-Magyars in the north ; for the continuance of
that policy, which we began at the Congress in Berlin, and subsequently carried on
I zealously, was bound in time most probably, should the necessary skill in conducting
i t fail, to lead to a collision with Russia and a world A v a r . "
ENEMY ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Austrian
Internal
Conditions.—Arbeiter
Zeitung
of March 17th reports a
Conference Jield on March loth in Vienna between Austrian Labour Deputies and
the Cabinet. All the Ministers took part, and the Food Controller also. Hie Deputies
described the difficulties and inconveniences in the food service and the excitement
prevalent amongst the working classes. In particular, attention was drawn to the
fact that any further curtailing of the potato and food rations would make conditions
past bearing for the masses. They stated that, in consequence of underfeeding, the
working classes were so weakened that they could not stand the strain of the over
long hours imposed, nor could they do night shifts or answer the requirements of the
masters, who clamoured always for more and yet more work. The overwork to which
the population was subject was the less to be justified because all the time workmen
were being dismissed.
Railway workshop hands and train service personnel
complained of their low wages, which compared most unfavourably with wages of
other classes. The excitement amongst the population was kept alive and made ever
more intense by the fact that hopes of an early end to the war were constantly being
damped. The working classes knew that all. the measures taken, to relieve the hideous
poverty of masses could do no lasting good. They were persuaded that only one
thing could really help, namely, a speedy general peace. (And see under " German
Internal. Affairs.")
Austria and the German Alliance.—It is stated in Kreuzzeitung,
and corroborated
Zeitung,
by Dr. Fried.ji.mg in Neuen Werner Tageblatt, and Bernhard in Vossische
that Dr. Lammasch, a well-known Vienna Professor, having influence with the Emperor
Karl, proposed in 1917 that the Austro-German Alliance should be dissolved after the
war. .1 fe is now reported, to have expressed his opinion in the Dp per House that a
declaration to that effect would be the best way for Austria to obtain peace at once with
England and France. Vorwaerls declares that there is no mistaking the fact that in
Austria the enemies of the German Alliance are steadily increasing. " It is a very
serious fact which should not be without influence on Germany's policy." Sir H.
Rumbold learns that the German Government has protested against the ProfessoFs
observations, and that the Austro-Hungarian Government and the Emperor have
repudiated his views and expressed their regrets.
Austria and the Poles.—With regard to the recent unexpected abstention of the
Polish members from voting against the Austrian Budget, the fntelligence Bureau
notes the probability that this course of action was due to the intervention of the
Magyars. The Magyar interests are contrary to those of the Czechs and of the
Ukrainians—Slovaks inhabit North-Western, Ukrainians North-Eastern Hungary. The
Magyars, therefore, naturally do not want to see the Poles join hands with the Czechs
in the Austrian Parliament; and an East-Galicia under Polish dominion is, for them,
the best safeguard against the Ukrainian irredentists.
TFar Costs.—The Austrian Minister of Finance, Dr. Popovics, in his Budget speech,
according to the Neue Freie Presse (February 23rd), said that the costs of the war to
the end of 1917 were Kr. 19 milliards, that the interest on the second half-year of the
sixth war loan and of the seventh A v a r loan was not covered, and that the revenue
from excess profits would be less than estimated. The result was. that Kr. 325
milliards new money must be raised by a well-secured war loan. The Minister ended

by saying that some increase of taxation was inevitable. [Daily Review.
Economic
Supplement, March 19th.]
Austro-llungarian
Postal Air Services to Russia, Rumania and
Turkey.—According
to a Wolff telegram from Vienna to the Essener Allgemeine Zei ung of March 21st,
an Air Service is about to be established between Vienna and Kiev, with stops at
Cracow and Lemberg. Also an Air Service from Budapest via Bucharest to Odessa,
and possibly to Constantinople, -will fie organised. This service will be primarily
established for postal communication between the Central Authorities and Count,
Forgach's Mission, which is organising and supervising the transport of grain from
Ukrainia to Austria-Hungary.
GERMAN INTERNAL AFFAIRS.
Germany and Austria.—The Foreign Office has received information indicating
that the present German, offensive is dictated by the serious internal situation of
Austria, which is stated to be on the verge of revolution, and that Germany is prepared
to make colossal sacrifices in. the hope of enforcing an early peace. Meanwhile the
Prussian Government has taken steps to control communications between Bavaria and
Austria or Switzerland.
Germany and Russia.—The Foreign Office has received information to the effect
that the Germans have proposed to evacuate certain of the occupied Russian districts
on condition that Russia desists from action contrary to German interests. ' Another
report suggests that Germany may decide to occupy Petrograd and Moscow, establish a
Monarchy, and then piopose a general peace, claiming credit for the suppression of
the Bolshevist menace to Europe.
Germany and Poland.—The Intelligence Bureau reports that M. Steczkowski,
Minister of Finance in the Cabinet of M. Kucharzewshi, has undertaken the formation
of a new Polish Cabinet, after arranging in Berlin for a close Polish-German Alliance.
Germany is to abandon all idea of " frontier rectification " at the expense of Poland,'
the question of Ohobu is to be " carefully considered," and. Poland is to receive a
wide extension into White Russia. In exchange she is to subordinate herself entirely
to Germany in military and economic matters. The masses in Poland, are, however,
by no means favourable to an alliance with the Central Powers.
Conditions in Western Industrial
Districts.—Sir
W. Townley learns that in the
Western industrial districts discontent is growing owing to reduced bread rations.
The people are declaring that as the Government is unable to deliver grain to Holland,,
where it is imperative to remedy the present economic situation, it is evident that, the
quantities announced as coming from Ukrainia must have been greatly exaggerated.
The treatment of Russians in the West is stated to be shocking. When remonstrated
with on the plea that peace had now been signed the Germans remained indifferent
saying that the Russians must stay and work under present conditions till the end of
die war. Signs are not wanting that the Russians will not submit.
Arrest [of Minority Socialists.—A. Leipzig telegram appearing in the
Kblnische
(March 21st) says that the President of the Leipzig Independent Social Democratic
Party, Richard Lipiuski, has been arrested on suspicion of having participated in
the circulation of strike leaflets. A number of other Independent Socialist members
of the party, including three Leipzig Municipal Councillors, have already been arrested
on similar grounds.
German Responsibility
for the War.—The Berne correspondent of Ilumanile reports
that at a secret sitting of the Reichstag Commission on March 16th the Socialists
produced a memorandum by Victor Muelhen, former Assistant Director of Ivrupps,
stating that from a conversation with two important personages in the beginning of
July 1914, he became convinced that the German Government was then resolved upon
war. The memorandum formally accuses the Kaiser of having provoked the war and
calls upon Helfferich, Jagow, and Krapp as witnesses. A. memorandum privately
circulated by Prince Lichnowsky, late German Ambassador in London, has been
published by the Stockholm Politiken (the text is set out in the Daily Review of the
Foreign
Press of March 19th, 21st, and 22nd, and the Times of March 28th).
Substantially, the document illustrates the persistently aggressive policy of Germany as
contrasted with the conciliatory attitude of Great Britain, and the clear responsibility
of the former for the war. The disclosures were debated in the Reichstag on

March 20th, and laboriously explained away by Wee-Chancellor. von Payer. Oh
March 23rd a long exculpation, by von Jagow of German foreign policy appeared in'
the Norddeutsche
Allgemeine Zeitung.
(These apologias appear' in German Wireless
Press of March 21st and 25th.) It is reported that the Prince has resigned his
Ambassadorial rank. The Deutsche Tageszeitung
characterises his action as high
treason. The Mannheim Vulksstivvne observes: " Of two theories only one is' possible,
" either Prince IJchnowsky is the most incurable idiot who ever sat in the.
" Ambassador^ chair, or else not a shred remains of the fiction that the outbreak of
" war was due to English intrigues." Vorwdrts says : " I t may help to teach people
" in Germany again to think somewhat more calmly and open-mindedly about
" England. The, man who was sent to England by the German Government to watch
" English policy, report upon, and keep touch with it, has given absolutely brilliant
" testimony regarding it. This virtue wdll certainly not evoke a desire on our part
" to be defeated by England, (we know too well/what we should have to expect from
" a victorious England after nearly four years of war), but it assuredly shakes the
" idea that Crermauy could only continue to exist on the ruins of the British world
" empire."
German Finances.—The Daily lievicw of the Foreign Press (Economic Supple
ment) of March 1.9th gives an analysis of the German imperial Budget Estimates for
1918, and particulars in regard to the National Debt and the Seventh War Loan.
A telegram from Berlin states that the Reichstag has passed the war credits of
15 milliards of marks, the Independent Socialists alone voting against it.
And see under " Enemy Allied A if airs."
NETHERLANDS.
Requisitioning
of Dutch Tonnage.—The
British and United States Governments
have notified the Netherlands Government that, in view of its delay in approving the
draft agreement accepted by its delegates in January, and its inability, on account of
German, pressure, to carry out the modus mvendi then agreed upon, they have found
themselves obliged to requisition the services of Dutch, ships in British and United
States ports. It is pointed out that this action is taken in exercise of unquestioned
sovereign right, and upon terms which, apart from German intimidation, would have
been, sure of acceptance. Ample tonnage is left to Holland for her domestic and
Colonial requirements ; facilities will be given to the Dutch Colonial trade ; Dutch
ships may proceed at once to America to receive 100,000 tons of breadstuffs placed at
the disposal of the Netherlands Government, and such ships will be freely bunkered
and free from, detention. Meanwhile, the S.S. New Amsterdam, now in New York,
wdll be permitted to proceed immediately to Holland with a cargo of rice and coffee.
Liberal compensation will be paid to the owners of the requisitioned ships (for vessels
used in the war zone, 35s. per ton per month, as already paid to Danish and
Norwegian owners), and suitable provision will be made to meet the possibility of
their being lost through enemy action.; the Associated Governments are even prepared
to offer an option for the replacement after the war of ships lost in the existing danger
zone. Sir W. Townley reports that much indignation is being expressed on the subject
by the Dutch Government, Press and public. The Vaderland, however, appreciates
the moderate and practical tone of the British note; and the Nieuwe
Rotterdamsehc
Gourant quotes high German authority as recognising the right of angary (and see
Report No. 60 under " Shipping Situation " ) .
Netherlands and Centred Powers.—The Foreign Office learns that on February 27th
the Netherlands Foreign Office appointed a Commission to investigate the basis upon
which economic relations between the Netherlands and the Central Powers should be
regulated at the termination on March 31st of the present agreement. The German
Government is now stated to have qualified its concessions (mentioned in Report
No. 60) in regard to Dutch sailings, by conditions prohibiting the sale of Dutch ships,
and giving Germany the right to control the passengers and cargoes of ships which
are allowed free passage ; such ships are to be allowed German bunker coal to tho first
enemy port of call. Repairs to shipping, which require German iron or steel, are
required to be under full German control.
SWITZERLAND.
Loan Negotiations.—Sir
H. Rumbold reports the signature of the Swiss-British
Loan Agreement. The Swiss Government has waived the economic provisions
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originally contended for, and the Agreement is based upon financial stipulations only.
Its duration is to be for 10 months from April 1st, terminable as from November 30th,
on two.months' notice from either side. Under its terras, subject to a minimum
monthly arrival of 20,000 tons of goods in European ports, advances, to a monthly
maximum of 10,000,000 francs, will be made proportioned on a sliding scale to the
amount imported. Interest will be at 5 per cent, per annum, plus -I- per cent, per
quarter. The Swiss Government declares that 70,000 tons of goods are the monthly
minimum essential for Swiss requirements. The British Government promises
monthly chartering licences up to 50,000 tons of goods (representing about 78,000
tons deadweight), but does not guarantee that such tonnage will be available. The
British Government also undertakes to withdraw its proposed prohibition upon
import of Swiss goods.
Food Supply.—Sir Pi. Rumbold reports that the cereal stocks in Switzerland will,
at the outside, last until the end of May. There is at present a serious shortage of
supplies.under the American-Swiss Agreement. (See Reports Nos. 49-51, 53, 55, 58,
and 59.) According to a Press report, the Federal Council has claimed compensation
in Berlin for the torpedoing of the Spanish S.S. Sardiiw.ro, which was carrying a cargo
of grain for Switzerland. (See Report No. 58.)
Cotton Exports.—Sir
H. Rumbold reports the measures taken by the Swiss
Government to ration or prohibit various classes of cotton exports, and suggests that
these now justify the raising of the Allied embargo. (See Reports Nos. 51, 52, 53,
55, and 59.)
NORWAY.
Norwegian
Declaration
of Neutrality.—The Foreign Office has instructed Sir M.
Findlay to reply, in acknowledgment of the Norwegian declaration of neutrality (see
Report No. 59), that His Majesty's Government understands such declaration to
connote the intention of the Norwegian Government to maintain all the rights of
Norway as a neutral State.
Spitzbergen.—The Foreign Office instructs Lord Bertie to invite the attention "of
the French Government to a clause in the German-Russian Peace Treaty, which
appears to indicate the intention of Germany to secure a seat on the Spitzbergen
Commission when the administration of the islands comes to be discussed after the
war. If she were then able to influence the decision of the Russian representative,
the interests of Norway and Sweden would probably'be overridden. (And see Report
No. 60, under " Norway " and "Finland.")
SWEDEN.
Speech by Swedish Premier.—Sir-E.
Howard, reports a public speech made by the
Swedish Premier on March 20th. He declared that the present time was the most
critical since the outbreak of war, especially for Sweden. Owing to the disintegration
of Russia, the establishment of a German protectorate or sovereignty over the Russian
Baltic. States, and the entry of Finland into this German union, Sweden was faced
with problems of external policy of a far-reaching kind. The internal situation was
also very grave, especially regarding food supply. The position was aggravated by
the irresponsibility of the Opposition Bress in attacking the Government on most
delicate questions of foreign policy. The idea that Swedeifs passivity threw
Finland into the arms of Germany was quite groundless. Finland had asked help
from Germany and Sweden simultaneously. He could not publicly discuss the
relations previously existing between Germany and Finland, but he main
tained emphatically that Finland never regarded Germany as a second string
to her bow, but as her main helper.
Could Sweden hope to oust such a
- competitor, and how would Germany have tolerated it if she had ? As an
ally of Germany in Finland, Sweden would have fallen into the same state of
dependence as Finland. With regard to Aland, the Swedish Government could not
use Swedish troops there to force an immediate decision as to the ownership of the
islands, as suggested by the Conservatives, because it would not take advantage of
Finland^ present distressed position, and because of the complex international

problems involved. The - commercial
policy of the Government was to maintain
relations with botli belligerent camps. Consideration must be given to . Germany's
sensitiveness as to the cession of tonnage to the Entente, but the Entente was equally
sensitive regarding SwedeiVs unlimited ore export to Germany. No neutral power
vivendi.
had lately succeeded in making so favourable an agreement as the modus
The main agreement would give Sweden about 1,000,000 tons of valuable foodstuffs,
and commodities ; if satisfactory terms could be arranged, it would be folly to give
xvp this certainly for the possibility of something from the Ukraine. In conclusion, the
Premier pointed out that Sweden could not prevent alterations in the balance of
power on the Baltic.
All she could do was to accommodate herself to it. Sweden
hoped for friendly relations with Germany, but not at the cost of national independence.
Close association of the Scandinavian States was more important than ever, and also
association with Finland and other Baltic States and Poland ; but Sweden could not
limit herself to Baltic interests ; never was it more necessary to keep open the path
to the AVest, as only thereby cotdd Sweden and her- neighbours jointly maintain the
independence of the North. (And see under "Finland.")
Swedish Negotiations.—Sir
E. Howard reports that German threats and the initial
success of the German, offensive are encouraging the Press campaign against the
proposed Agreement with the Allies (see Reports Nos. 58-60). The example of
Holland (see Report No. 60 under " Shipping Situation ") is being held up for imitation.
DENMARK.
Danish-Herman Negotiations.—Mr. Gurney reports a statement that an agreement
has been concluded, between the Danish and German Governments regarding the
exchange of commodities for the months April to July inclusive. The quantity and
price of imported German coal will remain the same, and imports of German, iron and
steel, partly for use in shipbuilding, will be somewhat increased. Salt and kali are also
to be supplied by Germany and benzine by Austria, and certain other industrial and
technical raw materials will also be provided. The prices for Danish agricultural
produce continue substantially the same, with some increases, chiefly regarding meat.
The arrangement does not cover the question of saltpetre.
Butter.—-The Foreign Office informs Mr. Gurney that an extra charge of 1.0 kroner
per ton is to be made to Danish buyers upon all cargoes of coal, coke and patent fuel
shipped after March 24th, tinder contracts "made on or after October 15th, 1917. Such
charge will not be payable to the exporter, but is to be accounted for, under a
prescribed arrangement, direct to His Majesty's Government. This scheme will,
make it possible to bargain with the Danish Government on the subject of butter
prices. (See Report No. 58.) Meanwhile the Foreign Office instructs Mr. Gurney to
open negotiations for purchase of Danish butter to a specified amount at the rate now
offered by the Danish Government, on the basis that licences will be issued for the
export to Denmark of a certain quantity of sewing cotton. (See Report No. 59.)
And see under "Shipping Situation."
FINLAND (AND ALAND).
Conditions in Finland.—The Foreign Office learns that the Red movement is on
the verge of collapse. Its finances are practically exhausted. Red Guards have broken
into the Nordiska Bank, which contains funds belonging to His Majesty's Government.
His Majesty's Consul at Helsingfors has lodged a strong protest, ddte financial ruin of the
country is threatened ; famine is imminent and, if there is further fighting, will continue
for twu years owing to the impossibility of spring sowing. It is now stated to be untrue
that the Germans have promised Finland 15,000 tons of wheat (see Report No. 59). The
Reds and Whites will not negotiate direct, but the Reds would certainly, and the
Whites probably, welcome Swedish intervention. The prospect of German political
and economic ascendancy alarms the majority of Finns, Avho'Avould prefer union with
Scandinavia. That section of the population which wovdd prefer neutrality to German
tutelage, is pressing for foodstuffs from England, and America as the- only means to
independence. The Foreign Office has instructed Sir E. Howard that His Majesty's

Government might he prepared to consider an exchange of Finnish goods in Sweden
against Russian goods in Finland, conditional on the prior return of the latter to
Sweden.
Transit Goods in Finland.—Sir E. Howard reports, however, that the transit goods
lying in Finland (see Report No. 59) are regarded by the Finnish authorities as Russian
property, and the metals have been sold to German agents, who are trying to obtain
horse transport from Sweden, probably in order to convey the goods to the Finnish
railway. Sir E. Howard, has pointed out to the Swedish Foreign Office that the
export of horses and hay from Sweden is prohibited, and. has also taken steps to
prevent the despatch of hay from Norway. The War Trade Intelligence Bureau
observes that the Finnish Government may at any moment requisition the military
material and send it to Germany in return for German assistance. The Finnish
White Guards have already arranged to consign to Germany 1,000 tons of copper,
recently removed from one of the supply depots of the Russian Fleet.
Finland
and, Germany.—Dagens
Nyheler
reproduces an interview with
M. Svinhufvud, President of the Finnish. Senate, published in the
Berliner
Tageblatt, in the course of which he is reported as saying that " it was specially
" hoped to develop economic relations with Germany ; that Finland had always been
" the most pro-German country ; that at the beginning of the war Finns said that
" German.y's victory was their victory, and if Germany lost-Finland's cause would
" be for ever lost." M , Swinhufvud. has now arrived in Stockholm from Berlin, and
has stated to the Press that while in. Berlin, he gave no interviews intended for
publication. Sir E. Howard reports a statement that 20,000 Germans have dis-.
embarked, on the Finnish mainland.
German]/, Finland and a, Northern Port.—German Wireless of March 21st reports
that in an interview with the representative of the Taegliche Rundschau, M. Hjelt,
the new Finnish Ambassador in Berlin, declared:—"We wish for an access to the
" Arctic Ocean through, the so-called Ostkarelien. The excitement of the Norwegian
" newspapers is completely superfluous. We shall not require Norwegian territory,
" but a portion, of that which still belongs to Russia. In. reality it belongs to us
already since the Russian Government promised us that outlet to the Arctic Ocean
" when Finland 30 years ago ceded to Russia strips of the frontier.
But Russia
" naturally has not kept her word and has not fulfilled her pledge. The fulfilment of
" Finnish wishes would be attainable by negotiations between the Finnish and
" Russian Republic, perhaps on the basis of mutual compensation." The claims of
Finland to Russian Karelia and the Kola Peninsula are set forth in the Finnish
official paper, Valkoinen Suomi, of 20th March. Sir M. Findlay reports that much
anxiety is being caused in Norway by Finnish aspirations for a port in the North.
According to a Norwegian Government organ (March 20th) Norwegian opinion is
united against the idea of any cession of Norwegian territory. The frontier treaty
concluded between Norway and Russia in .1820 must be observed (and sec Report
No. 60, under ','Finland " and " Norway").
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Allied Representatives.—With
reference to the guarantee of the Finnish Government
regarding immunity of Allied Consuls, the Foreign Office instructs Sir E. Howard to
point out that this has been already violated by the arrest of Yice-Consul Fawcett,
and to press for his immediate liberation. He is now reported to be still at Eckero.
Aland.—[In Report No. 60, under Finland, subheading Aland, at fourth line from
end of paragraph, the word fortified (based on an error in telegraphic transmission)
should read
unfortified.]
Mastery of the Baltic.—The Times of March 27th devotes a column (page 4) to
" The Mastery of the Baltic." (And see under " Sweden.")
SPAIN.
Strike of Postal and Telegraphic
Employees : New Cabinet.— Sir A. Hardinge reports
the continuation until March 23rd of disorganisation in the postal and telegraphic
services (see Report No. 60). On March 20th, a compromise was effected, as the

result of which the Minister of -War resigned, and the Premier thereupon tendered
the resignation of the Cabinet. Madrid papers of March' 22nd announce that after
numerous consultations a new Cabinet was on that date formed as follows :—
Premier: Sen or Maura.
W a r : General Marina.
Foreign Affairs: Sen or Date.
Marine : Admiral Pidal.
Justice : Count Romanones.
Public instruction : Senor Alba.
Interior : Senior Garcia Prieto.
Public Works : Senor Cambo.
Finance : Senor Gonzalez Besada.
It is stated that great popular enthusiasm is shown for the new Administration,
and that the Fing's conduct of the negotiations is much applauded. The Post and
Telegraph Unions are reported to have decided to yield and to rely for satisfaction
of their claims on the action of Parliament. A. decree has been published revoking
the militarisation of the services. The dangers of an autocratic regime, which (as
the Intelligence Bureau points out) might have been anticipated from Ciervist.
influence, are apparently obviated by bis omission from the Cabinet.
German Submarine interned.—Sir A,llardinge reports that the German Submarine
U.B. 48 entered Ferrol on March 23rd in a damaged condition and has been
interned.
German Aims and, Methods in Spain.—The following i s the substance of a review
of German intrigues in Spain, published in Esparto, of March 7th :—
" German policy in Spain revolves round two main objects : to avert the possibility
of a rupture o f diplomatic relations with Germany, a n d to prevent trade with the
Allies. With, these objects i n view the following five forces have been mobilised : —
( I . ) The Carlists, (2) the Germanophil sympathies o f the Army, (3) the subsidised
Press, (4) Democratic elements gained by bribery, (5) the Anarchists and
Syndicalists.
"(1) The Carlists.—The Carlists, from hatred of free-thinking and Republican
France and Protestant and anti-Carlist England, are the natural allies of Germany.
The incubus of a Carlist civil A v a r weighs far more h e a A u l y on the minds of Spanish
Governments than is generally believed. They are aware that consignments of
Portuguese rifles have been accprired. by the Carlists. The shadow of the old blood
thirsty Carlism is o n e of the factors which has most influenced the policy of neutrality
at all costs adopted by our GoA'ernments.
"(2) The Army.—A section o f the Army i s Germanophil from conviction. It
admires the military power o f Germany, which it believes to be i n vincible, These
spontaneous sympathies have b e e n extended and organised by the Germans i n Spain.
These individual sympathies have been converted into a collective force, so much so
that a military journal was permitted to make the memorable and astounding remark
that the Spanish Army would wage civil Avar rather than engage i n . a foreign one.
This threat was too serious not to affect the Government. Then came the Committees
of Defence to distract public attention from the war and to deprive the civil powers
of the necessary energy a n d authority to take up a decided attitude in the various
international cpiestions which were pressing upon Spain ; whatever their origin, it
must be admitted that these Committees A - v e r e not favourable to Sjiain at a moment
when the subordination of the Army t o the civil authority was more necessary than
ever to enable the latter t o cope with the constant aggressions of Germany.
They
drew attention from the submarine outrages, and deprived the Government of power,
by the threat of civil A v a r in the event o f a rupture with the Central Empires. I t is
not known A v h e t h e r the Germans exercised a direct influence over the Army, b u t i t is
certain that the influence owing to general propaganda A v a s a Avi.de one.
" (3) The Subsidised Press.—The
friendly b u t iudependeut papers were not con
sidered sufficient, so a Press A v a s founded with instructions t o combat by eA^ery means
in its power, including slander and insult, any GoA^ernment A v h i c h should t r y to
restrain Gerniany's submarine action against Spain. This Germanised Press brought
about t h e downfall of Romanones b y accusing h i m of faA ouring contraband and of
being in the pay of the Allies, and scarcely stopped short o f inciting attempts on
his life.
" (4) The Democratic
Element.—As t h e Democratic parties formed the mainstay
of the Allies in Spain, t h e Germans set about bribing individuals and journals in
r
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order to influence the working classes by the display of a feigned pacifism, and to
deprive the Government of a strong Democratic backing should it seek a rupture
with Germany. These four forces were used to avert a rupture with Germany.
Next it was necessary to prevent exports to the Allies.
" (5) The Syndicalists.—Tor
this purpose recourse was had to the Anarchists and
Syndicalists, who, by their Press, meetings, and distribution of leaflets would
propagate pacifism. To this force was also entrusted the organisation and execution
of strike movements, having for chief object the dislocation of our industries with a
view to preventing or hampering exports to Prance and England. It was hoped that
this action, together with the destruction of ships bringing materials indispensable to
national industry, would end by creating universal, disorder and making Spain a second
edition of Russia. Nobody was ignorant of these manoeuvres, the Government least
of all. Warnings and admonitions were so many voices in the wilderness. In vain,
the Parliamentario
published startling revelations of German espionage methods.
The Government closed its eyes, stopped its ears, and would listen to nothing. The
revelations of the Sol came to illuminate the obscurity surrounding recent events, and
to explain the premature strike of August. The Catalan Syndicalists were burning
with impatience for a revolutionary movement, and treated as cowardice all counsels
of prudence on the part of responsible organisations, so that, on one hand, ignorance
of the extent to which these people were under foreign influence, and, on the other,
the fear lest a prudent delay should alienate the working classes, and bring about a
rupture between the General Union of Workmen and the Confederation of Labour,
induced them to precipitate events, with the result that the strike proved abortive.
Neither of these organisations has ever had relations with the German or any other
foreign Embassy, but it must be confessed that it was Germanised Spanish Syndicalism
which in August forced on a movement, national, in its origin, but which degenerated
.through precipitancy into a manoeuvre favourable to a certain foreign Power which
only sought the disorganisation of our industry . . . . The fact is that within the
Spanish State there is a powerful foreign. State whose action is unbounded. It will
brush aside anyone who stands in its way : Romanones, if it fears a diplomatic rupture ;
Garcia Prieto, if he decides to sign commercial conventions, and the most exalted
heads if it is to its interest. This force respects no man and no institution. It,
constitutes a terrible danger for the country
It is still time to expel from our
territory those who are dealing in intrigues a la Bernstorff and Luxburg. A. foreign
nation which conspires against Spaniards cannot have official representatives in Spain.
Let us strike espionage in its nerve centre." (Daily Review, Neutral Press Supplement,
March 22nd.j
CHINA.

Deportation of Enemy Aliens.—Sir J . Jordan reports that he is now submitting to
the Chinese Government the Allied assurance, in connection with the deportation of
enemy aliens, that Chinese interests will be safeguarded at the Peace Conference. At
the suggestion of the Japanese Government the assurance is made reciprocal as
between China and the Allies (see Reports Nos. 57 and 58).
Chinese Government:
Military Policy.—Sir
J . Jordan reports that, by mandate
issued on March 23rd, Titan Chi Jui was reappointed Prime Minister. On March 11th
the Chinese Government applied to the Allied Representatives for permission to
draw upon the salt reserve of 10,000,000 dollars for the purpose of sending a force
under Tuan Chi Jui to the Manchurian frontier. The matter is under consideration.
MEXICO.
Position of Carranza.—The Foreign Office learns that the possibility of a successful
revolution against Carranza (see Report No. 60) must still be kept in view. The
Government is without funds and unable to pay its troops, which are deserting in
considerable numbers to Pelaez. General discontent with the present administration
prevails throughout the Republic. In this connection the understanding of the
Carranza Government with the Germans, and its ill-disposition towards the United
States, are of interest. Forces of Pelaez have defeated Government troops at Pueblo
Viejo, opposite Tain pi co. Revolutionaries have captured the capital of the State of
Michoaean.

Strike.—Mr. Cummins learns that a general strike began on March 20th at the
Mexican Eagle Main Depot and Refinery, the workmen demanding a 75 per cent,
increase. Work has, however, already been partially resumed, and. the State
authorities have the situation in hand.
German Intrigue.—due Foreign Office learns that German agents are endeavouring
to secure in the Argentine a 250-horse-power motor for a wireless station in Mexico.
(See Report No. 48.)
SHIPPING SITUATION.
Sinkings.—-According to the War Trade Intelligence Bureau, the total tonnage of
500 tons gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons in the case of sailing ships reported
lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period March 15th—21st
inclusive was 103,90S tons gross, of which 72,770 were British, as compared with
67,133 tons gross, of which 34,491 were British, reported last week.
Sinkings and Output.—In the course of a statement made to the House of Commons
on March 20th the First Lord of the Admiralty pointed out that of 33,000,000
estimated world's ocean-going tonnage (exclusive of enemy-owned) existent at the
beginning of the A v a r , approximately 2,500,000 net (about 8 per cent.) had been lost
from all causes up to December 31st, 1.9.1.7. Of this total amount 18,000,000 tons
were British, of which 3,500,000 (about 20 per cent.) had been lost. With regard to
output: in the fourth quarter of 1914 the merchant tonnage produced in the United
Kingdom was 420,000 tons. This steadily fell, concurrently with the commencement
of the great munition effort, u n t i l the fourth quarter of 1915, when it had fallen to
92,000 tons. It then began to rise as follows :—
Quarterly, 1916.
1st quarter
2nd quarter
3rd quarter
4th quarter

-

-

95,000 tons, i 1st quarter
- 106,000 ,, j 2nd quarter
- 125,000 ,, ! 3rd quarter
- 213,000 ,, I 4th quarter

Quarterly, 1917.
-

-

-

-

216,000 tons.
249,000 ,,
248,000
- 420,000 ,,

The output for the last quarter of 1917, added to the foreign output (512,000 tons)
for the same period reached a figure (932,000 tons) which placed the Allies within
100,000 tons a month, on the average, of overtaking Avorld's losses (1,200,000 tons)
due to enemy action and submarine risk. Considering British, losses and output
alone, the proportionate deficiency was somewhat higher ; the average British loss
during the last quarter of 1917 was 261,000 tons per month, and the output
140,000 tons per month, a deficiency of 121,000 tons. With regard to repairs, a
central organisation was created in the summer of 1.917 and the increase in the
average weekly output of repaired merchant tonnage in February 1918 as compared
with August .1.917 was SO per cent.—an increased repair output of 69 merchant
ships, representing 237,000 tons' per week in the later month. In February 1918
repairs to merchant craft were completed at an average of 166 ships per week,
representing more than 500,000 tons. The possibility of these repairs is largely due
to the development of the convoy system which, constantly enables damaged vessels to
reach port ; a certain sacrifice of other shipbuilding has been made in order to build
tugs to meet the demand for increased salvage ; in fact, the building of new merchant
ships must always be considered in connection with the building of patrol and anti
submarine craft and the salvage and repair of damaged ships. The First Lord then
reviewed the work of the Admiralty Controller and announced the appointment of
Lord Pirrie as Controller-General of Merchant Shipbuilding.
Danish-American
Negotiations.—With
reference to the Danish contention that the
British Government acknowledged the illegality of requisitioning by counting
requisitioned vessels among those afterwards voluntarily ceded (see Report No. 60),
the Foreign Office instructs Mr. Gurney to point out that such inclusion was an act
of grace and did not in any way imply recognition of the Danish Governments
contention.

Enemy Sailings.—The
Admiralty reports a marked increase during the week
ending March 16th in the sailings of enemy merchant ships between Germany and
Norwegian ports outside the Cattegat, 12 having arrived at and 11 having left such
pbrts:
And see under " Netherlands " and " Sweden."
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
General.—Sir
11. Rumbold on March 11th reported that a private meeting was
held in Geneva on February 25th by members of the Geneva section of the Inter
national Peace Bureau, at Berne to discuss a proposed Peace Conference, to which
delegates from, the Entente Powers were to have been invited to meet delegates from
the Central Powers and neutral countries. It transpired that the proposal to hold
this Conference was initiated by a Dutchman at the request of German, delegates. On
March 16th Sir R. Rodd reported on good authority the wide dissemination of rumours
about negotiations for peace, both in Italy and in other countries of the Entente
Alliance. These rumours were considered to be attributable to German inspiration,
and their object was to undermine the spirit of the public in hostile countries, at the
time when they were massing their forces on the Western front.
German Wireless of March 23rd published an account of Vice-Chancellor von
Payer's speech at the last reading of the German-Russian and German-Finnish Peace
Treaties. In this speech, he endeavours to make out a case that the principle of self
determination is being applied in Poland, Lithuania and 0 our land.
Russia.—On March 20th Mr. Grove reported from Helsingfors an order received
by the officer commanding the Russian ships to despatch his ,proposals for destroying
the ships, and that instructions to a similar effect had been sent about the Russian
Fleet in the Black Sea. [Press reports emanating from Moscow state that Russian
naval forces have helped the Bolshevists to seize Odessa.]
The Intelligence Bureau on March 20th expressed the opinion that although peace
has been formally ratified, it is almost inconceivable that it should, be kept for long,
and the feeling against the Germans is likely to harden on closer acquaintance. Only
the Bourgeoisie and thehmall shopkeeper class will be likely to welcome the Germans
with relief.
Mr. Lockhart, on March 22nd, reported that Trotsky was enlisting help to re
organise the Army in Russia from the French Mission.
On March 22nd, German Wireless reported that M. Petroif, as Chairman of the
Committee for Foreign Affairs in the Soviet, had handed to the Minister for Foreign
Affairs an official notification that the Peace Treaty of Brest, dated March 16th, had
been ratified by the meeting of Deputies in Moscow.
Mr. Wardropp, on March 23rd, reported a speech by M. Trotsky, received with
great applause, advocating the immediate formation of a " trained and disciplined
army to strike the enemies of liberty and revolution." He explained, the military
position, and added, " We shall help Ukraine, which seems now stretching out a hand
to us for help."
On March 20th Mr. Lockhart reported that the United States Ambassador
delivered a speech at Vologda on March .1.7th on the subject of the Peace Treaty with
Germany. He expressed the readiness of America to offer assistance at once to those
Russians who were really determined to resist on. an organised basis the invading
armies of Germany. On March 24th German Wireless reported that the German
Government had sent a message to the Russian Government in the following terms :—
" Confidently expect that the Russian Government will make such reply to this (the
" American) declaration as shall befit Peace Treaty concluded with the Central Powers,
" the declaration in question being equivalent to a summons to Russia to resume the
" war against Germany." On March 26th Russian Wireless published a long reply
signed by Chicherin which enumerates the facts of the case that the labouring and
exploited masses of Russia have decided by themselves to conclude peace with
Germany. At the same time the attention of the German Government is drawn to
1

NOTE.—On M a r c h 2 6 t h , G e r m a n W i r e l e s s sent a m e s s a g e f r o m PetrofT t o C h i c h e r i n at M o s c o w : —
' I m u s t s t a y i n B e r l i n u n t i l W e d n e s d a y o r T h u r s d a y , a s t h e t r e a t y r a t i f i e d b y t h e R e i c h s t a g - h a s s t i l l to
On the same day, a r e p o r t received t h r o u g h M r . W o o d b o u s e ( P e t r o g r a d ) indicates the
be s i g n e d . '
p o s s i b i l i t y of a d e s i r e on b e h a l f of t h e G e r m a n G o v e r n m e n t t o c o n t i n u e t h e w a r w i t h R u s s i a .
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the fact that German troops continue to advance in the south of Russia, not only in
the Ukraine, and that such action is not in. accordance with the Peace Treaty. The
German Government is asked to state openly what frontiers it intends to give to the
Ukrainian Republic.
[German Wireless of March 25th published a notice to the Russian Government
refusing to recognise the Russian protest against the German occupation of Odessa,
-on the plea that the Ukrainian delegation at the peace negotiations at Brest had'
declared that " the Government of Cherson, among others, belonged to Ukrainian
" territory. Odessa, therefore (sic) must also be considered to lie within Ukrainian.
'-' territory." On March 27th, Ohicherin inquired in reply by Russian Wireless
whether the declaration that Odessa belongs to the Ukraine " is based upon verbal.
'" declarations of Ukrainian delegates or upon some documents of an international.
'" character."]
On March 26th Russian Wireless reported a message sent to the German
Commander at Pskoff reporting that delegates had been sent there to discuss the
demarkation line on the Lakes of Peipus and Pskoff, and asking that these delegates
might be allowed to join the Demarkation Commission which left for Dvinsk on
March 24th.
[For Trans-Caucasia, sec. also under Turkey.]
Finland.—German
Wireless of March 13th published an account from the
Vossisclie Zeitung of the political programme of Finland in connection with the
presence of the President of the Finnish Government in Berlin. The policy in the
Aland Islands is said to he that wherever Finnish blood has been shed that shall
become Finnish territory. A statement is made that East Karelia has appealed to the
Finnish Republic to be taken into the young State. Finland days claim to Eastern
Karelia and Kola as far as the exit to the sea, whereby an important stretch of the
Murman railway line would come into Finnish hands. In order to justify this, the
statement is made that if Finland does not grab this territory, the English would
do so.
Lithuania.—German Wireless of March 13th reported the receipt by the Kaiser of
a telegram from Dorpat thanking the Kaiser for the salvation of Livonia " i n the name
-of the Knighthood of Livonia." Similar thanks have been received from the German
professors, lecturers and students of the old German High School at the same place.
Tin-; Kaiser replied that he was gladdened by these messages, and expressed the hope
that the period will result in the resurrection of Baltic-Germanic life to a free and
joyous development of its strength.
On March 23rd Sir .11. Rumbold reported, on good authority a request made for a
third time by the Council of State at Vilna for the German Government to recognise
that Lithuania is completely independent. When the second request to this effect was
made last January, the Germans claimed the control of the army, the telegraphs,
railways and postal services ; also that Lithuania should enter into the Zollverein of
Germany. The Germans were said to be putting severe pressure upon the Council of
State.
On March 2-lth German Wireless reported that Count Hertling had informed a
delegation from the Lithuanian Landesrat, claiming to represent the Lithuanian people,
that, in the name of the German Empire, Lithuania is recognised as a free and
independent State, with certain conditions attached, notably that " the convention to
'" be established will take iuto account the interests of the German Empire as well as
" those of Lithuania, and also that Lithuania will participate in the war bunions -of
" Germany, &c,"
Ukraine.—German Wireless of March 13th, on the authority of the Kieff newspapers,
stated that peace negotiations had commenced ai Kieff between Russia and Ukraine.
On March 21st German Wireless reported that the " Small Rada " in Kieff had
approved by a large majority the Oe?-?nan-Ukraine peace treaty. (See also under
Russia above.)
Rumania.—On March 19th Sir G. Barclay reported the formation of the
Marghiloman Cabinet. On the 21st the Allied Ministers reported that peace would
probably be signed very soon by the new Cabinet. In the meanwhile, the Army was
being demobilised.
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German Wireless of March 23rd reported the prolongation of the armistice by
three days on account of delay which had arisen owing to the formation of a new
cabinet.
On March 23rd Sir G. Barclay forwarded a report from the Military attache that
the Germans had begun to raise the question of material of war, by referring to the
disposal of Russian war material.
German Wireless of March 25th reported that the signature oE the peace treaty
might he regarded as " immediately imminent."
On March 26th Lord Bertie gave, on the authority of the Allied Ministers at Jassy,
the substance of conditions affecting the control of the petroleum industry imposed by
the Germans. The conditions are monstrous and amount to the exploitation of the
riches of Rumania by foreigners. [A. new, and most definite, example of the
" economic development in every direction," now officially proclaimed to have been,
the German war aim "from the beginning."] German Wireless of March 26th stated
that the most important stipulations of the peace treaty, and the " extensive legal
political supplementary treaty," had been paraphrased at 4 a.m. on that day and the
"foundation of the agreement regarding the petrol question was signed."

Germany.—The Intelligence Bureau in a recent report (A.G.W. 043) comments on
Count Hertling's speech of March 18th, and on the recent pronouncement of
Bindenburg and Ludendorff to the Press. In summing up the effect of these state
ments on the German public, the opinion is expressed that even amongst the masses
there are many who are willing to give the "German sword" another trial on the
Western Front.
On March 21st German Wireless reported the discussion in the main committee in
the Reichstag on Prince Lichnowsky's disclosures. Vice Chancellor von Payer met
the most damning of the assertions, especially the one about the Crown Council held
in Berlin on July 5th, 1914, with a flat denial, and stated " all these statements are
false as can be proved," but no such proofs were put forward.. On March 23rd German
Wireless quotes an article from the Norddeutsche also denying the facts as reported
" in other quarters." On March 25th German Wireless publishes a statement by
von Jagow, who was Foreign Secretary at the time referred to in Prince Lichnowsky's,
disclosures, in which an attempt is made to explain away the truths they contain.
Turkey.—In connection with the terms of the peace treaty with Russia, German
Wireless, of March 13th, published, a statement made by Hakki Pasha in an interview
at Berlin on the Armenian question, as affecting Ears, Ardahan, and Bat cm ; he
claimed that the Turkish Empire has protected the Armenians -when pressure was
brought to bear upon them by other States.
On March 20th the Intelligence Bureau quoted a message sent by. the
Commissariat of Trans-Caucasia to the Turkish Commander on the Eastern Front, in
which a statement is made that on March 22nd a wireless message had been despatched
" To All," repudiating the authority of the Petrograd Government, or any other body
but, themselves, to make terms binding on Trans-Caucasia. The Turkish Minister at
Berne was said (February 28th) to have made a statement that " the Turkish policy
is to conclude an agreement with the Trans-Caucasian Republic, by which a Turkish
Protectorate would be established over the three districts in question."
Bulgaria.—On March 20th Sir IT. Rumbold forwarded a report on good authority
that inducements Avere being offered to Greece to make peace with Bulgaria to obtain
advantages guaranteed bj Germany.
On March 22nd the Intelligence Bureau drew attention to the weakness of the
Bulgarian claim to the Dobrudja in peace discussions, the Bulgarian proportion of
the population amounting to only 20 per cent, compared with 55 per cent, of
Rumanians.
Sir II. Rumbold, on March 23rd, reports rumours of the possibility of Bulgaria
withdrawing from the war.
r

France.—Lord Bertie on March 2.1st reported an article by M. Ilerve in VicLoirc,
in which he uses the words, "Lord Lansdowne bleats well, but Lenin and Trotsky
." bleated better, and their bleating led the.Germans to Riga and. Reval on. the way to
" Petrograd and Moscow."

Vatican.—The Intelligence Bureau on March. 20th reported.that the Osservatore
Romano of March 13th had contradicted a statement made by the Matin that the
Vatican was endeavouring to suggest to the United States a way towards peace.
United States.—On March 24th Lord Reading reported the opposition of the
United States Government to Labour deputations visiting the United States to confer
on international matters, which must be decided by Governments and not between
sections in different countries, however important such sections might be.
Great Britain.—In a report for the week ending on March 20th the Ministry, of
Labour report extensive discussion in the Labour and Socialist Press of the question
of Japanese intervention in Siberia, also continued interest in Labour's war aims.

GENERAL.
Dropping of Pamphlets by Airmen.—The Foreign Office has instituted enquiries
in regard to certain officers and men of the Royal Flying Corps who were in January
awaiting trial on charges similar to those brought against Lieutenants Scholtz and
Wookey (see Reports Nos. 54, 58, and 59). Assurances are requested that they, as well
as Lieutenants Scholtz and Wookey, have been released from prison and sent to
camps befitting prisoners of A v a r , and that further proceedings will not be taken
against them ; also that no other officers are now in prison on charges of this nature.
Non-compliance with these demands will be met by reprisals.
Cadets and Apprentices
of Mercantile Marine.—The Foreign Office has made
representations to the German Government regarding the treatment of cadets and
apprentices of the British Mercantile Marine, prisoners of war in Germanj^ who in
many cases are being subjected to the same usage as merchant seamen.

Attention is called to the report on the Nieder-Bamim election, which confirms
former reports that it is useless to speculate upon Socialist opposition to Pan-Gorman
policy at present.
NETHERLANDS.

While the Government and most of the Press adopt a violent attitude on the
shipping requisition question, the population really affected seem inclined, to accept
the situation.
NORWAY.

The reported capture of the Socialist organisation by Extremists is worth attention.
SWEDEN;

Fears of a Bolshevist movement seem to be spreading. The Germans seem likely
in their own interests to foster such fears. Pro-German Swedes are making the most
of their opportunity to upset the proposed agreement with the Allies by rousing
indignation against the requisitioning of Dutch shipping and by other methods,
especially by making the most of the success so far gained by the German armies on
the Western Front.
FINLAND.

The trend of events seems to be all in favour of Germany; the gross insult to a
British and an American officer at Wasa is significant. Attention is drawn to the
reported, advance on the Murmansk railway.
SPAIN.

Attention is drawn to the German bid for influence over the Government, and to
German propaganda designed to excite public opinion, against Great Britain.
MEXICO.

The Carranza (lovernnient is reported to be showing strong signs of German
influence.
UNITED STATES.

The influence of the German offensive upon American determination to win. the
war has been satisfactory.
G. G. A.
April -lib, 1918.
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ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Far East.-—The Foreign Office learns that the Bolshevists have been railing
cotton, rubber, tallow, and cocoannt oil from VJadivostoek to European Russia ; and war
material (apparently including guns) to a German-Bolshevist force at Irkutsk. They
have now seized the Post and Telegraph Offices at Vladivostock in consequence of
the refusal of the employees to submit to their control. The senior officials have
been arrested, and letters and telegrams are no longer accepted. The Municipal
Authorities and the Zemstvo have protested. The employees of the Volunteer Fleet
and of the supply ships have called a strike, and the Bolshevists have arrested the
manager and other officials of the former. The personnel of all the Government
offices, except the Customs and Treasury, are now contemplating a general strike, to
be succeeded by a strike oE business firms, shops and their employees. The Bolshevists
are apparently anxious to anticipate Japanese intervention by immediate violence.
The Naval representatives of the Allied Governments have been authorised to prevent
the destruction or further removal of war material. According to a Japanese Press
report detachments have already been landed for this purpose. (And see under
" Japan.")
Allied Maritime Council.—The Foreign Office advises Lord Reading as to the
constitution and functions of-the Allied Maritime Council. It consists of :—
j" Lord Robert Cecil.
Great Britain
( Sir Joseph Maclay.
France
f Signor Crespi.
Italy
\ Signor Bianchi.
United States
The lion. R. B. Stevens.
Secretary - Mr. J . A. Salter.
And is to be charged with the general co-ordination, in accordance with
circumstances, of the tonnage allocated to the several management of the Allies
respectively ; such co-ordination to be based on information, in regard to the import
programmes and available tonnage of each, prepared by a permanent organisation in
London.
Allied Blockade Committee.—The Foreign Office instructs His Majesty's Ministers in
the Northern Neutral States of the institution in London of an Allied Blockade
Committee, including Representatives of Great Britain, France, Italy and the United
States. It is proposed to establish advisory Local. Joint Trade Committees in neutral
capitals. The Contraband Committee, which now includes Allied Representatives,
will continue its functions without alteration, but will refer to the new Committee all
large questions of principle.
Montenegro.—Mr. Grahame transmits a very cordial message from the Montenegrin
Government in regard to the conduct of the British forces in their fight against the
common enemy. Gratification is expressed that the Canadian troops include soldiers
of Montenegrin origin.
And see under " United States."
FRANCE.
Military Service.—Lord
Bertie reports that after a speech by the Minority
Socialist Pressemane, the Chamber adopted a Bill for the calling up of the 1919 class

by 482 votes to G, amongst the latter being Blanc, Brizon, Ratlin, Dngeus and
Mayeras. The Senate adopted the Bill without debate.
Bolo.—Lord Bertie reports the dismissal of Bolo's appeal.
BELGIUM.

German designs on Belgium.—ddie Taglische Rundschau
of March 23rd quotes an
article by Professor Reinke, who advocates the disannexion of the Bishopric of Liege.
He observes that the Bishops of Liege until the end of the 18th century had regarded
themselves as German rulers, and only in 1794 was Liege annexed by France. In
1815 it was added to the Netherlands and thus in 1830 became part of Belgium.
Annexation of this territory would therefore be a " desaunexion," in the sense in.
which Monsieur Ribot used the word. Without Liege Germany would, not be able
to assist Flanders' in case she should require help, but with Liege as an aerial
base Germany could at once proceed to arrange the protection of the whole of
Belgium. The town and fortifications of Liege form a valuable defence tor the
German industrial district east of the Meuse. (Other enemy suggestions with regard
to the future of Belgium appear in the Allied Press Supplement of the Daily Review
of the Foreign Press of March 27th.)
ITALY.
Enemy Propaganda.—In a despatch dated March 14th Sir R. R,odd reports various
methods of propaganda by the enemy in Italy. These include leaflets scattered
among the Italian soldiers at the front, some announcing the conclusion of peace
with the Ukraine and the demobilisation of Russia ; others bearing pictures of
Austrian soldiers side by side with Russian or Rumanian troops " in perfect
harmony"; others discouraging belief in American, assistance, which, "if it comes at
all, can be of no use till 1920 at earliest, and what can you do meanwhile ? " One
manifesto describes the peace demonstrations which are said to have taken place
lately at Lyons and St. Etienne as a mark of war weariness on. the part of the French
workmen, directed against Clemenceau, that "embittered old man who coldly and
impassively sends the youth of France to the slaughter-ho use." A further notice
declares that the recent strikes in Austria took place in support of purely political
demands of the working classes, and not on any grounds of food shortage : the
strikes are represented as having lasted only three days because the Government at
once acceded to the demands submitted, and the notice concludes by observing that,
during the conferences then held, the heads of the popular organisations were easily
pei'suaded that "our beloved Emperor and Government are making every effort to
" arrive at a peace as soon as possible, and the war is being continued merely owing to the
obstinacy of the Allied Governments." Apparently wireless messages purporting to
come from, e.g., a Bolshevist prisoner of war in Austria, arc also being sent to the
coastal towns of Italy hy a Crerman apparatus, declaring that the Italians are being
deceived, and that the military and economic position in. Austria is very stong; and
suggesting the adoption or continuance of a pacifist or defeatist policy. Invitations
are being conveyed by the Austrians to Italian soldiers to correspond with their relatives
who remain in Austrian-occupied territory. The Austrians have, it is alleged, in the
same way extracted from those relations replies, written practically under com
pulsion, and conveying suggestions favourable to enemy interests. Attempts are also
being made in South Italy, especially about Taranto, to enrage the people against
their British and French Allies, who are represented as havmg come to stay, and as
being now engaged in exploiting the country and strengthening their hold under the
pretext of temporary military arrangements. In various parts of the country,
moreover, fresh peace propaganda is being carried on by enemy agents, local priests or
Socialists ; leaflets are continually inserted under the doors of houses and shops during
the night. On March 17th the Government issued the following notice :—" The
" Minister of the Interior has given instructions to the prefects inviting them to
" enquire into the origin of ail reports of an imminent peace, which are absolutely
" false, and to take penal proceedings against the authors or. disseminators of these
" false rumours, which, there is every reason to believe, are one of the forms of the
" usual insidious enemy manoeuvres." (And see Reports Nos. 54 and 59.)

PORTUGAL.
New Ministry.—In. despatches dated March 8th and 9th, Sir L. Carnegie reports
the construction of the new Ministry to be as follows :—
President of the Ministry and Minister Senlior Sid inks Paes.'
for Foreign Affairs and War.
Minister of the Interior
- Senbor Henrique Forbes de Bessa.
Minister of Justice
- Dr. Martinho Nobre de Melo.
Minister of Finance Senhor Francisco Xavier Esteves.'
Minister of Marine
- Senhor Jose Carlos da Maia.
Minister for Commerce
-.
- Senbor Manuel Jose Pinto Osorio.
Minister for the Colonies - Senhor Joao Tamagnini deSousa Barbosad
Minister of Instruction
-'
- Senhor -lose Alfredo Mendes de Magal
haes.
Minister of 1 .abour
- Senhor Jose Feliciano da Costa, Junior.'
Minister of Agriculture
- Senhor Eduarclo Fernaudes de Oliviera.
Minister of Food - Senhor Machado Santos.
The crisis involving these changes arose from the refusal of the Unionist Ministers
to approve the Presidents proposal that the election of the President should be by
universal suffrage and that of Parliament by a restricted one. It is understood that
Senlior Paes has now assented to universal suffrage in both cases. (According to a
Press report the elections will take place on April 28th.) The situation gives
cause for grave apprehensions in view of active Syndicalist and Anarchist propaganda
amongst both workmen and soldiers. If the President cannot count on the support
of the Army, his position must become precarious, as he has no party on which he
can rely. The Monarchist organs, in fear of anarchy, are urging him to form a purely
military Government. Some Monarchists are even advocating the return to power of
Dr. Costa, with, whom they believe they might come to a working arrangement.
Meanwhile there has been a succession of strikes affecting numerous trades and
various municipal concerns ; trouble is IIOAV threatened by the employes'of the State
Railways and tire Posts and l^iegraphs.
New Legislation.—In
a despatch dated March loth Sir L. Carnegie reports the
decree of a new electoral law establishing universal
suffrage.
The limitation,
excluding illiterates (i.e., 70 per cent, of the population) is thus removed, and the
right of voting at political and administrative elections is conferred on all male
citizens of 21 years who are in the full enjoyment of their political and civil rights
and have resided in the country for over six months. Soldiers and sailors receiving
pay may not vote, nor any lunatics, uncertified bankrupts, persons under trial or
deprived of their rights owing to a legal sentence, nor those who have been
condemned as vagrants within a period of five years from the date of sentence.
The peasants, especially in the north, are reputed to hold Monarchist sympathies,
but it must lie remembered that on the one hand the Democrats have since 1910
disposed of such electoral machinery as existed, and, on the other, that the party in
power has for many years past been able to " a r r a n g e " elections. Senhor Paes,
however, apparently intends that all voting is now to be free. The new Minister of
Justice is reputed to be drafting a Bill for completely remodelling the law of
separation
of Church and State, which has lately been considerably modified by
decree. According to one newspaper it is proposed to free religious education in
private establishments from all State control, to recognise the religious hierarchy and
the right of internal discipline in the Catholic Church, to restore Church property to
its legitimate owners, to re-establish the Portuguese Legation at the Vatican, and to
renew friendly relations between, the Portuguese Government and the Holy See.
1
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Monarchist Policy.—-In the same despatch Sir L. Carnegie reports a meeting held
on March 10th at Lisbon by representatives of the Monarchist parties, in order to
decide what attitude they should adopt in regard to President Sidonio Paes, and the
coming Presidential and Parliamentary elections. It was resolved, in view of
instructions from the King, to abstain during the war from putting forth their
claims ; and (without signifying their adhesion to a regime of which they could not
form part) first, to co-operate with the Government in the execution of the country's
' O c c u p i e d s a m e p o s i t i o n in p r e v i o u s M i n i s t r y .
W a s Minister for C o m m e r c e in previous
W a s M i n i s t e r of t h e I n t e r i o r in p r e v i o u s M i n i s t r y .
See R e p o r t s N o s . 4 7 a n d 5 1 .
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Ministry.

international engagements ; secondly, to assist the authorities in maintaining order,
and in. the solution of social and economic problems; thirdly, to give full liberty of
action, to their party at Presidential election ; and fourthly, to support in the
legislative elections majorities to uphold a Government of order, reserving to them
selves a certain representation worthy of their prestige. The direction of all election
work was placed in the hands of Senhor d'0ruellas.
Contraband.—Sir
L. Carnegie draws attention to the necessity of an effective
control over Portuguese imports.
ENEMY ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Austria and the German Alliance.—The pacifist proposals attributed to Professor
Lammasch (see Report No. 6.1) are explained by him, according to the Tagliehe
Rundschau of March 23rd, as being directed against the Mittel-Europa scheme. In his
opinion this scheme would make lasting peace impossible, would perpetuate the
alliance between Germany's enemies, and. split Europe into hostile camps. What he
aims at is a general union of Powers for securing peace ; this would render all speciaf
alliances superfluous and secure peace in Europe more effectually than the system of
balance of power. He considers that Austria-Hungary ought publicly to put herself
at the head of this movement. The Entente would thus be set at rest regarding the
dangers of the Mittel-Europa scheme, and the conclusion of peace would become
easier. The newspaper takes this to mean that Lammasch is opposed to the
continuance of the alliance between the Central Powers.
Instability
of Austrian Government.—In
a despatch, dated March 7th, Sir H.
Rumbold notes the significance of the fact that recently the Court, the Church, and
the aristocracy of Austria, have been unable to keep in power the Ministries appointed
by them. For instance, the Claimn-Martinic Ministry at Vienna and the Esterhazy
Ministry at Budapest both quickly fell and were replaced by nominees of the German
Ambassador at Vienna and of the big Austrian and -Hungarian banks. The same
tiling applies to Count Czernin. The three ministers for Common Affairs have very
little power in comparison with the purely Austrian and purely Hungarian heads of
departments. And the reason is that the former are appointed by the Crown, whereas
the latter are chosen by the Jews, who control both the newspapers and the banks
and take their orders from. Germany. Thus, when the Common Minister of Finance
authorised the publication of the balance sheet of the Austro-Hungarian Bank, the
Austrian and Hungarian censors prohibited any analysis of the figures, so that the
average reader was unable to notice the fall of the gold cover from 40 or 50 per cent,
to 1.' (j per cent, (fair proof of the extent to which Austria has been pillaged by her
Allies). Similarly, in the recent strikes, Czernin and Seidler were orjenly pulling
opposite ways. Czernin was all for conciliation, Seidler for stern measures. This
internal difficulty must be regarded in conjunction with the continuing problems of
finance, food supply, socialism, and. nationalism.
Czech-Slovaks and Jugo-Slavs.—In
the same despatch he reports as follows in
regard to the internal conditions of Austria-Hungary :—The Czech-Slovak countries
(i.e., Bohemia, Moravia, and those parts of Austrian. Silesia and Hungary which arc
inhabited by Czechs and Slovaks) are ripe for revolution, which will break out as
soon as the situation on the main front is considered sufficiently favourable, that is,
when Germany is no longer able to come to the assistance of Austria-Hungary ;
meanwhile they console themselves with the thought that the Imperial Government
is obliged to flood Bohemia with German-Austrian and Hungarian troops, who
otherwise might be used at the front. Notwithstanding these troops and the
knowledge of the Austrian Government, preparations for revolution, continue.
Bohemia is the most completely organised; officers and non-commissioned officers
have been appointed ; arms and ammunition are ready, and the men all have their
rendezvous ; arrangements have also been made for taking over the civil government
of the country the moment the existing authority is overthrown. Moravia is not far
behind. It is duly the Slovak territories that lag behind, being a predominantly
rural population. At a great meeting at Prague on January 6th, and twice since, the
Czechs have formally repeated their intention to separate entirely from Austria.
With regard to the Jugo-Slavs, they are equally anxious for revolution, but less
prepared owing to lack of leadership and organisation. Nevertheless, there have
been several demonstrations, and in February there was a rising in Herzegovina. By
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necessitating the retention of some 100,000 German-speaking Austrians, or Magyar,
troops in the Southern provinces, the Jugo-Slavs also feel that they are doing some
thing for the Entente. As Austria visibly weakens, and becomes more evidently the
mere tool of Germany, the Slovenes have taken courage to join "the -I ugo-Slavs in the
demand for independence. The distrust of Italy originally felt by the Jugo-Slavs,
and skilfully exploited by the Austriaus, is now disappearing under the influence of
the Italo-Slav Entente (see Reports Nos. 57 and 61 under " Italy "), and it is possible
that this new understanding may soon be translated into action.
Popular discontent.—The
despatch also emphasizes the shortage of food and
clothing amongst the poor. Cinder-nutrition lias caused a great spread of disease,
such as hunger-typhus and various disorders of the alimentary system. The evil is
aggravated by the lack of doctors, medicines and medical appliances. After the
recent strike Prague was without lighting, heating or bread for two days. At Vienna
20,000 people lined up one day for meat and there were only 800 lbs. to go round.
Great bitterness is expressed against the Germans, the Jews (who continue well fed
and clothed), luxurious aristocrats and influential ernbusques, and the priests (who
enjoy comfort without imparting it) ; "while hostile feeling against the English at large
has long ago disappeared.
Austrian Working Classes anil the Western Offensive.— Discussing the question
whether the German successes in France will bring peace, the Vienna Arbeiter
Zeitung
(March 28th) thinks they might make the Entente more disposed to peace by agree
ment, but, says: " No victories can compel the acceptance of peace by force, even
" though the Germans should take Calais and occupy Paris, though. France and
" Italy should he forced to capitulate and their continuance of the Avar should be
" purposeless and impossible, there always remains England, sheltered in an island,
" and America protected by the ocean. They could still continue the war by the sea
" blockade of imports, raw materials, and foodstuffs. Victory in the West may bring
" peace nearer when German statesmen know how to make use of the military situation
" created. Otherwise, after Hiiidenburg's successes we shall be no nearer peace."
Petrol Supply.—The Vienna Neuefreie
Press of March 23rd reports that on
March 15th a Government Committee appointed by the Ministry of Commerce to
consider the question of petrol, distribution held its fourth sitting under the
presidency of Dr. Freissler. Representatives of the Ministry of Commerce discussed
at length the situation regarding petroleum which, in consequence of continued coal
shortage in refineries, 61: .18 to 20 per cent, diminution of petroleum production in
favour of increased benzine, and of stoppage in supply of crude oil, bad net been
improved, in spite of peace with Rumania, as far as the immediate future was
concerned. It was held to lie necessary to curtail greatly the service of petroleum
between April 14th and August 31st to any but Government factories and such
industries as were dependent upon it for living. During that time practically none
would be available for private use, and only very little for street lighting, hospitals,
prisoners' camps, Ac.
Food Sup-ply.-—Extracts are given in the Times of April 3rd (page 4) from a report
prepared for the Bureau of Labour Statistics at Washington, on economic conditions
in Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria, and Turkey. The Foreign Office has received
information to the effect that the principal grain depots in Odessa have been destroyed,
and that there is no probability of corn being transported to Constantinople (and see
Report No. 60).
GERMAN INTERNAL AFFAIRS.
Rumoured change in Chancellorship.—According
to a report received by the
Foreign Office, Count Bernstorlf is being recalled from Constantinople to replace
Count He; ding as Chancellor.
Germany and the present Western Offensive.—The Deutsche Zeitung (Pan-German)
says:—"Away with, all petty whining over an agreement and reconciliation "with
" the fetish of peace after the manner of the Reichstag Majority. Away with the
" miserable whimpering of those people who even now would prevent the righteous
" German hatred of England and sound German vengeance. The cry of victory and
" retaliation rages throughout Germany with renewed passion." And Vorwarts
(Majority Socialist) writes :—"German Social Democrats regard it as their duty to
" preserve the German nation from defeat. The Western victory shows that

" Germany can win in the West, and that Americans contribution is no counter
" balance for Germany s release in the hast. The enemy's desire for war- was
" stimulated by the ' hope of imposiug humiliating conditions on Germany which
" only give the choice between disgrace and a light to the end." The Foreign
Office learns however, that there is the possibility of a- great reaction in Germany
if the present offensive does not result reasonably soon in the occupation of Paris
and Calais. Dissatisfaction with the progress made and consternation at the
losses incurred are already being expressed in military and official circles (and see
Report No. (31).
German designs in the East.—The Vossische Zeitung of March 28th reports the
mission of an Indian Prince named Mahendra Pratap to Afghanistan on behalf of the
Kaiser and Sultan. In returning, he was cordially received by the Bolshevists at
Petrograd, where, in a public speech, he declared that Free Russia must co-operate
with Germany ; that public opinion in India was unanimously hostile to England ;
that Afghanistan sympathised in its own national interests with the Indian movement,
and that it desired a Turco-Germau victory in order that it might thereby escape the
fate of Baluchistan, lie also expressed the hope that Persia would become iudepen
dent. , When Russia and Germany had passed from peace to friendship, Japan would
join them, and the three would control the entire East. The Prince is now stated to
have handed to the Kaiser an autograph letter from, the Amir of Afghanistan ; and to
have proceeded to Constantinople with another for the Sultan. After this he will
proceed to Switzerland, where he proposes to establish, a head centre of the Indian
National Movement. The Foreign Office is informed of a German design for an
advance by the Ene 1 1 1 3 ' ' Powers upon India via Rumania, Bessarabia, the Crimea, Kars,
Erivan, Persia, Turkestan and Afghanistan. German prisoners from Russia are
carrying on propaganda in Persia, Afghanistan and Baluchistan; and Germany is
aiming at an understanding with Persia.
?

Germany and, Ireland. — Sir W. Townley reports a lecture by Ku.no Meyer, in the
course of which he declared his belief that the Sinn Feiners would be able, either
during or after the war, to obtain far-reaching concessions as to self-government and
free economic life. Then Germany must be ready to come to lrelaud's assistance
economically and culturally as far as may be possible within the frame of the general
political situation, fie added that Germany was indebted to Ireland for having kept
away an army partly in Ireland and partly in England because of the fear of an Irish
uprising.
Nicder-Barnim
By-election.—The
German Wireless Press of March 27th announces
that, as the result of the final ballot between the Majority and Minority Socialist
candidates for Niecler-Barnim, the Majority Socialist Wissel was victorious by
22,132 votes to 69. " The Press declares that this result should teach the enemies of
" ( term any that their speculation upon domestic difficulties are as false as are their
" military expectations" (and see Reports Nos. 59 and 60).
Millel-Europa.—The
Hamburger
Nachrichten
of February 27th contains a long
article advocating an independent German-protected region at the mouth of the
Danube. The Kdlnische Zeitung of March 6th objects to the Mittel-Europa scheme
on economic grounds, and contends that Germany's future lies towards tire North
and the open sea.
Food Supply.—Extracts are given in the Times of April 2nd (page 4) from, a Report
prepared for the Bureau of Labour Statistics at Washington on economic conditions in
Germany.
German, and Austrian, Socialist Deserters in Russia.—German
Wireless of April
2nd contains a protest by the German Foreign Office to the Bolshevist Government
regarding the Socialist activities of German, and Austrian prisoners in Russia. A
demand is made for "the dissolution of the War Prisoners' Committee composed of
" these deserters under the leadership of the Austrian Ebcnnz, and the arrest of all its
" members."
And see under "Peace Discussions."
NETHERLANDS.
Dutch ' Views on Allied requisition
of Tonnage.—The
Foreign Office informs
Lord Reading thai March 21st was fixed by His Majesty's Government as the

s

date after which Dutch vessels clearing from Dutch ports would be exempt from
requisition. Lord Reading reports the decision of the United States Govern
ment to requisition only such Dutch ships as were in United States continental
or colonial territorial waters at the date of the proclamation (March 20th). The
Netherlands Government has formally protested against the requisition ; it denies
that angary can be applied to a fleet en masse ; and declares that, having regard
to the past experiences of Dutch ships in British and American ports, the despatch
of further Dutch ships from Netherlands ports to fetch the proffered grain from
America would be unjustifiable without full guarantee that these experiences
will not be repeated. Randelsblad
of March 27th contains an article written
by an authority on International Law vindicating the right of angary. The paper
retracts the expressions "robbery" and " t h e f t " with which it had designated
the action of the Associated Governments. The article says that there can be no
question -of this, and that the Netherlands Government should not have neglected to
inform the people sufficiently on.this point, and as to the moderate way in which the
Associated Governments have exercised their right. The Socialist paper Ret Voik,
in a leader entitled " No Diplomatic Game," emphasises the reality and growing
seriousness of the food shortage in Holland, and declares that the Governments reply
to the Allies, unless based on. the certainty of concessions, is irresponsible and almost
criminal. It suggests that the Government, adopting the A n e w that the Associated
Governments, though violent, are not breakers of their word, should maintain its
protest and bargain that the Dutch shall not L i e submitted to any fresh violence. If
it gets this assurance it will only have to find out if Germany will, spare ships out and
home. " This is all that is needed by way- of diplomatic negotiation
The
diplomatic game is playing with the misery of the masses." Sir W. Townley learns
that the Foreign Ministers reply to the Allies is strongly criticised by Mr. Troelstra.
(see Report No. 59)..
Netherlands and Germany.—Sir
W. Townley learns that pending the conclusion
of a new economic arrangement between the Netherlands and German Governments
(see Reports Nos. 00 and 61), imports of German coal into Holland have temporarily
ceased.
Benzine Supply.—Sir W. Townley reports that, according to the Dutch Information
Bureau for Supplies, the supply of pure benzine is estimated to last for four weeks at
the outside. The Netherlands Government has been informed that provisionally
there is no question of benzine or benzol, being supplied by the Central Bowers.
Daylight Saving.—Sir W, Townley -reports that summer time has been fixed by
Royal Decree to date from April 1st to September 30th.
SWITZERLAND.
Swiss-British
Loan Agreement.—Sir
II. Rumbold reports the ratification by the
Federal Council of the Swiss-British Loan Agreement. (See Report No. 61.)
British Exchange.—With
reference to the recent large purchases in Switzerland
of British notes (see Report No. 60), Sir H. Rumbold reports a statement that these
are being made by Austrians who wish to acquire securities which will maintain their
value after the war. He suggests, however, that more probably the notes are being
bought by enemy interests for'the purpose of making trouble in Egypt and India.
British and. German Economic Negotiations
with Switzerland.—Sir
II. Rumbold
reports that the German Government is now negotiating for renewal of the GermanSwiss economic agreement which terminates at the end of April. It demands (inter
alia) that the IVeuhandst-elle should be given authority equal to that of the S.S.S. ;
and that goods manufactured with the aid of German coal should be prohibited for
export to the Allies. The supply of coal from Germany will very probably be reduced.
There is a shortage in Switzerland of cattle for slaughter purposes, of cheese, and of
milk; and Swiss imports of oilcake are deficient. Sir 11. Bum bold suggests certain
lines upon which the Allies might, negotiate with the Swiss Government in order to
control Swiss exports to Germany, and. ensure the supply to themselves of Swiss milk
and wood.
NORWAY.
Bolshevism.—Sir
M. Findlay reports a meeting at Christiania of the National
Conference of WorkmeAs Councils, at which resolutions were passed demanding,

inter alia, complete control by the working classes (through, the Councils) of industry,
fisheries, agriculture, transport and distribution; rationing of food (all rations to be
disregarded if potatoes are not rationed by April 6th); abolition of military service,
and stoppage of military productions, and an eight hours day (before May 1st) at
present wages. Sabotage or a general strike is threatened if the two last demands
are refused. According to a Press report the Extremists have now captured the
Socialist organisation (and see under " Sweden").
Spitzbergen.—The Foreign Office learns that the German Government has claimed
either representation or a veto at the Spitsbergen Commission (see lieports Nos. 60
and. 61). -Representation by Great Britain and. France would be encouraged by the
Norwegian, and probably by the Swedish Government.
Pyrites.—The question of the control of pyrites is discussed in a Memorandum
(E.C.C. 72), dated March 25th, by the Economic Offensive Committee (and see
Reports Nos. 57 and 59).
SWEDEN.
Bolshevism
and Germany.—In a despatch dated March 15th Sir E. Howard reports
that the apprehensions of a probable Bolshevist movement in. Sweden, which last year
were felt mainly by the leisured classes, are now shared by persons who have intimate,
knowledge of the working classes. A Conservative paper lias reported an agreement
between M. Hoghind, a well-known Swedish Bolshevist, and hi.nn.ish and Russian
Bolshevists, that reinforcements should lie sent from. Finland and Russia to support a
Bolshevist rising in the spring. M. Hoglund has not contradicted this story, though
the Social Demokralen has called on him to do so. Politiken, which represents the
extreme Socialists, in a leading article on March 9th, attributes the failure of last
year's " hunger demonstrations " to lack of organisation, and announces the formation
of a Labour Council, consisting of delegates from the various extremist parties, which
is to work together with a number of local Labour Councils shortly to be organised.
The prospect is held out of mass action, " to show that the working classes no longer
intend to be crushed under the terrible conditions now prevailing." The rnanu
facturing town of Orebro appears to be the centre of this agitation. On the other
hand, the same paper has recently appealed to the working classes to realise
that it is to the interest of Germany to see Sweden, torn by inner dissensions;
it has further mentioned the rumoured formation of a Conservative White
Guard for the suppression of Bolshevism, and has suggested that such a plan is
very probably mere provocation, with German and Finnish influences behind it.
Although it is doubtful whether Germany would think it worth while to foster
Bolshevism in Sweden,, it is obviously in her interest to make the upper classes
believe that Swedish Bolshevism is a very real and pressing danger; partly
because fear of Bolshevism in the Army and Navy will render Sweden more
passive as regards German aggression in the Baltic; partly because a sense that
Germany is fighting their battles in combating Bolshevism in Finland has
mitigated Swedish irritation at the German occupation of the Aland islands, just
as the refusal of the Swedish Government to com bat it by intervention in Finland
has incensed Conservative opinion and weakened the position of the Government;
parti) again because, if Bolshevism in Finland and Russia can lie made to seem a
new "Russian danger," the Swedes may almost come to welcome a German
bulwark between themselves and the zone of infection on the other side of the
Baltic. (The Conservative Aftonbladet has, in fact, a signed article, saying that the
Swedes may yet be glad that Germany has advanced so far on the opposite Baltic
coast, as she will be near at hand if help is needed by Swedes in Sweden.)
The influence of such ideas probably explains how, in spite of their genuine alarm
regarding Germany and Finland, Swedish Conservatives still tolerate the
disingenuousness of their Press in continuing to hold up Germany as a friend
and model, while bitterly attacking the Entente. (The Times of April 3rd devotes a
column, at page 5, to this subject). (And see under " Norway.")
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Germany and Swedish Negotiations
with the Allies.—The Swedish pro-German
Press continues to express indignation against the Allies and sympathy with Holland
in connection with the requisition of Dutch tonnage, it also evinces satisfaction at
the reports of German successes in the West, and urges the Government to defer
signature of the Agreement with the Allies. A/lontidning, however, and Mr. Bran ting

in Social Demokraten, recall the nonfulfillment of GermanorfiiiJ hopes three years
ago, and trust that, for the sake of universal liberty, they will again be., baulked.
Meanwhile, in the course of a speech delivered at Mah.no on March 31st, Mr.- Ryden,-.
the Socialist Minister of Education, has declared that an arrangement with Germany,
similar to that concluded by Finland, is being secretly planned by certain, sections
of the Swedish opposition, according to which, in consideration of the cession of the
Aland Islands and the provision of cereals by Germany, Sweden is to associate
herself with the German block. For this purpose it Avill be necessary to overthrow
the existing Government, and the idea is to accomplish this by a coup like that of
1914. The first step to this will be to prevent the conclusion of the agreement
with the Allies. Sir E. Howard learns that, upon enquiry by the Swedish Government
as to whether Germany could supply 50,000 tons of cereals from the Ukraine during
the current year, the German Government declared its inability to promise anything.
Allehanda of March. 21st, in an article purporting to reproduce German diplomatic
opinion, states that the"sale by Sweden of iron ore to England, which does not need it,,
would be considered by Germany inconsistent with Swedish asseverations of neutrality.
Sir E. Howard reports that it is now improbable that the Swedish Government will
sign the draft Agreement without German consent, which will not be given. He
submits the view of himself and the French and Italian. Ministers, that the continued
postponement by the Swedish Government of a satisfactory reply makes it desirable
to request a precise and final decision, and within a given period of such request to
acquaint the Swedish public with the full terms of the Allied proposals.
DENMARK.
Danish Seamen and U-Boats.—A telegram from Berlin (quoted by the Daily
Review of the Foreign Press, April 2nd), states:—"A resolution passed by 500
" Danish officers of the Mercantile Marine, saying that intercourse with German
" seamen must be broken off for a considerable time owing to the deeds committed
" by the U-boats against neutral seamen, has evoked an indignant reply from. German
" seamen. An association of German captains and officers of the Mercantile Marine
" met at Kiel, and passed a resolution in favour of an indignant protest, declaiming
" against the British domination of the sea and Great BritaiiYs use thereof. The
" protest, adds : ' We warn all Danes. You are one-sided and pro-Entente, and we
" ' can no longer believe in your neutrality ; neither can this resolution of 500
" ' Danish officers hinder us from continuing and carrying on the U-boat war to the
" ' end. The right of the new weapon consists in that, according to its kind and
" ' special power, it has to serve the sacred right of the defence of the Fatherland.' "
FINLAND (AND ALAND). .
Fighting in Finland.—-The Finnish Bress Bureau on "March 30th reported the
capture of Tammerfors and Toijala by the White Forces. Mr. Wardrop learns
that active propaganda is being carried on for reunion of Karelin, Archangel,
and Glonetz to Finland.
According to a Bress report, Finnish White Guards
and German troops are threatening the Murmau Railway towards Kent, with
the result that the local Bolshevists and the Anglo-French authorities are
combining to protect the line. German Wireless of April 1st transmits a
protest by the German Foreign Office to the Bolshevist Government at Moscow
against the alleged continuance of Red reinforcements from Russia to Finland
contrary to paragraph 6 of the peace treaty"; it demands their withdrawal, the
punishment of the guilty, and the taking of efficient measures to prevent the further
overrunning of 1 inland ; failing which the German Government will take the necessary
measures to create the conditions provided for in the peace treaty, due Bolshevist
Government by Wireless of April 2nd denies knowledge and requests particulars.
Anti-Ally
Manifestations in Wasa.—Sir E. Howard reports that a British and an
American officer, on a mission to Wasa, with passes from. General Mannerheim, were
insulted and threatened with violence by Finnish Jager officers, without any protest
from the Foreign Minister, Mr. Sario (see Reports Nos. 57 and 59), wdio was present.
Hostility against both Russia and the Allies was openly shown. The Chief of Bolice,
in conversation with the officers, blamed England and America for having caused
civil war in Finland by refusal to ship foodstuffs; and observed that Germany, who
w as at war with England, was Finlancls best friend. There are some 2,000 Finnish
Jagers serving with the White Army: they have received a thorough training in
r

Germany, and exercise great influence upon the rest of the troops. The Army also
-contains many German, officers. The position of General Man.nerhe.lm, as a Russian,
is made very difficult owing to the participation of these German elements.
Food Supply.—Lord heading reports that the United States Government is
authorising the exportation of 2,000 tons of foodstuffs to Finland.
Aland.—According to Stocldiohns
iJagblad the Germans on Aland have refused to
treat with a deputation of three Red Guards sent by the Finnish. Red Government to
negotiate. Sir E Howard, learns that on March 27th hardly any Germans remained
on the Aland islands. It is presumed that the troops have gone to the Finnish
mainland.
Bolshevist Protest at Arrests by Germans. —The Bolshevist Government has pro
tested (hy Wireless of March 30th and April 2nd) against the arrest by the Germans
of M. Kamenoff and. of certain. Russian soldiers on the Aland Islands.
Arrest by Germans of British, Subjects.—The
Finnish Charge dhVffaires in
Stockholm lias informed Sir E. Howard that on March. 19th his Government requested
the German. Government to liberate the British subjects arrested on the Aland
Islands (see Report No. 60). The Foreign Office instructs Sir E. Howard to point out
to him that such arrest is inconsistent with the German recognition of Finnish
independence, and that its permission by Finland would be prejudicial to her
recognition by other Rowers.
SPAIN.
Germany mid the New Spanish Cabinet.-—Sir A. 1 larch age learns that the German.
Government is much displeased with die newly-constructed Spanish Government, and
is likely to make every effort to embarrass and discredit it. A protest has already
been lodged and pressed against the financial agreements recently concluded with the
Allies (see Report No. 59) as being contrary to neutrality, but the Spanish Government
has refused to accept the German contention.
Germany and Freedom of the Seas for Spam.—German Wireless of April 2nd
reports a long disquisition by the KolniscJie Zeitung upon Spanish interests in the
freedom of the seas, with special reference to Gibraltar. The question is asked
whether in this connection Germany agrees to Spaiffis participation in the general
peace negotiations, and whether she would, be prepared then to support Spaiids
demands in this respect. The Rheinisch Westphdlische
Zeitung quotes a statement to
the same effect made by Count -Julius Andrassy to the Editor of the Madrid paper
Weapon. This statement practically invites the K i n o - of Spain to call a general Peace
Conference, at which. Spanish claims would receive die support of the Central Powers.
The Foreign Office learns that on March 19th a German submarine stopped the Spanish
S.S. Montevideo, informing the Captain that she would be sunk unless she returned, to
Cadiz, and that before again proceeding to sea she must procure a permit from the.
German Embassy (and see Reports 54-56, under " Spain," and 58 under " Switzerland " ) .
Pyrites.—See

under "Norway."
. JAPAN.

Question of Intervention
in Siberia.—Sir
C. Greene reports that, while the
Japanese Press almost unanimously advocates that Japan should sooner or later
intervene in Siberia, there is a division of opinion as to the desirability of immediate
action. Pending the determination of the Allies' attitude, especially that of the
United States, there is a general expectation that it will ultimately approve such
. intervention. The Japanese Premier has declared in Parliament that, should the
interests of Japan or the common interests of the Allies require protection, the
Government was resolved to act firmly as circumstances might require. In view of
possible serious developments, it might become necessary to convene a special
session of the House. (See under " Allied Affairs," and also in Allied Press Supple
ment of the Daily Review of the Foreign Press for March 27 th.)
Industrial Mobilisation.—Sir
Mobilisation.
;-)481-14

C. Greene reports the passing of a Bill for Industrial

.

"
CHINA.
German Intrigues.—Sir
0. Greene learns that German prisoners have entered the
Western Provinces of China in order to incite the Chinese Mahomedans against the
Allies.
ARGENTINA.
Elections.—Sir
R. Tower reports that the elections are running strongly in favour
of the present Administration. A Government majority in the Chamber of Deputies
is already assured.
Proposed
Economic
Convention
between the Argentine and the Allies.—Sir
R.
Tower reports proposals of the Argentine Government for an economic Convention,
to continue between the Argentine Government and the Allied Governments for the
duration of the war. due views of His Majesty's Government are invited.
MEXICO.

Mexico.—Mr. Cummins reports that the Carranza Government continues to show
strong signs of German influence and of antipathy to the Allies.
UNITED STATES.
Effect of German Offensive on American Opinion.—The Foreign Office learns that
the present great German offensive on the Western Front has strongly impressed upon
American opinion the gravity of the German military menace to the world, and has
stimulated the national determination, to meet force with force. Lord. Reading reports
that a delegation from the American, federation of Labour will shortly visit Great
Britain and France in order to explain, the attitude of Labour in. the United. States
towards the war : namely, determination to prosecute it to a successful end, and refusal
to confer with enemy reju-esentatives. it is stated that in view of this projected
mission, the visit of Allied Labour representatives to the United States (see Reports
Nos. 59 and 60 under " Allied Affairs ") has been postponed. A Press report announces
an agreement made on March 30th between representatives of Capital and Labour,
binding both masters and men to refrain from strikes and lock-outs, and to submit
all disputes to a Government Mediation Board.
SHIPPING SITUATION.
Sinkings.—According
to the War Trade Intelligence Bureau the total tonnage of
500 tons gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing ships
reported lost owing to the malice of the Iving's enemies during the period March
22nd—28th inclusive was 65,52,0 tons gross, of which 81,835 were British, as
compared with .103,968 tons gross, of which 72,770 were British, reported last week.
Enema Sailings.—The Admiralty reports that the increase in the number of enemy
merchant ships trading between. Germany and Norwegian ports outside the Cattegat
is maintained, 17 having arrived at and 15 having left such ports.
And see under "Allied Affairs," "Netherlands," and "Sweden."
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
General.—(.1 erman Wireless of March 30th. and 31st proclaimed the ratification of
the " peace " treaty with Russia at. 8 p.m. on March 29th at Berlin. M. Petrolf was
to leave.
Russia.—On March 29th German Wireless published, in Russian, a message from.
Baron von dem Bussche to the Commissary for Foreign Affairs in Moscow, replying
to his message of March 26th (see pp. 1-2-13 of last week's Report) about the
declaration, of the American Ambassador and the boundaries of the Ukraine. These
" in accordance with, the proclamation, of the Ukraine Central R a d a " are said to
include nine provinces specified, "and further, according to the peace treaty between
" the Ukraine and ourselves and our Allies, parts of the provinces of Kholm which
" were given to the Ukraine."

[Mr. Wardrop (Moscow) on March 30th sent a precis of reports published in the
Official Journal, including a statement that Odessa had been recaptured " by sailors
of tire Black Sea Fleet after a short bombardment, and enemy entirely cleared out."
Mr. Wardrop on March 31st reported, a confirmation, of this report. Against this,
there are Press reports of continued arrivals of German merchant vessels at Odessa,
German Wireless of March 30th denies the report, and adds that the town is occupied
by the " troops of the Quadruple Alliance," and complete quiet prevails.]
Lithuania.—On March 27th German Wireless publishes further complimentary
messages between the Delegation of the Lithuanian Taryba and the Kaiser, who
confidently hopes that the close relations which in. future are to unite Lithuania with
Germany "will guarantee and promote Lithuanian development as a State.
Poland.—Mr. Wardrop on March 29th quoted the contents of a memorandum
presented to him by the Polish Committee in Moscow repudiating the terms said to
have been negotiated, with the Reichstag majority in. Berlin about the boundaries of
Poland.
Ukraine.—(Sec under Russia and Germany.)
Trans-Caucasia.—On
April 2nd, German Wireless published a message from
Baron von dem Bussche to the " Captain Rosen, Plenipotentiary of the Swedish
Embassy at Tiflis," asking for information about the trans-Caucasian Government, its
flag, its composition, and its international, relationship and recognition by other
Stales.
Rumania.—On March 28th, Lord Bertie forwarded a report from the Allied
Ministers at Jassy giving the draft of terms affecting Rumanian oil supplies. The
conditions are disastrous to the rightful, owners. On March 31st the Ministers reported
through the same channel the adjournment of the peace negotiations until April 2nd
and the hostility of the population towards the Germans. On April 3rd Lord Bertie
sent a further report from them, dated April 1st, giving in detail the substance of the
economic conditions amounting to the spoliation both of Rumania and of the
International Danube Commission.
German Wireless of March 30th reported " The Geiuriauo-Rumanian petrol agree
" ment, as well as the treaty regarding the supply of corn and agricultural products,
" was signed on. March 29th." Von Kuhlmann and Count Ozernin then left Bucharest
by train. On. the same date German Wireless announced that economic negotiations
would probably last a week, and that, after their conclusion, "the political leaders'of
" the Central Powers "will return to Bucharest for the common signature of the
" Treaties."
Mr. Wardrop on March 31st reported the publication of a Treaty arranged on
March 9th for the settlement of the Russo-Rumanian conflict, resulting from the
Rumanian occupation of Bessarabia.
On April 3rd Sir W Townley quoted from the LJssener Allgemeine
Zeitung of
March 3.1st a statement from Mackensen's Headquarters (March 23rd) that a treaty
for exchange of prisoners of war had been concluded between the Central Powers and
Rumania.
The Times of April -1th gives the text of Count Czernuds announcement (see also
under Austria-Hungary)
of the peace terms to be imposed on Rumania: "These
" alterations, when examined, show that all the .chief strategical points in the
" mountains between Rumania and Hungary are to be seized and handed over to
" Austria. The islands and banks of the Danube which safeguard the iron Gate are
" transferred, and Rumania is deprived of all the important passes which guaranteed
" her security
As to Rumania's future, ho invited her to turn her eyes to
" Bessarabia."
Germany.—Sir H. Rumbold on March 31st, quoted a rumour, said to emanate from a
German source, that a secret treaty had been contracted between Germany and the
Ukraine, and that under the terms of that treaty the Ukraine would not join any
confederation which may eventually be brought about between different States of
Russia.
Austria-Hungary.—Sir
W. Townley on April 2nd telegraphed the substance of
the first portion of Count Czernin's speech delivered to a deputation of the City
Council on his return to Vienna. In this portion Count Czernin. makes another

advance to President Wilson, endeavours to explain away the statement that his
former speech was in the hands of the President when it was delivered, and tries to
justify the offensive on the Western Front on the plea of the "defence of AustriaHungary and Germany." The whole speech was reported in the Times of April 4th.
German Wireless of April 3rd. gives extracts.
Turkey.—On March 28th Sir EL Rumbold reported on good authority that Bulgarian
and Turkey had signed an. agreement about their frontiers. Turkey is reported to be
endeavouring to establish an alliance with Persia, giving troops of Turkey and
Germany facilities for crossing Persian territory during the period of the Avar.
Serbia.—Sir G. cles Graz on March 30th gave the substance of a speech by the
Prime Minister protesting against the publication of false reports that Serbia had
made advances to Austria-Hungary to make peace separately. In Count Czerniu's
speech (see above) an attempt was made to detach Serbia from, her Allies.
Spain.—According
to reports from Sir W. Townley and -German Wireless
(April 2nd) German Press articles in the Rheiniscli Westfcliische
and Kolnisehe
Zeitung
are making advances to Spain offering her a place at the Peace Conference, at the same
time abusing England.
GENERAL.
Prisoners of War in Turkey.—Sir .1.1. Rumbold learns that steps are being taken
to transfer elsewhere all British officers now interned, at Iviaugeri. Certain senior
British officers have already been moved to Brusa and Afion Karahissar.
Feeding of British Prisoners
of War interned in Holland.—Sir
W. Townley
emphasises the importance of food for interned prisoners being provided, and if
possible shipped, by His Majesty's Government. The Foreign Office points out that
export licences will be provided, and, where practicable, tonnage also; but that the
grain can only be sent to replace the quantities consumed, such quantities having
been already contracted for with Dutch suppliers.
Exchange of Prisoners
of War.—Sir W. Townley reports that the German
authorities, on the pretext that all British officers and non-commissioned officers
captured before May 9th, 1915, are already interned in Holland, are, pending the
despatch of further German prisoners, detaining a number.of officers and non
commissioned officers AVIIO were due to leave for Holland on March 27th. The --Foreign
Office has pointed out.that whereas all German, officers and non-commissioned officers
captured up to the end of September 1915 have been sent to Holland, there are still
30 British officers and 231 non-commissioned officers, captured up to the end of
March 1915, still in Germany.
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REPORT No. 63.
PART II.—FOREIGN AND GENERAL.
BKAOK DISCUSSIONS.

In the present emergency, the saying attributed to LiuiendoriT: "One does not
" fight battles to defeat the opposing army, but to stimulate the desire for peace
" behind the opposing army," seems worth attention. An intense defeatist campaign
has since been launched by Germany in hostile and neutral countries in the hope of
affecting the issue. In Morocco Baisuli is credited with the following appreciation of
such propaganda : " The only way to be sure of a German victory is an acknowledg
nicni of defeat by Gerjuauy's adversaries."
Under Ukraine is given an interesting report of the German policy of expanding
their economic development by the simple process of expanding the frontiers of the
Ukraine. Reports of the German policy towards her allies are given under Germany.
Comments on Count Czorniu's speech at Vienna arc given under
Auslria-H.angary.
He broke off the negotiations, left Bucharest in company with von Kuhlmann, and
went to Vienna to deliver the speech when, the Kaiser-Battle had not gone as well as
had been expected, lie returned to Bucharest on April 9th, and von Ruhlmanu is
said to be going there in a few days. Since the compilation of the report (Rumania)
information has been received that the incorporation of Bessarabia with Rumania
appears to be imminent.
ALLIED AFFAIRS.

Discussions are proceeding about the Japanese and British landing parties at
VTadivostock.
BELGIUM.

Germany is endeavouring to obtain a firmer grip of the population by suppressing
Belgian civil jurisdiction.
ALBANIA.

Designs by Austria-Hungary for the partition of Albania are reported.
GERMANY.
!;.\Y;:::v:l'';;:::-::V;:.''
: ;

The results so far obtained by Germany in the great Kaiser-Battle do not seem to
have raised as much enthusiasm as the-military rulers hoped for in the country.
Doubts are expressed whether political power is ever likely to pass to real
representatives of the German people ; if lost by the Military Baity it is predicted

that it will pass to the industrial magnates. In view of the importance of the
armament industry, such a transfer is not likely to change the external policy of
aggression.
N
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Discussions of'the shipping requisition question continue.
The Dutch are now said, to be adopting a firmer attitude in their negotiations with
the Germans.
NORWAY.

The Socialist Extremists, now dominating the party, are showing more moderation
than was expected.
Fix LAND.

The Finn-German policy of expansion in the north is causing anxiety in Russia,
Norway, and Sweden (Liberal party).
MOROCCO.

German intrigues are of interest, especially as affecting Spain.
is described above under " Peace Discussions."
April Pith, 1918.

Raisuli's attitude
G. G. A .
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ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Vladivosbock.—The Foreign Office learns that oh the morning of. April 4.th, three
Japanese office employees were shot by an armed band of robbers. In view of the
impotence of the police, the Japanese Admiral (Kato) landed two companies on
April 5th, informing the local authorities of his intention to protect the lives and
property of Japauese subjects. A. party of 50 men was subsequently landed from
H.M.S. Suffolk.
No action was taken by the United States warship. There has been
some excitement amongst the populace, but no outbreak has occurred. The Bolshevist
Government has protested, and has requested the immediate withdrawal of the landing
parties. The Bolshevist official organ and Wireless Bress describe the incident as an
" attack on Russia " by Japan, and a s k " whether England is going hand in hand with
" Japan in the destruction of Russia. . . . On the answer will depend the foreign'
" policy of the Soviet in the immediate future. Meanwhile the Soviet Republic orders
" the Siberian Soviets to resist all violent irruption into Russia." It is added that
"the bourgeoisie of Siberia is stretching out its hands to foreign usurpers. The
" Municipal Council of Vladivostock, composed of Mensheviks and Revolutionary
" Socialists of the Right, has passed a resolution welcoming the armed intervention of
" Japan, with intention of strangling the Russian Revolution and taking authority
" from the workmen and peasants." The Foreign Office has instructed Mr. Lockhart
that the British force has been landed solely for the protection of British lives and
propertj', that the affair is purely local, and that an amicable settlement is expected.
Discussions are proceeding between the Allied Representatives and the Bolshevist
Government.
Proposed Allied Labour Mission to United States.—The Foreign Office informs Lord
Reading that the British, and Belgian delegates on the proposed Labour Mission to
the United States (see Report, No. 60) have been refused permission to sail, either
to America or France, by the Sailors' and. FiremeAs Union.
Allied Financial Blockade.—A Memorandum (E.O.C. 75), dated April 3rd, deals
with the question of extending Allied control in the direction of preventing enemy
financial operations through neutral banks.
FRANCE.
Chamber adopts Budget.—According to the Petit Parisien (April. 5th), the Chamber
of Deputies has adopted the Budget in its entirety by 475 votes. M. Klotz, Minister
of Finance, said that the credits voted amounted to Fr. 8,378,478,483, which included
charges on national loans, the floating debt, and increases in the salaries of officials.
Bolo.—Lord Bertie reports that the President of the French Republic has declined
to exercise the right of pardon in the case of Bolo. A respite has, however, been
granted, in view of the condemned man's readiness to make certain revelations.

BELGIUM.
German economic designs upon Belgium.—The Cologne Gazette (quoted in the Times
of March 11th and April 9th) is giving an inspired sketch of the economic conditions
which Germany would be disposed to dictate in the event of the nominal restoration
of that country. The first article, dealing with direct trade between Germany and
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Belgium, advocates the saturation of Belgian trade and industry with German
capital and influence. The second emphasises the indispensability of Antwerp for
German world-trade. Mere commercial and shipping treaties will not suffice for
this purpose, hut real economic guarantees will be necessary, affecting (inter
alia)
inland waterway traffic, railway traffic, the port of Antwerp itself, and special customs
facilities.
Germans and Flemish Activist Movement.—The Telegraaf
(April 5th) understands
that, owing to their opposition to the Flemish Activist agitation, the German
Military Commander at Ghent has relieved Burgomaster Braun and Alderman de
Weert of their functions, and that they will be replaced by German officials. The
Nieuwe Rotierdamsche
Gourant (April 5th) states that, as a result of the strike in
the Belgian Law Courts as a protest against the arrest of Belgian judges in
connection with the Activist disturbance in Flanders, the German Governor-General
has issued a proclamation announcing his decision to establish German courts of
law to maintain public order and safety. Until these new courts are in operation,
however, the punishment of all crimes and offences is to be entrusted to the German
military commanders. (And see Reports Nos. 52-54 and 59.)
(And see under " Netherlands.")
ITALY.
Italy and the Austrian Subject Races;—A Press report announces the opening on
April 8t.li of a Conference at Rome between delegates of Italy and of the subject races
of Austria. Delegates from England, France and Italy also attended. The Senator
Ruffiiii was elected President, and the following were chosen as Yice-Presidents :—
Signer Andrea Torre for Italy ; M. Benes for the Czecho-Slovaks; M. Draghicesco for
the Rumanians; Dr. Trumbitch for the Jugo-Slavs ; M. Zamorski for the Poles ;
M. Franklin-Bouillon for France ; Mr. Wickhaih Steed for England; and Mr. Nelson
Gay for America. The Parliamentary National Defence Group (consisting of 125
Senators and 160 Deputies) and the Italian Irredentist Political Association have
signified their adhesion to the aims of the Conference, as also have numerous other
"Committees and Associations, due most important political adhesion is that of Signer
Bissolati. Commenting on the opening of the Conference the
Intransigeant
remarks : " To parry the Germanic thrust along the two great historic routes to
Constantinople and the Caucasus towards Asia Minor, India, and Egypt it is
" necessary to erect two living ramparts—a Great Serbia, leaning on Italy and
Rumania and barring the road to Constantinople ; and, between the Baltic and the
" Carpathians, a Great Poland, leaning on tin independent Bohemia. The task is
" enormous, but everything at this moment is enormous, and. there is only one way to
" avoid being caught napping—that is, to see big." (And see Reports Nos. 57 and 61.)
Enemy Trading.—The
War Trade Intelligence Bureau reports that the disclosures
of Signer Pirolini in the Italian Chamber regarding the illicit traffic in cotton, and
silk between Italy and the Central Empires through Switzerland (see Report No. 59)
have led to vigorous action by the Italian Government. Many of the persons
implicated have been arrested. Stocks of cotton worth 100,000,000 lire have been
seized at Genoa, and stocks of silk worth 22,000,000 lire at Milan.
Heavy Buying of Bank Shares. -Sole (March 13th) reports :—" The shares of the
" Bauca Commerciale Italiana are being eagerly bought on the Italian Stock
" Exchanges, and it is thought that the buying is for the purpose of obtaining control.
" of the Bank. The shares have reached the highest price since the boom of 1.906."
ALBANIA.
Austrian Designs:—The Foreign Office learns of an Austrian, scheme, apparently
approved by ex-King Constantine, for. dividing Albania into two portions; the
Southern—up to Valona—to be given to Greece, and the Northern to be offered to
Serbia by way of compensation for territory taken by Bulgaria.

ENEMY ALLIED AFFAIRS.Revolutionary
Forces in Austria.—The Political Intelligence Department points
out that with the exception of the German Nationalists, who constitute merely one
fifth of the Reichsrat, every single party has repeatedly refused to share the
responsibility for governing Austria. The doctrine of complete national self
determination supplies a link, not only for opposition, but also for action, between
the non-German nationalities and the Austrian-German Socialists ; and the radical
programme of agrarian reforms put forward by the former constitutes a further bond
of sympathy. The growth of Bolshevism is discernible in the open declarations of the
Arbeiter Zeitung, and of old moderate leaders such as Wilhelm Ellenhogen, and also
in the growing disorganisation of the Army. The increasing antagonism of the
Czechs and Jugo-Slavs is shown by their refusal to discuss terms with the Premier
except upon the basis of their programmes of March 30th, 1917, which presuppose
the disruption of both Austria and Hungary and the reunion of all Czecho-Slovak and
all Jugo-Slav territories. The Magyar movement for a separate Hungarian Army is.
also significant. Whatever divergences may appear at a later stage, irredentist
Nationalism, extreme Socialism among the industrial working classes and the agrarian
movement stimulated by the example of Russia and the Ukraine are all at present
working in the same direction. There are only two dominant forces left in Eastern
Europe, German militarism and social revolution, and round these all the others must
group themselves. A German check in the West, followed by any further aggravation
of the Austrian, difficulties with Bolshevism in the Ukraine, might well precipitate a
revolution.
Question of Bolshevist
Representative
at Vienna.—Russian
Wireless announces,
the designation of Lew Kameueff, member of the Brest-Litovsk Peace Delegation, as
Plenipotentiary Representative of the Russian Government to Vienna. In reply the
Austrian Foreign Office points out that in accordance with Article 10 of the Peace
Treaty, diplomatic relations are only to be resumed after ratification of the Treaty,,
and only then will the moment have arrived for the selection of mutual representatives,,
after previous agreement. (And see under " German Internal Affairs.")
v

Food Supply.—The Neue Freie Presse
of March 12 th reports a speech by
Dr. Paul, the new President of the Food Bureau, in the course of which he stated that
there were no provisions ; that it was a case of living from hand to mouth ; and that
until the next harvest there could be no material change. . . . He uttered a warning
against the hope of supplies from the Ukraine, at all events to any large extent. The
£AVOW
Gazeta Wieczorna reports that flour is actually being sent from Austria to
provision the Austrian forces in the Ukraine. (According to a telegram from Berne,
the grain stocks in the Ukraine have been announced by von AYaldow to be barely
sufficient to feed the German army of occupation). The following statement regarding
supplies from the Ukraine and Rumania was recently made by Count Czernin :—
"You know that the Ukraine has promised us to deliver its entire surplus of
agricultural products. The Commission which was appointed to oiganise the
exchange of commodities with the Ukraine has already met at Kiev and is now
busily at work. As soon as the negotiations with the Ukrainian Government on
this point are finished—and 1 hope this will speedily be the case—imports from
the Ukraine can. begin on a considerable scale. We have agreed with, the Ukrainian.
Government that the epiantities of grain which, according to the Beace Treaty, are
to be delivered to the Quadrupli.ee Bowers, shalPainount to at least a million tons,
and we hope that the organisation to be established will render it possible to
collect these supplies and have them transported within the period fixed. At the
moment supplies from the Ukraine are naturally only small, and according as the
improvisation hitherto arranged has permitted. Up to the present it is true that only
30 wagons of grain, peas, and beans have reached Austria from the Ukraine. Further
consignments are en route. Six hundred wagons of various kinds of foodstuffs are
ready in the Ukraine to be transported into the interior of Austria-Hungary, and these
consignments will be continued until the imports are properly organised and can
begin regularly on a larger scale. Larger imports will now be made possible by the
peace with Rumania, -which will permit transport from Odessa to the Danube ports.
We thus hope to be able to carry out in course of time large and regular further
consignments from the Ukraine, for the largest part of this route, and to a smaller

extent-, by rail. It should not, however, be forgotten that our numerous troops,
now in. the Ukraine, draw supplies from that country itself, a circumstance which is
naturally advantageous to our country. While I admit that the imports from the
Ukraine are still small, and must be increased, nevertheless, the logical, conclusion
is that our general good situation would have been considerably worse had this
agreement not been concluded. This doubly proves the necessity for peace with the
Ukraine. From Rumania herself we. obtain over 70,000 tons of maize from the past
year's harvest. The forthcoming harvest in Rumania, the surplus of which will be
equally divided between us and Germany, should bring the Monarchy a supply of,
roundly, 400,000 tons of grain, peas, and beans (Hiilsenfriichten)
and fodder, which
will likewise have to be transported by the Danube route. Moreover, Rumania gives
us a supply of 300,000 sheep, 100,000 pigs, to be provided immediately, which will
produce a slight improvement in our present meat supply. It is, therefore, clear
from the foregoing particulars that everything has been and will continue to be done
to obtain by exploitation of the regions, which the peace treaties have opened up to us
in the Fast, whatever is obtainable. The difficulties connected with the procuring of
these supplies from the Ukraine are, of course, still considerable, as the Ukraine is
not yet consolidated. The State has only just concluded three years of war, and no
real State order exists there. Assuming the goodwill of the Ukrainian Government,
which we do not doubt, to fulfil its treaty obligations, we shall, with the help of our
own organisation, succeed in overcoming these difficulties. In this connection, 1 may
here remark, that an immediate general peace, or such a peace within a measurable
period of time, would nor. give us any other advantages than those which I have
sketched.".
(And sec Daily Review, Food Supplement, Of April Sth.)
Industrial
Situation.—The
"Economists'" column in the Neue Freie
Presse
(March 3rd) contains the following:—
" A general longing for peace pervades industry, there is probably no single
branch, indeed hardly any undertaking, which does not desire a quick end to the war.
Fat profits are a tiling of the past; the market reached its highest point in 1916,
began to sink in the early months of 19.1 7, and now approaches collapse. Difficulties
of production and burdens which constantly diminish profits accumulate with the
long duration of the -war. Very few industries are now running to their fullest
capacity. The lack of raw material and half manufactured articles makes itself very
much felt; the provision of the necessary quantities of coal, coke, iron, textile
materials becomes more and more difficult; the nourishment of the workers causes
the greatest anxiety ; the railways do not run normally, rfhd stoppages of traffic
become more frequent and longer. Military orders have diminished in the last six
months, as operations, with the exception of the Italian offensive, reach only a fraction
of their former extent. Munition depots are richly provided with, many stores,
sometimes overstocked, and thus numerous munition factories have for weeks
diminished their output, and in. some cases shut down entirely, while other centres of
production have for want of material been obliged to restrict themselves to the
absolutely indispensable. Prices are very high, have risen rapidly during 1917, the
Government have been obliged to agree to increases, but costs of production and new
burdens have risen still more rapidly. Profits in many concerns are diminishing,
and in some cases have already sunk below the pre-war mark". Some concerns are
indeed running without any profit, the diminished production corresponding
to less than half their capacity.
Dividends for 1917 are still high, for
the works had been able to fill up reserves, but especially in the heavy
industries reductions are inevitable, and in 191S a further decrease is expected.
There are numerous complaints of the unequal distribution of raw materials ; the
shortage in iron and coal would not be so marked if Government works did not
without any apparent justification secure themselves for mouths ahead, while private
industries have not enough to keep running. The undertakings which are in the
interest of the general public and the State must be provided, especially the loco
motive and wagon factories. The rolling-stock of the railways is much deteriorated,
and urgently requires renewing; the shortage of wagons is especially noticeable in
the coal trade, but also in other industries, and so the supply of raw materials and
the consignment of manufactured articles is interfered with. The locomotive anil,
wagon factories have, however, also to suffer from the lack of coal and iron, and are
only able to fill their orders incompletely and with great delays. In all industries
the greatest stress is laid on the necessity of organising the supply.of food materials,
5181-2i
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wliicli has been very inadequate in January and February. It is hoped that a
Rumanian peace following on that with the Ukraine will relieve the very distressing
si tuation."
GERMAN INTERNAL AFFAIRS.
The Western Offensive.—The
Political Information Department observes that
German Socialism appears to be content with having entered a protest against the
Eastern peace, the blame for which it is inclined to impute to the Bolshevists. As
Harden puts it, "If the Russians will stand it, why should German Labour protest,"
especially when the economic blockade appears to be broken. In. the circumstances
the German Socialists are prepared to give a trial to the " German sword " i n the
"West : they only object to the screwing up of peace terms by the Pan-Germans
and great industrialists to a pilch which will steel the resistance of the Allies,
and defer peace indefinitely. The Frankfurter Zeiturig of April 2nd severely criticises
Hindenburg's message to the Reichstag, in which he expressed the hope that it would
now declare in favour of a " strong German peace." The Foreign Office has received
further information (see also Reports Nos. (Jl and G2) indicating that there is little
elation in Germany over the Western offensive, and that, if the Allies continue to hold
out, serious disturbances may be expected.
Food Supply.—The
Foreign Office learns that, except in the Rhine towns and
certain other large centres, the food situation in Germany has much improved since
the spring of 1917. Prices, however, have risen to 350 per cent, above the normal.
The improvement in the food conditions is largely due to Government action.
Formerly the farmers "were obliged to sell all their produce to the authorities at a
price which left them little profit. This discouraged production. Now each farmer
is obliged to supply a fixed quantity at a low rate ; the surplus of his stock he may
sell for any price he can. get.
Munitions Supply.—The
Foreign Office learns that the Germans have discovered
substitutes for lead and nickel, and are replacing copper to a considerable extent by
aluminium and iron. The supplies of petroleum from Rumania are increasing, but
mineral oils generally are still very short. The supply of mineral lubricants,
however, has largely increased.
Requisition of Clothing.—The Lokalanzeiger announces that the Imperial Clothing
Commission, has decided that all persons in Germany who were subject to the
special non-recurring property tax or armaments - tax of July 1918, shall now be
required each to contrioute one suit of worn clothing without payment to the
Clothing Commission. These suits are to be used for the clothing of 750,000
Germans called up under the Auxiliary Service Act, and now employed, in the
occupied territories. The armaments tax affected capital above 500Z. when the
total earned, and unearned income exceeded 100Z. annually.
Design to acquire Russian Shipping.—dire Foreign Office is informed of a German
scheme for acquiring, through a Russian-Jewish Syndicate now in Sweden, a controlling
interest in an important Russian Company possessing a quantity of shipping in Black
Sea ports.
Mittel-Europa.—With
reference to the German design for control of the mouth of
the Danube (see Report No. 02), the Foreign Office learns that the Austro-Germans
are endeavouring to impose upon Rumania a transformation of the Danube
Commission, irrespective of treaties and the rights of other Powers.
Central European Air Traffic.—A telegram from Munich, announces the foundation
in that city of an International Luft Aktien Gesellscharft by Lieutenant Paid Graetz of
the Royal. Saxon War Ministry, under the auspices of the Prince of Thura and Taxis.
The projector is negotiating with the Austrian authorities for the lengthening of the
recently established Air Postal line iviev-Vdenna-Salzburg-Alunich. He will then
endeavour to link up Munich-Vdenna-Berlin-Budapest-Bucharest-Solia-Constantinople,
and to establish relations with neutral countries. A newspaper, the Luftpost
L.A.A.G., is being published in connection with the scheme.
Germany and Ukraine.—German Wireless reports : "German industry is making
serious efforts to supply the Ukraine with articles which are necessary for her.
According to the Rheimisch Weslfaelische Zeitung, which appears in the very heart of
German industry, Germany is in a very good position to supply industrial goods to
the Ukraine, which that country has been seriously lacking during the Avar. The

Tagehlatt mentions among such goods agricultural machines, scythes,
enamelled goods, and metal goods, &c."
Bolshevist Ambassador-designate
to Berlin.—German Wireless of April 8th reports
the appointment by the Bolshevist Government of M. Adolf Joffe as Ambassador to
Berlin ; Russian Wireless of April 9th notifies the German Government of the
appointment of M. Vladimir Zago^sky (at present interned in Germany) as First
Secretary of the Russian Embassy in Berlin. (And see under " Enemy Allied Affairs.")
Germany after the War.—According
to the Brunswick Neueste Nctchrichten,
quoted by the Kolnischc, Dr. von Michaelis, the ex-Chancellor, before taking up his
new post as Governor of Pomerania, made a public speech at Benueckenstein in the
Harz mountains, in the course of which lie said. : " We must look the fact in the
" face, that we shall take war distress with us into peace time. We must inwardly
" prepare ourselves to bear peace distress without murmuring. Scarcity and high
" prices will remain not only as regards food, but also in respect of clothes and
" shoes. Our great burden of debt will force us to the compulsory control, of raw
" materials by the State. We must realise that we are also to blame for the war, not
" politically, lor the Kaiser to the last moment wanted peace. This trial has been
" sent upon us because Mammon began to rule with us. God desired to preserve us
" from, complete materialism.
I would, rather renounce the wan- indemnity,
" if I were once more responsible for that, than by payment of its debts bring
" our pjeople into the great danger of sinking into materialism. The simple
" domestic life will be our duty after the war. Our children are our greatest
" possession. We must have children. We must not fear peace distress. The
" German people has ever shown itself most strong and splendid when it
" was in distress."
The Foreign Office learns that, although the German
-working classes are determined upon electoral reform in Prussia, there is, in the event
of an early peace, little probability of any considerable democratic evolution. The
Constitution is likely to remain unaltered, and, if there is closer co-operation between
the Government and the Reichstag, there will, be nothing comparable to British
Parliamentary government. There is not, in fact, any real desire in Germany for a
real Parliament. For, in the first place, the German people is too much afraid of
responsibility to wish for political power ; and in the second, such political power as
it has is speedily neutralised by bureaucracy. Further, the older Socialists have
been coining money during the war ; and those from the trenches will lie too much
exhausted to trouble themselves about political changes, and, since no man will be
demobilised until employment has been found for him, the motive of discontent will
be wanting. Once the war is over, the political power will pass out of the hands of
the military party into those of their friends, the magnates of the great industrial
trusts.
Berliner

NETHERLANDS.
Opinions on Allied Reepiisition of Dutch Tonnage.-—Handelsblad
sharply criticises,
as insulting to the Allies, the reply of the Netherlands Government (see Report
No. 02) on the subject of the requisition of Dutch tonnage in Allied ports, and
declares that the Chamber should have been consulted before its publication. " The
" Government has gone too far and the Dutch people cannot follow i t : they will
" regard this declaration as a grievous wrong and a very unfriendly act." The
papier further criticises the fact that the Government has twice uttered sharp protests
against the Allies (i..e., re sand and gravel, and requisition), whilst the Chamber has
yet to pronounce the first word of protest against German submarine atrocities. The
Socialist Jlet Voik complains that the cargoes of the Poeldyk and Maasdyk (see Report
No. 61) will only provide one-tenth of the first instalment of 100,000 tons. Never
theless, satisfactory guarantees might be obtained. " TTiere is only one way to
" ensure that no grain reaches us from America, namely, to stop all negotiations. If
the Netherlands Government choose that way, they will assume towards that portion
" of the people who have no opportunity of stocking provisions a responsibility which
" we would not like to bear." The Nieuice Rptterdamsehe Ccurant, alluding to a
Renter report that the Poeldyk. and Maasdyk were expected to carry tobacco to
the United States, suggests that Holland should exploit this position. d'he Nieuwe
Courant publishes prominently a proposal that two ships of the Holland Lloyd,
namely, the Holland-id] 7,291 tons, lying at Buenos Aires, and the Kcnnemerland,
4,07-i tons, lying at St. Vincent, should bring to Holland part of the 50,000 tons of
grain reserved for Holland in South America. The Courant says : " We may even
;i

" presume that, if one of the reasons against the sending from Holland of two ships
" such as the Maasdyk and the Poeldyk to fetch grain from America is die doubt of
" our Government whether Germany would allow these ships to proceed unhindered,
" there can be no further reason for such doubt if two other' vessels of greater tonnage
" r e a c h Dutch ports." The journal points out further that, if the llollandia and
Kennemerland are allowed to load, hunker, and proceed unhindered by the associated
Governments, this would go far to provide an assurance with regard, to the intentions
of those Governments which the Dutch Foreign Minister declared to be lacking at the
moment.
Meanwhile, the Foreign Office learns that the Dutch. Government
contemplates re-opening negotiations for a general agreement.
(And, on the general question, sec Daily Review (Neutral Press Supplement) of
April 5th.)
Cargoes of Requisitioned
Vessels.—The Foreign Office informs Sir W. Townley
that with the exception of coal and pitch (which will be replaced whenever delivery
can he taken), the cargoes of Dutch vessels requisitioned in British ports have not
been requisitioned, but, will be stored till fetched. Cargoes of vessels at Gibraltar
will be brought to the United Kingdom, and vessels at Hong Kong with cargoes for
Japan and San Francisco will be allowed to complete their voyages. Lord Reading
reports that aclion"on similar lines is being taken by the United States War TradeBoard.
Pood Supply.—According
to a Press report, the reduction in the bread ration and
the sudden, rationing of meat to half a pound, weekly caused disturbances and led to
the plundering of bakers' shops and carts, in Amsterdam and Rotterdam on April 4th.
Het Volk, in leading article entitled " It is becoming intolerable," criticises the adminis
tration of Post hum a and discloses (what the paper considers as) the fact that the
army are keeping in the fortress of Amsterdam foodstuffs for several months for the
emergency of a siege, "while everybody knows Amsterdam could stand, no siege
at all." dire Nicuwe Rotterdamsehe Courant of April 4th hints that foreign countries
should contribute to the food supply of their nationals in Holland (and see under
" General.") Sir W . Townley reports that, owing to the blockade, the Dutch are now
reduced to consuming their home produce.
On April 9th the Burgomaster of
Rotterdam, under instructions from the Minister of Agriculture, prohibited-the exporta
tion of provisions for Belgian relief. At the protest of the French and Belgian Ministers
the Premier has rescinded this order so far as concerns such provisions already in the
country ; he proposes, however, to retain any further supplies arriving, pending an
arrangement with the Allied Governments.
British. Export Restrictions.—The
Foreign Office announces, on April 6th, the
relaxation restrictions upon the export to Holland of a variety of articles.
Dutch-German Negotiations.—Sir W. Townley learns that the economic negotiations
between the Netherlands and German Governments are at a standstill. Meanwhile,
imports of coal, iron, and steel into Holland have stopped, and, owing to home
requirements, Dutch exports of butter and cheese are no longer possible. It is
reported that a refusal by Germany to provide coal will be met by the discontinuance
of Dutch credits to Germany. Mr. Kroeller, one of the Dutch negotiators, has
resigned.
O

SWITZERLAND.
German Intrigue.—The
Foreign Office has received reports indicating an intention
by Germany to create the impression that the Allies contemplate the invasion of
Switzerland.
Cotton.—The Foreign Office informs Sir H. Rumbold that the Allied Governments
have raised the embargo on cotton and cotton goods against Switzerland as from.
April 1st.
Transit

Traffic

through

Germany.—The

Foreign. Office instructs His Majesty's

Ambassadors in Paris and Rome as to certain undesirable results of the existing
transit traffic from Switzerland through Germany to the Northern Neutrals, and
enquires the views of the French and Italian Governments as to the desirability of its
cessation pending enquiry.
Question of German Safe Conduct for- Food Ships.—An official statement issued in
Berne (April 2nd) says :—"Contrary to the statement from Washington circulated in
" the Press that Germany has refused a safe conduct to the Dutch ships placed at the

" disposal of the Swiss Government by the United States for the purpose of conveying
" food for Switzerland, the German reply on this subject has not yet been received.
" Germany has observed since the beginning of the war the principle of free passage
" for neutral ships transporting merchandise destined exclusively for Switzerland.
" In view of the critical food and cereal situation it is greatly to be hoped that in the
" special circumstances resulting from the requisitioning of Dutch ships an arrange
" ment will be made which will assure a free passage to these ships, and the absolutely
" indispensable arrival of cereals for Switzerland." German Wireless of April 4th
quotes theNorddeutsche
Allgemeine Zeitung as declaring that in spite of the,transfer
-of Dutch vessels to the enemy flag, the German Government is negotiating with
Switzerland for an understanding as to their use for supply of provisions.
NORWAY.
Socialism.—Sir
M. Findlay reports that the management of the Socialist Party has,,
as the result of a vote at the recent Conference, passed into the hands of the
Extremists (see Report No. 62). The former leaders have refused to take any share
in. the direction of the Party, but retain control of the Trades Unions. As yet there
has been no split between the old and new parties ;. and the Extremist leaders,
realising the comparative insecurity of their position, haA-e moderated their policy to
the extent of advocating parliamentary methods ; so that for the present an attempt
at revolution is improbable (and see Report No. 62).
(And see under "Finland.")
SWEDEN.
Swedish Negotiations with the Allies and Germany.—Sir E. Howard learns that the
German Government is insisting on a minimum annual exportation of 4,000,000 tons
of iron ore from Sweden, and in expectation of an assurance to that effect has con
sented to continue the export of coal to Sweden until April 20th, on the basis of
150,000 tons a month. In regard to the proposed tonnage agreement between
Sweden and the Allies, Germany demands from [the Swedish Government an under
taking that not more than 400,000 tons shall in future be chartered to the Allied
Governments.
FINLAND (AND ALAND).
Fighting.—Finnish
Fleadquarters announce that the Whites have surrounded a
Russian force in Karelia, and taken 1,000 prisoners and 11. guns. Sir E. Howard
learns that the) are still most anxious to annex Eastern Karelia, the Murman Coast,
and the Kola Peninsula. The Foreign Office instructs Sir E. Howard to convey
(unofficially) to the Finnish Government a warning against interference with the
Murman Railway. (And see Reports Nos. 60, 61 and 62.) Russian Wireless of
April 4th announces the determination of the Bolshevist Government to deal in
the most energetic manner with the incursions of the White Finns into Russian
territory.
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German Troops.—An official communique from Berlin announces the landing of
German troops near Hango on April 3rd. An unofficial. Wasa telegram states that
these consist of 4-0,000 men, with 300 guns and 2,000 machine guns. Sir E. Howard
reports that, according to the Finnish Legation in Stockholm, not more than 17,000
troops have, in fact, been landed. Mr. Grove reports that the troops arrived in three
transports accompanied by a large fleet, including three battleships. The Press
reports the followdng order of the day (April 8th) issued by General Mannerheim :—
" At the request of the Finnish Government detachments of Germany's victorious and
" powerful army have landed on Finnish soil to help us drive out the Bolshevists
" and their murderous adherents. l a m convinced that this brotherhood in arms,
" which during the present struggle is being sealed with blood, will only serve to
" strengthen the friendship and confidence that Finland has always felt for Germany's
" great Kaiser and his mighty people. I hope that Finland's young army now
" fighting side by side with Germany's historic troops may become permeated with
" that iron discipline, perfect order, and lofty sense of duty which served to create
*' the greatness of Germany's army and which have led it on from victory to victory.

In bidding Germany's brave warriors welcome to Finland, I therefore trust that
'' every man in the Finnish army will prove his appreciation of the great sacrifice
'' which Germany's noble people are now making for our country, at a time when
" every man is needed for their own country's war."
Anti-Ally Manifestations
in Wasa.—The chief Wasa newspaper, Vasabladet,
on April 1st wrote:—" JMo military or other similar persons from any of
" the countries at war with Germany ought 'to be allowed to stay within
'" the borders of OUT country so long as we, with the help of God and
" Germany, are" fighting our hard fight for liberty, order, and justice against the
" barbarous Ally of the Western Powers." With regard to the hostile attitude recently
displayed by Jager officers towards Allied officers at Wasa (see Report No. 62), Sir E.
Howard reports that, following upon the apology immediately tendered by General
IVEannerheim, a representative of the Finnish Legation in Stockholm has unofficially
apologised, and has stated that the principal offender is under arrest and awaiting a
court-martial. The conduct of Air. Sario in the matter is being made the subject of
strong remonstrances by the British and United States Governments. Sir E. Howard
learns that President Swinhufvud has replaced. Mr. Sario by Air. Renya.ll as Foreign
Minister ; Mr. Sario remains, however, as Under Secretary for Foreign. Affairs.
Norwegian Opinion on Finnish-German
Ambitions.—An article in the semi-official
Norslze Intilligenssecller
observes": " Secure in Germ any's powerful assistance, Finland
" is beginning to dream of expansion. General Mannerheim has drawn a picture of
" a great Finland embracing Russian Karelen. The Bolshevist Government has
" promised Finland a strip of the Arctic coast, but this is not enough, and the old
" Finnish organ, Uusi Suornctar, hints that the only satisfactory solution is the acqujsi
" Lion of Basvikelven, a piece of Norwegian territory. . . With Finland under
" a German protectorate, and the Baltic provinces under German influence, the Baltic
" will be really a German sea, and the course of events must be watched with anxiety."
In Tidens Tegn (March 20th) Professor Chr. Coffin is the author of a leading article
on the " Finnish Annexation Policy," in which he points out that if Finland, with
Germany's help, robs Russia of her ice-free port on the Kola peninsula, she will be
bound to Germany as a vassal State and doom the country to be a future field, of
battle. Professor Collin also draws special attention to the suggestion that Sweden
should make a bargain with Finland at the cost of Russia. Sweden, is to have the
Alands and a little part of Russian Lapmarken on condition that she strongly
supports Finland's claim on Karelen and the Kola peninsula. Sweden is to join the
ranks of the States who are enriching themselves at the cost of Russia, and
thus bind herself for the future to be a German frontier-guard against Russia.
No greater help could be afforded by any Scandinavian country to a Germany striving
for world-empire than to bind herself to her, together with Finland, by receiving some
of the plunder from the partition of Russia, lire prospect of a Finnish-German war
base on the Kola peninsula does not frighten the minority in Sweden, who have from
the war's commencement desired to join Germany. A Finnish-German port for
cruisers and U-boats on the ice-free part of the Murman coast is just what certain
" Greater Swedish " circles in Sweden desire. Comment is needless. (And see Report
No. 62 under "Sweden.") (The Bolshevist Government by Wireless. of April 9th
protests to Germany against Finnish incursions into Russian territory.)
Rnsso-German
Naval Discussions.—German
Wireless of April 4th requests
" exact information in the shortest possible time of all. barrages laid by Russia in the
Baltic Sea." According to German Wireless of April 6th the Bolshevist Government
has ordered Russian minesweepers to clear the mines from the Gulf of Finland, and
the Russian part of the Baltic Sea. Russian Wireless of April 6th demands the
return to Russia (in accordance with paragraph 6 of the Brest Treaty) of Russian
naval and mercantile vessels and all property, supplies and' crews taken by Germany
in Russian coastal ports. Complaint is made of German landings at such ports and
of the German naval advance on Helsingfors. It is added that instructions have
been given to the Baltic Sea Command to enter into negotiations with the German
Command. According to a Bress report the Germans at Hango are making the
following demands :—(1) The cessation of the destruction of ships, harbours, and. forts
in Finland. (2) The bolts and sights of guns on board ships and in land batteries
must be loaded in barges to be anchored in the outer bay of Gustavsvarn (a fortress
south-east of Hango) before April 11th. (3) The crews of all Russian warships must
return to Russia. Thirty men, however, will be allowed to remain on board the

Russian Dreadnoughts, 20 men on board the cruisers, five on destroyers, and three on
-submarines. The Germans base their demands upon the Brest-Litovsk Treaty, which,
they state, does not contain a note to Article 6 allowing the Russian fleet to remain
in Finland until the ice melts.
Food Supply.—The
Foreign Office learns that the German Government has
-declared or professed its inability to supply at present more than an extremely
limited quality of foodstuffs to Finland. Sir E. Howard has been authorised (subject
to the concurrence of the Allied Governments) to inform the Finnish Governmenc that
the Allied Governments will be prepared to render all possible assistance to Finland,
for the needs of both parties alike, so soon as that country shall have freed itself from
foreign intervention and civil strife ; and to this end would regard, with sympathy
:any offer of mediation made by the Swedish Government. Guarantees would be
necessary that supplies so forthcoming should not be re-exported, and the Finnish
would be expected to refrain from attempting the forcible acquisition of territory,
whether from Russia or Scandinavia. The Foreign Office represents to Lord Reading
that the United States' offer (see Report No. 62), pending a clarification of the
position, should be held up. Sir E. Howard submits the desirability of according
provisional recognition to the Finnish Government so soon as it shall have demonstrated
a sincere neutrality.
Aland.—The Finnish Governor of Aland, in a recent interview given to a news
paper called Aland, stated that the population could be assured, that guarantees
woidd be given insuring them considerable freedom both in administration and
language. Should the islands remain part of Finland, it would be the right of the
population to demand such guarantees from Finland. In fact he would go so far as
to say that he would consider it quite proper that the validity of such agreements
and treaties should be guaranteed by the other Baltic Powers, more especially by
Sweden and 01 ermany. The Aland question was no longer a private Finnish affair;
it had an international character, and in view of political events which had just
occurred or were impending the Alanders could gain better security and prospects in
union with Finland than they had ever enjoyed. Sir E. Howard observes that
hitherto the Finnish Government has maintained the Aland question to be purely
Finnish, and that it would therefore appear from this interview that Germany is
putting pressure upon Finland regarding the islands. This tends to confirm the
statement of Mr. Ryden (see Report No. 62 under "Sweden") that a deal was being
arranged between. Germany and the Swedish Conservatives. Recent remarks by
Dagens Nyheter and Nya Allehanda seem calculated to prepare the ground for such a
-compact.
SPAIN.
The New Administration.—ddie
Political Intelligence Department points out that
the solution of the Ministerial crisis in Spain, (see Report No. 61) affords a striking
proof of the value of the Monarchy as an. institution. It also emphasises the signi
ficance of La Cierva's exclusion, and quotes the observation of a French paper that
" The true name of the new Cabinet is Supremacy of the Civil Power." The problem
of Army reform and discipline, however, remains outstanding: in addition to the
-question of military intervention in politics, there is that of a closer relation between
the cost and the efficiency of the Army. The new Administration is manifesting an
inclination to take serious notice of the submarine campaign against Spanish shipping.
Barcelona.—Sir
A. Uardinge reports the re-establishment, by -Royal Decree, of
-constitutional guarantees.in the city and province of Barcelona.
(And see under "Morocco.")
MOROCCO.
German Intrigues.—The
Times of April 8th sets out the heads of proposals made
to Raisuli by Germans in Morocco for dusting both French and Spanish influence
from Morocco, and declaring a so-called independent Morocco tied hand and foot to
German)-. Madrid papers (April oth).state : " The situation in Morocco due to the
" German intrigues is being closely followed. After a meeting of the Cabinet to-day
" a semi-official note was issued stating that the question had been discussed in
detail, and that the possibility of further Spanish action in Morocco was considered."

Government Appointments.—A
Peking- message to the Tokyo Asahi (April 2nd)
states that the following new Cabinet appointments are announced :—
War;—Tuancbijui, nephew of the Prime Minister.
Education.—Futseu gh-siang.
Justi ce.—Chusheu.
The composition of the rest of the Cabinet remains unchanged. Tsac-Ju-lin,
Minister of Communications, is, however, appointed concurrently to the Ministry of
Finance. He is described as pro-Japanese, and his appointment, combined with the
visit of Baron Sakatani, a Japanese ex-Minister, whose name has been mentioned in
connection with the financial advisorship, and who is accompanied hy a numerous
staff, is causing much speculation.
Enemy Aliens.—Sir. J . Jordan reports the acceptance by the Chinese Premier of
the Allied Note (as amended) in regard to the deportation of enemy aliens. (See
Reports Nos. 57, 58 and 61.) The necessity of this measure is evidenced by Hie fact
that a party of Turks has recently travelled freely through the neighbourhood of
Sianfu, and that the German Consulate at Tientsin was carrying on. its activities so
lately as March 15th. .
URUGUAY.
Uruguay and Germany.—Mr. Mitchell Inn.es reports that the Uruguayan Govern
ment has demanded from the German Government an explanation regarding the
recent detention by a German submarine of an Uruguayan Military Mission travelling
in the Spanish S.S. Infanta Isabel, and the treatment of its members as prisoners of
war. It is probable that a declaration of war will follow. The Foreign Office learns
that the maintenance of a firm attitude by Uruguay may not be without its effect upon,
the policy of the Argentine Republic.
BRAZIL.
Finds of Iron Pyrites and Sulphur.—The Lisbon Jornal do Gomrnercio learns that
in the district of Alfonso Claudio, in the Province of Espirito Santo in Brazil, a large
deposit of iron pyrites, containing 38 per cent, of iron and 58 per cent, sulphur has
been found. Borings in the vicinity disclosed enormous layers of sulphur easy of
excavation.—(Hamburgischer Correspondent,
February 25th.)
GUATEMALA.
Enemy Trading.—Mr.
Young reports the continued activity of German firms in
Guatemala, especially in the coffee trade, with which the economic interests of
Guatemala are closely associated.
MEXICO.
United States and Mexico.—Mr. Cummins learns that the United States prohibition
of various commodities for export to Mexico—owing to the intransigeance of the
Mexican Government—-is causing much discontent amongst Mexicans. It would appear
that the Carranza administration still relies upon the ability of Germany to enable
Mexico to obtain such requirements by force.
Carranza is contemplating the
discontinuance of maize purchases from the United States.
CUBA.
Censorship.—-Lord Reading reports that arrangements have now been made under
-which, the British and Allied Representatives at.Havana will be kept in touch with
the Cuban-American Censorship organisations (see Report No. 59).
SHIPPING SITUATION.
Sinkings.—According to the War Trade Intelligence Bureau, the total tonnage of'
500 tons gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing ships
reported lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during' the period March
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29tli-Apr.il 4th, inclusive, was 42,288 tons gross, of which 1.6,121 were British, as
compared, with 65,520 tons gross, of which 34,835 were British, reported last week.
Merchant Vessel Construction.—The
Admiralty reports that the number and gross
tonnage of merchant steamships of 100 tons and upwards reported completed in the
United Kingdom during the first quarter of 1918 are as follows :—
Month.

January February
March
-

No. of
A essels.

Gross
Tonnage.

58,568
100,038
161,674

,r

-

-

21
33
45

Total for Quarter -

-

99

-

-

-

-

-

.

320,280

The- tonnage completed in March, is higher than in any month of 1917, the
greatest monthly output in that year being 158,826 tons in November, while in
addition, the tonnage launched but not completed was slightly greater at the end
than at the beginning of March. The total merchant shipbuilding output for the first
quarter of this year is less than the forecast to the extent of approximately 100,000
tons, and is less by almost the same figure than the output actually realised in the last
quarter of 1917.
Convoy.System.—The
Ministry of Shipping reports that of 7,315 ships ( 3 6 , 1 5 9 , 7 0 0 57,4?V*0CJ
deadweight capacity), convoyed, (homewards and outwards) up to March 30th, 1918,
80 (580,800 deadweight capacity) have been lost, representing a percentage of .1'0S
in ships and I ' 12 in deadweight capacity.
The Foreign Office informs Sir A. Harclinge that Spanish vessels bound for
America will be permitted to join convoys.
Japanese Shipping.—Lord Reading reports the conclusion of arrangements under
which the United States Shipping Board charters 1.50,000 tons of Japanese tonnage
for six months, and also purchases 100,000 tons of Japanese tonnage for delivery
from May to September (and see Reports Nos. 54 and 59).
(And sec under " Netherlands," "Switzerland," and "Sweden,")

PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

General.—All countries are awaiting the issue of the struggle on the Western
Front, and peace discussions are in abeyance. The best summary of the attitude of
neutrals can be given in the words attributed to Raisuli : " The ouly way to be sure
of a German victory is an acknowledgment of defeat by Germany's adversaries."
(Times, April. 8th.) German Wireless is becoming very audacious in prevarication,
attributing to us (April 9th) an official statement that we had taken Ostend and
Douai, and 140,000 German prisoners !
Russia,.—On April 5th M. Chicherin sent a wireless message to Vienna expressing
the willingness of the Russian Government to form, in accordance with the Peace
Treaty, a mixed Commission for the solution of all questions concerning prisoners of
A v a r , and asking to be informed of the comj)osition of the Austro-Hungarian Delegation,
the road by which they would travel to Russia, and the place where they would enter
the country.
On the same date M. Chicherin communicated by Avireless to Constantinople his
willingness to enter into negotiations with Turkey, in order to arm^e at an agreement
about, mercantile navigation.
German Wireless of April 6th reported the publication by Maxim Gorky's paper
of a secret document alleged to contain the proces-verbal of a special Council, held by
the Russian Government five months before the Avar, to draw up a plan for the
conquest of Constantinople and the Dardanelles, and also a plan for the war whiclP
"would thereby become unavoidable " against Germany and Austria-Hungary. The
r,4Sl-2b

Czar Nicholas .11. is alleged to have confirmed the protocol of the sitting in the
words :—" The resolutions of the Council I approve in their whole extent." [This is
reminiscent of the " Convention Anglo-Beige " German propaganda.]
On, April 7th Russian Wireless published a message from M. Chicherin to Berlin
stating that on April 3rd the Government of the Russian Republic, after the
ratification of the Brest Treaty, had sent a wireless message to the Ukraine Rada at
Kieff in the following words:—"The Government of the'Russian Republic, being
" compelled to conclude a Peace Treaty with the Bad a of the People's Ministers,
" having regard, to the ultimatum of February 2nd and the Brest-Litovsk Peace
" Treaty, suggests the town of Smolensk as the place for these negotiations. It is
" proposed that the negotiations should begin on April 6th of this year."
M. Chicherin asked the German Government to forward the message to Kieff, in
case it should not have reached its destination, but added that the date must now be
altered, from the 6th to the 8th of April. (See also under Ukraine.)
On April 5th Mr. Wardrop (Moscow) reported that the Allied Consular represen
tatives in Moscow had been asked to supervise the execution of the peace treaty
arranged at Odessa on March 9th between Russia and Rumania. (See also under
Rumania.)
1

Ustlwnia.—Sir W. Townley on April 3rd drew attention to an article in Voricartz
of March 31st which exposes German propaganda methods as affecting the question of
self-determination, in countries coming under German influence under the conditions
of the Brest Treaty. The Vorwartz calls attention to cases in which proclamations
which express themselves in favour of annexation to Germany are given the widest
publicity, without mention of the circumstances under which they were composed.
Counter proclamations, however, only see the light of publicity by mistake. Attempts
to annex Esthonia and Lithuania to Germany are therefore nothing less than attempts
to commit robbery on a State (Russia) with which peace has just been concluded.
Ukraine.—Lord Bertie on April 3rd forwarded a report from the Allied Ministers
at Jassy, based on very reliable information, to the effect that Germany and AustriaHungary intend arbitrarily to extend the Ukraine frontier so as to include all parts of
Russia which they want to administer, either from the economic or from the political
point of view. There seems to be some prospect of the Germans and Austrians
squabbling for the spoils, and of there being a reaction in the country from which
the spoils are to be taken against the Austro-German exploitation of their resources.
In this connection. Russian Wireless of April 3rd-4th published a proclamation
addressed "' To A l l " containing a protest by the " Krivoi Rog Republic on the Don"
against the violation of their frontiers by German, Austrian, and Ukrainian, forces. The
frontiers are described in detail. An armistice is asked for, for the purposes of peace
negotiations and the demarkation of the frontiers. (This subject is dealt with more
fully in the Eastern Report.) Russian Wireless of April. 8th published, a protest
addressed by Chicherin to Berlin against the entrance of German troops into the
Kursk district, which does not form part of the Ukraine, " even according to the one
sided statement of the Ukrainian Delegation." (The Germans base their policy of
plunder on that statement, see former Reports.)
German Wireless of April 4th reported on the authority of Petrograd that the
Ukraine Rada had submitted the Peace Treaty (with Germany ?) to the Council of
the People's Delegates.
German Wireless of April 5th pressed the Commissariat for Foreign Affairs at
Moscow to enter into negotiations with the Ukraine Rada without delay, and on
April 8th announced, the intention of the Russian Government to open peace'
negotiations with the Ukraine at Smolensk. (See also under Russia.^ Mr. Wardrop
on April 6th forwarded a report that the peace negotiations between Russia and the
Ukraine would probably be signed at Smolensk, but, being extorted by force, would
have no more value than, the Peace Treaty at Brest.
Rumania.—Sir
G. Barclay (V April. 3rd) reported that the Allied Ministers at
Jassy had recommended certain action by the French, Italian, and British Govern
ments in connection wdth the proposals of the Central Powers as affecting the Danube
Commission.
1

Dated A p r i l 4 t h

in t h e R u s s i a n W i r e l e s s a s r e c e i v e d .

On April 4th Lord Bertie reported on - the same authority that the Prime Minister
had returned to Jassy from Bucharest, and the date of: the return of von Kuhlmann
and Czernin' to continue the peace negotiations had not been fixed. A further
suspension of the negotiations was reported by Sir O. Barclay on the same day.
On April 6th Lord Bertie forwarded a report from the Allied Ministers at Jassy
of a proposal by the Bolshevists at Moscow to come to an understanding with
Rumania—too late.
On the same date Sir (1. Barclay reported the terms agreed upon at Odessa on
March 9th between the Russians and Rumanians, chiefly affecting repatriation of the
latter. (See also under Russia.)
Lord Bertie sent on April 8th a reliable report from Jassy that M. Margliiloman
was going to Bucharest in a few days to sign the peace treaty. Bulgaria (as
anticipated in former reports) is not to get the Dobrudja until a general peace. It is
said that the port of Uonstatiza and the railway to Ozernavode are to be under
international control. (See also under
Austria-Hungary.)
Germany.-A
report has reached, the Foreign Office to the effect that Germany
does not wish Bulgaria to have her ambitions fully satisfied, because in that case
Bulgaria would become too powerful, and upset the balance of power in the Balkan
States. (See also under Rumania, last paragraph.) This would interfere with
German intentions as affecting Turkey. Should the Central Powers be sufficiently
successful in the war it is proposed that Bulgaria should have Nish, the Dobrudja,
Ivavalla, and Seres. Germany is said to want a free market in Persia, and is reported
to have mentioned Afghanistan in the Russo-German Peace, " just as a pin-prick at
a very susceptible point." Although it was proposed that Poland, Lithuania, the
Ukraine, and other portions of Russia should be made into semi-independent States,
their railways, posts, telegraphs and armies should be controlled by Germany.
This policy would -avoid the difficulty of giving them representation in
the Reichstag, to which they would be entitled if their countries were
openly annexed and. incorporated into the German Empire. The intention was to
preserve Rumania, giving her Bessarabia ; Germany to control the Rumanian Army,
railways and posts ; all surplus Rumanian produce to be appropriated to the Central
Empires. The Aland Islands to be restored to Finland, and not given to Sweden.
Opinion in Germany is said to be divided about Belgium and the Flanders coast. As
regards the Colonies, the militarists are said, to be very anxious to form a great Pro
tectorate in Central Africa, and. they might let the Pacific Islands and South-West
Africa go in. order to achieve this object. All Germans are agreed about the retention
of Alsace-Lorraine, and there is a general wish to make Italy suffer seme mutilation.
The same authority attributed to Ludendorff the saying:—"That one does not
" tight battles to defeat the opposing army, but to stimulate the desire for peace
'" behind, the opposing army." The German hope is to gain military successes, and
to combine with, them an intense defeatist campaign in Allied countries in order to
firing about a peace satisfactory to Germany. ( N O T E . — T h e r e are ample signs all over
the world of the truth of this appreciation of German policy of propaganda.)
On April 4th Sir W. Townley drew attention to an article in the
Frankfurter
Zeilung of April 2nd, criticising Hindenburg's message to the Reichstag in favour of
a " strong German peace."
Berlin Wireless of April 6th publishes a x^rotest addressed to the Russian Govern
ment by Baron von dem Bussche about the alleged treatment of German officers
accused of espionage in Petrograd, claiming their indemnity under " Article 23 of
the Supplementary Treaty to the Russo-German Peace Treaty."
Austria-Hungary.—Count
CzerniAs speech to a deputation of the Vienna City
Council on April 2nd was referred to last week. Fuller accounts have since been
received. The indications he gives of the peace terms to be forced upon Rumania
show that he was not sincere in his acceptance of the principle of "no annexa
tions" at Brest (see Western Report, No. 49). Fie now explains that certain
mountain passes and strategic points are to be given up by Rumania. He
also explains that the Central Powers expect to get at least a million tons of
grain from the Ukraine, which they cannot at present transport. " Russia did.
not come into consideration in this connection," on the plea that Russia also was
unable to distribute it. He indicates in general terms the economic advantages
and "indemnification " to be wrung from the Rumanians. (See also under Rumania.)
He stated that " a short time before the beginning of the offensive in the;West
2
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C o u n t Czernin's r e t u r n to B u c h a r e s t lias since been r e p o r t e d .
R u s s i a n W i r e l e s s of A p r i l 9 t h r e p o r t s a n o r d e r f o r t h e l i b e r a t i o n of t h e s e officers.

" Clemenceau enquired of me whether and upon what basis I was prepared to
" negotiate." To this M. Clemenceau has replied : " Czernin has lied " (Temps,
April 3rd). Subsequent communiques show that M. Clemenceau used the right
expression, lie (Count Czernin) put forward a belated withdrawal of his other false
statement that " President Wilson already had knowledge " of his former speech at
the time it was delivered, and now states (two months afterwards) " 1 supposed that
it would have already reached Washington." Sir W. Townley on April 7th forwarded
extracts from the German press showing pleasure at Count Czerhins speech, and
especially of his adherence to the German alliance. His advances to President Wilson
are criticised.
Turkey.—According
to German Wireless of April 5th, the Turkish Chamber
has empowered, the Government to sign the peace treaty with Russia and the
Ukraine.
United States.—The Times of April.8th publishes long extracts from the speech
delivered by President Wilson at Baltimore on April 6th. In that speech he confessed
his " utter disillusionment " as to the attitude of the Central Powers,, accepted the
German challenge that force and force alone should decide the issues, and pledged
the United States of America to use " force, force to the utmost, force without stint or
limit," against Germany. Lord Reading on April 7th reported the enthusiastic
reception of the Presidents speech, which words the views of the whole country.
Great Britain.—in their report for the period ending on April 3rd,- the Ministry of
Labour state that the gravity of the military situation is recognised in the Labour and
Socialist Press, and even avowedly pacificist papers are moderate in tone.

GENERAL.
Dropping of Pamphlets by Airmen.—The Foreign Office has given to the GermanGovernment four weeks' notice of the intention of His Majesty's Government to take
immediate reprisals in all cases where captured British airmen are treated otherwise
than as prisoners of war for dropping pamphlets on German or German-occupied
territorv, or having their machines equipped for that purpose. (See Reports Nos. 54,
58, 59, 61.)
criticises
Food Supply of Prisoners
of War interned, in Holland.—-Handelsblad
M, Posthuma for stating that the British Government had not replaced foodstuffs
distributed to British prisoners, and declares that this statement has contributed
considerably to bad feeling and that Posthuma, who ought to have known better, has
undeservedly thrown odium upon the British Government. The paper assumes that
by giving an incorrect idea-of the facts Posthuma was not prompted hy wrong
intentions, but ought to have realised that by his " carelessness " he w as creating an
unjust and dangerous feeling which it was his duty to prevent. The Butch Press
reports a statement by M. Loudon regarding the food, supply of prisoners of war
interned in Holland, in the course of which he mentioned the undertaking given by
the British Government (see Report No. 62), and observed, that no reply on the subject
had yet been received from Germany. He added that the Netherlands did not propose
to prohibit the transport of prisoners pending the fulfilment by the two Governments
of their obligations. Measures would, however, he taken to limit the number of
British and German subjects residing in Holland in connection wdth the' interned
prisoners.
r
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P a r t II.

IMPERIALISM" I N WAR AIMS.

On account of. the constant accusations made by Germany against Great Britain
of " Imperialism," accusations that were also made by the Bolshevists by wireless
f r o m Petrograd during their "peace " negotiations with the Central Powers at BrestEitovsk, it is thought that the following summary will be found of value for comparison
of facts with phrases.
2. German armies crossed the Belgian frontier early on August 4th. 1914. Their \
object in doing so was explained at the time to be t h e defence of a Fatherland in
danger of attack, but the true German w a r a i m has n o w been confessed by the
Imperial Chancellor, Count Ilertling, to have been "from the beginning" . . . .
" economic development in every direction." He used this expression when referring
to the economic advantages which the Germans, by the use of force, had been able
to gain from Russia and the Ukraine in the " peace " treaties with those countries.
This economic side of German aggression has also been emphasised from time to time
by the German Colonial Secretary (Dr. Soif), who is n o w asserting that in the peace
settlement oversea possessions must be allotted to the Bowers in proportion to their
"greatness " and economic strength. On this basis he argues that France, Portugal
a n d Belgium must be dispossessed in favour of Germany. (" Greatness " in Germany
seems to be measured as a matter of course by the standard of the strength of armies.)
The Kaiser has recently accentuated the prospect of a rich future, resulting from the
employment of the German sword against neighbouring countries.
3. Count Hertling and others have recently reverted to using the " Convention
Anglo-Beige " myth as a justification for the German invasion of Belgium. It was
thought that no more would be heard of this after Sir Theodore Cook had exposed
t h e German forgeries and propaganda methods in his book The Mark of the Beast.
(Subsequent German allegations in support of their case have been demolished, by the
Belgians in a pamphlet called Les Chefs d' Etal-Major de Varmee beige, et le respect
de la Neutralite, by Major W. Marsily, of the staff, of the Belgian Army.
Prince
Lichnowsky 's disclosures should finally dispose of the falsehoods.)
The Frankfurter
Zeitung, in a recent article, is, I think, the first leading paper in
Germany to abandon the German case, on the ground t h a t it w a s obvious, from
Marshal. Joffre's actual strategy, t h a t t h e violation of Belgian neutrality was not
included, in his plan. The Frankfurter
falls back on " weighty strategical
arguments " for t h e German invasion of Belgium—in other w o r d s , the argument
for gaining a military advantage by breaking an international obligation. This falls
in with the KaiseFs message, written in h i s o w n handwriting, to President Wilson
on August 10th, 1.914:—"Belgian, neutrality had to be violated by Germany on
strategical grounds."
4. Germany having committed the first act of aggression in order to follow a Avar
aim which h a s n o w been confessed officially to have b e e n purely imperialistic from
the beginning, it is clear that, after that date (August 4th, 1914), all operations of
Avar undertaken against Germany a n d her Allies come under the heading of defensiA^e
measures. If there AAere no hitting back in Avar t h e aggressor would invariably win.
r

5. It is proposed in this paper to summarise the different bloAvs t h a t have been
struck hy ourselves and Allies against enemy territory since August 4th, 1914, under
the headings (I) Naval attacks, and (2) Military invasions of territory, giving the d a t e
of each initial attack. These dates haA e been provided b y the Historical Section
of the Committee of Imperial Defence. The European theatre of war is hot dealt with.
T
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IS
(1) NAVAL ATTACKS.
As a measure for protecting sea communications, of vital importance to the United
Kingdom and the Dominions, it was essential, as soon as Germany engaged on her
offensive war, to deprive her of naval bases, wireless stations, cable stations and
fuelling stations, and as far as possible to break up the system of intelligence she had
established to assist in her attacks upon our commerce. With this object in view the
. following naval attacks were undertaken :—
ATLANTIC

OCEAN.

Togoland.—See
below, under " Military Invasions," for Lome and the W/T
station. .
German Gameroons.—Duala was bombarded on September 26th, 191-1, to cover the
landing referred to below, under " Military Invasions."
German South-West Africa.—The Luderitzbucht W/T station was taken by a
force landed on September 19th, 1914, and the Swakopmund W/T station on
January 14th, 1915. (The long-range station at Winxlhuk was captured on
May 12th, 1915. See below, under " Military Invasions.")

INDIAN

OCEAN.

German East Africa.—On August 8th, .1.914, 1J.M.S. Astrcea bombarded Dar es
Salaam, and destroyed the W/T station. (The long-range W/T station at Tabora was
taken on August 16th, 1916, See below, under "Military Invasions." Military
operations were assisted by several naval attacks on places on the coast.)
[Cocos Island (British).—The cable and W/T stations were destroyed by the
Germans on November 9th, 1914.
Madras.—Was
subjected to
September 22nd, 1914.]

a naval bombardment

CHINA A N D PACIFIC

by the

Germans

on

OCKAN.

Samoa.—Apia and the W/T station were seized on August 29th-30th, 1914, by a
New Zealand force under naval escort. See also under " Military Invasions " below.
New Guinea.—On August 12th, 1914, Admiral. Patey landed a party at Simpson
Haven, New Britain, to destroy the W/T station, but failed to find it. Rabaul, where
the W/T station was located, was occupied by an Australian force on September 11th,
1914. See also under " Military Invasions " below.
' Nauru Island.—The W/T station was destroyed by H.M. Ships on September 12th,
1914. For subsequent occupation, by an. Australian force, see under "Military
Invasions " below.
Angaur.—H.M. Ships destroyed the W/T station on September 26th, 1.914.
Yap Island.—The W/T station was claimed to have been destroyed by H.M. Ships
on August 12th, 1914. For subsequent occupation by the Japanese on October 7th,
1914, see below.
[Fanning Island (British).—The cable station was destroyed by the Germans on
September 7th, 1914.
Papeete (Tahiti).—Was bombarded by the Germans on September 22nd, 1914.]
Kiao Chao.-On
September 5th, 1914, Japanese aeroplanes bombed the wireless
telegraph station and barracks.
On September 28th an Allied Fleet bombarded
Iltis Hill fort. For subsequent capture by combined operations, see below under
" Military Invasions."
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Akaba -was bombarded on November 2nd and December 29th, 1914, also on
May 11th (?) 1915.
Tor Harbour.-—-Military operations covered by gun fire on February 8th-13th, 1915.
Abu Zanima.-—Naval reconnaissance February 20th-23rd, 1915.
Ahersund Wej.—Gun on shore destroyed bv H.M. Ship on May 5th, 1915.
Zibber.-Bombarded
on May 11th (?) 1915."
Turba (Sheikh Said) was bombarded on.November lOth-llth, 1914. Troops landed.
Dubau.—Idle dhows in the harbour were destroyed on December 7th, 1914.
Kamaran Islands, Zukur, and TIarish occupied June, 8th-9th, 1915. Guards
re-embarked and landed again on J u l y 12th.
Sheikh Said, bombarded June 15th, 1.91.5.
Salif, bombarded on July 23rd, 1915.
Bas Kathib (north of Hodeidah).—Launches,
dhows, and machinery destroyed on
September 11th, 1915.
:

1

0

1

MEDITERRANEAN.

[It is proposed to deal with naval attacks in Europe and Asia Minor in another
paper.]
(2) MILITARY INVASIONS AND OCCUPATIONS OF ENEMY TERRITORY.
It will be seen from the following notes that the invasion of German South-West
Africa was preceded by an attempt by the Germans to raise a rebellion in the Union
-of South Africa, and that a German force was the first to cross the frontier. The
invasion of German East Africa was preceded by a German invasion of British
East African territory. The British Army advanced into Palestine to drive back a
Turkish army, which had invaded Egypt and threatened the Suez Canal. . The
advance in Mesopotamia originated in operations to defend British oil interests in
Southern Persia. In other cases military occupations were extensions of naval
attacks in order (1.) to capture wireless and cable stations, and so break up the system
of intelligence upon which the German attacks on our commerce were based, and
(2) to seize and occupy her naval bases and fuelling stations, so depriving her commerce
raiders of their use. In some cases, as in the Cameroons, extended operations in the
Hinterland followed the capture of harbours, and prevented their recapture by forces
in the interior.
Togoland.—On August 8th, 1914, a British force seized Lome. After subsequent
operations, the wireless telegraph station inland, at Kamina was destroyed by the
Germans on the night of August 24th-25th, 1914, the colony surrendered on
August 26th, 1914, and Eainina was occupied by the British on the following day.
German Cameroons.—On August 6th, .1914, a French force occupied Zinga. On
September 26th a combined force landed at Duala. Operations by British and French
forces brought about the surrender of the last garrison on February 18th, 1916. (See
also under " Naval Attacks " above.)
[Angola (Portuguese).—On. October 26th, 1914, German forces crossed the frontier,
and were thrown back from Naulila and from Tombe.]
German South-West Africa.—-It has been proved that, before .1.914, the Germans
had been engaged in fomenting a rebellion in the Union of South Africa. The
Maritz rebellion' came to a head on October 9th, 191.4. On August 21st, 1914, a
a German force crossed the frontier and occupied a position three miles south of
Nakob in Cape Province. Luderitzbucht was occupied by South African forces
landed on September 19th, 1914. On September 21st, a South African force crossed
the frontier and seized Sandfontein, 15 miles north of Ramans Drift. On January 14th,
1915, Swakopmund was occupied by a South African force. The big wireless
telegraph station at Windhuk was captured on May 12th, 1915, and the colony
surrendered to General Botha on July 9th, 1915.
[British East Africa.—On August 15th, .1914, a force from German East Africa
crossed the frontier and occupied Taveta.]
German East Africa.
(See under "Naval Attacks" above.)—A Belgian force
crossed the frontier and occupied Goma on October 14-th, 1914. A British force
crossed the frontier and. attacked Longido on November 3rd, 1914. On the same day
M a n y of t h e s e a t t a c k s w e r e i n a i d of m i l i t a r y o p e r a t i o n s .

a force, landed in. the neighbourhood, attacked Tanga. On August .16th, 1916, a.
Belgian force captured Tabora, where the powerful wireless telegraph station was
located. After subsequent operations on a large scale German East Africa was.
cleared of German forces by December 1st, 1917.
Samoa. (See under "Naval Attacks " above. - The New Zealand force, landed on
August 29th, 1914, remained in occupation.)
German New Guinea.
(See under " Naval Attacks " above. The Australian force,
landed on September 11th, 1914, remained in occupation. New Grdnea capitulated
on September 17th.)
Nauru Island.
(See under " Naval Attacks" above. The Australian force,,
landed on November 6th, 1914, remained in occupation.)
(See under " Naval Attacks " above. The Japanese force, landed
Yap Island.
on October 7th, 1914, remained in occupation.)
Kiao Gliao. (See under " Naval Attacks " above. Alter capture by combined
Japanese and British forces on November 7th, 1914, a Japanese garrison remained in.
occupation.)
Bed Sea. (See above for "Naval Attacks," in aid of military operations.)
Egypt.—On September 27th, 1914, Lord Kitchener ordered the General Officer
Commanding in Egypt to hold the Suez Canal tenaciously, but to let the Turks be the
undoubted
aggressors.
About October 25th, 1914, an Arab force arrived at Maghdaba in Egyptian
territory, but turned back. A. Turkish army, led by Germans, moved forward along
the El-Arish-Kantara road on January 27th, 1915, and developed an attack on the
Suez Canal, on February 2nd, 1915. They were subsequently driven back out of
Egyptian territory, and crossed the Turkish- frontier on January 9th, 1917, followed
by a British force. A subsequent Turkish incursion into the Sinai Peninsula ended
about February 20th, 1917. Jerusalem was captured on December 11th, 1917, and
operations are still proceeding. (Sec cdso under " Naval Attacks, Red Sea," above.)
Mesopotamia.—On
November 6th, 1914, a British force attacked and took Fao..
The object was to protect the oil-works of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company from
the Turks. British forces subsequently advanced, and now hold Baghdad and
s unround ing co entry.
[It is proposed to deal with the -Mediterranean in another paper. The opposed
landing on the Gallipoli Peninsula began, on April 25th, 1915, and the landing at
Salonika on October 5th, 1915.]
G. G. A.
April 9th, 1918.
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(page Tt$)Under this Leading the information given under Russia (Black Sea), Lithuania
(German annexation scheme for Baltic countries), Ouneasia (Russian protests against
Turkish atrocities), Rumania (Bessarabia question), Hermann (policy towards Russian
Black. Sea Fleet), Turkey (attitude towards Bulgaria), Italy (the Emperor Charles
disclosures), Switzerland (counter-propaganda, to Li eh now sky disclosures), and Denmark
(Esthonian protest against German annexation), all. merits attention.
PRAOR

] DISCUSSIONS

BELGIUM'.

With reference to last. week's report of the German replacement of the Civil
jurisdiction, reports (not quoted), have been current that the Germans arc now calling
places lilio -Meoniiw; by Q-oririnh names, in connection with their offensive operations.
ITALY.

The result of the Ttalo-Slav conference (see Report. No. 61) is announced.
ENEMY

ALLIED

A WAINS.

The resignation of Count Czernin is dealt with. The selection of Baron Bur km
as Ids successor is said to point to the strengthening of pro-German influence
through Count Tisza.
GERMAN

INTERNAL

AEI?AIUS.

Attention is drawn to the report of the proposed development of German trade to
the East through Russia, also to the attitude of the Poles towards German, domination.
NKTHEII L A N D S .

The Dutch, have agreed to accept certain shiploads of grain to be carried from
America in Dutch ships.
The object of heavy purchases of British and American notes in the Netherlands,
Norway (and Switzerland, see former Reports) is not clear. The paper is said to find
its way to Germany.
[rvr.o.

FINLAND.

The Germans seem to he establishing themselves firmly in the country, the Red
Forces having been defeated.
Under certain conditions, the British Government is prepared to recognise the
independence of Finland.
"MOROCCO.

Rumours, obviously of enemy origin, are being spread of an intention on the part of
Franco and Great. Hid tain to oust Spain from her position in Tangier.
G. G. A.
April 18th, 1 9 1 8 .
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CONTEXTS.
Alii.;.! Affairs.
General Focli.

Vladtvostock.

Belgium.
Germany and Belgium.

Italy.

"

.

Ltalo-Slav Entente.

P r o p o s e d A l l i e d L a b o u r M i s s i o n to U n i t e d S t a t e s .

Raw

materials.

B e l g i a n S o c i a l i s m a n d t h e p r o s e c u t i o n of t h e w a r .

Food control.

Portugal.
Allegations against the Government.

The electoral law.

E n e m y Allied Affairs.
A u s t r i a a n d G e r m a n y : R e s i g n a t i o n of C o u n t C z e r n i n .
Supplies from the Ukraine.
Hungary;
Central P o w e r s ' economic control over T u r k e y .
German Internal Affairs.
W e s t e r n offensive.
German war aims.
G e r m a n policy i n Russia.
G e r m a n and A u s t r i a n Socialist
d e s e r t e r s in R u s s i a .
German commerce with and through Russia.
R u s s i a n a n d G e r m a n cliplo
matic appointments.
Russian prisoners and German man-power.
Germany and the Poles.
G e r m a n y a n d the -lows.
G e r m a n food s u p p l i e s .
P o s t - w a r economics.
Public insecurity.
Netherlands."
A s s o c i a t e d G o v e r n m e n t s a n d D u t c h r e q u i r e m e n t s . P u r c h a s e s of g o l d a n d of B r i t i s h , a n d F r e n c h ,
notes.
Food riots.
Belgian Relief Commission.
Food supply.
Switzerland.
K i n g Constantine.
Rationed imports.
S h i p m e n t of s u p p l i e s .
T r a n s i t traffic t h r o u g h G e r m a n y .
Swiss negotiations w i t h Germany and the Allies.
Norway.
P u r c h a s e s of B r i t i s h a n d A m e r i c a n n o t e s .
Sweden.
Swedish negotiations with Allies.
and the A l a n d Islands.

N o r w e g i a n A i r Traffic

Exchange

of l e c t u r e r s b e t w e e n

Company.
Germany and

Sweden.

Sweden

Finland.

C a p t u r e of H e l s i n g f o r s b y G e r m a n s .
Wasa.
Foreign subjects i n Finland.

Finnish-German ambitions. - A n t i - A l l y manifestations a t
Recognition.
Food s u p p l y .
S c a n d i n a v i a n l o a n to F i n l a n d .

S pain.
G e r m a n y a n d f r e e d o m of t h e s e a s f o r

Spain.

Morocco.
A l l i e s a n d S p a n i s h i n f l u e n c e in T a n g i e r .

China,

Enemy

aliens.

Argentina.
P o i s o n i n g of A r g e n t i n e l i v e s t o c k .
Mexico!
Trouble at Tampico.

Maize

supply.

United States.
Denaturalisation.
Sliipping Situation.
Sinkings.
E n e m y sailings.

S u p p l y of t o n n a g e f o r c o a l f o r S o u t h

America.

P e a c e Discussions (classified i n t e x t ) .
General.
F o o d for G e r m a n p r i s o n e r s i n t e r n e d in H o l l a n d .
British prisoners
A nfflo-Turkish A g r e e m e n t .
Cuban medical unit for France.
O
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P A R T I I . - F O R E I G N AND

GENERAL.

ALLIED AFFAIRS.
General Foeh.—The British and French Governments have agreed to confer upon
General Foch the title of Con11ww 1 dord11-Chiei: of the Allied Armies in France.
Vladivostoch.—His
Majestys Consul at Vladivostock reports that the Japanese
landing party (see Report No. 63), consisting of 200 men, is guarding the French and
Japanese Consulates and. patrolling the town in small parties. A small party from
H.M.S. Huff oik is protecting the British Consulate. There has been no outbreak of any
importance, and the population generally is undemonstrative, ddie Zemstvo and the
Municipality (who were accused by the Bolshevists of inviting foreign intervention)
have formally protested to the British and Japanese Consuls. The Soviet, in a
vigorous protest to the Japanese Consul-General declares that there is no belief in
the disinterestedness of Japan, and that the landing is a first move towards
occupation. The Japanese Consul-General under instructions from Tokio has (in the
presence of the Allied Consuls) assured the President of the Zemstvo that the landing
was effected for the protection of Japanese life and property, and without any hostility
towards Russia ; the parties would be withdrawn as soon as an efficient police force
was created. A. similar assurance*hasjbeen given to the Mayor by His Majesty's Consul.
Mr. Lockhart reports that the Allied, explanations are for the present accepted by the
Bolshevist Government, which continues, however, to criticise the activities of
Captain Semenov (see Report No. 56) as counter-revolutionary. Petrograd papers of
April 10th (cpioted by tire Daily Review of April 12th) state that Chicherin, the
Commissioner for Foreign Affairs, has informed the Chinese and. Mongolian Govern
ments that the Russian Soviet Governments will regard their relations with the
former Russian diplomatists in China and Mongolia as interference in Russian
internal affairs, and assistance to the enemies of the Council of People's Commis
sioners. The Vlast Naroda, organ of the right wing of the Revolutionary Socialists,
which had been suppressed and reappeared on April 7th under the name of Rodind
(Native Land), states that it looks as if there would be a settlement of the Japanese
question, and. expresses its conviction that it is necessary to renew the alliance with
all the countries whose interests harmonise with those of Russia, The article blames
-Trotsky and'Lenin for using the Vladivostock incident for party ends. Meanwhile the
Foreign Office Jearns that hen n has been ordering the immediate despatch of
munitions, metals, and machinery from Vladivostock to Moscow, and that Bolshevist
forces are being assembled near the former town. (See also Memorandum (G.T. 4251),
dated April 10th, by the Political Intelligence Department.
Proposed Allied Labour Mission to United States.—ddie Foreign Office informs
Lord Bertie that the United States Ambassador at Paris has been instructed to refuse
visas to the Allied Labour Delegates (see Reports Nos. 60 and 63) in the event of
their reaching France en route for America. The United States Government does not
intend to allow visas to be granted to members of political parties if they are to fie
used for political objects.
Paw Materials.—Sir
R. Rodd reports the intention of the Italian Ministry of
Industry to appoint a Committee for the purpose of ascertaining the post-war
resources and requirements of Italy in respect of raw materials. (And see Reports
Nos. 59 and 61.)
BELGIUM.
Germany and Belgium.—The Kreuz-zeltung
of April 1.1th, quoted by the Dally
Review, states that General Keim, who for 34- years has been.Military Governor of the
Belgian Province of Limburg, has made a speech, in Berlin, in the course of which he
characterised as a "monstrous idea" the restoration and indemnification of Belgium,
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which, he added, "lias only been treated according to the laws of war." Then, after
declaring that He IT von Bethmaiin-Holl\veg's admission of the injustice done to
Belgium had presented the Belgian question in a false light, he continued : —
" The present Imperial Chancellor says that he will be satisfied with guarantees.
Such guarantees, however, are but vain imaginings. So-called military, economic
and political guarantees in Belgium are impossible. The annexation of the Flanders
coast, together with the necessary hinterland:, and the conclusion of a German peace
with -war indemnities are indispensable."
(And see Reports Nos. 02 and 03.)
Belgian Socialism and She Prosecution
of the War.—The firm attitude of the
Belgian Labour Party in the occupied districts is once more illustrated by a resolution
quoted in the Indepeudance Beige of March 29th-30th (quoted by the Daily Review) :—
" Forty-four leaders of the Belgian Labour Party in all parts of the country have
passed the following resolution : ' The party protests against any attempts for a
' separate peace, which would serve the interests of the last representatives of the
' autocracy in Europe, and prolong and increase the sufferings of Labour throughout
' the world ; it sends renewed greetings to workers and peasants in all Russia, and
' hopes they will soon restore such union as is necessary to secure the conquests of the
' Revolution ; it is waiting Impatiently for the Russian proletariat, which is now
' enlightened, by the attitude of die Central Powers, to understand, that for the triumph
' of democracy it is - absolutely necessary that new Russia should recover the place it
' ought never to have left among modern democracies.' "

ITALY.
Italo-Slav Entente.—Italian Wireless of April 11th reports that on April 10th, at an
impressive ceremony, in the presence of a great many leading politicians, the Congress
of the oppressed nationalities of Austria-Hungary brought its sittings to a close.
Speeches were made by all the leaders of the delegations, amidst, enthusiastic applause.
M. ITumbic received an ovation from the assembly when he asserted that the
Declaration of Corfu of July 1917 bore an historical character, and registered the
will of the d ugo-Slav people to secure unity and to free themselves from the yoke of
the Haps burgs. He said that the foundation had been, laid for an Entente between
the Italians and Jugo-Slavs which would remain concrete, loyal and close, even
after the war. Delegate Zamorski declared that the Polish question must be radically
and completely settled, that is to say by independence and unity. For this reason
the destiny of Poland is dependent on the victory of the Aflies. Delegate Boeme
(? Czecho-Slovaks) said that the work done by the Congress was ominous for Austria,
as would soon become evident. Deputy Lupu asserted the indomitable resistance of
the Rumanian nation.
The Congress passed unanimously a long resolution setting forth the aims of the
oppressed nationalities in opposition to the Germano-Magyar hegemony, which, is as
follows : —
" The people met together at this Congress declare—
" (I.) Every race maintains its right to constitute its own nationality and unity as a
State, and to complete and achieve entire independence.
" (2) livery race recognises in the Austro-llungarian Monarchy an instrument of
Germanic domination and a fundamental obstacle to the realisation of its
rights.
" (3) The Assembly recognises the necessity for a combined struggle for complete
liberation against the common oppressors.
" Between the Italian and Jugo-Slav representatives it is particularly agreed—
" (1) That the unity and independence of the Jugo-Slav nation is recognised as of
vital interest to the Italian nation, and reciprocally.
" (2) That the liberation of the Adriatic Sea and its defence against all present and
future enemies is of vital interest for both nations.
" (3) That territorial controversies shall be settled in a friendly manner on the basis
of the principle of nationality, and in such a way, to be defined at the
conclusion of peace, as not to injure the vital interests of the two nations.

" The Polish problem being also closely connected with the Germanic problem, t h e
Polish representatives added a declaration asserting that they considered Germany to
be the principal enemy of Poland. The Poles see in the movement of the people for
freedom against the Austro-lfungarian Monarchy one of the principal conditions of
their independence from Germany."
[The Daily Review (April. 10th) gives extracts from tire extreme Irredentist Press
(e.g., the Milan Perseveranza)
and the Catholic Press (erg., the Corriere
a"Italia)'
opposing the Entente with the Jugo-Slavs.]
Food Control.—Italian
Wireless of April 17th announces that the Cabinet has
approved new legislative dispositions for the better organisation of food supplies and
distribution, and also to increase the penalties for transgressors against the existing food
regulations. A committee will also be formed, with legal powers, for requisitioning.
The provisions prove the Government^ energetic action to reduce the food consumption
to a minimum, and also to secure its better distribution. The Government will form
Provincial units for the. supply and distribution of all foodstuffs by means of a State
monopoly. These units will have inspectors for tile discovery of hidden hoards, and.
these inspectors will be State functionaries, as a better guarantee.
PORTUGAL.
Allegations against the Government.—Sir
L. Carnegie, in a despatch dated March
29th, reports the publication in Lisbon of a Paris telegram announcing the discovery
of a document (stated to have been prepared for distribution amongst members of
the French Government by Senhor Joao Chagas, a Democrat and late Portuguese
Minister in Paris) alleging that the Portuguese Republic is in the hands of Germany,
that Senhor Sidonio Paes is really the leader of a Germanophil ami Monarchist plot,
that he is deceiving the Allies, that the Government offices are full of Germanophils,
that Senhor Paes is reducing the strength of the Portuguese Expeditionary Force in
France, and that the German Embassy in Madrid has placed 2 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 marks at the
disposal of. the Portuguese Government. Special reference is made to the activities
of Joao Guimaraes (late " Chef du Cabinet " of Senhor Machado Santos) and A. Tell.es
de Vasconcellos (director of the Germauophil paper Liberal).
A. letter published
shortly afterwards in an Oporto newspaper by Dr. Alexandre Praga (a member of the
late Government, now in Paris) contains corroborative allegations against Guimaraes
and de Vasconcellos. Portuguese newspapers of March 2 9 t h publish a semi-official
communique from the President, stating that the Government intends to take action
(presumably in Paris^for libepagainst its calumniators, "thus compelling them to
prove their accusations." The communique continues that the Government, formed
entirely of Republicans, has no need to defend itself either at home or abroad against
these calumnies, as all its acts, without any exception, have been in entire, loyal, and
devoted collaboration with the Allies and against the common enemy, and it solemnly
affirms before the world its intention to continue this policy. Sir L. Carnegie
observes that the above-mentioned document and letter are intended by the Democrats
to blacken, the Portuguese Government in the eyes of the Allies. As regards
Guimaraes and de Vasconcellos, it must be admitted that their reputations have been
the subject of unfavourable comment.
The TJlecforal Law.—It is further stated in the above communique that by the
publication^mdVfarch 29th of the electoral law (in elaboration of the law mentioned
in Report No. 62), the period of the elections opens, and that the Government desires
to give all citizens full liberty to make legal propaganda and the power of voting
freely. All persons, therefore, who have been imprisoned for more than eight da3's
without any charge being made against them are now liberated (Dr. Costa and many
other political prisoners benefit by this provision). All political clubs may reopen,
and the publication of all newspapers is permitted, but, the communique concludes,
measures will be taken for energetically suppressing auy movements against the public
order. . . The provinces, the working classes, and social interests will be represented in
the Senate. The more important agricultural, commercial, and industrial associations,
the public jservices, and the liberal, professions are to have parliamentary representa
tion. The. workman will be represented through associations and syndicates. The
election of the President is to be direct and uninominal, and his mandate will have a

minimum duration-of four years. The exact d uration will be fixed by the new Chambers,
who will also have the power to amend the Constitution. The President is to be
the Chief of the A rmy and Navy and to have the power of appointing and dismissing his
Ministers and Secretaries of State. (Former Presidents had not any of these powers.)
The Chamber of Deputies will consist of 115 members and the Senate of 77. These
Chambers, since the Republican regime was instituted, have hitherto had 166 and 75

members respectively.

ENEMY ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Austria

and Germany

: Resignation

of Count Czcruni—As

a result of the insinua

tions of Count Czernin (see Report 66 under " Peace Discussions " ) , M. Clemenceau in
an official note dated April 8th referred to a letter, -written in March 1917,
by the Emperor Earl to his brother-in-law, Prince Sixte of Bourbon, admitting
the "just French claims regarding Alsace-Lorraine." The Emperor shortly after
wards telegraphed to the Kaiser disavowing with indignation that he recognised
Dagblad
such claims. On April 12th the Berlin correspondent of Stoekliolms
informed his paper that Count Czerniihs position seemed seriously threatened,
and that his sudden return from Bucharest was probably connected with this.
"Telegrams from Vienna lead - us to infer that. Austrian ppl icy is to a certain
" extent influenced by that of Berlin, whence it is difficult to expect that Count
"Czernin will be allowed to - fall so long as his policy agrees with that of
" Berlin." On April 15th Sir II. Rumbold reported that, in the opinion of Austrians
at Berne, the Austrian Emperor had, since the time when he wrote the letter,
fallen into the power of the German military party ; they considered it certain
that Count CLernin would resign and be replaced by a devotee of Germany.
A Vienna telegram of tin; same date announces the resignation of Count Ozernin:
" I t is asserted that the
according to the Vienna correspondent of the Lokglanzciger,
" existence of the Emperor Charles' letter was unknown to Count Czernin, and that
" he is resigning in consequence." Sir W. Townley learns that Count Czernin
refused to retain office unless Prince Sixte would confirm the EmperoFs denial, ddie
Press reports that as a result of special persuasion, the Count has agreed first
to settle the conclusion of peace with Rumania. German Wireless reports :—
" Count Czernin, who lias been dismissed from office by the Emperor Charles,
" has been entrusted with the carrying on of affairs until the appointment of his
" successor. The Emperor Charles has sent the following telegram to the German
" Emperor: ' Clemenceau 's charges against me are . . . . so base that I do not
" ' intend to enter into any further discussions with France on the matter. My
" ' guns in the West will give our reply.' . . . due Conservative journal. Krcuz
" zeiiuiig says, ' Count Czernin, who was a clever politician, has doubtless drawn
" ' the correct conclusion from the situation, and his attitude was constitutionally
" ' correct,' and it, hopes that his successor will follow the same objectives as German
" diplomacy which, as a result of the military situation, may assume quite another
" form, to that which they had during the period of office of Count Czernin." It is
repoVtcd that a strong feeling exists amongst Austrians against the growing economic
and other influence of Germany over Austrian affairs. As a means to the attainment
of such independence, Austrians have been, heard to advocate an understanding with
the moderate Czechs and Poles.' In this connection Count CzerniAs recent attack on
the Czechs has been criticised as tending to drive the moderate Czechs into the arms
of the revolutionary party. The further complaint is made that Czernin lias post
poned A ustrian interests to those of Germany and Hungary. Meanwhile the llhei uische
Westfdlisclie
Zeitung complains that Austria is getting the lioAs share out of the
Treaty of Bucharest. The Foreign Office learns that Professor Lammasch, who
has been mentioned as giving pacifist advice to the Emperor (see Report No. 61),
has become an object of persecution' at the hands of the German authorities.
German Wireless of April 17th reports that the Minister of Finance, Baron Stefan von
Buriau. von. Rajecz has been appointed to succeed Count Czernin as Foreign Minister,
retaining also the Ministry of Finance. Sir W. Townley reports that this appointment
and the rumoured reconstruction of the Hungarian Cabinet would appear to point to a
victory for Tisza, who may be expected to direct Austro-Hungarian foreign policy
towards a closer union with Germany.
5481-
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Supplies from the. Ukraine.—Sir
II. Rum "bold learns from an Ukrainian source that
there are practically no stocks of foodstuffs in the Ukraine, and that there is also .a
great shortage of seeds in that country. The Foreign Office also learns from a good,
source that the supply of cereals found by the Germans and Austriaus at Kiel'!' and.
Odessa was very disappointing. The peasants are unwilling to part with such amounts
as they possess, and the Germans are therefore invoking the assistance of -Jewish
merchants in obtaining control of these. A special correspondent of the
Frankfurter
Zeitung, who has been travelling through the Ukraine, sends a most pessimistic report
to Iris paper of conditions in the country, l i e says he found the shops and warehouses
almost empty and the peasants' stocks depleted, and the best seed corn being used
to feed cattle or for a secret still which almost every household possesses. The
outlook for the next harvest, too, is most -unpromising. The peasants have plundered
estates, destroyed farm buildings and machinery, and have stolen, or slaughtered most
of the cattle. No labour is available for spring cultivation, and. there are no facilities
for harvesting the next crops. The Ukraine sugar industry is confronted with ruin
owing to tire decrease of beet cultivation. The Bolshevist official journal. (April 5th)
has an article by Iver/hentsey, a writer whose revolutionary name was Lebedev, on
the situation in the Ukraine. " The brutal'oppression and exploitation of the Germans
" is driving the masses to open resistance, The existence of the Rada is only maintained
" by the support of German bayonets. Golubovitch and Grushevsky are wretched
" marionettes, who will soon be thrown aside. The people of the Ukraine must come
" t o see that it is necessary to collaborate with the Bolshevists against Germany."
"Meanwhile German. Wireless of April 11th reports :—
" Idle agreement regarding the supply of 1)0,-000,000 poods of broad wheat, corn
for cattle, legumes and oil seeds by Ukrainia to the Central Bowers was signed in
Kieff on April 9th by the Ukrainian, German and Austro-HiIngarian Delegates. . . .
Germany and Austria-Hungary have established at Kieff a Mercantile Economic
Bureau, which will take over grain from the Ukrainian, commercial organisations.
Nine million poods are to be delivered in April, 15,000,01)0 in May, 20,000,000 in
dune, and 19,000,000 in duly, ddie deliveries of grain have already commenced.
. . . The economic relations with Ukrainia will, first of all Lie limited to the carrying
out of reciprocal State orders. "Whilst the Central Bowers are to receive a large
amount of corn from Southern Russia, the Ukrainian Rada has placed with Germany
orders for the supply of agricultural machines, small iron tools, and chemicals. The
value of the orders amount to about 750,000,000 marks. For the execution of this
first great export business the ' Aussenhandelsgesellschaft m.b.H' (Foreign Trading
Company, Limited) has been formed." (And see under "Sweden.'')
. Hungary. - M r . Sadler reports symptoms of hostility to Germany in Hungary.
The latter country, anxious to become an industrial kingdom, is realising the less
palatable elements of " Mittel Fuiropa " and the true inwardness of the " Drang nach
Osten." The Government plans for economic relations with Germany inclined to a
-system of preferential tariffs rather than to a complete Customs Union. The Press
and speakers in Parliament put forward counter-demands for an independent Customs
system, lest Hungary be lowered to the level, of a Bundesstaat, and lest the enerpach
ments of German competition necessitate crushing duties on all goods. Prospects
abroad are no more reassuring to Hungarian interests. due German-Turkish
Commercial Treaty of 19.1.7, the German plans for Russia, German attempts to force
under her control export trade from neutral countries to Central Europe, have created
uneasiness and anger. A typical instance of German method is the action of their
Legation at Berne in proposing.to the Swiss authorities that all export of silk goods.to
Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria, and Turkey be dependent on transit licence from the
German Legation. Another interesting touch is the official, denial issued in Hungary
that requisitioning of corn is done in the interests of Germany. Perhaps the German
conquest of her Allies may yet prove incomplete. Hungary is reducing the flour
ration, less drastically than her unhappy neighbour, but quite drastically enough to
raise from the Tisza Press a howl against . " H u n g a r y ' s greatest tyrant the Austrian
stomach."
Central Powers' Economic Control over Turkey.The Foreign Office learns that the
interest on the Turkish Government debt now amounts to about 35,000,000 Turkish
pounds per annum. Negotiations for handing over forests, mines and certain railway
concessions to Germany and Austria are actively iii progress. Apart from the monopoly
of food supply held by the Committee of Union and Progress in. Constantinople,

ix company has been formed at Vienna with a capital of 1,000,000 kr., which will have
a monopoly of the export of goods to Turkey.. Thus the Turks say among themselves
that their country is condemned to servitude because she is entirely dependent on
one home and one foreign monopoly.

GERMAN INTERNAL AFFAIRS.
Western Offensive.-At
the sitting of the Prussian Upper House on April 9th, the
President, according to a Berlin telegram, made a loudly applauded speech, in. which
he said : " The decisive battle is at this moment proceeding. We are proud to be
" Germans Ay-hen we look with astonishment atthe successes achieved by German deeds.
" The. spirit of the old Prussian Kings penetrates the. army, the spirit, of Potsdam, the
" spirit of the lloheuzollerus, the University of Prussia, to which, in the long run we
" owe "the giant guns,the U-boats, the Wolf, and the performances of the Gam bra i
" days." -He further spoke of the attainment of a peace which Avould assure the
freedom of the future by means of Germany's proudest word " victory." In a long
leading article the Weser (April 14th) appeals to the German Government to throw
over the policy of the Reichstag resolution of duly 19th, and openly demands that a
policy of annexation shall be adopted, which shall include the French ore territory, the
placing of Flanders under German protection, and also indemnities. The article
recalls ilethmanu-flollweg's statement that a premium cannot be set on the contiuua
tion of the war by assuring the enemy the same mild conditions at a later date as are
possible at present, and recalls also the recent speech of Count Hertling, in which he
stated clearly that he could not give the enemy a charter for lengthening the Avar
unpunished.
The Foreign Office has, nevertheless, received further information, indicating
dissatisfaction in Germany with, the results so far attained on the Western front. The
general attitude in. Berlin is one of nervous enthusiasm. Further heavy losses are
thought to be inevitable, since to desist would involve moral disaster (and see Reports
Nos. 61-03). It is reported that at a recent meeting of industrial and financial leaders
in Berlin the majority Avere of opinion that German commerce Avas irreparably ruined
e v e n if t h e Army were victorious in the West. Many are stated to be i n c l i n i n g
towards this view, which is being actively combated by the Pan-Germans and the
Fatherland party. It is added that Ballin and his party have severed their connection
Avith the War party, and are co-operating with the Socialists in a movement for
peace.
German War Aims.-—The views of a German of some distinction, optimistic as to
Germany's prospects in the Avar, are reported, to the Foreign Office as follows :—In
tire probable event of victory, either Germany would encourage a Bolshevist move
nient in Western and Central Europe and would then come forward as the saviour of
monarchical institutions, or she would at once assert her primacy in the East and ths
West. Germany's plan, in the event of success, is to create a chain of vassal Statee
on. her northern, eastern and southern borders, including Finland (to whom the
Aland Islands will be assigned), Lithuania, Poland, the Ukraine, Rumania and t h e
different States of the Austrian Empire, whose sway would be nominal only. Italy
will inevitably gravitate t o Germany, the pro-German sentiment in t h a t country being
very strong and including such diverse elements as the Vatican and Socialism.
Turkey will be entirely Germanised and the provinces she has lost in t h e course of
the Avar w i l l be restored to her normal rule while in reality under (ferman
domination.
As regards the West, Germany Avill, if successful in the present
battle, push her efforts as far as Paris and Calais.
She will also endeavour
to effect the reconquest of Egypt.
Germany is not attracted by dreams of
annexations in Siberia, and contemplates coming to terms with Japan, whereby the
latter will gain possession of that vast area in exchange for a political agreement in
respect of Western Asia. The conquest of Egypt Aviil cut off the British communi
cation Avith India, but any scheme of conquest in regard to tire Indian Empire is left
- for future Avars to determine. As the Baltic will become a German sea it necessarily
follows that the Scandinavian kingdoms will fall under t h e tutelage of Germany,
though in a lesser degree than the vassal States of which she contemplates the establish
ment as above. These vast schemes of conquest and absorption will be amply

provided with raw material and will be completely independent of the continents of
North and South America with which she will have no further concern. The
commercial penetration of neutral and even of enemy European countries is
proceeding rapidly, thanks to the corrupt activities of national agents in countries
at A v a r with Germany. Victory on the Western front will render the evacuation of
Belgium and Northern France by Germany an impossibility and will greatly jeopardise
the independence of the Netherlands. Should the present offensive fail Germany
will lie able to carry on an offensive "war for many years to come. She is amply
provided with foodstuffs, and the hope that, she may be brought to her knees by
means of an economic blockade is a chimera ; while to expect salvation from a
democratic reaction of Germany would be to court bitter disappointment.
German Policy in. Russia.—The Foreign Office has received information indicating
that Germany is anxious to prolong the present anarchy in Russia, in order that by a
policy of continued requisitions she may husband her finances for an economic
offensive after the A v a r . For this purpose she is stated to be working in concert with
certain Bolshevist leaders.
German and Austrian Socialist Deserters in Russia';—Mr. "Wardrop reports that,
while German and Austrian officer prisoners are daily returning from Russia, the
soldiers are unwilling to do so. Many are joining the Bolshevists, and some of these
imitate the Russian soldiery by tearing off their officers' shoulder straps (and sea
Report No. 62). Sir .1. Jordan learns that Austrian prisoners are being refused
permission to return to their country. At a recent, meeting of prisoners, enemy officers
threatened that any prisoner suspected of Bolshevist proclivities would be shot on
arrival in Austria.
German Commerce with, and fhrougli Russia-Mr.
Wardrop reports (April 7th.) the
expected arrival at Moscow of a large German Commission to arrange with the
Soviet about future commercial relations. By the terms of the treaty such relations
include an. obligation to assist German trade with 1'ersia and Central. Asia by allowing
transit duty free through Russian territory or from Russian Ports. - Russian and German Diplomatic Appointments.—German
Wireless of April. 14th
informs the Bolshevist Government of the imminent departure of Count Mir bach for
Moscow as German Ambassador. It also promises the liberation of M. Sagorsky
(see Report No. 08) from the concentration camp.
Russian Prisoners
and German Man-power.—Mr.
Muller reports :—The man
question in Germany, as in all other belligerent countries, is becoming more and
more the principal factor both in industry and agriculture, and it is not surprising to
learn that manufacturers and farmers are dismayed at the mere idea of an exchange
of Russian and-German prisoners of war. Russian prisoners supply a large.proportion
of the available male labour on the land, in -mines, and in factories, and their loss
would be severely felt. The agrarian Press goes so far as to say that this yeaFs
harvest will be ruined if the Russian prisoners are released before the autumn, and
some newspapers even suggest that the whole male population of the occupied,
territories ceded by Russia should be transported to Germany in order to supply the
farmers with cheap agricultural labour. As a matter of fact, it is highly improbable
that any large number of Russian prisoners of war will be allowed to leave Germany
until the final conclusion of peace, while the German prisoners in Russia will doubtless
be used to good purpose to intimidate the native population.
Germany and the Poles.—German Wireless of April. 10th and 11th reports a great
political Polish debate in the Prussian House of Lords in connection with the proposal
that the Government shall ensure that in the proposed agreement regarding the
establishment of the future frontiers of the Polish Kingdom the military safeguarding
of Prussia shall be the inflexible foundation for all negotiations. The Prussian
Minister for Agriculture, von Eisenhart Rothe, said :—
" The proposal corresponds Avith the fundamental' standpoint of the Prussian
Government. The historical importance of Ostnfark as a buffer against the invasion
of foreign Powers must not be forgotten. The solidarity of our Eastern frontier is
the foremost of Prussian interests. On the occasion of the negotiations regarding
these frontiers Prussia must insist that her military interests be regarded as of prime

importance. The Germans and the Poles are^doreed to live together in a cotmhon
State. In consequence. there, is often mutual pressure,, and.,Unfortunately- the
pressure originating with, the Poles is usually the stronger. - Therefore the 1
task of the Prussian Government is the positive promotion of Germanism
in Qstmark." The Minister pointed out that the means employed in. settling
disputes should never be oppressive. No contest should be waged for the
purpose of destroying the opponent, but merely for the purpose of restraining him
within proper limitations. Therefore the formula for a practical Polish policy is the
further strengthening of Germanism so far as it is compatible with this principle,
combined with a prudent attitude of appreciation towards the wishes of the Poles. . . .
After a conciliatory speech by Prince Pad.ziw.ill, the Prussian Minister of the Interior,
Drews, declared that the Government pursued no other object than that of increasing
the number of Poles living on Prussian soil during the mighty world war. For the
bringing about of this object, the Government was once more holding out the hand of
reconciliation. If the overwhelming majority of the Polish, people continued, to think
in the same way as some Deputies in the Reichstag and the House of Deputies had
spoken, all the labour of love would be in vain.
Mr. Wardrop learns that the Polish population of Warsaw is exasperated
by German domination. There is also a strong anti-German feeling among the
soldiers of the Polish Corps. The Leipziger Volkszeitung (April 5th) says that the
Polish civilians working in Germany before the war are forcibly kept there and
have never been, permitted to leave the country since, or given any opportunity
of seeing their families, which is one of the main causes of the present friction
between Germany and Poland. (And see next paragraph.)
;

Germany and the Jews.— In a review of Titrko-Geriuan policy in its economic,
territorial and Zionist aspects (Ki-euzzeitung of March 20th) Otto Ploetzsch points Out
that of the 14 million dews in the world more than six million, live in Russia and that
Germany is confronted by an Pastern Jewish problem, especially in regard.to Poland
(Daily lieoiew, Enemy Press Supplement, of April .1.1th). ddie Foreign Office learns
that the Germans are instilling into the Jews of Eastern Europe the belief that
British Zionism, is designed to Christianise the Jews in Palestine.
German Food Sup/plies.—Mr. Midler reports :—
" Judging from the German Press in. February it is clear that next to their anxiety
regarding the chances of material relief from the Ukraine, the two most important
questions occupying the minds of the authorities and. the public are, first, what are
the prospects that existing supplies will suffice till the autumn, and second, what are
the prospects that the next harvest will bring any relief from the present stringency ?
As to the existence of that stringency there is no manner of doubt. Stocks are low ;
imports are non-existent; there is constant competition for available supplies between
the consumer and the producer, and between civilian and military needs, dims, the
oats harvest is admitted to have been disastrous, and the other grain crops, though
somewhat better, to have been far below the normal requirements for bread and beer
manufacture; nevertheless, military necessity dictated that a large portion of the
grain raised should be diverted to fodder use. This in turn has led to an enhanced
demand for potatoes—the only available substitute—for human consumption, and a,
consequent reduction in the amount left over for fodder, pig food, and distilling.
Similarly, the scarcity of animal oils and fats made the employment of a substitute in
the people's dietary imperative, and. has led to the diversion of large quantities of
vegetable and other oils from industrial purposes, where they were greatly needed,
to the manufacture of margarine for human consumption. Nothing has more
conclusively demonstrated the endless chain of close interdependence Jietween all the
articles entering into the food economy of man and beast, and. the intimate connection
between food and industrial economy." German Wireless, of April 17th reports
optimistically on the economic situation in Germany, and concludes :—" The definite
" statement made by the State Secretary of the War Food Supply Department,
" von Waldow, on April 12th, in the Committee of the Prussian House of Deputies,
" to the effect that Germany, without strain or anxiety, will be able to hold out
" until the next harvest, has strengthened, the confidence of the people. Tile
" speculations of the Entente Press as to the economic breakdown of Germany
" will once more be shown to be deceptive."

Post-War
Economics.-Mr.
Muller reports : - . '"
"
'"
, So far as it lies in her own ppweiY Germany,is straining, every perve to assure,,
lot her commerce the "prompt resumption of overseas trade on adarge scale, and on
terms of equality with her enemies. Fluge trusts are being, formed under Goverm
ment control in the various branches of industry, and these will be in a position to
buy and sell in the markets of the world on especially advantageous terms, ddie
rebuilding of her mercantile marine is being pushed forward with the utmost energy,
and no opportunity is lost to advertise the excellence of her wares, and even to
secure an immediate market for them in the countries "with which she is still able to
communicate. It is evident, too, that the reorganisation and development of the
Russian Empire will provide a vast field for German commercial and financial
enterprise. We have, however, in our hands an effective weapon against the
expansion of German commerce after the Avar, if only trade and financial interests,
both at home and in the Allied countries, will agree, even a t the cost of some
individual sacrifice, to combine in making the fullest possible use of it, and that is
the boycott for a period of years of German trade, finance, and shipbuilding.
;

The Duly

Review

of the

Foreign

Press

(Rec.onstrue.lion

Supplement)

of April 9th,

at pages 218-222, sets out the views of various German business authorities upon
the effects of economic Avar upon German commerce. Amongst the relative matters
discussed are the desirability of an Austro-German Customs Union, the necessity
of colonies both for Germany and Austria, and the future of German shipping.
Public

Insecurity.—-Mr.
Midler reports : —
" ddie Berlin newspapers speak of the growing insecurity of life in the capital, and
the daily burglaries, especially of foodstuffs. Men and Avomen have been attacked i n
the streets and robbed, not of their money, but of their clothes and shoes, ddie Ber
liner Tageblatt
publishes an intervieAv with the manager of a n insurance company,
who said that his firm Avas daily notified of some 300 burglaries. Similar con
ditions exist in many large towns in Germany. In Frankfurt the police have been
reinforced at night by military patrols, and the Cologne Gazette laments the impossi
hility of providing such patrols i n all big towns, especially as an increasing number
of crimes are now being committed in broad daylight and in the open streets, ddie
robberies of goods in transit by post or o n the railways has become so common that
the compensation paid by the Prussian State Railways in 1917 for property lost or
stolen, in transit amounted to 57,000,000 M., as compared with 4,000,000 M. in 1914,
while for similar losses the German Post Office paid 3,000,000 M. in. 1.917, as "against
100,000 M. in 1912."
NETHERLANDS.
Associated
Governments
and Dutch. Requirements.—-Lord
Reading reports that the
United States Government has replied to the protest made by the Netherlands
Government regarding the requisition of Dutch tonnage (see Report No. 62). After
combating the arguments put forward by the Netherlands Government, the Note
points out that the Dutch will retain a balance of shipping fully adecpiate to their
domestic and colonial requirements. Idle liberal terms of the Associated Govern
ments are then emphasised, and the offer of 100,000 tons of cereals is again
mentioned. It is added that arrangements are being perfected to tender to the
Netherlands Government other commodities which it desires for the promotion of
the national welfare and for which it may freely send its ships. Lord Reading
reports that the United. States Government has offered, instead of waiting for the
Maasdyk and Pdeldyk to arrive from Holland, to ship two cargoes of grain from
the Gulf in non-requisitioned Dutch ships lying at Savannah and Curagoa respectively,
due Foreign Office instructs Lord Reading that His Majesty's Government agrees
sailing from the United States as soon as a corresponding vessel has
to Ilollandia
left Holland for a United States port. It is being stipulated, however, that
Hollanclia
should load cereals in South America on account of the 50,000
will
promised. The Foreign. Office instructs Sir W. Townley that Kennemerlancl
be allowed to proceed to the United States or. the Plate, to load grain for Holland
provided that prompt clearance will be given to a corresponding A-essel now in
Holland to be time-chartered to Great Britain for use outside the Avar zone.

Sir \Y. Tuwnley reports that the F6reighV ffi
staWddh,,the,,Second
Chamber' of the'. States-General,. on.. April 16th, - that',the. Dutcii . Gjdyerhme^it, \vas
prepared ' to accept the' American' Governments proposal to send three shiploads of
grain to Holland on condition that Holland sent three ships of about the same tonnage
to America. According to the Telegraaf, the Minister said that Holland, must have
the certainty that the three ships which leave our harbours will reach America, TheGovernment had reason to assume that Germany would place no impediment in the
way of these ships. It had, however, asked Germany as to her intentions, but had
not yet received a reply. The Minister had been informed by the Associated
Governments that Dutch ships entering British or American ports alter April 20th
would not be seized.
(

:

Purchases of Gold and of British and French Notes.—Sir--W. Townley reports that
there has recently been a considerable demand in Holland for British Banknotes and
for gold coins including sovereigns. For these high prices are being paid. English
and French notes are stated to be sent to the Balkans and the Scuth Bussian Provinces
-as a circulating medium. It is also said that the British, notes are required for the
payment of German agents. In any case, notes are undoubtedly being bought for
export to or through Germany. The exportation of gold from Holland is prohibited,
(See Reports Nos. 00 and 02 and also under " Norway.")
Food Riots.—-Sir W. Townley reports that riots took place at The Hague and
elsewhere in Holland on April 11th. The Burgomaster of The Hague has issued a
proclamation forbidding the collection of crowds in the streets. Certain Dutch
papers variously allege that British non-commissioned officers took part in the
demonstration, and that the demonstration took place before the British. Legation.
Both these allegations are untrue.
Belgian
Relief Commission.—Sir
W. Townley reports that the recent trouble
regarding exportation of supplies to the Belgian Relief Commission (see Report
No. 03) has now been settled. However, should a serious food shortage occur, the
Netherlands Government may possibly refuse to permit the unloading of relief ships.
There may also be difficulties if the Dutch requisitioned ships are employed for relief
work.
Food Supply.—Sir
W. Townley reports an. announcement by the Netherlands
Foreign Minister that the French Government has offered to send bread stuffs to feed
French children in Holland, and that the offer has been accepted. (And see Report
No. 63.)
SWITZERLAND.
King Constantine.—Sir
H. Rumbold reports that the Greek Minister at Berne is
drawing the attention of the Swiss Government to the continued violation by King
Constantine of Swiss neutrality (and see Report No. 56), in regard to which a warning
lias already been addressed to the King. The Greek Minister now requests that
immediate and effectual action should be taken to preclude any repetition of such
-abuses. Meanwhile the King is reported to have ordered the uniforms of a Greek
General, and a German Field Marshal.
Rationed Imports.—Sir H. Rumbold reports that the new ration of Swiss imports
came into force on April 1st simultaneously with the raising of the Allied embargo.
(And see Reports Nos. 51-53, 55, 59 and 63.)
Shipment of Supplies.—-The German Government may possibly accede to a
suggestion of the Swiss Government that safe conducts should be granted to American
vessels solely employed in carrying Swiss goods, conditionally upon such vessels flying
the Swiss flag side by side with the United States flag. The Foreign Office instructs
Lord Reading to invite the views of the United States Government upon this proposal,
submitting the contention of the Swiss Government'that the Swiss flag would merely
be a distinctive mark, analogous to the Red Cross flag. (And see, Report No. 63.)
Meanwhile, the Swiss Government is contemplating the purchase of certain enemy
ships, a- course to which the Allied Governments have in principle assented.
r
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Hum bold points out that. Switzerland .i s -. ehdea vourkig. to And, in. such countries',
markets lost elsewhere on account of the war. Even so, Swiss exports have con
siderably diminished, and their further decrease would seriously affect Swiss
industries. Only manufactured goods, unimportant from the embargo point of Anew,
are being so transited, and Herman markets in the neutral countries' are being
captured.
;:

:

u;ith Germany and the Allies.—-The War Trade IntelligenceSwiss Negotiations
Bureau reports :—It was noted last week that the German representatives appointed
to negotiate a renewal of the German-Swiss Economic Agreement were likely to press
for a stricter control over the use of German raw material in Swiss factories. The
Allies are officially informing the Federal Government that, if the Germans persist in
their, demand, a stricter control will, be claimed over Swiss factories. which, require
copper, lubricating oil and other materials from Allied sources, and that the Allies
will require a total cessation of the exports to Germany at present alloAved under
S.S.S. Agreement. The Germans are also pressing the. Swiss to limit their exports of
Swiss produce to the Allies. They threaten to restrict or to discontinue altogether
their exports of German coal to Switzerland, unless the Swiss cease to supply the
Allies with wood. The Germans point out that under the recent Allied Swiss Cattle
Agreement the Federal Government agreed to limit the exports of Swiss produce to
Germany, and. they claim an. agreement on similar lines. The suggestion is therefore
made that we should not ask for any new formal agreement in place of the expired
Cattle Agreement, but arrange privately with the Swiss that their exports to the
Allies of wood and condensed milk, &c, shall be maintained up to the quantities
available. The Federal Government invites us to discuss this question at once,
preferably at Berne. His Majesty's Government is recommending this proposal to
the French and Italian Governments. (And see Report No. 62.)

NORWAY.
Purchases of British and American Notes.—Sir M. Findlay reports that since the
end of March there has been a. growing demand in Norway for British and American
notes, for which high exchange is being offered. Notes purchased are stated to be sent to
Germany and Holland, and the opinion is expressed that they are intended to be used
for espionage, corruption or propaganda. At any rate some scheme on a large scale
appears to be contemplated, as the purchases began simultaneously in all parts of
Norway, and also, it is said, in Sweden and Denmark. (See Reports Nos. 60 and 62,
and also under "Netherlands.")
Norwegian
Air Traffic Company.—The prospectus of a company entitled the
"Norsk Luftfartrederi" (Norwegian Aerial. Traffic Company) appeared in the
Stavanger Afienblail (March 2nd). The idea is to establish a network of aerial routes
throughout Norway. It is intended to carry, not only mails and parcels, but
passengers. Proposals are made for an air service between. Stavanger and Aberdeen.
i

SWEDEN.
Swedish Negotiations with Allies.—The Swedish Press of April 10th reports that
at a Cabinet meeting on April 5th, at which the National Economy Commission^
proposal for a reduction of the bread, ration was discussed, the Minister for Agriculture
stated that in spite of the grave drawbacks of such a course, he would have felt
compelled to urge its immediate adoption, if he did not to some extent count upon
other resources than those considered by the Commission. He referred, first, to the
possibility of imports from nearer or more distant countries, and secondly, to the hope;
that considerable uncleared stocks of cereals might yet be discovered in the country.
Sir E. Howard considers this last remark to apply to the recent discovery of about
.1,000 tons of hidden cereals. Sir E. Howard reports that all the Swedish papers of
April 10th published telegrams from Washington enumerating the supplies to be

expected from England and America if (he agreement is concluded,- and stating that
goods to be received under-the modus' vivendi ' were already being loaded. - dlhe
extreme Socialist paper Pdlitiken heads these telegrams, " Entente has saved us from
hunger : tonnage agreement would give us all we need." The Conservative Aftovbladet
attempts to reduce the effect of the telegrams by reminding its readers of the immense
value of Swedish tonnage. Svenske Handels Tidning reports that negotiations, are
proceeding between a Swedish Emissary under the authorities in. Kieff and Berlin
regarding the import of Ukrainian cereals into Sweden, in exchange for Swedish agricul
tural machinery for Ukraine. Paper states that Central Powers only claim a portion of
the one and a hall: million tons of Ukrainian cereals officially reported to be available
for export, and that the Central. Powers cannot supply the whole Ukrainian demand
for agricultural machinery.
(And see under " Enemy Allied Affairs.") It is
rumoured, that Baltic A.-11. of Sodertetje and A.-B. Arvjka Verken would
supply the main pjart of the agricultural mabhinery. These two firms are now
amalgamated. Sir E. Howard learns, however, that no hopes are held out by the
Central Powers that they will be able to supply cereals to Sweden in the near future;
A Wolff communique in the Dutch Press states that Germany's inability
to supply Sweden with foodstuffs does not mean that she would consent to
Sweden ceding tonnage to the Entente. Meanwhile the Swedish Government is
showing anxiety to conclude an agreement with the Allies, and is endeavouring
to induce the German Government to reduce by 500,000 tons its demands
for the yearly export of 4,000,000 tons of iron ore (see Report No. 03).
-

-

Exchange of Lecturers
between Germany and Sweden.—Sir E. Howard reports
that an arrangement has been reached for an exchange of lectures to be given by
literary and scientific Germans and Swedes in Sweden and Germany respectively.
The originator of the scheme is stated to be Glaus Albrecht, one of the leaders of
German "Jugend Bewegung." A committee has been, formed at Stockholm, of
which Professor Montclius is chairman.
Sweden and the Aland Islands.—In a Memorandum (G.T. 4250), dated April 10th,
the Political Intelligence Department discusses the Aland question as affecting
Swedish foreign and internal policy.
FINLAND.
Capture of Helsingfors
by Germans.--German
Wireless of April 15th reports that
German military and. naval forces have entered Helsingfors. Russian Wireless of
April 1.2th requests the German Government to facilitate the return of all Russian
warships from Helsingfors to Cronstadt. With regard to the German proposal that
ships and batteries at Helsingfors should be disarmed, the Bolshevist Government
declares that it declines all responsibility for any possible disarmament if undertaken
by non-Russian armed men. Vechernie Ogni of April 8th (quoted by the Dally Review)
understands that a secret treaty exists between Finland and Germany which grants
to Germany the right to keep her warships in Finnish ports. The Swedish Press of
April. 1.6th reports the capture of Abo and Mantyluoto.
Finnish-German
Ambitions.—Sir
P. Howard learns that a Finnish, artist named
Axel Gallen has passed through Stockholm in connection with a mission to
Berlin for striking a new Finnish coinage. He (or one of his companions) is reported by
" Politikenas
having declared in Stockholm that in June the White forces would be
in Petrograd, which was their aim. The Finns were at one with Germany in aiming at the
creation of a greater Finland, which would include Russian Karelia, with Petrograd and
the Murman Railway to the Arctic. Finland would thus obtain common frontiers with
Germany who would keep Esthonia and Livonia. In this way Germany would get a
free harbour in the Arctic. Germany would never give up Aland. New Finland
would be larger than Norway and Sweden together, and next to Germany the leading
Baltic Power. The futures of Finland and Germany- were indissolubly united,
and a monarchy under a German Prince would be set up in Finland. Another
member of the delegation mentioned a scheme for the militarisation of Finland on
German lines. The Swedish Press of April 12th announces the departure of General
Mannerheim and his staff for the Karelian front. This fact conflicts with a statement
recently made by Mr. Sario, that the operations in Karelia were purely local and not
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directed from headquarters. According to Mr. Sario the only settled programme;
regardingi the Eastern frontier of Finland concerns the districts, south-east- of the.
"Pasviks river up to the sea. which have long been promised to Finland in return for
the Systerbak district ceded by Russia. Sir E. Howard learns that the Finnish
Government has arranged for a deputation to be sent from. Eastern Karelia to
request annexation to Finland. Air. Lockhart reports that a Finnish Socialist
Delegation has invoked Allied assistance against the Germans in Finland, especially
on the Murman front (and see Report No. 63). A Memorandum (G.T. 421.6), dated
April 9th, by the Political Intelligence Department sets out a defence, from a Finnish
point of view, of the German-Finnish Treaty and of the Finnish claims to Eastern
Karelia and the Murmansk coast.
Anti-Ally Manifestations
at \Vasa.-.—Sir E. Howard reports that the Finnish
Government has, through its Charge d'Affaires at Stockholm, expressed its most
lively regrets at the insult offered to a British officer at Wasa (see Reports Nos. 62 and
'63), and has stated that the Finnish officer concerned has been punished. His
Majesty's Government considers, however, that the conduct of Mr. Sario still requires
apology.
Foreign Subjects in Finland.—The
Swedish Press of April 1.2th publishes an
official announcement by the Finnish. Government, guaranteeing, so long as German
troops remain in. Finland, the inviolability of diplomatic representatives, Consuls, and
Consular Officers and security as regards life and property for subjects of foreign
States. It is added that such persons as are in the region occupied by Government
troops must submit to such measures for safety as the Finnish authorities may
consider necessary for operations of war in. the districts affected.
Recognition.—The
Foreign Office authorises Sir. E. Howard to issue a declaration
promising provisional recognition of the Finnish Government, conditional upon its
obtaining the release of British subjects arrested on Finnish territory by Germans,
and giving guarantees for the maintenance of neutrality in the future. (See Report
No. 63.)
Food Supply.—Lord Reading reports that the United States Government does not
propose for the present to proceed, with the facilitation of exports to Finland. (See
Reports Nos. 62 and 63.)
Scandinavian. Loan to Finland.—StocTdiolms
Tidning declares that Scandinaviska
Kredit A.-B., Goteborgs Bank and Mallare Provinsernas Bank have granted a loan of
10,000,000 kroner to certain Finnish subjects, and that the Finnish Legal ion in
Stockholm has stated on enquhy that the loan is on behalf of the Finnish. Govern
ment. It is guaranteed by Swedish private persons to the extent of 12J- million
kronor.
SPAIN.
Germany and Freedom of the Seas for Spain.—German Wireless of April 13th
reports:—" An echo in the Spanish Press with regard to the article reported in the
" Koelnische
Zeitung, concerning the claims of Spain to Gibraltar (seeReport No. 02),
" is given in. an article in the Gorrespondencia.
Militar, which states as the Spanish
"ideals, Gibraltar, Tangier, and the free confederation of Spain, and Portugal, for the
defence of their common interests, security, and greatness. El Did states in bitter
"tones that to-day Spain must receive permission from a third party not only to go
"from the Mediterranean to the Atlantic Ocean, but also to get into communication
'" with the more distant parts of her own house."
MOROCCO.
Allies and Spanish influence in Tangier.—ddie Foreign Office informs Sir A.
Hardinge that there is no truth whatever in the rumours That France intends to
replace Spain as the controlling Power in Tangier, and that England has signed a
treaty with the French Government supporting that intention. It is not known
from what quarter these and similar reports originate. Germania of March .17th
(quoted in the Daily Review, Enemy Press Supplement, of April 1.1th) makes allegations
of Allied designs upon Tangier at the expien.se of Spain.

CHINA.
Enemy Aliens.—The
Foreign Office instructs Sir C. Greene to request the
Japanese Government to provide the tonnage necessary for transport of the enemy
aliens ordered hy the Chinese Government to he deported. (See Reports Nos. 57, 58,
Gl and 03.)
ARGENTINA.
Poisoning of Argentine Livestock,—IJ.eva.ldo. de Madrid, March 2fith (quoted by
the Daily Revieic) states :—"A cable from Buenos Aires announces that a hitherto
" unknown disease among the mules destined for export to the Allies has caused the
" authorities to make investigations, resulting in the discovery that livestock has been
" inoculated with an unknown malady, the work of German agents, whose object is to
" destroy the property of the Abies, and to imperil in the future the Argentine^
" wealth in cattle."
MEXICO.
Trouble at Tampico.—Mr. Cummins reports die assassination of General Nafarete,
Acting Governor of Tampico. Government forces have arrived there from the
oilfields, and conditions in the town, though quiet, are somewhat complicated.
Maize Supply.—Lord Reading reports that Cabrera lias contrived to arrange with'
the Argentine for the shipment to Mexico of a large quantity of maize under the
Argentine naval flag. (And see Report No. G3.)
UNITED STATES.



Denataralisation.—Lord
Reading reports that the United States Government is
about to introduce legislation for denaturalising naturalised citizens.
SHIRRING- SITUATION..

Sinkings.—According
to the War Trade Intelligence Bureau, the total tonnage of
500 tons gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing
ships reported lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period
April 5th-llth, inclusive, was- 44,088 tons gross, of which 26,223 were British, as
compared with 42,288 tons gross, of which 16,121 were British, reported last week.
The Admiralty reports a notable increase during March in the daily average of
British tonnage damaged, hut not sunk. The use of rescue tugs is having results
which are highly beneficial in the direction of salving both damaged vessels and
human life.
Enemy Sailings.—The
Admiralty reports that the number of enemy merchant
ships trading between. Germany and Norwegian ports has again increased, 24 such
ships having arrived at, and 12 having sailed from, those ports. No enemy ships
have entered or left Rotterdam. Eight German vessels laden, with coal have left
Delfzyl for Swedish and Danish ports during tile week ending April 6th.
Supply of Tonnage for Coal for Soutk America.—The Ministry of Shipping reports
that arrangements are being made in conjunction wdth the United States of America,
through the Allied Maritime Transport Council, to meet the minimum coal require
ments of South America in such a way as will ensure that all the Allied and Neutral
tonnage available for this purpose, namely, that b-eing used to lift the South American
wheat crop and to take essential cargoes from South America to the United States,
will be used in the most economical way. This involves the whole of the coal requ ire
men ts for Brazil being supplied from the United States, and the whole of the coal
requirements of Argentina and Uruguay being supplied from the United Kingdom
and South Africa, except about 400,000 tons which will be supplied from the United
States, this figure being equivalent to the minimum imports which the United States
require from the Argentine.

PEA (IE DISCUSSIONS.

- :

y

-

General.-—Further peace discussions are still -in abeyance while the main issue i s ,
being fought out in France and Flanders.
The Brest-Litovsk Treaty has been ratified by Russia, Ukraine (lyieff " Small "
Rada), Germany, and Turkey, but no reports have been received of its ratification by
Austria-Hungary, or Bulgaria.
The Bucharest treaty lias not yet been ratified. Bessarabia is said to have decided
in favour of the provision uniting the country with Rumania, but the Ukraine
authorities have demanded that they shall be consulted.
The attitude of Bulgaria towards the peace treaties engineered by Germany is
somewhat obscure.
:

;

Russia.—With reference to Mr. Wardrop.'s report of April 5th about supervision
by Allied Consular representatives of the Peace Treaty between Russia and Rumania
(see page 1-1 last week's Report), the Foreign Office have informed him that a British
Officer who had"a good deal to do with the negotiations has been sent to Moscow.
On April 11th M. Ohicherin complained by Avireless to Berlin that he had received
no reply to his message of April 7th (see page 14 last week's Report; about opening
negotiations at Smolensk with the Kieff Government of the Ukraine. [N.B.—The
negotiations should have been opened on April Sth.] Mr. Wardrop on April 12th
reported that the Ukraine delegates arrived at Smolensk on April 9th.
On April 11 th M. Chicherin again protested by wireless against the invasion of
the province of Kursk by German-Ukrainian troops, in spite of the ratification of the
Brest Treaty.
On April 13th M. Chicherin informed the A.ustro-Hungarian Foreign Minister at
Vienna that the Bolshevist Government agree that the Peace Treaty comes into force
after ratification. [No report has been received of ratification by Austria-Hungary.]
M. Chicherin protested by wireless to Berlin on April 14th against hostile actions
by the Turko-Gerinan vessels in the Black Sea against the merchant ships of Russia,
a " State with which, peace has only recently been signed."
On the same date he added, that the Bolshevist Government was ready at once to
start negotiations upon, questions arising out of the Peace Treaty, and. invited German
delegates to Moscow for the purpose. Mr. Gurney, on April 15th, reported on good
authority that there would be 115 German delegates, and that, if their conditions
about return of prisoners were not complied, with, then the Germans would occupy
Petrograd and. would seize.hostages.
[See also under Germany.']
IGnland.—Sir E. Howard, on April Llth, reported that the Government, having
sent " volunteers" to the Eastern Karelia district, were by that means arranging for
a deputation from that district to (press for?) annexation. Air. Wardrop, OIL
April Pith, quoted from the Official Journal (Moscow) a report that the " Moscow
authorities " had protested to Berlin against the Finnish, attack on Kent and asked
the Germans to interfere. Failing a satisfactory answer, the Russians with a FrenchEnglish, detachment would force the Finns to evacuate Russian territory.
Lithuania.—Sir
W. Townley on. April 15th drew attention to a leading article in
Weser of April 14th advocating throwing over the Reichstag resolution of July 19th
aud adding "There is no reason now for opposing the now imminent decision of
Livonia and Esthonia to join the German Empire." "Annexations do not lead to
wars of revenge."
In this connection, it seems important to note that on April 16th German Wireless
reported an appeal from the "Land Council of the whole population of Livonia,
" Esthonia, Riga, and Oesei . . . . for connection with the powerful German Empire
"through a personal, union with the King of Prussia," and the Kaiser s reply to Riga
that " the request of the Land rats for incorporation
with the German Umpire will be
favourably considered." [The Land Councils appeal mentions " a united, self
'' contained, monarchical, constitutional State . . . . formed out of Livonia, Esthonia;
Courland, Riga, and adjacent islands."]
On April .10th Sir H. Rum bold reported, on very reliable authority, the reason
why the Lithuanian Government accepted Germany's terms for recognition of
Lithuanian independence. In a formal interview their delegates were informed by
the German Chancellor that, if they did not accept Germany's conditions, the German

Government would immediately annex the country, and leave it no shred of inde
pendence. The terms include community of coinage, and a German control of
railways, posts and telegraphs, as well as a military and economic convention.
E$Lhonin. (See under Eitlmania and under Denmark.)
Poland.—On April ,15th Sir W. Townley called attention to an article in the
Frankfurter
of April 12th on the future relationship of Poland to Germany, which
depended upon Germany and Austria-Hungary Coming to an agreement on the
subject. Such an agreement was not expected to be arrived at until after peace had
been concluded with Rumania.
-.Ukraine.
(See under Rumania.)
Bessarabia.
(See under Rumania.)
Caucasia, die.—Oh April 13th the " National Council " protested by Russian
Wireless to the German Foreign Minister and to the President of the Reichstag that
" in spite of the terms of the peace treaty, which recognises the right of self-deter-'
" mination for the three Caucasian regions, the Turkish Army is advancing towards
" Kars and Ardahan, destroying the country and killing the Christian population.
" Germany is strongly urged to prevent the Turkish excesses and abuse of the Brest
" Litovsk Treaty." On the same date M. Chicherin sent a similar protest to Bexlin,
referring to the treaty as " the peace treaty which we were forced to sign." On
April 15th a similar protest was issued by the "National Soviet."
On April .15th Sir W. Townley reported that, according to the
Frankfurters
Constantinople correspondent, the Trans-Caucasian Government has now accepted the
handing over of the Batoum-Kars-Ardahan districts to Turkey.
[See also under Turkey.']
Persia.—Sir C. Marling on April 10th reported that when Talaat went to Berlin
he was accompanied by dour Persians, who proposed, amongst other things, that
Persia should take part in the peace conference, and that they were told that Persia
could only do so if a belligerent, which condition was said to have been accepted.
Rumania,.—German Wireless of April. 11th gave the text of a telegram from
M. Marghilomann reporting that, after conferences lasting 20 days, the Diet of
Bessarabia on. April 9th had " solemnly accepted the union between Bessarabia and
Rumania by 86 votes to 3," and that tire union had been proclaimed in Rumania
" amidst indescribable enthusiasm . . . . Tremendous crowds. Endless jubilation, &c."
The report of the result of the vote by the Bessarabian Assembly at Kishinew was
confirmed, by Sir G. Barclay on April 10th (received 12th).
A Wolff telegram to the Dutch papers, quoted by Sir W. Townley on April 12th,
stated that the President of the Ukrainian Cabinet had sent a note to the Rumanian
Government claiming to be heard with regard to any decision upon the Bessarabian
question.
Italian wireless of April 16th reported that Hungary fears the increased powder of
Rumania and the Magyars oppose the union with Bessarabia.
[See also under Germany.]
Germany.—SirH. Rumbold on April 8thgave the substance of Count Pappenheinfs
statement on German war aims, delivered just before the big offensive. He said,
amongst other things, that no one in Germany really expected the return of her
colonies, which could not be kept without enormous naval expenditure, and that the
one real obstacle to peace was Belgium. It was still universally believed in Germany
that England and France had plotted the violation of Belgian neutrality before the
war. [Count Pappenheim is Commercial Attache to the Bavarian Legation at Berne.]
On April 10th Sir W. Townley gave the substance of an article in the RheiniseJi.
Westfalisehe
of April 9th bitterly complaining of the advantages gained by AustriaHungary in the Bucharest Treaty with Rumania, and adding that luckily the matter
has not been actually concluded.
Quotations from, the German Press sent by Sir W. Townley (April 11th) and
German Wireless of April 12th and .13th refer to the Kaiser, Emperor Charles, Count
Czernin, and M. Glemeuceau controversy about the Emperor Charles' correspondence
with Prince Sixte of Bourbon, referring to the French claims in Alsace-Lorraine.
These reports have been fully dealt with in the Times and other papers. German
-
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Wireless"e-f April 17th suiumed up the result as " fresli strength and force given to
the Austro-German Alliance.'-' '
[(See also under Austria-Hungary,
France, and Sweden;.]
'
On April '16th, Herr Kuhlmaun sent a message in Russian to Moscow that " ad
" warships of the Russian Black Sea Navy which, after April 20th, act contrary to the
" terms of Clause 5 (of the Peace Treaty) will he regarded as standing outside the
" law and as hostile and will he treated as such." [In this connection, there have
been former reports of the sinking of a Russian merchant ship by a Tureo-Geriuan 
submarine, at which incident the Russians protested by wireless, and there has been'
some controversy by wireless about the flag to be flown by the Russian war vessels..
Clause 5 prescribes the disarmanent of all Russian, warships.]
[For propaganda to counteract the Lichnowsky revelations, see under Switzerland.]
! !

n i

Austria-Hungary.—German
Wireless of April 12th quotes an official communique
from Vienna about the Kaiser-Emperor Charles incident. The points made in the
document are (I) that the war on the Western. Front continues because France is
desirous of acquiring Alsace-Lorraine, and (2) that Clemenceau could, not have given,
to the world a better proof that the Central Bowers are fighting for the defence of
their possessions. The denial by the Emperor Charles that he recognised the right
of France to re-acquisition claims to Alsace-Lorraine is published by German Wireless
of the same date.
[See also under Germany, France,
and Sweden.
For Hungarian attitude to
Rumanian treaty, see under Rumania.]
Bulgaria.—(See
under Turkey.)
Italian Wireless of April 16th mentioned the
opposition of the Bulgarians to the Union of Bessarabia -with Rumania, and added,
that Bulgaria -wants to stifle other nationalties in the Balkan Peninsula.
Turkey.—Sir
H. Rum bold reported on March 25th, on. good authority, that
during TalaaPs last visit to Berlin, he secured a promise from the Bulgarians to
surrender the whole of the Adrianople district to Turkey, but Bulgaria is so little
trusted that this surrender is not to take place until peace is signed and all armies
demobilised. The Turks believe that Bulgaria will be their next enemy, and, even
during the present war, will take every chance she can, of paying off old scores against
Tip-key. -All intelligent Turks feel that Germany is so tightening her hold on Turkey
that it will take generations to loosen it, and for this reason they would favour the
idea of a separate peace with England and France as the- only way of. shaking them
selves free of Germany. The difficulty in the way of this is their belief that England
wants to dismember Turkey. On April 9th Sir II. Rumbold. forwarded a report,,
based on very good authority, denying the German Press reports that Germany had,
offered to give Turkey the Crimea in exchange for territory to be given up to
Bulgaria;
It is reported from the same source that a treaty of peace between Turkey and theCaucasian Republic is being drafted on the same lines as the treaty between Germany
and Finland.
France.—Lord. Bertie, on April 12th-l4th, reported M. ClemenceauA official state
merits about the Emperor (diaries' correspondence on the subject of Alsace-Lorraine.
These have since been published in the Times and other papers. [See also linder
Germany, Austria-Hungary
and Sweden.")
Italy, — On April 13th Sir R. Rodd. forwarded a report of the Pome Congress of
Austro-Hungarian subject races which it was hoped wotdd. act as peace propaganda,
alarm the Austrian authorities, encourage the subject races in Austria, and eventually
affect the troops, ddie first resolution proclaims the right of Rumanians, Czechs,
Poles, and Jugo-Slavs to be independent both politically and economically. A.
conference has been arranged to take place at Milan for Czech, Magyar, and JugoSlav representatives. [See also under ITALY above.]
Italian Wireless of April 1.5th reported on the-authority of the Italian Press
that the Italian Government was informed of the Emperor Charles' correspondence
about Alsace-Lorraine, and that, at the Conference of April 19th, 1917, between the
Prime Ministers of France, Italy, and England, and the Italian Foreign Minister, it
was unanimously agreed that the Austrian approaches were a subtle manoeuvre to sow
dissension amongst the Allies.
1

Serbia.—On April 12th Sir C. des Graz learned that a rumour (emanating from
Amsterdam) that the speech by. Count Czernin had before its delivery been, sent to
the Government of Serbia had been contradicted in Paris and in London through
official channels.
On the same date he reported that it was not conceivable that the Serbians would
even consider any idea of their being compensated, in. Albania for territory now
occupied by the Bulgarians. Examples of territory referred to are quoted.
Greece.—Lord. Granville on April 12th gave an account of a speech by M. Stratos,
Leader of the Opposition, on the subject of the Allied Loan to Greece, and demanding,
as against the dependence of Greece upon, the Allies that would result therefrom, that
definite assurances should be obtained about certain places, including Tenedos,
Imbros, and Cyprus, as well as territories on the mainland.
Sicitzerlaiul.—The
Swiss Government has been asked unofficially whether -they
received a telegram, alleged to have been sent to them. on. August 3rd 1914 by the
Swiss Minister in London, stating that England was going to war with Germany.
(Sir LI. Rumbold. April 6th and reply of April 12th.) [N.B.—This rumour seems
to have been started in Berne as propaganda to counteract the effect of Prince
Lichnowsky's exoneration of Great Britain. It was on August 2nd 1-914 that the
Germans presented their demand to the Belgian Government.]
Sweden.—On April loth Sir E. Howard reported that special prominence was
being given in the Swedish Press to the Emperor Charles' correspondence on AlsaceLorraine. Liberal newspapers take the line that Germany used Austria as a tool.
Conservative papers maintain that the French version of the EnrperoFs letter is a
forgery, but one paper acknowledges that Count Czernin's resignation is a weak point
as affecting the Austrian case.
Denmark.—Mr. Gurney (April 9th) reported the arrival at Copenhagen . of
Esthonian representatives to enlist the sympathies of the Government of Denmark
in their protest against the Germans and the nobles in their country, who are trying
to combine Lithuania and Courland with Estlionia as one nation to be absorbed in the
German Empire. An Esthonian Provisional Government avus said to be ready to
accept their share of the national debt of Russia.
Great Britain.—On April 12th: Lord. Bertie drew attention to a portion of the
Emperor Charles' letter, as published in France, where reference is made to
information which the Prince of Parma was instructed to obtain in England, as affecting
the opening of peace negotiations.
The Ministry of Labour, in their report for the week ending on April. IOth, stated
that the remarkable rally of the Labour and. Socialist Press, noted last week -in
connection with the German offensive, already showed signs of exhausting itself.
GENERAL.
Food for German Prisoners interned in Holland.—Sir W. Townley reports that,
according to a statement made on good authority in the Dutch Press, the German
-Government has decided in principle to send grain from Germany for German prisoners
interned in the Netherlands. [See Report No. 63.)
British Prisoners for Internment
in Holland.—Sir W. Townley reports the arrival
in Holland on April Oth of 76 British officers and 236 British non-commissioned
officers, and of 13 officers of the Merchant Service and 115 other ranks on April.
14th, for internment.
Anglo-Turkish Agreement.—Sir If. Rumbold learns that the Anglo-Turkish Agree
ment (see Reports Nos. 48 and 59) has now been approved by the Council: of
Ministers and submitted for the Sultaids approval.
Cuban Medical Unit for France.—A message from Havana to the New York. Times
(April 2nd) states that the Cuban Senate has voted an appropriation of 500,000 dollars
to defray the expense of despatching a medical xmit of 100 doctors and 100 nurses to
the battle front in France.
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(page 1.4).
Russia.—The controversy with the Germans about the Ukraine boundaries is of
special interest, especially in so far as it affects the Crimea and. the security of the
Russian Black Sea Fleet, which, as the Russians have informed the Germans, is at
Sebastopol. (The rjowers of this fleet, if efficiently manned, to affect the war situation
are sufficiently obvious. The Russians accuse the Germans of blockading it by
submarines from the sea and by troops on the land side.)
The message from M. Joffe, the new Russian (Bolshevist) Ambassador at Berlin,
raising questions about the interpretation of the " p e a c e " treaty, is mysterious.
Lithuania and Esthonia.—The German policy is clearly to detach these Provinces
from Russia, by force if necessary.
Germany.—Attention
is drawn to Sir H. B,umbold's report, corroborated from
other sources, of a new German " peace offensive." In this connection it may be
important to consider the possibility of the acute distress in Belgium being increased
and exploited by the Germans in the hope of obtaining concessions elsewhere from
their opponents, who are unable, for the time being, to effect a rescue by military
force.
PEACE

DISCUSSIONS

1

Rumania.—There have been delays in resumption of the peace negotiations. Von
Kuhlmann is stated by German Wireless to have been ill. Both he and the new
Austro-Hungarian Minister (Baron Burian) are said to be going to Bucharest at the
end of the week. Meanwhile the Russiaus, the Ukraine Rada, and Bulgaria protest
about the transfer of. Bessarabia to Rumania.
The object of the German insistence on demobilisation of the Rumanian Army as
a preliminary to discussion is now fully apparent.
Turkey and Bulgaria.—The attitude of these countries towards peace discussions
is worth watching.
(page 5).
It is significant that the policy of sending Italian troops to the battle in France
has received strong support in the Chamber of Deputies.
ITALY

(page 6).
The domination of the military party over policy still continues, but their future
seems to hang upon the issue of their great Kaiser-Battle, a title which seems recently
to have been quietly dropped. (The divergence in war-aims between Germany and
GERMANY

1

See R u s s i a n W i r e l e s s of A p r i l 2 4 t h , r e c e i v e d a f t e r c o m p i l a t i o n of t h i s R e p o r t .

lief Allies, given time to develop, seems likely to affect the issue of the war in our
favour.)

Austria-Hungary

(page 5).
There seems to be some prospect of internal troubles, affecting the "issue of the
war, if the Germans cannot force a peace soon. Baron Burian's movements, reported
under Peace Discussions, Rumania, are worth watching.

Netherlands

(page 10).
There is a probability of the resumption of negotiations with the Allies on the
shipping question.
Germany is adopting a very aggressive tone.
(page S).
Germany is applying her avowed war-aim of " ecouomic development in every
direction.'"'
FINLAND

(page 5).
Apparently will soon be at Avar with Germany. Tire Appendix to Report No. 51
Avill require amendment accordingly.
G. G. A.
April 25th, 1918.
GUATEMALA

N.B.—For greater facility in reference, a slight rearrangement has been made
this week of the headings under which the information about different countries is
grouped in the report. General notes, affecting several countries, are put first, then
countries hostile to Germany, then Enemy countries, then Neutrals, and then Beace
Discussions. It is hoped that this arrangement will be found more convenient.
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GENERAL.
Allied Labour.—Lord Reading reports that the mission of Mr. Apple ton and his
colleagues to the United States has been very successful in regard both to the repre
sentatives and the emploj^ers of labour. It assisted considerably towards the solution
of labour problems, and was much appreciated by the United States Government.
Far Fast.-—The Foreign Office learns that metals, machinery, railway material,
foodstuffs and sanitary goods continue to go forward from Vladivostock to Moscow at
the rate of some 10 waggons a day, apparently at the order of Lenin (see Report
No. 64). The Japanese Government closely associates the question of disposal of
Avar material at Vladivostock with that of intervention, and is therefore inclined to
await a decision on the latter point before taking action regarding the former.
Mr. Lockhart suggests that the withdrawal of the landing parties would have a
reassuring effect upon the Bolshevist attitude towards the Allies. A panic was caused
among the local Bolshevists by a rumour that Semenov Avas advancing on Vladi
vostock via Nikolsk ; about 1,000 sailors and. Red Guards proceeded to Nikolsk, but
have since returned. Meanwhile the Soviets appear to be strongly established in
Siberia and to be subjecting capitalists to drastic' treatment. Nevertheless local
British subjects and Americans deprecate the abandonment of Allied economic
interests.
Anglo-Turkish
Agreement.—The
Foreign Office learns that the Anglo-Turkish
Agreement regarding exchange of prisoners, inspection of camps, &c. (see Reports
Nos. 48, 59 and 64) has iioav been ratified by the Sultan.
Poison Gas.—With regard to the protest of the Central Committee of the Red
Cross against the use of poison gas (see Report No. 55), His Majesty's Government
has given general approval to the terms of a joint Allied reply, and has instructed
Sir H. Rumbold to concert with the Allied Ministers in presenting it at Berne.
Feeding of British Prisoners
of War interned in Holland.—Sir W. Townley
transmits the views of the Netherlands Foreign Minister regarding the provision of
food for British prisoners interned in Holland. The interpretation given by His
Majesty's Government (see Report No. 62) to its obligations under the declaration
attached to the Convention of July 2nd is not altogether satisfactory to the Nether
lands Government, Avhich, admitting that payment should not be made twice OA er
for goods consumed, feels nevertheless that His Majesty's Government should
provide or assure- the provision of supplies—by sale direct to the Netherlands
Government, if so desired, in reply to an interpellation on April 16th, in the
Second Chamber respecting the feeding of foreigners in Holland, the Netherlands
Prime Minister stated there were at present 100,000 refugees in Holland, of which
14,800 were in camps ; there were 3,835 British prisoners of Avar, 218 British
civilians, 1,607 German prisoners and 1,378 German civilians, 679 military fugitives
and 1,543 civilians. There were 30,533 Belgian, 1,4-28 British and 162 German
interned. He added that interned persons and prisoners of Avar as well as refugees
received the same ration as the Dutch civilian population?
r

Allied Finance and Neutral Purchases.—The
Foreign Office instructs His Majesty's
Ambassadors in France and the United States to invite the French and United States
Governments to co-operate with His Majesty's Government by discouraging Banks
from assisting neutrals in the acquisition of essential commodities (liable to embargo)
whether for immediate shipment or future delivery.

Sinkings.-—According
to the War Trade Intelligence Bureau, the total tonnage
of 500 tons gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing
ships reported lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period
April 12-lSth, inclusive, was 78,982 tons gross, of which 62,383 were British, as
compared with 44,088 tons gross, of which 26,223 were British, reported last week.
The Press of April 25th publishes the following statement issued by the
Admiralty :—
LOSSES OF MERCHANT TONNAGE.

The losses of British, Allied, and neutral merchant tonnage due to enemy action
and marine risk during the month of March 1918, compared with preceding periods,
are set out below :—
OROSS

Allied and NeiHral.

British.

Period
Period..

Month.

TONNAGE.

Month.

Quarter.

Total.

Quarter.

-Month.

—

409,832
574,856
634.685
893,877
630,336
712,721
575,949
549,363
369,161
487,337
333.443
.452,063

;

Quarter.

1917.
January
February
March

April

May
June
J illy
August
September
October
November
December

-

-

-

-

-

i ':

-

-

193,045
343,486
375,309
555,056
374.419
432,395
383.430
360.296
209,212
289,973
196,560
296,356

—
—

911,840

—

1,361,870
.

—
—

952,938

—

—

782,889

216.787
231,370
259,376
338.821
255,917
280,326
192,519
189,067
159,949
197.364
136,883
155,707

707,533

—
—

' 875,064

—
—

541,535

—
—

489,954

-

—.
1,619,873

—
—

2,236,934

—
1,494,473

—
—

1.272,843

-

1918.
January February
March

-

217,270
254.303
216,003

'
687,576

SAILINGS TO AND FROM

136,187
134.119
165.628

UNITED

—
435,934

353,457
388,422
381,631

—
1 1,123,510

KINGDOM.

The Secretary of the Ministry of Shipping announces that the tonnage of steam
ships of 500 gross tons and over entering and clearing United Kingdom ports from
and to ports overseas was as follows :—Period.

Period.

Gross Tons.

1917.
October
November
December

Gross Tons.

1918.

-

6,908.189
6,818.564
6,665.413

January
February
March

-

- .

6,336,663
6,326,965
7,295,620

NOTE.—This statement embraces all United Kingdom seaborne traffic other than
coastwise and cross-Channel.
ALLIED GROUP.

BELGIUM.
Food Shortage-in
Occupied Districts .-The Eoreign Office learns that the food
situation in the occupied districts of Belgium is critical. The reserve of breads tuffs
w ill scarcely suffice to maintain the present reduced ration until the end of April 
while, if the minimum ration were kept up,-bread supplies from overseas grain would.

he interrupted for 20 days. In these circumstances measures are being taken for
the immediate diversion to Belgian relief of 10,000 tons of ivkeat cargoes destined for
France and England.
BRAZIL.
Coal.—Sir A. Peel transmits an urgent request by the Brazilian Government for
coal, and enquires whether arrangements can be made to supply this from Buenos
Ay res, or from British stocks in Brazil.

CHINA.
Wireless Installations.—The
Foreign Office, learning that the American Federal
Company has applied for a wireless concession in China from a Chinese Wireless
Commission, stated to have arrived in San Francisco, instructs Sir J . Jordan to renew
his representations to the Chinese Government for the conclusion of an agreement
with the Marconi Company for the erection of new stations, as it would now seem that
the field is still open and that British interests would not conflict with those of the
Japanese concessiomnaires (see Reports Nos. 55 and 56).
China and Thibet.—Sir J . Jordan reports that the position on the Thibetan
fronter is unsatisfactory. The Peking Government is preoccupied by the internal
situation and by the question of co-operation with Japan regarding the Siberian
frontier; consequently the problem of Thibet is left to Szechuen, which has severed
relations with Peking and is itself in a very unsettled condition. As the Thibetan
question is also of interest to His Majesty's Government, Sir J . Jordan is prepared to
offer friendly and informal intervention.
Enemy Aliens.—Sir C. Greene reports that there is a probability of tonnage
being supplied by the Japanese Government for transport of enemy aliens deported
from China (see Report No. 64).
Trade Maries.—-Sir J . Jordan reports proposals put forward by himself for the
protection of British interests in regard to trade marks in China.
FRANCE.
Resignation
of Lord Bertie.—Lord Bertie has resigned from the British Embassy
at Paris, and the War Cabinet has expressed its recognition of his services there
during the past 13 years. He is succeeded by Lord Derby.
- Socialist Pa.rtifs Resolution.—According
to Humanite (April 22nd). the executive
committee of the Radical and. Radical-Socialist Republican Party adopted on
April 21st the following Order of the Day:—"True to its'predominating thought of
union, the party is deeply moved by the heroism of the soldiers of the Republic and
of the soldiers of the Allies. It declares its complete confidence in the victory of
Right. It records with satisfaction the results of the Congress of Rome, and heartily
shares in the desire for the liberty and independence of nations oppressed, by the
Central Empires. It stigmatises the criminal attempts made in violation of all
international laws, and wishes to see the war conducted by the employment, in
ever closer community, of military and economic resources against German militarism
and the enem3 's policy of conquest, until the attainment of a just peace, which alone
is capable of protecting humanity against the recurrence of such catastrophes."
T

Commercial Conventions.—French
newspapers of April 24th report that the French
Cabinet decided yesterday to denounce all commercial conventions containing a
most-favoured-nation clause or tariff agreements as well as arrangements relating to
maritime commerce and any others likely to interfere with the conclusion of any new
commercial maritime or customs system.

GUATEMALA.
Declaration
of War against Germany.— Mr. Young' reports that the National
Assembly has voted unanimously a decree declaring that in the present international
conflict Guatemala assumes the same belligerent attitude as the United States towards
Germany and authorising the executive to tube measures accordingly.
ITALY.
Italy and the Western Front.—Italian
Wireless of April 19th reports the
enthusiastic reception by the Chamber of Deputies of a declaration by Signof
Orlando that the Italian Army was the right wing of a united army, and that Italian
regiments would shortly participate in the French battle. The Socialist Deputies
joined in the PremieFs greetings to the French, English and American Armies.
Food Supply.—Sir R. Rodd reports that the Italian Government is anxious for a
special allocation of grain during May and June to ensure the military and civilian
requirements of Italy.
Shipment of Sicilian Oranges.—The Foreign Office learns that the inability of
Sicilian orange growers to dispose of large quantities of oranges, owing to difficulties
in connection with packing and. shipment, is causing them a certain amount of
anxiety. Sir R. Rodd submits the desirability of inviting proposals from the Italian
Government, with a view to affording relief.
PANAMA.
Enemy Aliens.—Sir C. Mallet reports that all enemy subjects interned in Taboga
Island were removed on April 17th for internment in the United States.
UNITED STATES.
Enemy Property.—-Lord Reading reports the initiation by the Custodian of Alien
Property of a special inquiry, headed hy Mr. J . II. Choate, as to German interests
in the principal chemical companies of the United States, with a view to the early
and absolute elimination of such interests. His Majesty's Government is invited
to furnish any information available for the purposes of the investigation. (See also
Report No. 60.)
ENEMY GROUP.
AUST 111. A-IIUNGA R Y.
Internal
Conditions.—Sir
G. Barclay learns on good authority that there is
growing dissension between the various nationalities of the Dual Monarchy,
particularly between the Austrians and Hungarians. Sir H. Rumbold learns that
unless the food situation in -Austria is quickly relieved, there is a probability of
considerable trouble at the beginning of May. Should the Germans sustain a set-back
in the West, the effect upon Austria might be serious. The Emperor Karl is stated to
be very unpopular.
Austria and Germany.—According
to information received by the Foreign Office
there is reason to believe that as the result of the disclosures in connection with the
Emperor KaiTs letter to Prince Sixte (see Report No. 64) the German Military
Authorities are insisting upon the subordination of Austria-Is future policy to German
requirements, as a condition of the maintenance of existing relations between the
Central Powers. The recent visits of Kuhlmann to German Headquarters, and
Plohenlohe to Vienna, are believed to have had reference to a compromise, apparently
accepted by Austria under the dictation of Tisza. The resignation of Kuhlmann,

which is regarded as possible (see under " Germany"), would indicate the triumph
of the military party and the adoption of an annexationist policy less deferent to the
wishes of Austria,
Resignation
of Hungarian Ministry.—German
the resignation of the Wekerle Ministry.

Wireless of April 1.8th. announces

GERMANY.
Predominance
of Military Party.—It is reported to the Foreign Office that the
Military Party is now supreme in Germany, of which Ludendorll has become virtually
Dictator. In most classes of the community; from the highest clown to the Socialists,
there is a feeling that Ludendorff concluded peace at Brest-Litovsk when the
diplomatists had almost brought about the continuation of the war, which everyone
desired to avoid, at all costs. High "finance and heavy industry (with which it is
intimately connected) both give their support to the Militarists, and the Chancellor
and the Civil Government are entirely subordinated to the Great General Staff. As
for the Reichstag, the National Liberals have already swallowed the complete
programme of annexation, and the Centre (with the exception of Erzberger),
the Progressives and the Official Socialists are gradually abandoning their
inclination towards a conciliatory foreign policy : the Independent Socialists
are numerically weak, and their leaders are intimidated.
A vast system
of terrorism by personal espionage operates to prevent any organised popular
jnovement against the Government. Revolution is therefore improbable, and even
a failure of the Western offensive would have no decisive effect on the German
people except to depress them more. The Government would find new means to
stimulate popular feeling, and with, their . innate patience they would probably
believe it. There is a universal conviction that Germany can carry on long enough
to wear down her enemies ; and it is considered, by many that the. longer the war lasts
the better it will end for Germany, because Pacifism and Bolshevism will increase in
other countries, while Militarism and discipline will grow in Germany. Germany,
they think, will grow more and more warlike, and Germany's enemies more and more
subject to defaitisme.
Confidence is felt, even in Government circles, in the
submarine warfare ; not as being likely to bring England to her knees by a given
datfe, but as inevitably reducing the Allies (by sinking faster than they can build) to
a point where they will be ready to negotiate peace.
- Position of the Chancellor.—The Foreign Office learns that as the result of serious
difficulties with Austria, Count Hertling's position is becoming very insecure. In the
event of his resignation, he may possibly be succeeded either by General von Gall wit'/;
(representing Ludendorff and the Military Party), Solf, the Colonial Secretary (repre
senting financial interests) or -Prince Max of Baden (whose appointment would gratify
the Liberals).
Offensive against Kuhlmann.—The
Rlieinische Weslfdlische
Zeitung of April 19th
(quoted by the Daily Review of April 22nd) publishes a letter from Berlin stating the
possibility of Plerr von Kuhlmann's retirement is much talked about, even in circles
which might be considered as specially well informed. " It is said that he will resign
at the latest after the termination, of the Bucarest negotiations. He must first, how
ever, settle in conjunction with Plerr Helfferich current business relative to the
Bucarest and Balkan questions." The letter suggests that Plerr von KuhlmaniPs
optimism regarding the Bucarest negotiations has not been justified. Until a short
time ago the official, circles in Berlin entertained the idea that a settlement in the
Balkans would speedily and easily be reached. This, however, has not been the case.
There is still so much to be settled regarding the differences between Bulgaria and
Turkey, between Bulgaria and Rumania, between Rumania and the Ukraine, and
finally with reference to the German demands in the Constanza question, that things
must be done all over again in Bucarest.- It may, moreover, be stated " that Herr
von Kuhlmann feels he is no longer the right man for directing the settlement of the
Western questions."
Air Raids.—The German Bress of April 17th tentatively suggests the mutual
abandonment by the belligerents of air attacks behind the respective fronts. The

Foreign Office.is informed that the Allied air raids into Germany are causing increasing
dread among the population, which is correspondingly furious with the German
authorities.
Employment of Prisoners of War.—German Wireless reports :—" Up to March 1st,
19.1.8, the Central Powers have captured 3,450,000 prisoners. This figure exceeds
the total number of the male industrial forces of Sweden, Norway and Denmark
by more than half-a-million. It exceeds by one-fifth Germ any's male industrial
forces in peace times. The Central Powers have already gained by these prisoners
an army of workers which is able to render valuable services to industrial organisation,
and to replace the greater number of their industrial forces which have been called
up for war service. With the continuation of the war this army of workers is
increasing, and is being adapted for the economic and technical needs of the Central
Powers. The victorious battle in the West has yielded Germany in one month
an increase in prisoners of about 125,000 men."
Russian Ambassador.—-German Wireless of April 22nd reports the presentation by
M. Joffe of his credentials as the representative of Russia at Berlin. (And. sec Reports
Nos. 03 and 64.)
Germany and, Russian Industries.—The
Foreign Office learns that the opinion has
been expressed in leading Bolshevist circles that Russian industry will be regenerated
by Germans and Scandinavians,- and that Germany already controls, or soon will
control, all the producing areas in European Russia. By Wireless of April 24th the
German High Command in the East offers flax seed from Pskov to the Russian
Central Society for the Cultivation of Flax, in exchange for double the quantity of
oilseed from Moscow.
German and Austrian Prisoners in Russia.—-ME Lockhart learns that the German
Government has protested to the Bolshevist Government against the anti-German
activities of Austrian prisoners of war in Russia (and see Reports Nos. 62 and 64).
The Llchnoiosky Memorandum.—-A Report (G.T. 43 17) of April 18th by the Political
Intelligence Department gives an account of the Lichnowsky Memorandum and its
effect in Germany.
German Propaganda.—Sir
II. Rumbold reports that German, propaganda is at
present busily spreading rumours to the effect::—(1) That the United States Govern
ment is anxious that United States citizens should not remain in Switzerland ; (2)
that British Commanders on the Western Front dispute the authority of General
Foch. ; and (3) that American troops are wanting in tenacity.
Eighth German War Loan.—-German Wireless of April 2.1st reports the eighth
German war loan as amounting to over .144 milliards of marks, and extols this as a
magnificient economic war victory over tire Entente, and a testimony of the unshake
able resolve of the German people to hold out as long as necessary, and of the rocklike
confidence in full and final victory. The Vosslsche Zeitung points out that Germany
has raised 70 per cent, of her whole war credits of 124 milliards by permanent loans,
and contrasts this proportion with those of the various Allied loans ; it also lays stress
on the indebtedness of the Allies to foreign States, while German successes have been
achieved as the result of her own strength.
New Taxation.—German Wireless of April 19th outlines as follows the scheme of
taxation proposed for the current year :—
"ddie great success of her War Loans has removed from Germany the necessity of
covering a portion of her war costs by war taxation as England is doing. Since the
beginning of the war the method on which the Imperial financial policy has proceeded
has been not to attempt to pay back principal, but only to cover the interest on the
war loans out of receipts from war taxation. Iu the current financial year to meet
this interest liability there are required 2,875 million marks of new taxation as against
1,250 million marks in the preceding year, ddie Imperial Treasury has resolved upon
tapping quite a new source in the Budget which has just been sent to the Reichstag.
There are five drafts of bills providing for additions to taxations. The duty ou spirits
should bring in 643 million marks. The new beer tax should bring in 393 million
marks, and the increase on sparkling wines and non-alcoholic drinks .174 million.
New taxation ou Stock Exchange transactions under which there will be an increase
m respect to "closing document" stamps and on the opening of bankers' current.

accounts and on the Imperial stamp required on the formation of companies is
expected to bring in 214 millions. A bill has been drafted for increasing war
taxations on companies, and this is calculated to bring in GOO million marks.
Through the raising of the tax on the exchange of goods and the introduction of
the tax on luxuries, it is contemplated that 20 per cent, of the value should be
obtained. It is anticipated to obtain fromdiigher postage, telegraph and telephone
charges an increase of 125 million marks. The new taxation proposals are meeting
with general, approval of the Press of all parties, and even the Socialist Vorwarts
admits that the new taxation placed before the Reichstag will bring in a total of
3,170 million marks."
(And sec under "Peace Discussions.") .
NEUTRAL GROUP.
ARGENTINA.
Railway Strikes.—The Foreign Office learns that strikes have again broken out on
the Argentine railways (and see Reports,Nos. 55 and 5G). Sir R, Tower is instructed to
impress upon the Argentine Government the necessity of supporting the companies.
-'
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DENMARK.

\Danish-American Negotiations.—Lord
Reading reports that the Danish Govern
ment desires to continue negotiations with the United States War Trade Board for
a general agreement.. The Foreign Office has expressed its approval. (And see
Reports Nos. 57-59.)
German Prohibition of Danish Exports to United States.—Mr. Gurney learns that
the Germans are refusing to allow Danish ships to carry to the United States a variety
of commodities, including cheese and rennet. It is reported that such goods are also
being refused by certain Norwegian shipping companies.
Danish Elections.—In a Memorandum (G.T. 4297) dated April 19th, the Political
Intelligence Department outlines the development and present position of parties in
Denmark. The present Radical Administration under M. Zahle has been in office
since 191.8. It is greatly dependent upon Socialist support (sec Deport No. 56), and
is relying upon it in the elections, which are taking place on April 22nd for the
Folketing (Lower House) and May 10th for the handsting (Upper House) respectively.
A Press telegram announces the return to the Folketing of 45 Liberals, 39 Social
Democrats, 32 Radicals, and 23 Conservatives. This reduces the majority of the
present Government to 3. Sir R. Paget learns that it is not proposed to forma
coalition, but that a method of co-operation is likely to he arranged.
Butter.—Sir R. Paget reports that the present output of Danish butter is about
20,000 casks per week, which may possibly increase to 25,000 during June and duly.
The Danish home consumption is 18,000 casks ; of the remainder, Norway and Sweden
take 30 per cent., and the United Kingdom and Germany 35 per cent. each. Should
the British Government decline its share, the Germans would insist on receiving a
large proportion of it. Sir R. Paget therefore recommends its continued acceptance
on political grounds, unless this is thought undesirable on account of high prices,
sufficiency of home supplies, or other cogent reasons, The Danish Government
represents that the price would be more than covered by the new additional charges
on British coal. (And see Report No. 61.)
FINLAND.
Finnish, Bolshevism and Germany.—Mr, Lockhart learns that the White troops have
been inflicting drastic punishment on captured revolutionaries, whether military or
civilian. The Finnish Red Guards, finding it difficult to hold their own in Finland,
are likely to go north into the Mnrman district. German Wireless of April 21st.
declares to the Bolshevist Government that no regular troops of the Mannerheim Army
have taken part in the. alleged advance on Kern. "In any case, the Imperial
Government must express its surprise that the Soviet Government should complain of
the transference of Finnish battles to Russian territory, seeing' that the principle of
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noninterference in Finnish affairs is apparently not being observed by the Russian
Government." Various concentrations of Russian troops near Finnish territory are
then alleged, and. reference is made to a report that 250 Russian sailors have arrived at
Helsingfors to assist the Red Guards. " So soon as these acts of interference cease and
the Russian Government decides to enter into normal relations with the Government
of M. Swinhufvud. the German Government will be ready to offer its services as an
intermediary for the conclusion of such relations, and for the settlement of any RussoFinnish disputes that may arise." These allegations are denied by Russian Wireless
of April 23rd, which repeats that MannerheinPs troops have advanced against
Kem. A delegation of the Finnish Socialist Republic has protested to the Allied
Representatives in Russia -against the sale of Finland to Germany'by the White
Guard. " Germany and the Finnish White Guards' policy of violence purposes the
destruction of the whole labour movement . . . . Before all civilisation and in the
name of Finnish workers and their Government, we express a most emphatic protest
against German oppression in Finland. Finnish labourers are prepared to continue
the noble work begun with their blood, never, however, forgetting their hatred and
contempt for the arch enemies of democracy and labour."
Protection of Russian Fortresses and Stores at Helsingfors.—Russian
Wireless of
April 18th protests (under Clause 0 of the Peace Treaty) against a claim by the
German Military Command at Helsingfors that the defence of fortresses and the
guarding of property in the stores of the Russian Republic there shall be given over
to German troops.
Allied Subjects tn. Finland.—On April 17th His Majesty's Consul at Abo informed
Sir E. Howard by telegram that the Finnish-Government was unable to guarantee the
immunity of himself or other British subjects from arrest by the Germans on their
arrival. Si] .E. Howard thereupon instructed him to proceed, "with other British
subjects to the nearest point in sole occupation of the White Government and there
claim, protection. Meanwhile the Finnish Representative in Stockholm was recpiested
to bring the Consid's telegram to the notice pf his Government. Mr. Grove reports
(April 23rd) that all British subjects in Helsingfors are safe and well.
-

Recognition.—Sir
E. Howard has communicated to the Finnish Representative
in Stockholm the conditional offer of Recognition mentioned in Report No. (34.
Particular request was made for free passage of British subjects and goods through
Finland to Russia, and for the security of Allied ships and the use by them of
Finnish territorial waters. Sir E. Howard has been instructed that Finnish guarantees
of neutrality should include a satisfactory reply to the Allied warning regarding
aggression against the Murman Railway.
Food Supply.—The Foreign Office has approved the terms of a Note proposed to
be presented by the Allied. Ministers in Stockholm regarding the conditional, supply
of foodstuffs to Finland (and see Report No. 63).
German Economic Penetration
of Finland.—According
to a report received by
the Foreign Office, the Germans are attempting to obtain a dominating interest in
several Finnish and Swedish Banks.
Finnish. Shipping in Danish Ports.—Sir R. Paget learns that the Finnish Govern
ment is taking steps to obtain the use of some 5,000 tons of Finnish tonnage (mostly
sailing vessels) now lying in Danish ports.
MEXICO.
Oilfields.—Mr. Cummins reports that owing to the increase of brigandage and the
ill-treatment of foreigners in the lower oilfields, mainly attributable to undisciplined
Government troops, the employees of five companies have abandoned work and
returned to Tampico. The three principal couqianies, under promise of protection by
the Military Authorities, have induced their men to continue operations.
British. Subject kidnapped.—Lord Reading learns from Mazatlan that a British
subject has recently been kidnapped by bandits.
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Insurrections.—Mr.
Cumiuius reports that Caballero has risen against the
Go vernment. Revolutionary preparations are also being made in the Laredo district
by Generals Robles and Guellar.
NETHERLANDS.
The Allied Offer of Food Supplies : probable resumption
of
Negotiations.-i!h.&
Netherlands Foreign Minister has informed the States General of die Allies' offer to
supply Holland with cereals and of their guarantees that no Dutch ship sent to fetch
them will be requisitioned, and has declared that in his opinion the Allied guarantee
is sufficient. In the debate which followed the Dutch Government was criticised
for not making this statement before and for not closing with the Allied offer.
It was pointed out that Germany could not reasonably, object to Dutch ships
leaving Holland under a guarantee that they would be free to return. If
these ships were molested by the Germans, Germany would, be clearly responsible
for the privations suffered by the Dutch, people. [Note.—Report No. 64 at page 11,
first paragraph, incorrectly reports a statement by the Netherlands Foreign Minister,
ddie Minister in fact said that he had received a communication from' the
United States that vessels despatched
after March. 20th would not be seized.]
The Foreign Office learns that the Netherlands Government is now prepared -,to
re-open negotiations for a general agreement. Sir W. Townley has pointed out to
the Netherlands Foreign Minister that an arrangement for credits must form an
integral part of any such agreement. Meanwhile, the Foreign Office has instructed
Lord Reading to impress upon the War Trade Board the inadvisability of any
unconditional offer of supplies; With regard to Dutch vessels now in neutral ports
or at sea. His Majesty's Government has made an offer to the Netherlands Government
guaranteeing that, with the exception of two Dutch vessels (one in, and the other
en route to, an Allied port), it will requisition no more "Dutch shipping, if the
Netherlands Government will undertake that Dutch ships in the East Indies will
continue to trade as hitherto. A. further, assurance has been given that if the Allied
requisition results in a reduction of the amount left to Holland to a point below the
the amount apportioned to her under the ration agreement, the deficiency will be
made good.
GermanAj and Holland.—Sir W. Townley learns that the German Government has
made peremptory demands to the Netherlands Government for (I) relaxation of
Customs restrictions regarding new clothes and boots ; (2) free transit of civilian goods
by the Limburg railway to Belgium ; (3) acknowledgment of Germany's right under
the-.Rhine Convention to the transport of goods of all classes ; and (4) transit (without
restriction or control) of sand and gravel, up to 200,000 tons per month, from
Germany via Lobith to Belgium ; and export of 250,000 tons per month from Holland
to Belgium. It is stated that the German Minister has instructions to make a fifth
demand, which he has not ventured to communicate officially, for the passage of
troops and ammunition over the Limbing railway. The Austrian Minister has been
instructed to support the four demands put forward, and has knowledge of the fifth.
Sir W. Townley is informed that the first two conditions have been accepted, and it
is reported that further concessions are being made. ddie German Government
appears to be insistent, and intimates its intention to force the question of sand and
gravel. The Netherlands Government regards the situation as serious, but hopes for
a satisfactory solution. Sir W. Townley considers it possible that the existence of the
fifth demand has been purposely made known in order to intimidate the Netherlands
Government into acceptance of those officially communicated; Recent articles in the
German Press, discussing Dutch neutrality as affecting German interests, have been
sharply criticised hy Vaderlaud and the Nieuioe Rotterdam sdie Courant.
Dutch-German Negotiations.—Sir
W. Townley learns that the negotiations between
Holland and Germany (see Report No. 63) are being continued on the following
basis :—(1) ddie price of coal supplied by Germany to Holland not to be less than 90
to 100 florins per ton; (2) services of Dutch ships to be at the disposal of Germany as
soon as the war is over ; (3) Germany to have a prior claim to raw materials in Dutch
industries at cessation of war ; (4) Germany to be given facilities for shipbuilding in
Holland ;' (5) a German N.O.T. to be instituted for identification of material, for

-shipbuilding and chartering of tonnage ; (0) fresh regulations to be made in regard to
Rhine shipping both during and after the war ; and (7) arrangements to be concluded
for credits and the exportation of certain foodstuffs.
Purchases of British Notes.—With regard to the extensive purchases of British
banknotes mentioned in Report No. 154, Sir W. Tbwnley, while repeating that these
are in considerable demand in Eastern Europe, suggests that they are also possibly
being bought on speculation in Holland. It would appear that a certain quantity
are being sold on German account, and it is therefore doubtful whether there is any
organised purchase by Germany. (And see under "Norway.")
Food Supply.—Sir W. Townley reports that the Netherlands Government has
withdrawn all licencesSgranted for export of foodstuffs and cancelled those outstanding.
Instructions have even been given to refuse clearance to steamers already loaded with
foodstuffs under licence, unless equivalent imports have arrived ; this measure is,
however, still subject to reconsideration. (See also Reports Nos. 03 and 04, and under
"General.")
Margarine.—The
War Trade Intelligence Bureau reports:—" Eor the present no
further supplies of raw materials for margarine will be sent to Holland from the
United Kingdom, since the Dutch have begun to retain a percentage of these
materials for their own. use. We have always disputed this claim; and we shall
require the Dutch to make up the deficiency in their deliveries of margarine to
the United Kingdom arising out of their retention of these supplies before we allow
any further raw materials to go forward. We are now virtually independent of the
Dutch margarine manufacturers. No intimation will bemade to the N.O.T. until they
ask us to explain our action."
NORWAY.
Norwegian-American
Negotiations.-—Sir M. Findlay reports that the stock of grain
and flour (suitable for human consumption and fodder) existing in Norway on
January 1st amounted to 359,850 tons. It is improbable, however, that this total will
be available for distribution, as more than half is in the hands of the farmers. The
stock of potatoes was 385,818 tons ; upwards of 200,000 tons have to be reserved for
seed. There will thus probably be a restriction on the consumption of potatoes till
August, and thereafter a reduction of the already low flour ration. In these
circumstances there is a likelihood of serious disturbances in. the. near future, unless
an agreement, ensuring supplies, can be reached with the United States. In spite of
a strong movement in Norway in favour of a cargo-for-cargo policy, the £Norwegian
Government is still anxious to conclude a regular agreement. Sir M. Findlay has
pointed out to the Norwegian Foreign Minister the necessity for guarantees respecting
exports to neutrals and maintenance of exports to the Allies and of supplies to
Norwegian factories engaged upon their orders (and see Deports Nos. 59 and 60).
Meanwhile it is reported that two Norwegian vessels are held up in Dutch ports as a
result of German representations, and a third is unable to leave Delfzyl owing to
German threats of capture.
Bolshevism.—In
a memorandum (G.T. 4316), dated April .18th, the Political
Intelligence Department traces the progress of Bolshevism in Norway (see also Reports
Nos. 57, 60, 62, and 63), and sets out the programme of the WorkmeAs Councils.
Though the situation is serious, there is no reason to anticipate that Norway is on the
brink of revolution. The Moderates still remain leaders of the Trades Unions, and
consequently retain considerable influence in the country. No party split has actually
taken place. Most of the new men belong to the intellectual school of Syndicalism
and are neither uneducated visionaries nor wild anarchists. The Government seems
to be alive to the danger of possible disturbance. On the one hand, rations for the
workmen have been increased, and large sums voted for relief of the necessitous. On
the other, a new law has been drafted, permitting military intervention in the case of
strikes, and to prevent rioting, and the general in command has forbidden conscripts
or soldiers in uniform to attend meetings of associations with objects inimical to the
defence of the country. Whereas hitherto the Norwegian Socialist Executive has
stood for disarmament and peace at any price, it is possible that the Syndicalists may

see reason to encourage schemes of defence against the immediate German danger
which, through Finland, threatens the Norwegian frontier.
Reported destruction of German Petroleum.—According
to a report from Tromsoe,
a lighter containing 2,500 barrels of German petroleum intended for sealing has
recently been destroyed by lire. His Majesty's Consul points out that, if this is true,,
sealing for German account will be rendered impossible for this season.
Norwegian Fish.—The Foreign Office learns that though the Norwegian Govern
ment has not denounced the Fish Agreement, it has been regarded by the Norwegian
Delegate at Washington as having lapsed. Sir M. Findlay reports that the assent
of His Majesty's Government is being asked to the export of fish and salt from the
north of Norway to Russia during the period June 15th to September 30th. The
Russians, who are prepared to purchase from approved, firms, state that, they are
receiving offers of salt and fish from German agents.
Purchases of British, and American Notes.—Sir M. Findlay suggests the desirability
of arrangements permitting of the identification of Allied Bank Notes imported into,
or sold in, Norway. (See Report No. fid, and under "Netherlands.")
SPAIN.
Spanish Agreements
with United States and France.—The War Trade Intel! i
gence Bureau reports :---" Under the Spanish-American Commercial Agreement,
concluded on March 7th, the Spanish Government agree to supply the Allies with
unlimited quantities of pyrites, minerals and manufactured wool. They also agree
to supply the Allies with rice, raisins, onions, olive oil, cotton, hemp and jute '
manufactures, raw manufactured leather and hides, rolling stock and conveyances for
transport, subject to the home requirements of Spain and the general obligations of
her foreign trade. The United States undertake, to supply Spain with specific
quantities of cotton, petroleum, locomotives and railway materials, metal manufactures,
chemicals, machinery, electrical material, aluminium, tobacco, and sulphate of ammonia,
A number of contracts for special supplies urgently required by the contracting
parties will be immediately carried out. Each of the contracting parties will find
the tonnage necessary for transporting the supplies which it purchases. Goods
obtained under the Agreement will not be re-exported from the importing country
without the sanction of the Government of the exporting country.
The Franco-Spanish Commercial Agreement provides for an interchange of commo
dities between France and Spain roughly on the lines laid down in the Spanish-American
Agreement. The French Government undertake to supply Spain, with unlimited
quantities of copra from Madagascar, with specified quantities of phosphate of lime
from North Africa, and of tar, pitch and woollen rags. They also agree to admit into
France limited quantities of Spanish wine and fruits, corkwood and vegetable. The
French Government undertake to facilitate the Spanish transit trade with Switzer
land through France, and the Spanish Government undertake to facilitate the
transit of supplies passing through Spain to or from France and the French Colonies.
The fulfilment both of this Agreement and of the Spanish-American Agreement is
dependent on the Spanish Government carrying out an agreed arrangement for
financing Frenclr.purchas.es in Spain. A. group of Spanish bankers will be authorised
to open credits in favour of a French group up to 35,000,000 pesetes a month for
10 months. The advances will be guaranteed by a deposit in Spain of French
Treasury bonds or of Spanish securities, representing at least 40 per cent, of the value
of the current drafts. The advances may be renewed until March 20th, 1920, when
the first reimbursements will be made. Interest will Ire paid at a rate not exceeding
7£ per cent., including brokerage and commission. The Spanish Government will,
if necessary, take steps to compel Spanish firms interested in the export, trade with
France to assist in creating these credits. The credits will be used exclusively to
finance the French purchases in Spain which are covered by the Franco-Spanish
Agreement."
German Submarine and other Abuses.—The Admiralty reports :—" It is satisfactory
to note that the crew of the submarine which last month put into Ferrol (see Report
No. 61) have been interned in the interior of Spain. His Majesty's Consul at Vigo states
that a German submarine is reported to have surreptitiously entered that port on the
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night of April 8th and communicated with the German S.S. Neidenfels.
An enemy
submarine is also known to have landed a German subject in the vicinity of Alicante
about the same date, who, however, was promptly arrested by the Spanish authorities."
Madrid papers of April 17th (quoted by the Daily Revieio) state :—"The Government
has received a message from the owners of the Spanish vessel Louisa, stating that
the ship has been torpedoed, and sunk, protesting against this fresh outrage, and
expressing their confidence that the Cabinet will take such measures as they deem
necessary to safeguard their dignity. The vessel carried a cargo of Spanish fruits,
was to have returned to Spain with a cargo of coal, and. then was due to sail again
for the United States with a cargo of Spanish produce. Three of the crew went down
with the ship." The Publlcidad of April 9th (quoted by tire Daily Revieio, Neutral
Press Supplement, of April. 19th), referring to the abuse of Spanish shores by German
submarines, adverts to the general attitude of Germany towards Spain as follows :
" Spain is the country which suffers most from German interference. We have but
to recall the connection between certain events which brought about a Ministerial
crisis and certain demonstrations, which during several days affected public affairs,
and the negotiations for and approval of the Conventions with France and the United
States. In such cases a ' mot chord re ' is issued by the German Press, and passed on
by the pro-Germans^ This ' mot dordre ' is always calculated to attract popular
sympathy. In the case of the Conventions it referred to the clearness of food, in the
case of sympathy with France, to the danger to neutrality, on the sinking of a Spanish
ship the greed of the shipowners became the cry. The workman, dissatisfied with his
pay, the mother with a soldier son, the housewife who has to pay a- high price for
potatoes, a simple folk, not given to thinking, believing that potatoes are dear because
France takes them all, or that England is seeking to drag us into war, unconsciously
become German agents and serve German ends. And meanwhile Germany, while
destroying our merchant fleet, is acquiring in the interior positions from which it will
be difficult to dislodge her. And all this time we are keeping carefully in our
ports tire? 70 ships which, after tire war, will perhaps be used to compete with our
trade."
SWEDEN.
Swedish Negotiations with the Allies and Germany.—Sir E. Howard reports that
the German Government has accepted the reduction of Swedish iron ore exports to
3,500,000 tons per annum, 750,000 tons of which is to be low grade phosphorus ore.
It has also agreed to the chartering of 400,000 tons of Swedish shipping to the
Associated Governments. The Swedish. Foreign Minister declares his inability to
limit the export of cellulose or spinning paper to Germany, but believes it will not
exceed the figures mentioned, in the draft agreement; an undertaking can probably
be given against the exportation of carbide, but not against that of pyrites,
molybdenum or ferro-silicon. Sir R. Paget reports a statement that the Germans
have stopped in the Baltic and directed to German ports about 120 Swedish
sailing ships and small steamers, and that they presumably intend to hold up Swedish
Baltic shipping as hostages pending the conclusion of Swedish negotiations with
the Allies. With regard to Swedish-Dutch trade, Sir E. Howard learns that the
Germans have made it a condition for permitting vessels to leave Holland for Sweden
that should they subsequently proceed to Entente ports the Swedish Government must
obtain a guarantee from the Allies that they shall be free to return. Sir E. Howard
"reports the opinion of the Allied Ministers at Stockholm that should it be found
impossible to reach a general agreement, it would be highly desirable on political
grounds to make another modus vivendi securing tonnage to the Allies and. cereals or
other necessaries to the Swedes.
Swedish-German
Coed Agreement.—The
Swedish Press announces the conclusion
of an agreement under which Germany will supply coal, up to 150,000 tons per month,
to Sweden from May to July inclusive. Sir E. Howard has been unable to obtain
official information regarding this agreement.
Bolshevism.—Sir
E. Howard reports that the possibility of Bolshevist disturbances
in Sweden is seriously regarded by Swedish Conservatives and officers. It is stated,
that an active propaganda is being carried on amongst workmen and soldiers and that
important regiments are largely affected. On the other hand, the defeat of the Red.
Guard in Finland has perhaps relieved apprehensions in this regard, and extreme
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Socialists themselves have been heard to declare that the time has not yet arrived for
drastic action.
Export Prohibitions.— Sir E. Howard reports the prohibition of a variety of goods
for exportation as from April 19th. These inclu.de certain agricultural implements,
combustion and explosion motors and machines for working metal and wood.
Indian Nationalist Propaganda. — The Swedish. Press of April 22nd publishes a
communication from the Indian National Committee in Stockholm detailing the story
of Mahendra Pratap's Mission to Afghanistan (see Report No. (32).
SWITZERLAND.
Dutch Shipping.—Sir
11. Rumbold reports that the Netherlands Legation has
recently issued to the Swiss Press a reasoned protest (dated March 30th, and signed
by tire President of the Council and Foreign Minister), against the Allied requisition
of Dutch shipping. The Foreign Office has acquainted Sir PL Rumbold with the
Allied, case, for the purpose of a reply if thought necessary.
Swiss Exports of Embroideries
to Central Empires.—Sir H. Rumbold reports that
the exports of embroideries to the Central Empires during February and March last
amounted, to 670 tons over the normal exports for the corresponding months of 1917.
The Allied Delegates have therefore proposed to stipulate for a reduction of the
export ration for the remaining nine mouths of the current year from 750 to 400 tons.
The Foreign Office points out, however, that in the circumstances it will be impossible
to proceed in the matter until the total amounts of the actual exports for February
and March are known.
URUGUAY.
Uruguay and Germany.—Mr. Mitchell limes reports that in reply to the note of the
Uruguayan Government regarding the detention of an Uruguayan Mission by a
German submarine (see Report No. 63) the German Government now states that
the Mission may proceed : the Urugmoyan Minister has insisted on a definite answer
as to whether the German Government regards Uruguay as being in a state of war
with Germany.
Entente Relations xoith Uruguay.—Monte
Video papers (April 18th) state that
treaties making it absolutely obligatory to submit all disputes to arbitration have
been signed by Uruguay, France, and Great Britain.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
General.—Peace discussions are still in abeyance, and dependent upon the issue of
the great, battle on. the Western Front. The tone of such discussions as have taken
place has been influenced constantly by the fluctuations in the struggle. Sir H.
R urnl:obi's report of the new German " peace offensive " deserves special attention.
Ominous reports: (Lord Bertie, April 23rd) are current of acute distress in Belgium,
and there is a possibility that Germany may use the pitiful condition of her victim
as a lever to extort concessions for the delivery of Belgium from her dominance.
Russia.—-Russian Wireless on April 18th stated, in reply to Berlin enquiries, that "
the ships of the Black Sea Navy are nearly all at Sebastopol, but Caucasian counter
revolutionaries have seized at Batum a few small ships, ddie Russian Government
considers that, in accordance with Clause 5 of the Peace Treaty, Russian warships
have the right not Only to stay in their own harbours, but also to go from one Russian
harbour to another, and to navigate near their own coast. A protest is made against
the hostile acts committed by the warships of the Quadruple Alliance against the
Russian transport ships at sea near the Russian coast, ddie Russian Government, on
their own part, intends to take all measures in their power to carry out Clause 5 of
the Peace Treaty as affecting the Black Sea Navy.
Mr. Wardrop on April 20th reported that, in reply to Berlin Wireless of April 14th,
M. Chicherin expresses surprise that the Germans addressed to Moscow and not to
Fvieff a reminder about the non-conclusion of a Peace Treaty between Russia and the
Ukraine, Russia not being responsible for the delay. M. Chicherin adds a protest.

again against the occupation by Germany of territory beyond the boundaries claimed
by the Ukraine Rada. On the same date, M. Chicherin forwarded by wireless to the
Russian representative at Berlin the decision come to hy the Council of the People's
Commissaries on April 17th about Ukraine boundaries. This decision was that the
hostile activities which are taking place in the Ukraine must not be extended into the
following territories : - " The Provinces of Kursk, Orsl, Tula, Voronezh, the region
of the Don Cossacks, and the Crimea, which were considered parts of the Russian
Federal Republic even in the one-sided declaration of the Kieff Rada," referred to in
the German Wireless message of March 29th.
On April 21st M. Ghicherin informed the German Foreign Minister in Berlin by
wireless that the Russian Government is aware of the fact that the German Minister
of Foreign Affairs has enquired of the local authorities of the Crimea about the
nationalisation of the flag. M. Chicherin. draws attention to the fact that the " Tanric
Republic forms part of the Russian Federal Soviet Republic," and trusts that the
German Government will not violate the Brest Treaty by putting pressure upon a part
of the Soviet Repmblic "with the object of separating the same from Russia."
Russian Wireless of April 22nd published a protest by M. Chicherin addressed to
the German Minister for Foreign Affairs in Berlin against the passage by German or
Ukrainian troops through Perskop in the direction of Simferopol. The protest con
cludes with the following words:—"According to your communication, even the
one-sided declaration of the Ukrainian Government does not include the Crimea
within the frontiers of the Ukrainian People's Republic, This advance into' the
Crimea is essentially a violation of the Brest-Litovsk Peace Treaty, inasmuch as it is
an invasion of a possession of the Council.'s Republic. This invasion is threatening
our Black Sea Fleet, and may lead to armed encounters dictated in the interests of
self-preservation of our Fleet. 1dm People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs hopes
that any. further advance into the Crimea will be stopped, and it begs the German
Government to inform us of its attitude without delay."
Russian Wireless of April 23rd publishes further strong protests at receiving no
reply from the Ukraine Pacla about opening peace negotiations at Smolensk. (There
is interesting matter in the Wireless of the same day- affecting the Fleet.)
[For further reports on the controversy about the boundaries of the Ukraine, see
under Ukraine.
For Russian protest about Bessarabia, see under Rumania.]
Russian Wireless of April 2l.st-22ud reported instructions by MM. Trotsky and
Chicherin to the Soviets and all "Government authorities to comply with the Brest
Peace Treaty as affecting agitation and propaganda directed against Germany,
Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria and Turkey.
On April 23rd M. Joffe, Russian (Bolshevist) Ambassador in Berlin, sent a message
by wireless to M. Ghicherin at Moscow requesting postponement of the publication of
the Beace Treaty, on the plea that the Russian translation is considered incorrect,
and " nothing is known here of the final draft which is said to have been accepted by
Germany."
On the same date Russian Wireless published, a very strong protest to the German
Foreign Ministry at Berlin against invasion, of Russian, territory at Kem. v i a , Finland,
and quoting orders issued to the troops of the Russian Republic to offer resistance
on the frontier " like an. army of a neutral State " would do.
1

Finland.

[See above under

Russia.]

Lithuania.—On April 21st Lord Reading was informed of the policy of the Allies
as affecting the Lithuanians, This policy is to give encouragement to opposition
offered to the Germans, and also to emphasise the point that the right of the
Lithuanians to determine their own fate is acknowledged hy the Allies.
On April 23rd German Wireless reported that Lithuanian and Esthonian delegates
had been received by the Chancellor at Imperial Headquarters. He expressed
willingness to take the Diets of these countries under military protection of the
German Empire and " after separation
from Russia, military, currency, tariff, and
customs conventions are to be concluded and .the released countries recognised as
independent States." In another account of the same, date, Count Hertling is
represented as having promised support." in the execution of their separation from.
Seized b y the Germans.
(See G e r m a n W i r e l e s s of A p r i l 2 4 t h . )
A l s o i n R u s s i a n W i r e l e s s of A p r i l 1 7 t h , s u g g e s t i n g a C o m m i s s i o n to s e t t l e d e t a i l s u n d e r C l a u s e 3 o f
t h e P e a c e T r e a t y , a s a f f e c t i n g t h e N a v y , a n d R u s s i a n W i r e l e s s of A p r i l 2 4 t h , w h i c h a s s u m e s t h a t t h e
G e r m a n s a r e " p r e p a r i n g f o r a n a c t u a l , if n o t a f o r m a l , b l o c k a d e of S e b a s t o p o l . "
!
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Russia," and declared that "he was prepared, in the name of the Kaiser, to recognise
the liberated territories as independent States." (Sir H. Rumbold reported on
April 12th on good authority that the Lithuanian delegates to Berlin were anxious to
form a close alliance with Poland and the Ukraine to resist Germany on one side and
Bolshevism on the other.)
Esllionia,—On April 18th Sir E. Howard recommended the publication through
Scandinavian countries of the provisional recognition by Germany and Great Britain
of the independence of Esthonia. [See also under Lithuania.']
The visit of an Esthonian deputation to Norway was reported by Sir M. Findlay
on April 17th, to obtain the recognition cf Esthonia's complete national independence
as a neutral state under the guarantee of the Great Powers. The members of the
deputation are credited with a statement that the body which telegraphed to the
Kaiser was the Landesrat or National Council, which is a parody of national repre
sentation, consisting as it does of 31- Germans, 13 (?) Esthonians, and 11 Letts. The
deputation had been well received in Copenhagen, Stockholm, and Christiauia.
. Ukraine.—German Wireless of April 20th published a message from Kieff that the
Ukrainian Central Rada had declared that the PeophVs Republic of Ukrainia does not
recognise the incorporation of Bessarabia with Rumania, and is about to send a note
of protest on the subject to Rumania and to the Quadruple Alliance.
German Wireless of the same date published a further message that the proposal
of the Russians relating to peace negotiations bad been accepted, and they were to
take place in a provincial town in the Province of Kursk. According to another
German Wireless report, this conclusion was come to on April 17th by the People's
Ministerial Council of the Ukrainian People's Republic. [See also under Russia.]
1

Bessarabia.

[See under Ukraine,

Rumania,

and Turkey.']

Rumania.—Russian
Wireless of April 19th published a very strong protest signed
by M. Chicherin against the annexation of Bessarabia to Rumania, which is described
as " not only a challenge to the Russian Federal Councils' Republic, but also a
cynical disregard of the agreement concluded between the Rumanian Government
and Russia, to the effect that in the course of three months Bessarabia must be
evacuated by Rumanian troops." The message concludes : " The violent annexation
of Bessarabia to Rumania does not break the unity and solidarity of the working
classes of Bessarabia and Russia."
Lord Bertie, on April 20th, forwarded a message dated April .19th from the Allied
Ministers at J assy to the effect that they had received official notification from the
Rumanian Foreign Minister of the union of Rumania and Bessarabia.
German Wireless of April 23rd states that von Kuhlmann, " whose health continues
to improve," will go to Bucharest at the end of the week to conclude the peace
negotiations, and the new Austro-Hungarian Minister will go also - " h i s visit to the
German capital has had to be postponed until a later date."
[See also under Turkey.]
Germany.—On April 18th the Political Intelligence Department at the Foreign
Office published a confidential paper on the Lichnowsky disclosures and their effect
upon public opinion in Germany. These disclosures seem to have elicited but few
public acknowledgments of the fact that Great Britain was in no way responsible for
the war, and "these utterances are far outweighed by the chorus of condemnation and
abuse of the Ambassador and those who approve of his views."
Sir H. Rumbold on April 20th reported a sudden renewal of their " peace offensive "
by the Germans in Switzerland. The line on which the propagandists are working is
difficult to reconcile with the military party's promise of a "strong German, peace."'
It is said by men like Dr. Solf (Colonial Minister) and M. Muller (Editor of Munich
Post) now in Switzerland that Germany will propose peace about the middle of May,
offering to reconsider the Brest-Litovsk and Bucharest treaties, and to restore Belgian
independence. Fears are expressed" of the strangulation of German trade even "if a
great victory can be gained in the West, provided that the economic blockade is
mantained. Sir II. Rumbolcl expresses the opinion that the Germans are obliged for
various economic reasons to try and obtain a decision of some sort before July. This
C o r r o b o r a t e d b y G e r m a n W i r e l e s s of A p r i l 2 4 t h , o n t h e
T h e U k r a i n i a n delegation to a r r i v e at K u r s k on A p r i l 2 1 s t .
1

a u t h o r i t y of t h e Ukrainian

Press

Bureau..

report of a German peace offensive has received strong confirmation from Norway in
a Military Attached report forwarded hy Sir M. Find lay on April 22 nd.
Italian.Wireless of April 23rd calls attention to a speech at Breslau hy Prince
Fredrick William of Prussia stating that without an indemnity Germany would he
ruined economically and unable to compete with other nations.
Austria-Hungary.
[See under France for the Emperor Charles controversy; also
under Germany for Baron BuriaiPs movements.]
Turkey.—Italian Wireless of April 20th stated that relations between Turkey and
Bulgaria verge on conflict. Turkey is said to be demanding of Bulgaria the
Adrianople-Dedeagatch line as far as the mouth of the Maritza, while Bulgaria claims
the entire Dobrudja, and opposes Rumania's annexation of Bessarabia, at the same
time rejecting in a hostile spirit the demands of Turkej^. [See also under Greece.]
Bulgaria.

[See under

Turkey.]

France.—Sir
II. Rumbold on April 17th, forwarded information, founded on.
good airthorit\ , that there were two communications from the Emperor Charles
about the French claims to Alsace-Lorraine, one in a footnote to a letter sent by the
Empress of Austria to Princess Sarsina early in 1917, the other in the letter to Prince
Sixte, referred to by President Clemenceau. In the opinion of the Swiss Government
Count Czernin did not know about the existence of either of these letters, ddie)^ also
think it is possible that the Duchess of Parma conveyed a misleading impression to
the Emperor Charles about the real feeling in France and Italy on the subject of
peace.
T

United States.—A. suggestion, sent through Lord Bertie (April 18th) has reached
the Foreign Office from the Allied Ministers at Jassy that it would be desirable for
the United States to issue a denial of certain rumours of negotiations between that
country and Austria-Hungary, especially as affecting the Balkans.
Greece.—On April 17th Sir H. Rumbold reported on good authority that Germany
had promised the ex-King of Greece that Epirus, Albania, and the islands of the
Archipelago occupied by the Italians, would be presented to Greece in return for the
surrender of Seres, Drama and Kavaiki. It is further reported that the ex-King is
endeavouring to obtain German support against a claim by the Turks for Chios and
Mityiene.
Italy.

[See under

Greece.]

Great Britain.—The Ministry of Labour, in reporting for the week ending April
17th, stated that: " Evidence accumulates that one effect of the success of the
German offensive on the West has been to stimulate activity in all essential industries,
and it is not anticipated that opposition to the man-power proposals will go the length
of sacrificing the vital interests of the country. Labour has been quick to grasp the
significance of the threats to Amiens and the coast ports, and as long, as the crucial
position on the West continues it seems indubitable that the working classes of the
nation will as a whole play their part."
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(page 15).
Tlie matter of. greatest interest under this heading this week is given under Russia,
Ukraine, Germany, Turkey and Bulgaria.
The most serious news is the disclosure of. German designs upon the Crimea and
the Black Sea Fleet.
It seems probable that, when the Germans do open their next "peace offensive," l
their grip on Belgium will, be used to the full as a means of exacting concessions £
elsewhere.
PEACE

DISCUSSIONS

(page 3).
In connection with the Italo-Slav Entente, attention is drawn to the reported want
of unanimity among various Italian sections, one of which advocates the abandonment
of Italy's claim to part of the mainland of Dalmatia.
The British Government has arranged for an extra supply of wheat to Italy.
ITALY

it Y (page 5).
There are continued reports of a desire for peace.
AUSTRIA- HUNG A

(page 3).
Attention is drawn to Press reports of a separation between the Flemish and
Walloon districts for financial administration.
BELGIUM

(page 7).
The Germans seem already to be taking from the Ukraine foodstuffs required by
the population of that country.
The Prussian War Minister has attempted to justify the introduction ,by the
Germans of poison gas as a war weapon.
Descriptions of the attitude of different sections of the population towards the war
are of special interest.
[P.T.O.
GERMANY

(page II).
The publication of the British proposals for conditional recognition of the
Finnish Government has been authorised. The United States are not taking similar
action for the present.
The internationalisation of the Murman Railway is said to have been suggested
by the Finnish (White) Government.
FINLAND

(page 1.2).
It is reported that the Dutch Government have determined to resist the German
demands of a free passage along the Scheldt for the German and Austrian shipping
at Antwerp.
NETHERLANDS

(page 12).
Anarchy continues in several areas. Carranza's aggressive attitude towards the
United. States is serious.
There are in the country numerous Germans, whose
assistance is probable.
MEXICO

(page 13).
The attitude of the new Spanish Administration is reported to be satisfactory.
SPAIN

(page 1 4 ) .
German propagandists are active. The Government (as reported under " Peace
Discussions ") has taken steps to prevent repetition of the publication of false state
men ts about the action of their Minister in London in 1 9 . 1 4 .
SWITZERLAND

VENEZUELA

(page

15).

Strict neutrality has been reaffirmed.
May 2nd,

1 9 1 8 .

G. G. A.

[This Document is the Property of His Britannic Majesty^ Government, j g
Printed for the War Cabinet
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GENERAL.
Sinkings.—According
to the War Trade Intelligence Bureau, the total tonnage
of 500 tons gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in die case of sailing
ships reported, lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period
April I9th-25th inclusive, was 19,-110 tons gross, of which 42,412 were British, as
compared with 78,982 tons gross, of which. 62,333 were British, reported last week.
The Board of Trade reports :—The war losses of the Allies (other than British) in
March were 84,000 tons as against 55,000 in February, and of Nentrals 47,000 as
against 36,000 in February. Comparing the three months October-December with
January-March we find that total world losses have fallen roughly 200,000 tons,
from 1,147,000 to 945,000, of which the decrease in British sinkings accounts for
almost exactly half. The percentage of British to total loss has risen from 61 per
cent, in February-April 1917 to 64 per cent, in January-March 1918.
Franco-German
Agreement regarding
exchange and internment
of Military and
Civilian Prisoners.—The
Foreign Office learns that an agreement (subject to ratification
by the respective Governments) was signed on April 26th by French and German
delegates, regarding the exchange and internment of military and. civilian prisoners.
The terms of this Agreement provide for repatriation on a very extensive scale.
Dropping of Pamphlets by Airmen.—The Foreign Office has received through the
Swiss Authorities a proposal, by the German War Office that the dropping of leaflets
by airmen should be mutually abandoned, and that when a date for such abandonment
has been agreed an end should be put to the punishment of all aviators who have
hitherto committed such acts. In transmitting this proposal Sir II. Rumbold observes
that the distribution of such pamphlets behind the German lines is much more likely
to be effective than corresponding German propaganda behind the British (and see
Reports Nos. 54, 58, 59, 61 and 63).
Poison Gas.—German Wireless of April 24th reports that the Prussian War
Minister, von Stein, during a conference of- the Main Committee of the Reichstag,
made a statement regarding the use of gas in warfare. He said : " The use of gas is
not a result of the present war. Gas was formerly used in fortress wars, in fighting
for the defence of trenches. The now kinds of powder all developed coal oxide gases.
The use of these gases was organised by the Germans and was soon copied by the
enemy. Then came the time of gas attacks by means of releasing gasses, applied
by the Entente, especially in the SonIme battle, where, thanks to their excellent gas
masks, the German losses were almost nil. Later on gas shells made their appearance,
which caused some losses oh the German side, because it could not always lie
recognised whether gas shells were being used. Now an invisible gas has been
invented by the Germans. The Entente has remained behind in regard to inventions
in these matters. The German losses owing to gas are slight. The reports regarding
the terrors of gas warfare are highly exaggerated. The effect of gasses lies in the
shattering of the nerves of the enemy, who generally flees towards the rear when he
is bombed with gas shells. The sick in hospitals from gas poisoning for the most
part recover, and in any case lasting detriment to their health need not be feared.
For years the Entente said nothing against the use of gas, and only when the German
offensive was imminent did they begin an agitation against it. Human intelligence
can devise means of protection against it, and German scientists have created masks
which guarantee absolute protection. No country will consider the renunciation of
the use of gas, and German scientists therefore continue to work unceasingly in order
to keep Germany at the head of inventions " (and sec Reports Nos. 55 and 65).

British Prisoners in Turkey.—The Foreign Office learns that all British prisoners
-of war were transferred from Changri to Yozgad on April 5th. The Dutch Minister
at Constantinople has been requested to enquire into the condition of British officer
prisoners at Kedos. His Majesty has authorised relief allowances, in essential cases,
to British prisoners of war (whether European or Indian) in Turkey, ,up to £T. 18 for
-officers and £T. 10 for men per month.

ALLIED GROUP.

BELGIUM.
Germany
and Flanders.—It
is announced in the Kolnischc
VoRtsseitung
(April 21st, e.), that the German administration in Belgium decreed on March 26th
that with retrospective effect to January 1st 1918, all the finances of. the Flemish and
Walloon districts should be administered separately. " This measure," the paper says,
'" brings the independence of Flanders a great stride nearer completion." (And see
Reports Nos. 52-54-, 59 and 63).
CHINA.
Proposed Bolshevist Consids.—The Foreign Office learns that the Bolshevists arc
proposing to send Consids to China. The Chinese Government is at present main
taining a non-committal attitude in the matter.
FRANCE.
The " Bonnet Rouge"
Case.—The Times of April 29th at page 7 sets out the
-essential features of the "Bonnet Rouge " trial (commencing on that date) in which,
seven persons are charged with having relations -with the enemy.
Denunciation
of Commercial Treaties.—The French Press of April 24th attributes
extreme importance to the Government^ decision to denounce the commercial treaties,
(see Report No. 65) and considers that this action constitutes an actual economic
offensive.
The 0'Juvre says there is nothing unfriendly to anybody in this
denunciation of the treaties.
The Journal
says that there are grave reasons
for the Governments action, and points out that the country should henceforth
have, if it desires, an absolutely free hand in its economic dealings with all nations.
It was, the journal proceeds, in complete agreement with the other countries of the
Entente that the French Government took its decision to treat Allied, neutral, and
enemy countries on different bases. For instance, the nickel exported from French
colonies will he duty free if its destination is a country belonging to the Entente, it
will have to pay a small duty if its destination is a neutral nation, and a still heavier
duty—if the exportation is tolerated at all—when the destination is Germany or one
of her allies. This decision shows the Central Powers that in future France intends
to throw her powerful economic weight into the scale. " We solemnly warn German
industry that the raw materials which the Entente possess will rio longer be at, the
enemy's disposal. The latter will realise France's resolute determination to prosecute
an intensive war on all fronts. The measure arises from the need of shattering the
narrow circle which choices all commercial initiative and from the need of overcoming
once and for all, the obstacles which have hitherto hindered the freedom of our
transactions."
-

ITALY.
Italy and the Oppressed
Nationalities.—-In a Memorandum (G.T. 4376), dated
April 25th, the Political Intelligence Department reports the proceedings of the
recent Congress of Oppressed Nationalities, and discusses the motives, aims,

difficulties and possible effects of tbe Italo-Slav Entente. (See also Reports.
Nos. 57, 61, 63 and 64.) "The idea of an Italo-Slav Entente is, of course, as
old as Mazzini, but the present movement originates with the withdrawal of
Russia, and the consequent isolation of Italy in the struggle against Austria. A
final incentive to action was provided by the New Year speeches of Mr. Lloyd
George and President Wilson, and the reports of negotiations being carried on in
Switzerland by the Western Powers in the hope of detaching Austria-Hungary
from Germany. Italians saw in these manifestations (1) an inadequate realisation by
the Western Governments of the impossibility' of Austria-Hungary and the
insincerity of its promises of amendment; (2) quasi-abandonment of the cause of the
victims of Austrian misrule and aggression in the Balkans, and of the principle of
national self determination ; (3) neglect of a vital interest of the whole Entente in
establishing a solid barrier against the Germanic Drang nach Osten; (4) readiness to
whittle down the aspirations and needs of Italy to the barest minimum of ' irredentist''
claims. The alarm was therefore universal and affected all political groups." On the
question of territorial adjustments there is still a want of unanimity among the various
Italian sections, but the democratic Committee "' for an understanding between Italy
and the Jugo Slavs " frankly advocates the abandonment of Italy's claim, to part of
the mainland of Dalmatia ; such, a policy, if adopted by the Cabinet, would seem likely
to involve the elimination of the more Conservative elements of the administration..
Until the Italian Government gives clear expression of its intention, it is doubtful
whether disruptive forces within Austria-Hungary will be so stirred as to effect
consequences of military importance. Meanwhile, the Congress has been very
successful as a demonstration (1) of the reality and sincerity of the movement
against Austria-Hungary on the part of the subject peoples, and (2) of the possibility
of harmonising their claims on a basis of liberty and justice. (Italian press comments
are quoted in the Daily Review, Allied Press Supplement, of April 24th.) Italian Wireless
of April 26th reports :-—" Press comments from Austria, state the solidarity between the
Jugo-Slavs and the Czechs is continually on the increase. The Agram paper, llrvatsks
JJrzava, says : ' Politically and nationally Czech and Jugo-Slav interests are identical,,
and even their economic interests agree. To reach the sea the Czechs need a Jugo-Slav
corridor. The lands of the Jugo-Slavs need Czech industries and capital. The Czechs
will be the teachers of the J u go-Slavs in Sociology.' These signs of future relationships
are noteworthy, ddie Central Empires are detailing the objectives of Austria and
Germany in systemizing the Balkans. They wish to assure their own direct lines
across the Balkans. Beyond the Danube, beyond the Ceruavoda-Constanza railroad,
beyond even Valona, they demand Salonika. The newspaper Konstanser
Zeitung,
says openly:—' The Central Empires cannot, give Salonika to Bulgaria, because,
unless England cedes her naval bases in the Mediterranean, Salonika must
become a free port and a German naval, base for the German fleet.'
Germany reserves to herself a similar policy in Asia at Turkey's expense, although
to-day she gives assurances of respect for Ottoman suzerainty." Italian Wireless
of April 28th reports :—" Austrian plans for denationalising the Trentino are
noteworthy.
They demonstrate how Austria interprets popular liberty and
autonomy. The I nnsurucker
NaeliricJiten
publishes an article suggesting the
denationalisation of the Italian element of the population. It remarks that it is
necessary to Germanise the land near the frontiers. Because it is impossible to drive
away all the Italians, the Germans should at least attract Germans to the Trentino by
giving them lands confiscated from. Italians. It is suggested that, German schools
should be opened, and that there should be special privileges to encourage the use of
the German language in Government offices, and also that German tourists should be
encouraged. The Bishopric of Trente and the clergy must also be Germanised and
become a bulwark for Germany as in the middle ages." According to a report
received from Moscow, mutinies have occurred amongst Slav elements of the Austrian
Army on the Italian front.
Economic
Policy.—Italian
Wireless of April 27th reports :—" Yesterday an
important meeting was held of the chief representatives of financial institutions,,
industrial firms and also commercial companies to examine the progress of national
work on behalf of the Entente belligerents . . . Signor Nitti, the Minister of the
Treasury, made noteworthy statements regarding the Governments future economic
policy. He said, the banks must be Italian in conduct, action and methods. The
Italian nation, as regards its banks and industries, can manage by itself, even whilst.

employing foreign capital. Italian industries must unite in order to share risks.
Owing to the lack of iron and coal, Italy is making enormous industrial efforts, and
such efforts will have to be maintained after the war. It is necessary that some
enterprise should unite all the credit institutions, and constitute a large bank for
exports, formed with the help of all the hanks, and also an Italian bank for utilising
hydraulic power. It is necessary to make a study for the creation of a special
Institute of Public Works."
Food Supply.—Hie Foreign Office informs Sir id. Rodd that His Majesty's Govein
ment has arranged for the diversion of an extra supply of wheat to Italian
requirements (see Report No. 65).
JAPAN.
Resignation
of Foreign Minister.—Sir
C. Greene reports the resignation of
Viscount Motono, Minister for Foreign Affairs. He is succeeded by Baron Goto,
Minister of the Interior, who has already issued a declaration of continued solidarity
with the Allies.
Rice.—Sir G. Greene reports that the Japanese Government intends shortly to
take over and distribute all imported rice, thus, in effect, abolishing the import duties.
Meanwhile the Department of Agriculture and Commerce has recommended that
export licences should state definitely whether the relative consignment is for
transhipment or consumption in Japan.
- PORTUGAL.
Presidential
Flection.—Sir
L. Carnegie reports the election of Senhor Paes as
President of the Republic. There was no other candidate, and the number of votes
was small.
Customs Dulles.—Sir L. Carnegie reports the publication of a decree fixing, a's
from May 1st, the proportion of Customs duties payable in gold in accordance with
the variation from time to time of the exchange on London.
UNITED STATES.
Reorganisation
of Aircraft Arrangements.—Lord
Reading reports the appointment
of Mr. John D. ILyan as Director of Aircraft Production, for the United States Army,
with Executive Control. Idle Aircraft board will remain as an advisory body,
Mr. Ryan replacing Air. Coffin as Chairman. A division of Military Aeronautics
under Brigadier-General William L. Henly is instituted in place of the existing Air
Section of the Signal Corps under General. Squier.

ENEMY GROUP.
AUSTRIA HUNGARY.
Austria and Germany.—The Foreign Office learns that the Kaiser has sent an
autograph letter to Count Czernin, thanking him for his policy and conferring upon
him the Iron Cross of the First Class. Tisza has declared in the Hungarian Chamber
that Baron Burian will firmly maintain the alliance with Germany and avail himself
of the first opportunity to reach an honourable peace. This alliance would, he added,
be kept more closely after the war. l i s z a having spoken only of Burian, Wekerle
said that he must complete lisza's speech by adding that King Karl had always been
a most loyal supporter of the alliance. He declared that he had seen the letter to
Prince Sixte of Bourbon, and that it contained nothing but attempts at peace made in
conjunction with Germany, that there was nothing in the letter directed against
Germany, and that the text published by Czernin was the genuine one. He added
that the new minister would follow the same policy as his predecessor.
Bolshevist
opinion on Austro-German relations is thus expressed in the Official Journal
of April 16th:—"A cleft is made visible in the Central Alliance by the Czernin
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Clemenceau controversy. Austria is indifferent about Alsace Lorraine, where the
Germans get iron ore and potash. Austria is merely a bridge for Germany to
the East. Austria is eager to terminate the war. She is hungry for Ukrainian bread,
which can only be easily got by an exchange of manufactured goods, and the latter
cannot be had even from neutral countries. Austria needs capital which Germany
cannot supply, and is therefore looking to America for it; hence OzerniAs politeness
to Wilson. It is premature to expect a rupture between Germany and Austria, as the
latter is too dependent. The Austrian Government fears a revolution and this fear
ties it to Germany." The Foreign Office learns that, though Baron Buriau has the
support of the Tisza party in Hungary, he has no reliable following in Austria, and is
therefore considered unlikely to retain office for long. (See also under " Germany.")
Central Powers anal bite Jens.—The Vienna Mdr.genzei.timg publishes a report of a
pogrom, against the Jews at-Cracow on April IOth. No protection was given by tire
police, and a great meeting of protest was therefore held by the Jews, who resolved
to .organise measures of self-defence. The affair was falsely represented by the
authorities as an ordinary hunger riot. According to the Arbelter Zeitung of
April 19th the Jews are being brutally ill-treated, at -fediuci in Bessarabia. These
reports would appear to conflict with the claim of the Central Powers to have secured
good treatment for Jews in Eastern Europe. (See also Reports Nos. 58, 60 and 64,
under " Germany.")
Ukrainians
and the Administration
of Galicia.—Press telegrams of April 25th
state that the Austrian. Premier, Dr. von Seidler, has promised to the Polish members
of the Austrian. Parliament that the administration of Galicia should be handed back
to the Poles. The Political Intelligence Department observes :--"' This may please
the Polish gentry and intelligentsia in Galicia, but will have no influence on the
revolutionary movement among the Polish peasants and workmen, and will drive the
Ukrainians into sheer frenzy. The Ukrainians, who form about 80 per cent, of the
population of East Galicia, would prefer any, even a military government, to that of
the Polish landowners. Until now they entertained hopes for a division of Galicia
into an Ukrainian and a Polish part. Should, dominion over the entire country be
once more conceded to the Poles, nothing will be left to tire Ukrainians but revolution.
Whilst the Polish masses in Galicia hardly share the Jingo interest of the Polish
gentry and intelligentsia in East Galicia, to every Ukrainian peasant the problem of
East Galicia is of vital importance."
Food conditions
in Austria.—Addressing
a public meeting recently in Vienna,
the Burgomaster, Herr Weisskirchner, said (according to a Press report) :—" The
available food supplies are very scanty, and it will require the greatest sacrifices ou
the part of the population to hold out during the coming weeks. The organisation of
the official provisioning bureaus has broken down, and in addition to this the greatest
confusion prevails as a result of the issue of most contradictory and. impossible food
orders and regulations. In consequence of: these ordinances the shopkeepers never
know from one day to another whether or not they will, be sent to prison." The
Burgomaster also declared that he foresaw the day when the middle class trader
would be reduced to a state of beggary if the present conditions were allowed to
continue for any length of time. In conclusion, Herr Weisskirchner expressed his
regret at the disappointment of the hopes -which had been raised by the mis-statements
hi regard to expected imports of foodstuffs from the Ukraine, adding :—" AustriAs
only hope now lies in obtaining further aid from Germany."
Conditions in Bohemia.— The Political Intelligence Department quotes the Keue
Freie Presse of March 26th as showing the misery, disease and mortality in Bohemia
due to insufficient and improper feeding.
Miners' Strike.—According
to a Press telegram of April 24th " the Austrian
Minister of Railways has announced the complete suspension of passenger traffic on
the Northern Railway in consequence of the shortage of coal, due to the miners'
strike."
Probable Socialist Strikes.—Sir II. Rumbold reported on April -30th that one-day
Socialist strikes were expected to take place throughout Austria and Bohemia on
M.ay 1st.
Changes in the Hungarian
Ministry.—The
Foreign Office learns that general
strikes, of limited duration, have taken place in Budapest as a demonstration in favour
of universal suffrage. According to a Budapest telegram (quoted by the Daily
Review

of April 26th.) Dr. Wekeiie has announced the resignation of the Hungarian Govern-j
ment on the ground that it had become doubtful whether it would be authorised to
dissolve Parliament in order to carry through suffrage reform. Press telegrams refer
to an attempt by Joseph Szterenyi (Minister of Commerce in the Wekerle Cabinet) to
form' an administration, and emphasise his pro-German leanings. The Political
Department points out that this is probably a confusion of names and that the appoint
ment, is more likely to have been given to Count Beta Serenyi, a Magyar aristocrat.
According to a Budapest telegram of April 25th, however, Count Serenyi'a attempt to
form a Cabinet, which appeared to have practically succeeded, has failed. According
to the evening papers, Count Szterenyi could not meet the demand of the Socialist
parties under Count Kafolyi for an absolute guarantee that the House would be
dissolved, and new elections ordered if the Electoral Reform Bill could, not be passed
through the Lower House in the course of the autumn without amendment. A
Budapest telegram appearing in the Lolial-Anzeiger
(April 28th) affirms that Dr.
Wekerle has been entrusted by the King wdth. tire formation of a new Cabinet.
Dr. Wekerle accepted the task and immediately initiated, negotiations. He had a two
hours' conference with Count Tisza. It is also stated that Dr. Wekerle is planning
the formation of a coalition Cabinet on the basis of a compromise in regard to the
Suffrage Bill.
Socialist celeb rations in Hungary.—The
Nepszava (April 10th) publishes a
manifesto of the Hungarian Socialist Party proclaiming a general strike for May 1st,
and a public meeting to demand political rights, social reforms, and first of ail. peace,
so much desired by all peoples. " On May 5th Marx festivals will be held all over
the country to celebrate the .1.00th birthday of the founder of the science of class war,
of the man who declared that the working-classes can only be freed by their own
strength."
See also under "Spain. " and. "Sweden."
GERMANY.
German Opinions on the War.—The views of a moderate German of some
distinction are thus reported to the Foreign Office :—There are at present three
different attitudes in Germany towards the jwar. ' First, unshaken confidence and.
belief that England can be conquered; this feeling is shared by the Military Party,
the Conservatives, and the metallurgical industrialists. Secondly, war-weariness and
susceptibility to the idea of a reasonable peace ; this is felt by the generality of the
people, i.e., the peasants, soldiery and lower middle classes. Thirdly"; fear of the
economic ruin of the country, inevitable u nless a commercial boycott can be prevented
by diplomatic bargaining with German territorial acquisition ; this is the conviction
of the financiers, shipping magnates, and leaders of industry. It is stated that Baron
Kuhlmann favours an early peace, and is disposed to negotiate with. England, but
that there j s a considerable section of opinion which, having abandoned hope of
defeating or exhausting the British, aims at influencing them through the conversion
of the United States. The importance of the economic blockade is also emphasised
in statements made by other prominent Germans. Meanwhile, stress is laid upon the
serious conditions of German mines and railways. According to a report received by
the Foreign Office the Germans also seem to have come to an end of some of their
raw materials. The opinion is expressed that if they can get a decision in their
favour within the next two months, they would have no difficulty in inducing the
people to hold out quietly until the next harvest ; but if the decision goes against
them, their failure will, coincide with the period at which their stocks are lowest, and
the effect upon the masses may be decisive. The Foreign Office learns of a recent
influx into Switzerland of prominent Germans, all hinting at Germany's readiness to
discuss " a reasonable p e a c e " ; it is suggested that they are either anticipating a.
failure in the West or attempting to Aveaken Allied preparations for a long struggle.
Submarine Campaign.—Sir R. Paget reports that the belief seems to be current
in Coi)enhagen that the Germans intend after the first week of May to sink every
possible vessel, including those which up till now they have spared. As the result of
this, there has been a considerable fall in shipping shares.
Germany and Russia.—Mr. Lockhart transmits the following literal summary of a
leading article in Pravda, the official organ of the Bolshevist Press, on Count Mirbaclds
-arrival:—" The Embassy of the German Government has arrived at Moscow, i t has
been pleased to come to the capital of Soviet Russia on the strength of diplomatic

ex-territorial ity ; at the same time the German Generals, who receive their orders,
from the same staff of German Imperialists from which Mirbach springs, are entering
Russian towns behind smoking guns in the.name oil complete right to everything that
they "can snatch from the Soviet Republic. The German. Ambassador has arrived in
the revolutionary capital not,as the representative of class of a friendly nation but as
plenipotentiary of a military gang who with boundless insolence are killing, violating
and robbing everywhere they can penetrate with their bloody Imperialistic bayonet.
The Ambassador of victorious Imperialism arrives in the capital of the militarily
weakest Socialist country, and he would be a fool who takes the switch for the olive
branch of peace. The representatives of German Imperialism have arrived in Moscow,,
but they have been forced to allow in. Berlin the Bed Embassy of the Russian
revolutionary Republic. Even if our comrades arrive in Berlin as representatives of
a defeated "country in a military sense they are nevertheless representatives of a
country morally victorious. Not one German workman will, meet tire Ambassador of
Socialistic Russia with such hate as that with which to-day in Moscow the Russian
proletariat meets the representative of German Capital." The newspaper
Zaryarosii,
after declaring that Bolshevism cannot last, observes that matters are reaching a stage
at which crystallisation becomes possible. Since the Allies make no sign from Vologda,
Germany is left a freehand. After the Lwow, Kerensky and Lenin periods, Russia,
now enters on the Mirbach period. Scythian, isolation is succeeded by European ism
enforced by bayonets. German-Russian relations cannot henceforth be described
as diplomatic. Till a national feeling arises, Russia is doomed, to be a mere pariah
object of politics.
German and Austrian Prisoners in Russia,.—Sir C. Greene learns that converts to
Bolshevism amongst German and Austrian prisoners of war are daily increasing and
already number about 20,000. According to the Bolshevist Official Journal, the
German Government, lias made a peremptory demand for the disarmament of
prisoners of war and the suppression of their revolutionary committees. It is
complained that prisoners of war at Omsk prevent other war prisoners returning
to Germany. The separation of Germans from Austrians is also demanded. (And sec
Reports Nos. G2 and 64.)
Germany and Poland.—Mr. Wardrop learns that the Germans are endeavouring
to Germanise the first Polish Corps. It is proposed that General Beseler should he
placed, in command and that an oath should be taken of obedience to the German
and Austrian Emperors. Polish opinion, both National and Socialist, is entirely
opposed to this. (And see Report No. 64.)
Germany and the Ukraine.—According to the military bulletin of the Bolshevist
Official Journal, the Germans are forming an Ukrainian army for use on the French
front, and calling up all those who were 18 last new 'year. The Official Journal
states that there is hunger typhus at Kiev, while heavy trainloads of-food are leaving
for Germany.
Dissensions
among Central Allies.—Rlieinische
Westfdlisehe
Zeitung of April 17th,.
quoted by the Daily Review, writes :—" Plelfferich is being sent to straighten out the
difficulties between Bulgaria and Turkey, but will find no easy task. The Central.
Bowers wash to give the Dobrudja to Bulgaria on condition that the line of communi
cation between Tchernovoda and Constanza remains open for the economic needs of
the Central Bowers. Bulgaria demands compensation for this, and opposes the
frontier rectification demanded, by Turkey. Bulgaria would like to have Salonica, but
this wish cannot be granted, because Salonica is to be made a naval base of the
Central Powers, and a free port in the event of England refusing to surrender her
Mediterranean possessions—Cyprus, Malta, Gibraltar, and Egypt. (See also under
'' A ustria-Hungary.'')
Reichstag
Criticism of the Military Authorities.-—The
Daily Review reports: —
"According to the Voncdrts' version of the proceedings at the meeting of tire Alain
Committee of the Reichstag on April 25th, the military authorities were severely
censured for their policy in the East and in the West. The question put by Ledebour
whether it was true that a great number of German soldiers were drowned in the
Flanders floods was simply denied by shouts. Scheidemann, criticising the Bress
censorship, mentioned as a typical case the suppression of a resolution passed by the
Alsace-Lorraine Diet. Muller (Meiningen), Progressive, sarcastically remarked that
the reports about the Zeebrugge raid did not correspond with the facts, while Gothein.

(Progressive) said that the military authorities' attitude towards the Eastern Border
. States was felt as a disgrace by everyone. Noske (Soc. Maj.) disclosed the fact that
public institutions in the Ukraine were openly insulted, by the military command,
which, in its instructions to soldiers, ordered them to regard the abolition of derno
cratic institutions as their main task, the result being that the soldiers themselves
revolted against the execution of such commands. Speaking on this topic, Ledebour
even went so far as to say the German action, in the Ukraine was a violation of. treaties
which was driving the Ukrainian farmers into open revolt. He asked, for information
as to v\-hy the German military authorities invaded the Crimea, and. finally expressed
his fear that conditions in Finland would soon resemble those in the Ukraine. All
these accusations were ignored by the Government benches."
The Lichnowsky Memorandum.—According
to a Berlin telegram, the Prussian Upper
House has decided to grant the request of the First State Attorney of District Court
(Landesgericht)'No.
1 of Berlin for authorisation to undertake criminal proceedings
against Prince Lichnowsky. Professor Boning, speaking in Committee as -reporter on
the question of authorisation, said that Prince Liclmowsky gave a number of his
acquaintances access to his memorandum. The State Attorney regarded this as an
offence against paragraph 353 of the Penal Code, because the Prince illegally
-communicated to third persons documents officially entrusted to him or instructions
given him by superiors, or their contents, thereby infringing the official secrecy
incumbent upon him. A petition by Prince Lichnowsky's solicitor asked the House
to grant the request, of the State Attorney, as Prince Lichnowsky had great interest
in facts, which were often distorted, being partially cleared up. The Commission
unanimously recommended that consent should be given. (And see Report No. 61.)
Control of Eastern Trade.—A. Christiania message of 27th April quoted by the
Daily Review states!:-—" It is learnt from an. excellent source that a number of great
German and Austro-1 Bulgarian concerns, including the German Oriental Co., the
North German Lloyd, and Lohman's, have formed a huge combine under the name of
the Enropaische TIandelsgesellsehaft,
at Bremen. The proposed objects are : - - ( ! ) To
control and centralise the import trade of war products, animals, vegetables, textiles,
minerals, and all kinds of raw materials from Russia, Persia, Manchuria, -China,
Turkestan, Rumania, and Finland ; (2) to organise a Union, of all Exporters in the
countries mentioned who had business relations with Germany before the war ; (3) to
cut off the neutrals who deal with the Allies from the products of the above-mentioned
countries and from all commerce with the Central Powers ; (4) to organise a boycott
and undermine the financial and commercial position of the pro-Entente neutrals ;'
(5) to form a Central Power commercial block, including friendly neutrals. Officially,
the.company will be liquidated at the end of one year after peace is signed, but it will
c on thru e u n offi c i all y,"
Alsace-Lorraine
[Protest in the Diet).—A. significant circumstance attending tire
reopening of the Alsace-Lorraine Diet is pointed out by the S trass burg correspondent
of the Staltgarter Beobaehter (quoted by the Daily Review) :—" The President of the
Second Chamber, Dr. Rickliu, only received 23 votes, although 47 out of 60 deputies
were present. The statement of the Under Secretary, Herr Kohler, ou the budget
was received in silence, and the Budget was referred to the Commission without a
word being spoken." ddie correspondent asks what is the reason of these highly
-remarkable proceedings, and continues:—Just before the Convocation of the Diet
the Statthalter had announced that nothing must be said in the Diet regarding the
most important question of the couiitry's future, namely, its independence or its
inclusion, in some federal State, ddie attitude of the deputies at the election of
presidents, as also at the introduction of the Budget, was a protest against this order,
ddie election was made under protest, and silence was maintained owing to the
deputies being unable to speak their minds, as they wished, and should be able to
clo." The Vorwdrts' comment on these incidents is that it is probable they will be
discussed in the Reichstag.
Food Supply : The Neu-Kolln Scandals.—The Daily Review reports :—" The action
brought by the Public Prosecutor in Berlin against the Council, of Neu-Kolln, a
suburb of the capital, in connection with the borouglds purchases of foodstuffs last
year, through secret channels, at prices exceeding the maximum fixed by the Govern
in ent, has revealed further facts as to the true state of food conditions in the big
cities of Germany. The prosecutor ordered the seizure of the books of the city pay
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office, which led to angry scenes, as the latter suspended payment of relief. Hundreds
of soldiers' dependants rushed to the office, and their attitude became so threatening
that the Public Prosecutor was obliged to return the boohs by Saturday. The
Berlin Tacjcblalb (April 21st) says that the borough council last year was forced to
make secret purchases, as the clamour for food became "more and more urgent.
Women penetrated into the Town Hall and threw themselves on the ground begging
for bread and other foodstuffs, while others forced their way into the private rooms
of the Upper Burgomaster and even assaulted him. Great demonstrations took place,
leading to turbulent scenes before the Town Hall, due Council was obliged to act,
as the War Pood Board remained, deaf to all entreaties, and it made its purchases
through secret channels, simultaneously publishing the famous memorial which
revealed'the true facts of the situation, and led to the action against the Council.
Preparations
for . Demobilisation.—The
Berliner Tageblatt (Apr. 15, ii.) reports
from a reliable source :—"The main preparations for the transfer of men in the army
to economic life when the time comes have been completed. They are they result of
close co-operation, between the military authorities, the civil authorities oil the, Empire
and the States, and of the authoritative organisation of our economic life. ' ddie very
important task of finding employment for men has been carefully worked out in. all
its details with experts on employment, the public employment organisations, the
Labour Exchanges, the workers, and the employers.
Further details will be
announced later. There is no reason, to fear that one will be too late. On. the
contrary, everyone may rest assured that the military authorities have made as
careful preparations for transferring soldiers back, to economic life as they did for
mobilising them."
'Germany
and the Jeios.—According
to the Norddeutsch
Allgemeine
Zeitung
(ApriP25th), a society has been formed in Berlin for the promotion of Zionism " within
the limits of Germany's policy in the Orient." The directors include Brofessor Hans
Delbriick.
Germany and the Baltic.-An
account of German, historical interests in the Baltic
is to be found in The New Europe of April 18th.

NEUTRAL GROUP.

ARGENTINE REPEBLIC.
Railway Strikes.-Sir
R. Tower reports an improvement in the outlook with regard
to the railway strikes (see Report No. 65).
Transfer
to Argentina of Enemy Ships in Chile.—The War Trade Intelligence
Department reports :—" The United States Government have sanctioned the transfer
to the Argentine flag of three enemy ships in Chile ou the understanding they
will be used to transport nitrates to the United States and will carry no crews,
officers, or passengers of enemy nationality. His MajeEty's Government have
concurred in this arrangement.
CHILE.
Internment
of " Dresden" Prisoners.—The
Foreign Office instructs Sir F. Stronge
to make enquiries of the Chilian Government as to the control exercised over interned
prisoners from the German -warship Dresden.
DENMARK.
Danish-American
Negotiations.— Sir R. Paget reports that the German Govern
ment is insisting that in any agreement made by Denmark 400,000 tons of shipping
must be reserved for Danish use. Safe-conducts would be given to Danish ships
trading in purely Danish interests outside the -war zone, but no guarantee is yet

promised regarding coal ships. All other Danish shipping engaged upon Allied
interests will be sank without compunction. Lord Leading reports that the Danish
Government is again hesitating to conclude a general agreement and expressing a
desire to negotiate on a footing of cargo for cargo (and - see Reports Nos. 67-59
and 65).
FINLAND.
Recognition.—The
Foreign Office authorises Sir E. Howard to publish in
Scandinavia and Finland the terms of the British proposals for conditional reeog
nition of the Finnish. Government (see Reports Nos. 64- and 65). Sir E. Howard
learns that the offer is regarded "with much satisfaction by the Finnish Representative
at Stockholm, who is now reported to anticipate the early release of those British
subjects who have been arrested in Finnish territory by the Germans (see Reports
Nos. 60 and 62). Lord Beading reports that the United States Government does not
at present propose to take any action towards recognition of the independence of
Finland.
Finland and Germany.—Sir E. Howard reports the statement of a person in touch
with Finnish Government circles, according to which it would appear that President
Swinhufvud and Mr. Renvall are both anxious that Finland should adopt a neutral
and. independent policy, and that the Senate does not wish to return to Helsingfors
until the Germans have left. In that event it is probable that M. Sario would be
replaced by another Foreign Minister. It is added that the Finnish Government
believes that independence can best be secured through the assistance of the Western
Powers and by the acquisition of an outlet to the Arctic Ocean, for which latter
purpose the internationalisation of the Murman Railway is suggested.
Germany and Russian Rights in Finland.—According
to a Russian Wireless
report, the Bolshevist Government has instructed its representative at Berlin to
protest against.(1) the refusal of the German command at Helsingfors to permit the
local Russian command to communicate in cipher by wireless ; (2) the refusal of the
German and Finnish Governments to entrust to Russian ships the destruction of
mines in Finnish waters.
General Export Prohibition.—The
General Swedish Export Association states in
the Swedish Press that it has been officially informed that the Finnish Senate has
issued an export prohibition on all goods. It is not yet decided whether goods for
which an export licence was obtained prior to the revolution may be exported from
Finland.
Scandinavian
Socialists and the Finnish Government.—Sir
E. Howard reports that
on April 28th a representative deputation of Swedish Socialists handed to the. Finnish
Charge d'Affaires in. Stockholm a protest by Socialists of Norway, Sweden and
Denmark against the drastic reprisals of the Whites against the Reds. The Charge
(FAffaires declared his inability to forward the document, as this would amount to
unjustifiable intervention. The deputation referred to Finland's requests for military
intervention, and protested that their action could scarcely be called improper at a
time when peace by conciliation was universally desired. On the same day the
Swedish Socialists held a meeting of protest against the "White Terror." They,
have also expressed disapproval of the action of Burgomaster Lindhagen in
approaching ,the German Legation in the matter.
MEXICO.
Aggressive Attitude of Carranza Government.—Lord Reading reports that anarchy
prevails upon the West Coast of Mexico, and that the Mexican Authorities are making
difficulties on the border. Two American citizens have been kidnapped in Tepic.
Mr. Cummins learns that Carranza is taking steps towards the enlistment of males
under 45, and there is reason to believe that the Government is preparing to attack
the United States, thus effecting, under German inspiration, a diversion of American
military effort. Many Germans haA e recently entered Mexico from Guatemala and
the United States, and it is reported that others may arrive from Cuba. It is
r

estimated that upwards of 5,000 trained Germans might be available for Garranza's
army. The proprietor of an influential pro-ally newspaper has been ordered to
leave the country, and Ids paper has been taken over by the Government. The
Government has also addressed an offensive communication to the Italian MinisterLord Reading learns that a revolution of elements sympathetic with the Allies is in
preparation, but that Carranza and the Germans are likely to attack the oilfields in
anticipation. Meanwhile Caballero (see Report No. 65), with upwards of 2,000
adherents, is believed, to be aiming at Tampico, which, is, however, occupied by
Government troops:
Proposed
Taxation on Petroleum.-^Mr,
Cummins reports that the Eagle Gil
Company is lodging a strong protest against the proposed new taxation on the
export of Mexican oil (sec Report No. 58).
NETHERLANDS.
. Germany and the Netherlands.—With
reference to the German demands upon
the Netherlands Government set out in Report No. 65, Sir W. Townley reports that,
a request has now been put forward for free passage down the Scheldt of German
and Austrian vessels at Antwerp. This the Netherlands Government is determined
to resist. It has, however, offered to allow transit to Belgium of 1,600,000 tons of
sand and gravel for the current year. Sir W. Townley has pointed out that from this
amount must be deducted 370,000 tons transited last autumn on account of 1018
requirements : and that inspection must be allowed or guarantees given by the
Germans. The Netherlands Government is also trying to arrange for a reduction of
the amounts which the Germans demand shall be exported from Holland. In
exchange for these materials the Netherlands Government is asking for steel and
coal. The German claim for passage of civilian goods over the Roermond Railway is
conceded on condition that Dutch control, is established to prevent the transmission of
provisions or military material to the German forces. In reply to an article by Georg
Bernhard in the Vossische Zeitung, Ilaudelsblad
of April 30th declares that the Allied
requisition is not comparable with the present German demands, which threaten the
honour and safety of Holland and must be forcibly resisted. , The Foreign Cilice
learns that the German High Command lias been putting pressure upon Baron
Kuhlmann. in connection with these demands, and that the danger to Holland will
continue so long as the military party is in the ascendant.
Allies and Dutch. Tonnage.—Sir W. Townley reports that the Netherlands Foreign
Minister, speaking on April 25th in the hirst Chamber, declared that the Government
would agree to an exchange of ships as soon as absolute certainty existed that the
matter was in order on the other side of the ocean. The United States Minister thought,
an undertaking had already been given in writing that ships would not be detained in
America after March 20th. Tire Netherlands Government expected such an under
taking shortly. Before it was received no ship would leave. The intention was to
continue exchange of ships, and perhaps six ships would thus sail continually. The
Minister hoped more would sail later. He was convinced Germany would not place
obstruction in the way, but he was asking for an undertaking and thought he could,
rely on receiving it. The general, arrangement on the London basis had indeed
lapsed. The Minister had reasons for expecting that the Associated Governments
would observe the obligations regarding the rationing of Holland.
German Propaganda and the Allied, Requisition.—German
Wireless of April 26th
quotes [let Vaterland of April 24th as contrasting the Allied treatment of Dutch and
Norwegian shipping. " Dutch ships are to be compelled to bring troops, arms and
munitions across to Europe, while Norwegian ships can voyage to South America,
which was one of the first conditions desired for Dutch ships. What does the
preference for Norway mean ? "
NORWAY.
Norwegian-American
Negotiations.—Sir
M. Findlay reports that the Norwegian
Government has been endeavouring to obtain in the proposed Norwegian-American
Agreement (see Reports Nos. 59, 60 and 65) a substitution of Government control

of imports for control by the recognised Associations. Sir M. Findlay has pointed
out to the £Norwegian Foreign Minister the objections to this proposal.
Norwegian
Fish.—The Foreign Office informs Sir M. Findlay that fish may be
exported from the north of Norway to Russia (see Report No. 55) on condition (inter
alia) that shipment is not made to Finland or any territory in de facto occupation of
the enemy. Salt should not be shipped in bulb.
Export Prohibition.-—Sir
M. Findlay reports the prohibition for export of bamboo
cane and goods manufactured therewith.
SPAIN.
The Neiv Ministry and the Allies.—The Political Intelligence Department points
out that the new Spanish Administration has already demonstrated its goodwill
towards the Allies hy upholding the recently concluded commercial treaties (see
Reports Nos. 59 and 65) in spite of German protests, talcing precautions against
the escape of the latest refugee submarine (see Report No. 65), withdrawing the
proposed export duty on potatoes, and promising to transfer to Spain German officers
in Fernando Po.
Food Supply—The
Political Intelligence Department notes the growing scarcity
of bread, meat and other kinds of food in Spain ; this has led to Sehor Yentosa, the
new Commissioner of Supply, being called into consultation by the Cabinet, and. to
hints at the introduction of a system of rationing.
Enemy Financial
Activity.—The Foreign Office learns of the impending formation
in Spain of a Spanish Austro-Hungarian Bank for the facilitation of enemy
transactions.
German Correspondence
from Spain to Central and South, America.—The
Foreign
Office learnsMhat a considerable correspondence relating to commercial and financial
transactions is still carried on by Germans and their cloaks in Spain with persons
in Mexico, Bolivia, Colombia and Venezuela.
German Intrigues
in Morocco.—The
Political Intelligence Department points out
that the question of Morocco, though not likely to lead, to any definite action from any
quarter at the moment, is one that arouses a good deal of feeling both in Spain and
elsewdiere. It is the most important question in Spanish Foreign politics and has
been the centre of most of Spain's diplomatic activities for a good many years. By a
succession of treaties and arrangements following upon the gradual collapse of
the authority of the Sultan of Morocco, that country has now been divided into a
French zone, much the largest, a Spanish zone, which consists of not much more
than a long strip of coast opposite Spain, and a small international territory
consisting of the towm of Tangier and its immediate neighbourhood. This
arrangement is clue to the Franco-German Convention of 1911 and the subsequent
treaty of .1912 between France and Spain. By the first of these Germany acknow 
ledged the protectorate of France over the whole of Morocco ; by the second a
Spanish zone was created, in which Spain has the same powers as France in the rest
of Morocco. Hie international district of Tangier remained as created hy the
Algeciras Conference, but the statute for its government had not been approved, by
Spain when the war broke out, and the matter has since stood over. This situation
obviously offered material which has not been neglected for German intrigue (see
Reports Nos. 63 and 64, and the Times of April 30th and May 1st), which has
been effectively criticised in Count Romanone's paper the Diario.
Spanish interest in
Morocco is divided : the governing classes cling to a footing there as a matter of
national dignity ; the masses are indifferent.
r

SWEDEN.

Food Supply.—The
Foreign Office learns that the German Government has
declared its inability to provide any wheat for Sweden before May 1919. In view,
however, of the purchase of 50,000 tons from Denmark, it would now appear that the
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present Swedish bread ration will be maintained until the beginning of September,
and it is expected that the new harvest will be available by the middle of that
month.
Imports from Austria
and Russia.—The Swedish Press reports an,Agreement
(subject to sanction by the respective Governments) between a Swedish Import
Consortium and an. Austrian Export Consortium, for the delivery between May and
October of 1,660 tons of oil (probably lubricating) and. 1,200 tons of petroleum to the
Swedish Consortium, wdio would then sell to the Industrial Commission. Deliveries
under a similar agreement, concluded last December, are still proceeding. The
Industrial Commission also expects to import from. Russia on. very favourable terms,
aluminium, electrolytic copper, tin in ingots, brass in bars and several thousand tons
of brass shavings.
Control of Metals.—Sir E. Howard reports that the Industrial Commission has by
Royal Decree been given control, as from April 15th, of all trade in and manufacture
of copper, tin, aluminium, antimony, bismuth, platinum, mercury, and their alloys,
ferro-tungsten, ferro-chrome, ferro-nickel, ferro-vanadiuin, unalloyed tungsten and
nickel, tinned iron plate, zinc and lead ; also powers to requisition, metals.
Control of Cotton and Linen Goods.—Sir E. Howard reports the issue of Ro3'al
Decrees restricting the sale and export of various woollen, cotton and linen goods,
and fixing maximum prices for cotton-yarn and tissues.
Turkish Propaganda.—Sir
E. Howard learns that a party of Turkish Socialists is
proceeding to Stockholm for the purpose of making propaganda out of alleged,
massacres of Turks by Armenians. Meanwhile delegates of the Greek Socialist party
in London have requested the Socialists in Stockholm that a Committee of neutral
Socialists may be formed to enquire into the treatment by the Turks of the Greek
population of Asia Minor.
Transit goods in Norway.—Sir
E. Howard requests that in order to obviate
improper sales in Sweden, steps may be taken at Christiania to prevent the forwarding'
from Norway of transit goods (including goods diverted from Archangel.)
Socialist Demands.—The
Swedish Press of April 23rd (quoted by the Daily
Review) reports that the following demands were outlined in the resolution adopted

at a meeting at Stockholm, which was attended by 12,000 Socialists :—
(.1) A maximum working day of eight hours.
(2) Effective support for people out of work.
(3) Reduction of the present maximum prices.
(4) Reasonable maximum prices for all goods.
(5) Rationing of all kinds of foodstuffs, preceded by expropriation of all food
supplies, including supplies stored by the wealthy for their own con
sumption.
(6) Military provisions to be seized and. used, for public rationing.
(7).Military training be reduced to a minimum.
(8) All working power available to be given the opportunity of participating in
the production of foodstuffs and to be organised in a rational, way.
(9) Interests derived from the war profiteering to be given as loans without
interest to poor people desiring to participate in the production of food.
^ - (10) General rationing of accommodations.
(11) The requisitioning of all tonnage fit for facilitating the import of goods.
The resolution ended :—" We are confident that the Government will realise that
these demands of the working and starving people are worthy of receiving prompt and
absolute approval."
SWITZERLAND.
Swiss Negotiations
with Allies.—Sir
H. Rumbold reports that the SwissGovernment will provide the Allies with 180,000 tons of wood during the six months
May-October inclusive in addition to about 50,000 tons for delivery under outstanding

private contracts. With, regard to agricultural
"produce, the Allies are likely to
secure 80 per cent, of Swiss milk products available for exportation. Apart from
this agreement, it is understood that a limitation will be placed npon the export oC
cattle and preserved meat. '
-/

Swiss-German
Negotialion.it.—Sir
If. Hum bold reports that the Germans are
insisting that German coal shall, not be used by Swiss industries for the manufacture
of articles exported to the Allies, or alternatively that Germany shall control the.
distribution of coal in Switzerland. It would appear that the Swiss Government may
be driven to adopt the former condition. Sir Id. Rumbold has pointed out that in
such a case it may be necessary to refuse the provision of imported foodstuffs to
German, subjects or employees of firms engaged upon German contracts, and also
to rescind the right of German firms entered in the 1*914 Register of Commerce to
receive goods through tire S.S.S. Sir H. Rumbold observes that an offer to double
the present Allied supply- of coal might have valuable effects in countering German
influence.
Germany and Grain Boats.—An official communication has been issued in Berne
(April 25th) announcing that the negotiations between the Swiss and German
Governments regarding the question of permits for ships conveying grain for
Switzerland have been concluded. An agreement has been signed in Berlin by which
all ships laden with grain, other foodstuffs, and forage consigned to Switzerland will
have a safe conduct so long as they proceed to Cette or a neutral port, and avoid the
" blockaded " zone. Both neutral ships and the ships of the nations at war with
Germany may be used in this service. To make the latter class of ships in particular
easily recognisable, it has been decided that each vessel shall bear on both sides of
her hull the word " Suisse " or " Schweiz," in white letters on a black ground, and also
the Swiss Arms as large as possible, and that these signs shall be illuminated at night.
In addition, each vessel will cany the Swiss flagon, her mizzeu mast. Each vessel so
granted safe conduct must be provided with, a declaration that the vessel is not
carrying any other merchandise than that described in her official papers. Besides
the Swiss flag, the vessels will fly the flag of their own country. The German naval
forces will be immediately advised of this arrangement, but it will lie impossible to
be certain before a lapse of three months that all submarines will have received these
instructions. The majority, however, can be advised by wireless, so that the danger
for Swiss grain ships will be relatively small.
German Intrigue.—Sir
R. Rodd reports a statement that German, agents are
being employed to denounce to the Allies various banks and industrial concerns
in Switzerland ; it is hoped that these may thus become blackdisted, and consequently
hostile to the Allies, and dependent on German custom and assistance.
Sir 1:1. Rumbold reports that several Italian Zimmervaldists have been arrested at
Zurich, consequent upon a discovery of bombs, infernal machines and a tube of
bacilli. There is reason to believe that these men were in enemy pay. On a previous
occasion Italian Revolutionaries similarly implicated took refuge in Germany.
VENEZUELA.
Neutrality.—Mr. Beaumont reports that a Presidential message of April 27th to
the Venezuelan Congress re-affirms emphatically the strict neutrality of the Republic.

PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

General.—The general discussions have been of less importance than usual this
week, excepting the indications of an apparent German intention to twist the terms
of the peace treaty in order to get hold of the Russian war vessels.
There are more signs of German preparations, especiahy in Switzerland, for
launching a peace offensive in the near future ; so far reports about the terms likely
to be put forward are contradictory. It is said on good authority that they may
include an offer to restore the freedom, of Belgium in exchange for the return of some
German Colonies.
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Russia.— Oxi April 21st (received 27th) Mr. Wardrop reported an order issued by
Trotsky drawing attention to Article 2 of: the Brest Treaty, which prohibits agitation
and propaganda directed against the German Government, and also enlistment of
foreigners in the Red Army.
On April 19th (received. April 26th) Mr. Wardrop reported on the authority
of the Official Journal in Moscow, that von Kuhlmann had telegraphed to M. Ghicherin
that, after- April 20th, any warships formerly belonging to the Black Sea Fleet winch
violated Article 5 of the Brest Treaty would be treated as outlawed and. hostile'.
M. Obicheriu had. replied that some small vessels at Batnm were counter revolutionaries,
and. that the Russian opinion w as that, under Article 5, war ships had the right to
claim (sic) Russian harbours and to navigate, so the Russian Government hoped that
Germany would refrain from hostile action. dffie Black Sea Fleet would be ordered
strictly to carry out the provisions of the Brest Treaty.
On April 25th German Wireless replied, through Count Mirbach, to. a former
Russian message about the submission of Article 5 and others of the Brest Treaty to
a Conference, that the German Government agreed to the proposal, to form a Corn
mission for the purpose, and asked for Russian representatives with plenipotentiary
powers to go to Berlin, and confer at the Admiralty.
On April. 25th Baron von dem Busche replied to a Russian Wireless message
that the German Government agrees to the frontier line mentioned, in the Peace Treaty
being established by a German-Russian Commission, without d e l a y .
Pskov is
proposed for preparatory work, which must begin on May 1.6th.
Mr. Wardrop on April 24th (received.26th.) reported the wireless communications
between M. Chicherin and Berlin about the Fleet and the Brest Treaty, in one of
which Chicherin asks Germany to guarantee the safety of the Black Sea Fleet against
attack, as it is understood that Sebastopol is blocked by submarines, and threatened
on the land side. "Idso Fleet had been ordered to remain in harbour, movements,
having been forbidden by von dem Bussche by wireless. 
[The War Cabinet learned on reliable authority on May 1st that the Russian Black
Sea Fleet and the fortress of Sebastopol had hoisted the Ukraine flag. The Admiral
appointed by the Bolshevist Government was said to have proposed to hold a conference
with the General Commanding German troops in the Crimea.]
Caur!and.—On April 27th German Wireless reported that the " German Chief of
the Administration" had proclaimed to the " Courlaild Diet" that the Kaiser " i s
prepared to recognise the Duchy of Courland as a free and independent State, and to
conclude in the name of the German Empire such State treaties with Courland as will
guarantee the close economic and military connection of the two countries."
Lithuania.—Sir
Id. Rumbold on April 25th reported on. good. a'uthority..that the
German military authorities will not allow lierr Erzberger to go to Lithuania.
Roland.—Mr. Wooclhouse on April 22nd. (received April 27th) forwarded a report
based on good authority that Germany and Russia had contracted a special, treaty
about Poland at Brest-Litovsk. tie quotes the chief points embodied in tire Treaty,
which includes the provision that Russia undertakes at the Peace Conference to give,
support to a contention on the part of Germany that the question of Poland is a
German, and not an international, question.
Ukraine.—Mr. Wardrop on April 19th (received April 26th) reported, on the
authority of the Moscow Press, that there was serious disagreement between the
Germans and the Ukraine Rada, and that the Germans were striving to dismiss
the Rada. M, Chicherin protested by wireless to Berlin on April 25th that the
German-Ukraine offensive was still continuing to Kursk, and- into the Crimea.
Count Mirbach declared that the German Government was still observing the Peace
Treaty^ [German Wireless of April 27th proclaimed that " the German-Ukrainian
advance against Kursk continues. The railway line has been occupied."]
On April 29th Russian Wireless issued a message signed Boguslavsky, addressed
to the " German-Ukrainian High Command of Armies operating in Ukrainia," on. behalf
of the Voronesh Provincial Executive Committee, asking for negotiations for an
armistice within their territory.
On the same date German Wireless reported that the German delegation in Kieff
for negotiations wdth the Ukrainian Republic about mutual exchange of goods had
:
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closed its labours, and the Treaty consisted of a series of claims which included some
affecting grain, vegetables, fodder, seeds, eggs, animals for meat, and iron ores.
[See also under Russia.']
Rumania.—Lord Bertie on April 26th forwarded a report from the Allied Ministers
that, in the new situation brought about by the peace treaty, they would be prevented
for the future from sending wireless messages in cypher. Since April 20th their
telegrams have also been refused on the score of congestion of the line.
It appears from German Wireless of April 26th-29th that von Kuhhuann and
Baron Burian left Berlin for Bucharest on. April 26th, and arrived there on the 29th.
Before leaving Berlin, von Kuhlmann made confidential reports to the leaders of the
Reichstag parties about the Bucharest negotiations, and his health, by that time,
"had been completely restored." [This disposes of the rumour put forward that he
had used the plea of ill-health in refusing the Emperor Charles'" hospitality when
passing through Vienna.]
Germany.—Strong
corroboration has been received from, several sources of
Sir II. Rumbohfs report of last week thai offers will shortly be made by Germany to
discuss peace, whatever may be the result of her great offensive. It is further reported
that propaganda on the subject is specially directed to prepare the Allies, especially
the Llnited States, for the proposals to be put forward. . Accounts differ as to the
terms she would be prepared to accept, but there is nothing to show that, as long as
the military party retain the ascendancy, anything but a " strong " German peace,
based on the assumption of German victory, is likely to be offered. In this connection
several reports have reached the Foreign Office to the effect that the economic blockade"
is pressing very hard upon Germany, and as long as we hold the seas she is not likely
to be saved even by a military success.
On April 27th Sir Id. Rumbold drew attention to a letter in the Geneva Journal
from Dr. Muklon, lately of Krupps, demolishing the German attempts to justify their
violation of Belgian neutrality in 1914. There are unconfirmed rumours that Prince
Lichnowsky was at Zurich on about April 24th.
Sir II. Rumbold cprotes Press reports that von Kuhlmann, when on his way through
Vienna, did not ask for an audience with the Emperor Charles, and excused himself
from dining at Court when invited. Reports from several other sources point to
strained, relationship between the Kaiser and the Emperor Charles.
[See also under Rumania, and under
Austria-Hungary.]
Austria-Hungary.—ddie
Emperor Charles' personal idea of peace conditions is
reported, on fairly reliable authority, to be as follows:-—-France to receive the French
speaking districts of Lorraine. No war indemnity on either side. Belgium to be
restored in exchange for German Colonies. The same authority reports that Austria
would withdraw from the war if these terms were accepted by the Entente and refused
by Germany.
Several reports suggest the desirability of keeping Austria strong as a counter
poise to Ban-Germanism. This view is concurred in bv the Vatican (Count de Salis,
April 3rd, 1918).
The Kaiser is reported, on good authority, to be urging the Emperor Charles to
get Prince Sixtus to support the Austrian version of the Emperor Charles' letter, as
opposed to the French version, and serious -friction is reported between the two
Emperors.
German Wireless of April 27th alleged that " cross-currents directed against the
alliance of the German Empire (with Austria-Hungary) had been, done away with
entirely " at an interview between Minister-President von Seidler and a deputation of
the Austrian Upper House.
On April 29th the Austrian Foreign Office sent a wireless message to Moscow to
propose to open negotiations to regulate certain financial matters under Clause 4,
Item 3 of the peace treaty with Russia.
[See also under Rumania, and Germany.]
Turkey. — Several reports, received through Sir II. Rumbold (April 24th-26th)
point to Turkish discontent with the Germans and a desire for peace. Also to
probable friction with Bulgaria on their respective claims in peace discussions.
[See also under Sweden.]

IS
Bulgaria.—See
under Turkey.
Bulgaria is said to want more than the Dobrudja,.
especially the Adrianople-Dedeagateh Railway, and Bulgaria also is reported to be
dissatisfied with Germany.
France.—In connection with a proposed conference in Switzerland of the " Central
organisation for a durable peace," Lord Bertie on April 26th-28th reported that the
French Government had no intention of departing from their policy announced in
November 1917 as applied to granting visas to French citizens to attend conferences
on peace. [Sir II. Rumbold was so informed on May 1st. The British Government
adopts the same attitude.] The Seine Union of WorkmeiTs Syndicates publish an
appeal in Humanitd for Syndical organisations to be ready for a generaljand unanimous
manifestation of the proletariat in favour of public announcement of war aims, and the
suppression of secret diplomacy. Deputy Sambat, in the same paper, recommends
the Allies not to refuse to negotiate after the present German offensive.
Switzerland.-—With reference to the recent statement that the Swiss Minister in
London had wired to his Government on August 2nd, 1914, that Great Britain would
declare Avar, this statement has now been officially denied by the Swiss President
(report by Sir Ft. Rurhbold, April 24th), ancBthe Director of the Political Department,
wdio was in London at the' time, states that the Swiss Minister " throughout the crisis "
reported that the British Government made " every endeavour to keep peace." [This
disposes of another attempt by the German propagandists to camouflage
the weakness
af their case. The Swiss Government has suppressed all further Press telegrams
alluding to the subject.]
Sweden,—Reports have been received (Sir E. Howard, April 27th) of an impending
visit to Stockholm of Turkish Socialists to publish propaganda on alleged massacres
of Turks by Armenians ; also proposals for Greeks to go to Stockholm to conduct
counter propaganda on Turkish persecutions. The suggestion has been made by the
Foreign Office to Sir E . Howard (April 30th) that the massacres of Armenians
wholesale by the Turks are so thoroughly proved that it will be easy to arrange
locally to refute the proposed Turkish propaganda.
Morocco.—The Political Intelligence Department calls attention to the fact -that
Germany has begun to use the whole Morocco question as a move in her diplomatic
offensive. The old sentimental, soreness in Spain about Gibraltar is again being
exploited, (see former Reports).
Persia.—-The Foreign Office learns on good authority that the presence of certain
Persians in Berlin is significant in connection with reports that Germany and Turkey
are trying to cause Persia to join in the war. Sir C. Marling was so informed on
April 30th.
f
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PRA.CE DrscussroNS (page 1.7).

(lancral.—As affectiug the issue of the war, the most important developments of
the peace negotiations conducted by the Germans during the past four months with
Russia, the Ukraine, Finland, and Rumania, have b e e n 
(I) The destruction or demobilisation of national armies hostile to Germany, so
that small Gorman armies arc now able to carry out the avowed German
war aim of " economic development, in every direction," at the expense of
countries unable to defend their own possessions, and
(2) The seizure by the Germans of all Russian war vessels upon winch they can
lay their hands. Unlike the defeated or demobilised armies of their
opponents, the war vessels may ultimately add materially to German
strength in conducting the war. This raises questions of naval strategy
which are beyond the scope of this Report.

Bumania.—The

humiliating terms of the " Peace " Treaty arc referred to briefly.
GRNMORAI, ( p a g e 2).

Now lhat a General-in-Chief has been established for the AVestern Front, the
dissolution of the Executive AVar Hoard has been agreed to by the War Cabinet.
Alterations in the German Naval Prize Paw require attention.
(page 3).
The campaign against Baron Sonnino is being revived.
ITALY

G E R M A N Y (page 5).

Former Reports (Nos. 52, 53, &c.) that the Military Party is dependent for their
power over tin-; nation upon military successes are confirmed. On account of the
economic, importance to German)- of supplies from the Ukraine, this subject is dealt
with fully.
Some indication of the German policy for economic development after the war is
given, by von Stein's Reichstag speeches on May l.st-3rd.
Attention is also drawn to Part I . of this week's Report (last page), where an.
account is given of Admiral von TruppePs views on the economic value of the Pacific
Colonies.
T.T.O.

2
(page 9).
Though opponents of German domination are said to form a large majority of the
population, I bey appear to be powerless as long as the military power of Germany is
unbroken.
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY

ALBANIA

(page 11).

Austrian propagandists are active.
(page I I ) .
The use by the Germans of Danish Socialism to further their schemes of expansion
needs attention.
DENMARK

(page 12).
Some abatement in pro-German enthusiasm seems possible.
FINLAND

(page 13).
German demands for a free passage down the Scheldt have not materialised.
NETHERLANDS

(page I I ) .
There are continued reports of the acquisition of British banknotes for enemy
purposes. (See Reports Nos. GO, 62--6o.)
The pyrites question is important. His Majesty's Government is taking action.
NORWAY

(page 16).
The present Government seems in danger of being replaced, by one less favourable
to the cause of the Entente Alliance unless the supply of foodstuffs can soon, be
arranged.
SWEDEN

May 9th, 19.18.

G. G. A.

[This Document is the Property of His Britannic Majesty's Government.]
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GENERAL.

The Executive War Board.—The Supreme War Council has agreed that, in view
of. the appointment of General Foch as General-in-Chief of the Allied Armies on the
Western Front, the Executive War Board, set up at the meeting of the Supreme War
Council held on February 2nd, should be dissolved. The War Cabinet has approved
this proposal.
Ear Easi.-The
Foreign Office learns that owing to the protection afforded by the
landing parties (see Reports Nos. 63-65), the situation at Vladivostock continues
satisfactory. The prospects of forming an efficient local police force are small on
account of division of authority and lack of funds. A. movement in favour of an
autonomous Siberia is stated to be gaining ground, especially in the country districts ;
its leaders are soliciting Allied support.
Sinkings.—According to the War JTade Intelligence Bureau, the total tonnage of
500 tons gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case of: sailing ships
reported lost owing to the malice of the Kirig's enemies during the period April 26thMay 2nd inclusive was 79,068 tons gross, of which 59,161 were British, as compared
with 49,416 tons gross, of which 42,412 were British, reported last week.
The Admiralty reports that of a total 11,116,800 gross tonnage of merchant
vessels sunk by enemy action up to March 31st, 19.18, 8,985,276 was Allied (of which
6,722,891 was British) and 2,131,524 neutral.
Construction.—An
Admiralty announcement of May 9th to the Press- gives
particulars of British, Allied and neutral shipping construction to date as compared
with that completed in previous periods of the Avar (see next issue of this Report).
Convoy System.— The Ministry of Shipping reports that out of 58,374,600 dead
weight capacity of shipping convoyed (homewards and outwards) up to April 27th,"1918,
091,000 Avas sunk, being a percentage of 1 1 7 .
German Prize Regulations and Tonnage Agreements.—The
German
Reiclisanzeiger
published on April 29th an addition to paragraph 55. Point C. of the German Prize
Court Statutes, according to which neutral vessels are further regarded as trading in
the interest of enemy belligerents (in so far as circumstances "do not contradict this)
when the State whose flag they are entitled to fly has concluded an agreement with an
enemy State regarding cession of tonnage or when the bulk of the neutral State's
merchant fleet is employed, in enemy trade. This addition (which is supplementary
to one already made to the same paragraph on. -July 16th, 1917) appears to be aimed at
the Northern Neutrals.
Franco-German
Agreement
regarding
Exchange and. Internment
of Military and
Civilian. Prisoners.—The
Foreign Office instructs Lord Derby to communicate to. the
French Government the views of PI.is Majesty's Government as to the serious
consequences likely to result from repatriation of fit German prisoners under the
Agreement now awaiting ratification (see Report No. 60).
British Prisoners at Ruhlehen.—Sir. W. Townley learns that certain publications
in England regarding conditions in Germany by a prisoner repatriated from
Ruhleben have resulted in the severe treatment of prisoners there. .
Invalids
Government
repatriation
Authorities.

interned
in Holland.Su:
W. Townley reports that the German *
has agreed to a proposal made by the Netherlands Government for the
of invalids interned in. Holland on certification by the Dutch. Medical
Idle views of His Majesty's Government are requested.

ALLIED GROUP.

BELGIUM.
Forced Labour.—Sir F. Villiers transmits evidence indicating that Belgian youths
and hoys have been, deported and compelled to work behind the German lines ; the
Belgian. Government intends to protest.
CHINA.
Enemy Aliens.—Sir J . Jordan reports that the attitude of: enemy residents at
Shanghai is unruly, and may possibly develop into organised, agitation. His Majesty's
Cdnsul-Geheral suggests that their deportation (see Reports Nos. 5.7, 58, 61, 03-65)
should, be expedited.
-

CUBA.
German Financial Intrigue.—Mr. Leech reports that the Banco Espanol, acting
in German, interests, is endeavouring, by the purchase of shares held in the United
States, to obtain control of the Cuba Company, which in turn controls the Cuba
Railroad Company.
FRANCE.
Socialists.—The
Union des Syndicats Ouvriers de la Seine issued, an appeal on
April 22nd to its organisations stating that the situation was too grave to permit of a
stoppage of work on May 1st. The appeal pointed out that at the recent Socialist
Conferences at Clermont-Ferrand and London the working classes of all countries
expressed their desire to see the abolition of secret diplomacy, and, further, to see all
belligerents announce their peace terms. The President of the United States had
already done this, and Syndicalist organisations must be ready for vigorous action to
secure a similar policy in other countries. It might shortly become necessary to
organise general, manifestations of opinion by the proletariat.
Fu.ma.nitc of May 2nd published a manifesto issued by the Executive Committee
of the French Socialist Party declaring that, whilst not forgetting the teachings
of the great German Socialist, the same motives which opposed, the usual May Day
celebrations are also against any commemoration celebrations in honour of the
birthday of Karl Marx (Mav' 5th).
ITALY.
The Oppressed Nationalities.—Italian
Wireless of "May 3rd reports :—" Wo are
informed that lately the Serb-Croat-Dalmat deputies have assembled at the Parliament
House of Dalmatia and affirmed the full solidarity of the Jugo-Slavs with the Czechs.
The following declaration was approved:—' We are quite in accord with the du goSlav Committee of Vienna in calling for the union of the Croats, Slavs and the Serbs
in an independent State. We protest against the arrangement under which the
Dalmat Diet lias not been called for six years.' Czecho-Slav units attached, to the
Italian Army had an affectionate reception from the population in the Avar zone and
from the troops behind the first lines and also from the first line troops, ddie women
of Verona offered the Czecho-Slavs a fighting banner with the Bohemian colours. The
organisation of these units and. their discipline are perfect. The men are officered by
compatriots chosen by the Entente Government acting in accord with the National
Czecho-Slovak Committee and also by Italian officers." (See also under " AustriaHungary.")
Criticism
of Ministries.—Sir
R. Rodd reports that considerable criticism has
lately been directed against the Ministries of Transports and Munitions, and that the
-campaign against Baron Sonnino (see Report No. 48) is being revived.

d
Socialist Split.—Italian "Wireless of May 1st and 2nd reports a widening schism
in the Italian Official Socialist Party between the intransigent elements, "who are in
a minority in numbers . aud intelligence," and the Parliamentary group, which does
not refuse to collaborate with the Government and refrains from opposing the war.
JAPAN.
Anglo-J apane so Relations.—The
Foreign Office has acknowledged in cordial terms
a message from. Baron Goto in which he assures His Majesty's Government of the
unswerving determination of the Japanese Government to stand by the AngloJapanese Alliance.
PORTUGAL.
President
Paes.—The
Foreign Office authorises Sir L. Carnegie to offer the
congratulations of His Majesty's Government to Senhor Paes on the proclamation
of his election as President. Upon formal notification of his accession to office,
His Majesty's Government will take steps to indicate its recognition of the
President,
Political
Situation.—The
Ministry of the Interior considers that sufficient Deputies,
and Senators have already been elected to assure a Government majority. The
electors have therefore expressed their. approval of the Revolution of December.
The three political parties, Evolutionists, Democrats and Unionists, are now definitely
drawn up against the Government and, in sympathy of common opposition, are
friendly to one another. In spite of statements to the contrary, it is certain that
there have been many desertions from the Unionist Party on account of its opposition
to the Government. Senhor Machado Santos, Minister of Food, recently told an
interviewer that there "was some possibility ,of a counter-revolution, but that this
would easily be put down. He further stated that the country was in a state of
complete political and economic anarchy.
Monarchists.—The
views held by Sen hot Paes regarding the Monarchists are
reported as follows to the Foreign. Office :—The Monarchists may be divided into
three parties. First, Dom ManuePs adherents, whose fidelity to the Allies is
undoubted ; secondly, the Integralists, led by Count Monsaraz, wdio are certainly not
Germanophil (the Integralists advocate the restoration of the Monarchy on mediaeval
lines, but have no particular sovereign in view for the moment) ; thirdly, an
indeterminate group (among whom is the suspect Senhor Antonio Telles de
Vasconcellos, mentioned in Report No. 61), who may well be in collusion with, and in
the pay of, the Germans. Neither of the first two parties is at present disposed to
promote any revolutionary movement, which can do them no good, and may restore
the Democrats, their special enemies, to power. It is quite possible that the third
may attempt to promote disorders.
Import Duties on. Luxuries.— Sir L. Carnegie reports the imposition, as from May
16th, of additional duties on imported articles of luxury.
UNITED STATES.
The Overman Bill.—By 63 votes to 13 the Senate has passed the Overman Bill
" authorising the President to co-ordinate and consolidate the executive bureaux,
agencies, and officers, and for all other purposes, in the interest of economy and the
more effective administration of the Government." In the debate the Minority
declared that the passage of the measure was a surrender by Congress of its constitu
tional functions. The passage of the Bill is considered as marking the most significant
victory won by Bresiclent Wilson since the United States entered the Avar. Only one
Democratic Senator voted against the Bill. Further opposition is expected from
Republicans in the House of Representatives, but the prospects are that, after a short
struggle there, the Bill will become law (and see Report No. 55).

The Government War Finance Corporation.—President
Wilson lias begun the
organisation of the Government War Finance Corporation recently created by Congress,
which has a capital of 100,000,0007.., with power to issue 800,000,OOOZ. The five
directors who will control the financing of war industries are the Secretary of the
Treasury, Mr. McAdoo (ex-oiiicio); Governor Harding, of the Federal Reserve Board ;
Mr. Allan B. Forbes, New York banker; Air. Eugene Meyer, jim., New York, banker;
and Mi-. Angus McLean, banker and lawyer, of Wilmington, North Carolina.
Tin.—Lord Reading enquires the views of the Foreign Office upon proposals of
the United States Government for Interallied control'of tin supplies.
German Wireless of April 29th quotes the Associated Press as announcing the
prohibition of tin and tin ores (inter alia) for exriort from the Dutch East Indies, and
as stating that during the past year United States purchases from that source
amounted to 10,000 tons (and see under "Netherlands ) .

ENEMY GROUP.
GERMANY.
The Imperial Chancellor.—According
to a report received by the Foreign Office,
the Military Party in Germany intends shortly to remove Hertling and substitute
Helfferich as Imperial Chancellor.
to further reports (see also Reports Nos. 61-83
The 1 Vestem Offensive.—According
and 64) received by the Foreign Office, there is considerable dissatisfaction and
depression in Germany with the results hitherto obtained by the Western offensive.
Confidence in the General Staff has been shaken, and wild rumours of German reverses
are in circulation. Business men complain that they -are being sacrificed to the
Military Party. It is stated that relations between the Raiser and the Generals are
strained, and that Hi ml en burg and Ludendorff have more than once threatened to
resign unless they are allowed their own way in everything. It is expected that
Hindenburg will now make a supreme effort to retrieve his reputation, which has
suffered by the failure, so far, of his programme.
Germany and the Ukraine.—The Hamburger
Fremdenhlalt
of April 25th says :—
" The Ukrainian obligation to deliver grain according to the peace treaty has not been
fulfilled though the time has' expired. The Ukrainian Government, headed by a
professor who has strong doctrinarian social revolutionary ideas, issues regulations
but does not enforce them. Either'the will or the power is lacking; hence the
Central Powers do not get the grain which is rightfully theirs, although the grain
actually exists in the Ukraine and Germany has reckoned upon. it. Reports of ' con
sohelation ' of political affairs in the Ukraine are of little value, as this is hardly
intended to enforce the peace treaty. The social revolutionist majority in the con
si il a aide is indifferent towards the re-establishmeiit of economic intercourse with
Germany and Austria. The Ukraine is offering a passive resistance to the treaty
similar to that which the Bolshevists are offering to the German-Russian treaty. T h e 
question is what steps are to be taken to enforce the treaty. If necessary, Germany
must create her own organisations, although it would be better if the Ukrainian
Government would itself exercise influence on the rural, population.
General
GroneFs proclamation to the Ukrainian farmers has annoyed. Ukrainian politicians,
although it is in the Ukraine's own interest. The difficulties of administra
tionjj in the Ukraine may be great, but fulfilment of treaties must be seen to."
According to an Amsterdam message, a Berlin official telegram of May 2nd,
after referring to the strong agitation now apparent in. Kiev, which is directed
against German influence there, savs :—' Our efforts to restore order have met with
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insufficient support from the Government, which, "moreover, has taken no measures
regarding the spring sowing to meet its treaty obligations. Therefore, with the
approval of the Ambassador, Baron von Mumm, Field-Marshal von Eichhoin has
been obliged to publish a decree with reference to the spring sowing. This, however,
was published, by the Ukrainian. Press in a distorted, manner, thus producing
excitement in the country and evoking a protest from the Rada. There were even
signs that members of the Government themselves had joined the agitation against
us. In view of these conditions the arrest of M. Dobry, the manager of the Russian
Bank for Foreign Trade, bears a special significance.' due telegram also asserts
that Dobry's arrest was an arbitrary act of the League for the Liberation of the
Ukraine, and complains that the militia refused, to liberate him, ami that his present
place of abode is unknown. The telegram continues :—' Moreover, news has come
in that further arrests are imminent. At the same time the grounds of suspicion
have become intensified that, M. Dobry',s arrest was ordered by members of the
Government. This arbitrary act means the resumption of anarchy. The
Government has proved to be too weak to preserve law and order in Kiev.
With the approval of the German Ambassador to the Ukraine, Baron von Mumm,
the Field-Marshal has therefore taken special precautions for the security of Kiev,
which, in general, aimed at the establishment of military tribunals, the severe
punishment of criminals, and the imposition of severe penalties for all disturbers
of public order. Meanwhile an inquiry into the Dobry case was opened by a German
military tribunal, which led to the arrest of the War Minister, M. Shukowski, the
Departmental Chief of the Ministry of the Interior, M. Dajewski, and Madame
Tkatchenko, wife of the Minister of the Interior, the Commander of the town militia,
M. Bogazki, and the Departmental Chief of the Foreign Ministry, M. Ljubinski. The
inquiry is now proceeding.' German Wireless of May 3rd alleges that according to
a report from Kiev a change of Government has taken place in the Ukraine, owing to the
intervention of the peasant deputies who have arrived in Kiev, ddie Rada and its
Government, which no longer possessed any authority, has been overthrown. The
formation of a new Ministry is now in progress, presumably under General Sko.ro
patzki. The Transocean correspondent learns that the German Military Administration
is not involved in any way in the proceedings. The German Military Authorities do
not in any sense interfere. The members of the Government" who had been imprisoned
in Kiev have in the meantime been liberated. This jjrocedure has had nothing to
do with the change of Government. German policy j the Ukraine is elaborately
defended/ by von Payer in the Main Committee of the Reichstag on May 4th,
and by Bernhard in the Yossische Zeitung, the latter asking " how one can get
bread out of a weak Government without sending troops to assist, it," and the former
justifying Eichhorifs declaration of a " state of enhanced protection " f
that
purpose.
The Hamburger
Fremdenblait
of May 4th. reports a speech made
by Scheidemann before the Reichstag Committee on Ukraine policy. . In the
course of lbs remarks he "says : "Our troops m the Ukraine are in grave danger,
because their number is relatively small and the population is armed
. . . .
Our present policy will raise the whole country against us ^. . . .
The
enthusiasm felt at the beginning of the offensive in the West is ebbing, and if
no change has been accomplished soon, we must discuss these matters publicly."
German Wireless of May 4th. makes the following statement regarding supplies
from the Ukraine:—"The organisation created fur the collection, and transportation
of provisions on the strength, of the already announced agreement between the Central
Powers and the Ukraine, has already come into operation. According to telegraphic
reports from Kiev, two million centners of corn and provisions were put at the
disposal of the Central Powers at the Ukrainian collecting stations during the last
days of April. Considerable quantities have already passed the frontier. Of the
first deliveries the greater part will, for the time being, be left to Austria-Hungary in
view of the food difficulties prevailing in Austria at the present time. On account of
the early arrival of the Hungarian crops, Austria-Hungary will be able to provide
for herself in a few weeks from now. Therefore, in dune and July the greater part
of the Ukrainian.transports will lie conducted to Germany. But even now, consign
ments are on their way from the frontiers to Germany. The cargoes of corn and
other provisions which, are arriving in Braila across the Black Sea are being trans
ported to Germany direct over the railways. Thirty thousand centners have already
arrived in Braila."
u
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Germany and Russia.—A Wireless message 61: April. 26th from the Bolshevist
-Commissary for Foreign Affairs to the German Foreign Office demands precise
explanations of the continuance of German hostilities in Finland and the Ukraine,
and a definite declaration as to whether the German Government considers the
conditions of the Brest Treaty as remaining in force. It is pointed out that in the
existing circumstances the Soviet Government considers itself compelled to mobilise
all necessary forces in order to secure the freedom anddndependence of the Russian
Republic which is now menaced beyond the limits established by that Treaty.
According to a report received by the Foreign Office German fear of Bolshevist
revolutionary infection is shown, by the unusually large proportion of officers to men
(as much as 1 to 15) in the German troops in Russia, and by the limitations placed,
on the repatriation of prisoners.
Germany and Poland.--la
a Memorandum (G.T. 4439), dated April 25th, the
Political Intelligence Department discusses the political situation iii Poland, and
observes that the Inter-Party Union, which forms the majority of the Council of State
in Warsaw, while it may continue to oppose the Germans, nevertheless shares their
dread of Bolshevism. German threats of annexation will keep Polish resistance
alive ;-. Polish expansion at the expense of Great Russia would seem to be inconsistent
with British anti-German policy.
Germany and Bulgaria.—The foreign Office is informed that some time ago there
was considerable friction between Germany and Bulgaria over the question of food.
The Germans accused the Bulgarians of living in luxury and not sending into
Germany food that might easily have been spared." The Germans succeeded in
getting rid of the Bulgarian Food Controller, Protogerov.
Germany and Turkey.—The foreign Office is informed that the German failure to
assist the. Turks in Mesopotamia and Palestine has been freely criticised in Turkish
official circles.
Germany and the Jews.—The
Jewish Press Bureau at Stockholm states on
April 30th : In order to counterbalance Entente influence, a Committee of non-Jewish
politicians and economists has been formed in Berlin for the purpose of furthering
Jewish colonisation in Palestine within the limits of German Oriental policy. Among
the members of the Committee are Dr. Delbriick, Count Westarp, Herr Erzborger,
Dr. Scheidemann, and Professor Werner Som.ba.rt (see also Report No. 66).
Russian Prisoners as Propagandists.—An
article in the Norddeutsche
Allgemeine
Zeitung of March 9th calls attention to the use which may be made of Russian
prisoners in connection with German trade propaganda. It may Ire summarised as
follows : -Now that peace between Germany and Russia has 'been signed prisoners of
war can be exchanged. The vast hordes of Russian and Ukrainian prisoners who
have been " guests '* in Germany have, on the whole, been obedient, industrious and
willing. Many of them have been able to get an insight into German agriculture and
industry, others to study the organisation of the Post and Railway Services, or of the
educational system, &c. These prisoners will be able to take much that they have
learnt back with them to their homes, and there relate what they have seen and learnt
whilst with the "Huns." It would' be to Germany^ interest if prisoners, who are
business men, students, or intellectual workmen, were to lie picked out, formed into
groups, and, before being sent home, taken through some of the larger German cities,
through factories, museums, schools, &o, so as to give them the opportunity "of
learning the secret of Germany's power. The writer thinks that this plan would tend
to re-establish the good feeling between the two nations, and would be thoroughly
appreciated by the intelligent Russian prisoners. If these inspection tours are
promptly organised, then the first step towards increasing intercourse between the
two nations could he managed'without much extra burden on the railway service.
Prussian
Franchise
Reform Bill.—Berlin telegrams report that the motion to
restore the clause introducing equal suffrage into the Prussian Franchise Reform Bill,
from which it had been removed by the Committee, was defeated in the Diet in pleno
by 235 votes to 183, with four abstentions. Friedberg, for the Government,
announced that it would wait for the third reading before deciding its.attitude.

Ferghana. Raw Gottoh.—The Foreign Office is informed that the Germans are
making great efforts to secure Ferghana raw cotton via Krasiiovodsk or Samuit.
The Eighth War Loan.—According to German Wireless of April 30th, the President
of the Imperial Bank, Dr. Havenstein, stated jn a sitting of the Central Committee of
the Imperial Bank :—
The result up to the present of the Eighth War Loan has been fixed at
Mk. 14,766,247,100, that, is to say, over 1-J millions higher than the biggest loan we
have had, namely, the sixth. The field subscriptions, which are still outstanding,
ought to Bring, the final results still nearer to the full fifteen milliards. Of the
war credits granted, up to the -present, which amount to 124 milliards, 87-f
milliards have been, consolidated in. long-term loans, and there is no doubt that
the econonry and spirit of sacrifice of the German nation, which is ever develophng
in strength, will also maintain itself brilliantly in the future. Havenstein denies
the report in the New York newspapers that he stated at the beginning of last year
that Germany must break down when her war expenditure amounted to 100
milliards, and he. says that these reports are pure inventions and fresh proof of
the bad fighting methods of the Entente. He then mentions that not only in. the
results of the subscriptions does the last loan surpass all the former loans, but
also in the size and quickness of the payments, because as early as the first day
of payment, instead of the 30 per cent, asked for, 12,71.0 millions — that is to say,
over 80 per cent, of the total subscriptions—had been paid in. Havenstein
concluded :—" That is the clearest proof of our strong economic force, and of the
healthy and good conditions of the German money market."
Wireless reports :—In a programmatical, intro
Transition
Economics. -German
ductory speech regarding the Bill for the purpose of setting up Labour Chambers, the
Secretary of State of the Imperial Economic Office, Baron von Stein, declared at a sitting of
the Reichstag on May 1st, " undeviating determination to win in the economic struggle
also, does not lead us to suppose that the way to this victory will be any less thorny.
In view of the declarations of the enemy, we must use all means available for this
struggle. Economic development depends chiefly on the adjustment of the problem
of the conditions of labour, and its solution will become increasingly imperative
during the transitory period to peaceful economic conditions. The adjustment must
take place so that the general welfare suffers no prejudice, and for this purpose the
Labour Chambers will, be of service. The Bill presented in 1011 had for its object
the maintenance of peace between employers and employed ; the present Bill takes up
this matter and circumscribes that object, and it also deals especially with the
care of the machinery for maintaining unify between the two." In the Reichstag
debate on May 3rd regarding the Budget of the Imperial Economic Office, von Stein
declared with, regard to the economic situation during the period of transition : 
" The State has every interest in. seeing that small and average-sized industries are
not crushed by war industries, and therefore State intervention must come about
with the appearance of a lack of raw materials resulting from insufficient imports
from abroad. War economics are also suffering under a scarcity of foreign
products. If this should continue after the war, these undesirable phenomena,
will automatically disappear as a result of greater imports of raw materials. So
long as raw materials" are not available in sufficient quantities, the State must
intervene in the interests of small and aA-erage-sized industries." Wdth regard to the
threat of an economic war after the conclusion of peace, the Secretary of State warned
the House against too great optimism, and declared :—" We must reckon upon this
possibility and probability. End the war as it may, our enemies, as States and
individuals, will not be desirous of entering into peaceful and friendly relations with
us without further ado. I do not regard our enemies as old women, and -when one is
so often threatened with an economic war, 1. take it quite seriously. For this reason,
we must prepare ourselves, during the transition period, wdth all means necessary to
tide over this period. One must therefore organise the imports and exports to and
from the country. Only if the State decided the matter will it be possible to struggle
with endurance and success against such powerful enemies, who already on the
battlefield . . . . and who are perhaps still -stronger in the economic field. I am
firmly convinced that we shall retain the haft in our hands. It would be foolish to
deceive one's self on the question that these times will be hard, and that here also
the economic life of Germany must be exposed to restrictions if we are to keep our
imports and exports in our own hands."
;
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AUSTRIA-] I UNO A It V.
Political Situation in Austria-liungary.—The
situation resulting from the recent
changes at the Austrian Foreign Office is discussed as follows in the Daily Review
(E.P.S.) of May 2nd :—-" Czernin, the day after his fall, found himself the hero of the
Gerinan-Austrians, a vole to winch he never in his diplomatic career put forward any
very special claims. He had, however, for some time been looked upon as the pre
eminent champion of the German Alliance, and it was believed with hot resentment
that he had been deprived of his post because of his recent attack on the Czechs in
his reply to the Burgomaster of Vienna. The German parties, on hearing of his
resignation, at once began to issue a stream of protests, the animus of which was
directed against the Crown with a plainness unusual in Austria, while important
towns like Salzburg, Reichenberg, and Marburg draped themselves in mourning. It
was evidently believed that the Emperor had committed himself to a Slavophil policy
and the appointment of Count Polzer, the author of the amnesty, recently driven
from his post of Chief of the Imperial Cabinet by German influences, to the position
of Lord-Lieutenant of Lower Austria, served to increase this suspicion, winch was but
little allayed by reassuring statements from Seidler and a declaration in the
Emperor's letter accepting OzerniAs resignation, to the effect that his policy
would remain unchanged. The nomination of Burian to the post vacated by
Czernin complicated instead of clearing up the situation.
If it was true, as
the Germans supposed, that Czernin was dismissed for opposition' to the claims of the
Austrian Slavs, there appeared to be inconsistency in selecting ' Tisza's shadow ' to
fill his place. There are, however, one or two tactical reasons that may help
to explain it. Buriau was the obvious man to fill the difficult post of Foreign
Minister in a sudden emergency, since he was OzerniAs predecessor at the
Ballplatz. If (as seems possible from his retention of the Ministry of Joint Finance)
he is only a stop-gap, he was a convenient stop-gap, especially as Charles was at
Budapest during the crisis. Again, BuriaAs identification with the Magyar policy
of ddsza has not made him persona grata with the Austrian Germans, who dislike
seeing the affairs of the Monarchy managed from Budapest, and regard Burian
personally as an unsympathetic bureaucrat. The new Foreign Minister has a
singularly bad Press from papers of every shade of Opinion, and thus his appointment
at least serves to conceal the hand which the Emperor means to play. For the
moment exasperation between Germans and. Slavs has again reached the highest
point of tension. The Germans are bullying Seidler with a certain, insolence, which
reached its climax in a request that Austrian-German frontier populations should for
food supply purposes be annexed to the administration of the German Empire."
A Vienna telegram to the Swiss Press (May 2nd) states that after a discussion
lasting six hours between the leaders of the German parties in the Northern
Tyrol and the Premier, Dr. Seidler, it was agreed that the Northern Tyrol
might, for provisioning purposes, be joined to Bavaria. Similarly the German
districts of Northern Bohemia will be joined to Saxony.
(See also the three succeeding paragraphs.)
The Czecho-Slovak Movement.-—The Foreign Office is informed that, though the
Czecho-SJoyaks are stirring up agitation in Austria-Hungary, a revolution under
present conditions is not to be expected, if the German offensive were to succeed,
the Revolutionaries would be wiped out by methods similar to those employed by
Turks against the Armenians. Any large movement must therefore wait until the
control of Austria-Hungary is further weakened.
Of the 52,000,000 people of
which Austria-Hungary is composed, 32,000,000 are stated by informant to be active
or passive friends of the Allies. These friends are capable of making the political
and economic situation in Austria-Hungary more difficult, and are continuing to do
so to an increasing extent. In the absence of a clear and unanimous lead from the
Allies, they are unable to do more; though they are sufficiently strong to stop the
Austro-Hungarian Government from taking active measures of repression. The
Bohemians, the Jugo-Slavs and the Poles are acting in co-operation.
The
Czechs in Russia will take no part in Russian domestic conflicts, but will
fight bitterly against anything that has a tinge of Germanism.
On the
Italian front a situation, has already arisen in which the Austro-ITungarians
dare not place Czech troops opposite the French and British, for fear of immediate
and wholesale desertions. (The Foreign Office has received a report indicating that
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the Austrian offensive against Italy is being delayed by the necessity of relegating
to the rear uncertain Slav elements in the Austrian forces. It is added that the
Hungarians, who thus find themselves selected for forward positions, are giving signs
of discontent). With regard to the Austrian threat to transfer large Hum hers of
Austrian Divisions to the French front, it is pointed out that any Czech troops so
sent would at once desert in the same way to the Allies. Reliable Austrian troops
could only be sent by taking them from Bohemia or other Austrian fronts. This
would necessitate their replacement by German troops of second quality, which
would turn Austria-Hungary into a German Province, a proceeding in which die
Emperor Charles is not prepared to acquiesce.
Austria-Jiungarg
and Germany-A.
report received by the Foreign Office asserts
that if the Germans of Austria and the Magyars of Hungary maintain their
predominance, the relations between Austria-Hungary and Germany will become
closer. On the other hand, the alliance would be weakened if there were a gain of
political power on the part of the Socialists in Austria and of the Slav element in the
Monarchy, accompanied by an accretion of influence by the reactionaries in Germany.
A parallel process of democratisation in Glermany and Austria would intensify
closeness of relations. The Austrian Government bitterly resents German control
of its foreign policy. The Foreign Office is informed that whereas Germany
supported Bulgaria in ojjposition to OzerniAs policy at Bucharest, Turkey strongly
supported Czernin, because she thought that the giving of Bessarabia to Rumania
would preserve the balance of power in the Balkans, and act as a counterpoise to
Bulgarian preponderance. Differences with Germany and Hungary at Bucharest
were the real cause of CzerniAs downfall, for which the Clemenceau revelations
were only the pretext, ft. is also stated that Austria is bitter about Germany's
determination to rectify the Polish frontier in such a way as to include Dumbrowa
mining district and a good deal else. The hostile attitude of many Austrian
newspapers (especially the Arbeiter-Zeitung)
towards Germany is reported to have
been the subject of a formal complaint by the German Ambassador towards the end
of March. A Vienna report to the VossiscJie Zeitung of May 4th states that the
Austrian Parliament has been prorogued " to enable us (the Austrians) to assist our
Allies in the last phase of the war. Parliamentary disagreements hampered the action
of the Government and.hindered it in settling most vital economic questions. As
matters lie, a renewal of the discussions of the Imperial Council would in no way
alleviate the position, but in all probability lead to acute: political differences." It
may be noted in this connection that, according to the Sehlesische
Volks Wacht of
the same date, the Austrian Consul-General at Breslau is calling up the Austrian
Landsturm of the 1894- to 1899 classes.
-

Austria, and Hungary.—According
to a report received by the Foreign Office,
the favourable economic conditions existing in Hungary and the economic frontier
precautions taken by her to keep her food to herself, continue to excite the
jealousy and irritation of Austria. Moreover, the Hungarian Cabinet exercises
more influence than the Austrian Cabinet upon the Aaistro-Huugarian Government,
and Hungarian influences operate in a disintegrating manner on the Dual Monarchy.
Zionism in Austria.—A. Vienna telegram to the Jewish Correspondence Bureau
(May 2nd) states that the Austrian authorities have closed all Zionist headquarters
and meeting places in Cracow. In Vienna, the message adds, many Socialist Zionists,
even young students, have been arrested, and the pro-ally Zionist Society there has
been dissolved, The Jewish Press Bureau at Stockholm (May 2nd) announces that
the Polish Zionists are being systematically persecuted in Austria and Poland. Many.
Zionists have been arrested in Vienna, whilst both existing Zionist organisations in
Warsaw have been suppressed. Several Polish Zionists have been arrested and
domiciliary searches have been carried out in Warsaw, Lemberg and Berlin. (See
also Reports Nos. 58,.60, and 64 under " Germany," and 66 under " Austria.")
Bolshevism.—A report received by the Foreign Office states that fear of Bolshevism
underlies Austria's continued search for peace.
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NEUTRAL GROUP.

ALBANIA.
Austrian Pressure.—Italian.
Wireless of May 5th. reports :—" Austria has ordered in.
;all North Albania that there should be forced recruiting, with the object of sending
Albanian troops against Italy. The Austrian command is carrying on an incessant
propaganda to irritate the Albanian population not only against Italy but also against
Montenegro. The Austrians lately contributed numerous decorations to the most
-hardened enemies of Montenegro."

ARGENTINE RE PUBLIC.
Argentine Proposals for Commercial
Agreement with Allies.—The Foreign Office
instructs Lord Reading to inform the State Department. that His Majesty's Government
favours the conclusion of a Commercial Agreement as suggested by the Argentine
Republic (see Report No. 62), and intends' shortly to communicate to the
Governments of France, Italy, and the United States its views upon the proposals
made.
Count Luxburg.—Sir R. Tower has granted a safe conduct to Count Luxburg by
the Sueeia, of the Swedish Johnson lane, sailing on May Sth for Sweden, vid
St. Thomas and Halifax.
-Hallway Strikes.—Sir R. lower reports that a serious situation has arisen in
connection with the railway strikes (see Reports Nos. 65 and 66), the British companies
differing with the President of the Republic regarding reinstatement of discharged
men.

DENMARK.
Danish Socialists and Germany.—-The Foreign Office is informed that in 1915
Wilhelm Jansson, editor of the Gorrespondenz Blalt, the organ of the German Trade
Unions, was sent by the German Government to make propaganda in Scandinavia.
In Christiania, Stockholm and Gothenburg he gave lectures on German Social.
Democracy. In Denmark he had numerous interviews with the leaders of the
Social Democratic Party, to whom he pointed out the regret felt in Germany,
at the hostile attitude of the Danish Bourgeois Bress. After declaring that
Danish hostility was comprehensible in view of the loss of Danish territory in
.186.1, he stated that this territory might be recovered if Germany were com
pensated with Iceland and the Faroe Islands, or at least the latter. This
proposal was repeated in 1917 by the German agent, Dr. Helphand (or Parvus).
From this it seems clear, first, that the German Socialists have consistently
endeavoured to forward the German programme of annexation; secondly, that
Germany has wide ambitions for naval, positions in the Atlantic (evidenced also by
the German-Finnish thrust towards the Russian coast), and that these ambitions
.aim at the destruction, in this or a subsequent war, of British sea power. There
are stated to be indications that the Danish Socialist leaders are preparing the
ground for this transaction by encouraging Icelandic claims for independence (see
also Reports Nos. 50 and 51- and next paragraph).
Iceland : German Propaganda.—Sir
R. Baget reports that under pressure from the
German Legation in Copenhagen, Ritzau's Bureau has reproduced an article from the
Vossische Zeitung, which declares that fear is felt in Denmark that Iceland may break
--away and declare itself an independent Republic. It is there indicated that Iceland

is subject to very strong British influence, which systematically suppresses every thingDanish in the island ; that pro-British feelings are stimulated by large payments of
money ; that the British Consul is the real Governor; and that later on the island,
will, as a Republic, throw in its lot with the United Kingdom.
[The Independent Social Democratic organ Dags Ekku of May 4th publishes an.
interview with a "prominent Icelander," who states that in 1916 the Germans offered
to assist in the establishment of a saltpetre factory and a new railway in Iceland,,
with a view to obtaining a submarine base or some similar concession in return.]
FINLAND AND ALAND.
General Situation.—The Foreign Office learns that on April 10th and 1.1th most
of the Russian fleet and transports left Helsingfors for Rronstadt. The Germans
entered Helsingfors on April. 12th after severe fighting and a good deal of damage to
the town. On April 14th General von der Goltz made an official entry. Numerous.
German flags were hoisted and there was considerable fraternisation of Germans and
Finns. Upwards of 7,000 Red prisoners were sent to Sveaborg. The German
Commander-in-Chief ordered all foreign subjects to report to the local German
command ; this order was not obeyed by the British and French, who, after conferring
with Finnish Senators, consented to report to the Finnish Brovincial Governor, who
informed them that he wordd be glad if they would leave Helsingfors ; that passes
could only be granted by the German Commandant, but that the Finnish Authorities
would not obstruct anybody who cared to leave at his own. risk. On April 18th
the Entente Consuls. were asked the number of their nationals and the length
of time during which they could supply themselves with food. In giving these
particulars the Consuls pointed out the possibility of reprisals in. the British Empire
and France. His Majesty's Consul had stored certain British Government supplies
under Consular seals ; these seals the Germans broke and made a list of the supplies.
(The Foreign Office has instructed Sir E. Howard to protest to the Finnish Govern
nieut against this violation of its guarantee of Consular immunity. Sec Report No. 64.)
On or before April 25th the Finnish Authorities at Helsingfors, upon German
instigation, placed an embargo and a guard upon five Danish steamers chartered to
the lied Cross. Most of the military stores left by the Russians were sent in enemy
transports to Germany. On May 1st the German Fleet was under orders to leave. On.
May 4th the Germans reported tire capture of 20,000 prisoners and thousands of
It is reported that, with the approval of the White
horses and A ehicles.
Government, 25,000 Red prisoners are being sent to Germany as a labour
contingent.
The Swedish Aftonbladet
of May 5th published a letter from
Finland, stating that the German General Staff there considered their military
expedition as practically concluded. Compulsory military service has been intro
duced for all Finns from 21 to 45 years of age. From a report received by the
Foreign Office, it appears that in the operations against Helsingfors the
Germans attacked under cover of prisoners, and that, their general treatment
of prisoners was very brutal. There -is evidence of -an abatement, in
responsible Finnish quarters, of the enthusiasm originally felt at German
intervention; and the credit given to the Germans by certain -sections is felt
to be excessive- and likely to lead to further subservience. A. strong monarchical
movement appears to be on foot, and according to the Swedish Id-ess, the Crown is
likely to be offered, to Duke Adolf Fried rich, of Mecklenberg-Schwerin. (It is
improbable that this German candidature will, be much appreciated in Sweden.)
Meanwhile, the Finnish authorities are making difficulties at the non-recognition by
His Majesty's Government of Finland-'s independence; His Majesty's Consul, has
pointed out that German occupation would appear to be inconsistent with such
recognition. President Swinhufvud is aeported to be sincerely determined to
maintain neutrality, though the Finnish Bress has recently been hinting at war with
Great Britain.
r

Finland and Eastern Karelia.—The
Foreign Office is informed that the Finnish
Government still contemplates the acquisition of Karelia, justifying such a step on.
both ethnographical and strategical grounds. Probably no official expedition would
be sent, but the Government might not see its way to prevent a volunteer force going
to the assistance of the local Finns against the Bolshevists. According to a report

of May 4th. an armed force of White Finns under German officers is expected
to march on Pechanga, in Russian territory, along the Norwegian frontier from
Chalmozero. Red Guards have been sent to protect the town, and a small Norwegian
guardship has arrived at Kirkeiies to watch Norwegian interests.
Aland.—The Swedish Press announces that half of the Swedish force in Aland
returned to Sweden on May 3rd, and that the remainder will return on May Kith,
after completing the inventory of Russian stores.
MEXICO.
""Unsettled- Conditions.—The
Foreign Office teams that Caballero has recently
sustained a defeat, and that Pelaez at present shows no disposition to co-operate with
him. (And see Report No. GO.) A. force of 600 rebels has pillaged Minatitlan.
Proposed Taxation on Petroleum.—Sir
W.-Townley reports that the Netherlands
Government is lodging a protest against the new taxation on petroleum proposed by
the Mexican Government (and see Reports Nos. 53 and 66).
NETHERLANDS.
Netherlands and Germany.—Sir W. Townley reports that the Netherlands Minister
for Foreign Affairs lias sent the following written statement to both Chambers of the
States General :—" The tension (see Reports Nos. 65 and 66) which has existed for a
time between the Netherlands nud. Germany is over. The German Government has
desired of the Netherlands Government certain measures which, in their original form,
were only partly capable of being complied with. The measures are the following : —
"(1) Resumption of conveyance in transit of sand, gravel and broken stone from
Germany to Belgium, discontinued since November 15th, 1917, without maintenance
by the Netherlands Government of the condition made by it that a commission of
experts should previously make investigation in Belgium as to the use which had
been made of material formerly conveyed in transit, ddie Netherlands Government
was at once opposed to such transit in unlimited quantities without control, as such
would lie contrary to its well-known view of the duties of neutrality. The German
Government thereupon itself indicated a maximum figure for quantities to be granted,
namely, 1,600,000 tons per year. This removes for the Netherlands Government the
objection of principle it had raised, for the said figure was below the maximum it had
fixed in its correspondence with the two Governments concerned as required, in their
opinion, for the ordinary upkeep and repair of Belgian roads. It is therefore able
without preponderant objection to drop the condition made by it in the last instance,
that a Commission of Control should be admitted into Belgium before transit could
be resumed, a condition which the German Government has now declared, to be
unacceptable. The Netherlands Government has been able to accept this arrange
in erit, the more readily because at its request the German. Government has declared it
is prepared to lay down explicitly in notes to be exchanged that the materials to be
conveyed in transit will not be used for military works.
" (2) Unobstructed export of gravel from Netherlands to Belgium to the maximum
of 250,000 tons per month. In consequence of the transport prohibition recently
issued in the Netherlands, the export of sand and gravel otherwise free was rendered,
very difficult. The Netherlands Government has no reason to oppose on any ground
of principle compliance with this wish concerning a product of the Netherlands soil
not subject to any export prohibition.
" (3) The' resumption of goods traffic by railroad, between Belgium and Germany via
Roermond, stopped, by the German Government itself at the commencement of war.
No objection can be raised, from the Netherlands side against such resumption,
because in virtue of the Treaty, with Germany of November 13th, 1874, the Nether
lands are bound to render such railway traffic possible. The German Government
desires free transit via that railway of all goods with three exceptions, namely, aircraft,
weapons and ammunition ; there is no question of the transport of troops. On the
ground of a principle of International Law laid down explicitly in Article 2 of their
proclamation of neutrality, the Netherlands Government cannot allow any transit of
arm) provisions. It therefore informed the German Government that tdiis fourth
exception is positively required for adniissibility of the transit traffic desired. The
7
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German Government lias now declared that it agrees to the restrictions of transit
traffic thus imposed. It also states that it agrees w i t h the description given by the
Netherlands Government of the term weapons as comprising all objects of armament
and ecpripment.
" (4) The simplification and acceleration of measures taken by the Netherlands
Government for repressing fraudulent export on board Rhine vessels leaving the
country or proceeding in transit, as in the German Governments opinion "those
measures considerably obstruct the free navigation guaranteed by the Rhine
Navigation Act. The Netherlands Government itself, convinced of the desirability,
has undertaken to do its utmost to remove the obstructions objected to, for instance,
by sealing at the time of loading in Germany under the supervision of a Netherlands
official, by guarding on board, and. by rapid clearance outwards, all this without
relinquishing in the least its contractual right of control. On this point it is still
exchanging views with the Government at Berlin.
" Finally the German Government has withdrawn, on being urged by the Nether
lands Government to do so, its objections to the instructions furnished by the
Netherlands Government to its Consular Officers in Belgium in virtue of which, in
respect of goods to be exported or conveyed in transit from that country, the certificate
that they are not military supplies, booty, or requisitioned goods, may not be issued
in respect of goods which are subject to a regime equal to requisition. The German
Government admits that these instructions have not given rise to complaints."
Sir W. Townley points out that the first concession constitutes the Netherlands
Government sole arbiter of the quantities of sand and gravel required in Belgium for
civil purposes, and that the third does not specifically preclude the passage of fodder
over the Roermond Railway or afford satisfactory safeguards regarding the transit of
military stores generally.
Customs Supervision
of Passenger
Traffic.— Sir W. Townley reports that in response
to German demands (see Report No. 65) the Netherlands Government has instructed
Customs officers not to deprive travellers (except those crossing the frontier continually)
of new clothes, unless they are wearing double sets or the articles clearly do not
form part of their wardrobe.
Dutch East Indian Embargo.—The Foreign Office learns that tin, quinine, kapok,
and possibly also petroleum have been prohibited for export, except under licence,
from the Dutch. East Indies. The position created is under consideration by the
British and United. States Governments (see also under "United States " ) .
NORWAY.
Norwegian-American
Agreement.—Lord
Beading reports the signature ad
referendum
on April 30th of the Norwegian-American Agreement, particulars of which
will be given in the next issue of this Report.
Purchases
of English and American Notes.—Sir Af. Findlay draws attention to the
continuance of high offers for English and American banknotes, and submits that in
view of the probability of their acquisition for enemy purposes further export should
be prohibited. (See also Reports Nos. .60, 62-65 under "Netherlands," "Norway"
or " Switzerland.")
Pyrites.-----Sir M. Findlay'reports that enemy agents are offering 2 crowns per u n i t
of sulphur for pyrites, to be stored in Norway till after the Avar. It has been pointed
out that, after wool and cotton, there can hardly be any commodity more desirable to
control than pyrites. His Majesty's Government is taking appropriate action in the
matter. (See Memoranda G.T. 4124 and 4436, and Reports Nos. 57, 59 and. 62.)
SPAIN.
General
Situation. — The situation is reported to be at present quiet, but
the pressing economic difficulties are far from solution. Protests and petitions
continue to pour in from all quarters-, and much criticism is levelled against the
commercial agreements with the Allies, which up to the present are not considered
to have been of any benefit. Food and coal are n o w under official control, a n d
local committees have been established throughout the country to regularise the

"distribution of imports. The obstacles placed by the Germans in the way of
maritime transport are causing profound, disgust. The service of the Transatlantic
Line, which Avas interrupted by German submarines on the ground that contraband
was being carried, is now normal ; but there is no doubt that the shipowners Jiave
been, scared. Wheat is scarce throughout Spain ; rhe --shortage of nitrates in. Valencia
will be fatal to the rice crop, and a large proportion of the poorer classes will be
reduced to starvation. In the event of the present Ministry failing to hold together
or failing to solve these problems, it is difficult to see what combination could succeed
them.
Enemy Financial Activity.—The Publicidad (April 19th) publishes the following
article on operations recently engineered by Germans on the Barcelona Stock
Exchanges : - - " During the past fortnight marked fluctuations have occurred on the
Barcelona market in the price of the three principal currencies quoted, namely, francs,
pounds sterling, and dollars. These fluctuations are so significant that we have con
sidered it worth Avhile to explain what has happened, in order to obviate any
unfavourable impression which may be produced by these quotations. For a long
time, owing to the cessation of imports, rendering Spain an exporting country only,
the sole set-off for the Spanish market Avas the import of gold from America and of
Spanish securities domiciled in Bards. To this succeeded a state of speculation arising
under coA*er of the facilities granted by foreign banks, Avhieh credit with interest
current accounts in francs and pounds. This proceeding facilitated, operations for
the account in Barcelona and Madrid, analogous to those usually adopted in the case
of public funds and industrial stocks" Certain important firms, in anticipation.of the
Convention with the Allies coming into force, had acquired francs, pounds, and
dollars, to cover the eventual purchase of raw materials. These acquisitions, together
with speculation hy those seeking to benefit by a possible rise in the exchange,
created a bull position. Barcelona founded its optimism and hopes on the conclusion
of the Conventions and the success of the Allies' aims. The impatience of buyers
clue to the delay in. forming the arrangements and combines indispensable to the
proper working of our commerce and industry, induced a state of nervousness in the
markets. Naturally the bears were watching for a favourable moment for unloading
foreign money. They kneAV the date of settlement of a large number of credit
transactions. From the beginning of the German offensive the bears brought
into play ail the means at their disposal. They sacrificed certain bills sold at
a loss, and made use of tendoncious information to frighten the over-bold ; for
instance, on the 1.3th of this month (April), when from the very precincts of the
Bank of Spain, they circulated the report that a revolution had broken out in France.
The low rate of exchange ruling on Monday last (April 15th) was the consequence of
the struggle between the parties, inasmuch as the offers indicated'a German origin.
It was an orthodox Stock Exchange offensive. It is quite logical that importers,
impatient with the irresolute attitude of the Government, should have disposed of
their purchases and influenced speculators. To the unsettled situation caused by the
recent commotion, due to certain banking concerns desirous of co-operating in the
triumph of Germany, has succeeded, a more regular one produced by purchases in
cash. The market has felt considerable relief. Those who are bears for a given,
object are watching the opportunity of causing fresh disturbances. Be it said in
passing that during these claA-s the Mk. 100 have been quoted at the nominal rate of
96 and 97 pesetas " (and see Deport No. 66).
German Submarine Campaign and Spanish Shipping Circles.--The
Daily Review
of May 3rd refers as folloAvs to the effect of the German submarine campaign
(combined perhaps with propaganda) upon Spanish shipping circles :—
" Whether spontaneous or artificially fomented, the alarm inspired in shipowners
and seamen by the submarine is distinctly orr. the increase, to judge by the petitions
addressed to the Government from various quarters.
"First, we haA e a deputation of members of the Chamber representing the
province of Biscay, which informed the Minister for Foreign Affairs (Sr. Dato) that
the United States Government only permitted, the sailing of Spanish vessels from
American ports on condition that they should return with Spanish products.
Certain shipping firms, added the deputation, Avere unwilling to expose their vessels
to . the perils of another voyage, and asked, the Government to commandeer
these ships so as to render the voyage impossible. (Imparcial,
April 18thj.
Next conies a telegram from, the Corporation for the Protection of the Spanish.
r

Merchant Service and the Association of Masters and Mates petitioning the Govern
ment, in view of their natural alarm at the steady reduction of the national merchant
fleet and consequent injury to seamen, "who will soon he thrown out of work, to
prohibit the more dangerous voyages for so long as the Government is unable to
safeguard national tonnage and the lives of the sailors, much, more important than
shippers' interest. (Yanguardia, April 22nd.) "
SWEDEN.
- .
Political Situation.—In a Memorandum (G.-T. 1451), dated May 3rd, the Political
Intelligence Department observes that in spite of the Swedish Governments judicious
handling of the Finland and Aland questions, there remains an undercurrent of:
dissatisfaction, amongst the generality of Swedes, who feel their prestige to have been
affected. Yet, concerned and annoyed, though they are at the German domination of
Finland, they feel that it has at least suppressed Bolshevism, which was seriously
alarming their characteristic love of law and order. Though there is a noisy ProGerman minority, the greater part of the population is tacitly pro-Ally. A successful
termination of the negotiations between the United States and the present well
disposed Liberal-Socialist Government would strengthen the position of the latter
in the country.
Economic. Situation.—The Minister of Finance, M. Thorssen, speaking at Ystad on.
May 1st, said :—" The Government is seeking by all means in its power to obtain
food for our people, who are literally fighting against starvation. Our agreement
with the Entente Powers ensures that in return for the hiring out of 400,000 tons of
shipping now lying in foreign harbours, we shall obtain. 250,000 tons of corn and
300,G'00 tons of foodstuffs, in addition to lubricating oil, cotton, rice, sugar, molasses,
and other vital necessities. It is unjust to the nation that certain interests should be
so entirely guided by economic calculations as to wink at the danger of starvation.
Idie opposition which some Swedes seek to arouse against the Tonnage and Import
Agreement finds its reflex in the increased demands from the south, and increases
difficulties when the Government is seeking to obtain guarantees that goods to be;
imported shall not miscarry en route. If the Import Agreement be overthrown, our
difficulties will multiply in the coming year, and the demands on the population
will become greater. The social machinery which is fed by the Treasury
could not bear the many new burdens which "would then be put on it. The main
thing is to get b r e a d - t h e price is a secondary consideration. The import of
coal is an example of the shortage we are now fighting against, and the price of
which oppresses us. Our normal import of coal, was 5,000,000 tons, which cost
Kr. 75 todvr. 100 million. Last year two and a half million tons were imported,
and the price paid was Kr. 375,000,000 ; that meant that we had to deliver goods to
that amount. In addition, foreign countries made a loan a condition of the export
of their goods. For coal, Germany exacts a loan from Sweden of Kr. 6,000,000
monthly. The price of the mark sank, and accordingly Germany wants to help that out
by loans. In other words, a loan from Sweden is exacted for the payment of goods from '
Sweden. Our claims abroad amount to about Kr. 1 milliard, and before the war we owed
foreign countries Kr. 1 milliard, of which .about three hundred millions have been
paid off. But the forty to fifty millions of yearly income from abroad which were used
in railway construction, and in the building of canals and other means of
communication, have failed. We have thus had to strain our resources to the utmost.
The putting together of these figures will show one of the principal reasons which
have contributed to our increased note currency and money depreciation."
May 1st.—Sir E. Howard reports that May 1st passed off quietly all over Sweden.
There were workmeAs demonstrations in all the large towns, but these were of a
perfectly orderly character, and most of the Socialist speakers urged that this was not a
suitable time for mass action by the proletariat, as such action could not produce more
food, but. might lead to disaster as in Russia and Finland.
SWITZERLAND.
Wood and Agricidtural
Products Agreement.—Sir II. Rumbold reports that the
agreement regarding - Swiss wood and agricultural products (see Report No. 66)
"was signed on May 1st by the Swiss and Allied delegates.

Swiss-German
Negotiations.—Sir
H. Rumbold reports that the Swiss Government
is now likely to demand coal from the Germans in compensation for the hydro-electric
energy supplied to them by Switzerland. The Trench Government is prepared to
supply the balance of Swiss coal requireriients. In this way German pressure would
be nullified (and see Report No. (36).
Internal Conditions.—In a despatch dated April 16th, Sir II. Rumbold outlines
the causes of the unrest existing in Switzerland since the Zurich riots of last November.
The expulsion of a Socialist German deserter, the question of the civil mobilisation of
-conscientious objectors, and the suppression of an anarchist newspaper have in turn
been made pretexts for agitation by Swiss labour, which finds itself in an abnormal
state owing to the excessive length of the war. The authorities have lately had to
raise the official price of milk, largely in order to encourage production, and the
Swiss Socialist Executive has threatened that unless the working classes at large
are relieved by the State of the extra charge, they will proclaim a general strike.
The Federal Council is divided on this question, which has swept into its train
much of the traditional rivalry between French and German Switzerland, although the
line of division is being complicated by the cross cleavage between the stalwart indi
vidualists of the old school and the adherents of the rising doctrine of State Socialism.
The most immediate result will probably be to deprive the Federal Council of the
plenary powers they have enjo3"ed since the outbreak of war. Meanwhile the Federal
Council has transferred the matter to the National Council for decision. There is
reason to believe that the labour unrest is fomented by German agitators. I T i e Swiss
Press foreshadows that should the double price demanded by Germany for coal be
-agreed to by the Swiss Government, the extremists will demand that this difference
also shall be borne by the State.
King Constantine.—Sir
II. Rumbold learns that the German Government has
instructed a Zurich firm to open a credit of several millions of francs in favour of
King Constantine, for the purpose of enabling him to stir up trouble in Greece ; large
sums have already been drawn out by the King.
Enemy Intrigue.—Sir
II. Rumbold learns that the principal members of the Italian
Zimmerwaldists were arrested on April 26th at Zurich. Evidence has been discovered
proving their complicity in a bomb affair designed by a well-known Austrian agent
(see Report No. 66).

PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

General.—The most important information this week points to the probability
that the peace discussions between the Germans and Russians have resulted in the
seizure by the Germans of the Russian Black Sea Fleet, and the entry of Turkish
war vessels under German control into Sebastopol harbour. The subject has thus
passed beyond the scope of this Report,
- Russian Wireless messages of May 7th seem to indicate similar German designs
to seize.the Russian Baltic Fleet.
Mr. Lockhart on May 7th reported on very good authority that the whole of the
Brest Treaty was drafted by the Germans/and the Russians were compelled to sign
it. No secret arrangements about finance have been made in connection with the
treaty.
Russia.—An article in the Moscow Zeiulyaivolga,
quoted by Mr. Wardrop on
April 23rd (received May iVU), f aces the fact that the Brest Treatv condemns Russia
to famine to feed Germany.
- In reply to a Wireless message received from Vienna on April 24th Russian
Wireless on May 1st announced that the Russian Government acquiesces in a
Commission being sent to Moscow to settle questions about prisoners of .war under
the peace treaty, on the condition that a Russian Commission is allowed to enter
Austria for the same purpose.
d
. ^
German Wireless of May 2nd -endeavours to justify tffijefr having "violated the
peace treaty by invading Russian territory from, the Ukifpfe, and states that the
expedition was needed "for the clearing up of the robber nests in the Crimea," and
that the aim.of- the German operations has been to "render harmless " (!) the various
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parts of. the Black Sea Fleet, which apparently act in complete independence of one
' another, and do not recognise the authority of any Government, [German Wireless
on May 5th reported on Turkish authority that the majority of the Russian Black
*Sea Fleet, as well as merchant vessels, had been found by the German troops at
Sebastopol, where Turkish war vessels and torpedo boats had also arrived.]
. - Russian Wireless of May 4th informs the German Foreign Office that the Russian
niembers of Commission of demarcation of frontiers under the peace treaty would
arrive at Bskoff on May 6th to define the frontier on die Gulf of Finland, in Esthonia,
on the lake of Beipus, and so southwards to the Ukraine. On May 6th M. Chicherin
sent a message by Wireless to the German High Command at Brest, reporting that,
the Russian. Boundary Commission would leave Moscow on that day for Bskoff.
On May 6th Russian Wireless published a statement by Lenin and Trotsky
proposing to conclude an agreement with the " Germano-Haidamack " detachments
from the Ukraine for the immediate cessation of hostilities, and that the boundary
line should be fixed. Failing agreement, the whole adult population of the menaced
regions of Russia would be mobilised and armed.
On May 7 th Russian Wireless gave the terms of. an armistice concluded on the
Kursk front between the Russian and the German-Ukraine forces. A neutral zone is
established and its boundaries defined. Russian authorities at Voronesh, Rostov, and
Briansk are ordered to conclude similar agreements with the German-Ukrainian
command.
Russian Wireless of the same date publishes a message from Chicherin to Joffe,
the Russian representative at Berlin, protesting against further violations by Germany
of the peace treaty. German troops are reported to have taken Rostov and Taganrog
on May 6th, and to be advancing from Taganrog, in spite of the Russian disarmament,
Chicherin adds :. " We expressed our willingness to conclude a peace with. Ukraine
and Finland. Our delegation is still waiting at Kursk. Ask the German Government
. .(1),whether it considers a peace between us and Ukraine and. Finland as necessary
and desirable ; (2) whether it is willing to guarantee the establishment of a. well
defined frontier in the north and on the south?" ddie message concludes with a
protest against the German, demand to surrender luo fort, " necessary for the defence
of Petrograd, and for the defence of Murman against the Anglo-French
-forces."
Poland.—Sir If. Rumbold on May 6th sent further confirmation of last weelCs.
report about a secret treaty, said to have been arranged between Russia and Germany
at Brest-Litovsk.
Curaine.—On May 2nd Sir W. Townley gave extracts from Wolffs official
telegram published in the Dutch Press, giving the German point of view of trouble in'
the Ukraine, resulting from the events following upon the Brest Treaty. On May 4th
Mr. Wardrop (Moscow) gave comments from the Russian -Press, giving the Russian
view of the same incidents. On May 6th German Wireless published an account of
Vice-Chancel lor von Payers declarations about ';' the revolution in Ukrainia."
Sir W. Townley on May 8th drew attention to an important article in the Vossische
of May 6th stating that the Ukraine peace might either have been a political one,
allowing Ukrainian internal politics to develop of themselves, and so winning,
sympathy which would, have slowly spread over the rest of Russia, or a " bread "
peace. As Czernin had allowed himself to lie openly feted as the bringer of a
"bread peace," it was necessary to obtain bread'quickly. ddie Ukraine Rada
Government being too weak to force the people to hand bread over, the aid of troops
had to be called in. " You cannot get bread out of a country and, at the same time
further a desire for conducting sound politics for the next 20 years."
Caucasus.—On May 4th Sir C. Marling reported on reliable authority from Tabriz,
dated May 3rd, that the Caucasus Government had made peace, after the fail of Ears..
Confirmation of this report was forwarded by Sir C. Marling ou May 6th.
Rumania.—In connection with the present peace negotiations, Sir Ft. Rumbold
reported on April 29th on good authority a decision by Germany and Austria-Hungary
to depose the King of Rumania.
German Wireless on May 5th reported that the Bulgarian Prime Minister had
arrived at Bucharest on May 3rd, and a sitting of the chiefs of the Allied peace
delegations was held soon afterwards at the residence of von Kuhlmann. After the
settlement.of several outstanding questions, the Bucharest negotiations were said to
be approaching their termination. German Wireless on May 5th also reported the
arrival - at Bucharest of the Bulgarian Finance Minister and the Turkish Foreign

Minister, who was accompanied by Count Waid burg,- the German Adviser of the
Ambassador in Constantinople.
. .
[The text of die Treaty of Bucharest is published in the Times ol May 9th, but the
maps forming part of the Treaty are not yet available. The formula " No aimexa
tions," accepted by the Quadruple Alliance at Brest-Litovsk, has been definitely
abandoned by the annexation of part of the Dobrudja by Bulgaria, other parts of
Rumania by Austria-Hungary, and the northern part of the Dobrudja by' the
Quadruple Alliance. " No indemnities " is made nugatory by the proviso :—" Special
arrangements are to be made with regard to the settlement of damages caused by the
war," and by forcing Rumania to support an army of occupation. Precautions are
taken to ensure the domination by the Central Powers over all Rumanian fighting
forces, but some of these, especially iu Bessarabia, are to be permitted'to have access
to a limited amount of their own ammunition. A new Danube " Mouth " Commission
is to be established, excluding Powers not situated on the Danube, or on the European
coasts of the Black Sea.]
Germany.—On April 24th (received May 2nd) Sir if. Rumbold reported on good
authority that Germauy was about to begin a A^astly organised and penetrative peace
offensive, and was preparing to reach the mind, of America, especially that of President
Wilson. This peace campaign is expected to be as unprecedented and. as massed as
her military offensive on the Western front.
Sir Reuueli Rocld on May 4th forwarded a report, based on good authority, that a
falsified version of Prince Lichnowsky's disclosures, purporting to come from Entente
sources, was being circulated by a pro-German in neutral, countries. Counter
measures were recommended in these countries.
German Wireless of May 6th. advertises an article in the Norddeutsclie
Allgemeine
Zeitung, entitled " A peace by force or a peace by understanding." The general
substance of the article appears to advocate a peace by understanding at the present
stage.
The Vomcdrts of May Gth comments on Lord Robert Cfecibs speech on the German
peace offensive.
Austria-Eungary.—Sir
II. Rumbold. on April 22nd reported on good authority
that Count Czernin. quarrelled a good deal with the Germans - during the Brest
negotiations, and that he was sacrificed to the Central Bowers, the Clemenceau
revelations being merely a pretext.
Bulgaria.—Sir
If. Rumbold on May 1st (received May 7th) forwarded further
confirmation of the reports of difficulties between Bulgaria and Turkey and the
Central Bowers in connection with peace treaties. (It will be recalled that Rumania
was to be forced to give up the Dobrudja to the Central Powers, and not to Bulgaria. )
It is now said that Bulgaria has been told that if she wants the Dobrudja she must
pay a part of her military war expenses, which Germany promised to pay for her when
she entered the Avar. Also that Bulgaria originally agreed to hand over the
Gumuldjiiia district to Turkey, but uoav she Avants Salonica and other territory in
exchange. Bulgaria is said to have agreed to .a free navigation of the Danube by
Austria. Reports of friction between Bulgaria and Turkey in connection with
conditions given in peace treaties are confirmed by an article in the Taglielie
Rundschau quoted by the Daily Revieio of the Foreign Press on May 3rd.
1

France.—On May 1st (received May 4th) Lord Derby drew attention to an article
in Eumanite by Deputy Mistral, strongly criticising M. CJemenceau for publishing
the Emperor Charles' letter, the result of which publication is considered by the
writer to be that Austria is iioav more subservient than ever to Germany.
On May 6th-7th Lord Derby reported on the reception by the French Socialists of the
American WorkmeAs delegation. The Secretary of the French Federal Confederation
of Labour declared that the Central Empires Confederation remained attached to the
"International." He pressed for an International Conference and. believed that an
appeal on the conscience of workers in the Central Empires would not be in vain.
The attitude assumed by the Americans Avas that an "International " AAould only be
possible when the Germans have become international and have asserted their
ideal.
r

1

See a b o v e u n d e r liumcmia

for latest details,

Great Britain.—The Ministry of LabouFs report for the week ending on May 1st
stated that small importance is at present attached to extremist unofficial Labour
organisations by the mass of the working classes, and that a threat to national
security, such as has been experienced during the past month, suffices to reduce the
extremist section almost to total eclipse.
At the meeting at Manchester of the National Conference of Ships'Stewards, in
the middle of April, a resolution proposing the desirability of a general armistice,
preparatory to peace negotiations, was defeated, and an amendment was accepted to
the effect that the time is not opportune to ask the workers to take action for peace
terms. An agreement was not reached with the American deputation about Labour
War Aims, but arrangements have been made for a further conference on the return
of the American deputation from France.
The Home Secretary reports that although there has been little Pacifist activity in
the United Kingdom during the past fortnight, the Pacifists have been very busy
working underground. [G.T. 4463.]
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(page 19).
The. principal point of interest is the disclosure of the true German war-aims
which, may be summarised, in the expression vaz.metis.
Special attention is drawn to
reports of her policy of attaching to all "peace " treaties numerous supplementary
agreements, all tending to her economic, financial, naval, or military advantage..
These points are brought out under Russia, Ukraine, Germany, and Finland.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS

(page 2).
Ratification of the Franco-German agreement about exchange of prisoners is
reported, and an. interpretation is given of the new German Prize regulations.
GENERAL

(page 3 ) .
In addition to suppressing Belgian civil jurisdiction (Report 63), allowing officials
to advertise, an annexation policy (Report (id;, underfeeding the people (Report .65),
separating the financial administration, of Flemish and Walloon, districts (Report 66),
and enslaving Belgian youths and boys to work behind the German lines (Report 67),
latest reports show that the Germans are applying starvation to impose their will
upon the population, who are now said to be faced with actual famine. It seems
possible that, as anticipated in the Appreciation to Report No. 6 6 , this policy has been
adopted by the German Government deliberately as a means of exacting concessions
to their demands, whether in Belgium or elsewhere. Report No. 61- (page 4 ) recorded
the diversion to Belgium of 1 0 , 0 0 0 tons of wheat cargoes destined for France and
England, and, if the German policy has been interpreted correctly, strong safeguards
seem to be necessary to ensure that these cargoes reach the population, for whom they
are intended.
BELGIUM

1

(page 4 ) .
The British Mission to friendly South American Republics has arrived.
BRAZIL

(page 5 ) A N D I T A L Y (page
Reports of the views of Socialists are of interest.
FRANCE

Since these words were written
a m o n g s t t h e B e i u i a n population-.
1

a reliable report

lias

5).

b e e n r e c e i v e d of t h e r a v a g e s of

[p.T.o.
tuberculosis

2
(page 15).
Is reported now to be at war with Germany, and her allies.
Western Report No. 51 may require amendment accordingly.
NICARAGUA

The Appendix to

(page 7) A N D G E R M A N Y (page 9).
The Hohenzollern yoke seems, for the time, to have been more firmly fixed upon'
the neck of the Haps burgs.
Attention is drawn to latest pronouncements in Germany on economic reconstruc
tion (page 10).
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY

(page 13).
German methods of exploiting of the resources of Finland are reported, and there
are indications that the Finns realise the disadvantages to themselves. Designs on
Karelia appear to be in abeyance.
FINLAND

(page LS).
Further purchases by enemy agents of British, American, and French notes are
reported.
SWITZERLAND

(page 19).
Germany does not consider that she is at war with Uruguay (Diplomatic relations
were severed in October 1917—see Appendix to Report No. 51).
URUGUAY

May 16th, 19 IS.

G. G:

A.

[Tliis Document is the Property of His Britannic Majesty's Government.]
for the War Cabinet.
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GENEKAL.
Far Fast.—Sir 0. Greene reports that the Japanese landing force at Vladivostock
has been reduced to 400 men. ddie Allied Consuls have established unofficial
relations with the local Soviet, which has now dissolved the Zemstvo.
Sinkings.—According to the War Trade Intelligence Bureau, the total tonnage of
500 tons gross in the case of steamers, and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing ships,
reported lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period.
May 3rd-9th, inclusive, was 09,294 tons gross, of which 53,832 were British, as
compared with 79,968 tons gross, of which 59,161 were British, reported last week.
Construction.—According
to an Admiralty announcement dated May 9th, the
gross tonnage of merchant vessels completed in United Kingdom yards and the
tonnage launched in Allied and neutral countries during the years 1915, 1916, and
1917, and the quarter ended March 3.1st, 19.18, are as set out below :—
Period.

1915

.
1916

1917
1 9 1 8 , 1st quarter

United

Kingdom.

650.919
541.552
1.163,474
320.280

A d j u s t e d to i n c l u d e c e r t a i n ' v e s s e l s
Man-,li"(Cd. 9 0 0 9 ) .
1

Allied and Neutral.

World.

551,081
1,146.448
1.774.312'
544,327

1,202.000
1.688.000
2.937.78(0
864,607

a d v i s e d , s i n c e t h e i s s u e of

the

.

Parliamentary

White-Paper

iu

The tonnage of merchant vessels completed in United Kingdom yards and
entered for service during April 1918,, compared with preceding periods, was as
under :—
Month.

Completions.

V e a r ending'.

Completions.

1
1917.
April
May
Jane
July
August
September
October
November
December -

Gross tons.
69.711
69,773
109,847
83.073
102,060
63,150
148.309
158,826
112,486

1918
January
February
March
April



58.568
100.038
161.674
111,533

1917.
April 30
May 31
June 30 July 31
August 31
September 30 October 3 1
November 30 December 31
1918.
J a n u a r y 31.
v- 
February 28
March 31 ,
April 30

Gross tons.
749.314
773,116
835.863
865,147
928,470
957,185
1.045,036
1,133.330
1,163,474

1,173.958
1,194,540
1.237,515
1,279,337

(It should be noted that the English practice is to express merchant shipbuilding
statistics in " gross tons," whereas in the United States of America and some other
countries the figures are recorded in "dead-weight" tons, which is a much higher
figure, and this should be remembered when making comparisons.) ddie ControllerGeneral of Merchant Shipbuilding makes the following comments :—"ddie output for

April: 19.1.8, although not reaching the high figures for March 1918, is 60 per cent"
higher than the month of April 19.1.7. The upward tendency in the rate of annual
output is steadily maintained. The launchings in January and February 191.8 were
low, for reasons already explained, and this is reflected, in the tonnage of completions
now issued. It should be holed that the April output has been achieved notwith
standing the very large increase in the merchant ships which have been repaired and
returned to service. Since January the increase amounts to 40 per cent., and this
work has placed a severe strain on the shipbuilding and marine engineering resources
of the country."
German Prize Regulat ions.-Ref err in g to the new paragraph in the German Prize
Regulations (see Report "No. 67), the War Trade Intelligence Bureau observes that it
may be regarded as an extreme statement of German policy, under cover of which
the Germans will probably introduce a system of safe conducts for ships exclusively
engaged in neutral trade. The Germans have notified Spanish shippers and Customs
agents that they may obtain German safe conducts to cover non-contraband cargo
destined for Switzerland via Cette, or for America and the Philippines. Safe conducts
will also be issued to vessels sailing for America to load cargoes for consumption in'
Spain or Switzerland,. They will not, however, be granted to vessels winch refuse to
carry cargo for firms on the Allied Black List.
Franco-German
Agreement regarding
Exchange and Internment
of
Prisoners.—
Lord Derby reports that the Franco-German Agreement regarding exchange and
internment of prisoners (see Reports Nos. 6(5 and 67) has been already ratified by the
French and German Governments. Lord Derby is instructed to press the French
Government to place a very strict limitation upon the rate of exchange. A statement
by Lord Newton on this subject is reported in the Times of May 16th at page 8.
Invalids interned in Holland'.'--The Foreign Office informs Sir W. Townley that
His Majesty's Government has now proposed, that the selection of invalids in Holland
for repatriation "shall be made by a Commission of Dutch medical officers. (And see
Report No. 67.) His Majesty's Government is also prepared to come to an arrange
ment with, the German Government whereby repatriation of combatants from Holland
shall be effected under the same standard of disabilities as direct repatriation from
Great Britain and Germany respectively.
Poison Gas.—Sir .11. Rumbold reports that a joint reply regarding the use, of
poisonous gases has been returned to the President of the International Red Cross by
the French, Italian, British, Japanese and Portuguese Ministers. (And sec Reports
Nos. 55, 65 and 66.)

ALLIED GROUP.

BELGIUM.
Food Situation.—The
Belgian. Government has appealed to the British and French.
Governments on. behalf of the population of the occupied regions of Belgium, which
is stated to be in immediate danger of starvation unless foodstuffs can be provided
by the Allies. The French Government has already made representations to the
United States Government in the matter.
Socialist War Alms.—-The Daily Review reports :—"The Belgian Labour leaders,
among them the President and the Secretary of the Internationale, Vandervelde and
Huysmans, the latter an active participant in the Stockholm Peace Conference, have
met in London and issued a manifesto stating the war aims of their party. The
following summary is taken from the Independance
(May 6th) which congratulates
itself on the fact that C. Huysmans has signed the manifesto of patriotic Belgian
Socialists. While rejoicing in the faithfulness and union which have prevailed
among Belgian Socialists since the war, the "manifesto recalls some fundamental
principles of their policy. The national and democratic defence against the aggression
of the Central Empires is their first duty. No tyranny can be thrown off if the yoke
of Hohenzollerhs and Hapsburgs is accepted. The so-called ' peace ' of Brest-Litovsk

shows how a nation can end by giving itself over. Whatever happens, Belgian
Labour will not submit. The confused doctrine put forward under the name of
Zimmerwald or Kienthal. leads neither to peace nor to democratic progress, and is
repudiated. Belgian Labour will not leud itself to any aggression that might turn
the war of defence into a war of conquest, and it is entirely opposed to annexations.
Its war aims, [already stated by the Interallied Conference in London and by the
American democracy are : a League of Nations through universal democratic
guarantees, cultural, autonomy to all nationalities, which, must all be freed from
foreign rule; no revenge on the conquered, no attempt at economic oppression.
Belgium must obtain, damages for losses suffered by her,-and be fully restored in
political, economic, and in military matters. On this there can be no compromise,
and it is as necessary for the peace of Europe as for the future safety of Belgium.
No interference from the invader must be tolerated under colour of favouring
the Flemings. The traitors calling themselves Activists are repudiated. Flemish
freedom does not demand the division of Belgium into two powerless parts.
The unity of the country is a historical and moral necessity, and linguistic
equality, theoretical and practical, must be secured within its frame. After
the peace it will come about as irresistibly as political equality, the granting
of a single vote to each man, which has always been a demand of the party. Finally, an. International Socialist Congress is demanded, to beheld in neutral territory
by all organisations that have clearly and publicly declared in favour of peace without ,
annexations, without punitive indemnities, and founded on the right of self-deter
mination of peopfes. These organisations must also promise to do everything in their
power to induce their Governments to apply those principles at the official peace
conference. The Nation Beige (May 4th), which has lately been advocating ' national
Socialism,' founded on the mutual respect and confidence of employers and employed,
welcomes- the manifesto, while regretting that some internationalist illusions should
still have found place in it. It prefers the unambiguous protests of the Socialists
within the occupied districts, and trusts that the clear-sigh redness and. firmness of
American Labour will render harmless the conventional formulas patronised by the
Interallied Conference of London. It congratulates the signatories, for adopting a
clearly national attitude, and. rejoices to see the name of Camille fluysmans, besides
those of Yandervekle and de Brouckere. It wishes that he may in future save
himself from being turned aside by his prepossessions as Secretary of the Inter
nationale. Whoever realises the necessity for the future of Belgium that all parties
should meet in a common care for the national welfare will rejoice at the attitude of
the Labour leaders at their London meeting." (See also under "Italy.";)
BRAZIL.
Arrival of British- Mission.—A. special British Mission under Sir Maurice tie
Bunsen arrived in Brazil on May 8th. The objects of the Mission are to get into
closer touch with those South American Republics which have shown their sympathy
with the Entente Bowers, to discuss economic questions, and to instruct British
Diplomatic Representatives in South America on broad questions of policy. According
to the Tribuna (May 9th), the British. Special. Envoy, in presenting his credentials
to the Bresident of the Republic, dwelt on' the evident tendency towards a political
and economic rapprochement
between Great Britain and Brazil, and suggested that
this tendency shotdd be strengthened by a demonstration, the form of which should
be discussed by the Governments of the two countries. The Bresident assured SirMaurice de Bunsen that Brazil was firmly resolved to draw still closer the traditional
ties of friendship between the two countries. In subsequent conversation, the
British Minister and the Bresident expressed, the hope that the British Diplomatic
Representative in Brazil would be raised to the rank of Ambassador. (The Foreign
Office informs Sir A. Be el that His Majesty's Government will be glad to accept a
Brazilian Ambassador, and intends to appoint a British Ambassador to Brazil on next
change.) The Mission will probably visit Montevideo, Buenos Aires, Santiago,
La Baz, Lima, Quito, and Panama.
CHINA.
Internal Dissensions.—Elostilities
between North and South continue (see Report
No. 54). and the internal situation seems likely to remain unsettled. The only

I)

substantial issue appears to be, whether the original Parliament shall be reconvened
or a.new one elected under the regulations prepared by the Council nominated by the
Military party.
Russian Indemnity.—Sir.
J . Jordan reports . that the Chinese Government has
intimated, its intention to retain moneys due (as from May 1-918) on account of the
Russian indemnity pending the recognition of a legitimate Russian Government.
Under such an arrangement, funds would no longer be available from this source for
lire maintenance of Russian diplomatic and consular establishments in China and
-elsewhere.

FRANCE.
United Stales labour, Leaders and French, Socialists.—The
nine Labour leaders
-of the American Mission on May Gth took part in a Conference at the Headquarters
of the Confederation
Generate du Travail.
The Americans adopted a strong line
against an International Labour Conference until Germany had been beaten.
M. Longuet, M. Jouhaux, and M. Renaudel spoke in favour of the International,
which, they said was continually gaining ground among the working classes, although
no Frenchman wanted such a peace as had been imposed upon the Russians. The
war, however, must not be continued one moment longer than necessary.
A Press report states :—" One of the last public functions of the American Mission
was to receive .15 French Socialists, representative of the majoritaire
fraction of the
Socialist Party, headed by M. Alexandre Varenne. In an address, M. Varenne
assured the Americans of their hearty support of the American standpoint. As for
the German Social Democracy, he continued, it appears to us less than ever worthy to
figure in a general Socialist Conference. Not only has it not replied to the pre
liminary questions asked by us, but it has allowed to be committed, if it has not
helped to commit, at Brest-Litovsk a new crime of violence. It has approved the
violation of Belgian neutrality. It has allowed Russian democracy to be crushed.
With such men and in such conditions, conversation is impossible. The same
Socialists who presented an address to the American Labour Mission have sent a
similar telegram to M. B ranting, whom they hail as the defender of the rights of.
peoples, one who was not afraid to renounce neutralism of opinion and arraign the
old German Social Democratic Barty. These Socialists, headed by M. iUexandre
Varenne, represent half the Unified Socialist Parliamentary Group. It is significant
that MM. Albert Thomas, Renaudel, and Sembat are not among the signatories, whom
M. Longuet already brands as not real Socialists. What the significance of this step
may be it would be prematures to say, but this much at least is clear, it will widen the
cleavage already visible, which M. Thomas and M. Renaudel are doing their utmost
to minimise."

GUATEMALA.
German Propaganda and Guatemala's Declaration of War:-.rGerman Wireless of
May 11th quotes statements by the German Bress in which the declaration by
Guatemala of war upon Germany (see Report No. 65) is ascribed to her economic
dependence upon the United States. (See also under "Nicaragua.")

ITALY.
Czecho-Slovak National Armij.-Sir
R. Rodd reports the signature of a convention
between the Italian Government and the Czecho-Slovak National Council, under
-which recognition is accorded to the Czecho-Slovak National Army. (See Report
No. 67.) The majority of the Czecho-Slovak prisoners in Italy have volunteered for
rservice.
3681-136

E

Anniversary
of Itah/s entry into the War.—Sir R. Rodd reports that the French
Government will be represented at the anniversary celebration in Rome of. Italy
entry into the Avar (May 24th). It is stated that France will he represented by
M, Simon, Minister of Colonies, the United States by Mr. Lloyd Griscom, formerly
Ambassador at Rome, and Belgium by M. Maeterlinck. Great Britain will also he
suitably represented.
Italian Socialist Union and the War.—According to the Popolo d'Ilalia. (May 13th)
the Congress of the Italian Socialist Union opened (May 12th) in the Costanzi Theatre..
Among those attending it were the Ministers Bissolati (without portfolio), and
Berenini (Public Instruction), the DeputiesDe Ambris, Basile, andMazzolani. Libero
Grassi. of Udine, presided. The Deputy Vercelloni, in welcoming the delegates, said
the object of the Union was to bring together all Socialists who approved of Italy's
intervention for the defence of the country, national interests, and the social interests
of workers. In conclusion, he read, a telegram from the Irredentist Social. Democrats
closing with the words " delenda Austria," which called forth a storm of applause
from the meeting.
Man idea reviewed . the reasons' for the formation of
the Italian -Socialist Union.
Ensuing speakers included. Grassi, Mazzolani,
who spoke in the name of the Republican Party, and De Ambris, who is an
Independent Syndicalist.
Bissolati declared that as adherents of the Italian
Socialist Union neither he nor Signor Berenini were obliged to depart from
tfie path they had chosen and which they had long trodden.
" We left,"
he said, "the official Socialist Party because it separated itself more and more from
Socialist movement, life and realities, and persisted in its prejudice against the war..
However, numerous Socialist reformers, revolutionaries, and trades unionists under
stood their duty better and united their efforts in defence of the cause of humanity,
the fate of which depends on the battles in France and Picardy, and will soon depend
on those in the Alps and on the Piave. ddie Socialist world is divided, into three
parties, that of the German Socialists, who march with their Empires towards the
conquest of the world, that of the Entente Socialists, who resist a monstrous and
horrible aggression, and that of the Leninists, a miserable company, who, under the
pretext of working for peace, refuse to fight the Germans, and thus assist them in
their designs. To this last party we owe a Russia handed over to the Germans and,
as a consequence, our own disaster at Caporetto and the present menace on the
Western front. To the German and Leninist Socialists we should oppose all our
powers of resistance for the honour of true Socialism. Soldiers and workmen are
comprehending more and more that in fighting for Italy they are defending" the
possibility for themselves and for their children of right and justice in the full
independence of their will and in an inviolable Italy." The Minister Berenini, who
. spoke next, expressed, his agreement with Bissolati. "Those behind the front,"
he said, " should cherish the same faith as that of those who are in the trenches
fighting for their country and in a measure preparing the way for a society
of nations," and he concluded by declaring his confidence in the success of the
aims of the Italian Socialist Union, ddie Congress decided to send telegrams
of sympathetic greeting to M. Vaudervelde, to the Socialist parties of the Allies,
and to Herve. Great, enthusiasm was excited by the resolve to dispatch a
telegram of greeting to the soldiers at the front through the Commander-jn-Chief,
General Diaz. Italian Wireless of May 14th reports:—ddie Italian Socialist Union
"Congress has concluded its sittings. The Order of the Day declared the need of
accord between Italy and the Jugo-Slavs, and also the necessity for the dissolution of
the Austrian Monarchy in order to create new, free States capable of defending,
themselves against Pan-German danger. (See also under "Belgium.")
Charge against Socialist Leaders.—Ten leaders of the Official Socialist -Party, who
are now under arrest, are to be tried at Turin by court-martial for treason. They are
charged with instigating revolt, with provoking the Turin riots of August 1917, when
a general strike was proclaimed, and with having prophesied a bread famine. There
was in fact a bread famine for 24- hours, which was used to incite the people of Turin
to revolt, ddie defendants are also charged with spreading defeatist propaganda in
the Army and instigating soldiers to desert. Signor Serrati, editor of the Avanti, the
organ of the Official Socialists, is included among the Socialists accused of treason in
conuection with the Turin riots.

PORTUGAL. '
President Paes.—According to a-Press Report, Major Sidonio Paes was publicly
proclaimed President on May .10th. In the course of a speech at the City Hall, he
declared that " die accusation that his companions were anti-Ally were calumnies. The
country was more than ever engaged in the work of the Allies against the common
enemy." The report adds that the Government has placed its resignation in the
hands of the President, and that a new administration is being formed. The Foreign
Office has authorised Sir L. Carnegie to accord formal recognition to the President so
soon as the Allied Ministers receive similar instructions.
Anti-Ally Propaganda.—There
has been an increase in. the anti-Ally propaganda
carried on by some Monarchist newspapers, notably the Dia. It is reported that
large sums are being spent by German agents to undermine the fidelity of the Army
to the President.
Food Situation.—The food situation in Portugal is reported as being acute, the
cost of living having increased 1.57 per cent, since July 1.914.

ENEMY GROUP.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
Visit of the Emperor Charles to the Kaiser.—A Berlin official telegram announces
that the Emperor Charles, accompanied by Huron Burian, the Chief of the Austrian
General Staff, and the Austro-Ilmigarian Ambassador at Berlin, visited the Kaiser on
May i2th at Main Headquarters. Germany was represented by the Imperial
Chancellor, Generals I linden burg and Ludendorlf, and the German Ambassador at
Vienna. "All. fundamental, political, economic and military questions affecting the
present and future relations of both Monarchies were thoroughly discussed. There
was complete accord on all these questions, and on the extension and deepening of
the existing alliance. The guiding lines of contemplated contractual agreements
already exist in principle." A Vienna telegram to the Frankfurter
Zeitung says : —
"Count 13urian's journey to the German Headquarters gains increased importance
from the negotiations now pending, which will decide the future relations between
the German Empire and Austria-Hungary. These negotiations may be characterised
as a pragmatic alliance, a military union, and a Customs union. Constitutional
sanction of this alliance requires a two-thirds majority in the Austrian Reichsrath,
and it is doubtful whether this can be obtained. The great Austrian question of the
clay is whether the continued, existence of a separate Austrian State is possible, which
the South Slavs, and now also the German provinces, deny. One party desires the
State to consist of-a number of small sovereign States, each having its own foreign
policy ; the other party demands a return to the German Federation, which would
render the centrifugal efforts of the smaller nations harmless. The outcome of this
condition of chaos is still uncertain."
Redistribution
of Provinces.—A
Berlin telegram to the Tyd (May 8th) states that
the Budapest newspaper, Az Est, understands that the appointment of Dr, Wekerle
to the Hungarian Premiership will, be followed by a sensational event. " There is the
question of the incorporation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and perhaps also of
Dahnatia, in Hungary for the purpose of gaining Hungary's support for Austria's
Polish policy." The Lokal-Anzeiger
publishes a similar report, which adds that
Dr. Wekerle will announce this by royal authority. The Vossische (May 7th), under
the heading " Union of Southern Slavs? " publishes from its Vienna correspondent,
Dr. Alexander Recllich, a statement that, although the official announcement may
not be expected immediately, there is no doubt that Bosnia and Herzegovina
are shortly to be joined to Hungary. " Moreover, it is asserted with reasonable
certainty that at last the separation of Dahnatia from Austria and its addition
to Hungary, to which it properly belongs, will at least be taken into serious considera
tion. These alterations can only be regarded as a compensation granted by the

King to the Hungarians in order to obtain from them their consent to a policy which
hitherto they have for the most part disapproved; This policy can only refer to
Poland, and it is u o a v intelligible, as I reported some tinie ago, that Baron Burian,
in contrast .with his former attitude, lias accepted the principle of the Austro-Bolish
solution. I. presume that he A v i l l shortly have the opportunity to put this policy into
practice." The Vienna papers recently stated that a visit of the Austrian Emperor and
Baron Burian to the KaisePs Headquarters would be connected with the settlement of the
Polish question. The concessions to Hungary, indicated by Redlich, Avould also explain
the Austrian Emperor's apparent volte face on the question of Hungarian Electoral
Reform. The Budapest correspondent of the Yossisclte Zeitung observes : " While
Bosnia and Herzegovina.are to be attached to the Hungarian.State and are not to be
connected with Croatia-Slavonia, Dalmatia is to be added with Croatia-Shtvonia to the
lands of the Hungarian Crown, ddie meaning of this differential treatment is obvious.
The changes of territory mentioned are intended to prevent the formation of the
nucleus of a compact South Slav State within the territory of the Hungarian Crown."
Italian Wireless of May 13th declares : " Austria is opposed to Jugo-Slav unity, is
anxious to disunite the Slovenes so as to put them under German influence, and
wishes to create a large Croatia so as to counterbalance Serbian tendencies. The
newspaper Tagespost says that ' Minister Zolgebs retirement shows the beginning of
the new policy which Seidler favours for putting a brake upon the Jugo-Slav mover
ment. Seidler has declared that the outlet to the Adriatic must remain German
property. Therefore the Jugo-Slav State question must be considered, as settled.
There remains the problem of a Croatian State, which, interests Austria and Hungary,
but the Slovene and. Serbian problems cease to exist.' Now the Jugo-Slav and Czech
groups are busy organising resistance against the Germano-Magyar activities and
demands." (The Times of May 16th at page 5 discusses the national problems of
Austria-Hungary, with special reference to German-Magyar influence.)
Personnel
and Policy of New Hungarian
Cabinet.—According to a Budapest
telegram to the Dutch papers the Wekerle Cabinet has been constituted as follows :—
Premier and Minister of the Interior, Dr. Wekerle.
Minister of Commerce, M. Joseph Szterenyi.
Minister of Agriculture, Count Bela Serenyi.
Minister of Education, Count John Zlchy.
Minister of Finance, M. Popo witch..'
Minister of Food, Prince Windischgraetz.
Minister of Defence, Baron Szurniay.
Minister of Court Affairs, Count Aladar Zichy.
Minister of Justice, M. Gustav Toery.
Minister for Croatia, Dr. Uiikelh.au ser.
Minister for Social Affairs, Count Paul Teleki.
"Dr. Wekerle has made a statement, in which he says that the Government intends
to introduce various small amendments in the suffrage proposals, based on a com pro
mise that will make acceptance of the proposals possible. The amendments provide
that every citizen who would not otherwise have a.right to a vote shall obtain one if he
has given proof of sufficient intellect, has passed through four classes of the national
school, and is also master of the Hungarian language, or if he has passed through six
classes of the national school. The Premier adds that workmen will have the vote,
that the extension of the suffrage will be carried out forthwith, and that the Govem
ment will maintain its social and economic programme and its plan of army
reform."
The Political Intelligence Department, in a preliminary estimate, describes the
new Cabinet as representing three elements, the high Roman Catholic aristocracy
connected with the Vienna Court, the business men connected with, German finance,
and the bureaucracy which carries on its work as it is told to. Its salient feature
is the absence of strong political individualities, either from Tisza's own party or
from, among his opponents, the groups of Counts Andrassy, Apponyi, and Karolyi.
It looks like a slight recovery of the Vienna Court from its surrender to Tisza as
shown by the appointment of Burian.. (And see Report No. 66.)
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Slav and Of out' Socialists.—Italian
Wireless of May lltli reports:—News lias
arrived that even the Slav-Socialist Parties have adhered to the programme of the
Jxigo-Slav National Union. The newspaper Agramer Taghlatt reports that the Slovene
Socialists, at a con Terence held on May 1st at Lubiana, and also the Croat Socialists at
Zagreb, demanded union with the Jugo-Slavs. The official, orator,. Deputy Kopac,
said at Lnhiana that for Socialists State union and. independence were a logical part
of the popular aims, and as such coincided with the middle-class aims. If it were
needed to light for a Jngo-Slav State the democracy would be the first to do its duty.

GERMANY.
German Opinions on the War.—According to a report received by the Foreign
Office, the commercial and educated classes in Germany were convinced, even alter
the preliminary success of the offensive of March 21st, that the war was at a deadlock.
So far these (i.e., banking, shipping, commercial and professor) classes have been
unable to make their opinions felt, because the whole country is under military
domination. If, however, the prospect of renewed trench warfare recurs, they intend
to start a very strong peace offensive, on the basis of surrendering Belgium and
Northern France on condition of retaining their hold upon Russia, which is to
repay I heir losses in the war. It is added that Socialist influence has perceptibly
dwindled, and that strikes are extremely improbable. (And see Report No. 06.)
Criticism, however, is symptomatic. Yorwiirts of May Pith, referring to the
official reception of von Ivuhlinann on his return from Bucharest, observes:—" . . . .
The masses feel no enthusiasm for the condition of semi-war which is ail that has
been achieved. Had a peace been concluded in the East which really brought war
there to a conclusion and gave a good prospect for the speedy attainment of the
same in the West, then would all Berlin have been at the station to greet Ilerr von
Kiihhnaim. As it was, he had to content himself with, the honour of an official
reception." (See also Reports Nos. 66 and 67.)
The Ukraine.—Mi'. Lockkart reports the formation by General. Skoropadsky (see
Report No. 67) of a new Cabinet, which includes three members of the Cadet Party.
The Hetman has issued a declaration re-establishing the right to private property, but
authorising the division of large estates amongst the poorer agriculturists. The rights
of workers are guaranteed, " special attention being paid to the improvement of labour
conditions for railway workers." Freedom of commerce is also established financially
and economically. According to the Russian Press, the Germans have declared an
armistice between the Ukraine and Russia. On May 7th Trotsky issued an order to
the Russian troops in the south, to resist all German attempts to cross the line of
demarcation. Mr. Lockhart points out that while German action in the Ukraine has
seriously provoked the Bolshevists, it should at the same time be observed that there
will be a temptation to the Russian "Bourgeois" classes to gather round the new
German-Ukrainian nucleus of " ordered " government. A reliable informant reports
that the Germans are likely to obtain, grain and fodder from the Ukraine at the rate
of one million poods (about 16,000 tons) per month during the next three or four
months, and should also be aide to effect transport at that rate. There is little or no
wheat, but maize, barley, oats, and a certain quantity of fodder are available. It is
also possible that cheese, butter, and sugar will be obtainable from Bessarabia and the
vicinity of Odessa. According to another report, "the two routes used for the'
transport of the grain are via Lemberg and up the Danube via Braila. Much hard
work has been done on the railway, and most of the damage has been restored. The
line from Kieff to Kovel. is being converted to German gauge. There is still difficulty
over the shortage of fuel and rolling-stock, but matters in. this respect have improved
since the Germans penetrated farther east to the junctions of Kharkov and
Ekaterinosiav. A considerable quantity of rolling-stock was left at these junctions
by the Bolshevists. With regard to river transport, Plerr von Braiuds figures show
that little is being done in this.direction, probably owing to the removal of ships from
Odessa. But the barges from the North Sea ports should- have arrived by this time,
and improvements are to be expected. It may be concluded. (1) that of the small,
quantities that will reach the enemy before the harvest, the lion's share will be
reserved for Austria-Hungary, where conditions may for the first time Ire described
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as desperate ; (2) that the transport service should by now be in a fairly efficient
state ; (3) that the country is by no means pacified and the spring sowings are certain
to be much below the ordinary level ; but that (1) enough will be obtained to keep the
German bread ration rip to its present level (about 4 lb. a week on an average) all next
year, and quite probably extra stocks will be available to supply neutral countries.
If this proves to be the case, the Allies will find themselves much handicapped in
their commercial negotiations with the neutrals. Hitherto Gerniauy's inability to
supply Holland and Scandinavia with grain has been a decisive factor in favour of the
Allies."
Germany and the Jeics.—Russian
Wireless of Afay 11th records a protest by the
Bolshevist Government against a raid made on May 1st by the Germans upon the
Jewish Socialist Union at Minsk. In the course of the debate on the Prussian
Franchise Bill, the Conservative Deputy, I-Ieins, proposed the disfranchisement of all
peoples of "alien race," and stated plainly that his proposal was directed against the
-Jews. Addressing the Liberals, he said: " Make this sacrifice ; sacrifice your Jews.
Moltke said that the Jews are a State within the State, and Maria Theresa expressed
herself to the same effect."
German Journalists
for Russia.—By Russian Wireless of May 10th, the Bolshevist
Retmesentative in Berlin is instructed to give German journalists permits for Russia
subject to the consent of the Bolshevist Government in each individual case.
German Financial
Activities
in Russia.—Mr.
Woodhouse emphasises the
importance of counteracting the strenuous financial activities of Germany in Russia.
The Germans are at present endeavouring to secure control of all Russian
metallurgical, concerns. It is suggested that Great Britain should-retaliate by
obtaining, through the purchase of Bank shares, control over coal, naphtha, timber,
ores, water transport and insurance.
Submarine
Warfare.-—In the course of a speech in the Reichstag, Admiral von
Capelle is reported by German Wireless of May 11th as saying:—"As far as the
requirements of the Army and. Navy, which cannot be refused, permit, Our whole
war industry will continue to be used for the building of submarines, and precautions
will be taken to see that for years to come there shall be no slackening in the regular
deliveries of new submarines." In this connection may lie recalled the recent
declaration, of Count Westarp, that it would be desirable to have as many submarines
as possible at the time of peace negotiations, and that the limitation of the German
naval programme must not be discussed at such, negotiations.
Prussian Franchise.—The
rejection by the Lower House of the Prussian Diet of
the clause in the Franchise Rill which confers equal suffrage is the most important
event in. Prussian internal politics for some time past. At present the Prussian
electorate vote upon what is called the three-class system, which is regarded by
Liberals as unfair and obsolete. A. political crisis may arise in Prussia if democratic
feeling in favour of suffrage reform is as intense as has been alleged. The Liberal
newspapers are already indignant at the rejection of the equal suffrage clause. There
has been talk of the resignation of the Prussian Government of the dissolution of the
Diet, though neither event is at all probable, ddie Bill as passed contains clauses for
a secret ballot, and for making it obligatory on every elector to exercise his vote. The
ultimate fate of the Bill, which has the support of Count von Hertling as Prussian
Prime Minister, will test the sincerity of the Government in their support of franchise
reform, as well as the power of the Prussian people to get their desired reforms.
According to a telegram from Berlin to the Frankfurter
Zeitung, it is positively
assured in political circles that Count Hertling lias received, authority from the Raiser
to dissolve the Lower House of the Prussian Diet if the necessity should arise. It was
left to the Ministry to decide when the dissolution should take place, and it is
generally assumed that it will happen in the late summer or autumn, after the
definite rejection of the franchise.
Economic Bec.oustruciion.-A
telegram, from Berlin (May 6th) states that in
lectures given by the Imperial Economic Department to representatives of the Press
it was explained that organisation under State supervision for the transitional period
after the conclusion of peace was considered necessary, especially with reference to
-

the rate of exchange, and. in v i e w of the limited tonnage which would be a t l t f e j
disposal, of Germany at the conclusion of the war. Such organisation was particularly
necessary for the textile industry, and also for certain colonial products such as
rubber, fats, oils, hides, and leather. Trade would not be excluded, from such
organisations, and no formation of compulsory syndicates was intended, f t was
declared that the Imperial Economic Department did not share the optimistic opinion
-prevailing in shipping circles regarding the position of tonnage at the end. of the Avar.
The Bureau, which it was proposed to institute for the distribution of tonnage, was
only to decide technical questions, and especially those concerning the preferential
treatment of certain goods. With regard to textiles, the Imperial. Economic Depart
ment pointed out that there was a decrease in production owing to the lack of raw
materials and a considerable increase in spindles and looms, especially in the United
States. Attention was also drawn to the reported purchase by Great Britain of the
Egyptian cotton c r o p and the Australian wool crop for a number of years after the
Avar.
The position of German industries was, nevertheless, described as " not so
exceedingly difficult, as substitutes w h i c h h a v e been discovered in the course,
of the w a r are gaining greater importance from year to year." With reference
to Colonial products, the Economic Department counts on an abundance, and
the proposed organisation Avas intended to prevent the ' German markets
from being inundated with such products and. to avoid any waste of tonnage.
In a speech delivered in the Reichstag on the organisation, of the German trade
offensive after the Avar, Professor Schulze-Gavernitz demands " a judicious eombina
tion of state socialism and private enterprise." " Things will not be able to go on
altogether without State monopolies . . . .
how many small traders will be
comiug back from, the war Avho will be quite incapable of resuming their business
without some assignment of raw material. We must see to it that not only the big
trader, thanks to his war profits, gets hold of the raw materials, but that the small
trader too receives his share, and this by the intervention of the State. . . . Some
State authority must exist, but Ave cannot agree Avith the Socialists avIio avouIcI
perpetuate what must be a transitory. regime.
In order to raise the value of our
securities—a matter that concerns even the smallest among our people—in order to
replenish, our stock of raw materials, we must, since we can expect no considerable
influx of foreign loans, promote our export trade. Immediately after the war we shall
have to re-establish our export capacity on a higher level, even than before the Avar,
since we shall more than ever need imports, first and foremost the export of goods
of high value must be promoted. The task of promoting exports is confronted with
the menace of serious impediments. I do not attach tragic importance to the
threatened economic Avar after the Avar. The hunger for goods will overcome every
other consideration ; goods will be bought wdierever they are to be found. A. more
serious danger, in my opinion, is the spirit of economic nationalism that has got
abroad, especially in England. But graver still, in vieAV of the universal demand, is
the imiversal scarcity of raw materials. The Australian zinc output has been bespoken
by England for inany years to come. Balm kernel oil, too, has been made more
difficult for us to obtain. We have n o choice therefore but to secure for ourselves
considerable colonies capable of supplying us with raw materials. As an additional,
expedient, we should conclude treaties providing for the supply of raw materials,
on the model of the peace treaties with Rumania and with the Ukraine."
But, in Professor von Schulze-Gavernitz's opinion, the surest method of working
u p a new world-connection i s by means of the " most-favoured-nation " clause,
imposed as in the case of the Treaty of Frankfurt with France in .187.1. Annexations
may or may not be desirable, but from the point of view of GermarWs future in the
.-world i t is absolutely essential that no nation should be given a preference over any
other. " That," he said, " is the most important war-aim, not only for Germany, but for
all nations interested in Avorld-economy. An equal place in the sun for everybody.
But if Germany seeks equality of treatment, she m u s t abandon the practice of
"clumping," which was so bitterly resented abroad. It would be to our own interest
if Ave took account of these sentiments and declared our readiness to reorganise a n
international authority that would be charged with securing the honest observance
of the "most-favoured-nation" rule. If to-day we declare for such a system, we
thereby encourage, as a glance at the foreign. Labour Press shows, all those abroad
Avho are in the economic bondage and whose hostility to a policy of exclusion
makes them in the ultimate resort friends of peace. If we pursue this policy,
then the triple tariff system goes by the board, and with it the. possibility of

conciliating our allies hy means of special preferences. But that is to our
interest. We cannot ignore the fact that our enemies embrace nearly the whole
world. We cannot shut ourselves off. The whole world must he told that Germany
does not claim any trade preferences in Turkey, and that all she seeks there
is the maintenance of her own position and equal rights for all nations. . . . . .."
In conclusion, the Professor drew the following political moral, of the times :—
"In formulating these wishes we must also inspire ourselves with the spirit from which
springs the demand for an equal franchise for all. Behind every exchange of goods
lie moral imponderabilia. No treaty of peace can guard us against the rejection of
our wares, and this without any breach of the formal stipulation regarding equal
rights. The cultivation, of sentiment is essential for.the reconstruction, of a world
economy. We Germans can. best promote the world-economic sentiment that we need
by identifying our political activity more prominently with the progressive demoera
tisat.ion of the classes which are less susceptible to international hatred. This we
can most surely achieve by means of the so-called internal readjustment which is or
ought now to be proceeding in Prussia. Nothing has so estranged the world from us
as our system of government hitherto. Every business man who has lived abroad
has learned for himself that in this system of government lie rooted the want of
sympathy and the mistrust which have confronted the German trader everywhere.
There can be no doubt but that the readjustment now in progress, which ought to
spread from. Prussia over the whole of the German Empire, possesses great economic
importance, and that it is bound to make it easier- for the German trader and for
German goods to get back again, into the world." (The discussion is reported at length
in the Times of May 13th.)
German Trade Propaganda
in Scandinavia.-—The
Berlin correspondent of
Berlingshe
Tidende wires to his paper (Apr. 20.m.) that the Deutsche
Werltbund
(which last year exhibited in Switzerland), intends at the end of June to arrange
exhibitions at Copenhagen and Stockholm, " in order to show what Germany has
achieved in the commercial and industrial spheres during the war."

NEUTRAL GROUP.

CHILE.
Germany trial the Chilean Military Mission.—The Foreign Office learns that the
German Government has requested the Uruguayan Government to support its
request that the Chilian Military Mission now in Spain, should visit the German front.
Upon inquiry by the Uruguayan Government, the Chilian Government has stated that
it does not desire the Mission to proceed to Germany. (See also Report No. 50.)
DENMARK.
Elections.—The election to the Upper House or Landsthing resulted, iir the return
of 2S supporters of the Government, namely, .1.3 Radicals and 15 Socialists : and of
44 supporters of the Opposition, namely, 26 Liberals and 18 Conservatives. The
Government is thus in a minority of 16 in the Upper House. In the Lower House or
Folkething it has a majority of 3 (see Report No. 65). due result will not affect
Danish foreign policy.
Iceland.—Sir R. Paget reports an announcement by the Danish Prime Minister
that a conference of party leaders will be summoned to discuss the general question
of relations between Denmark and Iceland, and to decide whether to endorse the
policj- adopted by the King and the State Council, of refusing to grant the Icelanders
an independent commercial flag. It is stated that the King is unwilling to accede to
the proposition that the union between Denmark and Iceland should be merely
personal. A Danish Commission will shortly proceed to Iceland to confer on matters
generally, and to offer assistance in the development of the country. There is reason
to believe that British capital would be welcomed for the purposes of such development.
With regard to the statements of the German propaganda that Great Britain has

been exerting pressure upon Iceland and inciting it to claim independence of Denmark
(see Report No. 67), the Foreign Office informs Sir R. Paget that His Majesty's
Government has issued a formal denial of the truth of these allegations.
Supply.7*7/ Germany of Shipbuilding
Material.—Sir II. Paget reports that Germany
appears to be deliberately delaying consignments of shipbuilding materials to Danish
shipyards. It seems also that vessels being built of materials to be delivered under
recent negotiations will only be permitted to trade with Germany, Finland, or Russia,
or in the Danish coasting trade for the duration of the war.

FINLAND A X D ALAND.
Recognition.—Sir
E. Howard reports that His Majesty's Consul at Helsingfors has
communicated to the Finnish Foreign Minister the conditions offered by His Majesty's
Government for recognition of Finland, and that the Finnish Press has been referred
to the Minister for the particulars ; the Swedish Press of May 13th publish the terms
of the offer (and see Reports Nos. 0-1-66).
German Policy in Finland.—According
to German Wireless of May Sth, ViceChan eel lor von Payer, in the course of a speech made on May 7th in the Reichstag,
declared that Gorman intervention in. Finland was not concerned with Finnish
domestic affairs, but with a fight against Russia, who, with the assistance of Finnish
anarchists, was endeavouring to rob Unkind of her liberty. German Wireless
reports that President Swinhufvud has conferred upon Rear Admiral. Meurer the
Finnish Cross of Freedom of the First Class, " for the participation of the German
Fleet in this work of liberation." . . . " How her future development will, turn out
is purely a Finnish affair. Our only desire was to acquire political, and military
security in Finland and peace on the Baltic. . . . We have concluded treaties with
Finland which are in accordance with well-understood interests of both sides, and
which will contribute to the strengthening of the mutual relations between Germany
and Finland, economic and political. By the liberation':of Finland we behave that we
have also rendered a considerable service to Sweden by the creation, of a protective
wall in the East," On the same date the Berlin correspondent of the Rheiniseh
We-stfdlische Zeitung (May 7th) says :—" There can no longer be any doubt that the idea
of Finland becoming a Kingdom prevails in Berlin, and that negotiations have been
begun with Duke Adolf Friedrich of Mecklenburg regarding his acceptance of the
Finnish Crown (see Report No. 67). In well-informed circles in Berlin it is said that
Ins candidature would meet with no opposition from Sweden or Denmark. The
connection of Germany with Finland is likely to be of a military and economic
nature. The desire in Berlin is for a relationship similar to that existing between
Germany, and Turkey and Bulgaria respectively, except that the economic relations
with Finland would be closer." (According to a Bress telegram from Stockholm it has
been decided not to have a general election in Finland, but to let the present Diet,
which is to meet on May .15th, settle the future form of constitution. The Swedish
portion of the Finnish Press considers a monarchy most probable, while the Finnish
newspapers expect a decision in favour of a Republic. About SO members are
absent, being either fugitives or prisoners.)
German Exploitation
of Finland.—According
to reports in the Norwegian Press,
the Finnish Senate has confiscated all goods for German account, and the Germans
intend to regulate prices. The goods seized include large stocks of timber and
great stores of ammunition stored in various parts of Finland by the Russians. Sir
E. Howard reports that the Finnish Government has undertaken to pay for the
German expedition. According to a report from Stockholm the Germans will fie
partly compensated by a preferential tariff. The Christiania Morgenblad learns from
Stockholm that the Germans have induced the Finnish authorities to discourage the
return to Finland of Swedish residents, in order that German business men and
commercial travellers may monopolise trade. Mr. Grove reports the conclusion and
partial publication of a Commercial Treaty between Finland and. Germany; to this
and to the general pro-German policy of the Government, Finnish business circles are
showing violent opposition, as being likely to lead to the ruin of the country.

German-Finnish
Sea Trade.—German. Wireless of May 9th reports :—" In the
evening of May 7th the first commercial steamer from Finland (Abo), called the
Goole Trader, arrived in the harbour of Luebeck, flying the Finnish flag, in order to
take in a cargo for Finland. Direct communication with Finland has thus been
resumed, ddie warehouses on the.quay and the commercial buildings were decorated
with, flags in celebration of the occasion."
Russian Karelia.— Sir E. Howard is informed that, while the Finnish Government
is probably prepared to incorporate Eastern Karelia upon request by the inhabitants,
it has abandoned the idea of Conquering it. This may be clue, first, to-British warnings,
secondly to the magnitude of the project, and thirdly to fact that the population,
being of the Orthodox Church, might be difficult to assimilate. There is a further
possible reason in the apprehension of Swedish-Finns that they may be swamped by
an accretion of pure Finns. Such, an anticipation is illustrated by their reported
movement for the adoption of a cantonal system in Finland. A report from Helsingfors
to the Svenska Dagbladet (pro-German) states that " Finland will not at present take -any
action for the conquest of Russian Karelia as Germany will not support any such
enterprise. Measures are, however, being taken to ascertain the popular wishes in
the province, and it is presumed that in the case of a plebiscite demanding union with
Finland the Germans will support this claim." Meanwhile, according to an annouuee
ment in the Swedish Press of May 12th, the Finnish Whites have taken Boris (deb, in
Russia, near Varanger Fjord, and. have declared it to bo Finnish territory. They have
requested the inhabitants to leave. In this connection the projected Germ an-Finnish
march on Betschenga (see Report No. 07) is of interest, particularly in view of rumours
current in Norway that German submarines are going, to Petschenga fiord. Slock holms
Dagblad of May 10th states that the Finnish White Volunteers operating in Eastern
Karelia have already had several skirmishes with strong Russian "and. English"
forces and Finnish Reds, and that ou May 9th they captured Kem " although the
Reds were supported by 1,500 Englishmen just arrived with 10 armoured.cars."
Germany and Finnish Ports.—The Foreign Office learns of a report that the
Finnish Government is negotiating a treaty for leasing Finnish ports to Germany for
three years.
Finnish Halations with the Allies.—The Finnish Foreign Minister, Senator Ren vail,
in an interview reported in. Svenska Dagbladet, after emphasising that German help
had been sent unconditionally and simply as a consequence of the Brest Treaty,
declared that the relations of Finland with England were purely official. He observed
that the continuation of new demands on the part of England had. complicated the
settlement of food supply, adding that the English were nervous regarding Finnish
relations with Germany, and. also regarding the Murman Railway. According to a
report received by the Foreign Office, General Mannerheim has threatened to resign
owing to his disapproval of the present pro-German policy of the Finnish Government ;
the Government itself is stated to be. alarmed at the situation and to contemplate
resignation. It is thought possible that General Mannerheim may be appointed
dictator. Meanwhile the Finnish Government has instructed him to endeavour to
regain the authority usurped by the Germans, and to afford all possible assistance
and protection to allied subjects ; it seems clearly anxious not to be forced into a
rupture of relations with the Allied Bowers.
Arrest of British Subjects in Finland.—Idle
Foreign Office is informed that a
British officer, arrested by the Germans in Finland, is not receiving recognition and
treatment as such. Sir E. Howard is instructed to call the attention of the Finnish
Government to this aggravation of the outrage already committed (see Reports
Nos. 60 and 62) and to press for the release of all the British subjects so arrested.
Germans and, Finnish Red Prisoners.—With
reference to the statement (mentioned
in Report No. 67) that Red prisoners were to lie deported to Germany as a labour
contingent, Sir E. Howard learns that, though the question is under consideration, no
decision has yet been reached.
Bolshevist
Statement as to Excesses
by White Troops.—Russian
Wireless of
May 13th contains statements by "the Bolshevist Government of mass executions by
the White Guards, "Allies of the German authorities."

Aland: Negotiations for Demolition of Fortifications.—The
Swedish Press of May
8th publishes the following official communique:—"The Governments of Sweden,
Germany, and Finland have decided to enter into negotiations for the conclusion of
a treaty regarding the demolition of all fortified, works on the Aland Islands which
have been constructed during the war contrary to international conventions."
Finland and the Swedish. Expedition to Aland.—In an interview reproduced in
the Svehska Daghladet, the Finnish Foreign Minister, Senator Pen vail, has stated that
he quite realised that the Swedish expedition to Aland, was despatched with a
humanitarian aim. Since it had been withdrawn at the request of the Finnish
Government it had been, possible to preserve good relations with Sweden, particularly .,
since Westmau had become Sweden's representative in Finland.
Reported Conscription
of Alanders.—Swedish
newspapers (May 8th) report from
the Aland islands that the Governor, Bonsdorff, has issued, a proclamation summoning
all able-bodied men between the ages of 21 and 10 to enlist.
MEXICO.
Puerto Mexico.— -Mr. Cummins reports that Puerto Mexico is threatened hy rebels,
that foreigners are in danger and that the refinery needs protection. The Mexican
Government has requested the Eagle Oil Company to provide vessels, if necessary,
for the removal of Government personnel and propert3r.
Guaymas.—Mr. Cummins reports that the Mexican Government has withdrawn
the exequaturs of the British Vice-Consul, and the United States Consular Officer at
GuUymas. Their reinstatement lias been demanded.
NETHERLANDS.
Netherlands
and Germany.—Sir
W. Townley reports that no definite agreement
has yet been drawn up between the German and Netherlands Governments on the
matters under recent discussion (see Reports Nos. 00 and 67). The Netherlands
Foreign Minister, replying to an interpellation in the Second Chamber, has stated
that the reasons which had caused the Government to regard relations with Germany
as strained consisted in the emphasis with which the German Government notified
what they desired the Netherlands Government to grant, such demands immediately
appearing to be in part unacceptable
It was plainly stated that non-compliance
would have highly grave consequences for the Netherlands. The Minister then
explained, the stipulations upon which the Netherlands Government had insisted,
adding that the Associated. Governments had shown that they fully understood the
gravity of the situation in- which that Government was placed, and that through
their representatives they had informed him that solely on that account, but otherwise
maintaining intact their standpoint of principle, they would raise no difficulties with
regard to the arrangement concluded. Tyd and the Nteuwe
Rotterdamscke
Gouranb
of May 6th, and. Handelshlacl of May 7th, enquire as to the nature of the threats used
by Germany, and intimate distrust of: German methods. Sir W. Townley has pointed
out to the Netherlands Government that His Majesty's Government would he obliged
to protest against any transit over the Limburg Railway of ore or timber clearly
intended for military purposes.
NICARAGUA.
Reported Declaration
of War-on Germany.—A. message from San Juan del Sur
(May 7th) states :—" Nicaragua has declared war on Germany and. her Allies. Congress
adopted the declaration of war at President Chamo.rro's suggestion with only four
negative votes, as well as a declaration of solidarity with the United States and the other
American republics at war with Germany and Austria, and authorised the President
to utilise the uation's forces to the full measure." (This report is not yet officially
confirmed. Nicaragua broke off diplomatic relations with Germany on May 1.9th,
1.917.) German Wireless of May 11th takes the opportunity to impute this declaration
to the economic dependence of Nicaragua upon the United States. (See also under
" Guatemala.")

NORWAY.
Norwegian-American
Agreement.—The
new Economic Agreement between Norway
and the United States (dating from May 10th) provides for (1) supply to Norway, under
certain conditions, of fixed annual quantities of specified commodities ; (2) facilities
for ships carrying the approved cargoes ; (3) limitations on re-export from Norway;
(4) non-interference with imports for use in factories working for Allies ; (5) facilita
tion of certain exports to the Allies ; .(6) control of Norwegian imports by certain
Trade Associations under agreements with the Allies (for particulars see Memorandum
G/i . 4496). Various questions of interpretation are under consideration by His
Majesty's Government. Meanwhile, Lord Reading reports that licences are being
granted for export of goods urgently required, in cases where such,goods are covered
by existing agreements.
1

British. Freights.— Sir M. Find lay reports that, the Norwegian. Government is
anxious for an immediate reduction of coal, freights to Norway, and of paper and
pulp freights to British ports. Sir M. Findlay has pointed out the objections in each
case, but enquires whether LI is Majesty's Government is able to offer any relief in
respect of homeward freights.
Transit
Goods.—The question of the disposal of transit goods now in Norway
(sec. Report No. 66 under "Sweden ") is being dealt with by the Allied Blockade Com
mittee acting in conjunction with the Interallied IVade Committee at Christiania.
SPAIN.
Coed Freights
to Spain.—The question of coal freights to Spain as affecting the
supply of. Spanish minerals (see Memorandum G.T. 3501, Report No. 56 under.
"Shipping Situation," and Report No. 57 under "Spain " ) , is further discussed in a
Memorandum G.T. 4526, dated May 10th.
The New Cabinet and the Juntas.—Sr.
Maura, in his speech concluding the debate
on the Speech from, the Throne, definitely stated that should there be a. recurrence
of the- Junta movement it would be ruthlessly suppressed. This pronouncement is
hailed with satisfaction by a section of the Press, including the Republican Pais.
Tflio papers of the extreme Right, e.g., Correct Fspunol, preach defiance, and the organ
of the Juntas, Correspond eve in. Mililar, is inclined, to take up the challenge, as,
according to reports from Barcelona, are the Juntas themselves. Tdhe return to
Madrid of Sr. La Cierva is held to be significant. [D.R. (F.P.S.) of May 10th.]
German Intrigues.—The
intrigmes in Spain : —

Daily

Revieio

" (a) Making Mischief

reports

as follows regarding German

icilh the United

States.

" ddie Mundo (April 27th) reverts to the reports circulated by German propaganda
that Spanish ships are being kept in port through fear of being requisitioned by the
United States. According to Spanish passengers recently arrived from New York,
these assertions are not without effect on Spanish-American relations, and now occupy
the attention of the New York Press, ddie latter blames Spanish shipowners for tying
up their ships under German threats, and hints that this conduct may ultimately
check the dispatch of cotton, oil, and other commodities from the United States to
Spain uncle?- the recent treaty. It indignantly repudiates the suggestion that the
United States Government harbours any designs on Spanish ships. The irritation
produced abroad, by these intrigues, continues the Mundo, constitutes a grave danger
for Spain, and while Spanish, representatives in the United States are doing their
utmost to obtain export licences, facilities, and concessions for Spanish producers, in
Spain itself impudent slanders are being,.circulated for the purpose of favouring
Germany and injuring the United States. It is an. act of criminal folly to create this
atmosphere of hostility towards Spain, which may seriously affect her interests. We
do not address this appeal to the pro-Germans. Their intention has long been clear,
viz., to embroil Spain with allied countries, so that the latter may be goaded into
adopting measures in self-defence which will immediately be seized upon as signs of
ill-will calling for retaliation. This has, fortunately, not so far been the case, but it
must be remembered that public opinion is easily inflammable, and Governments of
countries like the United States are apt to be guided by it."

" (b) Manipulation of the Exchange.
"The Puhlicldad makes the following further statement regarding the operations of
pro-German agents on the Barcelona Stock Exchange :—
" Whenever, owing to the necessities of the market, the exchange shows an
upward tendency in favour of francs and pounds, one of these agents sells at a low
price millions of francs, which he does not deliver, settling his account through certain
banks in a manner best known to themselves. Unfortunately the Stock Exchange
Committee uses these sales, of the real significance of which it is ignorant, as a basis
for quotations. Thus are achieved the depreciation of the franc and a moral effect
prejudicial to the Allies. As a complement of this manoeuvre marks are quoted at a
fancy price, some 25 pesetas above their real value.
" (o) Support of
Syndicalists.
" Commenting on current rumours of a general strike at Barcelona originating in
strikes in several, iron foundries, Correspondencia
de Espana (April 26th) notes that
for some time past Catalan syndicalism has been suspiciously active. It sees at the
bottom of this ostensibly Labour movement a well-defined political purpose, and finds
that all the appearances point to the intention of paralysing work in factories with an
object which, if not apparent, can be guessed.
" The Correspondencia
points out that the Allies have no interest in disorganising
Spanish industries, as they have shown by the facilities which they have afforded for
the import of coal and raw material into the country. This interest must be sought
in another direction, and a precedent found in the dislocation of the economic existence
of the nation wrought by the submarine blockade to which it is subjected. ' This
object may be completed by the stoppage of work in factories and workshops.
" [The alliance of the Barcelona Syndicalists and German agents was dealt with
at length by Espana of March 7th.] The latest news from Barcelona does nothing for
allay these suspicions. The SoVs correspondent in that city insists daily on the
imminence of fresh strikes. Disorders are feared which may compel a return to
martial law. Rumours of threatened strikes also come from the mining districts of
Peharroya, Rio TlntO, and Tharsis [the last two are owned by British Companies, and
all supply the Allies with ore]. A secret propaganda is being carried on in these
districts by agents who are not always workmen. [Sol, May 1st.;"
Requisitioning
of Spanish Merchant Fleet.—The newspapers (May Sth) announce
that a decree providing for the requisitioning of the entire merchant fleet of Spain will
be promulgated immediately. Meanwhile the Food Bureau has opened an inquiry
with the object of affording to shipowners an opportunity to submit their views in
regard to this step. Simultaneously with'the requisitioning order a Council of
Administration, possessing the functions of a Board of Control, will be established on
which shipowners themselves will be duly represented.
telegrams of May 9th and
Amnesty Bill: Release of Strike Committee.—Madrid
10th announce the release of the members of the Strike Committee from prison at
Carthagena under the Amnesty Bill. A large crowd, which included many members
of various labour organisations and Socialist and Republican societies, met the released
men at the prison gates and gave them an enthusiastic reception. Throughout their
journey to Madrid the men were greeted by numerous deputations of workers, and the
railway carriage in which they travelled arrived in the capital covered with flowers.
On leaving the train the Strike Committee was enthusiastically cheered by a large
crowd, consisting chiefly of workmen, which thronged the approaches to the station.
The released men drove to the People's Palace amid a continuous ovation. Republican
Deputies, presidents of workiueids societies, -woinerds delegations, and workers'
syndicates accompanied, the carriages, which had difficulty in forcing a passage
through the immense crowd. The released men appeared on the balcony of the
People's Palace, and amidst enthusiastic cheers made speeches reiterating their
determination to work for the liberation of the labouring classes. The crowd then
dispersed without further incidents.
League of Blacklisted
Firms.—Dia of April 20th reports :—" A League has been
formed of the ' victims ' of the Allies' black lists. It will issue a. bulletin or report
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which will publish a list of the acts of ' oppression ' perpetrated by the Allies ou
Spanish trade, the names of the firms which have been victimised, so that they may
co-operate for mutual defence, the cases of oppression to which they have been
subjected; and the names of traders or firms refusing to co-operate with the victims
of the black lists, with an indication against the name of each of the form of reprisal
which they deserve."
SWEDEN.
Swedish Negotiations with the Allies.—In view of the reduction of tonnage charter
able to the Allies to 400,000 tons (of which 100,000 appear so far not to be available),
and of the fact that Germany insists upon increased exports of pyrites, ferro-silicon
and wood pulp, Sir E. Howard is now doubtful of the advantage of an immediate
general agreement, and suggests the advisability of a series of minor agreements
applying respectively to tonnage (on the lines of the modus vivendi), and, when
possible, to restriction of exports to Germany. Such an arrangement would probably
suffice to secure the position of the present Swedish Government, and later military
and economic developments may very possibly conduce to its acceptance of a general
agreement on terms more satisfactory to the Allies (and see Report No. 65).
Carbide.—The Minister of Agriculture on May 10th stated in the Riksdag that the
annual output of carbide in Sweden was about 51,000 tons, of which 21,000 tons were
consumed for manufacture of cyanamide and yielded about 28,000 tons. The
consmnption of carbide in Sweden and the export in 1918 and 1919 were estimated
at 34,700 tons. In order to meet the shortage, the Industrial Commission would
endeavour to increase the present output of carbide by about 10,000 tons.

SWITZERLAND.
/./ydro-electrical
Energy.-—Sir H. Rumbold reports that a decree was issued on
May 8th by the Federal Council placing under strict control as from May 15th the
exportation of hydro-electrical energy. The issue of licences will in future be limited
in accordance with Swiss home requirements, and licences are made subject to with
drawal without compensation if their conditions are not fulfilled. Foreign consumers
are to defray part costs of administration. By this measure the hands of the Council
will be greatly strengthened for their negotiations with the Germans who have- been
increasingly offensive of late. (See Report No. 67.)
Purchases of Allied Notes.—With reference to the recent large purchases on the
Continent of Allied banknotes (see Reports Nos. 60, 62-65 and 67 under " Netherlands,"
"Norway" or " Switzerland") Sir II. Rumbold now reports as follows :—The total trans
actions in British notes throughout Switzerland amounted, at the end. of the first week
of May to about I20,000L It is stated that purchases have been officially made on
behalf of Bulgaria, and that Jews from Olalicia and the East are also buying with
Swiss notes obtained by the sale of marks and crowns. It is further reported that
some 10,000,000 francs' worth of British, French and American notes recently bought
by Bulgarian agents were, in fact, destined ultimately for Constantinople. The
majority of French notes are being held in Switzerland in expectation of peace.
Italian notes, required by the Turkish Government for payment of Italian workmen
and by the Austrians for use in occupied Italian territory, are selling at five to six
francs above cheque rate.
Supply and Transport of Grain.—The Foreign Office learns that, according to the
Swiss Minister at Washington, Switzerland still requires 36,000 tons of bread cereals
before the end of June. The Swiss Government is stated to be again negotiating for
the purchase or charter of enemy vessels in Spanish waters, and has also opened
negotiations for chartering certain Dutch vessels now in Dutch ports : with regard to
the former, the enemy owners are stipulating, first, for the right to re-acquire the
vessels after the conclusion of peace, and, secondly, that the Allies shall undertake
not to seize or requisition them during the war, and that the return voyages shall be
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made in ballast. Meanwhile the United States Minister lias handed, to the Swiss
Political Department the following memorandum (dated May 6th) based upon instruc
tions from the State Department, constituting, in effect, a reply to the German
conditions mentioned in Report No. 66 : - " The rumour that no cargo of wheat would be
sent from, the United. States for the next three.months is.absolutely without foundation.
It is true that a semi-official declaration was made by Germany (Dr. Sulzer, the Swiss
Minister at Washington, confirmed this declaration verbally to the State Department)
saying that the safe conduct granted,by her to American ships laden with corn for
Switzerland would only enter into force at the end of three months and that this lapse of
time would be necessary in order to modify the orders given to commanders of submarines
by which American ships carrying corn for Switzerland must be torpedoed. This is
tantamount to a declaration by Germany that she maintains the armed blockade of
Switzerland and that American corn on American ships already promised to Switzer
land cannot be delivered unless these ships are in a position to open the way which is
blocked by Germany by lighting. This also renders illusory the supposed free
passage to the port of Gette. due United States Government is ready to accept the
challenge, and two ships flying the American flag are now en route for a if reach
Atlantic port laden with corn for Switzerland and escorted by American warships.
In addition to this measure of assistance which the United States Government is aide
to grant to the Swiss Government by sending warships to accompany corn ships in
order to assure to Switzerland the receipt of her grain supplies by arniecl force, it is
always possible that Switzerland may receive grain on neutral vessels, although this
possibility is much diminished since a German submarine torpedoed the Spanish
steamer Sardlnero, which was carrying grain for Switzerland, although she was not
in the barred zone. The steps taken by the United States Government ought to be a
sufficient guarantee of the intention of this Government to assure to Switzerland the
delivery of grain. It. may he recalled- that the extraordinary efforts which the
American Government is making and will continue to make will result in a further
diminution of the corn rations allowed to the American people. The exportations
already made to neutral and allied countries have reduced, the rations at home to such
a point that the consumption of grain per head in Switzerland is now considerably
greater than the average consumption, of grain per head, in the United States."
Internal, Conditions : ilw, Milk Question.—The compromise with regard to the
milk price, namely, that of the 7 centimes increase per litre, 8 should be paid by the
consumer, 3 by the Confederation, and 1. by the cantons, which was unanimously
agreed to by the States Council, has now also been accepted by the National Council,
on the understanding that the limits of the maximum income entitling persons to
purchase milk at 27 centimes shall be exteuded (Der Bund, April. 26th). According
to a report received, the number of persons benefiting by this arrangement is increased
from 300,000 to 1,000,000. (See Report No. 67.)
Government Control of Foods, Fats, and Metals.—The Swiss Government intends
to take over the purchase and distribution of foodstuffs, industrial fats and metals
imported- into Switzerland from abroad, and has already made preliminary arrange
in en ts for centralising the control of fats and foodstuffs. It is understood that the
Federal Authorities will act in close co-operation with the S.S.S.
URUGUAY.
Uruguay and Germany.—Mr. Mitchell Innes reports that in reply to the enquiry
of the Uruguayan Government (see Reports Nos. 63 and 65), the German Government
has stated that it does not consider Germany and Uruguay as being in a state- of war.
(See also under " Chile.")

PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

General.—Contrary to expectations in last weelds Report, the escape of Russian
Black Sea Avar vessels to Novorossisk still keeps this subject within the scope of
"peace discussions."
5081-31.
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The" aftermath of the T3rest treat)- is of interest, and Russian Wireless is beginning
to disclose the terms of some additional provisos affecting economics, probable
indemnities disguised under the title of war damages, &o, appended by the Hermans
to the treaty. Additional provisos, to which great importance is attached by the
Allied "Ministers at dassy, have been appended to the published treaty signed with
Rumania at Bucharest on "May 7th. There is uneasiness in Finland about a similar
German policy disclosed in supplementary agreements appended to their peace
treaty.
Russia.—Russian
Wireless of May 9th-10th announced the acceptance of. the
German proposals for peace negotiations with the Ukraine to be held at Kieff, and
published a manifesto, signed by Trotsky and members] of the Council, to the.effect,
that the Russian Government- has commenced peace negotiations with the Ukraine in
accordance with the Brest Peace Treaty. A line of defensive guards, who will not
permit any armed detachments to enter Russian territory, has been established on all
fronts. These defensive guards were directed to disarm all detachments which may
cross the Ukrainian frontier, using relentless force if necessary. (Mr. Wardrop on
May 8th reported the conclusion at Koienevo of an armistice on the Kursk front, and
steps being taken to extend the armistice to other fronts. On May 9th he reported
the signature on May 7tlx of truces on Bryans, Voronezh, Bielgorod fronts.) (Sec also
under Ukraine.)
Russian Wireless of May Pith published a message from Chicherin to Joffe at
Berlin, directing him to inform the German Government, that part of the Russian
Black Sea Fleet had left Sebastopol and is now at Novorossisk. Count Mirbach
" declared to us that the danger of being attacked by our warships is of such nature
as to impress upon the German military authorities the necessity of capturing
Novorossisk." Chicherin informs Joffe of a reply given to Count Mirbach, completely
contravening German allegations. Russian Wireless of May 12th published a message
received from the Commander-in-Chie£ of the German troops in the East refusing to
cease naval operations against the Russian Black Sea Fleet unless all the ships return
to the Port of Sebastopol where they must be retained. If these demands were not
complied with, the German Commander on the Eastern front threatened to continue
offensive operations along the Black Sea coast against the ships of the Black Sea
Fleet if they left Sebastopol. (In this message the Germans for the first time
confessed that their operations, in contravention of the Brest Treaty and the
Treaties of the Ukraine, were undertaken in order to get hold of the Russian war
vessels.) Oh May 13th Russian Wireless published a manifesto stating that measures
had been taken to prevent all hostile action by the Black Sea war vessels, offering
as a guarantee their disarmament or internment at Novorossisk, or even their return
to Sebastopol, subject to conditions which are worded; so as to test whether the
Germans really intend to be bound in any way by the Brest Treaty.
On May 9th Russian Wireless published a message from Chicherin to Joffe in
Berlin begging (sic) the German Government, immediately to appoint their delegates
for the "'- Mixed Economic Commission," and insisting (sic) that Moscow shall be the
place of meeting.
On May 13th Russian Wireless published an announcement that, in accordance
wdth the Brest Treaty, a commission would soon be formed to examine claims of
damage done, under military law, " by citizens of the Russian Republic to citizens
and institutions of Powers which have been in a state of war with Russia."
Lithuania.—German Wireless of. May 13th announced that the Imperial, documents
of recognition of an independent Lithuania, 2 which is joined to the German
Umpire
by a permanent
alliance," containing also the. conventions with regard to military,
monetary, and customs matters, were handed over by the. Chief of the Military
Administration in Lithuania to (?) " a t the Presidency of the Lithuanian Lanclesrat "
at Kovno on May 4th. [This confirms former reports that recognition of " inde
pendence " (?) would only be conditional upon the complete subservience of Lithuania
to German domination.]
On May 8th Lord Reading reported the action of 700,000 Lithuanians in America
demanding the real, independence of their country, and the sympathy of President
Wilson with their aspirations.
Poland.—-On May 13th Sir II. Rumbold reported that the actual text of the secret
treaty, said to have been arranged between Russia and Germany at Brest (see Reports
Nos. GO and 67), has now been published in the -Lausanne Gazette.

plans,
matters now stand, there is not the slightest disposition to question the
"motives that impel the two Eastern nations to join hands and protect themselves from
any danger which they may foresee."
Enemy Aliens:
German propaganda
and Japan:
German protest:
Vatican s
anxiety.— German Wireless of May 19th states :—"dire Frankfurter
Zeitung contains
a very remarkable article from. Bale on the question of ' Germany and Japan,' in which
the alleged participation of Japan in the projected deportation of Germans from China is
strongly assailed. . . . Germany, it is stated, does not absolutely require Japanese
help in future, but Japan, nevertheless, needs the sympathy of Germany. As regards
Germane-Japanese relations, there should be a talk between the respective peoples.
Japan. however, is" completely subjected, to the despotism of the English censorship,
and does nothing in order that she may learn what is the feeling in Germany. It is
urgently to be hoped that the Statesmen in Tokio will not sacrifice the future to
the present,"
Count de Salis reports that the Vatican, learning of the prospective deportation
from China of enemy subjects including women and children, and of a German threat
of reprisals, has desired him to convey to His Majesty's Government an expression of
its anxiety in the matter. (A German threat of retaliation has in fact been received
through the Swiss authorities, and the Foreign Office has invited the views of the
Allied Governments as to concerted action, pointing out that, since the proposed
deportation is not shown to "be contrary to international law, His Majesty's Govern
ment is contenting itself with a formal acknowledgment of the German note.)
CUBA.
Red Gross Contributions.—Mr.
Leech reports the signature by the President of the
Cuban Republic, of a Bill authorising an annual expenditure of 000,000 dollars upon
Cuban Red Cross work in Europe, and of 2,400,000 dollars for the benefit of: civilians
living in the war zone, and relatives of soldiers killed, and those incapacitated.
FRANCE.
French Public Opinion.—In a Memorandum (G.T. 4551) dated May 11th the
Political Intelligence Department examines the present state of public opinion in
France, noticing that recent events have further consolidated the position of
M. Clemenceau, whose popularity with the army and the people is admitted by his
strongest opponents. " There have been other good signs not connected with
M. Clemenceau personally. The abandonment by the workmen of. the usual May Day
celebrations, the immediate acceptance by all parties, including the Socialists, of the
incorporation of Class 19 in the Army ; the admission by even the Extreme Left that
' before the over-ruling will of facts' there can be no longer any parties in France ;
the confessions of Socialist papers that no further trust can be put in German
Socialists ; the widespread protests which from all quarters compelled the withdrawal
of the amazing proposal to celebrate the centenary of the birth of Karl Marx; and,
finally, the abandonment in the Chamber of the proposal to demand the com muni
cation of the Austrian documents to the whole House, and the frank expressions of
confidence in the Government with which M. Forgeot, who had proposed this plan,
accompanied its withdrawal; all these things together point to the healthiness of
public opinion, and its increased determination in view of the German offensive, to do
nothing to embarrass M. Clemenceau. Recognition of the military and economic
efforts of Great Britain is also apparent. (Lord Derby reports that there will be a
great manifestation in Paris on May 24th in honour of Great Britain; and that
M. Deschenal, President of the Chamber, will deliver a speech recording the services
of the British Empire during the w a r . )
" Bonnet Rouge " Case.—The trial of Duval a n d the other prisoners connected with
the newspaper " Bonnet Rouge," ended on May 15th. Duval, one of the managers of
the paper, w a s charged with receiving the s u m of 40,0O0Z. from a Mannheim banker
for the purpose of conducting a defaitiste
press campaign. Idle paper used all its
resources to encourage c l a s s strife and to belittle the efforts of the Allies of France.
Duval was sentenced to death. Among the other prisoners, all of whom received
sentences varying from ten to two years' imprisonment, was Leymarie, formerly Chef
de Cabinet to M. Malvy, who was at that time Minister of the Interior. In a MemoT a n d u m (G.T. 4584, dated May 16th), the Political Department discusses various

Ukraine.—(See
under Russia.) Mr. Wardrop on April 29th (received May 13th)
reported, the suspension by the Germans of lighting in the Kursk region for the
meeting of the Russo-Ukrainian peace delegates. On May lOfch he reported the
departure of the Ukrainian delegates from Vorozhba for Kieff, and quoted a Press
telegram from Vorozhba, dated May 9th, saying that the Ukraine, was "about to
declare war (upon) Muscovy." (if true, an interesting development of the German
interpretation of the preamble to the Brest Treaty, now that, a pro-German military
dictatorship has been substituted, for the Ukrainian. Government with, which the
Germans made " peace.") On. May .1.7th Mr. Wardrop, on the authority of the Moscow
Official Gazette, reported an armistice on the whole Ukrainian front, and German
Wireless of May 14th reported the agreement of the Ukrainian Government to enter
into peace negotiations with the Russian Government at Kieff.
Rumania.
The peace treaty with the Central Powers was signed at Bucharest at
11 a . i n . on May 7th. (German Wireless of May Sth). According to German Wireless
of May 9th the treaty also includes " the legal-political and trade-political suppler
mentary treaties." Lord Derby on. May 1.1th sent on a report from the Allied
Ministers at Jassy attaching great importance to these subsidiary treaties. (The text,
of the main treaty was published in the Times of May 9th—see Report No. (57,
page 19. s It. is now clear that the Germans have appended other conditions, not yet
published, as they did at Brest-Litovsk.) On May 1.3th Sir C. des Graz reported that
the Rumanian Minister had informed the Serbian Government of the signature of
peace, and had added that Rumania will henceforth observe strict neutrality towards
all belligerents. German Wireless on May 11th alleged that the Rumanian Bress
expressed its satisfaction at the peace which has been reached. The following extract
from the Leipziger Volkszcitung (May Sth) represents the situation with candour :—
" Altogether this treaty is no peace of understanding, but a pure mailed-fist peace.
It contains open annexations and concealed war indemnities which, it is true, need
not be paid in gold, but in. economic promises which are no less burdening for
Rumania than if a money indemnify had been imposed." (D.R.F.P., May .14th.)
France.—On May 9th, Lord Derby reported the finding of the Foreign Affairs
Commission that the peace conversations engaged and followed up by AustriaFlu ngaiy in 1917 and 1918 "did not at any moment give an opportunity for peace
acceptable to France and her Allies."
Italy.—The Political Intelligence Department on May 7th reported a statement
by Baron Sonnino on the Czernin Glemenceau controversy. After explaining the
procedure at the Conference of St. Jean de Maurienne of April 19th, 1917, he added,
" the Italian Government has never on its own account, whether as invited or inviter,
or indirectly by means of intermediaries, taken any part in any similar
rapprochement
with the enemy."
Germany.—German Wireless of May .10th announced the agreements about the
war prisoners and civilians, concluded between German and. French delegates on
April 26th on the basis of the Berne Convention, had been approved by the two
Governments, and would come into force on May 15th.
The Foreign Office has received from a reliable source (May 9th) information
about a telegram, believed to be officially inspired by Germany for insertion in the
Bress of neutral countries, containing the following passage:—
"The lack of co-operation on the part of Austrian s is so incomprehensible from
a military point of view, that one cannot but be convinced that ft is caused by
International Catholic Press Agency. Kaiser Karl ought at this moment to stand
shoulder to shoulder with his Allies in fight, and should show his friendship in
Italy. But it is possible that friendship of Hapsburg (?Monarchy) with prominent
persons in Italy constitutes a friendly alliance, which is a disgrace. It is certain that
passive hanging back of Austrians enables Allies to maintain very considerable,
reserves."
Further confirmation has Been received (Sir PL Rumbold, May 12th) of a carefully
concealed German movement towards peace overtures, or the creation of a peace
atmosphere in hostile countries.
The Daily Review of the Foreign Press drew attention (May 9th) to an article
by Bern hard i in the Yossische Zeilnng of April 22nd, containing the words " a complete

severance of France and England is the first step, in order to form a' European
block against England, who would be compelled to remain quiescent; peaceful
intercourse may be generally desired by Germany, but can never be attained by
illusory treaties, but only by force."
Sir 11. Rum bold on May 2nd (received May 9th) confirmed on good authority
former reports of friction between Turkey and Germany, and that the Turks are
convinced that Germany means to establish a German Colony in the Crimea.
On May 9th. the Political Intelligence Department printed, an important paper' on
German war aims, showing that the treatment of the question of annexations is a
barometer of the opinion in authoritative quarters on the prospects of complete
military success. Evidence is given of frank confession that there is now no majority
in the Reichstag against annexations fmd indemnities. Questions of Belgium,
Lohgwy, Briey, Livonia, Estbonia, Courland, and Oesel are dealt with in detail.
An armistice, the effect of which -will be to prevent the possibility of the war
being continued, is represented by the 1'olilikeii, on fairly reliable authority, as the
result expected by the Germans if their dual offensive enables them to reach the
French Channel ports. (Sir R. Paget, May 14th.)
German Wireless continues to gloat upon the word " booty," and Press reports
have been received from Norway of plunder (old furniture), stolen by the Germans
from Belsrium and Northern France, being advertised for sale in that country.
(D.R.F.F.)
.
According to an important report from Sir II. Rumbold (May Pith), based on
reliable authority, Germain intends ultimately to go in openly for a policy of annexa
tion of the territories in Eastern Europe which have come under the influence of the
Central Rowers, Austria-Hungary being given part of the Ukraine in exchange for
the free hand to be given to Germany elsewhere. Military forces being [at present
insufficient for enforcement of such a policy, it is to be postponed for the time
being.
7

Austria-Hungary.-—Austrian
Wireless of May loth forwarded a message from
the " War Office, Vienna," agreeing to the proposal to send a mission to Russia to
take charge of prisoners of war " i n accordance with the Russian-Austro-Hungarian
Supplementary Treaty of February 1.2th, 1918, Article VI." (the Brest Treaty was
not signed until March 3rd), and adding that the Russian " request that an analogous
Russian mission should be sent to Austria-Hungary is neither agreed to in the
Supplementary Treaty, nor is the request based on any necessity."
Finland.—On
May 14th, Sir E. Howard reported on good authority that
a commercial treaty until the end of 1919 had been concluded with. Germany by
the Finnish Government. Full details were not available, lint business men were
furious at the contents of the published clauses.
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(page 1 9 ) .
The most important developments of peace discussions are (1) the reports that
they have resulted in the Austrod Imigarian Army being brought under Prussian
control to tire same extent as. the Bavarian Army, and (2) the disclosure of Cerman
policy in the Middle East.
ddie Russians continue to protest, without apparent result, against violations by
the Germans of the -Brest-Litovsk Treaty.
Some further details of the additional concessions to pe wrung from Rumania
under the Bucharest Treaty and supplementary " agreements " are being disclosed.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS

GEN Eli AT. (page 2).
The postponement of a proposed Inter-Allied Conference on the distribution of
raw materials immediately after the war has been, suggested by the British, to
the French Government, in order to allow time for the completion of an investigation
into the requirements of the Empire.
A Franco-Turkisli agreement for repatriation of prisoners of war was ratified by
Turkey on May 7th.
Amendments to the list of countries at war (Report No. 51) are given.
(page 3).
The German Press continues to endeavour to make out a case for the partition of
Belgium.
BELGIUM

(page d).
A military convention with Japan is reported.
CHINA

(page 5 ) .
Public opinion is said now to be healthy, and that there is an increased deter
mination not to embarrass M. Clemenceau, in. view of the German offensive.
FRANCE

(page 7).
Declaration of war against Germany is officially confirmed.
NICARAGUA

I P.T.O.

d

(page 7).
Senor Paes lias "been ofhciallv recognised by the Entente Allies as President of the
Republic,
PORTUGAL

(page 11).
Special attention is drawn to the German Wireless report about a proposed
German shipyard to lie established in tin; region "leased
by Germany from
Rumania under the terms of the Bucharest treaty.
[See also under " Peace
Discussions.")
GERMANY

(page 8).
Details are given of the new compact with' Germany. The military portion
provides for central control, ami places the Dual Monarchy in a similar position to
Bavaria. (See also under "Peace Discussions.")
AusTRiA-TLUNGARY

J'Kin: i; i.u (page 1.3).
The railway position is more promising, and the Government is ready to renew
the Wheat Convention.
ARGENTINE

(page 13).
Contrary to expectation, a Congress with pro-Entente sympathies has been elected.
CHILE

(page 1.3).
A, Committee of representatives of Scandinavian countries is meeting in
Copenhagen. Their object is to protect the common interests of the Northern
neutrals during and after the Avar.
DENMARK

Pi si..\x i) (page 14).
Has appealed to Germany to safeguard her subjects and interests in Russia.
There is said to be much friction between Finnish (pro-German; and Swedish
parties.
(page 16).
The Government is believed to be contemplating the abandonment of the proposal
to take over merchant shipping.
STAIN

G. G. .A.

May 23rd, 1918.
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A l l i e d finance a n d N e u t r a l p u r c h a s e s .
R a w materials.
Transport : Interallied P r o g r a m m e Com
mittees.
P a r East.
Sinkings.
Recently captured British prisoners.
Reported prospective
I t a l o - G e r m a n a g r e e m e n t f o r e x c h a n g e of p r i s o n e r s .
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Youthful prisoners.
S t a t e s in alliance w i t h G r e a t B r i t a i n .

Allied Group.
Belgium.
Germany and Flanders.
Brazil.
C o m m e r c i a l p o s i t i o n of G r e a t B r i t a i n .
Coal.
China.
.
- .
Sino Japanese Military Convention.
E n e m y aliens : German propaganda and Japan : German
protest: Vatican's anxietv.

Cuba,
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Prance.
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F r e n c h public opinion.
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A l l i e d r e c o g n i t i o n of P r e s i d e n t P a e s .
New Ministry.
United States.
U n i t e d S t a t e s w a r effort.

The

Enemy Group.
A u s fcria-H ti 1 1 g a r y .
A u s t r o - G e r m a n pact,
Austria and Hungary.
T h e Subject Peoples and the A u s t r i a n G o v e r n 
merit.
R e p o r t e d n e w d i v i s i o n of B o h e m i a .
F o o d situation in Galicia.
Germany.
G e r m a n t r a d e and finance.
Germany and the Eastern States.
The Ukraine.
The petroleum
peace.
Black Sea tonnage and supplies for Central Powers.
Discharged soldiers.
The
Leipzig fair.
Prussian Franchise R e f o r m Bill.
D e f e a t of M i n o r i t y S o c i a l i s t a t b y - e l e c t i o n .

Neutral Group.
Argentine Republic.
S u d d e n d e p a r t u r e of t h e P r e s i d e n t .
Bail way strikes.
Wheat.
Chile.
Elections.
Denmark.
E x e m p t i o n s f r o m e m b a r g o . I c e l a n d : G e r m a n p r o p a g a n d a . P r o t e c t i o n of S c a n d i n a v i a n i n t e r e s t s
Finland.
I n c u r s i o n of W h i t e F i n n s i n t o R u s s i a n L a p l a n d .
Finland and Great Britain.
Finland and
Germany.
Finnish Constitution.
Finland and Russia.
R e p o r t e d s i g n a t u r e of p e a c e w i t h
Turkey.
Mexico.
E x p u l s i o n of c e r t a i n S p a n i s h s u b j e c t s .
Netherlands.
H i r e of D u t c h r e q u i s i t i o n e d s h i p s .
Negotiations for rationing agreement.
Dutch East Indian
shipping.
Dutch East Indian embargo.
R e p o r t e d e x p o r t of h o r s e s to G e r m a n y .
Norway.
Great Britain and the Norwegian American Agreement.
P u r c h a s e s of E n g l i s h a n d A m e r i c a n
notes.
German and Norwegian shipowners.
T h e advanced Socialists.
Spain.
S p a n i s h m e r c h a n t fleet.
German submarine at Carthagena,
Sweden.
M i n e s in t h e K a t t e g a t .
G e r m a n passes for S w e d i s h vessels.
T r a n s i t goods in S w e d e n .
Kraft
paper.
Switzerland.
G e r m a n - S w i s s commercial negotiations.
Wood Convention.
Cotton goods.
Switzerland and
e n e m y s h i p p i n g in S p a n i s h w a t e r s .
Uruguay.
Uruguay and Germany.
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GENERAL.
Allied Finance and Neutral Purchases.—Lord
Derby reports that the French.
Government is prepared to take action similar to that adopted by His Majesty's
Government for discouraging Banks from assisting neutrals in the acquisition of
essential commodities liable to embargo. (See also Reports Nos. G3 and 65.)
Raw Materials.—The French Government lias proposed an immediate Interallied
Conference at Paris to consider the question of the distribution of raw materials
necessary for food and industry during the period, of reconstruction after the war.
ddie French High Commissioner at Washington has been instructed to obtain the
assent of the United States Government to this proposal, ddie Foreign Office has
explained that an investigation is being made of the resources and requirements of
the British Empire and that it would seem desirable to postpone the Conference till
the Allies are fully informed of their respective needs. (See edso Reports Nos. 59, 61,
and 64- under " Allied Affairs.")
Transport : Interallied
Programme
Committees.:—Proposals
are discussed in
Memoranda G.T. 4559 and 4566 regarding the establishment of Interallied
Programme Committees for examining the stocks, resources, and needs of each
of the Allies with a view to a just distribution of supplies in accordance with
tonnage facilities.
Far Fast.—-ddie alleged connivance of Allied representatives in Vladivostock and
Peking at counter revolutionary projects has been made the subject of a protest by
the Bolshevist Government. Sir 0. Greene learns that the Vladivostock Soviet has
now expelled the Mayor and Municipality. This action has caused almost universal
indignation, and organised opposition to the Bolshevists is increasing. Should this
succeed, similar movements elsewhere would certainly be encouraged. Sir J . Jordan
learns that a Provisional Government has been set up in the district occupied by
Colonel Semenolfs force : it consists of Colonel Semenoff, General Sliilnikoff, and
M. Taskin, a member of the Constituent Assembly : the administration appears to be
primarily of a military nature, but might become the nucleus of a regular Govern
ment. General Horvat, as Military Commandant of the Chinese Eastern Railway,
has appointed Admiral Kolchak to the command of all present and future Russian
militaiy forces operating in or despatched from the railway area. Admiral Kolchak
is in touch with Semenoff. Sir C. Greene recommends the raising of the embargo to
allow of supplies as far as the districts controlled by Semenoff.
Sinkings.—-According to the War Trade Intelligence Bureau, the total tonnage of
500 tons gross in the case of steamers, and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing
ships, reported lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period
May 10th-16th inclusive, was 65,920 tons gross, of which 35,54.1 were British, as
compared with 69,294, of which 53,832 were British, reported last week.
Recently captured .British Prisoners.—According
to reports received by Sir W.
Townley from various sources, British prisoners recently captured are being employed
immediately behind the line in very bad conditions. It is stated that they are
seriously underfed and suffering from dysentery, and that the Dutch Commissioners
are unable to inspect them. Representations have been made through the Netherlands
Government,
Reported
prospective
Italo-German
Agreement
for Exchange
of
Prisoners.—
According to a Press report, the Italian Government contemplates an agreement with
Germany regarding exchange of. prisoners, similar to that which was recently
concluded by the French Government (see Reports Nos. 66-68), and which, as it
involved extensive repatriation of fit combatants, was the subject of representations by
Eds Majesty's Government.

Franco-Turkish
Agreement for Repatriation.—The
Foreign Office learns that the
Franco-Turkish Agreement lor repatriation of prisoners of war, signed at Berne on
March 23rd, was ratified by the Turkish Government on May 7th. The Dutch
^Government is enquiring of the Turkish Government whether facilities for the over
land journey will be granted by the Central Powers. Simultaneously Idis Majesty's
-Government is requested to allow free passage in the event of the maritime route
from Scalanova being selected.
Youthful Prisoners.—The
Foreign Office is, through the Netherlands-Authorities'
pressing the German Government for satisfactory assurances in regard to the treat
ment of youthful prisoners. Youthful German prisoners over 17 have received,
preferential treatment in Great Britain since October 1917.
Stales in Alliance with Great Britain.—The following revision should be made of
-the Appendix to Report No. 51, as to the States at war with Germany and the date of
commencement of hostilities in each case:-—Belgium, 3rd August 191.4.
Serbia, 9th August 1914.
Montenegro, 12th August 1914.
Brazil, 26th October .1.917.
Guatemala, 23rd April 1918.
Nicaragua, 7th. May 1918 (date not officially confirmed).

ALLIED GROUP.

BELGIUM.
Germany and Plunders.—The
Vossiehe Zeitung (April 13th) publishes some
"occasional notes on a studenfs journey" in Belgium, by Otto Robolsky, of which
the following may be cpioted :—" The Flemish question is neither a German invention
nor a German discovery. It is just as old as the Kingdom of Belgium, and rose with
its establishment in 1830. The administrative border between Flanders and the
Wallonia runs parallel, with the linguistic border from west to east, i.e., horizontally
-along the map. What, since 1830, lias been known as Belgium has been divided
times innumerable in the course of the centuries, but always from north to south, i.e.,
vertically, and despite all the contrasts of race aud language. Even in 1830 the
Flemings went hand in hand with the Walloons, and together threw out the Dutch.
Hie highly developed Belgian industries rest only to a small degree upon raw
material, produced at home. By far the greater part of the ore and coal has to be
imported. The ore comes mainly from Longwy and Briey. die who has them can
exert a leverage over Belgian industries. The administrative separation of Flanders
and Wallonia is demanded not only by the Flemish leaders. It is opposed by
the legal, industrial, and clerical magnates. But even many Walloons desire this
distinct cleavage ; so, e.g., the Socialistic Deputy, Jules Destree. In his letter to the
King, Destree said : " Would not a Belgium constituted, by the union of two peoples,
independent and free, joined in harmony precisely because of this reciprocal
independence, be a State infinitely stronger than a Belgium half of which believed
itself to be oppressed by the other h a l f ? " What are the goals and desires of the
Flemish leaders ? The tendencies are very many and widely divergent. At one end
-of the scale are the most radical, who want an independent Flanders, that would have
not the slightest to do with the Walloons, rather would enter into a tariff and even a
military union with Germany ; at the other end are those who are satisfied wdth an
administrative separation, but feel themselves, so closely connected with Wallonia
that they wish to have the same constitutional head. The whole question is in the
melting-pot, and is far from being ripe for settlement. Very many sentiments enter
into the question. - By the Flemings the racial relationship with Germany is

occasionally strongly emphasized. And among others one can repeatedly hear such
sentiments a s : we want this, that, and the other from Germany, and then
we shall be ready to forget the wrong done to Belgium. General impression :
ddie administrative separation is necessary and useful.
Flemish policy must
be pursued, but with that quiet love for actuality that characterises the German
admiiiistr-ation in Belgium.
The Flemish policy can only become dangerous
if it is made into the German Party cry : ' Idle voice of the people; the liberation of
our oppressed brothers.' But that, as it seems to us, is imminent." German Wireless
of May 16th announces that as a result of recent successes, the Germans " have been
able to proceed with the repatriation of the Flemish population to their homes, in so
far as these have not been destroyed. It is iudeed only possible to do so to a limited
extent at the present moment. The British artillery has levelled too many villages
and farms to the ground, even when they were not occupied by German troops. As
the violence of the British bombardment usually prevented the escaping inhabitants
from taking their possessions -with them, they were destroyed afterwards by the
enemy's artillery fire and by the fires it caused. The German Administration has
therefore set to work with the greatest willingness to provide the returning exiles
with the things they most urgently need." (See also Reports Nos. 52, 54, 59 and 65.)

BRAZIL.
Commercial
Positioji of Great Britain.—In a Memorandum (E.O.C. 80), dated
May 15th, the Foreign Office considers proposals for rectifying the commercial
position of Great Britain (especially in regard to the coffee trade) in Brazil ; it is
pointed out that the present predominance of German interests immediately affects
British prestige and credit and threatens to monopolise a very important market after
the Avar. Reports received by His Majesty's Government indicate that German trade
and influence in Brazil can only be suppressed effectually by being supplanted.
Coal.—The Foreign Office learns that the Brazilian Government urgently requires
coal for the continuance of manganese and other supplies to the Allies.

CHINA.
Sing-Javanese
Military Conver,tion.S\r
J . Jordan reports the signature, subject
to ratification, of a military agreement between China and Japan, stated to relate
exclusively to co-operation with regard to Siberia. In the course of the negotiations
the Chinese Government expressed its anxiety to limit such an agreement to the
duration of the Avar, to obtain an undertaking from -Japan for removal of military
installations at its termination, and to define the common enemy as Germany and
Austria. In the absence of a decision by the Allies to intervene in Siberia, the
Chinese Government showed some hesitation in concluding the agreement, the alleged
terms of which excited considerable popular apprehension as to Japanese intentions.
Sir 0. Greene draws attention to the importance of considering in die light of this
convention any allied invitation of Japanese intervention in Siberia. He adds that
-the Japanese Foreign Minister has outlined to. him the motive, and scope of the
agreement explaining it to be of a military rather than of a political character,
and to have been misrepresented by the Chinese Press. The following Press
telegram was sent from Washington on May 1 8 t h : - " State Department officials
acknowledge that official confirmation has now been received of an arrangement
betAveen the Entente Powers and Japan and China for the preservation of peace in
the Far East and against German penetration there. The State Departments reports,
it is understood, make it clear that the agreement entered into between Japan and
China against German aggression in the Far East, is only for the period of the Avar,,
and solely for protective purposes, being purely of a defensive nature. The Depart
meut does not believe that it directly concerns the United States, and consequently it
involves no change in the Departments Far Eastern policy. This policy, it was said,
might properly be subject to revision if in the future Japan and China find it necessary
to call upon the United States or the Entente for assistance in carrying out their

aspects of the.case, pointing out that the trial can scarcely fail to prejudice J:!M. Malvy
and Caillaux, and to strengthen the hands of M. Clemenceau. "The whole business
shows the importance attached by the Germans' to getting at public opinion in the.
Allied countries by means of the purchase of the Press."
Call-up of Workmen.—A communique issued to the French Press on Hay 1.5th
states that Government in accordance with the law voted to that effect will place at the
disposal of the Gommander-in-Chief all mobilised workmen of the 1910, 1911 and
1912 classes, and some of those of classes from 1903 to 1909. Account will be taken
of the time already passed at front, and, in considering possible exceptions in special
cases, of wounds received at front. The rumour is absolutely false which stated that
mobilised workmen sent to the armies would be replaced by Americans. The com
munique recalls the declaration of Minister of Armament in Chamber, February 1st,
to the effect that on no account and under no pretext whatever would any French
workmen be replaced by workmen or soldiers of Allied armies. A delegation of
Socialist Deputies comprising Thomas, Varenne, Rehaudel, Cachiii and. Long net have
obtained from the Minister of Armament an assurance that the rumour is false, ddie
Minister has promised to make known all details of measures taken for equitable
enforcement of the law in question.
Labour Troubles.—The Foreign Office is informed of labour unrest in the Lyons
and Loire districts. Certain munition works in Paris have also been recently affected.
The French Government is taking judicious action, and. it is hoped that the trouble
will not be of long duration.

ITALY.
Ministerial Resignations.—Signor
R. Rodd reports the resignations of the Ministers
of Munitions (General DalF Olio) and dAansports (Signor Bianchi). ddie functions
of the former are assumed temporarily by the Minister of War (General Zupelli).
ddie latter is succeeded by Senator Villa. (And see Report No. 67.)
Italian
Industries.—Italian
Wireless of May 20th reports :—Sr. Ciuffelli,
Minister of Industries and Commerce, in an important speech at Foligno, said :—
" The Government will find inexhaustible sources of new wealth in the National.
Agriculture and Food Industries. The textile industries are developing, especially
those home industries using hemp and silk. We are devoting to the maritime
industries, and also to the metallurgical mining and chemical industries, a vast share
of the energy which Italy has developed, during the war. Our attention lias been
specially directed to hydro-electric industries as a means of developing the potentiality
of our plants. Our programme is to utilise systematically and completely all our
water courses by creating large hydro basins and. collecting and distributing
electric energy, which may be capable of being utilised everywhere, thus saving the
consumption of coal. (And see Report No. 66.)
Bolshevist Campaign.—ddie Foreign Office informs Sir H. Rodd that Bolshevist
emissaries in Sweden are carrying on an active propaganda in Italy, and that Italian
Maximalists may be invited to make extreme demands of the Government under
threat of refusal to support the war.
"The New Pact."- Italian Wireless of May 16th reports:—"Under the auspices
of the Trente and Trieste Association a new Association, is being formed at Rome
under the title of ' ddie New Pact.' Thirty sections have been founded simultaneously
throughout Italy which will form the nucleus of the Association. It aims at sanc
tioning a union between men belonging to the Italian middle class and working
masses and workers in the trenches to continue the war until victory."
The Chigi Palace.—Italian
Wireless of May 16th reports:—"ddie Chigi Palace,
formerly the seat of the Austrian Embassy to the Quirinal, to-day becomes State
property."

MONTENEGRO.
1 Uil11 and. Montenegro.—The Italian Press reports that towards the end of April
more than 150 deputies interpellated the Government, beseeching' it not to forget the
Montenegrins left to starve by Austria. The Giornale cVJlalia of April 29th emphasises
the importance of Montenegro for Italian foreign policy, ft points out that up till
now Italy has been alone in defending " the historical rights of this our smallest Ally
against the equivocal manoeuvres of so many enemies, declared or hidden, who for ends
which cannot, be avowed have not, hesitated to strike at this poor suffering people
with the most infamous slanders. But to-day it seems that even those who were its
chief opponents, the most audacious agitators, end by recognising the inexorable
truth, and bow before the clear facts. Trumbic has just made the following
declaration:—' With regard to Montenegro,. I think that its independence and
autonomy are historic and ought to be respected. It will then depend on the
- Montenegrin people to settle its own destiny after the war.; "
NICARAGUA,
Declaration
of War on German]/.—The report of a declaration by Nicaragua of
war against Germany and Austria-Hungary (see Report. No. 08) is officially confirmed
by Mr. Young, who received a telegram to that effect on May 10th from His Majesty's
Consul at Managua, and on May Pith from, the Nicaraguan Minister for Foreign
Affairs, to whom he has conveyed the congratulations of His Majesty's Government.
PORTUGAL.
Allied Recognition
of President Paes.—Sir L. Carnegie reports that the Allied
Ministers have notified the Portuguese Government of the formal, recognition by their
respective Governments of Sehor Paes as President of the Portuguese Republic.
Nero Ministry.—Sir L. Carnegie reports that the President has constituted a new
Administration, in which there is no Prime Minister, the various Ministers being
entitled Secretaries of State for their respective Departments. Senor Espirito Santo
Lima is appointed Secretary of State for Foreign. Affairs. The Seculo (May 15)
announces that the President has distributed the portfolios in the new Cabinet as.
follows :—
- Osorio Castro.—Minister of Justice.
Tamagnini Barboza.—Minister of Interior.
CD
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Espirito Santo Lima.—Minister of Foreign Affairs.
Navier Esteves.—Minister of Finance.
Captain Joaquim Mendes Amaral.—Minister of Commerce.
Amilcar Motta.-Minister of War.
dose Carlos de Main.-—Minister of Navy.
Vasconcellos.—Minister for the Colonies,
Alfredo Magalhaes.—Minister of Education.
Henrique Forbes Bessa.—Minister of Labour.
Alachado Santos.—Minister of Food and Transport.
Eduardo Fernandes Oliveira.—Minister of Agriculture.
UNITED STATES.
United Slates War Effort.—The Press reports an address given by Mr. W. C.
Redtieid, Secretary of Commerce in the United States Government, at the Canadian
Club at Ottowa on May 20th. Mr. Redfield unfolded some of the achievements and
plans of the United States. Thirty thousand factories, he said, were making muni
tions and equipment. There were now live plants, each larger than the Essen, works.
He recently visited one factory where 30,000 men were making guns of all kinds, and
80,000 were on all kinds of war work. Fifty new ships would be constructed in
June, more than 50 in July, and- still more in August. There were several yards
which would, soon be able to build 50 ships at one time through the assembling
of pars. They had lent 1,152,600,0001 to the Allies. On May 1st they had greatly
exceeded, their promise to have 500,000 men in France by July 1st. There were
critics who related stories of failure. He asked the country not to worry about the

reported failure of tlie American aeroplane factories. He saw one factory recently
where the raw material was going in at one end and the finished product coming
out at the other. He also disputed the contention that the American railways had
collapsed under the strain. They proposed to spend nearly 200,000,0001. on improve
ments, which included 100,000 freight cars.

ENEMY GROUP.
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
Aitstro-German
Pact.*-The Foreign Office is informed that the new Waffenbund
(League of Arms) between Germany and Austria-Hungary provides for complete unity
of the Austro-German military and naval forces, effected by an exchange of liaison
officers to the respective War Offices and General Staffs and the institution of a joint
body responsible for the supreme control. Under this arrangement the relations
between the armies will be identical with those existing between Prussia and Bavaria.
There is also to be complete unity in the international policy of the two empires under
a joint council (representing both the Bundesrat and the Austrian Foreign Office)
presided over by a nominee of the King of Bavaria. The economic part of the treaty
will be settled by negotiations in Berlin ; the principles agreed on have as their
object a Customs Onion as against foreign countries, while allowing of protective
duties between Germauy and Austria ; it is also intended that German banking and
industrial enterprises shall be accorded the status of indigenous ones in AustriaHungary, and vice versa. The settlement of the Polish question is deferred until
matters in the Ukraine have become more settled, but it is thought that the German
Government is more reluctant than ever to approve any cut and dried scheme of
Polish independence. With regard to the internal affairs of Austria-Hungary,
Germany has agreedito assist Austria in the suppression of any risings in Bohemia and
among the Southern Slavs, provided, that Austria maintains an unequivocally German
domestic policy. The settlement of. general peace conditions is deferred till the
return of the Emperor Charles from Sofia and Constantinople. The treaty, though
initialled, has not yet been signed, and is not expected to come into immediate
operation.
German Wireless of May 21st reports :—"At an interview with the correspondent
of the Neues Wiener Tagblalb, the Secretary of State of the Foreign Office,- von
Kuhlmann, expressed the conviction that the principal resolutions taken during the
Glermano-Austro-liungarian negotiations would very soon lead to a speedy and favour
able agreement. The deepening and extension of the alliance should not by any
means be considered as if it were a question of commencing to divide the world into
two hostile halves, as some declarations from the Entente camp were endeavouring to
make it appear. J ust as the Alliance of 1 8 7 9 (the Dual Alliance), was the shield of
European peace, so the new and deepened alliance would lay the foundation stone of
a lasting peace of the peoples of the world. The German Ambassador in Vienna,
Count Wed el, also declared in an interview given to the Vienna correspondent of the
Prager Tageblatt:—' As the Germano-Austro-Hungarian alliance was the shield of
peace for a generation, so will its extension and deepehring (after the victorious ending
through our common efforts of the present war of defenee) la)- the foundation stone
for a general peace of nations lasting for generations. The fact that the events of the
world war have not broken up the alliance, but have anchored it deeper and
more securely, will also convince of their error the statesmen of the Entente who
indulge in the senseless idea that they are able'to drive a wedge between Germany and
Austria-Hungary. The knowledge of the absolute unshakeableness of the alliance will,
in conjunction with our military successes, tend to bring nearer the peace longed for by
all of us.' Vorwarbs of May .14th discusses the Conference as follows :—' The decisions'
taken are of the greatest importance. The nature of the future relations between Germany
and Austria will be decisive for all Eastern questions, but it should not be forgotten
that the general Peace Conference will have the final word. For this reason it is to
be hoped that the Conference at Headquarters will not lead to premature settlements.
The Socialist Party approves any alliance laying the foundation for a future league of
nations, but will reject an alliance shutting itself off from the rest of the world with
o
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hostility. No alliance rests on a firm foundation unless concluded with the glad
-consent of the people, and at. present Germany is unpopular in Austria, not only
with the Slav majority, but also with a considerable part of the German and Magyar.
Minority as the result of our Pan-German and reactionary policy. - Furthermore,
-anxiety exists for the future of Austrian industries. Attempts should, not be made to
settle Eastern questions before the future relations between Germany and Austria are
settled, ddie meeting gives the impression that it is a question to a great extent of
dynastic interests, and that negotiations are taking place concerning the distribution
of the Lithuanian, Gourland, Esthonian, Livonian and Polish thrones. Although
these are questions immediately affecting the ruling families, the ultimate effect on
the interests of the people is very great, and Monarchies erected on volcanic ground
will probably become the starting point of new international conflicts, for which the
peoples will again have to pay in blood, fldus meeting can be useful only if an informal
agreement has been reached on certain fundamental principles, but attempts to force
matters without the knowledge and will of the peoples might easily be fatal.' "
Zeitung
of May 13th writes :—" ddie agreements in principle
ddie Frankfurter
reached will be joyfully welcomed by the German people as an historical event of
great importance. The cohesion of the two great Empires of Central Europe has
become an absolute necessity to the German people ; whilst the agreements will be
welcomed with equal warmth by the Germans in Austria and the Hungarians.
Unfortunately it must be foreseen that the greater parts of the Slav nations in Austria,
and especially the Czechs and Slovenes will be even more hostile as a result of this
closer alliance with Germany than they are towards the present treaty. It will not
be easy for Austrian and Hungarian statesmen to get the extended and deepened
alliance passed by the Lower House. There remains the possibility of winning the
Poles by means of an Austrian solution of the Polish question with the union of
Galicia to new Poland ; but none the less the new Central Europe will not be realised
-without obstacles and struggles, but the necessities inherent in these things tare
strong enough to overcome obstacles, and when the war has ended by a peace which
gives the Central Empires their rights, eveu opponents must see that the
course of the world history cannot be held up by stubborn protests."
says : " ddie re-assembling
A Vienna telegram to the Mun.eh.ener Neuste Nacliri.cht.cn
-of the Reichsrat in the middle of June is dependent on the Poles, who, with the
German parties, give the Government a working majority, ddie support of the Poles
is conditional on the fulfilment of their three demands : the integrity of Congress
Poland, the settlement of the Gholm question, and guarantees of the non-partition of
Galicia."
Austria and Hungary.—The
Foreign Office is informed that, while food conditions
in Hungary are comparatively easy, the Hungarians are preventing the export of
supplies to Austria where conditions are extremely serious. From an Austrian source
it is reported that the Hungarians are in favour of securing their present advantages
by peace even at the expense of Austria and German,)'. The Hungarian troops are
stated to show reluctance to fight further in Germany's battles.
The Subject

Peoples

and the Austrian.

Government.—ddie

Arienna Ncue Freie

Presse

of May 8th contains protests by the Czechs, Southern Slavs and Poles against the
-adjournment of Parliament and the Austrian surrenders to the Germans. The joint
protest, which -was issued after a joint meeting of the Czech League and the Southern
Slav Club, contains the following passages:—" The deputies of the Czech, and
Southern Slav peoples protest with the greatest indignation against all attempts by
the Government to carry through, without the co-operation of our peoples and against
them, a reform of constitutional conditions which we have long outlived and which
are not recognized by the peoples. They protest all the more vigorously, because
what is being done is being done only by the setting up of district captaincies in
Bohemia which has been forced upon the Government by German chauvinists. In
the same way they protest against the separation of the Slovene countries from the
indivisible Southern- Slav people of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, and also against the
German invasion which is to stretch to the Adriatic. They express their intense excite
nieht at the fact that the Government is doing all this in the most grievous moments of
the world war, and that to their demands concerning the self-determination and
political independence of their peoples—demands which are those of the whole civilized
..and democratic world—the Government replies by absolutist octrois, which, instead of
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making possible the friendly communion of die peoples, constituting the beginning of .
struggles such as there have never been. We raise our voice against the revolting
procedure of the Government, which, at a time when the principles of democracy,
,civil equality and automony of the peoples are penetrating the whole world, proceeds
against us with experiments which are really nothing but a fortification of absolutism,
and a fresh increase of bureaucratic Imperialism. On the other hand, all the
demands of onr peoples for complete civil, democratic automony in all representative
bodies are deliberately passed over and intentionally ignored. With the same
determination we protest against the fact that, at a time when the Parliaments of all
truly democratic States are taking part without interruption and in a decisive
manner in the fate of theif^peoples, the Austrian Parliament is again adjourned
without any reason, and the Deputies of our peoples are again, robbed of the right
to speak in Parliament of which they had already during three years of the war been
deprived under the pressure of the military dictatorship. The Government has once
more proved to the whole world that Austria cannot be called a Constitutional State,
and that an oligarchy, which is responsible to nobody, and a bureaucracy, which acts
under the pressure of a part of the German Deputies, do not shrink from silencing
the -members of Parliament, as soon as they begin to fear that Parliament might have
the courage to say openly, and to maintain, what is the real ivill and the actual
conviction of the peoples represented in it." Italian Wireless of May 18th states :—
The newspaper Slovenski Narod commenting upon the resignation of the Slovene
Minister Zolger, says : " When it was thought possible to obtain peace by Wilson's aid,,
the presence of a JugO Slav in the Cabinet was important and useful for Austria,
ddiose times have passed. Our compatriots retirement teaches and convinces us that
those Jugo Slavs who hope for help from Vienna are seriously mistaken. Any child
can see that to-day the Germans with the Magyars are opposed to Jugo Slav
independence. Pet us thank God that this conviction makes itself clear at the
decisive moment in a people's history. The decision depends upon us and not on
Viennese ministerial authorities."
Reported Nero Division of Bohemia.—According
to a Press report, the Vienna
Official Gazette published on May 19th a Ministerial Decree announcing the
establishment of the following districts for Bohemia:—Trautenau (270,000
inhabitants), Budweis (825,000), Caslau (359,000), Tabor (404,000),' Pilsen
(415,000), Pisek (417,000), Reicheuberg (520,000), Jiciu (528,000), Prague
and environs (663,000), Eger (076,000), Ivoniggratz (701,000), and Leitmeritz.
(782,000). " These districts," the Decree adds, " shall be administered by
District. Heads, with powers embodied, in the present Statthalter, who on
his part will retain supreme power and supervision over all District Heads.
The first self-adm mistering districts, which shall come into being on January 1st
1919, shall be Leitmeritz and Prague, "ddie Statthalter shall simultaneously be
administrator of the Prague District. The remaining 10 districts shall lie established
successively, as many technical difficulties have to be overcome." The Decree further
says : "The danger to national minorities cannot arise from these regulations and
prescriptions, as all general questions of lights and nationalities, and especially the
language question, are not prejudiced by the establishment of districts." The
authorities hope by this step to place upon a sound basis the political administration
-of Bohemia.
Food Situation in Galicia.—According
to telegrams from Cracow published by
the Neue Zilrcher Zeitung, the food situation in Galicia is desperate and people are
dying of starvation, ddie Polish Socialist Deputies sent a telegram to Dr. von Seidler,
the Austrian. Premier, saying : " Tor the last six weeks Galician towns have received
no flour and no bread. We demand the immediate stopping of all requisitions of"
corn and cattle, the distribution of bread to the town population, and the opening of
the frontier of the Kingdom of Poland to admit foodstuffs to Galicia. We reject
all responsibility for the consequences of this starvation policy." Another telegram
says that the people of Przemysl are starving. The Lublin newspapers state that thePolish fugitives into Prussia are detained at Minsk by the German authorities,, who,,
by refusing them food, compel them to go and work in Germany, ddie Warsaw
papers publish similar statements.

GERMANY.
German Trade and Finance.—A
report received describes the activity of tire
German Stock Exchange as very great indeed, nearly all. quotations being above
those of the last liquidation of July 31st, 1914. The favourite objects of speculation
are the shares of the steamship companies and the Russian banks. The shares of
the Hamburg Amerika Line, which at the declaration of war by the United States
sank to about 97 per cent., are now quoted at 135-140 per cent., almost their pre-war
quotation. The shares of the other steamship companies are also very firm, largely
owing to the official announcement that the Government, would fully refund all
damages suffered by the companies. It is also stated that the Government lias
already requisitioned at favourable rates all German tonnage, in order to control
imports after the war. The reason for the popularity of the Russian bank shares is
to be found in the belief that the German Government has obtained, special guarantees
from the Russian Government, The Foreign Office is informed that the Germans
are negotiating, for a lease of the Siberian Railway as far eastwards as Irkutsk.
A report received states that numerous syndicates are centralised in Berlin and
financed by the great German banks which have now practically obtained exclusive
control of the general trade. It, appears that these monopolies have given rise to
considerable jealousy amongst Hamburg merchants, whose influence has greatly
diminished. Although the Government has given formal assurances that, free trade
would be re-established as soon as possible after the war, there is a general feeling of
insecurity, and merchants of all lines of trade are creating associations to protect their
interests. The sittings and. meetings of these associations are now occupying most of
the time of the Hamburg merchants. The Kblnische
Zeitung of April 25th publishes
a comparative account of the annual statements of the great German commercial
banks for 1917. The report is analysed by the Daily Review of the Foreign
Press
(Economic

Supplement)

of May 14th.

Germany and the Eastern. Slates.—-The Foreign Office is informed that the German
Government, owing to the disorder at present prevailing in States newly created by
it in Eastern Europe, intends, so soon as-troops are available, to pursue a policy of
extensive annexation. It is slated that Austria will, be given, all that part of the
Ukraine which lies west of the River Dnieper, and that Germany will keep a--free
hand with Poland, Lithuania and the Baltic States.
The Ukraine.—German Wireless of May 19th reports :—" The German AustroHungarian finance agreement with the Ukraine was signed at Kieff on May .15th.
The aim of the agreement is the restoration of Ukrainian money value with the help
of a loan of 400,000,000 karbowanzi." The Swedish Bress (May 14th) reports from
Berlin
Skordpadsky, Hetihan of the Ukraine, makes the following statement :—
lu full earnest and officially in the presence of the Premier, I invite the German
Socialists to send three representatives to the Ukraine to see conditions there at close
range and judge of the new tyrants of Europe. The Ukraine's adherence to Germany
is in her own interest and will bring mutual advantages, there being no country from
which Ukraine could derive more profit or has more to learn from. The Ukraine
is closely connected with Central Europe and the whole of Eastern Europe
alike, and. must therefore grow strong and able to offer Germany support in every
way." The Foreign Office learns that the Ukrainian peasants are refusing to
work, as they believe that the corn will be requisitioned ; they are even destroying
grain to prevent its removal- The Kieff correspondent of the Russian newspaper
Ranneutro
describes the unfavourable terms upon which the Ukrainians are constrained
to trade with the Germans. Apart from coal at 5 roubles 00 kopeks per pood, the
Germans have nothing to offer, except a few agri.cidt.ural machines at exorbitant
prices, while the Ukraine is exporting to Germany textiles, metals, soap, sugar, lard,
cattle, leather and paper.
The Petroleum
Peace.—German
Bress comment on the Rumanian peace
emphasises its great economic importance for Germany. Several papers speak of
" a petroleum peace." The Frankfurter
Zeitung (May 8th) points out that Germany
is now independent of the United Slates for petroleum.

Black Sea Tonnage and Supplies for Central
reported to be available in the Black Sea :—
Allied steamers Enemy steamers
Russian steamers
.
Rumanian steamers
Dutch steamers -

-

Total -

-"
-

Powers.—The
-

-

following tonnage is

tons.
05,000
- 150,000
- .1.65,000
24,000
11,000
-

415,000

There are also two Russian oil tankers besides a considerable number of sailing
vessels, especially along the Anatolian coast. This tonnage will, have an important
bearing on the question of the transport of Russian cereals and minerals to Austria
and Germany. It has been announced that the route from the Black Sea ports to the
Danube has been cleared of mines so that the sea route would apjoear to be open, but
in spite of this fact it was officially stated that mj to the end of April not more than
800 tons had been sent from the Ukraine over this route. The Danube route appears
to be engaging the serious attention of the enemy. A Reichstag Deputy recently
estimated that not more than 300,000 tons a month, could be passed through the Iron
Gates at Turnu-Severin. This was contradicted by the Hungarian Government who
stated that the amount could be increased to 600,000 tons, or 20,000 tons a clay. To
attain this end studies are being made for building a second channel through the Iron
Gates so that the up-stream traffic could proceed continuously by clay and night. At
Baja, a railway junction further up the river in. Hungary, a large depot is being built
to facilitate the distribution of cargo arriving by the Danube. German Wireless of
May 20th reports that on the strength of an agreement between Germany and
Austria-Hungary, Germany will receive a site for a new German shipyard above the
Thurn-Severinar shipyards and within the region leased from Rumania.
Discharged
Soldiers. — The German Warrior Union and the Prussian National
Warrior Society adopted at Whitsun a resolution in which it is stated : "' In future
the Union will accept an)'' comrade, irrespective of his being a member of a political
party, wffio swears allegiance to the Empire." Thereby the fight against Social
Democracy disappears from the programme of the Union. At the same time the
Union founded an extensive institution, the "imperial Warriors' Bank," for the support
of returning warriors, who have net been wounded, but who have been otherwise
damaged through their participation in the war. Field Marshal Hindenburg and the
Imperial Chancellor, Count Hertling, h a A - e accepted the Honorary Chairmanship of
the Institution (and see Peports Nos. 52, 57 and 59).
The Leipzig Fair.—According to a report received, the Leipzig Fair (see Reports
Nos. 59 and 68) contained a fine and varied, assortment of exhibits, but the prices
were on an average at 5 times their pre-war level, running in many instances to
10 or more times the previous cost. These prices were more than double those
prevailing at the time in the Scandinavian countries, and in the majority of cases the
exhibitors were unable to give delivery until after the end of the A v a r .
Prussian Franchise
Reform Bill.-—A Berlin telegram (May I4th) states that at
the third reading of the Suffrage Bill to-day in the Prussian Lower House, the motion
to restore paragraph IIP, providing for equal suffrage, A v a s rejected by 236 A z o t e s to
188 (as on the second reading—see Report No. 67).
Defeat of Minority Socialist at By-election.—A
by-election was recently held at
ZAvickau in Saxony. The Majority Socialist obtained a striking victory over the
Minority candidate, whose party had previously held the seat (c:/., the Nieder Barnim
election-Reports Nos. 59, 60, 62.)

NEUTRAL GROUP.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.
Sudden Departure of the President.—Sir
R. lower reports that the President of
the Argentine Republic suddenly left Buenos Aires on the eve of the opening of
Congress, and does not propose to return till June Oth. His absence would thus
coincide with the proposed complimentary Adsit of the Special British Mission, and
prominent Argentines express great anxiety lest it should, be slighted. According
to a Press report, the Radical Senators marked their displeasure with the Presidents
absence by not attending the opening of Congress on May I6th. ddie Presidential
Message, which consisted-chiefly of vague generalities, afforded no indications of a
definite policy. The Message considers the -railway strikes to have been justified, a
statement that cannot fail to attract attention, especially at the present juncture.
Both the Nacion and the Prensa criticise the Message unfavourably, remarking that
the Presidents failure to attend Congress was discourteous and ill-advised.
Railway Strikes.-—Sir R. Tower reports that the Argentine Minister of Public
Works is now confident of a speech solution of the railway trouble. It is probable
that the Argentine Government will, after all, decide against the reinstatement of the
more refractory employes.
Wheat.— Sir R. Tower reports that the Argentine Government has intimated i t s
readiness to renew the Wheat Convention. The Foreign Office instructs Sir A.
llardinge that if Spanish purchases of cereals are made through the Wheat
Commission (acting for the Wheat E x e c u t e ) , f i r m prices can be cpioted for delh^ery
f.o.b. Argentine, as owing to the Commission^ advantageous position in tire market
and extensive control of terminal and A v a r e h o u s i n g facilities the risk of delay and loss
will be minimised. Sir W. Townley is instructed that the promised 50,000 tons of
.South American wheat may similarly be contracted for with the Wheat Executive,
ddie offer is also open to Norway, Sweden and Switzerland.
7

CHILE.

'

Elections.—The
result of the Elections to the Chamber of Deputies, which took
place early in May, came as a surprise. It was expected that a Conservative majority
would be returned, but, as a matter of fact, the Liberals now dominate the Chamber.
This is a distinct set-back to the Germans, Avhose most influential supporters were
to be found among the Couservath es- and their associates in the Church. The.
notorious German-Chilian. League failed altogether, in spite of strenuous efforts, to
influence the Elections. The society has evidently been much damaged by the recent
exposures. Although the sympathies of the new Congress are prpdihitente, a neutral
policy will probably be maintained.
r

DENMARK.
Exemptions from Embargo.—The Foreign Office informs Sir R. Paget that by a
decision of the Allied Blockade Committee the general embargo on Denmark is to
lie relaxed as from May 21st in respect of goods which are now free for Holland and
SAveden.
Iceland:
German Propaganda.—German
Wireless of May 17th states:—"An
Icelandic merchant avIio has just arrived in Copenhagen from Iceland gives the
following account of present conditions in the island:—' The country is completely
under the control of the British authorities, to whom the Danish as well as the Icelandic
officials have to give way. England has bought up the Avhole catch of herrings at a
price which means a heavy loss to the Icelanders. Icelanders who are going to
Denmark are subjected, by order of the British, to a rigorous search, and are not
allowed to take aii3 Aviitten document of any kind with them. The hatred against
the British is very bitter in Iceland.' " (And see Report No. 67).
r

Protection of Scandinavian
Interests.—A
Copenhagen message (May 14th) states
that at the last meeting of the Scandinavian Ministers at Christiania it was decided,
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as publicly announced, that measures should be taken, so far as Northern countries
are concerned, for the protection of the common interests of neutral States during and
after the war. " The three Scandinavian Governments have appointed a committee
to inquire into and deal with the material in hand. The Committee is composed as
follows:—Denmark: The Foreign Minister, M. Zahle; Assistant Foreign Minister,
M. Clan ; and a member oE the Second Chamber, M. Nils Neergaard. Norway: the
Minister in Stockholm, M. I lager up ; the shipowner, M. Greig, and M. Lange..
Sweden : Baron Marks von Wurtemberg, Member of Parliament; Baron Adelswerd ;
and M. Ewerloef, the late Chief Secretary of the Foreign Office, ddie committee is
now meeting in Copenhagen."

FINLAND.
Incursion, of While Finns into Russian Lapland.—ddie Swedish evening Press of
16th May publishes a telegram from Kirkeness to a. Ohristiania newspaper stating
that there has been a serious encounter between English and Russians on one side
and Finnish White Guards on the other in the neighbourhood of Boris Gleb" not far
from Petchenga Estuary near the Russian Norwegian frontier,
It is stated that the
English and Russians surrounded a force of Finns, killing 50, who were on the march
from EnareLake to take Petchenga, where there are reported to be 6,000 Russians and
800 English. His Majesty's Vice Consul at Kirkeness reports to the same general
effect, ddie Foreign Office learns that the Norwegian vessel Frilhjof is proceeding to
Jarfjord to prevent the violation by the Finnish White Guard of Norwegian neutrality.
The Norwegian Guardship Ran em is at Kirkeness, which is presently to be made a
military depot with an establishment of from 300 to 500 soldiers. Sir E. Howard
reports that, since the above encounter, the Finnish Charge d'Affaires in Stockholm
has stated that the Finns had not attacked Russia in occupying the district referred
to, this having been ceded by Russia to Finland in 1865 in exchange for territories on
the frontier towards Petrograd ; the Charge d'Affaires added that the rights of Finland
to the district had been clearly recognised by the Bolshevist Government. Sir
E. Howard has pointed out that, if this was so, it was to be regretted that the Finnish
Government had not so advised the British authorities, ddie Finnish papers express
great anxiety concerning events on the Murman coast.
Finland, and Great Britain.—Mr. Grove reports that the British offer of recognition
has appeared, without comment in the Finnish Press. Subsequently the Fagens
Press
and Evening Independence
contrast the free recognition by other Powers with the
conditional offer of Great Britain:—Hufvudstadblad
hopes that it will now be
offered unconditionally. Stockholm newspapers of May 15th publish a telegram
from Helsingfors, setting out a communique by the Senate respecting Great BritaiAs
conditional recognition of Finland's independence. It states that, " although such
acknowledgment would be of great value, there can be for us no question of Finland,
whose national independence has already been acknowledged legally and practically
by several Powers without any conditions whatsoever, being now willing to submit
the question of her independence to any Congress. Concerning Great Britain-s
demands, it must be recalled that the Finnish Government has already on a
previous occasion taken steps for setting free English and other Entente subjects
imprisoned by the Gorman military authorities in Finland, although Great Britain,
who has not recognised Finland's national independence, has no legal ground for such
a demand, ddie questions.of free passage by land and sea are raised too soon, since
it is evident that international conditions of land and sea trade will for some time be
such that exact regulations and control will be unavoidable ; in such measure as
conditions again become normal, hindrances for free traffic will automatically disappear.'"
(The same telegram states that as Finland is not yet officially represented in Russia,
she has appealed to Germany to protect Finnish subjects and interests there.)
' Sir E. Howard has expressed to the Finnish Charge d'Affaires a desire for a direct
reply from the Wasa Government, observing.meanwhile that the British Government
had not proposed that the question of Finnish independence shoidd be submitted to
the Peace Congress, but merely intimated that like all other questions arising from
the war it would probably require explicit or implicit settlement at such a Congress.
With regard to the arrest of British subjects, he has emphasized that the very fact of
such arrest afforded an argument for non-recognition. As to control of passengers

iand traffic, the right of the Finnish Government to make regulations would not he
disputed; the British Government merely claimed equal rights with other States."
Sir E. Howard learns that a principal cause of difficulty in the way of Finnish
acceptance of the offer is the delay of the Germans in complying with the Finnish
Governments request for the release of British subjects arrested by the Germans.
Mr. Grove reports that Finnish Banks are refusing to pay British subjects their
-deposits, alleging that the British Government has placed an embargo on Finnish
deposits in British Banks. The Foreign Office has informed him that this is not
the case, though in. view of the German occupation of Finland, money may not be
transmitted there from the United Kingdom.
Finland and Germany.—Sir
E. Howard reports that there is great friction in
Finland between the Finnish and. Swedish parties; the former, supported by the
pro-Germans, are working for the dismissal of General Alanuerheim, and his replace
raeiit by a German Commander-in-Chief. It is stated that the Finnish party propose
to turn the Swedes out of Finland, with the result that it will become an advanced
post of Germany under a German Prince.
A. special envoy has been despatched to Berlin to request Germany to cancel the
commercial treaty (see Report No. 68) and arrange a fresh one. The Germans have
requested permission to buy 2,000 Finnish horses.
Finnish
Constitution.—Sir
E. Howard learns that M. Swinhufvud has been
invested by the Diet with absolute powers (probably excepting the right to declare
war). The newspapers report that in an interview M. Swinhufvud declared himself
in favour of a monarchy for Finland as the best means of cementing good relatious
wdth foreign Powers, adding that if a republic were adopted he and the generality of
the present Senators would resign office. Finland's proposed new national flag
would be white -with a blue St. George's Cross ; in the quarter, a panelled red
shield with a gold lion and gold stars according to the number of provinces.
Finland
and Russia.—Mr.
Wood house reports (May Pith) that rumours are
-current in Petrograd that German-Finnish troops are preparing to occupy Petrograd.
in the near future ; according to one version of this rumour, such occupation is
threatened as the penalty of non-compliance with a demand by Finland for. the sale
to her of the entire Russian Baltic Fleet.
Reported Signature of Peace with Turkey.—A Constantinople telegram (May loth)
states that peace between Finland and Turkey was signed in Berlin on May 11th.

MEXICO.
Expulsion
of certain Spanish Subjects.—Mr.
Cummins learns a protest by the
Spanish Minister against the arbitrary expulsion of certain Spanish subjects from
Mexico has been slighted, by the Mexican Minister for Foreign Affairs.

NETHERLANDS.
Hire of Dutch requisitioned Ships.—His Majesty's Government and the United
States Government are exchanging views as to an equitable arrangement for payment
of hire for the Dutch tonnage recently requisitioned. It is estimated that the total
hire to be paid will be 1,200,000/. monthly. The Dutch shipowners desire to receive
payment in Dutch currency, provided the rate of exchange does not fall below a
given point.
Negotiations for Rationing Agreement.—The
Netherlands Overseas Trust, acting
with the knowledge of the Dutch Government, has submitted formal proposals for a,
general rationing agreement, based on the recent, discussions in London.
Dutch, Fast Indian'Shipping.—Negotiations
are proceeding between His Majesty's
Government and the Netherlands Government, with a view to the continuance of
Dutch East Indian merchant vessels in the trade to American, Japanese, and British
ports, in consideration of certain guarantees and facilities offered by His Majesty's
-Government.

Dutch East Indian Embargo.—According to a Hague message of May. 14th, shipping,
to America has been resumed, and a beginning made with the issue of export licences
for goods the export of which was prohibited. (See Report No. 67.)
Reported Export of Horses to Germany.—Handelsblad
(May 14th) reports that the
export of 2,500 horses to Germany began at the end. of last week. This export, it
says, is in part fulfilment of an agreement which was concluded in October 1917 for
the export of 5,000 horses, and in regard to which a credit arrangement has now been
arrived at.

NORWAY.
Great Britain and the Norwegian-American
Agreement.—The
Norwegian Asso
ciations are being invited to renew their old agreements with His Maj.esty'sGovernment so far as consonant with the Norwegian-American Agreement lately
concluded. Export licences would be granted for commodities formerly imported by
the Associations, and their outstanding certificates (subject to confirmation by them
aud renewed application by shippers) would be honoured. The general embargo on
exports from the United Kingdom to Norway may now be regarded as raised, and all
goods not affected by specific embargoes will be allowed, to go forward. The specific
embargoes will be reconsidered in the light of the new general agreement. The
Norwegian Government, in order to control exports under the new Agreement, has
prohibited, as from May 10th, the export from Norway of all commodities except
under Government licence..
Purchases of English and American Notes.—The recent purchases in Norway and
elsevdiere (see Reports Nos. 60, 62, 65, and 67 under "Netherlands," "Norway," of
"Switzerland") of English and American Bank Notes have been suggested by
Dravimens Tidende as possibly due to " cheques from subjects of enemy countries
- " Another suggestion made in the
not being honoured in England and A
Norwegian Press is that subjects of the Central Bowers wish to secure capital not
taxable in Germany, even at the loss of interest.
r a e r i c a

German and Nomcegian Shipowners.—According
to a report received, the Germans
are stipulating that in cases where Norwegian owners are having new vessels Built
in Holland partly of German material they must make a certain subscription to
German War Loan or investment in German Treasury Bonds.
The Advanced Socialists.—In. a Memorandum (G.T. 4587) upon Labour Troubles
in Norway, the Political Intelligence points out that in spite of sporadic dis
turbances in April, there is reason to expect that the movement of the advanced
Socialists in Norway will be limited in its results. This is due, first, to the
moderation of the Trades Unions, who are mostly controlled by the old Socialists ;
secondly, to the sobering effects of responsibility, and generally to the fact that in
a truly democratic State, such as is the Norwegian, the soil is not good for the
Bolshevist growth. There is no reactionaiy party in Norway to be overthrown ;
grievances can be removed by constitutional methods, and as the Government shows
the intention to grant all reasonable demands, the ground is cut from under the
feet of the extremist agitators. (See also Reports Nos. 57, 60, 62, 63, and 65.)

SPAIN.
Spanish Merchant Fleet.—With reference to the proposed decree for requisitioning
the Spanish merchant fleet (see Beport No. 68), a Madrid message (May 14th)
slates :—"A conference of Spanish shipowners unanimously decided this morning to
oppose the scheme for requisition of the Spanish merchant fleet by the Government,
and to offer instead their services voluntarily to the Government, The resolution,
which waspassed to the above effect, admitted that sacrifices and restrictions were
indispensable, to settle a dispute for which no one could be held responsible. The
shipowners met again in the evening under the chairmanship of the Director-General
of Commerce and of the Commissioner of Food Supply. The latter, in accordance

with an agreement which had been previously reached, submitted the following bases
of a settlement:—
" (1) The drawing up of a complete programme of imports and exports necessary
to the nation's business, with a list of names of ships assigned to carry the
p rogram m e out..
" (2) A tariff of freights with a limit to their excessive rise, so that the paralysis
-of Spanish trade might be ended and replaced by the stability indispensable
to the normal development of commerce.
" The shipowners' representatives appoiuted a Commission to examine the whole
question and draft a satisfactory formula. It is understood that the Spanish Govern
ment will abandon its intention of completely taking over merchant shipping—a
scheme which has been unanimously opposed by a conference of Spanish shipowners."
German Submarine at Garthagena.—Sir
A. Hardinge reports that the German
Submarine U. 39, carrying a crew of 40 men, entered Carthagena harbour on the
night of May 18th in a damaged condition. The vessel has been, taken inside the
Government Arsenal.' It is stated that this submarine was accompanied to the
harbour by a second which was permitted to depart. Sir A. Hardinge is instructed
to make representations to the Spanish Government upon the subject, and also upon
the reported attempt of U.B. 48 to escape from Ferrol. (And see Reports Nos. 61
and 65.)

SWEDEN.
Mines in the Kattegat.—Sir
E. Howard reports the destruction, with loss of life,
of two Swedish trawlers by mines in the Kattegat. The Swedish Press declares the
mines to have been English, and expresses considerable indignation.
Social
Demokraten
declares that the fact that the minefield was not notified has caused
justifiable surprise. Stockholm s Tidning declares that the indignation aroused by
such acts cannot be allayed by any sum spent upon propaganda: and regards
England's method of seawarfare as now no better than those of Germany. Several
papers deplore the effect upon Swedish fishing. German Wireless of May 16th, 17th,
and .18th quotes liberally from these and similar criticisms, notably a reference by
Tidningen
to the mines in the Scheldt, and another by Svenska Dagblad to the ''new
offensive against the rights and property of neutrals, of which the annexation of
Dutch tonnage was the most significant indication which we have had so far."
According to a telegram from Gothenburg to Verdens Gang the mines are believed
by Swedish, fishermen to have been laid by Germans, who modelled them upon the
English type.
German Passes for Swedish Vessels.—According to Dagens Nyheter of May 1.5th,
an agreement has been reached between the German and Swedish Governments
regarding the granting of German passes for Swedish, vessels running between
Swedish and other neutral harbours on the North Sea and the Baltic. Application
should be made to the German Naval Attache in Stockholm and the German ConsulGeneral at Gothenburg. Basses, which will be granted from May 15th, will secure
vessels against being taken to German ports for examination, and will only be given
to vessels not entering the danger zone and not convoyed by enemy warships.
Transit Goods in Sweden.—Sir E. Howard enquires the views of the Foreign Office
as to the advisability of permitting the sale of transit goods in Sweden, suggesting
that such sale might be allowed after consultation with the Allied Blockade Com
mittee. in approved cases, under guarantee, and within the ration allowed by the
proposed agreement. (And see Report No. 66 ; also Report No. 68 under " Norway.")
-Kraft Paper.—According to a report received, practically the -whole output of the
Swedish Kraft paper mills is being sold to Germany, ddie " Spin paper" is used in
the manufacture of yarn, rope, and various "cloth" manufactures, thus serving for
many purposes as a substitute for cotton and wool.
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SWITZERLAND.
German-Swiss Commercial Negotiations.—Sir
H. Rumbold reported on May 16th
the settlement of a draft agreement between the German and Swiss delegates
regarding coal. Signature was, however, deferred upon a protest by the French
Charge d'Affaires against a further restriction proposed by the Germans upon the use
of German coal ; and two Swiss negotiators have been to Paris to discuss the matter.
Under the terms of the draft agreement the Germans offer to provide up to 200,000 tons
of coal (and 19,000 tons of iron and steel) monthly; the price of the coal to be
173.50 francs per ton at pips mouth, with a rebate of 40 francs on 60,000 tons
required for domestic purposes. The Germans waive restrictions on the use of
German coal so long as the import of Allied coal does not fall short of the 85,000 tons
a month offered by France to an extent proportionately greater than the shortage in
import of. German coal. [It is to this stipulation that objection was made by the
French.] The Germans agree to furnish about 30,000 tons of chemical manures, and
certain quantities of potatoes, petrol, zinc, sulphate of copper and pharmaceutical pro
ducts. The Swiss will provide milk products, chocolate and preserved meat in about
the same quantities as hitherto, and from 15,000 to 17,000 head of cattle. The Swiss
also agree to set up an organisation similar to the S.S.S., to control the distribution
of German products. The Federal Government on May 16th issued a communique,
in which, the hope was expressed that, pending a decision, Germany would not
suspend her deliveries of coal, and the German delegates agreed not to do so before
May 22nd. German Wireless of May 17th, 18th, and 19th expresses considerable
indignation and describee the French offer as a mere manoeuvre, aimed at compelling
Switzerland to abandon its economic, and. ultimately its political, neutrality. It,
stigmatizes the S.S.S. as being like the Netherlands Overseas Trust, a violation of
neutrality, and (quoting the Berliner Tageblatt) concludes : " The fundamental feature
of the coal question is, Switzerland- received until now every month 200,000 tons
of coal from Germany at 90 francs. The new German-Swiss Treaty disregarded
the loan for keeping up the exchange value which existed until now, increased
the price of coal by double, and provided for a sharp control concerning the
use of the German coal. Germany demanded, therefore, the same control which the
Entente already possessed, in order that German coal should not be used for maintaining
the ammunition industry working for the Entente. France now offered a monthly
delivery of coal up to 85,000 tons at 1.50 francs per ton ; the transportation epics:ion
had to remain open, however. A condition of the French offer was that Switzerland
must refuse to grant to Germany the same control which she had allowed to the
Entente. For Switzerland it is important to note that the fulfilment of the French
promise to deliver the coal was very doubtful, and. that the Entente was incapable of
giving any guarantees for the delivery. Since this French move was shattered, the
Entente has contemplated the brutal application of compulsion by the delivery of its
-ultimatum." Sir TP Rumbold observes that a maximum of 6,000 tons of coal a mouth
above the amount already furnished would suffice for the needs of Swiss industry ;
and that though Germans would insist on control at the factories, exports to the Allies
would not in fact be impeded : under such an arrangement Allied coal and transport
would be economised and a corresponding strain placed upon German resources.
At the same time he considers it important that Allied prestige should be
safeguarded. (Sec also Reports Nos. 66-68.)
Wood Convention.—Lord
Derby reports that the Wood Convention of May 1st
(see Reports No. 66 and 67) has been approved by the Council of Ministers in Paris.
Cotton Goods.—An agreement for further restriction of the export of cotton goods
to Germany, and for preventing the accumulation in Switzerland of stocks imported,
from overseas, was signed at Berne on May 8th (see also Reports Nos. 51-53).
Switzerland
and Enemy Shipping in Spanish, Waters.— Sir A. Idardinge reports
that the Swiss Government has requested the Spanish Government for certain
supplies, for shipment of which the Spanish Government wishes to employ enemy
ships now in Spanish ports. Such ships would fly the Spanish flag, and be manned
by Spanish crews. The German Ambassador is stated to have disagreed with the
proposal, while the Austrian Ambassador appears to have assented. The views of.
His Majesty's Government are invited.

URUGUAY.
Uruguay

and Germany.—According

to the Daily

Review (N.S.) of May

18th,

the

Uruguayan Government Iras issued the following official note (May 16th) :—
" When the Uruguayan Military Mission was detained by a German submarine,
the German commander justified his arbitrary act by the state of war between
Germany and Uruguay, and said he was acting in accordance with the instructions of
the German Ministry of Marine, which he produced. Our Ministry of Foreign Affairs
demanded that Germany should declare if the submarine commander had acted in
accordance with the instructions of the Berlin Government, adding that, in the event
of a negative reply, it should, declare if. it released our officers from their parole.
Several days afterwards the Spanish Minister of Foreign Affairs offered mediation, in
order that the Uruguayan officers should be released from their parole. ddiis
mediation, was proposed by the German Ambassador in Spain. The Uruguayan
Government refused it, considering it contrary to the national dignity. In addition,
the fundamental point of the question, which is whether Germany is or is not in a
state of A v a r with Uruguay, must be decided by her. The German Government then
communicated to the Uruguayan Government that it released the Uruguayan officers
from their parole, but that it hoped, in exchange, that Uruguay would use her
influence with France in order to induce the latter to permit the passage through
French territory of the Chilean Mission at present in Spain. The Uruguayan
Government, without accepting the release of the Uruguayan officers from their
parole, demanded a reply to the main point at issue, namely, whether Germany does
or does not consider herself in a state for war with. Uruguay. Later, the German
Government replied that it was not in a state of war with Uruguay, declaring, in
addition, that the rupture of relations was not provoked by her, and directing
attention to the silence of Uruguay regarding the passage of the Chilean Mission.
In. the meanwhile, the Uruguayan. Government asked the Chilean Government
whether it desired steps, to be taken with the French Government to obtain permission
for the passage of its mission through French territory. The.Uruguayan Government
declared that it would only decide to take such a step out of deference to a friendly
country. The Chilean Government replied that it had no interest in the passage of
its Mission through France. The Uruguayan Government communicated this fact to
the German Government, which replied to-day that the release of the Uruguayan
officers from their parole was not made subject to any condition, and the question of
the Chilean Mission was due simply to its desire to consult Uruguay regarding the
request for the passage of the Mission through France, and that, in view of the
negative reply of the Chilean Government, the German Government considers the
incident as closed." (See. Reports Nos. 63 and 65 under " Uruguay," and 56 and 68
under " Chile.")

PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

General.-—In a memorandum dated May Sth the Political Intelligence Department
deals with German and Turkish activities in the Middle East since the Russian
revolution, special attention being paid to the bearing upon the situation of the
armistice of December 15th, 1917 (Article X.), the Brest Treaty of March 3rd, 1918
(Article \ II.), and to measures for economic penetration, especially Bress reports of
an economic annexe to the Brest Treaty. (G.T. 4576.)
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Russia.—Mr. Wardrop on May 15th (received 21st) reported on. Bress authority
the arrival of the " Soviet peace delegation " at Ivharkoff on May 14th (see also under
Ukraine).
(With reference to former reports, Air. Wardrop on the same date reported
in detail a Moscow Bress report of the disposal of the Black Sea Avar vessels, and
Mr. Lockhart telegraphed on the same subject on May 1.7th;)
German Wireless of May 16th reported negotiations between Georgia (Russia) and
Turkey about the separation of Georgia from Russia under- the Brest Treaty. A
German representative " is present,"
Russian Wireless of May 17th-21st contains several protests by Chicherin against
German violations of the Brest Treaty in connection with Fort Eno, Rostov, the Don

legion; the Nevel region, German U-boats, &c. On the same date Chicherin agreed'
by Wireless on behalf of the Russian Government to take part in negotiations with,
the Ukraine at Kiel! on May 22nd.
On May 16th (received 22nd) Mr. Wardrop forwarded from Moscow proofs that,
the majority of the Lettish population have no sympathy with Germany, and all
reports to the contrary are inspired by the Germans.
Lithuania.—The Rheniseh- Westfcilische
of May 13th publishes the wording of
the full preamble to the Kaiser's recognition of Lithuanian "independence." It
stipulates that the interests of the German Empire are to rank ecpually with the
Lithuanians' interests in their own country, and that Lithuania shall bear a share
of the war burdens of Germany. (See D.R.F.P.)
On May 18th Sir II. Rumbold forwarded reliable evidence of the deliberate
plunder of Lithuania by the Germans, and of the farcical nature of " independence""
as recognised by Germany.
Ukraine.—On May 19th. Russian Wireless reported the departure of the Peace
delegation from Kursk on that date for- Kieif.
Rumania.—The Times of May 22ud gives the following summary of some of the
" p e a c e " conditions imposed upon Rumania:—An article from the
Frankfurter
Zeitung, from which we gave extracts yesterday, explains with what care and fore
thought Germany has prepared to despoil Rumania for a generation to come. The
unfortunate little kingdom, whose friendship Count Czernin has professed his
eagerness to court, is doubtless bound by similar engagements to Austria-Hungary.
She is forced to give most-favoured-nation treatment to the Central Powers. She is
forbidden to place export duties on petroleum, the industry in which is now under
German control. Germans are to enjoy special rights of acquiring land within her
borders. She cannot raise - her duties, while Germany reserves to herself " complete
freedom of action " in a whole series of tariff questions. Railway rates have been
fixed favourably to Germany, and she acquires a permanent right of supervision over
the Rumanian railways, together with- postal and telegraphic privileges. For two
years Rumania may sell food to the Central Powers alone; for the next seven years,
they have an option to acquire her surplus food produce. That is the kind of peace
which these Powers dictate to a people whom they are anxious, as Count Czernin has
told us, not to embitter.
The Admiralty Intelligence Summary from May 14-th to 16th contains the
following :—
A eu; Regulations for Danube navigation.—Article
24 of the Treaty of Bucharest
deals with ' Danube navigation. It is enacted:—(1) That the European Danube
Commission, comprising only representatives of States situated on the Danube or
on the European coast of the Black Sea, shall control the river from Braila down
wards. (2) No tolls (excej)t those permitted by the new Danube Navigation Act)
and no port duties are to be levied by the Rumanians. (3) Germany, AustriaHungary, Bulgaria, Turkey, and Rumania may maintain men-of-war on the Danube ;
' they may navigate as far down-stream as the sea, and as far up-stream as the upper
frontier of the slhp's territory. They must not enter into any intercourse with the
shore of another State, unless the ]atter's consent has been obtained through diplo
matic channels. Each of the contracting Powers may maintain two guardships at
--the mouth of the river.
With reference to last week's reports of supplementary " agreements " appended
to the Bucharest Treaty, the terms of a special economic treaty between Germany,
Austria-Hungary, and Rumania were published in Vienna on May 14th.
(D.R.F.P.,.
May 16th.) The treaty contains three clauses, the first dealing with the Petroleum
Agreement, the second with the Economic Agreement, according to which Rumania
sells to Germany and Austria-Hungary the surplus production of 1918-19 of all kinds
of grain (including oilseeds), fodder, pulse, poultry, cattle, meat, fibrous plants, and
wool. Rumania further agrees to sell the surplus of this production to the Central
Powers for the seven years following on 1919, should Germany and Austria-Hungary
require such surplus. The third clause deals with the Shipping Agreement.
Lord Derby on May 20th (three telegrams) forwarded details of formal communica
tions to the Rumanian Government through the Allied Ministers at Jassy, protesting,
against the terms which violate former European conventions.
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Germany.—(See

under General and under

Austria-Hungary.—The

Arbeiter

Zeitung

Austria-Hungary.)
of

May 2nd

(D.R.F.P.,

May

10th)

reported that a resolution containing the following words was passed at all the
May-Day Socialist meetings in Vienna :—
" We again raise our voices on behalf of the ending of this war, that is destroying
nations, by a general peace without avowed or concealed conquests, without war
indemnities in any shape or form, on. the basis of the unfalsified right of self
determination of peoples. We protest against these principles, which can alone
found an enduring peace and secure the freedom of the nations, being injured by
the treaties in the East. We demand that the war in the South and the West shall
be ended by a peace of understanding and reconciliation. We demand the union
of all nations in a permanent League of Peace, within which all disputes shall be
decided not by violence but by right."
On May . loth the Austrian Wireless published a message from the Vienna War
Office giving reasons for evading the Russian request for a Russian commission
t o visit Austria-Hungary about war prisoners. The message refers t o a Russian
diplomatic representative being sent to Vienna after the ratification of the Peace
Treaty with Russia.
On May16th Sir W. Townley reported, on. good, authority some of the terms of
the new Treaty between Austria-Hungary and Germany, ddre principal points
seem to be (1) that the Austro-Huugarian army comes as much under Prussian
control as the Bavarian army, and the supreme control of military forces is united
under one authority; (2) that a joint council has been set up to deal with inter
national policy and ensure complete unity, and (3) that economic. questions shall be
decided at forthcoming negotiations in Berlin. On May 18th German Wireless
published an account of an interview given to the Hungarian paper Az Est by Count
Hertling, on the subject of the new Treaty. He said that the new agreements would
be economic and military, and that " the former " is not directed against a ay. other
States.
German Wireless of May 21st reported that the Norclcleutsehe Allgemeine had stated
officially " that the German Government h i d never been prepared to renounce.even
a small portion of Alsace-Lorraine.
In a despatchdated May 4th (received 11th) Sir 11. Rum bold gave the following
account of a letter published in the' Freie Zeitung on the Emperor Charles-Prince
Sixtus correspondence :—
It was -written from Innsbruck, on the 1.8th ultimo, by a person in touch with the
Vienna Court, and gives a new account of the whole series of events, that led to
Czerniifs downfall. The writer declares that, before Czernin started for Bucharest,
the Emperor Charles explained to him that he would not have any despoiling of
Rumanian territory, not even a "rectification of the frontier." This assurance of
the Emperor Czernin gave to King Ferdinand -when they met at Bakau. On the way
to Bucharest Czernin stopped at Budapest and had a long interview with Tisza.
When he told Tisza about -the EmperoFs orders, Tisza flew into a passion, and said
that the interests of Hungary were going to be sacrificed once again. At all costs
the EmperoFs wishes must be disregarded, and ddsza undertook to smooth over
CzerniAs flat defiance of his master s orders by getting Berlin to put strong pressure
on Vienna. Immediately on ids arrival, Czernin dined with Marghiloman to meet
Kuhlmann, who had already taken up his quarters at Bucharest. At that time
Kuhlmann had never thought of stripping Rumania 'ol any of her territory, tint lie
easily fell in with Tisza's ideas when these were expounded to him by Czernin. ' In
the meantime ddsza had corresponded directly with Berlin, urging tire German
Government to order Kulrlmann to support Czernin in despoiling Rumania. The
German Government, after a little hesitation, agreed to give the requisite authorisation
to Kuhlmann. At fie same time they explained that they were not altogether satisfied
with the Emperor Charles's attitude to his ally, and as the price of their compliance,
they should expect Czernin to make a speech on his return to Vienna, which would
recall the Emperor to a sense of hi-s duty to Germany.
This*pledge Czernin gave. Meanwhile, the Emperor grew furious at the disregard
of his instructions by his Minister, and both Czernin and Tisza grew alarmed that
he might repudiate the treaty altogether. The,) therefore agreed to teach their
Sovereign a lesson. They knew that he had been corresponding with his relatives
of the House of Parma, and they thought that they could bring the Emperor into line
s
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if Czernin in his speech made some discreetly veiled allusions to this clandestine
correspondence. The idea that the French might take action on the matter never
occurred to either of them. They felt sure that France would never break down the
golden bridge to peace offered by Vienna,
Accordingly, Czernin returned to Vienna, hie promptly made his speech to a
select audience, before even waiting on the Emperor, whose flanks he meant to
chastise. No one was more astonished than he when Clemenceau published the
letter to Prince Sixtus, and thereby brought about his downfall.
Turkey.—On May 9th (received 17th) Sir PL Rumbold reported on good, authority
that on May 2nd Turkey and Bulgaria came to an agreement upon mutual territorial
concessions in connection with peace discussions.
Italy.—Italian Wireless of May 17th quotes from the Tribune a manifesto by the
Women's Patriotic League against the " iniquitous peace forced upon Rumania " at
Bucharest.
Great Britain.—In a report for the week ending on May 15th, the Ministry of
Labour state that, in dealing with peace negotiations, pacifism and regrets for
abandoned opportunities are now the themes for many writers in the Labour Bress.
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PEACE DISCUSSIONS (page 20).
Attention is drawn to Herr Deimburg's confession of the failure to attain the
German war aim of economic development, in spite of the advantages gained by the
" peace " forced upon Russia, the Ukraine, and Rumania (see under Germany).
Also
to. reports of the Bulgarian attitude about the Bucharest Treaty, especially as affecting

the Northern Dobrudja (see under

Rumania

and Bulgaria).

The Times reports an

interesting proposal by the Central Bowers for their economic development in the
Ukraine by sending spirituous liquor in exchange for grain.

(page 2 ) .
Details are given of a reported agreement between Germany and Italy for exchange
of war prisoners.
GENEUAL

(page 3).
Bress reports throw some light upon divisions of opinion about the Flemish
question. The overwhelming majority oppose all German attempts to divide the
country.
Some details are given of the serious increase of tuberculosis amongst the
population under the German reign of terror.
BELGIUM

(page 4).
Idas declared war upon. Germany. The Appendix to Report No. 5.1 requires
amendment accordingly. The reasons are explained.
COSTA RICA

(page 5).
Strikes continue in the Loire district. German Wireless derives satisfaction from
an alleged request by M. Thomas for a statement of war aims.
FRANCE

(page 5).
PI.R.H. the Prince of Wales has been received with enthusiain.
ITALY

[l.'.T.O.

(page G).
American opinion on the situation in Ireland has been reviewed hy Lord
Reading.
Retails of German economic penetration in American industries are disclosed.
UNITED STATES

(page 7).
ddie influence of the various nationalities upon the strength of the Habsburg
dynasty is dealt with at some length.
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY

(page 9).
Important details are given about the Ukraine food supply.
Considerable suffering and an increase of crime are reported from Berlin.
GERMANY

(page 1 3 ) .
Germany is making special effort to maintain good relations, with an eye-tothe
future.
ARGENTINE

REPUBLIC

(page 1 4 ) .
Is reported to have made peace with Bulgaria, and to be negotiating for peace
wi th Austria-Hun gar j.
FINLAND

(page 20).
The movements of Sir Maurice de BunseAs mission are reported.
URUGUAY

G. G. A .

May 30th, 1918.
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GENERAL.
Far East: Yladivostock : The Allies and the Bolshevists.—The
Foreign Office
instructs Lord Derby to request the French Government to arrange that the French
Minister at Peking shall conform with the attitude of the British and United States
Governments, in modifying the embargo to allow of supplies as far as the districts
controlled by Semenoff (see Report No. 69). The Foreign Office instructs Lord
Reading and Sir C. Greene to urge upon the United States and Japanese Governments
the importance of instructing their representatives at Vladivostock to resist—by force
if necessary—the removal thence of war material by Bolshevist agents. The
Bolshevist Government has informed M. Litvinoff of a statement, by Count Mirbach
to the effect that, under a secret treaty between England aud Japan, the latter was to
be given the whole of Siberia as far as Omsk. The Foreign Office has instructed
Mr. Lockhart that the allegation—a good example of German methods—has no foun
dation in fact. In a Memorandum, G.T. 4617, it is pointed out that any vigorous
interventionist policy must be ultimately inconsistent with a policy of recognition for
the Bolshevists, since it must aim at diverting the energies of the nation from class
warfare to national warfare, and at re-establishing order aud discipline in the country.
A' report from a military source explains the recent communique of the French
Ambassador, M. Noulens (which was the subject of strong protests by the Bolshevists)
as having been aimed against any Allied recognition of the Soviet Government ; in
the opinion of M. Noulens, such recognition would be a ' confession of weakness, and
would bring upon the Allies the greatest discredit amongst all the non-Bolshevist
parties in Russia.
:

Sinkings.—According to the War Trade Intelligence Bureau, the total tonnage of
500 tons gross in the case of steamers and .100 tons gross in the case of sailing ships,
reported lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period May 17th
23rd, inclusive, was 56,196 tons gross, of which 3.1,164 were British, as compared
with 65,920 tons gross, of which 35,541 were British, reported last week.
Steam Goal.—In a Memorandum (G.T.. 4637), dated May 24th, the Shipping
Controller draws attention to the importance of increasing the supply of steam coal
for export from the United Kingdom.
German Prize Court Regulations and Dutch Shipping.—The Vaz Dias Press Bureau
issued in the Dutch Press on May 1.8th the following statement alleged to
emanate from an authoritative German source :—" The new Order has become
necessary owing to the requisition and acquisition by other methods of neutral
shipping by the Associated Governments. Its object is to prevent further neutral
shipping now in neutral harbours coming uuder their control. Germany will,
however, gladly co-operate in finding a solution, in order that Dutch ships may be
able to sail by special arrangement. For this purpose, the following system has been
prepared. Germany is ready to issue a safe-conduct for every ship which leaves a
Dutch harbour if it carries no contraband and no enemy subjects, and if a
similar ship returns to Holland to replace it. Jffiis exchange could take
place on the ' final clearance system,' that is, when the exchange ship
in the overseas harbour has been cleared the outgoing ship can leave the
Dutch harbour.
The condition is, however, attached that an assurance
must be obtained from the Associated Governments that the overseas ship
shall not be held up, and that all necessary facilities will be given ; while it is
obvious that this assurance may not be made dependent upon any limitations or
conditions from which the Associated Governments could derive advantage. For
every outgoing ship a safe-conduct will be issued by Germany in each separate case.
This is necessary, since only in this way can any unhindered voyage be assured. A

Hague message (May 23rd) states that tire Dutch Minister in Berlin, Baron Gevers
has informed his Government of the latest alteration in German prize rules, which is
in full extent applicable to Dutch shipping. The standpoint taken is that ships laid
up do not count. The tonnage in Dutch ports is, therefore, deducted, and the con
elusion is reached, that the greater part of Dutch shipping is navigating in the
service of the Associated Governments. It is, however, pointed out, first, that there
is no question of attacks without warning or destruction outside the so-called danger
zone; and secondly, that the difficulties raised by Germany would vanish if an
arrangement-were reached regarding the conditions on which Germany would be ready
to grant Dutch ships a safe-conduct." (See also Reports bios. 67 and G8.)
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Reported

German-Italian

Agreement

for

Exchange

of

Prisoners.—German

Wireless of May 24th reports :—" The German-Italian agreement regarding the
exchange of war prisoners and civilian prisoners was signed at Berne on May 15th.
According to this agreement the seriously wounded and seriously ill war prisoners, as
well as the hospital staffs, will, on a mutual basis, be repatriated immediately.
Furthermore, men of over 45 years of age who have large families, and a number of
prisoners who have been in prison over 18 months will be exchanged. Sir R. Rodd
reports that the German" Delegates refused to negotiate unless the repatriation of fit
men was discussed. Ultimately, it was arranged that they should be exchanged, man
for man, in corresponding ranks, in the case of prisoners upwards of 45 years of age,
or between 40 and 45 if fathers of at least three children."
Proposed Anglo-German Agreement for exchange of Prisoners.—The
Foreign Office
^ /ui"^^
has made a communication through the Netherlands Government, asking whether the 1f*\ nffa
German Government would be prepared to discuss and enter into some agreement for J-cG 1 Aj
the exchange of prisoners of war, based on the lines of the JTregph , Agreement.
'
Arrangements are being made for a conference to be helcl at The Hague regarding the *
questions of general repatriation or internment of prisoners, transport to Europe of
" Oia*
$2*22?'
^
German prisoners interned in British Colonies, and reprisals.
1
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ALLIED GROUP.

BELGIUM.
The Flemish Question.—ddie Daily Review reports :—Further confirmation has
been published of division and confusion, in. the Activist camp. In the Nieuwe

Rotterdamsehe

Courant (May.3.m.), L. du Castillon, writing in the Belgisch

Dagblad,

is quoted as dividing the Flemings into the following groups, formed since the
war :—
(1) Belgicists, the overwhelming majority. They are faithful to the King and
scrupulous observers of the party truce ; they oppose all attempts to divide
the country, and advocate national unity founded on perfect equality, both'
in the interests of Belgium and of the peace of Europe.. They abhor all
forms of separation. The Belgisch Dagblad agrees with them ;
(2) Bassivists and Activists have now combined into one group, since the war map
has become more favourable to Germany ;
(3) Opportunists, or the followers of Van Oauwelaert, Vandenperre and Huysmans
among the refugees, They have advocated various schemes of separation,
either in the army or in the schools, and are not averse from making-the
language question international;
(4) The Activists themselves are divided into Unionists, who want a merely
economic union between Flanders and Wallonia, and whose views are
represented by the Eendracht and by the Gazet van Brussel ; and

(5) The Young Flemings, also called Sinn Feiners, who are more radical and want
complete separation from the Walloons and a Customs Union with Germany.
Their leaders are Rene cle Clercq, cle Cneuclt, Verhulst and Borms ; their
papers the Vlaamsche Nieinos and Ons Land. Most Activists are panNetherlanders, and foolishly imagine that Holland may give them political
or military assistance. (See also The New Europe of May 23rd, at page 129.)
m

Tubercidosis.—A
reliable report estimates the increase of deaths in Belgium due to
tuberculosis during the war at 100 per cent, at least, and the diminution of births at
50 per cent. The increase of cases affected with or predisposed to tuberculosis by
food conditions cannot be less than 300 per cent, or 400 per cent.
German Courts in Belgium.—With
reference to the forcible establishment of
German-courts in Belgium (see Report No. 63), German Wireless of May 22nd
states :—" The Brussels correspondent of the Vossische Zeitung, writing on the subject
of the strike of Belgian judges and the consequent erection of German courts, says :—
The great majority of Belgian advocates and judges have no sympathy whatever with
the proceedings of the super-patriots, and if they had not. been afraid of being written
down as unpatriotic there would have been an open revolt long ago. It was not from
high principle, but from, purely personal considerations that the highest Belgian
judges allowed themselves to be induced to take action on political lines, which does
not injure, the Germans in occupation, but the Belgian people. A few fire-brands thought
that they could embarrass the German. Administration by causing a few hundred
criminals to remain unprosecuted for a certain time. They have found themselves
very much mistaken ; and if German judges now dispense justice in the glorious
Balais de Justice in Brussels instead of Belgian judges, the super patriots may take
the credit for it. For three and a half years Belgian judges, without interference
from the German Administration, have dispensed justice there, and if they have now
lost a good deal of their prestige among the Belgian people—a prestige which they
have held for scores of years—they are indebted for it solely to a few agitators."
BRAZIL.
Coal.—Sir A. Reel reports that the inability of the S.S. Purus to obtain a cargo
of coal at Cardiff for the Brazilian Lloyd (except, ultimately, through the French
Government) has been the subject of a semi-official communique in the Brazilian
Press.
CHINA.
Deportation
of Enemy Aliens.—The Foreign Office instructs Count de Saiis to
inform the Vatican that His Majesty's Government will carefully consider its
representations regarding the proposed deportation of enemy aliens from China (see
Report No. 69).
Reported Japanese Loan Agreement.--Sir
J . Jordan reports that negotiations are
believed to be in progress for a Japanese loan to China secured upon a monopoly of
wine and tobacco, and assuring to Japan a dominant interest in the production and
sale of tobacco in China.
COSTA RICA,
Declaration
of War on Germany.—The Foreign Office learns that the Govern
ment of Costa Rica, under authority..from Congress, has declared that a state of war
exists as from May 23rd between Costa Rica and Germany. It is reported that
this step is partly due to the fact that local German influence is supporting a
revolutionary movement which is being prepared in Nicaragua under Senor Castro
Quesada, The Costa Rican Minister in Paris has communicated to Lord Derby an
assurance of the solidarity of the Republic with the British Empire and the Allies.
CUBA.

(See under " Mexico.")

FRANCE.
Strikes.—The Foreign Office learns that the Lyons strike ended by' May 24th,
but that those in the Loire districts, largely, fomented by anarchists, were still
continuing. Military intervention at St. Etienne was cheered by the Arsenal work
men ; martial law has now been proclaimed there, and it is hoped that the strike
will shortly be ended. German Wireless of May 25th, referring to the-recent strikes
in Paris munition works, quotes a request by M. Thomas in Humanite for a
statement of French war aims, and adds :— " From these words of the Socialist
Leader, Thomas, who is otherwise so cautious, it is to b e seen that in the strike
of the last few days, which was kept secret, a chief part was played by the question :
why are we still lighting ? "
ITALY.
Third Anniversary
of Italian Entry into War.—Sir R. Rodd reports that the
third anniversary of Italy's entry into the war was celebrated on May 24th in a
remarkable demonstration at the Augusteum, at which messages of solidarity were
delivered by the Allies. The Prince of Wales, representing the British Empire, was
accorded a most enthusiastic reception. The proceedings are described at length in
Italian Wireless of May 25th, which also reports a ceremony at the Victor Emmanuel
Monument, at which the Czecho-Slovak legions took the oath of loyalty, and their
standards were consecrated. At the Argentine Theatre, the National Defence Group
met in Congress, and there were present representatives of the Trente-Trieste
Association, the Czecho-Slovak National Council, and the invaded Provinces.
German Wireless of May 24th disparages the position of Italy in the Alliance, and
quotes " A n English politician" as describing her as " a lump of lead on England's
foot " which " serves no purpose but only uses up foodstuffs, coal and tonnage " ; on
May 25th it somewhat inconsistently remarks that: " She must now not only manage
without Franco-British reinforcements, but must herself spare some of her reserves
to relieve Foch, who is so hard pressed."

JAPAN.
Japan and Germany.—The May number of the American
Review Outlook is
reported to contain a somewhat sensational interview given to its representative by
the Japanese Prime Minister. In reply to an enquiry as to the possibility of a
German-Japanese alliance after the war, the Prime Minister is quoted as saying:
" That will depend on how the war may end. If the exigencies of international
relationship demand it, Japan, being unable to maintain a position of total isolation,
may be induced to seek an ally in Germany." This reply is severely criticised in
the Japanese Press.
NICARAGUA.
Economic
Results of Declaration
of War.—Military
sources report that the
German share of trade with Nicaragua is likely to pass to the United States, which
are already largely interested in the finance and commerce of that country.

PORTUGAL.
Election Results.—According
to the Secido (May 19th), the final scrutiny in the
Portuguese elections leaves the results as follows :—Chamber of Deputies : 108
Republicans, 39 Monarchists, 8 Catholics. Senate: 67 Republicans, 7 Monarchists,
3 Catholics. [The Republicans mentioned here are the new Governments Party- the
Flatioiial Republicans.]
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UNITED STATES,
Amendment of Army Bill.—The Daily Review reports that on May 23rd Mr. Baker,
Secretary for War, appeared before the Military Committee of the House of Repre
sentatives in connection with a plan to amend the Army Bill in such a manner that
President Wilson will be given unlimited authority as to the number of men who may
be called up. The law as it stands limits the President to summoning approximately
a million men for general service. As the need of a great army in Erance develops,
it has become apparent, says the Washington Post (May 24th), to the War Department
officials that the law must be extended. The purpose of the amendment "which
Mr. Baker placed before the Committee is to remove all restrictions and to provide an
army as large as may be needed to defeat Germany, whether it is five millions or ten
millions, The Military Committee of the House of Representatives unanimously
adopted Mr. EakePs recommendation, which will be incorporated in the Army Bill.
According to the Evening Post (May 24th), following the action of the Military
Committee of the House of Representatives on May 23rd in adopting Mr. Baker's
recommendation to give President Wilson unlimited authority to call up men, the
Senate Military Committee unanimously voted in favour of a large expansion of the
American Army, and ordered a favourable report to be submitted on the resolution
of Mr. Reed, a Senator for Missouri, declaring in favour of an increase of 3,000,000
men in the United States Army.
Compidsory
War Work.—The Washington Post of May 23rd reports that under
the far-reaching regulations announced by the Provost-Marshal, General Crowder,
every man of draft age must either work or fight after July 1st. " Every man at.
draft age, at least, must work or fight. This is not alone a war of military
manoeuvres, it is a deadly contest of industries and mechanics. German) must
not he thought of as merely possessing an army. We must think of her as being
an army, an army wherein every factory and loom in the Empire is a recognised part
in a complete machine running day and night at terrific speed. We must make of
ourselves the same sort of effective machine."
7

American
Opinion on the Irish Situation.—In - a despatch dated May 3rd,
Lord Reading sums up as follows tire United States view of the present Irish
situation :—" It appears that, far from according that support which in the past
Nationalist appeals have always received, American opinion definitely states that
Ireland will forfeit all her ancient friendship and present goodwill from America, if
in the hour of need Ireland carries her opposition to Great Britain to the point of
refusing that duty which Irishmen in every other part of the world have so readily
accepted. If Home Ride be granted and put into operation, it will remove the chief
excuse for the traditional quarrel between the two countries." Lord Reading further
reports that a strong attitude has been adopted by Cardinal Parley in. the New York
Archdiocese, and by the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Chicago and Bishop of San
Antonio, Texas.
Enemy Property.—The
Custodian of Alien Property has delivered a speech at
Detroit dealing with the eventual disposal of 400,000,0007, worth of German property
in the United States. He declared that this property had been accumulated in pur
suance of a hostile policy of penetration. Two hundred large German corporations
had been formed for the execution of a sinister German plan to control the United.
States economically and politically. These corporations had permeated every artery
of American industiy. ' dffiey were now being administered efficiently under the
Alien Propjerty Custodian Act, and were earning enormous profits which ought not
to be given to the enemy, who should be made to understand how dismally her plans
had failed.
Arrival of Prince Arthur of Gonnaughi.—Mr. Bay ley reports the arrival of Prince
Arthur of Con naught at New York on May 24th. Lord. Reading reports his. departure
on May 26th from Washington after a most successful visit.

ENEMY GROUP.
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
Nationalities
of Austrig-TTimgary
and the Habsburg Policy.—In a Memorandum
(G.T. 4029) dated May (3th, the Political Intelligence Department points out the
limitations imposed upon the political independence of the Emperor Charles hy the
heterogeneity sof his possessions and the ultimate predominance of Germany. The
first aim of every national movement is national unity in a sovereign state. Of the
eight nationalities which inhabit Austria-Hungary, six (the Germans, Italians,
Jugo-Slavs, Rumanians, Ukrainians, and Poles) have seen national states of their own
grow up across the frontier; two" only (the Magyars and Czecho-Slovaks) are
contained within the borders of the Monarchy. Every single adjacent State
sees unredeemed national territory of its own included in Austria-Hungary.
Thus, the great majority within the Monarchy seek inclusion within their own
national States, while the border States are unwilling to acquiesce in the
continued division of their national territory. Since it is inconceivable that, e.g.,
Italy, the Ukraine, or the whole of Rumania should ever find union under the
Habsburg sceptre, it follows that their "respective national movements cannot be
reconciled with the dynastic interests of the Habsburgs. Of those which can find
such union, some are non-competing, e.g., Magyars, Poles, aud Germans. On the
other hand, Ozecho-Slovak, and Jugo-Slav unity, while not incompatible with
Habsburg interests, could not be reconciled with those of the Germans or
Hungarians. In Galicia the claims of the Poles and Ukrainians are antagonistic ;
the interests of the latter conflict also with those of the Magyars : hence the Poles
have usually to be added to the German-Magyar group, the Ukrainians to that
of the Czechs and Jugo-Slavs. But what was left of the Habsburg inheritance
in 1867 was not altogether amorphous. Hie residue of their d.ynastic possessions
concided with the historic inheritance of the Magyar nation and of the Austrian
Germans and with part of the historic inheritance of the Boles, none nationally pure,
each based on an Imperialist claim and on violence against other nations. When
recognised as heirs and masters in. their own historic preserves, the German,
Magyar and Polish Nationalists acquire an interest as keen as the Habsburgs theiu
selves in defending the frontiers of their dynastic possessions against their neighbours—Italy, Serbia, Rumania and Russia.
The Czecho-Slovaks can never feel
much interest" for the Trentino or Transylvania, and they sympathise with Russia
and. Serbia. The Jugo-Slavs can never be trusted altogether, because even complete
union within the Habsburg Monarchy would not accomplish the union of their race.
This is the first reason why the German-Magyar group is the more natural ally of
the Habsburgs than its Slav rivals could ever be. Secondly, it is to the interest of
Germany and the German-Austrians to maintain the Habsburg Monarchy, provided
it preserves its German-Magyar character. The Germans, Magyars, and Poles
' together have proved sufficiently strong to keep clown their opponents within the
Habsburg Monarchy, while the German alliance has so far proved a sufficient
safeguard against Austria-Hungary's neighbours. No other combination within the
Habsburg dominion could supply the dynasty with, equal safeguards.
Thirdly,
dominion of one nation, over another exercised in the past usually means social and
economic predominance in the present : such, a predominance is held by the Magyars
in Hungary and the Poles in Galicia. In 1867, of all the nationalities in the Habsburg
Monarchy, the Germans, Magyars and Poles alone had upper and middle classes fit
to carry on a socially conservative constitutional regime, and this is the case at the
present time. Were the Habsburgs to lean on the other group, they would have to
be prepared to lead peasantries against their landlords, and an industrial proletariat
against the capitalists-more than anyone can expect from an ancient dynasty and
the clique of aristocrats, bishops, generals and high officials by. which they are sur
rounded. The dominion of the German, Magyar and Polish upper classes over the
other nationalities is intimately bound up wdth their dominion over their own peasants
and workmen, and is protected by the power of the German Empire, the general
guardian of Conservative interests in Eastern Europe. (See also Reports Nos. 61-63
:and 66-09, the Times of May 28th at page 5, and The New Europe oi May 23rd at p. 136.)
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Germany and the Austro-Germans.—The
Rhenish clerical organ, tire
Kolnisehe
T'olkszeitung, declares that things are happening in Austrian domestic politics which
can only be described as symptoms of a serious crisis. In the Slav camp extensive
circles are coming forward undisguised with special demands, the aim of which is the
separation of the whole State territories from Austria. The A ienna Cabinet has to
some extent contemplated with folded arms the treasonable effort to get outside the
Black and Yellow frontier posts. The Czech and Jugo-Slav Parties' challenge to the
Government and Parliament is significant proof of the extent to which the policy of
laissez faire and forbearance has suffered shipwreck. The "-Masaryks " are showing
themselves more insatiable in their claims the more conciliation is shown towards
them. The journal, adds :—" To this must be added the Goverumenfs mistakes in
the domain of food administration ; the provisioning of the German regions as
compared with others exhibits very step-motherly treatment. In such circumstances
it is nof surprising that embitterment among the German population in Austria has
gradually risen to boiling point. Not merely in German Bohemia, but also in Tirol,,
ever clearer signs of conflagration may be observed."
Contrasting Czech enthusiasm at the May celebration with German, depression, the
Prague correspondent of Krupp's organ, the Rheinisch Westfcilisclie Zeitung, declares
that German Bohemia is confronted by starvation. The thickly populated German,
mountain frontier regions, with their industry, are- being completely starved out
owing to the incapacity of the Austrian administration. " This German people in
Bohemia has offered blood and treasure as no other German tribe, and how has the
Government rewarded it ? Disease and infant mortality are increasing to an
enormous degree. The Czernin' crisis was the stone that set the avalanche rolling..
Anyone who has recently participated in political meetings in German Bohemia from
Trautenau in the Riesengebirge to Eger, and who attended the mass meeting at
Lobositz, has heard with equal bitterness and indignation the complaint of a starved
and betrayed people, and the same echoes from Tirol and Styria. German Austria
has fought, and still lights, A.ustria's war. In it is anchored the fidelity to the
alliance with the racially related German Empire. Here is the unshakable will to hold
out till the German sword has struck the last decisive blow in the West. This will
is to be weakened by starvation. Dark influences are working to cripple the will
to victory of this German corner pillar, and to ripen it for a renunciation peace. If
this scornful cry, full of indignation and bitterness, finds deaf ears in Vienna, the
imploring entreaty of a deserted tribe will certainly not be in vain in the ear of the
All-Mother Germania, the cry for thanks for so much blood shed, for German greatness
in the future, the cry for a bit of bread. German Wireless of May 28th reports that
the foundation of a *German National Council for Austria, with a National Council
Chancery, has been decided, upon by the representatives of the German National
Councils of Bohemia, Lower Austria, Styria, Carniola, Tirol and the coastal countries
of Galicia.
7

Demonstrations
at Prague.—The German Bress reports considerable disorders at
Prague at Whitsnnside. These are described as an uprising of the Czechs with their
South Slav, Pan-Polish, Polish-Socialist and Italian sympathisers, against the Austrian
State and the Habsburg Alonarchy, and as a demonstration against the consolidation
of the Austro-German Alliance, and in favour of the aims of the Entente Powers. It,
is added that the Parliamentary Committee of Czechs is in constant contact with Poles,
Italians and South Slavs, for the purpose of organising resistance to the Prague
decrees dividing Bohemia into self-administering districts (see Report No. 69). As
the result of police measures, order has been restored in the town ; these measures
have been the. subject of a protest to the Austrian Premier by Stanek and M. Tomas
chep, two members of the Beichsrath.
Central Powers and Poland.—Idle British Bress issues the following statement
"from an authoritative Polish source" with regard to the agreement between theCentral Powers for a solution of the Polish question:—"The agreement consists in
giving a large portion of Russian Poland to Austria. Of these two divisions of Poland,
the Russian and the Austrian, a new State will be formed under the Habsburg sceptre..
It is obvious that such a solution can never satisfy the Polish nation. Such a Poland,
would be neither independent nor united. Prussia intends not only to keep her
Polish Provinces, which are inhabited by 4,000,000 Poles, but aims at ' regulating
her frontier ' by seizing certain parts of Russian Poland. The vast majority of the
nation is against such a solution. In the recent elections for the Council of State in.

Russian Poland, the parties who stand, for a united and independent Poland won a "
complete victory, gaining 70 per cent, of the seats. Even in Galicia, where the proAustrian tendency was the strongest, the programme of unity and independence has
succeeded, in winning over public opinion. The movement is so strong in Galicia
that Deputies to the Reichsrat, belonging to two Democratic parties, the Socialists
and the £National Democrats, resigned from the Polish Club of Deputies in Vienna, in
which club the Conservatives, who were always too ready to compromise with the
Austrian Government, formed a majority. The National Democrats formed a separate
club, which club, as its leader, Count Skarbek declared, will strongly oppose the
Government of Dr. von Seidler. The National Democrats and the Socialists will, in
accordance with the prevailing opinion, in the country, endeavour to come to an
understanding with the Slavs of the Monarchy, who have all the same aim of
becoming free from the German and Magyar domination. Polish national aspirations,
like those of the Rumanians, Serbs, and Czechs, can be satisfied only outside the
Habsburg Monarchy, and the Poles have vital political interests against any corn
promise with the Habsburg Monarchy, as this would entail the sacrifice upon the
Polish side of Polish territories belonging now to Prussia—Silesia, Posen, and Danzig—
without which territories it is impossible to organise an independent Polish State."
The Vienna correspondent of the Frankfurter
Zeitung, however, learns that "nothing
has yet been decided with regard to uniting the whole or any part of Poland with
Austria-Hungary. This depends upon the economic agreements that are to be
negotiated during the next few months between Germany and An stria-Hungary. By
the terms of these, Germany is to be placed in a not less favourable position in the
new Polish territories than Austria-Hungary herself. This means that the incorpora
tion of Poland with Austria depends on the previous creation of a common Central
European economic alliance."
f

Kdrohji on Hungary and Ike Auslro-German Fact.—A Budapest telegram to the
Weser-Zeitung
says that Count Michael Karolyi, in the course of a speech at Eger
(Bohemia), protested against the extension of the alliance between Germany and
' Austria-Hungary. " We are fighting for an independent Hungary. If we can obtain
independence for the Ukraine, we ought to claim independence in the first place for
Hungary. We desire a Hungary which shall be independent in the political, financial
and economic spheres. I therefore protest against any extension of the alliance as it
would be an obstacle to our aspirations for independence.." The Frankfurter
Zeibung
gives an account of a speech by Count Karolyi in the Lower House of the Hungarian
Parliament on the same subject. He said that the new agreements were-superfluous,
as the treaty of 1879 would have been automatically prolonged. " It was clear that it
was a question of making entirely new agreements and primarily a strengthening of
the alliance, particularly in the economic, military and. financial spheres with a view
to developing a ' Central Europe.' Pie was against such an. alliance on principle,
especially during the war. He opposed airy grouping. Hungary could only expect
benefit from a lasting peace. Their opponents could also form a group and then arms
alone would again decide. The result of the alliance would be that Germany would
become the head lessee of Austria-Hungary and Austria the sub-lessee of Hungary
with a view to sucking it dry."

GERMANY.
Germany and the Ukraine.—In a Memorandum (G.T. 403d) dated May 17th the
Political Intelligence Department points out that the attempted restoration by the
Germans of the big landed estates in the Ukraine (due to anxiety for foodstuffs and
fear of the spread of Bolshevism) runs counter to Ukrainian national interests and
Avill continue to be fiercely opposed, by arms and perhaps by sabotage—possibly with
important effects. A reliable source reports that the Central Empires intend to
employ 400,000 German and Austrian soldiers who are prisoners in Russia to collect
and transport cereals from the Ukraine. According to the - terms of the present
German treaty with the Ukraine the total time during which the guaranteed delivery
of grain is to be completed in four months. It appears that the first period of one
month has elapsed without the contracting quota being delivered, and that as a
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consequence the Germans are taking the law into their own hands and arranging to
secure supplies direct, instead of working through the Rada Commission :—
(ft) ddie treaty provides that there should be forthcoming during the four months
April to July 1918 : April
135,000 tons.
May
.
.
.
.
240,000 ,,
June
- 528,000 ,,
July
.
- 811,000 ,,
Total for four months

-

-

-

1,220,000 tons.

(b) It is difficult to calculate, as yet, at what rate the Germans will be able to
effect transport, but they claim, to have actually removed, at the end of April
(vide von BrauAs recent declaration in the Reichstag) 1,000 carloads by rail,
say, 1.6,000 tons, and 800 tons by water; this quantity consists of foodstuffs,
fodder, &c, and, though mainly grain, cannot be regarded as exclusively so.
It is further stated that 4,000,000 poods, say, 65,000 tons, have been
definitely located for collection, but, having regard to difficulties of convey
ance by road to the railways, it may be assumed that a total of 80,000 tons
represents the maximum which Germany can hope to obtain by the end of
the first two months. Of the total grain to be obtained the proportion
represented by wheat cannot at this stage be estimated ; in fact, one delivery
of 97 carloads is recorded of which only 10 per cent, was " grain," and of
another consignment of foodstuffs, consisting of 06 carloads, none was
described as grain.
(c) Idie agreed allocation as between Austria-Hungary and Germany for the first
two months is two thirds to Austria and one-third to Germany. On this
basis, and. taking the total of 80,000 mentioned above as a maximum,
Austria-Hungary would obtain 53,500 tons, say, 2'43 (2 lbs. 7 ozs.) per head
of population, and Germany 20,500 tons, say, 0"91 lbs. (L14- ozs.) per head
of population.
Germany and Russia.—Mr. Wardrop reports on good authority that the Germans
are demanding control of all railway junctions west of the Urals under the pretext of
facilitating the return of German prisoners. It is probable that unless Archangel
and Vologda are speedily secured by the Allies the Germans will prevent the further
export of flax or other goods to the Allies. German Wireless of May 24th reports
that the staff of the German Consulate-General arrived in Moscow on May 20th.
Mr. Lockhart reports a sudden change in the attitude of the Germans towards the
Bolshevist Government. They have expressed their intention of desisting from
military operations and of entering into economic co-operation. Mr. Lockhart
attributes this, first, to difficulties in the Ukraine; secondly, "to the necessity of
maintaining troops on the Western front ; thirdly, to the magnitude of the task
of reorganising Russia at present ; and finally, to the importance of concentrating
upon the South, of Russia and the Caucasus.
German Penetration
into the Caucasus and Turkestan.—ddie Foreign Office is
informed that the Germans will, before long have obtained possession of the Caucasus,
which, apart from facilitating possible attacks upon Baghdad and Jerusalem, will put
them in a position to secure wool, leather, and cotton from Turkestan. In a
Memorandum (G.T. 4609), dated May 18th, the Political Intelligence points out that
they can obtain cereals from Northern Caucasia, oilcake, from Ekaterinodar and
Hovorossisk. silver-lead, and copper at Grozny. The oilfields at Grozny would give
them control of the river-boat industry on the Volga, the shipping in the Caspian,
and, in a measure, Siberia.
German Shipping.—According
to a reliable report, there are now 950,000
tons of merchant vessels now building in Germany for large and medium-sized
companies. There is stated to be much activity at Baltic ports. At Ltibeck three
new shipyards have been constructed. Regular connections have already been
established with Riga and Reval through Lubeck. Three shipowners of Rostock
have placed orders at different yards for the construction of 13 steamers of a total
tonnage of 50,000 tons. Four shipowners of Flensburg have ordered steamers of a
tonnage of 32,000 tons. It is also reliably reported that the Germans are arranging

to buy tip tbeDansk Russisk Dampskibsselskab of Copenhagen, with a view to the later
employment of its vessels under tJie Danish flag. (See also Report No. 69.)
Socialist
Programme
for
Reconstruction.—According
to German -Wireless
(May 23rd), the Social Democratic Party Committee publishes a draft programme,
. which was drawn up at the Conference of the party at Wurzburg with a view to
adapting the policy of the Social-Democratic Party to the new political and
economic conditions created by the war. Idle draft contains in nine sections
extensive proposals and demands which are intended to complete the well-known
Erfurt programme, Amongst the political demands are, in addition to the
familiar proposals for the uniform introduction of general, equal, secret,
and direct suffrage for all. the Federal States,' co-operation on the part of
the national representation in the appointment and dismissal of the highest State
officials and in decisions regarding A v a r or peace, the transformation of the standing
army into a national' army, the abolition of secret diplomacy, the creation of
international legal organizations and the control of the administration with the object
of doing away with the monopoly of power on the part of the ruling classes. To
meet the period of transition from war conditions to peace, they demand the
organization of the provision supply, adequate control over the imports of r a w
materials,' provision for exports under State supervision, and the putting of the
shipping trade, including canal and river traffic, under State supervision. For the
purpose of preventing the sudden overcrowding of the labour market when, peace is
declared, they call for the s ystematio distribution of labour, participation of the
Avorkmen in the organization necessary for the purpose, and the establishment of
labour exchanges. Measures against the creation of monopolies are also demanded,
and the supervision, of industrial combines by the State. Amongst the trade-political
demands, first place is assigned to the measures necessary for the re-establishment
with foreign countries of the commercial relations which existed before the war, and
also measures for the prevention of an economic A v a r after the war. Demands are
also made for a taxation policy on the old Social-Democratic principles; the meeting
of a considerable part of the Avar debts by means of severe taxation upon Avar profits ;
the levying of a general contribution on a scale according to the means of the
contributors for the payment of the debts of the State ; State regulation of the
income and property taxes on Social lines, and the raising of the death duties, as well
as the abolition of taxation upon necessaries. The draft closes with the repetition of
the Social-Political demand for an eight-hour day, and also with demands for the exten
sion of measures for the welfare of the young and for proper housing; for the
regulation of trade unions and the extension of the provision for the care of the poor
and for orphans in communal administrations, as well as for free education and special
provision for those pupils AVIIO have special gifts.
-

Problems of Reconstruction.—The
following summary may be read in conjunction
with Reports Nos. 63-68:—" The military party and those industrialists who are
connected with the manufacture of war materials', i.e., the iron, steel, coal, and
chemical magnates, still believe that ' Hindenburg's sword will decide'; that is to
say, that no one need have any fear-about the enormous war debt or the destruction
of German overseas trade, as the peace to lie imposed on the Entente will contain
terms similar to those of the Treaties of Brest-Litovsk and Bucharest, and ample
provision will be made for Germany's needs in raw material for many years to come.
The remainder of the industrialist community, however—especially those connected
with shipping and OA erseas trade generally—is coming to realise Avith increasing
force that no military victory, short of the annihilation of the Navies, Armies,
and Mercantile Fleets of the Allies, as well as the occupation of France and
England and the terrorising of the United States, can save German industry from
utter ruin. Germany will be dependent for raw material on her present enemies,
and German industry is (with the exception of the coal, iron, steel, potash and dye
trades) a ' making-ripi' industry, that is to say, it depends entirely on the import of
raw material cheaply, which it makes up cheaply iuto various forms of manufactured
articles; these are exported cheaply or ' clumped. ' onto foreign countries. By this
process she built up her trade before the Avar.' By a judicious tariff system, she
imported cheaply all forms of raw material not provided by herself ; by stimulating
agricultural production within her boundaries she reduced the price of living ; and
by far-reaching social legislation, providing for insurance and old-age pensions,
she kept her labouring classes comfortable, and diverted their attention from.
r

industrial agitation. Consequently living was cheap, labour was cheap, there
was plenty of employment, and foreign trade went ahead rapidly.
This
state of things is now at an end; the price of living is fabulously high; wages
will therefore have to be raised far above peace-time rates if a revolution is to be
avoided after the war; the interest, on the National Debt (which will have to be
covered by the tax-payer) rises about 25,000,000/. every three months ; and it will no
longer be possible to import raw materials cheaply. In any case, even if they could
be imported cheaply, they could not be made up and exported cheaply enough to
supplant the products of foreign industry ; and, failing that, German overseas trade
comes to the ground. Every link in the chain of her prosperity is broken. This is
now being realised by the theoretical economists and the more , thoughtful
parliamentarians as well, as shipping magnates like Herr Balliti. The danger is
threefold: (1.) The threat of an economic, boycott is now taken seriously in German
official circles
Each step) taken by the Allies is followed in Germany with
increasing anxiety—the purchase of Australian zinc concentrates, the Non-Eerrous
Metals Act, the establishment of the Commercial Intelligence Department, and
the repudiation by Great Britain and France of their most-favoured-nation
treaties. (2) Tlie increase in the Imperial Debt, (quite apart from the State Debt) has,
as already pointed out, been estimated at about 500,000,000/. every three months, and
it is now calculated that the sum to be raised by taxation after the war would, if
capitalised, amount to more than the entire national -wealth of Germany. There have
been several indications that the increasing burden of war costs is for the first time
arousing real anxiety in Government circles. The German Minister at The Hague is
reported to have told the Dutch Government that Germany could not tolerate the
seizure of Dutch ships, as she could not afford to pay for the extra months such seizure
would add to the war. The Finnish Government has had to pay the expenses of the
German expedition. Bulgaria has been compelled already to consolidate her war
debt to Germany. Lastly, there have been mysterious references in the Dress to a
memorandum drawn up by the Imperial Finance Minister, in which, apparently, it was
argued that there were limits to the liabilities Germany could with safety impose
-upon herself. It is pointed out on all sides that so great a burden of debt would
hopelessly cripple every kind of production and enterprise. Large increases in
taxation will be unavoidable ; this will involve a rise in the price of living- and. there
fore in wages—and on low wages, as -we have seen, the success of German foreign
trade depended. Further, Germany will find great difficulty, failing a sweeping
military victory, in restoring her exchange, for she has hardly any goods of high value
to export. Lastly, the countries she is allied with are quite unable to give her credits
for the assistance of her enterprise. On the other hand she will have to issue credits
to them. No neutral will be anxious to lend her money in sufficient; amounts on
deposits of war loan scrip, which is secured on nothing save her boasted ability to
win. (3) What is more to be feared than, anything else, according to many German
writers and speakers, is the personal boycott which German merchants may have to
expect. ' Our previous methods.have been bitterly resented abroad . . . .
The
Allies have succeeded in wrecking practically all the work built up overseas. English
influence has succeeded in creating- an atmosphere of hatred against Germans
throughout the world.
At present we are inclined to disregard this, but our
commercial advance guard will realise it as soon as they try to start again.'
The following methods are proposed by the Germans for meeting the dangers
described :—(1) An indemnity. (2) Insistence on the insertion of a most-favoured
nation clause in the Peace Treaty. (3) Concessions of colonial territory. (4) Economic
exploitation of Russia. (5) Exploitation of labour opinion in England against the
' capitalist dodge ' of an economic war. (6) Organisation. (7) Communication with
South America through neutral firms, especially in Holland and Spain. It is
recognised in Germany that no organisation is of any use without credit; without the
insertion of clauses in the Peace Treaty ensuring equal commercial treatment for all
nations ; and without a fixed supply of raw material. Since the entry of the
United States into the war—an. event which on official admission wrecked the enemy
plans for reconstruction—credits will be practicably unobtainable. The two remaining
conditions depend on a degree of military success that it seems impossible to attain.
Many Germans have therefore decided, for a counsel of desperation. Knowing they
are ruined themselves they will do all the damage they can to their enemies and for as
long as the) can, hoping thereby to reduce them to the same hopeless condition that,
they foresee for themselves."
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Death of Doctor Kaempf.—German
Wireless of May 26th reports the death of
Doctor Kaempf, President of the Reichstag, and member for Greater Berlin. " The
Advanced People's party intends to offer the candidature to Herr Dernburg.
Many papers point out that the Centre, as the strongest fraction of the Reichstag,
rshouid demand the office for a member of their party. Of the' Deputies of the
Centre the papers mention Groeben and Pehrenbach as candidates. The name of
Count Posadovvsky, the former Secretary of State, is also mentioned in other
-quarters."
Interned Position. -According to a report received by the Foreign Office, life in
Berlin is now extremely uncomfortable, ddie official and middle classes appear to be
suffering most. To wear good clothes in the streets excites undesirable attention.
It is almost impossible to procure boots and shoes. Owing to under nourishment the
condition of women of the lower classes is deplorable, ddie authorities seem unable
to cope with the numerous robberies committed. Implicit credence is still given to
Wolff communiques, and there is general disbelief in the reality of American assistance.
Any striking military feat by American soldiers, especially aviators, would create a
great impression. Another source reports that both Germany and Austria are
thoroughly despondent about the war, but cannot make up their minds to propose an.
acceptable peace ; they will, however, lie forced to do so if the Allies maintain a
-successful resistance for some time longer.

NEUTRAL GROUP.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.
Germany and the Argentine.—The
Foreign Office learns that the German
Government is taking special pains to maintain good relations with the Argentine
Government with a Anew to the resumption of trade after the war. German. Wireless
of May 26th reports that an assembly of members of the Argentine Colony at the
Embassy on May 25th was attended by many high German State officials, and
German Wireless of May 25th quotes a flattering reference by the
Norddeutsclie
Allgemeine
Zeitung to the President as " an incorruptible politician, a farseeing
statesman and exemplary patriot." (See also Report No. 60.)
Projected
Acquisition of Tonnage.—Sir
E. Howard reports that the Argentine
Government, having been unsuccessful in its endeavour to acquire Swedish tonnage
(-see under " Sweden "), is believed to contemplate obtaining Allied consent to the
purchase and employment of German vessels now in Argentine ports.
Reported Return of the President.—The
Press reports that President Irigoyen has
returned and will receive the British Special Mission.

noAV

DENMARK.
Iceland:
German Propaganda.—German
Wireless of May 22nd continues its
allegations of British designs upon Iceland. (See Reports Nos. 07 and 69.) " English
intentions Avith regard to Iceland are only a part of an. English attempt which has
been in progress during the past lew months aud Avhich has become more clear since
the conclusion of peace in the East Avith the object of securing the strategic encircle
in ent of Scandinavia, The new route for England to Asia is being sought via
Spitzbergen to the Kola Peninsula, and the pretended independence of Iceland,
represents more than its mere economic subjection to England."
Exports of Cereals.—Idle Foreign Office learns that it is proposed to export from
Denmark during 1918, 20,000 tons of cereals to Norway, 15,000 to Sweden, and two
-cargoes of A\dieat to Finland. It would thus appear difficult for the Danish Goveru
ment. to make out a case for 0A*erseas supplies.
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Exemptions from Embargo.—The announcement of the relaxation of the general"
embargo (see Report -No. 69) is regarded by the National T-idende (usually proEntente) as " bitter irony," as tlie goods freed are, with the exception of medical
supplies, luxuries and not necessities for Denmark. Similar criticism is made by the
Berlingshe
Tidende.
FINLAND.
General Situation.—The
Foreign Office learns that General Mannerheim has
tendered his resignation, stating that he regards his task as completed. It is not
yet clear that it will be accepted. He is reported, nevertheless, to desire the cession
by Russia to Finland of the Murman territory for strategic reasons, the new frontier
to be Ladoga-Onega-Gulf of Onega. With regard to the railway, he is said to be
in favour of some friendly economic arrangement obviating its inclusion in hostile
Finnish soil. At the same time he does not appear to be much concerned at the
prospect of Russia's exclusion from the open sea or .that of the Allies from
Russia. Sir E. Howard has intimated to the Finnish Government the danger of
offending Russia by cutting oh her communication with the sea. The Finnish
Charge d'Affaires in Stockholm, in reply to the Allied declaration regarding the
conditions on which foodstuffs can be supplied, has reiterated to the French Minister
the claim of the Finnish Government to liberate Karelia from Finnish or Russian
Bolshevists who threaten the borders of Finland, and to comply with the
expressed wish of its Finnish population for incorporation with Finland. Accor
cling to information from a Russian source, General Mannerheim is raising, with
German assistance, an army of 200,000 men with a view to the creation of a larger
Finland, including the wdiole of Karelia and the Murman coast. . According to theRussian paper Znainyatruda,
a German Wireless message has been intercepted which
refers to a transfer of German troops from Finland to Murman. Mr. (Grove reports
that the total German force at present hi Finland amounts to 13,000 men. Reports
from Helsingfors indicate that, even if the German troops should leave Finland,
German influence will predominate for a considerable time, and the election of a
German prince to the throne of Finland is almost certain. According to the Finnish
Press, the new constitution drawn up on monarchical lines will be submitted next
week by President Swinhufvud to the Diet. New Ministers for War and Foreign
Affairs will forthwith be appointed. It is stated that these will be Senator Sten roth
and Colonel Thesloff, and that ex-Senator Paasikivi will be appointed Vice-President.
This would indicate the triumph of the pro-Germans and the subordination of the
Swedish to the Finnish Finns. It would further appear that the Germansjire only
wailing for an excuse to enter Petrograd. Mr. Wooclhouse reports that they are
prepared to do so within 24 hours if it suits their interests. One of the rumours
current in Petrograd refers to the expected, arrival of a German-Finnish Force..
The Swedish Aftonblculet reports that the German Commander-iu-Chief in Finland
has requested his Government to supply Finland with foodstuffs immediately, as
enquiry has established a grave shortage. General Mannerheim is reported as stating
that relations between Finland arid the Allies would be greatly improved if foodstuffs
could be provided from Allied sources to Northern Finland. Mr. Lockhart also
submits the political value of such an offer, made conditionally upon German
withdrawal.
Export of Horses to Germany.—It is announced in the Finnish Press that tile
Senate has accorded the Germans permission to export 1,000 horses, but no mares
(see Report No. 69).
Military Expenditure.—The
Finnish Press reports that 38,000,000 marks have
been voted for the military expenses of the current month. It is established that
Finland is to pay the cost of the German expedition. Payment may be made in kind.
Idle Government is requisitioning petroleum, benzine, fats, rubber, and coffee.
Arrest of British Subjects in Finnish Territory.—Sir
E. Howard reports that as a
result of Finnish representations regarding the arrest of British subjects in Finnish
territory (see Reports Nos. 60, 62, 68 and 69), the German Government has declared
that they will all be liberated except those considered as spies and Vice-Consul
Fawcett, for whom some German Consul arrested, by the British Authorities must be
exchanged.
.
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Embargo on British Balances in Finland.—Sir" E. Howard learns that Finnish
hanks were on May 23rd instructed not to pay out.any accounts for British subjects.
The statement of His Majesty's Government in regard to this matter (see Report
No. 68) is being published in the Swedish and Finnish Bress. The Foreign Office
instructs Sir E. Howard to protest against the embargo as detrimental not only to
British interests but also to Finnish industry and Finnish workmen. Failing its
withdrawal, His Majesty's Government will be obliged to reconsider its attitude with
regard to Finnish balances in Great Britain.
Reported Peace Treaties with Bulgaria and Austria-Hungary.—The
Vossische Zeitung
of May 23rd reports the signature on May 21st of peace between Finland and Bulgaria.
A Vienna telegram states that negotiations began there on May 23rd for the conclusion
of the peace treaty, and the economic and political supplementary treaties between
Austria-Hungary and Finland. (See also Report No. 69.)
Protest by Council of Finnish Workmen.—Russian Wireless of Alay 2Sth issues a
passionate protest by the "Central Committee of Finnish Workmen " against "the
madness of White Terrorism in Finland," consequent upon " the victory of the united
forces of Finnish Bourgeoisie and Germany."

MEXICO.
Strained
Relations with. Cuba.—The Foreign Office learns that the Mexican
Charge d'Affaires at Havana has been ordered by his Government to return to
Mexico, handing over the archives to the Consulate. The Cuban representative in
Mexico has been informed that the Mexican Government, while not wishing to sever
diplomatic relations, has taken this, step to mark its disapproval of recent occurrences
i n Cuba. It is reported that this refers to the recent detention of the luggage of
Sehor Fabela, Mexican Representative en route for the Argentine, and to the alleged
interference with the correspondence of the Charge cVAffaires himself. Mr. Beech is
informed that the Mexican Government may be considered likely at any moment to
provoke hostilities with the United States. A concentration o f Mexican Government
troops rqion the Texas border is reported. Bord Reading reports that the United
States Government regards the position with serenity, and takes a hopeful view of
relations with Mexico, feeling that in any case Carranza is unlikely to commit himself
unless the prospects,of German success become definitely clearer. German Wireless
of May 28th reports:—" With regard to the events preceding the rupture of
diplomatic relations between Mexico and Cuba, the Berlin newspapers learn the
following from private sources :—' Carranza, the Bresident of New Alexico, has up
to the present maintained towards the machinations of Wilson a firm, just and honest
impartiality; he has held out with a l l his strength and courage against a l l the
attempts at intimidation of the Yankees. This spirit is also shown by the new
stipulations which his Government i s s u e d recently in connection with the "black
list," in order to throw up an effective dam against the political agitations of the
American consular representatives for the exclusion of German trade. The Mexican
Government states emphatically in these stipulations that the attitude of the
Americans, if they were to be given a free hand, would not only mean a violation
of Mexican neutrality, but would also be a n encroachment upon the sovereignty of
the Mexican Government in its own country. Therefore, according to a law of
May Sth, the captains of all ships which call at Mexican ports will be obliged to deliver
all goods destined for consignees who are on the North / A m e r i c a n " black list " to
those consignees, even though they might be forbidden to do so by the North
American consular representatives. In the stipulations it is stated that every captain
will h a v e to pay a fine in money of 50 pesos for every undelivered kollo, and that his
departure f r o m Mexico would b e prohibited.' "
Mexico and United States. Mining Companies.—A
Washington Bress message
(May 27th) states that the Mexican Government has notified the American mining
companies operating in Mexico of its intention to double t h e amount of bullion they
are required to reimport against the ore exported. Under the present arrangement,
which t h e United States approved, 25 per cent, of the value of the gold and silver
i n ores shipped must be r e t u r n e d to Mexico.

NETHERLANDS.
Diddi-German Economic Negotiations.—According
to.an official statement in the
Dutch Press of May 25th, the discussions between the Netherlands a n d German
negotiators upon outstanding questions concerning the carrying out of t h e former
arrangements resulted on May 23rd in a f u l l agreement being reached. On
May 24th, therefore, negotiations w e r e commenced about a n e w economic arrange
ment, and these a r e now being continued with the greatest possible dispatch.
Limhurg Railway. —Sir W . Townley reports that the Germans are demanding
that Belgian railway trucks should be allowed to pass over the Limburg Railway.
They also claim t h a t the Ciistoms examination should be made at the German,
frontier, a n d further wdsh to substitute German guarantees f o r Dutch' Consrdar
certificates showing (hat goods exported from Belgium have not been reqiu
sitioned. The Netherlands Government states t h a t it cannot justifiably prevent the
transit of ores from Germany to Belgium, particularly to the works at Hoboken.
It is reported that the first German train to pass over the Limburg Railway into
Belgium arrived in Holland on May 20th, and that six goods trains of about 60 trucks,
Courant,
and t w o passenger trains, w i l l travel daily in both directions. The Nieuwe
however, states that traffic w i l l begin on June 4th, a n d that 25 trains w i l l r u n in
both directions daily. The trains w i l l be served, by a Dutch staff across Dutch
territory.
1

Reported Resumption
of Sand and Gravel Transit.-—The Telegraaf
(May 27th)
learns that the transit of sand a n d gravel from Germany to Belgium was resumed on
May 25th a n d that the first ship has passed Lobith en route for Ghent.
Germany and Dutch Shipping.—Press
telegrams from Amsterdam announce
that t h e Germans have taken into Swinemunde five Dutch ships on. the ground t h a t
that they carried no safe-conducts, the issue of these having being stopped by
the German Admiralty during the negotiations proceeding between the Netherlands
and German Governments. Sir W. Townley reports t h a t in consequence of difficulties
between the Netherlands a n d German Governments regarding the shipping question,
orders have been issued t h a t no Dutch vessels other than sailing a n d coast fishing
A essels shall p u t to sea. According to a WashingtorE Press telegram, t h e United
States Government h a s notified t h e Netherlands Government t h a t t h e balance of
grain promised hy President Wilson can only be carried in ships sent from Holland,
a n d t h a t t h e request of the Netherlands Government t h a t it should he transported by
the three ships now in American ports cannot be granted (and see under " General " ) ,
r

Hire of Dutch requisitioned
Ships.—His Majesty's Government is willing to allow
the Dutch shipowners as good terms for their requisitioned ships as they Avould have
secured by a A"oluntary arrangement. But the latter are not entitled to expect quite
such favourable conditions as those obtained by the Swedish shipoAvners under the
modus vivendi (owing to the provisional character of t h a t arrangement) ; the sterling
a n d dollar exchanges must be as far as possible safeguarded ; and no concession must
be made t h a t might endanger t h e negotiations with the Norwegian shipoAvners. The
Foreign Office has instructed Sir W. Townley to invite the Netherlands Government
to send a representative to London to discuss the matter with His Majesty's Government
and the United States representatives.
Cargoes of requisitioned
Dutch Ships.—Lord Reading enquires t h e views of
His Majesty's Government as to the sale of cargoes from requisitioned Dutch ships,
in t h e case of goods not of military importance, n o r subject to deterioration, the
interest in which has passed to the consignee a n d which are marketable in Holland.
Allies and Dutch Food Supply.—The Foreign Office instructs Sir W. Townley to
point o u t to the Netherlands Government that, A v h i l e the. Allies are prepared to
establish a scheme of rations for Dutch import, such a scheme can only be considered
in connection with a general agreement Avhich must include guarantees for the
stoppage or restriction of Dutch exports to the enemy.
Restrictions
on Exports from Dutch East Indies.—In reply to a protest by His
Majesty'? Government against the embargo placed upon exports from the Dutch East

Indies (see Reports Nos. 67 and 69), the Netherlands Government has replied that this
measure was not adopted with any provocative intention, but merely to ensure the
importation, of certain commodities indispensable for the supply of the Colonies. The
Governor-General has been instructed to avoid all possible delay injurious to foreign/
interests.
Proposed Convoy to Dutch East Indies.- -The -Foreign Office learns that the Nether
lands Government proposes shortly to send a convoy to the Dutch East Indies. His
M.ajesty's Government is considering the questions raised by this proposal.

NORWAY.
Nor irrgiam-American
Agreement.—A
somewhat fuller conspectus of the NorwegianAmerican Agreement (see Report No. 68) is communicated as follows : - 
for Norumifs Needs.—The United States Government undertakes to
(.1.) Provision
facilitate the export to Norway of food and fodderstuff, oils, textile materials,
metals and other commodities required by Norway up to specified annual
.quantities, subject to the domestic needs of the United States of America and.
to those of the Allies. In order to save tonnage special inducement is
given to Norway to obtain her requirements in Russia.
of Enemy Supplies.—In
consideration of the foregoing, a strict
(2) Restriction
control is exercised over exports, and the Norwegian Government agrees to
prohibit absolutely the export to the enemy of. all foodstuffs except fish,
(limited, to 48,000 tons per annum), and of metals and chemicals, except
limited quantities of specified materials.
(3) Provision
for Allied Requirements.-As
compensation, for the allotment of
Norway's requirements, the Norwegian Government will permit the free
export to the Allies of commodities required by them, and. consisting of
(a) chemical and (b) metallurgical products, (a) minerals, (d) wood, and the
manufactures of wood, (e) fish, and fish products in annual quantities, which
are estimated and set out in the Agreement,
(4) Safeguards.—The
Norwegian-American Agreement does not contain any
explicit provision for the control of the exports of Norwegian native
products to neutral countries contiguous to Germany, but it .is considered
that indirect export to the enemy of native products will be prevented by
the clause giving to the Allies the option to purchase Norwegian surplus
output;; such export would moreover be a breach, of the spirit of the
Agreement, entitling the Allies to demand suitable guarantees.
The terms of this Agreement do not modify the old branch agreements with the
Norwegian Trading Associations, and the Allies are prepared to revive these
agreements in their old form, subject to a readjustment of the rations to conform
with the terms of the American-Norwegian. Agreement. Sir M. Findlay reports that
the Agreement was published, simultaneously at Christiania and Washington on
May 27th,
German Submarine
Attacks on Pishing
Vessels.—On May 23rd the Norwegian
Foreign Minister, questioned in the Storthing as to the sinking of Norwegian -fishing
vessels by German submarines in the Arctic Ocean, stated that he had mentioned the
matter to the German Minister, who had replied that the danger zone still existed in
the Arctic.
When informed, that lifeboats had been fired upon, the German
Minister answered that he had. no information about that,, but promised, to telegraph
to Berlin requesting that this should not be repeated. He also asked for copies of the
Government reports on the matter.

SPAIN.
German
Submarines.—due
reported attempt of U.B. 48 to escape from
Ferrol has been denied by the Spanish Foreign Minister (though it is known
she was testing her engines). (See also
Reports Nos, 61, 65, and. 69.)
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Sir A. Hardinge reports that the German, rainelaying submarine U. 56, with, a
crew of 30 men, arrived at Santander at 5 a.nr. on. May 24th in a damaged, condition.
The vessel lias been removed to the inner harbour and the propellers, rudder, engine
parts and spare gear removed. The eoibmaiifler, engineer and 14 men have been,
sent to A leal a de Henares.
Arrest of Marine Commandant at 1?alamos.—Sir A. Hardinge reports the arrest on
May 21st of the Marine Commandant at Palamos, on a charge of complicity with
German agents, in having purposely misdirected the S.S. Prove nee, in order that she
might be sunk by a German submarine, and in having made a. similar attempt in the
case of another vessel.
Germany and, Spain : Propaganda,
Lectures.—German
Wireless of May 25th.
reports:—"In connection with the series of lectures about modern Spain, which, are
being held at the Bonn University from. Maw 27th to June 7th, and which are public
and free to everybody, the Koelnische Zeitung remarks that to Bonn has been allotted
the work of foreign and Roman cultural circles, chiefly those of Spain, France, Italy,
and Spanish. America.. The series of lectures about Spain has been prepared with
great, care and caution in such a manner that no domain of the Spanish national
existence remains untouched, and this scries of lectures will lie especially sympathetic,
because Spain lias not allowed herself to be drawn into the war against Germany"
(and see Report No. 60).
SWEDEN.
Sioedish-Allied
Tonnage Agreement.-An
Agreement allowing for the allocation
of Swedish, tonnage to the Allies was signed on May 29th by the Swedish, British and
United States negotiators, and now awaits ratification.' by the Swedish Government.
Tho United States War Trade Board, on the recommendation of His Majesty's
Government, accepted the lowered limit of 100,000 tons of Swedish shipping as the
amount charterable.
;

Argentine
Repxddlic, and Swedish Tonnage.—Sir
E. Howard reports that the
Argentine Minister in Stockholm recently approached the Swedish Government with,
a view to the charter of Swedish .tonnage in return for raw materials, ddie Swedish.
Government having brought, this request to the notice of-Sir E. Howard, he indicated
to the Argentine Minister the undesirability of interposing it pending the conclusion
of an. agreement between Sweden and the Allies. The Swedish Foreign Minister
intimated that should the Allied Governments, after such agreement had been arrived
at, come to an arrangement for cession to the Argentine Government of part of the
Swedish tonnage chartered, to them, the Swedish Government would have no objection
to negotiating with the Argentine Government accordingly.
Transit Goods in Sweden-Sir
E. Howard reports that transit goods in Sweden
(see Reports Nos. 66 and 6 9 ; also No. 68 under " Norway"), although under control
of the A.B. Transito, are being made the subject of speculation by undesirable
persons, and submits for approval measures proposed by tho Swedish Food Corn
mission (subject to the consent of the Swedish Government) and endorsed by the
Allied Ministers and the Local. Inter-allied Trade Committee. A special clause is
included relating to goods destined for Finland.
Export of Tar to Denmark.—According
to Social Demokmlen an agreement has
been readied between the Swedish, and Danish Governments for I he export of
5,000,000 crowns worth of tar from Sweden to Don marls.
SWITZERLAND.
German-Swiss
Economic Agreement.—Sir
PL Rumbold reports that according to
an official communique dated May -2.1st, the Federal Council on May 20th authorised
its representatives to sign an economic agreement with Germany (see Report No. 69).
As stipulated by the French Prime Minister in his conversations with, the Swiss
representatives at Paris, the agreement will not contain any mention of the coal to be
supplied by France. The issue is summarised in the following extract from the
communique (as reported by the Press) :—"This, therefore, is the situation which

the Federal Council has now to face before deciding the questions involved : On the
one hand, the French Government adheres to its offer of 85,000 tons of coal per
month without demanding compensation of any kind, but this offer would cease to
hold good in the opinion of the French Government, which consequently would allow
it to lapse, if the Federal Council admitted in principle that the control already
existing for war material, properly so called, might be extended to other articles of
export manufactured with the aid of German coal. The French Government, with a
view to preserving Swiss industries working for the Entente countries from the
regrettable consequences of the restrictions on the use of coal demanded by Germany,
declared, however, that in case Switzerland should accept the idea of this control it would
deliver the amount of coal necessary to manufacture articles intended for the Entente
countries. On the other hand, the German Government was ready to renounce any further
extension of her control over coal, but made her renunciation of such control depend
upon the condition that Switzerland should actually import from, the Entente countries
quantities of coal which, in fact, would not be much less than 85,000 tons per month.
If this quantity, however, were not actually imported, the German Government
demanded that control should be applied, in principle, but it was understood that
this control should be limited to ascertaining whether the articles had or had not
been manufactured with German coal. The articles in question which had not been
manufactured with German coal could then leave Switzerland without hindrance of
any kind. This control was to be put into force only after July 15th. The Federal
Council could only settle its difficulties in a manner useful to and in conformity
-with the economic necessities of Switzerland, by seeking a solution compatible with
the statements it had received. Moreover, the interests of Switzerland as regards
supplies of coal, iron, and other commodities would not allow her to refuse to
come to an agreement, with Germany, an agreement which had been exhaustively
discussed during several weeks, the text of which had been already drawn up.
and needed nothing but the signatures of the negotiators. Idle situation, tin
regulated by an agreement, was dangerous to the economic security of the country.
Further, the control regarding the use of German coal found its analogy in
other controls that Switzerland had already established at the request of one
or the other of the two belligerent parties. There was now no danger to Swiss
industry, thanks to the declaration by which France placed at Switzerland's
disposal the coal necessary for the manufacture of articles under control supervision
and destined for the Entente countries. Finally, the Federal Council, wishes to point
out expressly that this control was not a foreign one at all, but a Swiss control, carried
out by Swiss agents responsible solely to the Federal Council. In its sitting of
May 21st, the Federal Council, therefore, authorised the negotiators to sign the
Germane-Swiss Economic Convention. This convention contains no clause relative
to tin; delivery of coal by countries at war with Germany. On May .1.6th the German
Government bad already informed the Federal CounciL that, despite the postponement
in the signing of the convention, it would create no difficulty for Switzerland, and
would continue the delivery of coal. Thanks to this friendly attitude, it has been
possible thoroughly to re-examine all. the points now in question and to proceed with
the signing of the convention after having cleared up all the misunderstandings which
may have arisen on either side."
German Wireless of May 22nd quotes the Berner Tagblalt as attacking the " biassed
reporting " of the Swiss-French Press upon the negotiations. German Wireless of
May 23rd, 24th and 27th, quoting the German Press, denounces the French Government
as having threatened the economic independence of Switzerland.
Proposed Acquisition by Switzerland of Enemy Tonnage in Spain.—-With reference
to the expressed wish of the Swiss Government to acquire enemy ships in Spain
(see Reports Nos. 64 and 69), or to obtain Allied approval for their transference to
the Spanish Government for the purpose of carrying foodstuffs from Spain to Cette,
the Foreign Office instructs Sir A. Iiarclinge that Plis Majesty's Government has no
objection to either procedure, provided the vessels are used solely in the interests of
Switzerland (under specified conditions) or the Allies.
Maximalist
Mission to Switzerland.—Sir
Id. Rumbold reports the arrival in
Switzerland of a Maximalist Diplomatic Mission under a Lett named Berzine. The
President, while not recognising the de facto Government in. Russia, is prepared to
discuss with the Mission questions regarding Swiss residents and interests in Russia.
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(Russian Wireless of May 26th instructs Jolfe to summon " Del ken d " from
Switzerland, " i n order that lie may receive from us instructions as to the future.")
British Imports of Swiss Silks.-Sir
H. Rumbold, on behalf of the Swiss Director
of Public Economy, enquires whether, in view of the time taken in transport, facilities
for imports of Swiss silks, &c., may be extended beyond June 30th.
German Manipulation
of Allied Exchange.—Sir
Id. Rumbold reports that the
Germans have recently contributed to a fall in British and French exchanges by
offering large amounts of sovereigns and francs for which there were.no buyers. He
submits that special arrangements should be m a d e - a s hy the Germans—to watch
and safeguard exchange in all neutral countries.
URUGUAY.
The British, Mission in South America.—A. Montevideo message of May 23rd
states that Sir Maurice de Bun sen and the other members of the British Special
Mission arrived there on- that date. A further message of May 28th announces the
departure of the Mission for Buenos Aires.
VATICAN.
Visit of Prince of Wales to the Pope.-Count de Salis reports that on May 28th
the Prince of Wales paid a visit to the Pope, by whom he.was received with ceremony
The Prince also exchanged visits with the Cardinal Secretary of State, and received
various officials of the Papal Court. The visit of the Prince has given great
satisfaction to the Vatican.

PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

General.—ddiese are mostly in abeyance during the renewed German offensive.
Further arguments, arising out of the Brest Treaty, continue between the Bolshevist
Government of Russia aud the Germans, covering practically all the provisions of the
treaty which the Bolshevists were compelled to sign on March 3rd. Finland, and all
States which have, or are said to have, broken away from Russia, are affected ; also
the remnants of the Black Sea Fleet. The Brest Treaty has apparently not yet been
ratified by Austria-Hungary.
Von Ktihhnann's views on the Bucharest Treaty, given under Rumania, are of
interest, read in conjunction with the report of King Ferdinanchs attitude given under
Piulgaria.
a

Russia.—Russian Wireless of May 25th published the text of a Note, transmitted
on the 22nd to Count Mirbach, proposing a meeting at Moscow for the determination
of points arising out of the Brest Treaty and still remaining obscure. Precedence is
proposed for the following questions :—
(1) The situation in. the Caucasus.
ff
—
(2) "idle situation in the Crimea.
(3) The demarkation of the frontier provided, for in the third Article of the Brest
Treaty. This demarkation was interrupted at Pskoff, where the Russian
Commission completely disagreed with the German views.
(4) The political situation in Esthonia and Pivonia, which countries, as agreed to in
the proposed Treaty, are only temporarity in the occupation of the German
authori ties and policed by the Germans.
(5) Obscurities in arrangements about Avar prisoners, which have led to m a n y
misunderstandings.
(6) Fundamental principles affecting the economic relations between Russia and
Germany.

M . Chieherin pressed for Moscow as tlie place of meeting, because all documents
are available there. On. May 28th he asked. M . Joffe at Berlin when the German
delegates might be expected to arrive. On May 29th he added that Count Mirbach
had told him that the Commission, "must meet at Berlin," and. asked M . doffe again,
to press for M O S C O A V .
On May 26th M. Chicherin published by Wireless the acceptance by the Russian
Government of the proposal, put forward by Count Mirbach as a basis for peace
between Russia and Finland.
In this arrangement Finland is to cede Ino and Raivola,
and to obtain a strip of theMurman region, with a port on the sea-coast. The Russians
are to undertake not to fortify Ino and Raivola. [Until Germany insisted on making
peace with Finland, it was not understood that she was at Avar with that country.
The present German assumption seems to be that Finland is at A v a r with Russia.]
German Wireless of May 25th reported that the first detachment of the Russian
peace delegation had arrived at Kieff. Russian Wireless of May 26th reported that
the negotiations with the Ukraine at Kiel!' were expected to begin on the 25th, after a
formal sitting on the 23rd. Another Russian Wireless message of the same date
reported that, at the sessions of May 23rd a n d 24th at Kieff, the Ukraine delegates
showed inadmissible tendencies to delay the negotiations by ungrounded pretexts aud.
by senseless demands. These were calculated (.1) to make the Russians acknowledge
that there lias been a state of war between them and. the Ukraine, which the Russians
deny, and (2) to make the Russians renounce certain territory belonging to Russia.
On May 25th Mr. Wardrop forwarded a Moscow Press report that German delegates
were present at the Kieff Conference. On May 28th M. Chicherin protested by
Wireless to Berlin against a " hateful agitation " being carried on i n the Kieff Press
against the Russian Delegation, and appealed to the German Government to take all
measures necessary to guard the dignity and safety of the members. On May 29th
Russian Wireless announced details of the points raised by Ukrainian delegates
calculated to obstruct the conclusion of peace.
Russian "Wireless of May 27th makes the following' important announcement on
the naval situation i n the Black Sea, as affecting peace negotiations in Caucasia and.
Trans-Caucasia:—"A detachment of warships of our Black Sea Fleet left for
Novorossisk just before the capture of Sebastopol and some ships by the Germans.
This capture A v a s carried out by the Germans in sprite of all obligations and all.
treaties. The German flag has been hoisted on the coast aud on all ships which
remained at Sebastopol. The meaning of such action is that Germany regards all
of them as her property . The request of Germany for the return of all shipb to
Sebastopol was evidently made with a view to treating them in the same way as
those ships which remained at Sebastopol. Such action is contrary not only to all
clauses concerning naval questions of the Brest-Litovsk Peace Treaty, but also to
the first clause, which was that Russia and Germany have decided to livo in the
future in friendship and harmony." On May 28th M. Chicherin announced by
wireless that the Russian Government had made it a condition for the return of the
Fleet to Sebastopol that Sebastopol should not remain in German occupation. A
portion of this message, referring to von Kuhhnanips reply, has been mutilated, in
transmission. (Serial 4845.)
Reliable information, dated May .19th, has reached the Foreign Office from
Teheran (May 21st) that delegates from. Germany and Turkey had reached Batoum
for negotiation A v i t h the Caucasian Government about peace. Bulgarian and Austrian
delegates had not arrived. The impression was that, since the Central Powers had
seized the Russian Black Sea A v a r vessels, they would be in a position to dictate their
OAvn
terms.
Mr. Lockhart on May 24th (received 27th) reported that a Peace Conference would
soon take place at Vladikavkas between the Trans-Caucasian
and Russian Govern
ments, and that good results were not to be expected. This report of an approaching
Conference A v a s confirmed by Chicherin in Russian Wireless of May 25th, when lie
pointed out that Vladikavkas (Vladi-Caucasiis) was a better meeting place than Kieff,
which has no good communications with Tiflis or with Moscow. The Russian
GoA ernment A v i s h e s it to lie understood that this action on their part does not signify
that the so-called "Trans-Caucasian Government " or the independence of the country
has been recognised, for this independence was contrary to the wishes of the majority
of the population of Trans-Caucasia-.
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Finland.—(See

under

Russia.)

Poland.—(Errata.)
Tire paragraph on Poland on page 1.8 of Western Report
"No. 07 (May 8th) was based on a misunderstanding; and should be erased. Informa
tion in possession of the Foreign Office leaves in doubt the question whether reports
of a Treaty between Germany and Russia about Poland are genuine.
Ukraine.—The Times of May 30th publishes " a m a z i n g " figures of the prepara
tions of the Central Powers to send spirituous liquor into the Ukraine in. connection
-with the dheaty. (See cdso under Russia,.)
Caucasia, &.c.—(See under Russia.)
Rumania.—In a recent speech to the Chamber of Commerce, von Kuhlmann,
according to German Wireless of May 23rd, stated that the aim. of German policy
is to hand over the Northern Dobrudja to Bulgaria as soon as possible, and " this will
be done after the agreement between Turkey and Bulgaria has been concluded,
probably very soon." In the same speech von ,Kuhlmann confessed that, in the
" peace " conditions imposed upon Rumania, " considerable economic advantages were
demanded, which make up for a war indemnity in cash." [The "no indemnities"
formula is hereby jettisoned by Germany, as "no annexations" lias been by AustriaHungary.] German Wireless of May 20th replies to the combined protests of the
Allied Ministers at Jassy, using the following words : " Because the Entente was not
able to fulfil its promises, and Rumania was left in the lurch, the present Rumanian
Government has concluded peace. The protests of the Entente cannot alter at all the
fate of Rumania."
Germany.—On May 25th Sir E. Howard furnished proofs that the German
Government had prevented the London Memorandum upon Labour war aims and
peace terms from reaching the working classes in Germany. Mr. Branting, who tried
to get the information into Germany, thinks that working men of all countries ought
to be informed of the action of the German Government in preventing information
about the opinions of the -working men of Western Europe from reaching working
men in German) .
German Wireless of May 20th published a long manifesto from the " InterParliamentary Union, German Parliamentary group," endeavouring to find points of
agreement between themselves and the " British group " on the subject of war aims,
which are dealt with in some detail.
Herr Dernburg, in a long article published in the Adenna Neue Vreie Presse,
writes : " The peace in the East will not be aide to afford us fully equivalent
compensation for the trade with three-quarters of the world and the failure of these
(non-ferrous metal) resources of raw materials." (Hite Times, May 29th).
Austria-Hungary,—According
to a Moscow Press report, sent by Mr. Wardrop on
May 18th (received 24th), Austria-Hungary is said, to have declared her readiness to
exchange ratifications of the Brest Treaty -at Berlin.
1
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Bulgaria.—Information
dated May 14th has reached the Foreign Office from a
reliable source (89649) to the effect that King Ferdinand of Bulgaria is much
dissatified with the Bucharest Treaty, but the Central Powers would, not give in
to him.
Great Britain.—The Ministry of Labour, in a report for the week ending May
22nd, stated, that the continued lull on the Western front up to that date had induced
an almost complete silence in the Labour papers on military affairs, but argument
continued, about tire power of an International Socialist Conference to end. hostilities
earlier than they will be ended by fighting, and to secure a democratic and a lasting
peace.
The Home Secretary reported (May 23rd) that the tone of the working class
throughout the country is still sound upon the war. Pacifists in all parts are driven
to underhand activities, which are conducted without regard to common honesty.
A c c o r d i n g to i n f o r m a t i o n received f r o m S i r E. H o w a r d ( M a y 2 8 t h ) , such an a g r e e m e n t appears to
h a v e been r e a c h e d , p r o v i d e d t h a t t h e C e n t r a l P o w e r s agree to c e r t a i n conditions, including- the cession
of t h e N o r t h e r n D o b r u d j a a n d p a r t s of M a c e d o n i a a n d S e r b i a t o B u l g a r i a , i n r e t u r n f o r t e r r i t o r i a l
concessions to T u r k e y .
1
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(page 18).
The German use of Turkey as " my partner Mr. Jorkins " in the Black Sea is
typical. (See under General.)
Reports about the Bavarian attitude are of interest. They are given under the
headings of Germany and
Austria-Hungary.
Turkey's reported intention to substitute extermination for self-determination, as
applied to the Armenians, is similar to, but less lingering than, the policy of Germany
as applied to the Belgians.
The War Cabinet have determined the conditions under which a Labour
Commission should be permitted to visit the United States.
PEACE

DISCUSSIONS

(page 2).
The Netherlands Government is protesting against the interpretation placed by
the German Government upon its new Prize Regulations.
The War Cabinet has determined the basis of negotiations with German delegates
at The Hague about exchange of prisoners of war.
GENERAL

(page 3).
The Belgian Government has appealed to all Bowers that signed The Hague
Convention against German violations of that Convention.
BELGIUM

(page 4).
The policy of deporting enemy aliens from China is being opposed by the
Germans, who threaten reprisals.
CHINA

FRANCE

(page 5).

German propagandists are active.
(page 0).
The policy of the new Administration is explained.
PORTUGAL

[L'.T.O.

(page 6).
Comments on the recent pact with Germany are or special interest.
A U S T I ! iA- HUXGAitv

(page 7).
Details are given of German proposals for their economic penetration into
-Russia. Development of merchant shipping under German control deserves special
attention.
German propagandists are busy in enemy and. neutral countries.
GERMANY

(page 9).
Sir Maurice de BtinseAs Mission is said to have had a splendid reception.
A u u r c x T r x R REPUISUC

(page 10).
ddie Danish Socialist party, whose attitude is represented as having been strongly
pro-German and anti-Ally during the war, has earned the publicly expressed sympathy
of Mr. Ramsay Macdonald, claiming to speak for " English Socialists."
DENMARK

(page 11).
The most serious news is the report that the Finns, instigated by Germany,
have obtained a strip of the Merman region with an outlet to the sea, from the
Russian Bolshevist Government. (See also under Peace
Discussions.)
FINLAND

(page 15).
Is expected shortly to ratify the Anglo-Swedish Agreement on shipping tonnage.
SWEDEN

(page 1.7).
The German air attacks upon British hospitals at Etaples, and the bombardment
of Paris on. May 00th, have been brought to the notice of the Vatican, in connection
with the British abstention from air attacks at Oorpus-Christi, in deference to the
xepresentations made by the Vatican.
G. G. A.
June 6th, 1918.
VATICAN
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Sinkings.—According
to the War Trade intelligence Bureau, the total tonnage
of 500 tons gross in the case of steamers, and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing
ships, reported, lost owing to the malice oh the King's enemies during the period
May 24th-30th-inclusive, was 52,610 tons gross, of which 42,931 were British, as
compared with 65,920 tons gross, of which 35,541 were British, reported last week.
Convoys.—The Ministry of Shipping reports that, of 9,389 ships (66,618,100
deadweight capacity) convoyed, homeward, and outward, up to May 25th, 1918, the
losses were 103 ships (742,900 deadweight capacity), being a percentage of 1)09 of
ships and I ' 1 of deadweight capacity.
German Prize Court Regulations
anal Dutch Shipping.—Sir W. Townley reports
that the Netherlands Government has instructed its Minister in Berlin to protest
strongly against the interpretation placed by the German Government upon its new
Prize Regulation as affecting Dutch shipping (see Report No. 70). It is pointed out
(inter alia) that that the forcible requisition of part of the Dutch mercantile fleet
furnishes no evidence that the remaining part (sailing under a neutral flag) can be
presumed to be aiding the enemy, and that it has been sent to sea in the interests of
enemy warfare. Sir W. Townley further reports that the. Netherlands Government,
in withdrawing its prohibition of sailings to Scandinavia, denies that it sanctions the
contents of declarations made to the German authorities by the firms concerned, and
maintains its attitude towards the German system of safe-conducts. According to
lia-nclelshlad
of May 30th, attempts have been made to obtain the issue of safe
conducts for the three ships lying ready to sail to America in exchange for the grain
ships, but the German Government refuses to allow their issue by way of exception
to its proposed general regulation.
British Prisoners at Groningen.—According
to a Press message dated 29th May,
from Amsterdam, the British prisoners interned at Groningen have recently expressed
dissatisfaction with food and other conditions. It is stated that certain, promises
of improvement have been made.
British-GermanNegotiations
for Exchange and Internment
of
Prisoners.—The
War Cabinet has arranged that the British Delegation to The Plague for negotiating
the proposed agreement with Germany, regarding exchange, internment, and general
treatment of prisoners, shall be headed by the Bight Hon. Sir George Cave, K.C.,
M.P., Home Secretary. General Friedrioh will be Plead of the German Delegation,
of which Prince Hermann von Hatzfeld will be a member. Mr. Vredenburch will
preside at the Conference. Sir W. Townley has communicated the programme of the
German Delegates, and the War Cabinet has settled the terms on which, from, the
British side, the negotiations will be based.
German-Italian
Agreement for Exchange of Prisoners.—With
reference to the
German-Italian agreement for exchange of prisoners (see Report No. 70), the Foreign
Office learns that no negotiations on these lines have as yet taken place between Italy
and. Austria-Hungary, nor would any such exchange, so far as affecting fit prisoners,
be welcomed by the Italian Government.
Unwouncled Prisoners.—In
a Memorandum (G.T. 4715) dated May 31st, the
Army Council deprecates the indiscriminate sympathy claimed by certain sections of
the Press for unwonnded equally with wounded prisoners. It is pointed "out that
while soldiers wdio are captured owing to their being incapacitated by wounds are
deserving of the most sympathetic treatment on their release, those officers and men
wdio surrender while unwouncled should be looked upon as having failed to carry out
their duty as soldiers to the full and as having fallen short of the example set by
their comrades in clays gone by and during the present war, who did their duty to
the last.
Vladivostock.-—The Foreign Office learns that on May 22nd a big demonstration
took place at Vladivostock, public bodies and workmen numbering 10,000 protesting
against the Soviet taking over municipal powers (see Report No. 09) ; speeches
were delivered against Bolshevist tyranny and in favour of universal suffrage. There

great enthusiasm and no disorder. It is improbable that the Bolshevists will be
able to cany out efficiently the municipal functions which they have usurped,-since
all competent employes have resigned.
The magistrates, having declined to
recognise the Soviet, are to be dismissed. As the result of Bolshevist interference
in various branches of administration, chaos and discontent are general; resentment is
g r o A v i n g
amongst all classes, notably amongst the A v o r k m e n throughout the maritime
province; and there seems to be a sincere desire both in Eastern and Western
Siberia for a stable democratic Government. Russian Wireless of May 31st
issues a wild appeal from the Bolshevist Government to the workmen and peasants of
-all Russia, declaring that counter-revolutionary forces throughout the country are
taking advantage of the critical food, situation to restore the regime of the landlords
and bourgeoisie . "If we, with w e a p o n s in. our hand, secure for ourselves bread
until the next harvest, then shall we be unconquerable and the Socialistic Republic
Avi.ll be established for ever. A final heroic effort is necessary."
The same message
and a further one of "dune 3rd angrily malign the Ozecho-Slovak forces now in Russia.
A. large number has already arrived at Vladivostock, and. more are on the way;
others are understood to be proceeding to Archangel; these troops are anxious to
-oppose the Germans on the Western, front, rather than in the East, but, while they
are unwilling to interfere in Russian internal affairs, they are nevertheless much
incensed against the Bolshevists, who propose to disarm them before they leave the
country. Trotsky has issued an order prohibiting their movement eastward, and com
marrding that those who surrender and are afterwards found in possession of arms
shall be executed on the spot, A v h i l e those who have to be disarmed by force must be
imprisoned.. It is reported that the Bolshevist forces opposing Semenoff include an
Austro-German cavalry brigade (1,000 men) and 3,000 infantry. At the Supreme
War Council an agreement has been reached upon the conditions under which
Japanese intervention in Siberia would be encouraged by France, Great Britain,
and Italy.
A v a s
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ALLIED GROUP.

BELGIUM.
Resignation
of Baron de Broqucvllle.—due
Belgian Prime Minister, Baron de
Broqueville, having tendered his resignation, King Albert has given the direction of
affairs to M. Cooreman, former President of the Chamber of Deputies. Baron de
Broqueville's resignation was not caused by any divergence of policy in interior or
exterior affairs, but it is merely the result of some differences of opinion concerning
the methods of government. M. Cooroir.au takes charge of the Ministry of Economic
Affairs, to which are annexed the attributions of the Ministry of National
Reconstruction. .-;
Pan-German Designs on Belgium.—Admiral von Tirpitz, speaking at Dusseldorf on
May 20th, said that Germany must keep Belgium in her hands economically, politically,
and militarily.' The decision could only come in tire West, and at Dusseldorf on. the
Rhine it could be more easily understood than in other parts of the country that
German industry could not be maintained unless it were able to assert itself by sea
and throughout the world. Neither Central Europe, nor Northern Europe, nor the
East could supply Germans Avith the raw materials requisite for their industry. For
this they needed the sea, freed from the political tyranny of Anglo-Saxon power. It
was a Utopian idea that Germany could win the friendship of the Anglo-Saxons," or
obtain recognition of German equality in tire economy of the world, otherwise than
by power. Germany needed a minimum of power, but that minimum consisted in the
political remoulding of the world by the annexation of the old Burgrmdian district to
the German Empire in some form or other (and see Reports Nos. 62-64).
1

Deportations
and Forced
to all the Powers who signed,
practice of deportations and
occupied portions of Belgium

Labour.—lire
Belgian Government has sent a protest
the Hague Convention, against the continuance of the
of forced labour by the German authorities in the
(and. .see Report No. 67).

BRAZIL.
British Trade with. Brazil.—Sir A. Peel recommends the continued purchase
through British firms, of British food requirements from Brazil ; and emphasises the

importance of maintaining and strengthening commercial sympathy between Brazil
and-Great- Britain.
Lord Reading intimates the readiness of the United SlatesGovernment to co-operate with fiis Majesty's. Government in measures calculated to
eliminate the dominating German interests in Brazil. (See Report No. 09.)
Goal.—Idle Foreign Office informs Sir A. Peel as to the circumstances in which,
it was found necessary to defer provision of coal to the S.S. Punts (see ReportNo. 70), and. in the light of. which the intervention of the French Authorities appears
regrettable. His Maj-esty-s Government now hopes to be able to supply the coal,
itself.
A:
C.1IINA.
Deportation of Enemy Aliens.—The Foreign Office has received representations'
from tlie Vatican (see Reports Nos. 09 and 70) and. the Kino- of Spain regarding the
proposed deportation of enemy aliens from China and the measures of retaliation
threatened by the German Government. In communicating these for the opinion of
the relative Allied Governments (except the Chinese, which does not appear to be
directly concerned), the Foreign Office review.? the facts justifying the Allied action,
and points out the preferability, on humanitarian grounds, of Australia to China as a
place of internment for Europeans. Sir C. Greene reports that with regard to
reprisals Japan, is in. a very strong position as compared with Germany. Sir J . : Jordan
urges that great discouragement would be caused to Germany and great encourage
meut to China if the deportations could be expedited by the immediate provision of
adequate tonnage. The Ministry of Shipping states that the Japanese are providing
two vessels and. the British Admiralty one, for the conveyance of as many as
possible.
China and lite Bolshevist Government.—Russian
Wireless of May 30th records a
Note from the Bolshevist Foreign Commissary to the Government of China protesting
against the enlistment of Chinese detachments under Semenoff, and his use of Chinese
territory as a refuge and base : " In case the Peking Government should consider
itself impotent in the matter of suppressing, the criminal activities of bands of
brigands coming from Manchuria, the People/s Commissariat begs the Peking
Government to permit the Councils armed forces to crush these criminals without
the support of Chinese regular; troops." The Note continues :—"At the same time,
and in the interests of Chinese citizens, the People's Commissariat begs the Peking
Government to give it an authorisation to enter China, and to facilitate the journey
of all the CounciPs consular officials to their posts. The Chinese Mission has been
already informed of their appointment, by a Note of April 8th, 1.918, No. 100. The
People's Commissariat hopes that all. efforts made by it with the view to establishing
relations of friendship and good, neighbourship with the Chinese people, so soon as
authority has been taken over by the peoples of the Federal, and Socialist Republic of
Russia, will be appreciated by the Peking Government, and. that the Peking
Government will show in a practical manner its resolve to consolidate normal
relations between, two neighbouring peoples." (See also Report No. 00.)
Reported
Japanese
Loan Agreement.—With
reference to the rumour of.
negotiations for a Japanese loan, to China secured upon a tobacco monopoly (see
Report No. 70), Sir J . Jordan reports that he has now been informed by the Japanese
Minister that this is unfounded. The Japanese Pegation in Peking has also issued
an official denial, ft is generally believed in Peking that negotiations of this.
character were indeed initiated, but subsequently abandoned owing to the publicity
given to the matter.
Sino-Japanese
Agreement.—Sir J . Jordan reports that the Chinese papers have
published a summary of the Sino-Japanese Agreement (see Report No. 69), and
also the Notes exchanged by the Chinese and Japnvnese Governments.
COSTA PICA.
Great Britain and Costa, Rica.—The Foreign Office instructs Lord Derby to.
convey to the Costa Ricaii Minister in Paris, in reply to his message of solidarity (see
Report No. 70), an assurance of the gratification with which His Majesty's Government
has received the news of the welcome accession of Costa Rica to the cause of liberty
and humanity. .,

FRANCE.
Government
and the Military Situation.—-Lord
Derby reports that after a
number of interpellations in the Chamber on June 4th regarding the military
situation, it was decided by 377 votes to 110 to accept the demand of the Government
that the discussion should be indefinitely adjourned, M. Clemenceatr having made it a
vote of confidence. His spirited tone and fine eulogies of the conduct of the. troops
were appreciated by the great majority.
False Rumours regarding British Help.—The Foreign Office learns that considerable
mischief is being caused in France by allegations that British troops who ought to be
in France are retained in England for fear of invasion.
German Propaganda
against M. Clemenceau.—German
Wireless of May 31st
refers to " Oleraenceahs reign of despotism " as " assuming more and more brutal
forms," and quotes attacks made upon dum by Renaudel in Humanite
and by
Jouhaux, leader of the Confederation Generale du Travail. (See also Report No. 60.)
GUATEMALA.
Guatemala and the War.—A. Mission is being despatched to Washington, headed
by the Minister for Foreign Affairs, to put forward claims'regarding the disputed
boundary between Honduras and Guatemala, which, were it not for the United States
Government, might have become a cause of war between the two countries. The
declaration of war by Guatemala on Germany, Avhich took place on the 23rd April,
was expressed in such indefinite terms that it would appear that the intention was to
give Germany as little offence a s possible. One of the reasons which may h a v e
influenced the decision A v a s the threatened w i t h d r a A v a l of United States ships from
Guatemalan trade. The declaration of A v a r was passed hurriedly through, the
Assembly, probably Avith a Aaew to obtaining food supplies, money, and other
necessaries which the United States can. only spare for the Allies. Guatemala is
also anxious to secure representation at the Beace Conference.
ITALY.
Food Situation.—Italian
AVIreless of dune 5th reports an improvement in the
food situation, " thanks to the Governments energetic actions and the Allies' cordial
help." The restriction in meat consumption, and the requirements of the army and
of agricultural, labourers will, however, necessitate an increased demand for grain.
Au appeal is therefore made for the co-operation of all citizens, and the conviction is
expressed that it will be possible to tide over the interval between the old and new
harvests.
Manifesto by Italian Socialist Union.—Italian Wireless of June 2nd reports: —
" The Committee of the Italian Socialist Party have issued a: manifesto to comrades,
restating their principle that the Avar between classes cannot transcend patriotic
ideals and that to-day Socialists desire the national independence free of all foreign
domination. Therefore, the Socialistic Union affirms that an energetic war policy is
the best means of hastening peace. The manifesto concludes by stating that the
victory of the Allies against their common enemies will be a Socialist victory ;
because it will mark the advent of a just and durable peace. In this sense the
-Socialistic Union means to exert itself in the country " (and see Report No. 68).
Italy and the Latin-American
States.—Italian Wireless of May 30th reports :—
Under the patronage of the Under Secretaiy of State, Signor Gallenga, a meeting of
eminent politicians and business men will be held to deliberate upon presenting to
the Government some practical proposals for itensifying economic relations and
relations in general between Italy and the Latin-American States.
JAPAN.
German Propaganda and Japan.—German Wireless of May 31st quotes a recent
article in the Dally Mail as describing the Japanese as "real-politicians," who attach
no importance to British utterances about democracy and idealism, but will, only
estimate the value of.the Anglo-Japanese Alliance by the substantial achievements of
the British Empire in the Avar. German Wireless interprets this as an " interesting
admission that solid facts speak in favour of Germany."
BOB.TUGAL.
Policy of the New Administration.—In
a despatch dated May 17th Sir L.
Carnegie reports :—" One of the first acts of the Bresident of the Republic after his
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election and proclamation was to reconstitute his Government, with the object, so it
appears, of eliminating certain pronounced Monarchist elements, and of making it
thoroughly Republican in sentiments." . . . . "As an instance of the change in the
relations between the Church and State I may mention a Requiem Service for
Portuguese soldiers killed in the war, held on the 15th instant in the Cathedral with
great pomp and ceremony, dire Patriarch of Iisbon officiated, and President Sidonio.
Paes attended, taking his place in the former Royal box, this being the first occasion,
that a President of this Republic has taken part in any religious ceremony. Many
members of the Government and a large number of military and naval officers, the
Diplomatic Body, and thousands of persons from all classes of society were present."
UNITED STATES.
War Taxes.—President
Wilson addressed a joint session of Congress on
May 27th to ask for the immediate passing of new war taxes, ddie speech, which
occupied less than .15 minutes, began by calling upon Congress to eliminate politics
in connection with this measure. The principal increases in taxation should be on
incomes, war profits and luxuries. There need be no hesitation in taxing the country
if it were taxed justly. The President declared that he could not guarantee proper
administration of the Treasury unless the question was settled at once. It would be
unsound policy to raise too large a proportion of revenue by loans, ddie SOO,000,OOOL
now provided by taxation was insufficient to sustain the greatly enlarged Budget.
The President ended with, an appeal to the patriotism of Congress, and said that
there must be no pause or intermission. The great enterprise must, on the contrary,
be pushed with greater and greater energy. The volume of American might must
steadily be augmented until there could be no question of resisting it.
Party Politics
and the November Elections.—In
a Memorandum CG.T. 4673)
dated May 23rd, the Political Intelligence Department examines the -Republican
criticisms of the Administration'and the prospects of the Republican Party. "No
safe conclusion is possible about the coming election. But the international aspect of
the situation can be more clearly defined. Both parties are wholeheartedly An the
-war.' ddie elections will revolve round no broad issue of Foreign Policy nor affect the
strength of the United* States as a belligerent. Pacifist opinion will have to seek
refuge with the Socialists or with the ' Non Partisan League,' a new agrarian party in
the Middle West." The Memorandum emphasises the importance of eliminating
suspicions as to the purposes of Great Britain in inviting the co-operation of the
United States both in war and post-war economic measures.
ENEMY GROUP.
AUSTRIA-HUNG ART,
Internal Conditions.—According
to information received by the Foreign Office
there is famine in many parts of Austria and thousands are dying of starvation in
Vienna. The population is stated to be in despair, and it is added that any order for
a great offensive against Italy would be met by a general revolt, ddie Emperor is
regarded as a mere tool of the Germans, who have complete control. An account of
conditions in Bohemia, appears in the Times of May 31st at page 5, which also reports
an expression by Mr. Lansing of the sympathy of the United States Government with
the national aspirations of the Czecho-Slovaks and Jugo-Slavs for freedom.
The Allies and the, oppressed Nationalities.—At
a meeting held a t Versailles oii
dune 3rd the Prime Ministers of the three Allied countries, Great Britain, France
-and ltal,y, agreed to the following declarations : 
(1) ddie creation of a united and independent Polish State with free access to the
sea constitutes one of the conditions of a solid and just peace and of the
rule of right in Europe.
(2) The Allied Governments have noted with pleasure the declaration made by
the Secretary of State of the United States Government and desire to
associate themselves in an expression of earnest sympathy for the.
nationalistic aspirations towards freedom of the Czecho-Sloyak and JugoS l a A ' peoples.
His Majesty's Government has now recognised the Czecho-Slovak National
-Consul in the same manner as has been done by the French and Italian Governments,,

according it the same political rights concerning the civil affairs of Czecho-Slovahs
as have been conceded to the Polish National Committee. Recognition is also
accorded to the Ozceho-Slovak Army as an organised unit operating in the Allied
cause. [See also Reports Nos. 67 (under " I t a l y " and. " Austria-Hungary ") and 68
(under " Italy ").]
The Austro-German
Pact.—In a Memorandum. (G.T. 4727) dated May 30th the
Political Intelligence.Department discusses the projected Austro-German Agreement,
ddie four main points, as represented for the benefit of German public opinion, are (1) a
twenty- or twenty-five-year term instead of the old six-year term. ; (2) alliance against
the threat of a future coalition from, whatever quarter (the original Russian menace being
no longer formidable) ; (3) co-ordination, to be continued into peace-time, of transport,
food supply, mobilisation, and munitioning, on a basis of complete parity, with the
understanding that in the event of another war the two armies shall act like one
body ; (4) permanent community of economic interests. The contemplated military
unification has been criticised by Hungarians, who are jealous of the special
characteristics of their national, army ; and by the German Government Socialists
through V orwdrts, which asks whether harmony is to be preserved by military head
quarters, since evidently a common Gennan-Anstro-Hungarian Parliament is not
intended. With regard to the economic aspects of the Treaty; Count Hertling declares
that the Central Empires want no more than their " place in the sun." " Wo desire
to make the most of the possibilities which our union implies-nothing more." This
statement may be read in the light of a recent, article in the MilncJiener
Neuesle
Nachriehten advocating " indirect war indemnities " in the West on the model of the
Rumanian Treaty, and of Dernburg's advice in the Vienna A eue Freie Prcsse, that
Germany should " strike her suction-roots deep into the heart of Asia."
Referring to the welcome accorded to the Waffenbund
by Austrian clericals, a
Vienna message quotes from an article in the Tiroler Tagcblait, by " one of the most
eminent Catholic political writers, Professor- Michael Haidegger, the Papal
Chamberlain." He says :—" Masses of German people, as a result of the Waffenbund,
now stand in case of need behind the Germans of Austria, and will not permit Czech
and South-Slav cupidity to indulge in unlimited orgies. Privileged, high treason
must cease, and these misled peoples must, so far see reason that it shall be possible
for the State and its orderly functions lo exist. Should they not voluntarily decide
to do so, there are ways and means available, under Germany's guarantee, to give
proper validity to raisons dletat against unbridled nationalism. That is the import
of the decisions arrived at at German Main Headquarters." A manifesto was issued
on May 26th an Innsbruck by the Pan-Germans of the Tyrol. Tyrol is described as a
German country, which must remain the sentinel of Germanism, against Italy. Those in
Austria who do not wish to recognise the Austrian Government should leave the
country. Every political amnesty must be henceforth excluded. Only by crushingItalian irredentism can the Austrian State remain united.
According to information received by the Foreign Office, Austria is anxious to
make her acceptance of the Treaty conditional upon an Austrian solution of the Polish
question ; to this Germany objects (1) on industrial grounds, (2) through fear of
its reaction upon the Ukraine, (3) through fear of creating a new irredentism in
Prussian Poland, and (4) because it would operate against the complete Gerinanisation
of Austria. It is further reported that Germany demands that her Allies should so
increase their agricultural, production as to render middle Europe self-sufficing ;
also that post-war exports rand imports of industrial products and raw materials
should be centralised and rationed. To these proposals objection appears to be taken
by various interests in Austria Hungary. German Wireless announces that Count
Burian will arrive in Berlin on June 11th to continue the negotiations ; it also refers
to a general economic conference opened on May 30th at Baden, near Vienna, at
which German (including Bavarian and Saxon), Austrian and Hungarian represen
tatives attended.
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- GERMANY.
German,]/ and Russian Trade.—Recent information from a reliable source gives
an account of German financial activities, undertaken with a view to acquire control
of Russian trade after the war. It is said that Copenhagen is being used as a head
quarters for the work, Geheiuirat Mendelssohn, a well-known German banker, having
succeeded in obtaining control over the Copenhagen branch of some Christiania bank.
The principal objects of attack are the metal industry, and various railways, banks,
and steamship companies. Already large numbers of shares in such concerns have

been bought, their Russian holders often selling at panic prices for fear of Bolshevist
confiscations. Of the railways, special attention has been given to that running
southwards towards Turkestan and to the Ihoitska Railway (a hue from Cheliabinsk
to Troitsk, which serves a rich mineral district). Of the banks, those particularly
aimed at are the International Bank in Petrograd aud the Russian Asiatic Bank. The
Russian Steam Navigation and Trading Company, whose headquarters are in Odessa,
and whose fleet is understood to be already in the possession of the Germans, is
likewise eagerly sought after by Germany with a view lo its control.
In
addition to some 69 modern steamers and 92 sailing vessels, the company owns
coal mines, shipyards, and docks. It is also stated that the Germans are aiming
at the eventual use of the Russian Baltic vessels to sail under some neutral
flag in the Pacific in competition with the Japanese and Americans.
It is
further reported, that the Germans are attempting to obtain a commanding position .
in the timber trade of Russia and Finland, to the exclusion of Great Britain.
Sir E. Howard learns that 11 err Bockermann, who has been, officiating during the war
as financial adviser to the German Legation in Stockholm, is proceeding to Moscow'
to take up a similar position under Count Mirbach. . Herr Bockermann was formerly
a director of the Junker Bank in Moscow. Russian Wireless of May 30th refers to
two Commissions proposed by Count Mirbach for the immediate approval of the
Bolshevist Government. The first, whose functions are not specified, is to consist of
" His Excellency von Kriege ; the Director of the Imperial Treasury, von Schroeder ;
the Vice-President of the Reichsbank, von Glasenap ; and the banker, von Mendelsohn.
The Imperial Government is of the opinion that this Commission is indispensable."
The other Commission "would be charged with the elaboration of questions
concerning the exchange of goods, and the placing of German capital for increasing
Russian efficiency. Idle Imperial Government accepts the proposal of selecting
Moscow as the place of meeting for this second Commission." By Wireless of the
same date, the Bolshevist Government issues to its representatives in Stockholm,
London aud Berne and " to all in Foreign Countries " a denial of the report that the
Moscow negotiations have been started with the object of giving over to Germany
the control of the Trans-Siberian Railway as far as Irkutsk (see Report No. 70), and
asserts that the story has been issued, by counter-revolutionaries " to put the" Allies in
the way of breaking off relations with Russia."
War Aims.—A body, calling itself the Free Committee for a German Workers'
Peace, held a conference at Bremen on May 1.9th, at which 70 representatives from all
parts of Germany attended. Telegrams were sent to the Emperor and the Imperial
Chancellor demanding (1) guarantees for Germany's frontiers ; (2) territory in which
Germans can settle ; (3) freedom of the seas ; (4) a war indemnity. According to the
Kolnische
Zcikung, Admiral von Tirpitz, speaking at a meeting of the Fatherland
Party at Cologne on May 27th, said that Germans were faced by the fateful question
whether they should be a ruling or a helot people. An unfavourable peace would
bring a fresh, war upon Germany. It seemed doubtful whether there could be any.
neutrals in a new European war. Holland, as well as Norway, would probably have
to side against Germany. In regard to naval and military affairs Germany could not
hold her Heligoland corner or carry out a U-boat war without Flanders.
Germany and Zionism.—-The Daily Review (E.P.S.) of May 30th reports :—Georg Gothein, member of the Reichstag, "writes in the Berliner Tageblatb (May 12th)
on " Pro Palaestina," the name of a society recently formed in Berlin (mainly by
Christians) to encourage the Jewish colonisation of Palestine -with Jews. This society
is not Zionist in the popular sense, and Gothein draws a distinction, between Western
and Eastern Jews, the former being Jews only as regards religion, whereas, the latter
are Jews throughout. Thus, German, French, and English Jews are respectively
German, French, and. English ; whereas, farther East the language is Yiddish,
and the manners and customs are peculiar to the Jews, and the whole thought
is essentially Talnltidical—here the Ukrainian or Polish. Jew is simply not. a
Ukrainian or a Pole. , The Zionism of the Western Jews m a y b e partly a - reaction
against anti-Semitism ; it is a " romantic-religions idealism," which never can be
turned to practical colonising aims, as is suggested by the history of William Penn
and the Puritans of New England. The situation of the Western Jew is entirely
different, from that of the Eastern, wdiose miserable condition—Gothein presents
only one side of the question—is familiar, wdiose exile is lightened only by the idea of
a return to the Promised Land. At first these Eastern Jews, to whom agricultural
work had been almost everywhere forbidden, did not make good colonists; but earlier
failures have been redeemed, as efforts were made to give them a preliminary training

"Since the capture of Jerusalem, the English—with that native adroitness of
t h e i r s - h a v e set before the world the picture- of a-future independent Jewish National
State of Palestine. In reality, they are or,ly concerned to make the Indian Ocean
into an English lake, and so throw a bridge from Egypt to India over Palestine,
Mesopotamia, Persia and Afghanistan. Palestine, as a so-called. Jewish State, would
be merely an. English colony. It is to the interest of the Eastern. Jews, as also of the
Germans, that the English plan should fail, and that England should not pocket the
fruits of the prolonged labours of German-Jewish, culture-pioneers." The English
attempt to win the sympathies of the Jews of all lands must be foiled by the German
Jews, and by the Germans. This will require an understanding with the Turkish
authorities, who, in the past, have been thoroughly agreeable to German requests.
Capital, colonies and brains are necessary in order to increase the exports and improve
Turkey's unfavourable trade and. financial balance, and there is every readiness to
encourage Jewish settlements and to see in Palestine a. national and culturally
independent Jewish community. No doubt, the work of colonisation will, take time
and toil; but while Palestine is for those whose religious zeal moves' them thereto
"the great mass of the Jews will as before remain in the lands where their cradle has
stood." ' The aim must be to make Jews citizens of the State, with equal rights, and
socially not inferior to people of other origin. But it is still an open question whether
this will succeed in the East, as it has in Germany and the West. In any case, the
Jewish colonisation of Palestine is " a culture-work—a German political task." (And.
see Reports Nos. 58, 60, 04, 66-68.)
Shortage of Textiles.—The Allied Governments are examining the possibility of
a more drastic restriction of the supply of textile products from neutral sources to
the Central Powers, who are already suffering from an extreme shortage in this
respect. (See also under " Switzerland.")
77/e Cinema Industry.—The
Norddeutsche
AUgemeine
Zeitung
of April 23rd
states :—" Since the formation of the Universum Film Company, the movement
towards concentration in the film, industry has made further progress. According to
the lAchhhild-Buhne,
a Rhenish cinematograph company has been formed with a
capital of iYIk. 5J milk, with the support of the Banner Banking Association in
Cologne . . . . It is starting branch businesses in Scandinavia and Austria-Hungary,
and preparing to do so in Switzerland and Russia. Besides these, two further
companies are. contemplated in Central and South Germany." According to a report
received, Germany is now independent of other countries for all cinematographic
materials. The industry will, be extensively applied to the purposes of propaganda
in. foreign, countries, both during and after the war, particularly in the advertisement
of German manufactures.
Germany
and the Bolshevists.—According
to a report received by the Foreign
Office, the Germans have undertaken to support Bolshevist Missions in neutral
countries in consideration of the disarmament of the Black Sea Fleet.
Anti-French
Propaganda.—The
Foreign Office is informed'.! that stories of French
cruelty to prisoners are being officially circulated in Germany, with the frequent
addition that the person threatened was saved by the intervention of an. Englishman.
It is commonly stated in. Munich that the offensive against the British has been
declared by 1 linden burg to have been a mistake, since Germany would ultimately
have to come to an understanding with. them.
NEUTRAL GROUP.
ALBANIA,
Italian
Influence.—Italian.
Wireless of May 30th reports:—"The English
explorer, Savage Lander, has arrived in Rome from Albania, .where he said he
received excellent impressions of Italian work there. Roads, schools, and sanitary
institutions have, in a brief time, transformed the country, which has been oppressed
by Ottoman domination for five centuries."
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.
.
British Special Mission.—The Foreign Office is informed that after a thoroughly
satisfactory visit to Uruguay, where official and public sympathy with and enthusiasm
for the Allied cause were manifest, the British Special Mission arrived on May 31st
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at Buenos Aires, where it received a reception of unprecedented warmth. Salutes
of 21 guns were exchanged between HALS. Newcastle
and the Aim ir ante
Brown, and the latter further saluted the Ambassadors flag with 19 guns. The
Mission was met outside the harbour by crowded tugs, and the port was dressed and.
massed with people. The Mission received a remarkable, popular demonstration in
the streets. Sir M. de Bunsen was received very cordially by the President on
June 1st, and the Argentine Government has expressed its gratification at the
auspicious visit..
Argentine Republic and Germany.—A Press telegram dated May 29th states that
the Argentine Government has agreed to recognise Count von Donhpff, Secretary to
the German Legation, as Charge d'Affaires in accordance with his request based
upon his desire that diplomatic relations might be restored, between Germany and
Argentina.
DENMARK.
Opening of Parliament.—The
Press reports that the opening of the Rigsdag took
place on May 28th in the presence of all the members of the Royal Family, a large
number of members of the Kigsdag, and the members of the Diplomatic Body. Each
of the belligerent Powers was represented, by one member of the respective legations.
The King, in the course of his speech, said : —
"This is the first time that the Rigsdag has been elected in conformity with the
new constitution of June 5th, 1915, which gives to every citizen, women as well, as
men, equal right to share in legislation. In another way, moreover, this day is of
great import, because for the first time for nearly 3d- years the Rigsdag has met in
this historic spot (the rebuilt castle of. Christiansborg), which is now the residence of
your King, the seat of law and justice, and is free to you for yoav debates. The
policy of strict and impartial neutrality which the Government has maintained since
the opening of hostilities has been entirely approved by the citizens of the country
through the intermediary of all the parties of the Rigsdag, and it has been appreciated
by the belligerent Powers. The Government will strictly continue this policy along
the lines followed hitherto, and we hope that the efforts under the banner of neutrality
to assure the provisioning of tlie country and industrial activity will not encounter
difficulties which cannot lie overcome by means of discussion. It is with sincere
pleasure, which .1 know is shared by all Danes, that .1 refer to the happy results of
the continually increasing co-operation between the three Scandinavian peoples.
With regard, to domestic affairs your labours ought to aim, as they have hitherto
done, at the relief of the severe and inevitable distress caused in so many quarters
by tire world war, and I am convinced that the consciousness of the necessity of
obtaining what is uselulior the country will unite even very divergent opinions in a
common sentiment in order to reach a common end. This also applies to the
settlement of the relations between Denmark and Iceland, in which I admit that if
we, on the side of Denmark, act in full agreement, the negotiations will remove the
points in dispute which are preventing a satisfactory and complete understanding."
Danish Socialist Campaign against Entente.—Sir R. Paget reports that Social
Demokraten, the organ of Mr. Stauuing and Parvus, alias Helphand (see Reports
Nos. 50, 54 and 67), are conducting a campaign against certain well-known Danes stated
to have assisted various Entente officials in obtaining information regarding Germany.
False insinuations are also made against certain British officials. It is somewhat
remarkable that the paper should omit to refer to the innumerable German agents in
Denmark, who direct their activities, not onby against the Entente powers, but also
against Danish interests, e.g., by giving information leading to the torpedoing of
Danish, ships. Infractions of Danish, neutrality by German agents are frequent, but
either such agents are. not prosecuted or the proceedings are kept out of the Press.
(It may be observed that the German officer von Kotze, expelled from Copenhagen in
1916 for espionage, is now again installed there as German \dee-Consul.) Social
Demokraten has been strongly X-UO-German and anti-Ally during the war, as also has
the attitude of the Danish Socialist Party (see Reports above quoted). A letter from
Mr. Ramsay Macdonald, however, appears in the issue of May 30th, expressing cordial
sympathy with Mr. Stauning, and stating that English Socialists in no way complain
of the attitude of their Danish comrades.

British Agreement
with, Iceland.—An
economic Agreement between. His Majesty's
Government and the Government of Iceland lias been signed in London, under which
export licences will be resumed for goods required by Iceland from the United
Kingdom and the United States within, the rations provided for. (See also Report
Nos. 54, 57 and 58.)

FINLAND.

Finland
and (Germany'.—The
Swedish extreme Socialist paper Politiken
of
dune 1st reports "from a well-informed source" that a secret treaty exists between
Finland, and Germany which is still unknown to the Finnish Diet, and according to
which the Finnish Senate is pledged (I) to introduce monarchy under a German
Prince even against the will of the Diet; (2) to place the Finnish Army under
/German command; (3) to refuse definitely to hand over Aland to Sweden; (4) to
allow the Germans to establish a naval station on Aland or elsewhere on the Finnish
coast ; (5) to give the Germans the. right to a commercial port on the Arctic Ocean.
The treaty is also stated to provide measures against the Finnish Reds. Until the
above pledges are fulfilled the Germans are to have the right to keep troops in
Finland. (This report is characterised by German Wireless of June 4th as a "liberal
invention.") The Swedish Press of the same date publishes a communique from, the
French Legation stating that, in view of statements by certain, members of the'
principle
would apparently not command a
Finnish Senate that the monarchical
majority in the Landtag demanded by the Constitution, the French Minister has
been authorised to inform the Finnish Charge d'Affaires in Stockholm that the
French Government will not recognise any change of government illegally introduced
into Finland. The French Government considers that in making this declaration it
discharges the duty to the Finnish people which it undertook in being the first of the
Great Powers to recognise Finland's independence. Mr. Grove reports that the
Swedish and Old. Finnish Parties are in favour of a monarchy, while the Agrarians
-and Young Finns oppose it.
With regard to the Army, Sir F. Howard reports that the German Staff objected
to the retention of General Mannerheim, considering him pro-Ally. A Stockholm
Press message of May 27th from Stockholm reports that the German-trained -lager
officers have been undermining the position of the old Finnish aud Russo-Finnish
officers, and have conducted a propaganda for the.gene.ral introduction into the Finnish
Army of the German military system and control. At the same time immense efforts
have been made to lessen Swedish control in the Finnish Army. (The Finnish, papers
predict the probable resignation with General Mannerheim of the Swedish-speaking
officers. Sir E. Howard reports that the General, is now at Stockholm, much upset at
the Germanism ion of his country under the influence of Sario.) A press message
of May 28th mentions the rumour current in Stockholm of " a defensive treaty,
with Germany. One condition of this is that Finland shall establish an army of
100,000 men, and that the Finnish Army in the East shall be commanded by
Germans in the event of Russia again attacking Germany during the present Avar.
German officers are to. be employed as tacticians aud. instructors in officers'
training colleges. It is said that General Mannerheim, the Commander of the White
-Guards, was opposed to this agreement, but that M. Svinhufvud, the Finnish
Dictator, considered himself bound by it." As to the Arctic Ocean, Sir E. Howard
learns from a Russian source that Gorman troops in Helsingfors have been speaking
-openly- of an expedition, against Murmansk, and that they have been moved
eastward. Mr. Grove also reports considerable movements of German troops
about the country. The Nashe Slovq learns from Archangel that the Germans are
laying a railway from the Finnish frontier to Petchenga Bay. His Majesty s
Yice-Consul at Kirkeness learns that a force of 2,000 White Finns intends again
to attack Petchenga. By Wireless of May 26th the Bolshevist Government sent
the following message to its Plenipotentiary, . Joffe, in Berlin :—" Count Mirbach
proposed in the name of his Government a basis for peace wdth Finland. Finland
is to cede Ino and Raivola. We are to undertake not to fortify these places,
and to cede to Finland, a strip of the Murman region with an outlet to the sea.
H i e Russian G4overnmei.it accept this offer
" With regard to German
commercial
control, the rumour above quoted speaks of an agreement that Germany
is to have economic control over Finland for 20 years, and. to finance a series
r
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of new industries and undertakings in Finland, especially of such- as are intended for
the production of articles of export to Russia.
Sir E. Howard learns that the
Deutsche Bank has already established a branch at Helsingfors. Several new banks
are being started in Finland. Politically, according to a report from Mr. Grove, the
Finns are at present without independence, and have ceased to mention it. The
German Staff has threatened to stop any paper hostile to or critical of German action ;:
practically no foreign news is received except what is daily handed out by the German
Legation.
Finland and Denmark-.—It is reported from a reliable source that negotiations
are in progress between the Finnish Senate and representatives of the Danish Govern
ment with a view to a commercial agreement between Finland and Denmark. If the
proposed agreement is concluded, as seems quite possible, Denmark will send food to
Finland in exchange for other commodities, chiefly timber. Direct exchange of goods
-will take place by private arrangements, but the State will control matters by means
of licences.
Finland and Austria-Hungary.—A
.Vienna telegram to the Dutch Press (May.
. 29th) states that a peace treaty between An stria-Hungary and Finland, and two
supplemeutarv treaties between both countries, have been signed at the Foreign
Office.
Reported expulsion of Bolshevist Representative.—A
Stockholm message (May
28th) states that the Bolshevist representative at Helsingfors, Kerenko, has been,
expelled from Finland.
MEXICO.
Internal Conditions.—Mr. Cummins reports that in the course of a rebel attack
on a train near Minatitlan on May 29th, a British subject, employed in the refinery,,
was killed. The General commanding the district has ordered the neighbouring
villagers into the town. Mr. Cummins has represented to the Mexican Government
the imperative necessity of giving adequate protection to the refinery and employes.
The Foreign Office learns that a large German factory in Mexico is secretly
manufacturing explosives.
ddie Foreign Office is informed that a loan of
10,000,000 dollars has been made by the Germans to Carranza through a bank in
Mexico, and that a further very large amount is expected, to be sent, together with
supplies of corn, in German ships intended to be chartered by the Mexican Goverii
ment from the Argentine. (See also Report No. 64.)
Rupture of Relations between Mexico and Cuba.—A press message dated May
23rd from Mexico reports that the recall, of the Mexican representative in Cuba (sec
Report No. 70) is explained in a statement made by Sehor AguiJar, the Foreign
Minister, as " due to the state of war in which Cuba is involved." . . . .
"This
has obliged the Government of Cuba to dictate a measure which in many cases will
affect Mexican interests, on behalf of which the Mexican Legation have made frequent
representations to Cuba." It further announces the definite severance of relations
between Mexico and Cuba as the result of a Cabinet meeting held on May 22nd. ddieForeign Minister is quoted as saying :—
" It is an indispensable measure for the high ideals and interests of two nations
in the actual moment of the world crisis. During the present state of war the
frequent representations which it was necessary for the Mexican, representative to
make produced tension in the relations between the two nations, which must be
cleared up later in order to maintain unbroken the fraternal sentiments of solidarity,.,
which have always bound us to the people of Cuba and all Latin-American countries.
. . . . By recalling her representative from Cuba, Mexico gives proof of " her con
"sideration and respect for the sovereignty of a friendly Government which is now
passing through-a critical period, and at the same time furnishes a proof of the
confidence of the Mexican Government that its citizens will be treated with all the
consideration that the laws of Cuba and her institutions permit under which they will
remain in the Republic under the same conditions as her" own nationals
ddie
step taken is in accordance with the conduct of the Mexican Government as proclaimed'

by President Carranza on innumerable occasions, but it may be hoped that the crisis
is only a passing one, and that Mexico and Cuba will soon be in a better condition
to renew relations on the basis of justice and equality."
The Foreign Minister is reported by Mr. Cummins as further stating that the
Mexican lias established a precedent in severing relations to give a belligerent (Cuba)
a free hand. Mr. Cummins thinks the step may be attributable merely to stupidity
on the part of the Mexican Government, which considers that Cuba has in various
small matters been disrespectful; there is, however, a feeling amongst the Allied
representatives at Mexico that it intended to demonstrate contempt towards the
United States. Lord Reading reports an opinion expressed in Washington that the
principal reason is the stoppage of ships for Vera Cruz. Mr. Leech learns that
the Mexican Ambassador and the Cuban Minister at Washington are dealing with
the question, and that it is expected that matters will be satisfactorily accommodated.

NETHERLANDS.
Proposed Convoy to Dutch blast Indies.—With
reference to the proposed convoy
to the Dutch East Indies mentioned in Report No. 70, TIandelsblad of May 28th
(ii) quoting an article in the Kolnisehe Zeitung, which states that the convoy is a
measure of protection against the Abbes, points out that British Naval theory and
practice maintain the right to take convoyed vessels into port for examination.
B' andclshlad
proceeds to speculate as to the reasons for this abandonment by the
Netherlands Government of its previous cautious policy. In a further article of
June 1st, it presses for a frank reply from the Government: On May 31st the Nether
lands Government published an official, communique on. the subject, explaining that,
"besides the warship TLertog Hendrik,--,imd'er command of Captain De Joncheere;
who is Convoy Commandant, the convoy w i l l consist of S.S. Tabanan, transformed
(under the rules of the Seventh Convention of the Second Hague Peace Conference)
into an auxiliary cruiser, of the Rotterdam Lloyd, under command of Captain Gboszen,
and very probably the steamer Noordam,
of the Holland-America Line, as a
passenger ship, and the S.S. Bengkalis,
of the Nederlamd Company, as collier.
The ships-will leave the roadstead of Texel about the middle of dune, and, avoiding
areas declared by belligerents, to be dangerous, will proceed round the Cape of Good
Plope. ddie stock of coal will be replenished, as far as necessary, out of Bengkalis,
either in neutral ports or at sea outside "territorial waters of belligerents. The
duration of the voyage is estimated at about three and a half months, ddie warships
will only carry naval, personnel and war supplies, and the merchant ships only
Government passengers with their families and Government goods, (Sir W. Townley
is further informed that the embarkation of goods, passengers and luggage w i l l be
strict!)- supervised, and that private correspondence will not be allowed to be carried.)
It is not intended to institute under protection of warships commercial intercourse
which without such protection would not be permitted, by the belligerents according
to their Auews of the commercial liberty of neutrals. No mails or parcels will be
carried. It is obvious that the Convoy Commandant would not tolerate any exami
nation of the convoyed ships. According to usage, he will, on meeting belligerent
warships, permit perusal of cargo documents in his custody by the Commander at
the hitter's request. In fact, those documents will be communicated to the Powers
concerned before departure from Netherlands."
British Trade with Dutch East Indies.—The
Foreign Office instructs Sir W.
Townley that normal trade relations are now to be renewed between the Dutch East
Indies and India and the British- Colonies. (And see Reports Nos. 67, 69 and 70.)
Deported Discovery of Iron Ore in the Dutch East Indies.—A telegram appearing
in the Dutch newspapers, May 30th, states that iron-ore beds, estimated to contain
upwards of a thousand million tons, the exploitation of which would be easy, have
been discovered in the Verbeek Mountains, in the Island of Celebes, in the Dutch
East Indies.
Dutch-Allied Negotiations.—The
Foreign Office is informed, that the Netherlands
Government is not unlikely to make to the Associated Governments an official
indication of its attitude regarding a General Agreement (see Report No. 70). It is
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reported that exports to Germany will, in any case he negligible except in the case of
cattle, which will have to be reduced owing to the conversion of pasture into arable,
land.
The Allied Requisition of Dutch Ships.—Sir W, Townley transmits the arguments
of the Netherlands Government regarding the Allied requisition of Dutch tonnage
These principally object to the employment of the
(see Reports Nos. 59-62).
requisitioned ships for military purposes. It is contended that the action of the
Associated Governments was not justified either by the right of angary nor by the
general law of sovereignty.
German-Dutch Negotiations.—The Foreign Office is informed, that in the economic
negotiations now resumed between Germany and Holland (see, Report No. 70), the
Germans are aiming principally at securing credits, maintaining their exchange and
creating a position which may prevent them from, being unfavourably situated after
the war.
Reported Assignment
of German Ships to Holland.—Nieuipe
Rotterdamsche
Co lira lit of May 25th states that, according to a telegram from. Rotterdam, two German
steamships will shortly voyage from the Dutch East Indies to Holland as Belgian
relief ships. They have been placed at the disposal of Holland by the German
Government to replace two of the six Dutch ships torpedoed in the English Channel
on February 22nd, 1.917.
Fan-German
Propaganda.—The
TIandelsblad of May 24th writes :—" We have
learned that preparations are already being made in. Germany for the establishment
of a Pan-German news organisation over the entire world, and that one of the first
steps in that direction has been the foundation of a National Dutch News Agency in
The Hague."
Smuggling into Germany and Belgium. —Reports have been received, indicating
the continued prevalence of smuggling from Holland into Germany and Belgium. In
spite of the endeavours, of the Netherlands Government to stop the trade in contra
hand, its measures do hot as yet ensure a sufficient degree of success. This is due
partly to the absence of any central organisation or single control, and partly to the
complicity and corruption of certain Dutch officials.
:

NORWAY.
Germany and the Norwegian-American
Agreement.—The
Norwegian Bress of.
Mav 31st reports that the S.S. Eihundasund,
carrying herring from Bergen to
Stockholm, has been seized and taken into Swinemtinde. Sir M. Findlay submits that
in this and similar cases, formal demand, should be made that the amount so captured
should be deducted from that allowed for exportation to Germany under the
Agreement. The United States Minister is making the same proposal to the State
Department.
Norwegian
Herring.—The
Norwegian herring catch amounts this season to
1,600,000 barrels. The fishing interests claim that one-fourth-of this amount.is not
subject to the ordinarv fish guarantee. Thev propose to- export 300,000 barrels to
Germany; 100,000-150,000 barrels to Holland;' 200,000-300,000 barrels to Sweden,
and 20,000 barrels to Denmark.
Replacing of Noncegian
Tonnage after the War.—The Foreign Office instructs
Sir M. Findlay that requisitioned Norwegian ships may be replaced on the same
terms as those which will be arranged for Holland. The question of replacing time
chartered ships is under consideration.
SPAIN.
- ' German Submarines.—Sir
A. Hardinge reports that the Commander of U. 56
(see Reports Nos. 69 and 70) is remaining with five men at Santander. Sir -A.
Hardinge has pointed out to the Spanish Government the undesirability of this

arrangement. His Majesty's Government has recently again, called the attention.'
of the Spanish Government to the necessity of taking strict precautions to prevent
the escape of interned German submarines, and has also intimated the necessity of
making strong representations to the German Government upon, its continued
destruction of shipping in Spanish territorial waters.
Internment, of British Seamen.—Sir A. llardinge learns that two British Reserve
seamen gunners, who were serving the defensive armament of the torpedoed British
S.S. " Heron Bridge" have been interned at has Pal mas. He has officially requested
the reciprocal, internment, pending their release, of all. German and Austrian Naval
Reservists among the crews of enemy ships in Spanish ports.
German Propaganda, regarding
die Entente and Spanish Shipping.—A
German
"Wireless message of May 24th states that Swiss banking circles have revealed a state
men t made from a special source which is in close connection with leading Spanish
circles :—" The pressure of England and the United States on Spain is beginning to
make itself felt more and. more strongly. Some time ago the Entente States detained
Spanish ships in Entente ports, by not giving them any coals and by refusing them
export permits on scanty excuses, in order thus to force Spain to undertake the supply
to the American Army in France of Fruits, olive-oil, woollen blankets, and other
things. After" Spain had met these demands, Spanish ships going to Cuba and
Central America and not obtaining a full return cargo there, were forced by the
United States to call at New York on their homeward voyage. The American
Consuls at Cuba and also in Central America received instructions with that, object.
Spain is said to have promised to promote, by every means her exports to the United
States, and in case of necessity even to resort to Government measures, in leading
Spanish circles they are of opinion that it would be easily possible for Spain, whose
neutrality is of the greatest importance to her neighbour France, in view of the
Fitters miserable military situation, to obtain from the Entente Governments eom
plete recognition of SpaiAs rights to have unlimited command over Spanish ship
space, and that this could be done by the exploitation in. a perfectly correct way of
the political situation as a whole. If the Spanish Government were decided to insist
on SpaiAs claims to the "utmost, England and the United States would find themselves
forced to give in, in view of the French and the Continental situation."
German Intrigue inMorocco.—Further
partictilars of German intrigue in Morocco
are reported in the Daily Review (N.P.S.) of May 31st at pages 810 and 811. (See
also Reports Nos. 68, 64 and 66.)
Export Prohibition.—A.
Royal Decree dated May 31st prohibits the export of
spun cotton during the cotton shortage.
SWEDEN.
Anglo-Swedish.
Agreement.—It
is expected that the Swedish Government will
promptly ratify the Anglo-Swedish Agreement (see Report No. 70). His Majesty's
Government has received an assurance that the Swedish Shipowners' Committee will,
not allow any vessels under its control to be laid up. The Associated Governments
have reserved the right to defer executing the Agreement if the tonnage ceded under
the Agreement is not put at their disposal without delay. The Swedish Conservative
Press has little comment upon the Agreement. Dagblad states that the Right has
never opposed an agreement with the Entente with iron ore and tonnage as the basis
of the negotiations: " How far the present agreement is satisfactory cannot be
judged until an official, statement is published. It is clear, however, that the
Government has not heeded the warnings of the Right against putting too
much confidence in mere promises, in. spite of its experience of England's
At least, it has avoided corn
unfulfilled pledges in the modus vlvendi.
promising Swedish commercial neutrality."
ddie Nya Dagligt Allehanda
makes
a similar criticism, and hopes that the official communique will show that
binding guarantees have been received for the return of the Swedish ships after the
war. Mr. Branting in Socicd Demokraten considers that the Swedish Government
has been able to mark out for itself a safe path between the dangers of pressure drom
both belligerent camps. German Wireless of May 31st states that "interesting
particulars of the Swodo-British Agreement are trickling through in spite of the

efforts of officials to keep the contents secret," and observes (infer alia) that the Agree
meut is to be exploited by the Entente until a long time after the war, and that the
promised grain cannot be fetched to Sweden before the new Swedish crop, tlyit is to
say, cannot be fetched at the time when it is most needed. Sir E. Howard learns
that much gratification would be caused in Swedish business circles if the British
import prohibition on wood pulp could be raised as a result of the Agreement.
Landsting Elections and Franchise
Reforms.—In a Memorandum (G.T. 4714).
dated May 29th, the Political Intelligence Department sets out the results of the
recent elections to the County and Town Councils (Landstingen) and estimates their
probable effect on the elections to the First Chamber of the Riksdag next autumn..
It would seem that the Conservative Majority in this Chamber will be reduced from
26 to 20 seats. It is noticed that the Conservatives have shown approval of YoungSocialist gains as adversely affecting the strength of t.he Government block. They
have indeed on occasion not disdained to make common cause with the Socialist
Extremists,—an opportunist policy which plainly in the long ran can bring them no
permanent political advantage. The Memorandum also deals with the question of
Swedish Franchise Reform, and observes that the moderate Socialists are determined
to break down, by legal means, the opposition of the Right to Woman Suffrage aud the
equal communal vote.
%

Oil Imports from Austria.—The
Swedish Press of May 31st reports that- the
Swedish. Government has approved an agreement made between the Swedish
Industrial Commission and the A/B Svenska Oceankompaniet for import from Austria
of 200 tons of petroleum, 167 tons of lubricating oils, and 110 tons of cylinder oils..
Social Demokralen of Jane 1st states that, according to the Industrial Commission,
the above quantities are only a quarter of the total to be received from Austria, and
that the remainder will, arrive in three successive monthly consignments. (See alsoReport No. 06.)
Mines in the Kattegat.—The
Swedish Press of May 31st publishes an official
communique giving the extent of the minefields in the Kattegat both inside and
outside territoi-ial waters, and stating that the Swedish Minister in London has made a
protest to His Majesty's Government and received the right to claim for any losses in
life and property which may result therefrom. Svenska IIah dels Tidning observes
that it is all the more necessary that a protest should be made since previous
experience shows that this kind of breach of neutrality on. the one part usually calls
forth some similar outbreak on the other. Stockliolms Daghlad hopes that Social
L)emol;,raten s confidence in. the British Governments willingness to give reparation
will prove justified.
SWITZERLAND.
Federal Council and Neutrality.—A. Berne Press message of May 25th. states :—The Federal Council has published the tenth report on Switzerland^ neutrality,,
covering the period from May 20th, 1.917, to May 1st, 1918. The report states that
during this period 91,44-2 refugees from Northern France entered Switzerland, and
on April 30th the number of civil and military prisoners interned in Switzerland was
27,220. The report insists on the fact that, with the reserves of cereals at present
existing, Switzerland can only feed herself until about the end of July ; and that the
immediate importation of large quantities of cereals is urgently necessary in order
to avoid an exceedingly critical situation, although the result of the Swiss crops
may be considered very satisfactory. The increase of the area under cereals
has, however, now reached the possible limits. The report next mentions the
various economic, conventions concluded with foreign countries during the period
in question. According to the Convention concluded at the end of December
with France, the monthly advances agreed to by Switzerland. were to have
amounted to about ten million francs in the event of importations being satisfactory.
As, however, the latter were altogether insufficient, the amount of the advances
was much less. By the Convention with Great Britain, Switzerland also con
sented to a monthly credit up to the amount of ten million francs, the credit
depending- on the quantity of goods destined for Switzerland which arrived in.
European ports. The Convention with France and Italy ensures to these countries.

the ridivery of fixed quantities of wood. The report also deals with the Convention
with the United States, by which the latter engaged to provide Switzerland up to the
end of August with 240,000 tons of cereals. The execution of the Convention from
the first encountered great difficulties,-wliich, despite the goodwill of the Govern
ments interested, could not be surmounted. Up to the end oil April it had only
been fomuImpossible to ship 30,000 tons of cereals. The principal difficulty lay in the
lack of tonnage. The report deals in detail with the question of the purchase of
ships by Switzerland, regarding which, negotiations are in progress. In order to
cover the needs of Switzerland, 280,000 tons of shipping would be necessary yearly.
Thanks to the goodwill of the two groups of belligerents, the report says, Switzerland
may hope to see this project carried out. Sir II. Rumbold reports that the Federal
Council, apparently in the absence of the President, and probably on the suggestion
of the pro-Gerinan Vice-!hesident, Mr. Midler, has suddenly sequestrated the archives
of the Russian Legation, without giving any formal notification, to the Russian
Charge d'Affaires that he was no longer considered as holding any official status.
A communique to the Press states that the Federal Government decided to sequestrate
the archives on the ground that they were claimed by two Russian Missions neither
of which had an official character, dlrere is, however, some reason to suppose that
this action was taken at the request of the Maximalist Mission. The representations
of the British, French, and. Greek Ministers regarding the activities of King
Constantino in Switzerland (see Reports Nos. 56, 64- and 67) have not yet resulted in any
decisive action by the Federal Government, which apparently desires further proof
of such activities. A. press correspondent draws attention to the Germanophil
discrimination shown by the majority of the German-Swiss newspapers, as shown
both in. the publication and suppression of war news and in political propa
ganda; for example, no mention was made in them of the recent deliberate
bombardment of British hospitals behind the lines by German aircraft, reported by
Renter on May 24th ; indeed the Neae Znreher Zeitung on May 25th published a Wolff
telegram, alleging that bombs had been dropped by Allied airmen on. a German
hospital.
Maximalist Mission.—Sir Id. Rumbold reports that the Head of the Maximalist
Mission in Switzerland (see Report No. 70) has left official cards upon the Allied
Ministers.
German-Swiss Agreement.—German
Wireless of June 3rd reports the ratification
of the German-Swiss Economic Agreement. (See Reports Nos. 69 and 70.)
Loan of Rolling Stock to Germany.—According
to a reliable report, about 400
Swiss railway trucks have recently- been lent to Germany.
Cotton Exports to Germany.—In a Memorandum (G.T. 4713) dated. May 31st, are
set out the terms of the Agreement, ratified by the Federal Government on May Sth
(see Report No. 69), for controlling cotton exports to Germany and preventing the
accumulation of stocks from overseas. (See also Reports Nos. 51-53, and under
" Germany.")
THE VATICAN.
Air Warfare.—At the appeal of Cardinal Hartmann, Archbishop of Cologne, the
Vatican made representations to His MajestyV Government urging that air raids
should not be made against towns behind the iines on May 30th, being the celebration
of Corpus Christ!. His Majesty's Government gave an undertaking to that effect,
which Avas duly observed. Count de Salis has now brought to the notice of the
Vatican the facts that British hospitals at Etaples were attacked immediately before
the Cardinabs appeal, and that Paris was bombarded throughout May 30th and a
church hit.
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PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

General.—Air. Wardrop on May 20ill (received 29th) quoted a report from the
Moscow Press of Count MirbaclPs note refusing a liiisso-German
Commission
at
Moscow to deal with all economic and financial questions. Count MirbaclPs counter
proposal was for a llusso-Oermaii Commission to sit at Berlin in order to find a
modus vivendi about the supplementary Brest Treaty, and another mixed Commission
to deal with commerce and with German financial assistance for Russia, to sit at
Moscow.
On May 30th the Admiralty reported that Commander Piotski was being sent
to Berlin as head of a Naval Mission to discuss naval details of the peace terms,
and to demand information as to German intentions regarding the Russian fleet,
Russian Wireless of May 30th reported a message from M. Chicherin to Joffe at Berlin,
telling him, in connection with negotiations about the Black Sea Fleet, to insist
especially on the necessity for an Agreement affecting all. fronts including the Turkish,
where it is necessary that the further advance of the Turks should be stopped.
On June 1st M. Joffe sent a message from Berlin to Chicherin stating that no
special legal Commission has been projected. The Germans insist upon a financial
Commission at Berlin, and an economic Commission at Moscow. The financial
Commission will decide nothing. After an exchange of "views, the decision will be
with the Government. A political Mission to settle the six poiuts raised originally
by M. Chicherin, and a seventh concerning the property belonging to the Russians
which was taken by the Germans after March 1st, has been agreed to at Berlin, but
Moscow has been positively refused as a meeting place. The Germans insist upon
Berlin. They also insist that the Commission shall meet without delay. Von
Kuhlmann is proposed as head of the German delegates, and he cannot leave Berlin.
Russian Wireless of June 4th publishes a message from M. Chicherin to Joffe
at Berlin mentioning a maritime Conference to be held at Reval in response to the
invitation of the German Government,
According to information supplied by Mr. Wardrop on May 23th (received
June 5th), Count Mirbach, in reply to a Russian protest against the use of destroyers
in the Black Sea, has advised the Russians to appty to the Turks about it.
Mr. Lockhart on May 27th reported, that the Bolshevists were about to make a
treaty with Finland under which Russia would give up the western portion of the
Murman coastal region to Finland, and obtain Raivola and Fort Ino in. exchange. He
reported further that the Bolshevists were, afraid either to co-operate with us in the
Murman region or to ask us to leave. Russian. Wireless of June 1st contained-a
message from Chicherin stating that he had transmitted a note to Count Mirbach
agreeing to accept the proposal of the Germain Government, " This proposal consists
in provision for the ceding by Finland to the Russian Republic of the Fort Ino and
of Raivola, if the Russian Republic promises not to fortify these places, and in
ceding by the Russian Republic to Finland of the western part of Murman with the
Outlet to the sea."
In an. important Memorandum (on the Bailie, Provinces),
dated. May 1.7th
(G.T. 4687), the Political Intelligence Department deals with racial and territorial
questions affecting the future of Esthonia, Latvia or Lettland, and Lithuania, arising
out of the Brest-Litovsk Treaty. The following quotation, is given from the opinion
of Professor Voldemar, Lithuanian Attache at Brest-Lilovsk to the Ukrainian
Delegation. : - 
"My conviction is that Russia is gone for ever ; I speak it from knowing the
people of Russia from personal observation. Therefore Britain would do well in
helping the new small States around the Baltic Sea which are willing to enter into a
confederation with the Scandinavian nations. If Britain would support this project
the Swedes would be won, and the small peoples (Lithuanians, Letts, Esthonians,
Finns) would be delighted. The Northern Union could some way counterbalance
the German supremacy. Besides, the Lithuanians are in perfect harmony with
Ukrainia, and it would not be difficult to make them join the Northern Union.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
In my opinion such a policy is the
only alternative lor Britain if Britain foresees the nearest future in. Eastern Europe.
The Great Russians will remain in turmoil and anarchy for many years, and none of
the nationalities which have been able to get away from them shall (sic) voluntarily
return into their fold ; sooner they will revolt than submit to the domination of the
semi-barbaric Russians."

On -Tune 1st Russian Wireless published a message to Joffe at Berlin on the
subject of the Don Provinces.
The message states that, in connection with the RussoUkrainian peace negotiations, the great Don Government. has addressed to the
Ukrainian State a note in which it is said that the South Eastern. Union is not a
part of. the Russian. CouneiPs Republic, but a distinct sovereign State, which is at
war against the unrecognised Government of the OounciFs Republic. Russian
newspapers say that they expect the reply of the Ukraine to the Bon will be a
favour-able one, because, if the Ukrainian Government should deny the legality of the
Dorr Government, it would as a consequence deny its own legality. It is clearly
apparent that an agreement exists between the Governments of the Bon and. of
-Germany. On the same date 1V1. Chicherin sent a message to Joffe at Berlin in the
following 1erms :—" Against invading foreigners the warlike Cossack Don will rise in
force. Every advance of Germany towards the East on the basis of allegations as to
an exercise of self-determination on the part of the peoples is a contradiction, to the
promises which were given that they would go no further. It is an attempt to
strangle Russia. We have accepted an economic agreement and modus
vivendi.
Why will they strangle us ? " Russian Wireless of June 1st published a manifesto
signed, by Lenin, Trotsky, Chicherin and. Stalin to the Cossacks of the Don and
Kuban declaring that the Don region is an integral part of the Russian CounciLs
Federal Republic.
Russian Wireless of June 3rd stated that a note had been addressed to the Turkish
Minister at Moscow about the Caucasus, protesting against the action of the Ottoman
Government in entering into relations at Constantinople with representatives of the
so-called Government of the Mountaineers, which does not enjoy the esteem or the
confidence of the majority of the people of the Northern Caucasus.
On May 29th, Lord Reading reported on good authority the terms of a Peace
Treaty said to have been signed between Turkey and the " Caucasian Government."
The terms give Turkey military advantages in. the use of railways for operations
against British troops in the Middle East.
Finland.—German Wireless of May 30th. published a message from Vienna to the
effect that a Peace Treaty, with a supplementary economic and legal-political, treaty,
had been signed between Finland and Austria-Hungary
on that morning.
Mr. Wardrop on May 26th (received 29th) reported on the authority of the Moscow
Press that M . Chicherin, in a note to Count Mirbach, has agreed as a basis of the
proposed negotiations between.Finland and Russia to cede to Finland the western
part of the Murman coast in exchange for Fort Ino and Raivola which Russia will, not
fortify. (See also under (Jeneral.)
According to German Wireless of June 5th, the Finnish Diet approved the
" G er man o-Finnish Peace Treaty " o n June 3rd.
Germany.—The Political. Intelligence Department on May 30th, in a memorandum
on the new Austro-German Alliance, as represented for the benefit of German public
opinion, laid stress on the following points :—(a) That 20-25 years is the period
mentioned for the duration of the Treaty ; (b) that the alliance has been arranged
to confront the menace of " a whole world of enemies "-produced by the war;
(c) that unity of conception and action in military affairs is to be established in peace
as well as in Avar ; and (d) that permanent community of interests is to be brought
about in the economic sphere (G.T. 4727).
In the same memorandum, an exposure is made of the German, policy over defeated
enemies of economic control, far more deadly than heavy indemnities, and a full
exposure is made of the German war aim of adopting a similar policy agaiirst
ourselves, which they endeavour to camouflage
under the specious phrases " freedom
of the seas " and " supply of raw materials."
There are various indications oE the purpose of an approaching visit by the King
of Bavaria to the Emperor Charles. A report from Sir 1:1. Rumbold (May 30th)
indicates a hope on the part of the Germans to crush France, and then to approach
"Great Britain with peace proposals. Lie quotes a further rumour that revisions of
the Brest Treaty may be made in a form which may tend towards the conclusion of a
general peace. (See cdso under General for the new negotiations with the Russians at
Berlin and M O S C O A V , also under
Austria-Hungary.)
According to Germah Wireless of June 5th, the Federal Council ratified.the
Peace Treaty between the Central Powers and Rumania on June 4th.

Au stria-Id uiigary.—On
June 1st M. JolTe sent, a message by; wireless to
II. Chicherin at Moscow, pressing for ratification, of the Brest Treaty, witbont. which
the Treaty does not come into legal force. Russian citizens, particularly those who
are awaiting amnesty, suffer in consequence, (See below.)
On June 2nd, Sir W. Townley forwarded, information about a proposed visit to
Vienna of the King-of Bavaria, adding that during that, visit the question of peace
conditions, to be pressed for finally by the Central Rowers, wordd be discussed. The
terms of Bavaria's alleged claims are reported. These comprise the inclusion of
Alsace-Lorraine in Bavaria, as a compensation for the personal union (sic) between
Saxony and Lithuania, and for the question of the future status of the Baltic.
Provinces being settled in accordance with Prussian wishes. Bavaria is also said to
make certain claims affecting her canal schemes and financial assistance by Austria
as a compensation for accepting the Austrian solution of the question of Poland.
The attitude in Anstria-Uungary favours delay in settlement of these questions,
pending the result of the offensive battles in Prance and Flanders. Baron BurhuPs
visit to Berlin is connected with this subject.
M. Chicherin informed M. Joffe by Wireless on Juno 5th that the Russians
had ratified the Brest Treaty on March 17th, and he had heard, that the " AustroPlungarian Assemblies " would ratify it " shortly." (See above.)
Turkey.—Mr. Wood house (Moscow) on May 27th drew attention to an article in
the Novaya Zhija of May 24th, announcing that an apparently innocent note had just
been presented by the Turkish Minister at Moscow asking, under the conditions of
the Brest Treaty, for the return to Turkey of certain Russian "Moslems to be
facilitated. This action is attributed to a proposed plan by Turkey to exterminate
the Armenians, and to convert Armenia into a Moslem region. The Turks are said
to want to colonize desolate Armenian districts with Moslems, thus presenting to
accompli.
-Europe a fail
In a memorandum dated May 25th, the Political Intelligence Department, examine
in. detail tire question of Turkish War aims. There is said, to have been little sign of
weakening in these aims during- the five months that have elapsed since the opening
of the Brest negotiations, and there is not likely to be, because the aims are bound up
with the existence of the governing class. The Turkish war aims are described as
follows :—(i) Independence, both in internal affairs and in external relations ; (ii)
territorial integrity ; and (ili) Turkification. Under heading (hi), the strongest, note
is the rejection of any compromise regarding the non-Turkish nationalities. The
grant of autonomy is refused as emphatically as outright concessions of' territory.
Bulgaria.—AI.
Chicherin informed M. Joffe by Wireless on June 5th that he
had been told that the Bulgarian National Assembly would ratify the Brest Treatv
"shortly."
Great Britain: British Labour Mission to United Stales.—A proposal for such a
mission having been put before the War Cabinet, it was decided that, if such a
mission went, it should go on the same understanding as that on which, the American
Labour Mission visited this country, with the knowledge and goodwill of the
Government, while not representing it, [W.C. 423.]
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(page 15).
Special attention is drawn to the German undertaking not to use the Russian
ships handed over to them until a general peace is concluded. According to all
precedents this affords a direct indication of their intention to use them, ddie
doctrines of Clausewitz—(I) that words, "which are very inexpressive, are chiefly- the
means with which the wily one takes in those he practises upon," and (2) that
"strategy knows no other activity than the regulating of the combat with the
measures which relate to it; it has no concern, like ordinary life, with transactions
which consist merely of words,"—have both been followed consistently by the
Germans in this war. The Board of Admiralty (G.T. 4788) have recently presented
their view of the situation.
PEACE

DISCUSSIONS

(see page 2).
Socialist movements are prominent in Enemy, Neutral, and Allied countries.
(See under France, Italy, Austria-Hungary,
and Denmark.)
Reports are of interest
in connection with the proposed Conference in England on June 26th.
Details are given of the progress of negotiations at The Hague about British and
German war prisoners.
The Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs have denied the German allegations
about the misuse of hospital ships by ourselves and our Allies.
ddie question of Czecho-Slovaks in Russia is dealt with.
GKNEUAL

ALLIED

COUNTIUKS.

Belgium (see page 3).—An explanation is given of the German failure to
destroy Belgian national sentiment by driving a wedge between the Flemish and the
Walloons.
. China (see page 4).—ddie Germans hope to turn the Sino-Japanese agreement
to their advantage.
France (see page 4).—There are indications of a rift between Socialist parties.
Italy (see page 5).—ddiere are similar indications.
ENEMY

Austria-Hungary
that it, stands for.

COUNTRIES.

(see. page 6).—Socialists oppose German absorption and all
[AT. 0;

Germany (see page 7).—German propagandists are active in Belgium,
Franc,
Mexico, Sweden.
The Germans protest against the publication by wireless of com
munications between the Bolshevists and M. Joffe. Such publication in their opinion
amounts to propaganda.
Special attention is called to the great importance of the German bid for neutral
shipping after the war.
NEUTRAL

CousTUI ES.

Finland (see page 9).—Appears now to be pro-German, and the army under
German control. The attitude of the "Swedish party " gives us some encouragement.
Netherlands
(see page 11).—The important question of the right of search of
neutral ships by belligerents has been raised with Great Britain. The German
corresponding policy is to " sink without trace " when to their advantage to do so.
Spain (see page 12).—The Government appears to be in difficulties.
Steitzerland
(see page 13).—Great Britain is giving additional help with coal
supplies. The question has been raised of using for Swiss supplies the German
merchant ships interned in Spain.
Vatican (see page .1.4).—The British abstention from bombardment of Cologne on
Corpus Christ! Bay appears to have added moral strength to our cause. The German
defence of their bombardment of Paris on that clay is that the French ought to have
commemorated Corpus Christ! on some other day ! They go back to the year 1892
for their authority. It is needless to add that the Archbishop of Cologne made no
mention of this idea when he issued his appeal for immunitv.
G. G. A.
June 13th, 1918.
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Sinkings.—According
to the War Trade Intelligence Bureau, the total tonnage
of 500 tons gross in the case of steamers, and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing
ships, reported lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period
May 31st-June 6th inclusive, was 73,309 tons gross, of. which 31,461 were
British, as compared with 52,610 tons gross, of which 42,931 were British, reported
last week.
Merchant Vessel Construction.—The
number and gross tonnage^ of merchant
steamships of 100 tons and upwards reported completed in. the United Kingdom
during 1918 are as follows :—
Month.
No. of Vessels.
Gross Tonnage.
January
February
March
April
May Total

-

-

21
33
45
37
49

58,568
100,038
. 161,674
111,533
197,274

185

629,087

The gross tonnage of merchant steamships completed during these five months
represents an increase of 63 per cent, on the output during the corresponding months
of 1917, when, the gross tonnage completed was 885,723 tons.
Work of the Admiralty Controller.—A Memor-andmn (G.T. 4790) dated June Sth
records the work done by the Admiralty Controller^ Department under Sir Alan
Anderson, K.B.E.
British Delegation ta The Hague for Negotiations regarding Prisoners : Sinking
of " Kdningin Regentes."—It was announced that the British Delegates to The Hague
(see Report No. 71) would sail in the Dutch Hospital Ship Kdningin Regentes.
In
fact, they sailed in the Sindoro.
Mr.- Maxse reports that the former ship was sunk
at 1.15 p. in. on June 6th, 20 miles east of Reman Bank Lightship. It is stated that
seven lives were lost. German Wireless of June Sth, 9th, and 10th iterates that the
disaster was caused by a mine, and intimates that it must have been an English mine.
The Dutch Bress reports that the German Minister has conveyed to the Netherlands
Government and the Zeeland Company the condolence of the German Government.
The Nieuiue Rotterdamsche
Courant says that the evidence of various passengers
agrees in showing that the ship was torpedoed : " There seems to be no possible doubt
on the subject." ddie Nieuwe Courant says, " Statements of various witnesses on
board the Kdningin Regentes compel us to.accept unreservedly what yesterday we
considered unbelievable." German Wireless of June 9th. and 10th denies the
accusation, and the Deutscher Nachrichten
Dienst in a communique to the Dutch
Bress also denies it, declaring that submarine commanders have received orders not
to interfere with hospital ships for exchange of prisoners. Handelshlad states that a
detailed enquiry will be held at Micldleburg by a special technical Commission.
Idle first meeting of the Delegates was held on June Sth. After speeches by the
Netherlands Foreign Minister, Sir G. Cave and General Friedrich, the programme
proposed hj the British Delegates was accepted. At the second meeting, held on
June 10th, the British Delegates brought-forward their complaints, regarding the
continued employment of British prisoners within 30 kilometres of the firing line, and
the harsh treatment of such prisoners in occupied territory.
Hospital Ships.—A Madrid message of June 1st states :—" German newspapers
having asserted that British and French hospital ships were being used for the

transport of munitions of war, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs has issued an official
Note, declaring that an inquiry made by the Spanish Government enables it to affirm
that the British, French and Italian vessels sailing as hospital ships, and on board
which are Spanish delegates, are being employed in. a perfectly correct manner, and
-exclusively for the transport of wounded and sick."
Serbian Prisoners in Bulgaria.—The
Serbian Government will shortly invite the
assistance of the Allied Governments in requesting certain concessions from the
Bulgarian Government in favour of Serbian prisoners of war and civilians. His
Majesty's Government is prepared to extend its strongest support.
Italo-Gcrman
Prisoners
Agreement.—The
Foreign Office is informed that the
main points of the Italo-German Prisoners Agreement (see Reports Nos. 70 and 71) deal
with : (1.) Repatriation of prisoners unfit for any military duty either permanently
or for at least a year ; specifications of injuries qualifying for repatriation and methods
of selection ; (2) repatriation of sanitary staff in deference to the Geneva Convention ;
-(3) treatment of prisoners, especially in regard to exchange of lists, corresrjondence,
employment in canteens, exercise, intellectual occupation, punishments, visits from,
neutral missions, institution of relief committees selected by prisoners, distribution
of parcels, appointment of neutral delegates to look after welfare of prisoners and
distribution of gifts ; (4) repatriation of fit prisoners over 45 years, or over 40 and
having three children. The total number agreed upon for exchange is four officers
and 1.20 men. Tf this number cannot immediately be completed from the above
categories it is to be made good by adding (a) prisoners of more than 1.8 months'
standing ; (6) men over 40 having less than three children; (c) other prisoners over
40 and (d) prisoners under 40 having families.
Par East.—The Foreign Office learns that serious conflicts have broken out all
along the Siberian Railway between the Bolshevists and the Czecho-Slovak troops.
The Bolshevist Government declares the latter to be mutineers in league with
"Russian counter-revolutionaries, and the agents of foreign imperialism" (sec
Russian Wireless of June 11th). According to a Russian Wireless message of
June 9th, they have assisted to re-establish a bourgeois Municipal Duma at
Tcheliabin.sk :—" Czecho-Slovaks with. the Cossacks and the black bands are
parading the streets. It is reported from Ekaterinburg that wherever the CzechoSlovaks are in power they replace the Soviets by groups of local usurers and White
'Guards." Count Mirbach has demanded that the Czecho-Slovaks shall not be
allowed to leave the country for the Western Front. Joffe has stated his belief " that
even without the request of the German Government the Czecho-Slovak troops can get
out of Russia only after having beaten Russian detachments." There is a disposition,
however, on the part of the leaders of both sides, supported by French or American
mediation, to come to an understanding. The hostility of the Czecho-Slovaks is
primarily directed against the enemy prisoners, who are fighting them in the guise
of Bolshevists, and also conducting a newspaper campaign against them, and fanning
Bolshevist hostility. It is reported that there are about 275,000 enemy prisoners in
Siberia, of whom a considerable number are armed. Of the 6,000 troops opposing
Semenoff (who has been compelled to fall back), more than half are enemy prisoners.
Political parties in Vladivostock have united in the face of the expected Bolshevist
advance. Sir C. Greene reports that the Japanese Government, while agreeing as to the
necessity of keeping war material at Vladivostock under Allied control, maintains its
view that the employment of force for this purpose cannot properly be considered,
apart from the question of intervention (see Report No. 65).

ALLIED GROUP.
BELGIUM.
Flemish Movement.—In the New Europe of June 6th, at page 1.78, M. Emile
Cammaerts discusses the German efforts to stimulate Flemish activism, and observes
that Germau intrigue has " utterly failed to stir up any separatist movement in
Belgium, or to enlist the support of any prominent personality or association belonging
-to the Flemish movement before the war, and that an impassable gulf exists between

the whole of the Belgian people and the,small band of "Activists,' -who are con
sidered as the paid agents of the enemy. In fact, instead of growing more influential,
the Activist leaders become more and more discredited, despised and hated for having
received the enemy's help in their vain attempts to divide the nation. The recognition
by the Germans, far from giving more importance to .the " Council of Flanders,"
definitely wrecked the small shadow of influence which it might have had among the
real extremist Flamingants. Its members are now- outside the pale of society, and
have identified themselves with the Germans. (See also Reports Nos. 52, 54, 59, 65,
and 70.)
CHINA.
Enemy Aliens.—In view of a general appeal from the International Red Cross,
discussion between the Allies regarding German threats of retaliation, and more
immediate claims upon the tonnage allocated, arrangements for the deportation of
enemy aliens from China to Australia have been temporarily suspended (see Reports
Nos. 57, 58, 61, 63-65, 69-71).
Reported Japanese Loan Negotiations.—Sir
J . Jordan reports persistent rumours
that negotiations for a Japanese loan to China (see Reports Nos. 70 and 71) are being
carried ou privately. - He points out that British and American interests would be
affected by the conclusion of any such agreement based on a tobacco monopoly. It
would seem that any money advanced is. likely to be dissipated in aimless hostilities
between North and South ("and see the Times of June 7th).
German Propaganda
and the Sino-Japanese
Agreement.—The
leading German
papers of May 29th attach great importance to the Japanese-Chinese agreement.
The Kblnische V olkszeitung writes —"We expect joint Japanese-Chinese action in
the Far East to the detriment of the Entente." Germania thinks the agreement the
beginning of the exclusion of the United States from the Chinese market and the
undermining of American political influence in the Far East. The Kreuzzekung says :
" Japan is following a purely Japanese policy. England is already eliminated as an
economic factor in the Far East." ddie Kblnische
Zeitung writes :—"The private
reports from Copenhagen indicate that European trade in the Far East has entirely
ceased, and that only Japanese and American goods are being sold. Japan intends
stationing her troops all over China to preserve quiet." (See also Reports Nos. 69 and 71.)
CUBA.
War Legislation.—Mr. Leech reports that the President of the Cuban Republic
is anxious to expedite the adoption of measures against enemy trading and espionage.
It is to be hoped that the Liberal party, which is showing some diffidence, may be
persuaded to support these measures before the adjournment of Congress at the end
of June.
(See also under " Mexico.")
i
FRANCE.
French. Socialist Wings.—In a Memorandum (G.T. 4753) dated May 30th, the
Political Intelligence Department traces the divergence of the French Socialist Right
and Left Wings under MM. Varenne and Longuet respectively, and their influence
rqion the Centre under Thomas and Renaudel. As the result of a vigorous letter
from Mr. Bran ting, denouncing the German Socialists, and of the strong attitude
taken up by the American Labour Delegates, 40 of the TOO Socialist Deputies came
out into the open as favouring the exclusion of the German Socialists from the
International (see Report No. 68). The Americans and Varenne believe that " peace
is worthless unless it be the peace of security and of justice, and that talk about it is
dangerous unless it is clearly understood that it is that peace and. that only which
can be discussed. Longuet wants to begin talking about peace at once, and he does
not wish to make any difficulty about conditions." ddie truth is, that all over the
world the same parting of the ways is going on in the Socialist and Labour
Parties
"Don't talk so much about the war," called out Longuet to one of

the Americans; "tell us about the Social movement in the United States." d'0
which the speaker, Mr. Berry, replied :—" In the face of the enemy there is no
social movement in my country ; there is only a national movement." That is the
vital distinction. One set of men think in terms of the International
. . . .
the other set are primarily Frenchmen or Englishmen defending their own countries ;
and when they get outside the national issue, their feelings are not so much those
of workmen or Socialists as those of men defending the cause of humanity against
a conspiracy of crime. " Varenne will best serve his cause hy remaining in. the
party. If he leaves it the Centre will drift in the direction of the indefatigable and
almost fanatical minority . . . ." " Tire gravity of the military situation will no
doubt prevent for the moment any acnte development of the Socialist divisions. But
it is difficult not to think that, however regrettable in the national interest, it will
come before very long . . . .
Meanwhile, the principal, visible and immediate
result of Varenne's action is a further strengthening of the parliamentary position
of Clemenceau
German Propaganda.—German
Wireless of June 5th and 7th quotes " the
Rumanian Government newspaper Steagxd, the organ of the Minister President
Marghilomans " as declaring that "the Americanisation of Europe is the real object
of American policy ; and this Americanisation has already commenced in France.
In France, a beginning has already been, made, and the Americans, in the most
shameless way, have already established themselves in the management of French
industry and French means of communication. French workmen are being sent to
the front and replaced by Americans. . . . The declaration of the Gri de Paris to the
effect that France herself, even if she had the opportunity, can conclude no separate
peace, is a prool of how seriously people in France feel her bondage." German .
Wireless of June 9th attempts to make propaganda out of the emplojunent in France
of American doctors. (See also Report No. 69.)
ITALY.
Signor Orlando and the Allies.—Italian Wireless of Jane 6th quotes the following
declaration made by Siguor Orlando to the Temps : - " We will not give way in. the dark
days nor commit injustice in prosperity. Not only can nothing separate us from the
Allies, but we shall continue with a firm spirit to work for victory."
Financial Situation.—Italian
Wireless of June 6th reports:—" Italy's financial
situation is excellent, even though the Italian Treasury has not received provisions
from the provinces of Belluno, dVeviso, Udine. Venice and Yicenza. The total
receipts from Income Tax for .1.917-18 amount to lire 339,000,000, that is 20,000,000
more than estimated. The super-profit tax on war industries wid yield 442,000,000,
or 92,000,000 more than estimated. The Real Land l^ax, owing to non-returns from
the invaded provinces, will be decreased by only lire 300,000. The Land Tax will
give an increase of 4,000,000. Signer Meda, the Minister for Finance, says that the
total entries will be about 4,000,000,000, with an increase of 2,000,000,000 on pre
war entries, ddie Governments policy is to prevent the cost of the war from
weighing upon the poorer classes."
Labour Union.—Italian Wireless of June .11th announces that the first National
Labour Congress, organised by the Italian Syndicalist Union at Milan, dias approved
the formation of an Italian Labour Union. This is a new organisation which does
not deny the claims of patriotism, and wishes to unite labour in a purely Syndicalist
association, independently of political parties. Its fundamental idea is the collabo
ration of all classes for increased production and the maintenance of a firm national
defence policy. The Italian Labour Union is being created in opposition to the
General Labour Confederation, which is under the domination of the neutralist
Official Socialists. The workmen of Lombardy, Liguria, Emilia, Romagna, the
province of Rome and Naples have adhered to the new organisation, which thus
numbers 120,000 members.
Bolshevist Campaign.—The
Foreign Office has received further information of
Bolshevist designs to stir up revolution in Italy. (See Report No. 69.)
JAPAN.
German Weltpolitik and Anglo-Japanese
Co-operation.—The
Times of June 13th
at page S reports speeches made by Mr. Balfour and the Japanese Ambassador

emphasising Anglo-Japanese solidarity in the face of German "political-economic
penetration."
PANAMA.
Death of the President.—The
President of the Republic, Dr. Valdez, has died.
Dr. Urriola, the President-Designate, has assumed'office. Idie late President was
strongly pro-Entente in his sympathies, and when the United States declared war he.
at once issued a proclamation pledging the Government unreservedly to assist the'
United States in the defence of the Canal. He was formerly Minister in London.
1

PORTUGAL.
Goods ex Enemy Vessels.—Sir L Carnegie reports arrangements by the Portuguese
Government, according to which, of goods ex enemy vessels, some will be recpuisitioned
by the Government, others released conditionally upon sale in Portugal, and the rest
re-exported.
Provision is made for compensation of real owners of goods
requisitioned.
UNITED STATES.
Address by Mr. -Lansing.—Mr. Lansing, Secretary of State, has delivered a
notable address at Schenectady on. Prussianism and American peace aims (see the
Times of June 13th at page 5).

ENEMY GROUP.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
Vice-Chancellor
con Payer and the Austro-German
Pact.—German Wireless
of June 10th reports a long interview given by Vice-Chancellor von Payer
to the Berlin correspondent of the Neue Freie Presse on the subject of AustroGerman negotiations. In the course of his remarks he said : " The limits between
countries must gradually disappear, and hand in hand we must proceed with
the unification of their economic laws, while maintaining the political independence
of both Empires." . . . .
" If the Northern border States would afford military
adherence to Germany, if Poland were in alliance with the Central Powers
. . . .
and the Balkan States liberated from, the pressure of Russia, the peace of Europe
would then lie in the hands of Germany and Austria-Hungary united. . . . The
more numerous are the peoples in arms at the disposal of the Allied Bowers, the less
will be the armament burden for those individual peoples as for the whole."
Hungarian Government
and the Ausiro-German
Pact.—According to a Bress
reTJort Count ITsza and Dr. Wekerle, speaking on June 5th in the Hungarian Lower
House, observed that the deepening of the Alliance must not alter the Dual Monarchy's
interests, and could only be carried out along the customary international lines. The
agricultural interests of Hungary must he specially protected.
Austro-Tlungarian
Socialists and the Austro-German
Pact.—According to ihfof
mation received by the Foreign Office the Parliamentary representatives of the
Austrian Socialist Party have announced to Count Burian their intention of opposing
by all possible .means the projected Treaties with Germany, unless the Russian,
Ukrainian, and Rumanian peace treaties be cancelled. Buriau is reported as replying
that Austr-ia-Hungary would not negotiate further with Germany unless the latter
would consent to an Austrian solution of the Bolish question ; so far such consent
had been - given conditionally by Bavaria and Saxony only. (It is stated that
Bavaria's support is conditional upon Austrian financial assistance in the furtherance
of Bavarian canal schemes.) Cancellation of the treaties above mentioned is also
demanded by the Hungarian Socialist Party and the Party of Radical Citizens, who
intend to co-operate with Count Michel Karolyi on the basis of Hungarian indepen
deuce and complete separation from Austria,
General Attitude of Socialists.—The
Vienna correspondent of the
Berliner
Tageblatt says :—" While the Government has the greatest difficulty in restraining
the outburst of national passions in north and south, the Imperial Conference of

German Social-Democratic Workers of. Austria deliberated for two days on the
-situation and the feeling among the working classes. Idle result of the deliberation
is contained in an appeal to German workers in Austria which has now been issued.
' The conference,' the appeal says, ' confirms the view that the workers are in a state
of the greatest excitement, and i t warns the Government against the effects which
would inevitably be produced by the excited feeling of the masses unless the workers
are convinced that the Central Powers would not prolong the war for any Imperialistic
aims, unless' everything were done to collect and equally to distribute foodstuffs,
unless the Government forthwith summons Parliament and takes all steps in
accordance with its solemn promise to settle labour conditions in the war industries
ori the basis of civil law, and unless the Government meets the social and. political
demands of the workers. The conference exhorts the workers not to strike now, but
to hold themselves ready for a more favourable hour which will come. It warns the
workers against over-estimating their strength and committing imprudent acts which
-can only lead to defeats, and finally urges the workers to keep up their determination
and fighting spirit."
' .
[The Daily Review points out that in the versions sent out by the Vienna
Korrespondenz Bureau on June 4th and German Wireless of June 6th, the appeal is
made to take the form of a warning against strikes,-and that passage is omitted which
refers to the " more favourable time which will come."]
GERMANY.
General Conditions.—ddie
Foreign Office is informed that German officers of the
expeditionary force to Finland have, in conversation, laid greater stress upon the
present hardships of the German population, than upon the successes of the Army in
the West. A report received refers to the almost complete lack i n Berlin of leather
footwear, upper and underwear, shirts, stockings, handkerchiefs, baby-clothes, soap,
pipe tobacco, rice, beans, peas, salad oil, brandy, turpentine, wax, sealing-wax and
numerous medicinal articles. According to other reports conditions i n Berlin are
much worse than in the South German towns, and very much worse than in the
country. Rations are insufficient, but hoarding is universal and is winked at by the
authorities. For want of raw materials all industries, excepting actual munition
factories, are terribly hampered, and the railway and tram services are seriously
affected. It is still widely believed that France and Italy will soon be crushed, and
that Great Britain and America will lie left to cany on a naval war alone. It is
doubtful, however, whether this opinion is really shared by the Government ; the
present offensive, it is suggested, has been launched to revive the hopes of an early
victory excited by the peace of Brest-Litovsk.
Unpopularity
of Officers.—ddie Kreuzzeitung
of May 30th refers to numerous
recent instances of public manifestations against officers.
War Aims of German Kingdoms : Ilertling and the Catholic Centre
Party.—
According to information received by the Foreign Office, German Avar aims
contemplate a Prussian solution for the Balkan provinces, and a Saxon union
with Lithuania. As consideration for her consent to these designs, Bavaria is
claiming Alsace-Lorraine. Herr Theodor Wolff, the editor of the Berliner
Tagehlati,
has an. article on Count von Hertling's position, which throws light on some
features of the German political situation. His views reflect intelligent Radical
opinion in Berlin. He says that Count von Hertling . . . . was always a brilliant
Centre Party diplomatist. He always understood how to increase the influences
Avhich worked for that Catholic AdeAV of the Avorld
which Avas his creed.
Everything Avhich is now happening, or about to happen, is a triumph for
this A-deAv of the world, ddie union, of Catholic Lithuania Avith Saxony is
an instance. The annexation of Alsace to Bavaria would make t h e Bavarian
Centre Party invincible for ever. The deepening of the alliance between
-Germany and Austria-Hungary is interpreted as a holy alliance. It would be a
crowning of the work if, after the complete defeat of Italy, the States of the
Church could be restored, ddiese successes of the Catholic Centre Party are helped
by the existence of a Reichstag in which the parties of the Right and the National
Liberals co-operate in such schemes out of blind desire of conquest. The Centre
Party gives its support as a matter of course. The Left, having been squared by the

appointment of Herr von Payer as Vice-chancellor, submits in silence. The lesson
which Herr Wolff draws, in this survey of the political situation, is that the Centre
party dominates German politics, and that Count von Hertling, a Bavarian Catholic
holding the office of.Imperial Chancellor, provides a solid foundation for Germany's
aggressive aims.
Protest against Bolshevist Official Propaganda.—ddie
following wireless message
was sent on June 9th by the Bolshevist Government to its representative in Berlin :—
" In the note of June 6th Count Mirbach declares : ' ddie Russian Government in their
radios to the diplomatic representative Joffe in Berlin conduct a public propaganda
against Germany.' Information follows as to the reports.sent to you relating to Press
views, especially as to mutinies, repressions and skirmishes. Mirbach reminds the
Russian Government of their obligation to stop such propaganda."
Presidency
of the Reichstag.—German Wireless- of June 8th and 9th reports the
election of HeIT Pehrenbach (Centre Party) by 270 out of 280 votes as President of
the Reichstag in succession to Dr. Kaempf. Scheidemami and Paasche were elected
as Vice-Presidents. German Wireless of June 10th gives the history of Fehrenbach,
and epiotes his inaugural speech at length.
Post-War Shipping.—According
to a report received, German ship-brokers are
offering to take up neutral tonnage, on time charter, for periods up to four years after
the war, with delivery within six months after peace is declared ; for this they are
prepared to pay 22 shillings per ton per month, the charterer to pay all expenses,
including insurances and the cost of a German crew. (See also Reports Nos. 69 and 70.)
Flax.—A report received emphasizes the importance to Germany of her present
control, due to the Russian collapse, of what is in peace time five-sixths of the worlchs
supply of flax. Her production of aeroplanes cannot now be expected to suffer from
any lack of linen material.
Rmc Materials.—An article by Herr Dernburg in the Neue Freie Presse of May
19th on " Wilson's raw materials boycott against the Central Powers," is quoted in the
Daily Review (E.P.S.) of June 0th at page 9 (and see Reports Nos. 68 and 70).
NEUTRAL GROUP.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.
Recognition of German Representative.—The
Foreign Office is informed that on
June 10th the German Charge dhAffaires was officially recognised by the Argentine
Government (and see Report No. 71).
DENMARK.
Danish Elections.—In a Memorandum (G.T. 4688) dated May 25th, the Political
Intelligence Department examines the results of the recent Danish elections. In the
present Folketing (Lower House) the Government now has a majority of 2 in a house
of 140 compared with a majority of 12 in the old Folketing, consisting of 114
members. The Socialist seats have increased from 32 to 39, and the undesirable
influence of the Official Socialist Party over the Government is therefore enhanced.
It remains to be seen how far the new Syndicalist group, which criticises the proGermanism of the Official Socialist leaders through its organ Dagens Elilw, will
operate to counteract their policy. (After a two daj^s'debate on the Address, the
Lower House on June 4th passed a vote of confidence in the Zahle Cabinet by
70 votes against 62.) In the Landsting (Upper House) the. Government parties
(Radicals and Socialists) have secured 28, the Liberals and Conservatives 44 seats, as
against the previous figures of 12 and 54 respectively. The comparative strength of
parties in the Landsting, however, plays no great role in Danish politics, as the
position of the Government is not affected by an adverse vote in that House (and see
Reports Nos. 65 and 68).
Coffee.—Sir R. Paget reports complaints in the Danish Press that considerable
quantities of coffee consigned to Danish purchasers are being held up in England.
Owing to the serious shortage of coffee in Denmark, such statements, unless explained
or contradicted, are likely to cause animosity.

FINLAND.
Finland and the Political Situation in the North of Europe.—In a Memo-rand am
(G.T. 4765) dated June 1st, the Political Intelligence Department traces recent
Finnish policy and its exploitation by Germany. Ethnologically, the country is
divided between Svecoman (Finns of Swedish descent) and Fennoman (pure Finns of
Mongol stock), whose cultural rivalry seems now to have assumed a political character,
placing the Fennoman party largely on the side of the Central Powers. Apart from
this cultural division of the population there were and are definite political divisions—
A It (old) Finns, inclined to make the best of the Russian connection ; Young
Finns,
nationalist and violently anti-Russian; Agrarians, whose policy is indicated by their
name ; Swedish Party, representing the political interests of the Swedish Finns ; and
Socialists of the Marxian type, who from a negligible quantity grew to nearly one-half
the population (as judged by proportional representation in the Landtag) in.
November 191.7. Political, differences were, however, sunk in the face of Russian
autocracy. . . . This was the state of feeling in Finland at the outbreak of war in
1914 ; a deadly hatred of Russia and all. things Russian, joined to a frank and deep admi
ration for Britain, and things British. In 1918 feeling has swung round into the opposite
direction as regards Britain, while a third party—Germany—has become almost an object
of adulation among a considerable section of Finns. . . . Hatred of Russia had prepared
the soil; German propaganda sowed the seed ; Finnish desire to recover autonomy, which
rapidly grew to Finnish desire for independence and expansion, ripened the plant, which
was watered by the extraordinary apathy manifested by Britain towards Finland. . . .
With her foot in Aland, Germany commands the Baitic ; with an obsequious Finland
extended northwards and eastwards, she blocks the trade routes into North and
Central Russia; with an ice-free port on the Arctic in the possession of her vassal,
she has a free hand in the exploitation of the timber and minerals of Kola, and of
the vast mineral wealth of Lapland. . . . One thing may yet disarrange these
carefully laid plans. The Fennoman v. Svecoman controversy bids fair to become in
the near future a bitter political struggle. Meanwhile, pending the resumption of
governmental conditions in. which opinions can be freely expressed, the pro-German
leaders are trading on the public gratitude for German deliverance to make the
alliance with Germany politically, economically and commercially irrevocable. .
To a natural, desire for the recovery of autonomy, even independence, they have passed
to a brutalfy imperialistic plan quite at variance with the traditions of the country ;
and in gambling for that they are assisting, by all the means at their disposal, the
well-defined plans of Germany for the control of Northern Europe.
The Foreign Office learns that there is already violent dissension in the Landtag;
the Svecoman party is becoming increasingly annoyed with the Fennoman, which is
ousting it as much as possible from all Government posts; indignation has also been,
caused by the application of a Finnish name to the old fortress of Sveaborg. The
Swedish papers of June 11th publish a statement made in the Finnish Landtag by
Professor Estlancler, leader of the Swedish group, that since the recent additions to
the Senate, and especially since the admission' to office of a person who did not inspire
confidence as a member of Government, he felt that his group -was unrepresented in
the Senate, which had moreover ignored the terms on which his party had offered its
co-operation with the Government. The papers observe that the person alluded to is
obviously Sario.
Constitution.—Air.
Grove reports that the Senate has laid a Bill before the
Diet recommending a monarchical form of government. According to German.
Wireless of June 7th the Finnish paper Hufvudsladbladet
has objected to the French
declaration regarding the Finnish proposal for a monarchy (see Report No. 71). ' I t
is not a question of a monarchical revolution; the constitution was already monarchic
and there is no majority for changing it into a Republican one." (See Reports
Nos. 67-69 and the Times of June 13th, at page 6.)
Finnish and German Military Forces.—According
to a Bress message from
Stockholm, the German Colonel von Redern has arrived at Helsingfors, has been
made Chief of the Staff, and has begun the reorganisation of the Army, which is to
be formed on German lines, -with German officers as instructors. Its peace strength
is to be 9 regiments of 3 battalions (of 1,000 men) each. Swedish officers and
instructors are being paid off and are returning to Sweden. Finns over 30 are
demobilised until further orders. The Foreign Office is informed.that many Finnish
-Generals and Colonels are resigning their commissions. 'The Finnish Jager battalion
:

from Germany is making itself very unpopular by its overbearing manner, and that
the German troops are disliked on account of their constant thefts of clothing and
foodstuffs.
Finnish
Navy.—According to the Finnish Press, the Finnish Navy will be
controlled by a commission consisting of one German Naval officer and one Finn.
Finland and ilia North..—According to a report received by the Foreign Office, the
Russian Government has agreed to cede to the Finnish Government a large part of
the Murman' coast, including Kola inlet, in addition to a portion of Eastern Karelia.
Joffe, the Russian Plenipotentiary Representative at Berlin, informs Chicherin in a
wireless (June 6th) that in reply to'the question whether Germany considers it possible
to relax the blockade of the Murman coast, if the British should leave it, Kuhlmann
replied in the affirmative, and it was pointed out that there could be no doubt
as to Russian navigation being left free after the embarkmeut of the British forces.
German troops continue to move northward, either towards Petschenga or Murmansk
or possibly both.
The Swedish Conservative papers publish a telegram from
Helsingfors stating that Finnish Red Guards are being trained by English officers in
Eastern Karelia for a projected offensive against Finland ; and that the Finnish Red
leader Manner was recently entertained on the Murman railway by English officers.
German Wireless of June 3rd quotes the Stockholm agent of the Vossische Zeitung
as giving a long account of Entente dictatorship and ambition in the Murman and
Archangel regions. Sir E. Howard intimates that British collaboration with the Reds
is unlikely to be approved in Sweden. Stockholm^ Tidning of June 10th reports
from Finland a suggestion by Dr. Lailinen, Chief of the Finnish Arctic Ocean
Expedition, that the Finnish Government should take diplomatic actiou to induce the
British Government to consider the Petschenga question apart from the Murman
question. He also proposes the construction of a military road from Rovaniemi to
Kyro. (See Reports Nos. 63, 64, 66-71, and the Times of June 13th, at page 6.)
Finnish Red Prisoners.—Sir
E. Howard learns that the Finnish Red prisoners
will probably be sent to Germany for employment in potash works, since Germany
requires workmen and Finland potash. (And see Reports Nos. 67 and 68.)
Food Supply.—Svenska
DaghlaTs correspondent at Helsingfors telegraphs that
an agreement has been reached between Finland and Germany for import from
Germany of 1,000 tons of cereals, of which 300 have already arrived, and the
remainder will arrive this month. It is hoped that this will enable Finland to carry
on till next harvest without reduction of rations. 700 tons of salted vegetables and
dried roots are also being sent and more follow. Mr. Grove reports that in exchange
for the 1,000 tons of grain, Finland will send Germany 50 tons of butter. The
Foreign Office learns that the food situation in Idelsingfors is very bad, and that
prices for many articles are enormous. What little bread is to be had is of poor
qualify.
German-Finnish
Commercial Treaty.—Mr. Grove reports the ratification by the
Diet of the German-Finnish Commercial Treaty. According to Press reports there
was considerable opposition. Speakers openly referred to it as a national calamity,.'
and the negotiators who signed it were accused of not knowing what they were about
(and see Reports Nos. 68 and 71).
Economic Treaty icilh Austria-Hungary.—-A
Vienna telegram (June 1st) states
that the Austro-Hungarian-Finnish supplementary economic treaty (see ReportsNos. 69 and 70) contains in substance analogous prescriptions to the treaties concluded
-with the Ukraine, Russia, and llumania, and is based on the most-favoured-nation
treatment.
British Balances.—The Finnish Government informs Mr. Grove that it has never
forbidden Banks to pay out British deposits, and it has now requested Banks to pay
British subjects all monies necessary for living expenses, payment of workmen, &c.
Mr. Grove is instructed to press for the fulfilment of this assurance. (See ReportsNos. 68 and 70.)

MEXICO.
Financial Straits of Government.—The -Foreign Office learns that the financial
position of the Mexican Government is critical, and that only one -machine at the Mint
is working.

Seizure of Cliurches.—Mr.. Cummins reports that under a decree of Carranza,
dated May 7th, the Mexican Government is closing and taking possession of some
30 churches in the federal district.
German Propaganda, regarding Mexican Altitude towards Belligerents.—A German
wireless message (June 5th) states :—
" The Swiss newspapers publish semi-official Washington reports according to
which Carranza has requested the American journalist, Robert PL Murray, to leave
Mexico. Murray was there at the head of the organisation which the American
Government has created for the purpose of countering the alleged German propaganda
in Mexico. It is at the same time reported that one of the correspondents of the
Associated Press in Mexico City, W. B. Wiegand, has also received a request to leave the
place. With regard to the internal and external policy of Mexico, the Dutch newspaper
Vaderland learns :—' Mexico has been neutral from the beginning, and the greater
part of the population hope to make money out of the war. Although Carranza is
pro-German, and anti-American, whilst the majority of the Liberals, out of their
interests incline towards the Entente, Carranza has succeeded in maintaining
neutrality. No real sympathy of the people for the Entente exists, whereas
through the influence of the clergy, the lower classes of the population and the Indians
are really friendly towards Germany. Only so recently as 19.16 Diaz, A illa and
Juarez, and others were in favour of attacking the United States. That things did
not go so far may apparently be attributed to the influence of Japan.. When Lansing
published the telegrams from which it appeared that Germany was inciting Mexico
to an attack on the United States a crisis intervened, which, however, was settled.
Only when, the United States entered the war and commenced to worry Mexico
with black lists, did the majority of the Liberals side with the policy of their
leader, Carranza, who behaA^ed in a correct manner towards the Entente, but as
regards Germany was benevolently neutral. The cause of the crisis and the
breaking off of the diplomatic relations with Cuba, or rather the dissension with
the United States authorities in Cuba, was due to the fact that the United States
pursued her policy of crushing enemy trade not only against Mexican firms which
were on the black list, but against the German, vessels which had. formerly fled
to Tampico, and which were used by Mexico for the voyage to Cuba. These the
United States would not permit to. sail. When this happened. Carranza withdrew
his diplomatic Charge chAffaires. Even on this present occasion no real rupture
will take place, as neither for Mexico nor for the United States can an aggressive
policy which would lead to greater difficulties bring any advantage.' "
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Wireless Installations.—ddie
Foreign Office learns that an offer has been made
by the German Press Agency in Mexico City to send a regular news service to Japan.
It is stated that one wireless station in Mexico is able to receive messages from all
parts of the world, and that the Chapoltepec station can transmit to Nauen. (See
also Reports Nos. 4 8 and 55.)

NETHERLANDS.
Proposed Convoy to Dutch Bast Indies.—With reference to the official notice in the
Dutch Press that the Commander of the proposed convoy (see Reports Nos. 70 and 71)
to the Dutch East Indies would not tolerate any examination of the convoyed ships,
the Netherlands Foreign Minister and the Netherlands Minister in London were
informed (on. April 26th and June 7th respectively) that His Majesty's Government
could not recognise any claim by such convoy'' for immunity from, visit and search,
the right to which Great Britain, whether as neutral or belligerent, has consistently
maintained for centuries in accordance with the rules of international law. It has
been explained to the Netherlands Minister that, having regard to the opportunities
officially offered to the belligerents for satisfying themselves as to the innocence of
particular ships, persons and cargoes, it is difficult to understand the necessity for
providing ships thus admitted to be innocent with the special protection of convoy.
Nevertheless, by way of exceptional concession, not to be treated as a precedent, His
Majesty'sGovernment, taking into consideration the position in which the Netherlands
Government has placed itself by its public announcement, and in order to give
practical evidence of its friendly disposition, submits certain specified conditions,
substantially conforming with the suggestions of the Netherlands Government itself,
-under which the vessels mentioned might be allowed to pass without interference
through the British patrols on. the route proposed.

Dutch-German Negotiations.—Sir
W. Townley reports that among the outstanding
matters settled between the Netherlands and German Governments is ihe exportation
to Germany of 8,500 foals, being part of 17,000 originally agreed, and of the
remaining horses of the 5,000 also stipulated. (Sir W. Townley is instructed to
protest against the breach of the Hides Agreement involved in the export to'Germany
of horses and cows.) The Germans seem disposed to consent to provide coal, but
the price asked is excessive.
Bombs from Aeroplanes.—According
to a communique published on June 7th
by the Netherlands Foreign Office, the Netherlands Minister in London has been
instructed to protest against the dropping of bombs (stated to be of English make)
at Sas Van Gent and Koewacht on the night of May 20th-21st, causing material
damage at the latter place. It is added that the dropping of bombs by British
aeroplanes appears to be more frequent than formerly.
Reported Economic Agreement with Austria,.—According to a Vienna report to
the Tycl of May 31st, a Dutch-Austrian economic agreement will shortly be signed, by
which Austria obtains a monthly credit of about 7,000,000 guilders.
NORWAY.
Germany and Norwegian Shipping.—Sir
M. Findlay reports that the NorwegianAmerican Line is showing anxiety to obtain German safe conducts for its passenger
ships. . The German proposals, however, which include the suggestion of a shipping
agreement, have so far proved unacceptable, and the S.S. Bergenford
sailed without
safe conduct on June Oth. The Norwegian Government does not appear to be opposed,
in principle to the acceptance by shipping companies of safe conducts, though it
recognises that they would probably be made a lever for concessions ; there is reason,
nevertheless, .to believe that it would take a very grave view of any attack upon, a
vessel sailing without safe conduct.
S.S. " Eikundasund."—With
reference to the seizure by the Germans of- the
S.S. Eikundasund
(see Report No. 71), Sir M. Findlay reports that the Norwegian
Government will certainly deduct the amount of fish captured from that allowed for
exportation to German]- under the Norwegian-American Agreement. It does not
appear that the vessel was seized by collusion, but doubtless the Germans had
knowledge of her movements, as she belongs to the German Consular Agent at
Egersund and was sailing under a pass from the German Legation in Ohristiania.
Sir" E. Howard reports that steps are being taken, to obtain release of the steamer
and cargo, or at any rate the latter.
Submarine Attacks on Norwegian Fishing Vessels.—Referring to the submarine
attacks upon Norwegian fishing vessels off the Murman coast (see Report No. 70),
German Wireless of June 10th is very indignant with the " spiteful declarations "
and " odious articles " appearing in the Norwegian Press. " Based upon reports which
have now reached Berlin, it is reliably ascertained that tho sinking of tire fishing
vessels took place not in the free portion of the barred zone, ddie Norwegian
fishermen must therefore pout their misfortunes to their own account."
SPAIN.
The Ministry.—Sir
A. llardinge reports rumours of a possible break up of the
present National Administration. It would appear that the Conservative Ministers do
not consider themselves to have been supported with sufficient vigour by certain of
their Liberal colleagues in the recent debate on the suppression of the strikes last
summer. It is to be hoped that the King will use his influence to hold the Ministry
together, as the alternative would probably be a succession of makeshift Cabinets
ending in a military dictatorship.
Government
Proposals
for
Military
Reorganisation.—ddre
Government is
proceeding with its scheme of military reorganisation, ddie Bill about to be laid
before the Cortes has aroused considerable criticism and protest among the Socialists
and, in a lesser degree, among the Liberals. Opposition is chiefly directed, against
the increased expenditure which is proposed for the maintenance of the Spanish armed

forces. Criticism is also directed against the disproportionate number of commis
sioned officers. In spite of the fact that a law for decreasing their numbers has been
passed, there has actually been an increase. (See also Reports Nos. 61 and 63.)
Spain and the United Stales.—The Daily Review reports :—" Owing to the
increasing disinclination of Spanish shipowners to cany goods declared contraband
by Germany, Spahds commercial relations with belligerent countries leave much to
be desired. The most serious interruption of trade for Spain is the withholding by
the United States of raw cotton owing to the refusal of Spanish shipowners to cany
to that country articles which it requires. Should no modus vivendi be found, not a
single cotton mill will remain open alter the middle of July, and 100,000 workmen
will be out of employment. (Liberal, May 24th.) That relations between Spain and
the United States are strained is indicated by the announcement in the Qaceia of the
24th that the latter country lias denounced the treaty of friendship and general
relations signed between the two countries on July 3rd, 1902, and that, in consequence,
it will cease to operate after May 8th, 1919. (Irnparcigl,
May 25th.) So far, this
announcement passes without comment from the Press."
Internment
of British- Seamen.— Sir A. llardinge reports that the Spanish
authorities have not persisted in their intention to intern the two British Reserve
seamen gunners of the torpedoed steamship Heron Bridge (see Report No. 71). The
entire crew of the vessel has been sent from Teneriffe to Cadiz.
Pro-German Economic
Propaganda.—According
to a report received, a very
pro-Gorman attitude is maintained by the Madrid journal Espa.no Economica. y
Financia.
SWEDEN.
Anglo-Swedish
Shipping Agreement : German Intimidation.—Particulars
of the
Agreement (signed on June 5th) between the Swedish, negotiators and the British,
French, and Italian Governments are reported in Memorandum G.T. 4778 of June 6th.
Sir E. Howard is informed that the Agreement will be ratified by the Swedish.
Government on June 14th. According.to''Dagem Nyheter of June 6th, a circular in
the Swedish language, but apparently printed in Germany, is being distributed in
Gothenburg among the crews of vessels loading for British ports, stating that Swedish
seamen are murdered in England. The police are investigating the matter (and see
the Times of June .13th. at page 5). In the Deutsche Tageszeitung
of June 1st
Count Reventlow characterises the Swedish-English shipping agreement, as an
unfriendly act on the part of Sweden towards Germany, which breathes an. unneutral
spirit, and says : - - " As regards the great part, of Swedish harbours, it will depend on
Germany as to whether or not Swedish vessels lying there will get into enemy
hands."
Mines in the Kattegat.—Sir E. Howard has been authorised to issue an emphatic
denial that any British mines have been laid in territorial waters (and see Reports
Nos. 69 and 71).
Transit Goods in Sweden.—The
Foreign Office approves generally, subject to
certain suggestions, the proposals "transmitted by Sir E. Howard regarding the
disposal of transit, goods in Sweden, (see Reports Nos. 66, 69 and 70--; also No. 68
under "Norway " ) .
SWITZERLAND,
Federal Government and the Bolshevists.—Sir
II. Rumbold. learns that the Federal
Government is disposed to recognise the Bolshevist Government in Russia, but
hesitates to incur the suspicion of unneutral conduct by following a course which, up
till now, has only been taken by the Central Powers; it would, however, supplement
the de facto relations already set up, by according formal recognition if the example
were set by any of the Entente Powers ; and the belief apparently exists in Swiss
Government circles that such recognition is shortly to be given by the United States
Government. The official call of the Bolshevist Mission has not, so far, been returned
by the British, French or Italian Representatives.
Tonnage for Swiss Supplies.—Sir II. [lam bold reports that the German Govern
ment has consented in principle' to the use by Switzerland during the war of certain
*5S73-2h
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German ships.interned in Spain on condition that they a r e employed solely for the
transport of goods destined for Switzerland and that they.are given back to Germany
upon the conclusion of peace.- With regard to Austrian vessels, the Federal Govern
ment is negotiating direct with the owners, who are in communication with their
Government: dire latter also requires an undertaking that the vessels will, not be
requisitioned' by the Allies or employed'directly or indirectly in their service. The
owners reserve the right to possession of (he strips at the conclusion of peace, b u t ;
subject to this, are prepared to admit their continued employment for a certain p e r i o d
by Switzerland. To permit of. tire use of the Swiss flag, the acquisition will probably
take the form of a sale with right of re-purchase. As the total monthly overseas
requirements of Switzerland (about 70,000 tons) would necessitate the purchase of
some 48 ships of 5,000 tons each at the cost (impossible to Switzerland) of
about 800,000,000 francs, the Federal Government is likely at p r e s e n t to buy only
10 ships, enough to carry approximately 20,000 tons per month from New York to
Cette, supplementing tonnage chartered from Spain or other neutral countries.
The Federal Government has asked the consent of the German Government to
the employment of Dutch tonnage lying up in Dutch ports for- the transport of cereals
to Cette. It is probable that the Germans will stipulate against their requisition by
the Allies or their use in. Allied interests. So far as Mis Majesty's Government is
concerned, there would be no objection to this, provided arrangements were made
whereby the vessels should be made responsible for coal required by them for
bunkering purposes without calling upon tonnage under Allied.control The Federal
Government has been advised to ascertain the views of the United States Government
in the'matter. Disparaging the safe arrival at Bordeaux of grain ships from -America
(see Report No. GS), German Wireless of dune 6th observes: "According to Swiss
reports to the Berlin newspapers, tiro two American grain ships which, after long
negotiations with Washington, had been accorded to Switzerland, have arrived in the
harbour of Bordeaux, and are being detained fry the French Government-, which, in
i t S ' C u s t o m a r y express methods, exploits the situation i n order to put forward a demand
for a credit in gold. The VossiseJie Zeiluiw/ remarks in this connection: It will
now presumably be clear, even to the Swiss papers of The West, which, on. the
occasion of the Paris coal offer, sent up the usual French, incense, that the purest
egoism, and' not sentimental friendship, leads the French Government. It is also
quite clear- that the United States have deliberately played a trump card into the.
hands of France when they declined to allow the grain ships to travelimder the Swiss
flag to Cette, the Mediterranean port, as hitherto, and made the American flag and an
escort, of warships a condition. As always in her effort to bear in mind the d i f f i c u l t 
situation of Switzerland, Germany has granted the wishes expressed at Berne ; both
grain ships have arrived safely in a French port, but a fresh tribute must Ire paid
before the urgently needed freight is allowed to arrive at its destination. Now t h e
people in Sweden will be able to picture to themselves what has been gained by the
permission, obtained with so much difficulty, to buy grain from the Argentine ! In
Norway also the' people will attach less value to the new Treaty which lias just' been
concluded with Washington. The violation of neutrals by the Entente has become a
system.' "
1
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German Economic Penetration.—A
report received: indicates that the Germans
are making strenuous efforts to corner orders for material-required in connection with
the electrification of the Federal Railways.
Goal for Switzerland.—His Majesty's Government has undertaken to furnish to
France an additional 6,000 tons of coal per month, in order to permit of the supply
of that amount to Switzerland..
THE VATICAN.
Corpus Ghristi Bay.—Cardinal Gasparri, Papal Secretary.of State, has transmitted
through Count, de Sails the thanks of the Holy See to His Majesty's Government, for
the willingness with which it accepted tlie Vaticaifs proposal to spare Cologne from
bombardment on Corpus Christi Day. Oil June 2nd the Pope gave an audience to a
number of cardinals, and expressed' his strong indignation at the bombardment of
Paris by the Germans on Corpus Christi Day: He stated that he had t e l e g r a p h e d to
Cardinal Hartmann, Archbishop of Cologne, on this matter. . Jlieofhcial Vatican o r g a n ,

the Osservatore Romano, on June 3rd published the official correspondence containing
Cardinal HartmanAs request for the Pope's intervention ivitk the Allies to spare
Cologne on that clay. The Pope's appeal to the British Government, communicated
through Count de Salis, is included. Cardinal Gasparri, in his reply to Cardinal
Hartmann, and in his Notes to Count de Salis and to. the Archbishop of Paris,
expresses the Pope's confidence that all belligerents will respect the solemn
festival of Corpus Christi. The documents refer to the praiseworthy and noble
deference Avith which the British Government acceded to the Pope's request, and,
-with a high sense of humanity and religion, made known that orders had been given
to refrain on that day from air-raids on cities distant from the war zone. The
Catholic Press puts forward the argument that if the Pope refrains from explicit
condemnation of German crimes it is due to the fear that any such pronouncement
would have no effect but to rouse the hostility of Germany and prevent the Pope from
doing anything in future to relieve the sufferings of prisoners of war. German
Wireless of June 7th elaborately explains that, " in accordance with'the Concordat of
April 4th, 1802, between Pius VI. and the First Consul, Cardinal Caprara issued the
Decree of April 9th, 1802, which is still valid for the Roman Catholic Church in
France ; according to which only four Holy Days were to be celebrated in France on
weekdays, and all others (including Corpus Christi Day) postponed to the following
Sunday." It is added that, by order of the High Command, Paris was not bombarded
on that day (and see Report No. 71).

PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

General.—German violations of Uie Brest Treaty continue, ddie possession of
the Russian Black Sea Fleet appears to be one of their main objects. This question
dominates all others, as affecting the Middle East.
Russia.—-On June Gth Russian Wireless published a message from M. Joffe
reporting that the following questions had been submitted to von Kiihlmann about
the German interpretation of the Brest Treaty, the substance of the German reply to
each question is given in brackets :—
(1) Whether the German Government mean that their Note gives a complete
guarantee for the ending of the war, the Caucasian and Finnish fronts
being included ? (Yes, as far as possible.)
(2) Whether they agree that the disarmed -ships must not be shelled by any of
the Powers, including the Germans? (Yes.)
(3) AVhether they agree that a new boundary line does not mean the surrender
of new places to the Germans, and also agree that no new places shall be
occupied by German troops ? (No reply.)
(4) Whether they consider it possible to relax their blockade of the Murman coast,
if the English should leave it '? (Yes).
In the opinion of the Germans the return of Sebastopol was considered to be a
question to be decided by the political mission.
Russian Wireless of June 9th published a message from M. Chicherin to Joffe at
Berlin, which appears to contain an undertaking on the part of the Germans not to
make use of the ships of the Black Sea Fleet, and adding that the Russians will accept
the condition. Russian Wireless of June 10th confirms this. The German under
taking—for what such undertakings are worth—is " not to use the ships before a
general peace is concluded."
Russian Wireless of June 8th announced that, without awaiting the settlement of
the form in which the independence of Lettonia is to be established under the Brest
I T e a t y o n the basis of self-determination,. the German Military authorities' are^
introducing German programmes into the elementary schools. Details are given.
Russian Wireless of June 7th published the conditions proposed by the Russian
Delegation for an armistice with the German-LTforaAie troops. A temporary arrange
ment appears to have been made for the co-operation of the railways, pending the
final determination of the Peace Treaty. On June 2nd the Ukrainian Delegation put
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forward a proposal for tire creation of a Commission to fix tire boundary line to indicate
tbe future frontiers between Russia and the Ukraine. The Russians protested,
pointing out that the conclusion of an armistice must come first. On June 9th,.
M. Chicherin announced by Russian Wireless that, according to a compromise come
to with the Ukrainian Delegates on the Military Boundary Commission, there has been
a further loss to Russia of 25,000 square versts of territory.
According to a report forwarded by Mr. Wardrop on May 28th (received June 6th)
the Beace Conference at Batoum about Caucasia was broken up on May 25th by an
irresistible advance of the Turks on the whole Ears front and at Eriban. The
Georgians protested.
Finland.—German
AVireless of June 6th published a report from Ffelsingfors
that the German-Finnish Beace Treaty and the Commercial and Shipping Agreement
had been accepted by the Diet at their third reading.
Germany.—German Wireless of June 7th quotes an article in the Norddeutsclic
Allgcmeine Zeitung protesting against the alleged misuse in connection with peace
discussions of the expression " Beague of Nations " by the Entente Bowers. .
The Daily Review (June 4th) publishes the substance of demands being made in
the German Bress for a statement of German war aims against Great Britain
(Kreuzzeitung
and Vorwarts).
Austria-Hungary.—Russian
Wireless of June Sch reported a message from the
Austrian Government agreeing to the formation of a mixed Commission at Moscow for
settlement of tbe questions embodied in Article 4, Clause 3 of the Russo-AustroHungarian Supplementary Treaty. This Commission will settle questions regarding
stock exchange values, &c.
.
Great Britain.—Sir
E. Howard on June Sth reported the issue of an invitation
by Mr. Henderson to Mr. Branting (Stockholm) to attend a London. Conference on
June 26th. On June 10th Sir W. Townlej* forwarded an appreciation of the
character and attributes of M. JToelstra (Netherlands), said to have received a similar
invitation.
1
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Western and. General Report No. 72. Part II.
(Being an Amendment of Appendix to Report No. 51.)

A . - S T A T E S IN ALLIANCE WITH GREAT BRITAIN.
Date of " State of W a r " with ; States.
Germany.

4 Aug.

Great Britain
Russia
France Belgium
Serbia Montenegro
Japan
Portugal
Italy'
Rumania United States
Cuba
Greece Siam
Liberia 
China
Brazil
Panama
Guatemala
Nicaragua
Costa Rica

Austria-Hungary.

1914

1 Aug. 1914
3 Aug. 1914
4 Aug. 1914
6 Aug. 1914"
8 Aug. 1914
23 Aug. 1914
9 Mar. 1916
28 Aug. 1 9 1 6
2S Aug. 1 9 1 6
6 Apr. 1917
7 Apr. 1917
29 June 1917
22 July 1917
4 Aug. 1917
14 Aug. 1917
2 6 Oct. 1 9 1 7
10 Apr. 1917(F)
23 Apr. 1918"
8 May 191S "
23 M a y 1 9 1 S
s

-

-

-

-

.

.

.

-

- -




.

-

8

12 Aug.

1914

6
12
28
28
5
25

Ana-.
Aug.
Aug.
July
Aug.
Aug.

1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914

23
27
7
IS
29
22

May
Aug.
Dec.
Dec.
June
July

1915
1916
1917
1917
1917
1917

14 Aug.

1917

11 Dec.

1917

5 Nov.
2

Bulgaria.

Turkey.

1914

2 Nov. 1 9 1 4
5 Nov. 1 9 1 4
3 Nov. 1 9 1 4
7

1

3

4

1 5 Oct. 1 9 1 5
1 9 Oct. 1 9 1 5
1 6 Oct. 1 9 1 5

U

Oct. 1 9 1 5
1 5 Oct. 1 9 1 5
7

21 Aug.
30 Aug.

1915
1916

1 9 Oct. 1 9 1 5
1 Sept. 1 9 1 6

29 Jane

1917

29 June

1917

1

1 1

Date of Declaration of W a r by Great Britain. Hostilities actually commenced on 1st November.
- Date on which the Austro-Hungarian Declaration of W a r was presented at St. Petersburg.
Date of Declaration of W a r b y Russia. Hostilities actually commenced on 29th October.
Date of Declaration of W a r by France. Hostilities actually commenced on 3rd November.
Date of German Note to Belgium, which w a s tantamount to a Declaration of W a r . German forces actually crossed
the Belgian frontier during the night of the 3 r d - 4 t h .
" German Minister left Nish on 7th August.
'' See note in Appendix to Western Report No. 5 1 .
* On Sth April 1 9 1 7 , Panama declared its willingness to co-operate w i t h the United States in the defence of the Canal.
On the 1 1 t h , Sir C. Mallet reported that the President of Panama had cancelled the exequaturs of t h e German Consular
Officers in the Republic.
Severed diplomatic relations with Germany on 2-7th A p r i l 1 9 1 7 .
Severed diplomatic relations with Germany on 1 9 t h May 1 9 1 7 .
Severed diplomatic relations with Germany on 22nd September 1 9 1 7 .
1

3

4

5

9

1 0

1 1

B.—NEUTRAL COUNTRIES WHICH HAVE SEVERED DIPLOMATIC
RELATIONS WIT EC GERMANY.
Bolivia
- 13th April 1917.
Honduras
- 17th May 1917.
San Domingo
- 11th June 1917.
Hayti
- 16th June 1917.
Peru
- 6th October 1917.
Uruguay
- 7th October 1917.
Ecuador
- 7th December 1917.
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Our Minister reported rupture of diplomatic relations on 18th June.
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(page 1 6 ) .
,
- " Under Russia and under Germany will he found interesting- matter.bearing upon
the -war aims of Germany for economic development - in the'Middle "East,, with.: or
without annexation, and upon her determination to obtain control over the principal
force able to defeat thisobject, the Russian fleet at Novorossisk. The German desire
. to control, the Caucasus oil deposits-in addition to the Rumanian, as a weapon in the
economic struggle, is of special interest. There have, been former reports-of a
German desire to get hold also of the. Persian supplies, and German intrigues have
been reported at various times in Mexico.
. See also under Switzerland for the -Swiss proposals for a "League of Nations,"
and under Great Britain for IVI. Troelstra/s visit to this country, and proposals for
future Labour and Socialist conferences.
GKXKf!.\ i. (page 2 ) .
The latest developments in Siberia are of considerable importance.
.

.

.

PEACE DISCUSSIONS

A L T J E D COUNTRIES.

Belgium (see page 3).—German propagandists are trying to make the most of the
Flemish movement. On this point an article in Tlie Sen: Europe of June 6th is very
illuminating. A. resume was given in last wee Ids Report.
China (see page 4). — Sir J . Jordan reports upon the effect on our prestige in
China of suspending the deportation, of enemy aliens, and upon attacks on British,
subjects.
France
(see page 4).—Many Socialist Deputies opposed the Government in the
war debate on June 4th.
Italy
(see page 5).—Tire Austrian offensive, which appears to have been,
launched reluctantly, by order of the Kaiser, seems to have produced an excellent
effect upon the internal situation.
United States (see page 6).—An executive Commission, is said to be projected
to deal with certain war questions on the spot in Europe.
ENEMY

COUNTRIES.

Germany
(see page 7).—An interesting report is given, about the German
peace offensive. Information about German war aims in the Caucasus requires
attention.
[P.T.O.

NEUTRAL

COUNTRIES.

Argentine Republic (see page 8).—The.alleged secret Gorman conditions about
shipping are very important.
Chile (see page 9).—The effect upon other South American. States of the
prospective acquisition by Chile of British aircraft in exchange for war vessels deserves
a t t e n t i o n . . .
Finland (see page 10).—Tn view of German dominance over the country, Finnish
aspirations to acquire a port on the Murman coast constitute a serious menace.
Netherlands
(see page 12).—The important principle of the right of search,
which affects the exercise of sea-power, is involved in negotiations about the proposed
convoy to the Dutch East Indies. An active interest is being taken in the matter in
Sweden, as affecting Scandinavian countries.
The Limburg railway question may again become acute.
Norway (see page 13).—The Germans are busy with propaganda, and with official
measures to gain influence.
Sweden (see page 14),—A shortage of cargoes in German Baltic ports is reported.
G. G. A.
June 20th, 1918.
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Sinkings.—According to the War Trade Intelligence Bureau, the total tonnage of
500 tons gross in the case of steamers, and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing
ships, reported lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period
June 7th-13th inclusive, was 102,961 tons gross, of which 68,421 were British, as
compared with 73.309 tons gross, of which 31,461 were British, reported last week.
Ear East.—The Foreign Office is informed that the administration at Irkutsk
and Vladivostock is now entirely in the hands ot ex-convicts. The Bolshevists have
been sending shells from Vladivostock for employment against Semenofi. The latter,
in his latest action, captured German prisoners, who were at once shot: On June 9tlr
rail communication was cut both East and West of Semeuoff to prevent his
reinforcement. In these circumstances 200 Japanese volunteers were permitted by
the Japanese General Staff to join him. The Japanese Military Authorities are
determined to intervene without waiting for an Allied mandate, if Japanese
interests are menaced. An anti-Bolshevist rising is being prepared in Vladivostoek,
of which the Japanese have knowledge. The Czech troops control large portions of
the Siberia railwa) , and seem determined to fight their way East rather than to
proceed to Vladivostock. They have disbanded their National Council as being
too conciliatory towards the Bolshevists, whose hostility continues. The Allied
Representatives have protested to the Bolshevist Government against such
treatment of Allied forces ; the Bolshevists are apprehensive that the Czecho-Slovak
question may seriously affect their own position, as encouraging counter-revolutions
throughout Siberia (see. Russian Wireless of June 12th- 16th): The risings against
the Bolshevists are not, however, provoked by the Czecho-Slovaks, but undertaken
from a confidence inspired by their presence. This applies, generally speaking,
throughout Siberia, where Allied intervention would be welcomed by all except the
Bolshevists. Meanwhile, the Germans are spending large sums with a view to a
pro-German, reactionary movement in anticipation of Allied encouragement of a
non-party democratic rally.
7

S.S. " Kaningin
Regentes."—Sir
W. Townley learns that the Netherlands Naval
Authorities appear to be convinced, upon the evidence ' submitted, that the S.S.
Koningin
Regentes
(see Report No. 72) was torpedoed. The Germans have
expressed dissatisfaction with the findings, and a tug was to leave on June 17th to carry
out diving operations on the scene of the wreck. As the Germans asked and obtained
leave for an interned German Naval officer to be present, similar permission was
obtained for the presence of a British officer. Sir W. Townley transmits a request
by the shipping companies concerned that the route from the British coast to the
place of the disaster should be swept by His Majesty's Navy, to obviate any possibility
of mines.
German Neglect of British Wounded.—Idie Foreign Office instructs the British
Delegates at The Hague as to numerous cases in which wounded British prisoners
captured in the recent offensive have died owing to the grave neglect of the German
authorities.
. German Prisoners
in England.—German
Wireless of June loth, reports some
" unvarnished truths " told by an escaped German officer regarding the " revolting
treatment" of German prisoners in England. His complaints include the statement
that "at times we are absolutely starving since it is impossible to make the food do
with winch we are supplied." German Wireless attributes this state of affairs to the
s u b m a r i n e c a iu p a i g n.
Austro-Serbian
Prisoners
Agreement.—The
Foreign Office is informed of an
Austria-Serbian Agreement recently signed, at Berne, for exchange of valid and
repatriation of invalid prisoners, This agreement is to be ratified on or before July
13th. Serbia will have a slight numerical advantage in the exchange. There is a
clause (inserted in favour of Jugo-Slavs) against involuntary repatriation.

o

o

Allied Food Supply.—Lord
Reading reports that Mr. Hoover - will shortly visit
Europe.to consult with the Allied EooclAclministratorsregarding the food programmes
for next,yea'r, and to study the possibilities of closer co-ordination in production,
transport and supply.
Interallied
Munitions Council.—A. Memorandum (G.T. -18.1.1), dated June StL;
reports the'organisation of an Interallied Munitions Council,
Interallied Programme Committees.—The Foreign Office instructs Lord Heading
to invite the United States Government to accept the principle of Programme Com
mittees already adopted by the European Allies (see Report No. 69) and to nominate
representatives.

ALLIED GROUP.

BELGIUM.

M. Gooreman.—M. Cooreman, the n e w Belgian Brime Minister, is Catholic Deputy
for Ghent and enjoys great propularity among the members of his party. He has had
political experience, both as Minister of Labour and as Bresideut of the Chamber of
Deputies, fie is a man of moderate views and conciliatory to his opponents. It is
thought that he will do well as Bresident of a Cabinet composed of Catholics, Liberals,
and Socialists.
German Propaganda in Switzerland regarding Flemish Movement.—Hie
Berner
Tagblalt, which is under German control, publishes (June 15th) a statement, also
appearing in the Mnncheuer Neueste Nachrichten, alleged to have been made by a

Fleming, that by agreement between the British and Belgian Governments, British
Military Police are to occupy Belgium for 18 months after the conclusion of peace, as
the Belgian Government is afraid that, owing to Flemish discontent, there will be
a revolution on its return to Belgium. Sir F. Villiers reports that the Belgian.
Government has already contradicted this story and authorised its Minister at Berne
to do the same. (And see Reports Nos. 52, 54, 59, 65, 70, and. 72.)
Germany

and Belgian

Radways.—The

Kolnisehe

Zeitung (May 29th) publishes,

under the heading " dire Iron Rhine," a communication on the necessity for retention
of the Belgian railways by Germany after the war. Belgium and Germany are
economically interdependent. The railways from the south-west to the Schelde, and
the railway from Cologne, via Aachen, Luttich, and Brussels to the coast—the
" Iron.Rhine " as it was called—mean for Germany connection with the open sea and.
the world-market. The goods exchanged annually a n d transported by railway
between Belgium and Germany amount to from S to 9 million tons, b u t the goods
going through from Germany to Belgian seaports amount alone to 2-J- to 3 million
tons—almost one-third of the German-Belgian railway traffic. There is also the
important river and canal means of transport. On the Rhine alone the GermanBelgian traffic amounts to from 8 to 9 million tons yearly. Germany would be
surrendering herself if she allowed the door to the open sea to be closed against, h e r
by giving up the key to a declared enemy. It is only the inevitable conclusion drawn
from the attitude and menace of o u r enemies if i t is demanded that the Belgian
railways and ports must remain in German hands or under German influence. In
what form this shall be effected may be left to the' consideration of responsible
"quarters. We do not wish to take anything away from the Belgian people. On the
contrary, we are of opinion that i t is only w i t h the support of, and i n connection with,
Germany, that BelgiimPs means of communication can be perfected and made better
than they were before the A v a r . Germany has built fresh lines during the A v a r , thus
providing for pressing needs which the Belgian State RaiBvays, Avith their limited
resources, could not supply. "There can be no talk of our surrendering h e r e Avhat,
avc have created Avith great sacrifice."
Even before the Avar the State Railways were
financially weak and in need of n e A v material. Belgium cannot, without external help,
restore her system. If the work is not done by Germany, the Belgian railways will

certainly fall a prey to English and American capital. These are not mere forebodings.
We hear that a Belgian Commission has already been concerning itself in America with
,the conclusion of contracts for the supply of railway material. How will the Government,
without a country pay for-these purchases ? This report fits in with another, that the
United States have acquired a mortgage on the Belgian railways. This means that the
competitor, who will perhaps be our most dangerous future rival in the world-marker,
is establishing himself at the gate which formerly stood open to us on to the free
world-market. If we acquiesce, the effect on Holland can be foreseen. In the long
run we should be thrown back on our German North Sea ports, so far removed from
the ocean. Germany would no longer have any sea-power. (And see Reports Nos. 02
6-1, and 71.)
BRAZIL.
Projected
Elimination of German Trade.—Sir A. Peel reports that the Brazilian
Minister for Foreign. Affairs and the Minister for Finance are both in favour of
liquidating German linns in Brazil winch have their head office in Germany. The
Minister of Finance is stated to have recommended this policy to the President of the
Republic. (And sec Reports Nos. 09 and 71.)
(And see under "Chile.")

CHINA.
Reported
Japanese
Loan Negotiations.—In
connection with the rumoured
negotiations for a Japanese loan to China (see Reports Nos. 69-72) the Foreign Office
has authorised Sir J . Jordan to make representations, if necessary, regarding the
position of the British-American I^obacco Company and to inform the Chinese
Government that His Majesty's Government is opposed to the creation of any
monopoly in favour of a foreign company.
Attacks on British, Subjects.—Sir J . Jordan reports that owing to various cases of
unprovoked, assault upon British subjects, especially in the provinces of Szechuah and
Hunan, he has arranged for a British warship to patrol the Chekiang coast in search,
of pirates.
Enemy Aliens.—Sir J . Jordan emphasises the damaging effect upon Allied"
prestige of suspending-the deportation of enemy aliens from China (see Report
No. 72), and suggests their repatriation as an. (unsatisfactory) alternative. It is
clear that Germans in China were fully aware of the projected measure and were
awaiting completion of negotiations in Europe for abolition, of deportation. German
. Wireless of June 15th announces that " t h e danger of deportation for the Germans
in China has been averted for the time being by a threat of measures of retaliation "
(it is stated at the same time that the German Government will in the negotiations
at The Plague demand the liberation of Germans deported to India from Siam).
The Foreign Office has instructed Sir J . Jordan to point out to the Chinese Govern
ment the irrelevance of the Franco-German Agreement to the questions of the
deportation from or internment in China of enemy aliens.
Si no-Japanese
Agreement.—Sir G. Greene reports that he lias been referred for
the terms of the Sino-Japanese Agreement by the Japanese Foreign Office to the
General Staff, which in turn stated that the Agreement contained no further particulars
than had been published in the Press. An understanding had been reached, for joint,
action in certain circumstances, but the nature of such action, and the circumstances
themselves, had not been decided.

FRANCE.

-

The Debate on the Military Situation.—In a despatch dated June 5th, Lord Derby
describes the Debate on June 4th upon the military situation, when M. Clemenceau,..

though subjected to noisy interruptions, secured a vote of confidence; by a large
majority (see Report No. 71). The various speakers and interrupters declared that
their only motive was a desire to promote the real interests of the country, but that they :
did not consider that this implied a concurrence in all M. Olemenceau did. Many
Deputies who voted for the Government probabty did so from a conviction that the
time was inopportune for a change of Ministry and that there was no one fitted at
such a moment to take M. Clemencean's place. Among the- 85 Socialists who voted
against the Government were MM. Albert Thomas, Jean I.ongiiet, Renaudel, Sembat
and Yarenne. M. Franklin Bouillon, Radical Socialist, and M. Thomson, Republican
of the heft, formerly Minister of Marine, were among the 16 Deputies who abstained,
from voting.
French. Merchant Seamen and the Submarine War.—Replying to an appeal from
Mr. Havelock Wilson, the General President of the National Seamen's Union,
M. Itiveili, the Secretary of the French. Shipping Federation, writes to- the Matin
(June 9th) :—"Mr. Havelock Wilson asks whether we are ready, together with our
British confreres,
to take measures for the punishment,of Austrian and Gerhian sailors
for their crimes. Our reply is that the question is settled by the decisions unani
mously arrived at by the sailors of Great Britain, Italy, Russia, Belgium, Norway,
Sweden, Holland, Denmark, and France at the Congress held in August 1917. Those
decisions still remain our charter of future action comprising :—
" (1) An indignant protest against the atrocities of U-boats, whose crews will lie
held responsible.
" (2) If necessary, a refusal to sail with them after the war.
" (3) The withdrawal of our shipping unions and organisations from the Inter
national Transport Federation, and the establishment of an International
Executive Committee of Allied and Neutral Seamen."
M. liivelli adds that the French National Shipping Federation has decided to
translate and publish in French the report of the proceedings of the said Congress,
which will appear in pamphlet form in the course of a few days. The Liberte
(June 9th), under the heading of "ddie Sailors' Law," writes :—'* ddie English sailors
have taken an irrevocable resolution to boycott the Germans for seven years after the
war. They will refuse to work or to sail in the same ships with Germans or to carry
any merchandise by ship to German ports. They will do what they have decided
because they are free men and because they are sailors to the backbone--with all the
virtues of that race. To-day the sailors of France announce, through the Secretary
of their Federation—the famous M. Rivelli—that they adhere to the resolution of
their British confreres.
To-morrow the sailors of all the free nations will reconstitute
without the Germans, and against the Germans, an international society of the sea,
which will at the same time comprise an international sea law." (See also under
"-Nor-w-fry.")
:

ITALY.
The Austrian Offensive.—Italian
Wireless of June 17th reports:—"Yesterday's
Session of the Chamber was an admirable page in Italy's political history during the
war. A moving welcome was given to the War Minister, whose praise of the
admirable resistance of the array was cheered by the entire Chamber, and was soon
reported all over the country, provoking last night demonstrations in many Italian
cities. The entire Press comments upon it. The leader of the Socialists described it
as a noble statement of patriotism and of the concord which prevails amongst all
parties for resistance until victory is obtained. Gratification is felt that the Premier
gave fuller play to the declaration regarding Italy's solidarity with Austria's oppressed
nationalities, saying that it is useless to specify our diplomatic attitude towards these
people whilst Czecho-Slovak Italians, after being reviewed by the Sovereign, light
side by side with our soldiers and whilst Rumanians and Jugo-Slavs beg to be allowed
to join us against the common enemy. The Speech was heartily applauded. Another
noteworthy fact in yesterday's sitting was Orlando's statement that the Centra"!
Powers have never offered honourable peace terms. By 2S2 votes against 34 full
confidence was expressed in the Government. In the 34 against were Socialists
whose vote after the statement of their leader has a purely political meaning in
a-eference to the Government." According to a report received by the Foreign

Office the Emperor Charles at his recent meeting with the Kaiser agreed to an
immediate offensive against Italy.
This was opposed by the Austro-Hungarian
Generals in command on the ground that the troops were under-rationed, and that it
would not be -possible to maintain supplies at a proper level if an attack were
begun, due Foreign Office is further informed that the Austrian offensive has been
hitherto delayed because the Central Powers contemplated a strong peace offensive in
Italy in the hope of detaching her from the Allies. This peace offensive was not to
start until the Germans had. intimidated Italy by their successes on the' Western
Front. Moreover, the German Government had no confidence in the power of the
Austrians to undertake a military offensive unless strongly reinforced by German
troops. There is reason to believe that the Central. Powers decided towards the end
of May that the time had come to oiler peace terms to Italy ; it is not known whether
a definite offer lias yet been made. (See also Reports Nos. 69 and 72.)
War Contribution from Italians in the, Argentine.—Italian
Wireless of June .12th
reports :—" Italians living in South America have given full proof of their devotion to
the Motherland on the occasion of the latest war loan. Compatriots living in the
Argentine Republic have subscribed an additional .140,000,000 lire, thus surpassing all
expectations. It was not thought that they could contribute over 36,000,000 lire,
considering their small number."
Enemy Propaganda.—Sir
E. Howard emphatically contradicts a tendencious
fabrication published in the Vienna, Reichsposi
of June 8th to the effect that the
British Legation in Stockholm has announced that the object of the Entente is to
detach Austria from Germany by sacrificing Italian claims.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Projected Executive Commission to Europe.—The Foreign Office learns that there
is a probability of a Commission being sent by the United States Government to
Europe, with full executive powers in relation to certain war questions. It is stated,
that the Commission is likely to be headed by Mr. Vance MacCormick or Mr. Hoover-,
with Air. Crosby to deal with Finance and Mr. Stettinius with Military matters.
Shipbuilding Programme.—According
to the New York Times (June 11th), Mr.
Hurley, Chairman of the Shipping Board, in the course of an address at South Bend,
Indiana, declared (June 10th) that by 1920 American shipbuilding would aggregate 2,10.1.
vessels of over 14,000,000 deadweight tonnage. " The amount of 5,000,000,000 dollars,"
he added, "will be required to c a n y out the present programme, and it is estimated
that by 1.919 the United States will, be in a position to turn out over 13,1)00,000 tons
of shipping in the one year." In referring to alter-the-war plans for the creation of a
vast merchant fleet, Mr. Hurley said : - " I f the programme is entirely successful,.the
United States will be in a position by .1920 to establish a weekly passenger service
between New York, Rio de Janeiro, Montevideo, Buenos Aires, and. Caracas on the
East coast, and Columbia, Eucador, Peru, and Valparaiso on the West coast. An
adequate passenger and cargo service is likewise being planned with the Central
American Republics, while the trade requirements of Russia and China will, probably
also be met."
Conscientious
Objectors.—According
to the New York- Times (June 10th),
45 conscientious objectors who refused to wear military uniform were recently
sentenced by court-martial to imprisonment for life. General 0'Neill, who reviewed
the records of the trial, has now reduced the sentence to 25 years' imprisonment in
each case.
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ENEMY GROUP.

A USTRIA-HUNGARY.

The Austro-German Pact.—German Wireless of -Tune 13th records a visit by
Baron. Burian to Berlin. Before his departure, the Baron informed, a representative
of the Vossisehe Zeitung that it could be confidently stated, that the thought of
deepening the Alliance, which had arisen, through tire recent meeting of the two
Kaisers, had made appreciable progress in public opinion on both sides. He looked
forward, with great pleasure to the coming visit of Count Hertling to Vienna; (And see
Reports Nos. 6S--72.)
The Subject

Nationalities:

Criticism

of the Versailles

Declarations.—According

to a Vienna communication of June 11th to the Dutch Bress, the statements issued
by the Interallied Supreme War Council (see Report -No. 71) regarding Czech
and South-Slav war aims is regarded by the leading Vienna papers as an abandonment
of those aims by the Entente, and as evidencing a desire to avoid arousing far-reaching
expectations on the part of the nationalities in question. Lord Reading reports that
a similar impression prevails amongst Jugo-Slavs in the United States.
A Ministerial
Resignation.—The
Vienna Press reports the resignation of
Count Toggenburg, Minister of the Interior, and his replacement by Plerr Gayer, an
official of the Police.
(And sec under " Italy.")

GERMANY.
Anniversary
of the Kaiser's Accession.-—June 15th was the thirtieth anniversary
of the KaiseFs accession to the throne, Congratulatory articles were published by
the Berlin newspapers. According to German Wireless of that date, (Jar-mania
remarks that "William II. is still the peace Kaiser, as he stands, with his whole
people, engaged in a superhuman struggle for honour, existence, and the fat nr.
The Kaiser's Jove of peace shines in the midst of war brighter than before." In
replying to the Chancellor's felicitations, the Kaiser describes himself as a Prince of
Peace. The Norclcleutsche Allgemeine Zeitung contains a tribute from the National
Labour Movement Deputy, Wallbaunr, to the Kaiser as a social reformer. German
Wireless of June 18th reports encomiums exchanged between the Kaiser and
General Hindenburg, the former incidentally characterising the war as a struggle
between German justice, freedom, honour, and morals on the one hand, and AngloSaxon idolatry of money on the other.
Pan-German
Peace Offensive.—The
views of a prominent German upon the
present peace offensive of the Pan-German, party are reported to the Foreign Office as
follows :—The ultimate object of this offensive is to nail the German Government
down to a declaration of annexationist. policy such as would be unacceptable by the
Entente ; the war would then go on until a " German peace " could be made. The
immediate object "of the offensive is to put Billow in the place of Ilertling. lie
personifies the " peace of power" policy. For some time past he has been back (from
Switzerland) in Berlin, and very active ; the chief difficulty in the way of his elevation,
the Austrian veto, is now removed, owing to Austria's complete collapse ; there are
rumours that he has come to an arrangement with Ludendorff, and that Erzberger is
a party to the intrigue. The Pan-Germans have long thought that Herding was not
auhexationist enough, hence their stories about his feeble health. (And see Reports
Nos. G2, 65, and 67.)
Prince Lichnoicshy.—According
to a report received by the Foreign Office it is
improbable that Prince Lichnowsky will in fact be prosecuted, one reason being that
the German Government would like to keep him to approach England some day. It
is denied that he is at present in Switzerland, though, for some reason unknown, his
arrival there was announced, in the German Press.

Prussian Franchise.—According
to Berlin "messages of dune 11th and 12th, the
Prussian House of Representatives has for the fourth time rejected the Government,
proposal for equal suffrage. By a majority of 255 against 154- votes a compromise
was accepted, providing for two extra votes, namely, one on the ground of age, and
another lor officials and persons in independent occupations, and employees and
workmen in high positions. A. fifth reading will now be necessary.
Russian Military Deputation to Berlin.—The
Vossische Zeitung announces the
arrival of a military deputation from the Russian Government iit Berlin. This
deputation forms part of a Commission which is to deliberate on a series of political,,
military and economic questions.
.Russian Labour in Germany.—Reports received indicate that Russian prisoners
in Germany have in many cases become thoroughly "Germanised." They work
willingly at any employment, have thoroughly assimilated German discipline, and
neither require nor are subjected to much supervision. Many of them, fearing unsettled
conditions in Russia, have made up their minds to remain in Germany after the war.
Germany and the Caucasus.—A report received emphasises the value to Germany
of the Caucasus as a future source not only of foodstuffs, but of nearly every raw
material-she requires, ddie immediate value of this region is limited almost solely by
transport difficulties, but apart from undeveloped possibilities, the Caucasus could,
under the domination of the Central Powers, provide immediately after the conclusion
of peace an abundant supply of oil and manganese, which are both of vital importance ;
while the opening of the Dardanelles and the Mediterranean woidd to a great extent
solve the present difficulties of transport, There is also the importance to Germany
of obtaining a large volume of exports for exchange with other countries, particularly
with Russia and Turkey ; these exports would greatly improve her balance of trade
and assist in restoring her foreign exchanges. More important still, the possession
of the Caucasus would be yet another forward step in the realisation of Germany's
Eastern ambitions: it would take her a stage further to the shores of the Caspian
it is on the high road to Turkestan. (And see Report No. 70.)
Post-\\'ar Shipping.—According
to a report received, the German-Australian
Steamship Company has hired quay-space in a Hutch East Indian port. A ship
building yard which, the Hamburger Nachricliten says, is likely to become one of the
largest of such undertakings in Germany, is to be established at Hamburg by a
combination which includes the Hamburg-America- Line. The new Company has a"
provisional capital of Mk. 10,000,000. (See also Reports Nos. 69, 70, and 72, and under
" Argentine Republic.'"')

NEUTRAL GROUP.

ARG EN TINE REPUBLIC.
President Irigoyen.—A
memorandum (G.T. 4S47 of June 12th) by the Political
Intelligence Department, discusses conditions in the Argentine Republic, pointing out
their intimate association with the person of President Irigoyen. -Upon his election
the President found himself in a difficult position, since, according to the Argentine
Constitution, the President and the two Chambers are not elected simultaneously,
ddie Radical Executive is in this case faced by a large opposition majority both in
the Chamber of the Dephties and in the Senate. When, therefore, the Chamber and
Senate both passed resolutions. in favour of breaking off diplomatic relations
with Germany, the President took no action as he felt that the sanction for these
resolutions was based on a register quite different from the one on which
his own election was fought and won. He preferred to wait for the result of the
elections of the Chamber, which were' due in the early part of this year. According
to results ascertained the present constitution of the Chamber is, roughly, 58 Radicals
(IrigoyeAs party), 51 Opposition members, and 8 Dissentient Radicals. (These latter
will almost certainly vote with the Radicals on matters of national importance such
as Foreign Relations.) ddie Government is still, faced with a heavy majority against
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it in the Senate, hut it is unlikely that the Senators will try seriously to obstruct the
Government measures. The President has shown many signs of. benevolence towards
the Allies, and should occasion arise for breaking Argentine neutrality in favour of
the Allies he would probably carry 75 per cent, of the population with him. Reasons
which might tend to prevent such a course include, (I) the desire of Argentines to be
considered as completely independent of the influence of the United States, (2) the
reported dependence of the Administration upon German financial, interests for funds
wherewith to pay Government employees, (3) continuance of railway strikes made
possible by political antagonism between the President and the interests represented
by the railway companies.

Reported Purchase
of German, Ships.—According to a report received by the
Foreign Office, the Germans have agreed to sell some 1.50,000 tons of German shipping
to the Argentine Government with a secret stipulation that all vessels thus sold shall,
at the conclusion of hostilities, be immediately freighted to Germany with
foodstuffs.
Economic Prospects.--According to a report received, the economic position in
the Argentine is likely to be serious if the war continues much longer, owing to the
glut of unexported cereals and wool, and the shortage and high price of imports.

CHIRP.
British Special Mission.—A Press telegram of June .18th announces the arrival of
the British Special Mission at Bos Andes en route to Santiago.
British Offer of Aeroplanes.—His
Majesty's Government recently offered 50
aeroplanes to the Chilian Government in consideration of its acquiescence in the
transfer to the British Navy of Chilian warships building in Great Britain. The news
of this offer has caused considerable agitation in Bern, where anxiety is expressed
regarding the military ambitions of Chile, especially as against Bern and the
Argentine Republic. Mr. Rennie has pointed out -to the Peruvian Foreign Minister
that Peru would in fact have been in a relatively weaker position .if Chile had
obtained delivery of the warships. He reports, however, that the Peruvian Govern
ment and people require reassurance, and that they would welcome some general
declaration by His Majesty's Government guaranteeing South American States
against aggression by their neighbours. Sir A. Peel reports that the Brazilian
Government is much concerned at this seemingly preferential treatment of Chile,
having regard to its policy during the war.
Nitrate of Soda.—The Chilian Government is submitting a scheme for sale of
nitrate of soda to the Allied and United States Governments.

DENMARK.
Relations icith Iceland.—Sir
R. Paget reports that the King of Denmark has
appointed a Committee to proceed to Iceland in order to negotiate about the connection
of the latter with Denmark. The Committee consists of four members, representing
the Government and. the three parties (other than the Conservatives) who have
assented to the proposal. One of these members is Borgbjerg, representing the Social
Democratic Party. There is little doubt that Borgbjerg is party to the anti-British
propaganda concerted between the Germans and the Danish Socialists in connection
with Iceland. (See Reports Nos. 50, 54-, 67-71, and Memorandum G/P. 4828, dated.
June 7th, by the Bolitical Intelligence Department.) The Danish and Swedish Bress
adversely criticise the agreement made between Iceland and "the Allies regarding
Iceland wool; they complain that it. involves the expropriation of stocks belonging
to Danish and Swedish interests, and that the Allies thus obtain wool at a price much
lower than that paid by the original purchasers. It is asserted that the agreement
was reached through British pressure.
5873-3b
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Faroe Islands-Mr.,G,pates
reports that on Jane 15th..the Governor of the Farpe
Islands prohibited.the exportation of imported goods and the supplying of vessels not
belonging to the Islands.
FINLAND.
Conslilvtion,—Sir.
E. Howard reports the Government Constitutional Bill,
handed to the Diet on June 12th, to be as follows :—Finland, to be a free indivisible
constitutional monarchy with hereditary succession in the male line only; the King
cannot be the sovereign, of another .country, and must be a Lutheran. He must
promise before accession, to guarantee the Constitution, while his decisions must be
countersigned by a Minister of ,State, who will refuse to countersign i f the Kingjs
decision be unconstitutional. The King is to decide questions of foreign, relations,
but the Diet must approve foreign treaties. The King cannot commence an offensive
war without the consent of the Diet. He is General of the land. and. sea forces, and
has. the right to grant pardons. The King nominates Ministers, but the Diet
assembles annually without his summons. He sand ions Bills passed by the Diet, and
if he refuses to sanction a Bill concerning the Constitution or national defence, such
Bill becomes void. If he refuses to sanction an ordinary Bill and such Bill be
repassed by a two-thirds majority of the new Diet, the Bill becomes law in spite of
his sanction. Should the Royal family die out, the State Council governs till a newly
elected Diet selects the new Sovereign. The King becomes adult at IS and cannot
leave the country for more than six mouths without the consent of the Diet. Ministers
must be Finnish^subjects and responsible to the Diet for their.actions.
The German Commander-in-Chief has declared his intention of withdrawing the
German forces.unless the Government passes the Bill promptly.
According to the existing Finnish Constitution a two-thirds majority of the full
Diet is necessary for any important change, of Government and a five-sixths majority
for any. urgent resolution. The decision of the old Diet was unanimously in favour of
the Finnish Republic and was so proclaimed to the world. The question of a
monarchy was not raised until the arrival of the Germans. Owing to the exclusion of
the Socialists the present Diet numbers 108 only out of 200. Of this number about
52 per cent, are in favour of a monarchy. Nevertheless the present Government is
endeavouring to force through this vital matter by a bare majority in a non
representative House. According to the Swedish. Press, Prince Oscar of Prussia is
being mentioned as.the most probable choice. It is stated that the Swedish group
has declared its willingness, to support the Senate's.proposal to introduce a monarchy
on condition that the rights of the Swedish element are secured. Senator Frey has,
however, resigned his position in the Senate as a protest against the lack of
- representation. of the Swedish party and against the appointment of Sario. The
resignation of Senator Luochivutori is also announced. (And s e n Reports Nos. 07-69
and" 72.)
A run/. — The Swedish Press announces that Colonel von Reedern (see Report
No. 72) is officiating as Adjutant to Colonel Procope, the Finnish Chief of General
Staff. He has announced that the younger officers of the army will be trained, in
Germany. Sir F. Howard reports that there are now at least 50,000 German
troops in Finland, and that the number is steadily increasing. Further classes
will shortly be called Up lor the Finnish Army (contrary to German Wireless
of June 19th), and a Finnish White Army of 50,000 may be anticipated.
General MannerheinTs second in command has resigned, stating that, having
devoted himself to re-establishing order in Finland, he does not wish to remain
to see his work fall to pieces. The British and French Ministers in Stockholm are
informing the Finnish Charge d'Affaires that their Governments are opposed to the
provision of any food supplies to Finland so long as it remains under German,
direction.
Finland and lhe'Nortli.—A Memorandum (96901) hy the Foreign Office sets out the
claims, strategical, geographical, ethnographical and economic, asserted by the Finnish
Government.to. Karelia aud the Kola Peninsula. It is pointed out that so long as the
German military authorities dominate Finnish policy, it is impossible for His Majesty's
Government to do otherwise than resist any movement, which, though nominally
based on the satisfaction of Finnish claims, tends in. fact to further and promote

German interests. Sir F. Howard is instructed to inform the Finnish Government
accordingly. The Foreign Office is informed from a fair source that German troops
have been concentrating at Yiborg for a movement northwards by the Ladoga-Onega
boat route with.the probable object of an offensive against Murmansk. A reliable
-source reports that the Finns.and Germans intend to occupy, by force if necessary, a
port in the north. General Mannerheim is reported as stating that both the Finnish
Government and the majority of the Finnish people are determined to obtain such a
port at the present opportunity without waiting for any possible adjustment by a'
Peace congress. Mr. (drove, however, reports that Finnish opposition to the scheme
is now growing, and that the pace is being- forced by the Germans, who propose
to start operations in the middle of July. Mr. Lockhart has received from the
Bolshevist Government a protest, doubtless inspired by the Germans, against the
presence of Allied naval or military forces on the Murman coast.
British. Bank Balances.—Sir E. Howard reports a complaint that some difficulty
still exists in obtaining payments from Finnish accounts in England apparently on
the footing that Finnish bank balances may not be touched so long as German troops
are in Finland. In requesting confirmation of this and enquiring whether such
conditions, if existing, could be modified, Sir E. Howard emphasises the desirability
of first obtaining a written assurance of reciprocity from the Finnish Government.
(And see Reports Nos. 68, 70 and 72.)
MEXICO.
Germany and Mexican, Relations with the United States.-President
Wilson
recently received at the White House a party of Mexican journalists. Lie informed
them that the attitude of the United States towards Mexico was one of sincere
friendship, and that he was not concerned with the internal settlement of Mexican
affairs. He was sorry to learn that influences, which he assumed to be German in
origin, were trying to create a wrong impression in Mexico as to the purpose of the
United States. The President also said that the influence of the United States was
at the present time somewhat pervasive in the affairs of the world. He believed that
this was the case because the smaller nations were coining to the belief that it was
the sincere desire of the United. States to do disinterested service, ddie President, at
the end of his address, referred to the Monroe doctrine. One of the difficulties that
arose in the relations of the United States with Latin America was that the Monroe
doctrine had been adopted Avithout the consent of the Latin American Republics.
The United States had said, " We are going to be your big brother whether you. want
us to be or not." Some time ago he had proposed a sort of Pan-American agreement,
suggesting a common guarantee that all the countries in the American continent
would sign a declaration of political independence and territorial integrity. Such, an
agreement meant that, if any one of the North or South American Republics violated
the political independence or territorial integrity of any of the others, all would join
against the offending country. That was the kind of agreement that would have to
be the foundation of the future life of the nations of the world. That was the only
conceivable basis for the future peace of the world. It had been his ambition that
the States of the two continents of America should show the way to the rest of the
world as to how to make the basis of peace. Peace could, come only by trust. So
long as there was suspicion, there would be misunderstanding and trouble.
In reference to this interview German Wireless (Serials 4999 and 5032) quotes
1 "orwdrbs and .the Norddeutsche
Allgcmeine Zeitung, as exposing the selfish aims of
the United States, due economic, and therefore the political, independence of San
Domingo and certain European neutrals is contrasted with the peaceful development
of the Argentine Republic and Paraguay, which, "devote themselves to the works of
progress, and no one thinks of using his,activities to bring about internal unrest or
engage in foreign adventures." Mr. Thurstan reports that, by way of countering
President Wilsons friendly speech, the Mexican Government has published the
complete text of the American protest against the taxation recently imposed upon
exports-of petroleum from Mexico (see Report No. 58). An effort is also being made
by the Mexican Press to inflame national feeling.
Arrival of a Wheat Cargo.-On
dune 16th Air. Thurstan reported on good
-authority that the Acting Minister for Finance had proceeded to iVlanzauillo to meet

the S.S. hat aura, stated to be due with a cargo of wheat from a South American Port,.
(? See Reports Nos. 64 and 71.)
British Press Telegrams.—Mr. Thurstan submits the undesirability of permitting,
the despatch from England of Press telegrams disparaging Allied military' achieve
in ents as compared with German, and quotes an example reproduced in the German.'
Legation organ Democrata (and see Report No. 58).
NETHERLANDS.
Proposed Convoy to Dutch East Indies:
Activist Propaganda
in Sweden.—Sir
AY alter Townley reports that the Netherlands Government lias expressed its readiness
to accept in their entirety the conditions prescribed by His Majesty's Government in
regard to the sailing of the proposed convoy to the Dutch East Indies.
(See
Reports Nos. 70-72.) The Netherlands Foreign Minister has submitted to Sir
W. Townley papers vouching the passengers and goods on board the steamship
Noordam and the military passengers in the auxiliary cruiser Talianan.
JTie Foreign
Office has instructed Sir W. Townley as to a number of points regarding which His
Majesty's Government must insist upon specific performance by the Netherlands
Government of the conditions accepted. For example, dyestuffs, apparently of enemy
origin, have been loaded on board the Noordam in breach of such conditions, ddie
sailing of the convoy, which was to take place on June 19th, has been postponed.
Sir E. Howard reports that the Swedish Conservative Press has been taking considerable
interest in the proposed convoy, which it describes as directed against the British
blockade, ddie Aftonbladet
of J tine 12th urges that Sweden should follow Holland's
example, especially if Denmark could be induced to join in the expedition, which would
then be convoyed by both Swedish and Danish warships, ddie article concludes by saying
that " i t would be unpardonable folly on the part of the Swedish Government not to
send a convoyed expedition to the Argentine. It.would also be feasible to arrange
for the convoying home of vessels already lying loaded in foreign ports. A decree
regarding convoys was issued in 1915 when convoys were used more than the public
knew, and all that is necessary is for shipowners to apply to the Government for
this protection for their vessels." The Foreign Office has authorised Sir E. Howard
to intimate to the Swedish Government that the Dutch convoy has been permitted
only in exceptional circumstances and does not constitute a precedent.
German Traffic through Holland.—Idle Dutch Press reports that the following'
optional trains are to be scheduled through Limburg as from June 11th-:—24 from
Dalheim-Vlndrop to .Bud el-Ham out. and 24 vice versa ; 12 trains from KaldenkirchenVenlo past (?) Roermond to Bud el-Ham out, and .12 vice versa, thus allowing for the
passage of 72 trains per day from Germany to Belgium and vice versa,
ddie Foreign
Office instructs Sir Walter Townley to draw the attention of the Netherlands Govern
nient to this use of-Dutch territory with Dutch consent for the purpose of transporting
supplies which must from the circumstances of the case be presumed to be military
unless otherwise demonstrated by the Netherlands Government. Failing immediate
information as to the understanding between the Netherlands and German Govern 
ments and the nature of the traffic in question, it may lie necessary for His Majesty's
Government to regard these railways as German military railways and to reserve its
full belligerent rights respecting them. With regard to the report that as from
June 3rd, 24 trains, containing sand and gravel, were to travel daily from Germany
to Belgium across the Netherlands, Sir W. Townley is instructed to request from the
Netherlands Government confirmation of the assumption that the amounts so
transported will be included in the yearly quantitv of .1,600,000 tons (see Report
No. 67).
Potatoes for Germany.—According to the Telegraaf
(June 13th) Germany is to
receive 70,000 hectolitres, or about 60 tier cent, of the Dutch new potato crop.
Mines.—The Netherlands Ministry for Foreign Affairs published on June 15th
an official communique stating that the Netherlands Minister in London had reported
that the British Government had recognised that the mine which caused the loss of a.
pilot boat on February loth was laid'three miles outside the minefield notified in.

1910 due a mistake in navigation in ihinelaying ; and that the British Government had
expressed sincere regret and readiness to pay compensation.
Cargoes of Requisitioned
Vessels. — With reference to the enquiry of the United
States Government -regarding the policy of IIis Majesty "s Government as to cargoes
ex requisitioned Dutch ships, the Foreign Office instructs Lord Heading to express
general assent to the views of the United States Government (see also Reports Nos. G3
and 70) subject to the special policy of His Majesty's Government in the following
particulars ;—(1) Requisition, with just compensation, of pyrites and coal, pitch
phosphates, owing to military exigencies ; (2) reservation, on political grounds, of
cocoa beans, oil cakes, cinchona bark, pepper, vegetable seeds and orange peel.
Export, of Coins aud Postage Values.-Sir
W. Townley transmits an enquiry by
the Trust as to whether the Associated Governments would grant some general
permission for transport to the Last and West Indies of Dutch and Colonial coins
and Colonial postage values.
NORWAY.
Lulled Stales and, Norufegidn
Shipping : German. Propaganda.—A.
German.
Wireless message (June .9th) slates:—"The Chairman of the Norwegian Shipping
Federation writes in Aftenposten,
No. 276 : T - ' After the method in which the
American authorities have hitherto dealt with oar interests, one could not cherish any
exaggerated expectations regarding the question of Norwegian shipbuilding. During
ineffectual' negotiations which lasted, for ten months, the Washington officials put
forward to the Norwegian, negotiators such views as would formerly, have been
regarded as impossible from citizens of the United States. The ships of Norwegian
Shipping Companies requisitioned by the Shipping Board represent a capital of about
Kr. 150,000,000. The Slapping Board has not jet granted a single cent as
compensation for the ships requisitioned or for their use. The greater part of the
ships have already been sailing for a long time on behalf of America. The ShippingBoard continually refused as unacceptable the Norwegian authorities' conditions for
a friendly settlement, though they represented a considerable sacrifice on the
Norwegian side.' "
Germany and, Norwegian Shipbuilding.—A
rolial.de report states that since the
Norwegian yards refused to accept the conditions of the German Steel. Bureau,
supplies of material from Germany have practically C e a s e d , and the Norwegian ship
building industry is threatened with a complete stoppage. . (See also Report
No. 09 ; also 68 under " Denmark.")
Commercial
Negotiations
until. Germany.—The
Foreign Office learns that a
German delegation, which includes a representative of the War Office, has arrived in
Christiania for the purpose of negotiating a commercial agreement with Norway..

PARAGUAY.
British. Special Mission.—A Press telegram reports the arrival o n June 10th at
Asuncion o f the British Special Mission, and the reception of Sir Maurice de P u i n s e n
by the President of the Republic.
PERU.
Seizure of German Ships.—Mr. Rennie reports that on the night of June 12th
the Peruvian Government took possession of German ships lying iu Peruvian ports.
The Peruvian Government is awaiting confirmation from the United States of its
promised guarantee of immunity, and the two Governments will consult as to the
most suitable utilisation of the ships.
(And see under " Chile.")
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SPAIN.
" German Propaganda.—German
Wireless of J vine loth, refers at some length to the
Spanish course held at Bonn University between May 27th arid dune 7th. "There
was a huge attendance and extraordinary interest was displayed." (See also Reports
Nos. GO and 70.)
Morocco.—Extracts
from, the Sol regarding German, intrigue in Morocco are
reproduced in The New Europe of. June 13th, at pp. .2.10-212.
SWEDEN.
Allied-Swedish Agreement.—The
United States Government have signified, their
adhesion to the Agreement concluded between Sweden and the Allies. It is provided
that (1) the Associated Governments will allow Sweden to import fixed quantities of
certain commodities, particularly foodstuffs. The Swedish Government undertake to
prohibit-.the export (direct or indirect) to enemy or occupied territory of all rationed
articles as well as their products and similar commodities, which might be released
by the arrival of the rationed goods. (2) The British Government will grant licences
for the export to Sweden of 150,000 tons of coal per month. (3) The exports of
Swedish iron ore to all destinations are to be restricted as from. 1st duly to
0,000,000 tons per annum, of which hot more than 3,500,000. tons per annum are to go
either directly or indirectly to enemy countries. The Allied Governments are to
purchase 2,000,000 tons (luring the year ending July 1st, 1919, and. shall have(the.
option of purchasing a further 500,000 tons per annum of iron ores of any class.
(4) The Swedish Government undertake to export to the Allied countries and to
permit the transit to and from Russia and Finland of all articles not specified in the
Swedish Ordinances of January 9th, 1915, and May 25th, .19.17, provided, such articles
are not required in Sweden, owing to a shortage resulting from the action of the Allied
Governments. (5) 400,000 tons deadweight of Swedish shipping shall be handed
over to the Allies, half of which shall be free for service in the war zone. The whole
is to be delivered within two months. Special provision is made for the Anglo
French-Swedish trade and for the regular Swedish oversea services provided the
cargoes carried are approved by the Allied Governments. The vessels ceded to
the Allies will not be armed; they will sail under the Swedish flag with Swedish
crews. (6) The Swedish Government undertake to provide credits for Allied use in
Sweden. The Agreement came into force on dime 1st, 1918,. and. is to remain in.
force for the duration, of the war, subject to the right of determination by special
notice.
Franchise.—Sir
Ik Howard reports that a Bill for the Reform of the Communal
Franchise was passed on June Sth by the Second Chamber of the Riksdag by. 122
votes to 50 and rejected, in the First Chamber by 70 votes to 48 lit favour of a motion
for enquiry in connection with the position of the First Chamber. Amongst other
points Mr. Trygger, Leader of the Conservative Party in the First Chamber, urged
that equal, communal suffrage would mean that the difference between the First and
Second Chambers of the Riksdag would be obliterated to the great detriment of the
Constitution. Removal of the graduated franchise would leave the farmers in a
minority in the Communes. He suggested that the present system should be modified
in connection with fiscal reform. Mr. Branting said that abolition of the graduated
scale of communal voting could not be deferred, as some Liberals seemed to think, until
the reform of the First Chamber could be undertaken. It was, essential that the whole
of the Left should unite for immediate action. The Swedish. Right was much, more
conservative than the German Bight, for the German Chancellor admitted thai equal
franchise must be granted after the efforts and sufferings of the masses in this war,
whereas Mr. Trygger had said in debate tliat day that it was, in all circumstances, an
error to compensate the masses for their sufferings by democratisation. Against siich
an attitude any action within the extreme limits of the law was justifiable, and it was
essential that the entire Left should bold together in this.
In a speech to an audience of 4,000 at Erikoepiug on June 10th, Mr. Branting
declared that one means of breaking down the opposition.of the Right was to use the
majority of the Left in common- voting of the two ,Chambers on financial questions,
and that if necessary resort must be had to a dissolution.

Scandinavian
Transport
Workers' Protest against Submarine
Warfare.-The
Norwegian Dock and Transport Workers' League have long been considering what
action can be taken to force the belligerents to treat neutral.seamen in adirimane
manner. It was proposed that the meiubers of the International Transport' Workers'
Federation should boycott ships sailing under the German flag. Upon the matter
being referred to the Scandinavian Committee, the Swedish and Danish members
-expressed the fear that such, action would create further difficulties fqr neutral,
countries. The Conference, however, unanimously protested, against the methods
employed by the belligerents, more especially, by the Germans. According to a Press
report, Captain Tapper and Mr. Chambers, of the Seariieh's Union, after a successful
Conference in Copenhagen, have been refused permission to confer in Sweden
regarding a newly-formed federation which the Swedish Seameibs Uiiibn have joined,
With regard to the attitude of Danish seamen, see Report No. 62, and for that of
the French see under " France."
Shortage of Cargoes at (Jerman Ports.— Aftonblad of June Id-tli states that Swedish
vessels have lately had difficulty in obtaining cargoes at (Jerman ports, especially at
Lubeek; where general cargoes are usually loaded. One vessel returned empty to
Stockholm on June 13th having been unable to obtain cargo at Lit beck. The paper
attributes this partly to general shortage of commodities in Germany and partly to
uaprecedentedly low water in the canal system, import of coad and coke to Stockholm
from the Baltic and. North Sea German ports has been remarkably small.
Politikcn
of Julie 15th states that on June 9th nine large German steamers entered the Channel
to Stockholm with so little cargo that a half Of a third of the propeller was in each
case out of the water. This paper complains that these ships bring nothing to Sweden
and return heavily loaded.
SWITZERLAND.
Transport of Fopdkiiffs.—At
the request of the Swiss Government the Wheat
Executive has authorised the Wheat Export Company to furnish a further 40,000 tons
of breadstuffs, as tonnage has not been available to transport supplies from the
Argentine.
rc
Supply oj"Milk to. Allies.—The Foreign Office learns that under the Wood and
Agricultural Products Agreement signed at Berne on May 1st, the Allies will secure
only 50 per cent, of the Swiss surplus of milk products, and not 60 per cent., as was
originally arranged. (See Report No. 66.) The Allied percentage will consist wholly
of condensed milk, while the German share will coxtsist mostly of cheese, ddie Swiss
milk surplus can hardly ' very considerable during the coining year, ddie Nestle
Company have already been obliged to close two of their factories and to suspend
altogether the production of unsweetened condensed milk, as they have been required
to reserve large quantities of fresh milk and butter for the Federal Milk Office.
Allied Money.--According
to a report received by the Foreign Office, the recent
depreciation of British banknotes has been caused by extensive purchases by Swiss
banks in London. A. steady fall in the rate of sterling cheques is reported, ddie
Geneva banks have upwards of 10,000,000 francs at the disposal of the Bulgarian
National Bank, and Bulgarian agents are'expected to return to. Switzerland in the
near future (and see. Reports Nos. 00, 02-65, 67, and 70 under "Netherlands,"
" Norway " or " Switzerland " ) .
Suspicions Demands for Swiss Banknotes.—A report received, indicates that the
German and Austrian Governments as well as private persons are accumulating Swiss
banknotes. In view of the danger of notes returning for large gold purchases after
the war, the Federal Government has prohibited their further exportation.
J 0

URUGUAY.
Uruguay and the United Slates.-The
Uruguayan Minister for Foreign Affairs,
who is prospective candidate for the Presidency of the Republic, has accepted an
invitation to pay an official visit to the United States. The authorities at Washington

have put a man-of-war at - his disposal for the journey. The matter has given satis
factiou at Montevideo and is thought to imply a step forward in the Pan-American
movement. The possibility of a permanent commercial understanding between South.
American countries which have broken relations with Germany is discussed.
TUT; VATICAN.

Protest by the Pope.—The Osservatore Romano (June 12th) publishes an autograph
letter from the Pope sent in answer to an address received by the Pontiff from the
episcopacy of Loin bardy. The Lope complains of the sad period through which the
world is passing, and also of the attacks from " enemies of religion against the supreme
authority of Jesus Christ entrusted to him whom God created Master and Defender
of Justice." The Pope adds that he is greatly afflicted, not only by " the indescribable
horrors of this war, which is without parallel in the history of the world, and which
threatens to drag poor Europe to the bottom of an abyss," but also by the insidious
and skilful campaign of calumnies and hatred which had been directed against the
person of the Pontiff and against Ids work while he could conscientiously address to
mankind, bathed in its own blood, the words of the prophet Isaiah: "What could,
have been done more lo niy vineyard that I have not done it f " The Pope recapitulates
all lie has done since the beginning of the war, saying that all his efforts to bring
about peace have been misjudged and misinterpreted. Even his silence about this
or that crime has been calumniously interpreted, his critics refusing to recognise that
in the present uncertainty of things and amidst the blazing of passions it is;
impossible to mete out condemnation for each crime while all are included in the
condemnation pronounced according to general principles. The Pontiff regrets that
the campaign has also been levelled against the Catholic clergy, thus spreading the
seeds of discord among various classes. The letter ends by protesting against and
denouncing these machinations, not only to the faithful, but to" all honest people
wherever they may be found. The Pope reaffirms that it is his duty to defend the
sanctity and honour of the Church, which has been entrusted to him by Providence.

PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

General.—The Germans evidently dominate the Kieff peace negotiations between
the Russians and the Ukrainians, and the most interesting point is the hast)' con
elusion of an agreement to exchange prisoners of war, followed immediately by a
demand, from Vienna for A ustrod lungarians to be repatriated via. the Ukraine. This
lends colour to reports that the Germans are now withdrawing troops from the
Ukraine for the Western Front, replacing them by Austrians.
German determination to secure immediate control of all the Russian Black Sea
war vessels at Novorossisk is again clearly indicated.
Russia.—German Wireless of June 12th announced that the Russian Commission
for conduct of the Germano-Russian
supplementary
negotiations
arrived ill Berlin on
June 8th. Mr. Wardrop on June 5th (received 18th) gave an explanation, appearing
in the Moscow official journal,, of the Berlin negotiations', which " are of an economic
political character." ddie article adds that the Soviet have never concealed their
opinion that the Brest peace is aggressive and. antagonistic to the interests of the
popxdar masses of Russia. Additional information is given about the German
numerous violations of the Brest Treat)". (See also under Germany for the brow
beating attitude adopted' towards Russia in these negotiations.)
Russian.Wireless of June Pith reported a decision come to with the Ukrainians
at Kieff to cease hostilities on both sides of the Don and Voronezh fronts, to establish
a line of demarkation, and to appoint delegates for this purpose. Delegates from the
Black Sea Fleet are also mentioned in the message. German Wireless of June 15th.
reported that the "Preliminary" Ukrainian-Russian Treaty was signed on the
afternoon of June 13th. Its contents referred to the discontinuance of hostilities,
the facilities for military: repatriation, the exchange of prisoners of war, the
preparations for an exchange of railway materials, the introduction of facilities for
commercial relations, and the readiness to enter into final, peace negotiations...
:

(Mr. Warclrop's reports of June 1st (received 12th), June 4-th (received loth), and
June 5th, and Russian Wireless of June 14th, showed that, under the influence of
Marshal Eichhorn, the Ukrainians had made crushing demands for the expansion of
the Ukrainian frontiers to include certain specified districts lying within Russian
territory, and " exchange of railway materials " seems to imply seizure of Russian
rolling stock in German interests. Russian Wireless of June 14th also reported that
the Commission for defining the boundary line was composed entirely of military
The Ukrainian
representatives, who arrived quickly at a complete agreement.
proposal was rejected, and the new line is in accordance with the actual situation at
the front.t The Armistice Commission was to sit on dune 12th, and a supplementary
Session of the peace delegates would afterwards Ire convened.) Austrian Wireless
of dune 16th published a message from the Minister for Foreign Affairs at Vienna to
the Foreign Affairs Commissariat at Moscow, requesting the immediate despatch of
Austrian prisoners of war in certain districts of Russia to return to Austria " over the
Russian lines to the Ukraine." (N.B.—Other reports have been received to the effect
that Austrians are to be employed to relieve German troops withdrawn from the
Ukraine for employment on the Western front.)
Arising out of peace discussions, Russian Wireless on June 13th contains a very
important message from M. Trotsky to the Chief Commissary of the Fleet at
Novorossisk, about the Black Sea rear vessels.
This message contains the following
passages : - " The German Government categorically demands the return of all our
ships from Novorossisk to Sebastopol
Germany recognises the right of
property of the Russian Republic in these ships, and she declares that after the
conclusion of a general, peace they will be returned to Russia. In his message of
J u n e 6th to Count Mirbach, Baron Kuhlmarin delivered an ultimatum to us demanding
that our reply shall be at Berlin before June 14th at 7 p.m. Having regard to the
constant difficulties in our communications with Berlin we have given Count
Mirbach an early reply. In his message, Baron Kuhlmann agreed to guarantee
that, before a general peace is concluded, Germany will not use these ships
which will return -from Novorossisk
to Sebastopol.
As the return of our ships
from Novorossisk to Sebastopol is a fundamental condition of all further agreements
between Germany and ourselves, for the cessation of hostile action, and for
negotiations, the Peopled Commissary for Foreign Affairs begs (sic) the Supreme
Naval Collegium to order our ships at Novorossisk to return to Sebastopol.
(Signed) Tchitcherin, People's Commissary for Foreign Affairs."
" I order the People's Commissary for the Navy to direct without delay the naval
command of the Black Sea Fleet to return the warships of the Russian Councils
Republic, which are at the present time in the waters of Novorossisk, to Sebastopol.
June "JOth, 19IS. (Signed) V. Ulianolf-Uenin, President of the Council of the
People's Commissaries." (iV.73.—The German undertaking not to use the ships
apparently applies, for what it is worth, only to those returning from. Novorossisk to
Sebastopol, and not to those which the Germans seized originally in Sebastopol.
Harbour.) Russian Wireless of June 1.5th quoted a message from Chicherin to
M. Joffe at Berlin stating that the order to the fleet had again been repeated by
Wireless, and that Raskolnikoff and Stalin had been sent to Novorossisk. On
June 16th Russian Wireless quoted another message from Trotsky to Novorossisk,
confirming the order for the immediate return of the fleet to Sebastopol. and adding
the words: "Only fools or criminals will act against, a direct order of the Soviet
Power, issued by many millions of workers and peasants. The 15th of June is the
latest day allowed for the execution of this order." (These numerous appeals to the
Soviet authorities at Novorossisk to obey orders afford a clear indication of the
importance attached by the Germans to securing the ships, and of constant
pressure being exercised upon the Bolshevists in order to obtain control of them. On
dime 18th, Russian Wireless reported a formal protest by M. Chicherin against the
presence of British and other belligerent war vessels in Russian ports.)
Mr. "Wardrop, on June Gth (received 18th), forwarded a report that the Beace
Congress at Batoum had been resumed. The Georgians had accepted " the Brest
Treaty frontier," and Tewfilehad said that the advance of the Turko-German troops
0

* A c c o r d i n g to R u s s i a n W i r e l e s s of J u n e 1 8 t h , t h e b o u n d a r y q u e s t i o n w a s f a r t h e r d i s c u s s e d a n d n o
a g r e e m e n t a r r i v e d a t , t h e R u s s i a n s d e m a n d i n g t h a t t h e final, d e c i s i o n s h o u l d b e l e f t t o t h e p e o p l e
c o n c e r n e d , t h e " U k r a i n i a n s " w a n t i n g to l e a v e t h e d e c i s i o n to t h e G o v e r n m e n t .
t A c c o r d i n g t o R u s s i a n W i r e l e s s of J u n e 1 9 t h , t h e l a t e s t p r o p o s a l b y t h e U k r a i n i a n s ( J u n e 1 7 t h ) is
t h a t f r o n t i e r q u e s t i o n s s h o u l d n o t b e d i s c u s s e d a t a p l e n a r y s i t t i n g of t h e C o n f e r e n c e , bnfc s h o u l d b e
u n d e r t a k e n by a " special political C o m m i s s i o n . "

on the whole Caucasian front had been stopped,, and that territorial questions would
be settled belireen Georgia and Germany.
Mr. Wardrop, on June 1th (received 15th), reported the recognition by Turkey
pf the Trcins-Caueasian
Government, and added that the peace delegation leaving
Constantinople shortly for Batouni, desired to unite the northern Caucasus witli
Trans-Caucasia.
, Mr. Wardrop. on June 1st (received 12th), forwarded a report that, the Don
Republic had protested to the Soviet Government against the German advance,
staring that Germany had advanced against the Cossack Republic in a series of
unwarranted attacks, and that, if the advance continued, the Ron Republic -would
"act as it seemed best to them." Mr. Wardrop, on June 6th (received 18th),
forwarded another report that the Germans had refused to support the Ukraine claims
to part of the Don district.
Rumania.—According
to German Wireless of June 18th, the newly-elected
Rumanian Parliament is expected to ratify the Bucharest Treaty hy the end of June.
Germany.—Sir 11. Rumbold, on June -3rd, reported that it seemed certain that
the Germans wished to obtain the monopoly of all the petroleum
springs in theCaucasus, which, even under Russian management, had produced 20 per cent, of the
total petroleum output of: the world. This control was considered, to be a most
valuable weapon in German hands against the -coming economic struggle with
England and America. The same despatch reports the German intention to push on
to Turkestan, that a trade route is proposed from Hamburg to Central Asia, and that
a canal is to be constructed immediately to link up the Don. with the Volga.
An eventual advance to India is predicted, organising intervening countries as
they pass.
German Wireless of June 11th quoted from an article in the
Norddeiilsche
jUlgemeine Zeitung, which describes as fabulous the reports in the English Press
about the prospective German peace
offensive.
On June 16th German Wireless quoted an incomplete message to M. Chicherin
at Moscow, complaining about the conduct of the Russo-German negotiations
in Berlin
by the Russian delegates, one of whom is described as " absolutely incompetent,"
and demanding the despatch of three Russian delegates (whose names are given) to
depart for Berlin by the first train, to take part, as juridical and financial experts, in
the Russo-German Commission. The extract concludes with the words :-—" Please
bear in mind that you must send the ratified document to Germany in exactly the
same form as it was sent to you from here, otherwise disagreeable complications
will arise."
Austria-Hungary.—Austrian
Wireless of June 16th reported that the AustroPIungarian members of the special Commission for defining mutual financial obliga
tlons with Russia will depart on June 20th from Berlin (sic) for Moscow.
Sir E. Howard on June Kith reported that prominence was given in a Stockholm
newspaper to an article in the Vienna lleichepost
to the effect that proposals for a
separate peace, on the basis of the sacrifice of the interests of Italy, the ally and good
friend of G reat Britain, had been made to the British Legation in Stockholm, by an
Austrian agent. The British Minister at Stockholm announced that no such proposals
from any quarter whatever had ever been brought to his knowledge, and, if they had,
they would have been treated with the contempt that they deserve. This attitude has
been approved by the Foreign Office (June 18th).
Turkey.—Sir .1.1. Rumbold, in a despatch dated June 3rd, reported a rumour that
Turkey is particularly anxious not to find herself, in a position where she will have to
bargain for her own territory when peace conies, and another rumour that the Turks
are very suspicious of Germam 's attitude in the Bulgarian question.
r

Bulgaria.-Qn
May 30th Sir H . Rumbold reported on reliable information (I) the
terms on which Bulgaria was induced to join in the war, (2) various conditions,
arising out of peace discussions, giving in detail the probable Bulgarian chums in
existing circumstances, (3) the possibility of Bulgaria being willing to make a separate
peace when the German offensive on the Western Front fails.
Switzerland.—The
Federal Chambers opened their session .011 June 3rd..
JVI. Calender, President of the Republic, announced that the Federal Council

"had turned its attention to the question of a League of Nations and wished to lose
no opportunity of doing what it could to put the idea into practice, ft had instructed
Professor Max Huher to prepare a memorandum, on the subject, and the matter would
he submitted to the Federal Assembly. The' Federal Council intended to do every
thing it could to mediate in the present war, but only when the two groups of
belligerents showed' a desire for mediation. The Federal Council believed it to be
its duty to neglect no opportunity of: putting forward efforts designed to bring about
peace and international concord. (Information from Admiralty Reports.)
Great Britain.—On June 12th Sir W. Townley reported that Mr. Troelstra had
asked for permission to go to England (for the Labour Conference), and added that he
had not been invited to go to France, and could not do so, because he must be back
at The Hague by July 3rd. Lord Derby on June 18th reported that the French
Government would not allow M. JToelstra to come to France. On the same date
Sir William Townley reported M. Troelsti*a's intention to meet Scheidemann in
Holland, probably n June 19th, and. that two Socialists called Ellebogen and Seitz
from Austria would be present at the meeting. On June 19th the War- Cabinet
decided to adopt the same policy as the French Government, and Sir W. Townley was
so informed.
The Daily Review quotes an article from, the Petit Parisian of June 12th, stating
that the Socialist Party has nominated M. Albert Thomas, M. Renaudel, leader of the
Majority Socialists, and M. Longuet, leader of the Minority Socialists, as delegates to
Mr. Henderson's Labour Party Conference in England on June 26th, The article
also states that July 27th has been fixed for an Interallied Socialist Conference in
Paris, and that a Preliminary Conference will be held in London on July 7th.
M. Dubreuil has been selected by the French Socialist Party to attend this Preliminary
Conference.
In a memorandum covering the week ending on June 12th, the Ministry of
Labour reported that discussions continue in the Press about the views of German
Socialists on the interallied memorandum of last February. All papers refer to
Scheidemann's opinion that the war aims of the Allied Socialists agree with the
" anuoxationist views of their Governments." (G.T. 4827.)
0
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P E A C E - DISCUSSIONS

(see page 1.4).

There seems to be some substantial, basis for reports that Austria-llungary would
be ready to' forsake her alliance with Germany if she could, get out of the war on
reasonable terms, and that Turkey and Bulgaria might do the same, if their territorial
demands are not satisfied, but there have been man)- previous reports of a similar
nature.
A short summary is given of von KiihlmaniPs statement in the Reichstag on
German war nuns, based on information so far available.
(see page 2).
Official action has been taken by His Majesty's Government upon information,
received about the German violation of agreements about prisoners of war.
GI:XKI;.\I.

A 1.1.11'.!) O o t J N T I U K K .
1'elyium (see page 3).—German propagandists are again busy in trying to make
out a case.for Flemish disloyalty.
(An important account of 1.1 ic disastrous effect of German rule upon, the Belgian
population appeared in The Times of dune 25th.)
France (see page 4).—Interest appears to be taken in the discussion by the
Imperial War Conference of the question of distribution of raw materials.
Italy (see page 5).—-due results of military operations have prof hi cod a. further
notable improvement in popular sentiment.
United States (see page 6).—A delegation of American Socialists is said to be
coming to this country for a Labour Conference on August 28t.h.
ENEMY

COUNTRIES.

Austria-Hungary
(see page 6).—There are further indications of war weariness,
economic distress, and dissatisfaction with Germany.
Germany (see page 7)1—Criticisms of the Kaiser's war aims, and reports about
the Ukraine, are of interest.
.
[i'.T,o.

2
NEUTRAL

""

- 1

COUNTRIES.

Denmark (see page 8).—German propagandists are active, and German policy
of obtaining control of Danish shipping has been disclosed.
Finland (see page 9).—Important information is given about German domination
and its possible results upon the war situation.
Netherlands
(see page 10).—Reports about the Limburg railway and the East
Indian convoy are of interest.
Spain (see page 12).—German propagandists are active on the usual lines—
attempts to stir up.ill-feeling against Great Britain on the subject of Gibraltar.
Sweden (see page 12).—Swedish negotiations with the Allies on. commercial
matters have been announced in the local Press.
The Oler in an intention to control sea traffic in the Baltic is disclosed.
June 27fh, 1918.

G. G. A.
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GENERAL.
Sinkings.—According
to the War Trade Intelligence Bureau, the total tonnage
of 500 tons gross i n the case of steamers, and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing
ships, reported lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period
June 14th-20th inclusive, was 39,079 tons gross, of which 19,116 were British, as
compared with 102,961 tons gross, of which 68,421 were British, reported last week.
The Koningin
Regentes.—The Admiralty reports that the area within a 5-mile
radius from the position i n which the Koningin
Regenies was sunk (see Reports
Nos. 72 and 73) has been searched for mines, hut none have been found. On the other
hand, new German moored mines have been located in the direct line of passage
agreed, upon for repatriation vessels, and nine such mines were swept up between the
2nd and 7th of June.
Anglo-German Conference
regarding Prisoners.-—Brogress is being made at The
Plague towards an agreement regarding British and German prisoners of Avar. An
-adjournment is taking place, during which the delegates are consulting their
respective Governments on outstanding questions, while sub-committees are sitting
to settle matters of minor importance.
Reported Breaches
by German Authorities
of Prisoners'
Agreements.—The
Foreign Office is informed of various cases i n which the German military authorities
are ignoring agreements made regarding prisoners of war, e.g., by (1) mutilation of
acknowledgment cards; (2) interception of foodstuffs and medical srqyplies, and
(3) withholding names and news of prisoners. Idis Majesty's Government has
demanded a n immediate explanation and an assurance that these abuses have been
rectified.
British Prisoners
in Bulgaria.—His
Majesty's Government is examining the
question of an arrangement with the Bulgarian Government for a wider exchange o r
neutral internment of British and Bulgarian prisoners.
Consumptive
Indian Prisoners
in Rumania.— His Majesty's Government is
pressing for the transfer by the German. Government of consumptive Indian prisoners
from Rumania to Switzerland, the Swiss Government having already signified its
consent to their admission.
Far East.—It was reported to the Foreign Office o n June 18th that Colonel
Semenov's forces had been obliged to retire towards the Chinese frontier. Later
reports explain this retirement by the fact that the enemy troops contained a German
and Austrian element, estimated at 4,000 to 8,000 men. Aeroplanes were also being
employed by the enemy. It would appear that Semenov's position has been somewhat
eased by the activities of the Czechs i n Siberia. It is stated that Count Alirbach is
much alarmed by these activities, which are attributed by him, and apparently by the
generality of Russians in Af oscow, to the astuteness of Anglo-French, diplomacy. Russian
Wireless of June 21 st communicates an article in the Izvestia headed " A. last warning,"
pointing out to the Allies the futility of intervention. " By such methods they will
only stray away from their real goal, and will give t o Germany new pretexts for
pushing her territorial conquests towards the East. They will not create difficulties
for the enemy, but will only contribute to fresh successes for Germany and will
frustrate all efforts to establish friendly relations with revolutionary Russia." This
article, is quoted by German Wireless of June 24th, which, however, omits all
reference to German ambition. It i s nevertheless reported that the German Govern
ment has offered assistance to the Bolshevists against the Czecho-Slovaks and that
German forces are concentrating at Smolensk, apparently with that object. A
meeting was held o n June 18th at Harbin of representatives of the industrial,
commercial, and capitalist classes in Siberia, at which i t was resolved to appeal for

Allied military intervention for the purpose of opposing the Germans and restoring order
in Siberia and Russia. On June 20th a further meeting was held by representatives
of democratic institutions and peasant co-operative societies in various parts of Siberia,
-at which it was resolved to request Allied military intervention to assist the Russian
people in forcibly opposing enemy prisoners of war (who. in the opinion, of the
meeting, constituted the sole remaining support of the Bolshevists), to prevent the
further-"encouragement of German Imperialism in Russia and Siberia, and to assist
in the restoration of the Eastern front and the annulment by Russia of the Treaty of
Brest-Litovsk. The Allied Consular representatives at Harbin have submitted a
unanimous.opinion, in a similar sense. The Bolshevists at Vladivostock have received
reinforcements from Irkutsk and Chita. A mission from Moscow, with plenary
powers, has also arrived there in order to deal with the evacuation of cargo, and has
prohibited all exports. His Majesty's Consul has-taken the matter up with the local
Soviet. The Chinese Government has intimated its intention of raising the embargo
and permitting the importation into Russia of grain and other goods imported through
the Customs stations of Manchuria. His Majesty's Consul, at Vladivostock points out
that such a course would have a serious effect upon the situation.
ALLIED GROUP.

BELGIUM.
Conditions
in Belgium.—Accounts
of political and economic conditions in
Belgium are published in The Times of June 24th and 25th.
Germany and, Flanders.—German
Wireless of June 24th contains a " declaration
by the Council of Elanders " which, (as summarising the German propaganda on the
subject) is reproduced in full as follows :—"According to a report issued by the
Central Flemish Press Bureau, the Council of Flanders adopted at a full sitting the
following declaration, which-is to be handed to the Governor-General of Belgium :-—
' Since March 3rd, 1917, the day on which the German Chancellor made a formal
declaration to our representative stating that the sister nation of Flanders should have
the strong and continuous protection of Germany after the declaration of peace, more
than a year has passed, ddie world is still under arms, and the armies are still lighting
with furious bitterness, but the successes of German arms which have been achieved
in the meantime make the final victory of Germany appear nearer. From the
very first we have had faith in the Germanic race, and we turn to our sister nation
in the conviction that in its success in the East and upon the battlefields of
France, Germany will not forget her racial relatives the Flemish people.
Supported by the strong development which the conception of a free and
independent Flanders has assumed here since the German ChancelloPs declaration,
the Council of Flanders, on Eecember 22nd, 1917, decided upon the independence
of Flanders, and announced in a formal manner the old aim. of the Flemish
movement. Our Flemish people is a people disinherited and oppressed. For
hundreds of years the domination of an administration of foreign nationality and
culture has almost stopped the beating of the hearts of our ancestors who once,
-enriched Europe by their sentiments and power. Whoever has eyes to see the
character of- our people and to know their voices will recognise the existence of a
people struggling again, to the front and a manifestation of the newly realised
strength of the people. In the meetings for the re-election of the Council of Flanders
thousands have urged the rights of their race and of their liberty, while many
thousands more have had silently to conceal their hopes because the future before
them lies insecure. In self defence the German army traversed our country as an
enemy, but during the course of the war the Flemish people, in spite of the hard
times to which the inhabitants have been exposed, have recognised that it was not the
German Empire which was its real enemy, but the Belgian. Government. In spite of
the difficult conditions in which the occupying Power is placed, the German
Administration has allowed the Flemish jieople to develop '& large number of their
desires in the field of language, in the schools and in their administration. On the
other hand, the Belgian Government (always had. a disdainful ' No ! ' in reply to all
vthe wishes of the Flemish people. As we hear from the lips of Flemish prisoners of
a

war, our brothers are still being persecuted, who desire nothing more than to he
placed under a command and led into battle by one speaking their own
language. We know therefore what the regaining of a position of power by
the Belgian Government on the old lines means; even though at the peace
table they build a -golden bridge of beautiful promises, we Flemish people
cling to the Germans for the protection of Flanders. .. For us Flemish
people it would, only bring Belgian hatred, French disdain for our -culture,.
English guardianship for our State life, and for our economic life American,
capital with American control. At the mercy of France, of England and of
America, our people would be destroyed., its characteristics would be despoiled,,
and its history extinguished. In this very earnest hour, we, a people desiring
independence, trust, with Clocks help, in our unwavering determination, and upon
Germa.ny's strong will and appreciation of the future. Economically, politically
and strategically situated at the door of Germany, Flanders knows that her incie
pendence . . . . Germany, but that it can only be realised with Germ any's help.
This independence is only secure and unassailable, however, in the future if the
foundation of our national life is political independence, and possesses its own
legislative body, its own Government, and its own legal authorities, thus enabling
us to possess our own political, economic and cultural institutions, suitable to our
needs, and consequently to the self-determination of our country and people. Fully
conscious of the responsibility to our people, we believe, therefore, that the liberation
of Flanders from every Latinised Power means the liberation of Germany from every
threat in the west, ddie community of race, of history, and of self-preservation
direct both Genii an v and Flanders to the same aim, a free and independent
Flanders.' " (And see Reports Nos. 52, 54, 59, 65, 70, 72, and 73.)
Antwerp and the Camp hie.—A report received emphasises the value to Germany,,,
from the economic point of view-, of retaining the Port of Antwerp and the coalfield of
the Carapiiie.
FRANCE.
French Press and the Kaiser's
Speech-.—Referring to recent utterances by theKaiser, the Temps declares that the Imperial Conference in London is doubtless
considering the question of the distribution of raw materials after the war, and should
quickly decide on a definite plan as the French Government has done. The United
States must then take similar measures. Pays and Eumanite urge the immediate
foundation of a League of Nations.
Sembat, in Humanite, declares that the Kaiser is
clearly heading the Pan-German movement in confidence of victory ; he intimates
that there is a lack of coherence in the Allied strategy, and demands that unity of
command should, be a reality.
Franco-American
Co-operation : M. TardiexCs Appointment.—Lord. Derby reports
the publication of a decree appointing Monsieur Tardieu " Commissaire General aux
affaires de Guerre Franco-Americaines " in Prance under the President of the Council..
His duties will be to increase in every way co-operation between the United States and
France, and with this end in view to take the initiative with various Ministries and
Services in proposing measures designed (1) to co-ordinate in concert with the United
States Government the work of military preparation accomplished in the United States
and its execution in France ; (2) to supply the wants of the United States Expeditionary
Forces in France as well as the needs of France in America ; (3) to further in concert
with the United States Government, especially in regard to neutral countries, the
policy of interallied agreements ; (5) to propagate in allied, neutral and enemy
countries information relative to Franco-American co-operation.
The Commissioner-General will have under him (1) High Commissioners' offices
at Washington and New York ; (2) Central office of Franco-American relations ;
(3) American services under the office of missions ; (4) French missions attached toAmerican authorities in the interior.
The Aide Maj pi-General under the 'Conunander-in-Chief of allied armies charged
with. American questions will act as Chief of Military Services of the Commissioner-.
General.
German Propaganda.—German
Wireless of June 20th states : " The British are
considering with equanimity the possibility of a further withdrawal in France, which..

would hot affect the end of the war, since the capture of Calais by the Germans would
set free numerous British forces for English shipbuilding and there lore would be an
advantage to England on the sea.." Further insinuations are made that the Americans
are not being used to release French troops from the Front, but rather to take the place
of French workmen behind the Front and in factories (sea. also Reports Nos. 69 and
" T h e fear is constantly growing in France that AmericaV real aim is not to render
assistance, but to acquire economic supremacy." (And see under " B e l g i u m " and
" Denmark.")
And see under "Switzerland."
ITALY.
General Conditions.—In
a despatch dated June 9th. Sir R. Rodd reported that
the general spirit in Italy then, seemed better than at almost any period since the
beginning of the war. The situation on the French and Flanders front had produced
no perceptible weakening in public confidence. The prolongation of the struggle
was accepted with resignation, and even in regions such as Calabria, where the
economic difficulties of the war had been most severely felt, the morcde of the people
was high. " There is no lack of employment, high wages are being earned, every
wit ere, and subscriptions to the last war loan have been distributed over a much
larger- numerical proportioned the population than in previous loans. Not a little is
also due, it is only fair to recognise, to a more active propaganda in the country and
a progressive understanding of the real issues of the war. The prospects of the
harvest are rexDorted to be very good, though there may be a difneuhry in providing
sufficient labour to dispose of it. . . . For the present/the perils of a shortage of
food should no longer weigh upon the population, though the difficulties of distribution,
owing to the deficiency of fuel and trucks, remain as great as ever."
The Austrian Offensive.—Italian
Wireless of June 22nd makes the following
observations regarding the Austrian offensive:—"From the enemy press arriving
via Switzerland it appears that the Austrian plan was long and carefully prepared
and was undertaken voluntarily Ivy the Austrian command, who were certain that they
would be able to repeat the operations of October last. Militarily and strategically,
according to statements of the chief Austrian papers, success was regarded as certain.
It is needful to receive with the greatest reserve all reports tending to make believe
that Germany forced Austria to engage in the offensive though the latter was not in
a condition to do so. It must be entirely excluded that at this moment Austria feels
in any way whatever inclined to make a separate peace. From what the Austrian
Press writes we may be sure that Austria is more determined than ever to carry on
the war against Italy." (See also Report No. 73. and under " Austria-Hungary.")
And see under " Switzerland."
JAPAN.
Arrival of Prince Arthur of Connauc/hl: Presentation
of Field Marshal's
Baton
to the Emperor.—Sir C. Greene reports that on June 18th Prince Arthur of Connaught
arrived at Tokyo, where he was met by the Emperor, There were manifestations of
public rejoicing, and a very cordial and affectionate welcome was extended by the
Press at this, his third, visit, as emphasising the friendship between the two Imperial
Houses. Insistence is also laid en the stability of the Alliance and its invigoration by
the Mission. One newspaper suggests that friendship with England is the way to
friendship with the United States ; another proposes that the Alliance should be
expanded so as to include the United States. The Foreign Minister has declared in
an interview that Great BritaiAs abandonment of splendid isolation in favour of the
Far Eastern "Alliance was a world event, creating a sense of mystic relationship
between the two countries : it is a brilliant alliance of peace and justice, ready to join
in drawing the sword on the disturber of those principles . . . Japan must not be
backward in making yet further efforts in conjunction with her Ally. On June 19th.
Prince Arthur delivered a Field Marshabs baton to the Emperor at the Imperial
Palace, where a State dinner was subsequently given. Prince Arthur has since
fulfilled a very large number of ceremonial and social engagements, and has everyAvhere made the best xjossible impression.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Socialist Delegation for Europe.—According to the Evening Dost (June 20th), a
delegation of American Socialists, including Mr. John Spar-go, the well-known
Socialist author, is going to London to attend the British Labour Barty's Conference
on August 28th. The party will afterwards proceed to France, Italy, and
Switzerland, in order to confer with the Socialists in those countries. A statement
issued by the American Alliance of Labour and Democracy on behalf of the delegation
emphasises America's opposition to "the whole Stockholm Conference scheme, root
and branch," asserting that nothing can be gained by such conversations about peace
at the present time. Any International Congress of Socialists, the statement adds,
would first recpiire the unconditional acceptance by every delegate of the peace
terms of democracy, as formulated by President Wilson on January Sth, as also those
laid down by the Entente Socialists in London on February 22nd, and secondly, any
delegations from the autocratic countries must consist exclusively of those actively
engaged in the effort to bring about the immediate revolutionary overthrow
of their Governments.
Minnesota Election.—Mr. Bayley reports the results of the Minnesota elections.
Governor Burnquist is renominated with a majority of -50,000 over the Non-Partisan
League candidate, Lindbergh. In all but one of the congressional districts the
Non-Partisan League (see Report No. 71) has met with disaster, presumably attribu
table to an increased understanding in the Middle West of "war conditions.
British and United States Exchange in South America : German
Propaganda,—
German Wireless of June 22nd quotes the Economist as stating that the rate of
exchange on the dollar is taking firm root in South America; and declares that the
United States is thus trying, in spite of the Alliance, to supplant the recognition of
the rate of exchange on the pound sterling.
See also under "France."
ENEMY GROUP.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
Tendered
Resignation
of Austrian
Cabinet.—According
to Press reports,
Dr. von Seidler has tendered the resignation .of the Austrian-Cabinet (for probable
reasons see following paragraphs); Kaiser Karl has reserved his decision, instructing
him to carry on his duties for the present.
Austria and the Poles.—Idle Foreign Office is informed that the Polish Club at
Vienna has decided to oppose the present Austrian Government. This decision is of
special significance as having been reached by the parties other than the National
Democrats (who have left the Club. See Reports Nos. 59 and 70). It would appear
that the Central Powers are hesitating to put forward proposals in regard to the Polish
question, from a fear that they might contrast unfavourably with the Allied attitude
as expressed in the recent Versailles declaration (see Report No. 71) ; at any rate
"Austrian official circles are stated to attribute to that declaration the fact that the
German Government has not definitely rejected the Austrian proposals. Mean while j
both the German and Austrian Governments profess to regard the Allied declaration
as mere bluff, and, like the offer of French coal to Switzerland, impossible to carry
into execution. It is at the same time reported that there is general satisfaction
among Poles at the recent support by the Hungarian Parliament of Polish autonomy,
though they recognise the selfishness of the motives which inspired it.
Economic Conditions.According to information received by the Foreign Office,
the Austrian people are very weary of the war, for which some of "them regard
-the Germans as responsible much more than their own. Government ; at the
same time the Emperor Karl is generally considered to have ruined his career.
Everybody appears listless and haggard. The theatres are full, but the restaurants
are empty. A good meal costs 60 crowns. In the case of one informant, 12 crowns
was paid for a small slice of meat.,and three crowns for two potatoes. Clothes are.
almost unobtainable. There is a considerable amount of shoplifting. Tramways and
trains are invaded without payment. Meetings are frequent at which mob orators

call upon workers to strike immediately or at any rate so soon as the Western
offensive is cheeked. Similar conditions apply in Tyrol, where the peasants are
in terrible want and utterly war-weary—-anxious, indeed, to give up the Trentino or
anything else for the sake of peace. Their cattle is ravaged by the foot-and-mouth
disease. At Cracow the bread ration is 50 grammes per day, and this can only be
obtained with great difficulty.
The poor assemble before the bakers' shops
at 3 a.m. Meat, fat, and milk are unobtainable except by those who can afford
to pay 200 crowns a day. There ate continual tumults in which women take
the principal part ; on several occasions, owing to the inadequacy of the police,
the troops have been called out and have fired, upon women and children.
A Vienna report to the Berliner Tageblatt of June .17th announces the reduction of
the Vienna bread ration from 1,260 to G30 grammes per week per head, that is to
say, to OOgrammes per head per day. A Vienna telegram of J one 1.9th records a
protest made on the 18th by the City Council against this measure. The Vienna
Labour Council passed a resolution insisting that no substantial and lasting
improvement in food conditions was possible so long as the w a r ' continued ;
it renewed its demand for a speedy general peace. A Vienna telegram of
June 20th states that the Austrian Premier received various representatives of
the Vienna Press on the 19th and made the following statement:—"The Pood
Minister, Dr. Luclwig Paul, has during the last few days been conducting
negotiations with the German Government about Austria's food difficulties, which are
due to the fact that the imports from the Ukraine and Bessarabia have not been
forthcoming. The German Government has declared, itself ready to advance Austria
a certain quantity of grain, and some hundreds of wagons are ready en route from
Germany. Germany has thus again proved its fraternal attitude in the Alliance.
Through, the assistance rendered by Germany, the supply of food to Austria, though
scanty, is rendered possible, but, for the present, the restriction of the bread allowance
for Vienna cannot be removed. The Hungarian Government has also declared'itself
ready to alleviate the situation, of Austria by sending foodstuffs, especially considerable
quantities of new potatoes. The readiness of Germany and Hungary to assist will
alleviate the short period of hardship and endurance before.the new harvest, ddie
population which has displayed wonderful patriotism during the entire war, will
certainly also put up with this last transitory restriction in the spirit of sacrifice,
and thus contribute to the successful termination of the conflict that has been forced
upon us."
Unrest in the Provinces.—According
to' a report received by the Foreign
Office, much unrest prevails at Lemberg and in several parts of the province
risings have taken place. Organised demonstrations are being made in all parts of
the Empire where the Czecho-Slovaks, &c, are in a majority, with the object of
compelling the retention of Austrian troops in the interior. Recently, such troops—
although Austrian-Germans—have on several occasions refused to use force against the
crowd. A. revolution by the Czechs and Slovaks could probably at the present time
be suppressed by the Hungarians with Prussian help, but, if the German military
power shows signs of weakening, there is a likelihood of a great revolutionary
movement in Austria.
The Austrian
Offensive.—According to a report received by the Foreign Office
the Austrian failure on the Piave is being attributed by Austrians to the refusal of
Hungarian troops to continue fighting except in defence of Hungarian territory. The Hungarians were further irritated by the fact that the only battalions contributed
by Germany were Requisition' Battalions detailed to claim on behalf of the German
Army booty captured, by the Austro-Hungarian forces. According to another report
the attack has been principally entrusted to Hungarian and Tyroless, owing to the
refusal of the Slavs to fight. (See also under " Italy. ')
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GERMANY.
Criticism of the Kaisers
War Aims.—Criticising
the KaiseFs speech on the
occasion of the thirtieth anniversary of his accession to the throne (see Report No. 73),
Zeitung of June 17th observes :—" The German people was not told
the Frankfurter
on August 4th, 19.14, that it was going out to fight against a certain view of life until,
this was unconditionally conquered. If that had been said, even in the most veiled
form, the unity of will of the German nation would, have been torn to pieces the very
first day. Further, it must be said that there is something very revolting in attributing

to two whole nations certain views of life. We dispute that people should be expected
to interpret the limitless misery of this war in such a manner. It is too astounding
that the Emperor should pick out the English from all his enemies as specially
despicable in their views of life. He has been often enough to England, and has
not seldom given free expression to his sympathies for English life."
Germany and the Ukraine.—The Eoreign Office learns that the Germans are
adopting drastic measures for clearing the Ukraine of foreigners, and that they have
already arrested the Greek and Spanish Consuls at Kieff, together with their staffs.
It is stated that the Germans were welcomed by the local nobility and the Jews,
ddre latter are for this reason veiy unpopular with the peasantry, whose hatred for the
Germans is indescribable. Owing to the seizure by the Germans, without payment,
of the wheat stocks, the peasants are now determined to produce as little corn as
possible. Idle towns are suffering greatly from, want of food, rolling-stock is in a
shocking condition, and the permanent ways are not properly maintained.
The
Austro-Germaus are running three expresses daily with German plant—one to
Warsaw, one to Odessa, and one to Austria. Imperial roubles have disappeared, and
neither Kerensky's nor Ukrainian money has any value.
German Economic Expansion in Russia.—-A statement is published by Brpnsky
on behalf of the Bolshevist Government declaring that the Soviet has been obliged
to make a loan to settle the Brest obligations. In order to raise money in Germany,
concessions of Russian natural wealth have been necessary, namely, petroleum,
railways, agriculture, artificial manures and gold mines.
Economic Policy.—In a Memorandum (G.T. 4887), dated June 14th, the Political
Intelligence Department discusses various recent German pronouncements on economic
policy.
British Air Raids.—A further report has been received by the Foreign Office as
to the terror inspired amongst the population of Western Germany by British air
raids. It is stated that many well-to-do people wished to withdraw into Central
Germany, but were not allowed by the Government to do so on the grounds that it
would spread panic and also interfere with the arrangements for food distribution.
Earnest Prospects.—From
reports received it appears that the German potato
crop is likely to be both earlier and better than that of last, year, and the same can be
expected of cereals. It would seem, "however, that in Schieswig-Holstein the lack of
fertilisers is diminishing the yield of the soil. In Alsace-Lorraine agriculture has
been practically ruined by the general, requisition of 75 per cent, to 80 per cent, of
cattle at very low prices, and by the seizure of crops and insufficient supply of seed
potatoes.
NEUTRAL GROUP.

BOLIVIA.
Enemy Exports.—The Foreign Office instructs Lord Reading to draw the
attention of the United States Government to reports that a " cloak " syndicate in
Bolivia is receiving licences to export to the United States tin and wolfram of enemy
origin, to the great disadvantage of British exporters and apparently in prejudice of
the scheme contemplated (see Reports No. 55 and 58) for British-American acquisition
of enemy-owned mines in Bolivia.
-. CHILE.
(See under " Bern.")
DENMARK. .
Danish-German.
Commercial
Negotiations.— The Foreign Office learns that
German delegates are expected to arrive in Copenhagen on July 7th for negotiation
of a four months' agreement with Denmark to date from August 1st.
Supplies to Motor Cars.— Sir R. Paget reports that the German Legation in Copen
hagen, learning that the British Legation had prohibited the supply of tyres to motor

cars of German origin, lias expressed the intention of forbidding the use of German
or Austrian benzin, in any motor car of allied origin. As this would involve the
cessation of practically all. motor traffic, and as the Geimans are under agreement to
supply benzin up to the end of July, it seems unlikely that the German threat can be
enforced at present, if at all.
Danish Shipbuilding.—The
German Government is stiffening the conditions under
which it will supply shipbuilding materials to Denmark. It now demands that
(1) vessels constructed with German materials must lie up for the period of the war,
and (2) the Danes shall give Germany the right for live years after the war to charter
such, vessels at current rates, with, the option of purchase at any time within that
period. So far the Danish shipbuilding firms have unanimously refused to accept
these conditions, thereby following the example of the Norwegians. (And see Deport
No. 08 ; also Reports Nos. 69 and 73 under " Norway.")
Pro-German
Propaganda.—German
Wireless of June 19th and. 24th quote
strongly anti-Entente articles from die Copenhagen Finans Tidende.
The first is a
comparison between British and German, exports to D e n m a r k : - " Germany supplies
large quantities of coal, iron, petrol, salt, potash, &c, so that Danish industrial life
has not quite come to a standstill, thanks to German imports. The English are
forced to an exchange-trade in all sorts of wares, because their valuta has dropped
to an alarmingly low level." The second aims at inciting Erench opinion against
Great Britain, the United Suites, and the Clemenceau Government :—"Amidst the
battle which the British and American telegram bureaus are waging against German
expansion, France is bleeding to death. And in France itself there is always the
same little clique of politicians with despots at its head; it is unshakable and rules
the whole, of the foreign and home policy, as well as the opinions of the telegram
bureaus and the Press. In any country a single man, supported by military force,
can arbitrarily impose his will on everybody
"
Transit Goods.—Regarding transit goods in Denmark, Sir R. Paget makes a
submission similar to that put forward by Sir M. Findlay in respect of such goods in
Norway (see under "Norway " ) .
Iceland.—In
a Memorandum (G.T. 4938), dated dune 22nd, the Political
Intelligence Department reports a speech by Jon. Magnussou, Prime Minister of
Iceland, on Icelandic Independence. Speeches on the same subject by the Danish
Premier and the Danish Liberal Leader are also summarised (and see Reports
Nos. 50, 54, 67-71 and 73).
FINLAND A N D ALAND.
Finland and the North. : Anti-Ally Feeling.—The
Foreign Office learns that a
party oi White Guards has arrived near Boris Gleb. It i s reported that a German
Force has gone to Kajani, and that a light railway is being constructed from there to
Kern. It is also stated that a road is being made from Rovariiemi to Kaudalakasha,
and that telephonic communication is being arranged between these points. Enemy
forces amounting to several thousands, fully equipped, are being moved in the
direction of Ladoga, possibly against Petrograd,, but most probably with the object of
cutting the Murman Railway. Mr. Wardrop reports a rumour in Moscow of a secret
treaty between Germany and Finland by which Finland is to form an army of 100,000
men to be used by Germany against Russia in the event of Russia resuming
hostilities. The Germans are making surveys apparently with a view to a campaign
in the autumn against Murmansk, and have ordered 10,000 sledges for delivery at the
end of the summer. Such a campaign is openly discussed in Helsingfors. The
Finnish Press is stirring up the people against the British by allegations of British
co-operation with the Red dhoops at Murmansk. President Swinhufvud has declared
to an interviewer that the two main points in his programme requiring immediate
settlement are the establishment of a monarchical regime and the creation of a Great
Finland. " The second problem was urgent, for actual conditions were most favour
able for a prompt solution. Finland would become a kingdom and naturally gravitate
towards Germany. Moreover, Republicans would agree that this orientation arose
not only from gratitude for German help, but to preserve Finland from an eventual
revanche on the part of a regenerated Russia. The President indicated the new
frontiers of Finland as follows :—From Lake Ladoga to the mouth of the River Onega
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in the Gulf, of Onega on the White Sea. Naturally the Kola Peninsula -must belong
to Finland. Russia has ceded it; so that England was encroaching not on Russian
but on Finnish territory. Finland desired peace with all. the world, but had decided if
necessary to enforce her right by every means." Mr. Grove and'the French Consul, at
Helsingfors contemplate the possibility of a rupture of relations between Finland and
the Allies in the near future.
Finnish Army.—The Krenz ZeUuny of June 3rd records the appointment of
General-Major Wiiknian in succession to General Mannerheim.
Arrest of Russian Subjects by Germans.—Russian Wireless of June 22nd records
a protest by the Bolshevist Government against the arrest by the Germans of
Monsieur Kameneff in Finland. The Germans agreed to his release provided that
six Finns arrested at Petrograd should be permitted to return to Finland. The
Bolshevist Government objected to tins condition, but was prepared to consent
provided that the Germans would release not only Kameneff but also Wool if Savitzky,
who was arrested at the same time.
Aland--Social
Demokraten of June 18th states that negotiations regarding the
demolition of the Aland fortifications (see Report No. 68), are to be Carried on in
Stockholm between representatives of the Swedish, Finnish and German Governments.
NETHERLANDS.
Flmburg Railway Traffic.-^-A semi-official communication issued to the Dutch
Press (June 1.8th), with reference to the fear which has been expressed that control
over the transit by train through Limbing via Venlo, Vlodrop, R-permond, Weert,
and Bud el to Belgium and back is inadequate, states that this fear is absolutely
Unfounded, and continues:—"ddie trains in question are thoroughly examined by
Customs officials atDahlheim and Hamont before being admitted into Dutch territory.
Afterwards they are examined by the military authorities at Vlodrop and Buclel
before permission is given them to pass through. At Venlo every incoming train is
first examined by the military at, the frontier, after which it is allowed to proceed to
the railway station at Venlo. There again the traiirs contents are closely examined
by a control, officer and Customs officials before authorisation is given to proceed.
The number of trains coining from. Belgium to Germany has also been exaggerated,
seeing that in no case are more trains allowed through than is compatible with the
undisturbed working of the Dutch, railway service, which at present is pretty
extensive on the line Roermond-Weert for the transport of Limburg coal. At present
about 22 Dutch trains go in bath directions, as against 10 German, ddie service
arrangements reckon with a possible increase of German trains to 2.1 trains per day,
but this is in any case to be the maximum. If the trains go via Venlo their number is
deducted from the maximum which can be allowed to go via vlodrop. Prior to the war
the number of trains destined for transit on this latter section was about 2d eadi way,
while the nninber of Dutch trains amounted only to eight or nine. The arrangemen t now
made with Germany is such that the transit of trains may not exceed the peace level.
Sir W. Townley reports that the amount of the traffic has been exaggerated in the
Press. Up till June 15th, live trains per day vvas the maximum traffic from Germany
to Belgium, and of this, one Only was passing via Venlo. ddie Netherlands Foreign
Minister has declared that the traffic will be limited to a maximum of 24 trains per
-clay in each direction (corresponding to normal peace time traffic), ddie goods carried
have hitherto included sawn planks and beams, cement, barbed wire, hay, straw, pulp
and heather. So far no sand or gravel has been transported, but any amounts
transported later on will be counted in the agreed annual total of 1,600,0JO tons.
This total is to be calculated as from the end of last April, and apparently is not to
include, the 370,000 tons arranged for carriage between September loth and
November 15th last. Although, however, arms, munitions, military equipment and
aeroplanes are not to be allowed in transit, and the German Government is stated to
have given an assurance that foodstuffs passing will not be used for the Army, the
Netherlands Foreign Minister declares himself unable to guarantee that goods passing
over the Roermond railway will in no case be used for military purposes, or that the
Netherlands Government can make transit of goods not specifically excluded
conditional upon their being destined for exclusively civilian purposes. This attitude
is in contradiction to the representations put forward by Sir W. Townley on April

29th and the Allied Ministers are protesting to the Netherlands Foreign Minister
accordingly. (And see Reports Nos. (17 and 73.)'
Projected
Convoy to Dutch East Indies.—Various
reasons for the despatch of
the prospective convoy to the Dutch East Indies (see Reports Nos. 70-73) are
suggested by Sir W. Townley. According to the Netherlands Foreign Minister, the
object is avoidance of delays and possible detention in some British port of call. The
Minister has admitted the expensiveuess of this expedient. Another suggestion is
that the Dutch are adopting this method to get over the German-refusal to permit
an) ship to leave Holland unless another arrives to take its place. Sir "W. dbwnley
considers that the scheme has been adopted merely to satisfy Dutch pride. The
Foreign Office has instructed Sir W. Townley to insist upon the exclusion of all
German dye-stuffs from the cargo of the Noordam,
and to request from the
Netherlands Foreign Minister an explicit assurance that the remaining cargo contains
no item of enemy origin or owing more than 25 per cent, of its value to enemy labour
or materials. Sir W. Townley reports that the deferment of the expedition is causing
much discussion, and that the Netherlands Government is generally criticised as
having occasioned a humiliating situation.
Commercial
Negotiations
with Belligerents.—Sir
W. Town-ley learns that the
Netherlands Government is unlikely to conclude any arrangement w i t h the Allies
before the result of the elections is known,
early in duly. There is reason to
believe that difficulties have arisen in the negotiations with Germany. At the same
time it is doubtful whether in the present complication of domestic politics the result
of the elections would be affected by negotiations with either of the belligerent
camps. German Wireless of dune 19th and. 20th refers to the German-Dutch
negotiations regarding sea traffic between Holland and Scandinavia, and intimates
that arrangements will shortly be made under which shippers of goods from Holland,
to Scandinavia will obtain free-conducts by submitting a written sworn declaration,
and that consignees are to sign a sealed declaration of responsibility which must
be certified by the Chamber of Commerce. Sir W. Townley, however, reports that
satisfactory arrangements have been made with the Netherlands Overseas Trust
regarding goods to be imported, from. Scandinavia on Dutch vessels, and that
discussions are proceeding with the Trust regarding exports from Holland to
Scandinavia.
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NORWAY.
German, Negotiations
for a, Loan.—dire Foreign Office learns that the Germans
are negotiating in Norway for a loan of 30,000,000 crowns.
Limitation on Contracts for Export.—The Norwegian Press reports that a law
has been passed in secret session, making the permission of the Ministry of Commerce
necessary before legally binding contracts can be made in respect of export of goods
which are to be delivered wholly or in part later than six months after date of
contract. The sale of ships, and contracts or options for building ships, are included,
Any persons who have concluded such contracts already are to be reported to-the
Ministry.
Proposed, Reinsurance
of Norwegian, Vessels trading in, American
Waters.—Sir
M. Findlay transmits the suggestion of the Norwegian War Insurance that, in cases
not. already provided for, Norwegian vessels trading between North and South
American, ports and on the east coast of North America should be re-insured against
submarine peril.
Transit Goods.—With regard to the proposed arrangement between the Swedish
and Allied Governments as to the disposal of transit goods in Sweden (see Reports
Nos. G6, 09, and 70 under " Sweden"), Sir M. Findlay submits that consideration
should be given to the prior interest which the Norwegian Government may express
in respect of such transit goods as are still in Norway. (And see Report [No. 68
and under " Denmark.")
Specific Embargoes raised.—In consequence of the conclusion of the NorwegianAmerican Agreement, His Majesty's Government has raised embargoes specifically
imposed upon various commodities imported from overseas; these include hides,
leather, tanning materials, nickel manufactures and nickel compounds, eggs and
albumen, jam and soap.

Anxiety regarding
British, Provision
of Aircraft to Chile.—The Foreign Office,
learning that the prospective provision by His Majesty's Govern merit of aircraft to
('hil.e (by way of compensation and part payment—see Report No. 73 under " Chile ") is
still contemplated with apprehension in Peru, has informed Mr. Jttehnie that His
Majesty's Government relies upon South American opinion to strengthen the efforts,
which the Allies are now making, towards an enduring peace, and. that it would
regard with horror and as a world-calamity the settlement of future controversies
between the friendly Republics of South America otherwise than by peaceful
arrangement.
SPAIN.
German Propaganda on " Self Determination and Freedom of the Setts."—German
Wireless of June 22nd observes :—Whilst discussing the speech of the Spanish
Prime Minister regarding the military and State policy of Spain, the
Norddeutsche
Allgemeine Zeitung recalls that Sehor "Maura once before during the world-war dared
to raise the question of Spanish policy and of national honour and to speak openly
of an English Gibraltar on Spanish soil. Maura then said (he was not then Prime
Minister) that Gibraltar was a painful spear in Spanish flesh. This feeling, says the
Norddeutsche AfXgemeine Zeitung, which every good. Spaniard shares, he has" again
given expression to now that he is Prime Minister, by stating that the object of
Spanish policy is that Spain must regain control over her own'territory. This object
would only be attainable if Gibraltar were once again under Spanish sovereignty.
When Maura declared that Spain at a suitable moment must make valid her
rights, he was putting forth the demand that, the ideal of the political programme
of Spain must be realised in view of the international situation as it has
become by reason of the world-war. The newspaper concludes :—" The war has
brought to the fore two great essential principles, and these are the moral world
demands, namely, the right of the self-determination of peoples and the freedom of
the seas. Both of these forbid that a foreign Power, just because it is sole master,
shall hold and militarily occupy and exploit an important place in another country.
In his last Reichstag speech, the German Imperial Chancellor, Count Hertling,
referred to this logical deduction of principle from the enemies of Germany making
use of Gibraltar, Malta and other places by reason, of their domination of the
sea, and he declared that Germany would at all times be prepared to support
the carrying out of this principle throughout the world.
At that time there
came from England, as the echo of his statement, a cry of indignation that anyone
should, dare even to point out the doubtful right of England to her- world
possessions. The speech of the Spanish Prime Minister is a pleasing sign, that
the ideas of justice in the -world-war are beginning to be properly understood also
in neutral countries." (See also Reports Nos. 62 and 64.)

SWEDEN.
Swedish,-Allied
Agreement.—The
following official communique regarding the
Swedish-Allied Agreement (see Report No. 73) has been published in the Swedish
Press : - " Since December .19.17, negotiations have been taking place concerning a
commercial agreement between Sweden of the one part and Great Britain, France,
Italy, and the United States of the other part. These negotiations have now led to
the result that the Allies have bound themselves to facilitate the successive import
into Sweden, in quantities satisfactory in existing circumstances, of the following
necessary goods, such as breadstuffs, feeding stuffs, coal, oils of different kinds,
raw rubber, manufactured rubber, cotton, cotton goods, wool, woollen goods and
other textile goods, hides, leather, tanning materials, coffee, tobacco, copper, ferro
alloys, tin, tinplates, saltpetre, phosphates, and sulphur, besides a number of other
o-oods' required by Sweden. In compensation for this concession, the Allies have
principally stipulated that under the period of agreement they will have the right to

hire Swedish tonnage to the extent of 400,000 tons deadweight, of which 200,000 for
voyages in the danger zone ; further, that the Allies are assured of a certain
proportion of iron ore from Sweden ; further, that, so long as relation between British
pound and Swedish crown is as abnormal as at present and this agreement is in force,
suitable credit in Sweden will be granted for the purchase of Swedish goods ; further,
that, in conjunction with the above-named imports into Sweden, certain, arrange
rnents should be made to prevent the export from this country of the said goods
as well as such, as can replace them.
In the said 400,000 tons is included
100,000 of those chartered under the so-called -modus vivendi
agreement.
By
the agreement now made, an opportunity is afforded for Sweden without
abandoning her neutral position to procure for her population goods indispensable
in order that the health of the people should not suffer from lack of food
stuffs, and required in order that branches of industries of importance to the
country should not entirely be stopped owing to shortage of raw material. On the
basis of this agreement purchases have already been concluded regarding consider
able quantities of breadstuffs and feeding stuffs. Part of these bread stuffs are already
on the way to Sweden. Various other goods previously purchased will on the basis
of the agreement be immediately released for import."
Sir E. Howard reports that with the exception of Social Demokrateu and the
Gothenburg Handelstidning,
the Liberal papers are somewhat lukewarm in iheir
reception of the terms disclosed. The Conservative Press attacks the agreement,
and, through it, the Government. (German Wireless of June 21st quotes adverse
criticisms.) Sir E. Howard observes that the persistent Anglophobia of the Conservative
Press appears to be based, upon a confident anticipation of German victory.
German Control of Traffic between Sweden and. Russia.—According to a report
received, traffic between Sweden and Russia is entirely subject to German control.
Swedish merchants are not allowed to communicate with branch businesses in any
part of Russia unless there is a German interest in the firm. Permits may be
cancelled at any point on the journey, even though the bearer may have received a *
passport from the Finnish Government to pass through Finland. Officers and
couriers are searched, including those carrying diplomatic bags. The German
Legation at Stockholm requires full particulars of the family and relations of every
person applying for a passport. The Finnish Legation, admits that it cannot act in
this respect independently of the Germans.
Transit Goods.—Sir R. Paget makes certain recommendations as to procedure
in regard, to the disposal of transit goods in Sweden. (And see Reports Nos. 06, 69
and 70 ; also under " Norway " and "Denmark.")
Importation
of Supplies [from Denmark and Holland.—The Swedish Press of
June 22nd reports that 25 Swedish railway waggons have been sent to Denmark to
fetch a large consignment of meat for import into Sweden. .71,488 bushels of
potatoes are also reported to have arrived in Sweden from. Denmark, and 244 tons
of salted beans from Holland.
SWITZERLAND.
Negotiations for Dutch Tonnage.—Lord Reading reports that the United States
War Trade Board, while seeing no objection to the conclusion of a mutually
satisfactory arrangement between the Swiss and Netherlands Governments regarding
the employment of Dutch tonnage (see Report No. 68), deprecates any constructive
admission by the Allies of a German right of control.
Bolshevist Bropacganda.—According
to a report received by the Foreign Office,
Bolshevist Agencies are about to be established at Geneva and. Lausanne for the
purpose of organising revolutionary and defeatist propaganda in Italy and France.
It is stated that these Agencies are financed with German money. (See also Reports
Nos. 69 and 72 under " Italy " ; also No. 71 under " Germany.")

PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

General.—The outstanding event of (lie week under this, heading is von Ivuhl
nianAs spcecli on. German war aims and peace terms, referred 1o under Germany.
Reports arc coming in about the prospects of Germany's allies becoming tired of
lighting on her behalf.

(See under /In stria-Hungary,

Turkey, and

Bulgaria.)

Russia.—In a wireless message dated June 22nd, M. Chicherin announced that
some of the Russian Black Sea War Vessels had returned to Sebastopol from Aovo
rossisk, " others have been blown up by the crews."
According to a report forwarded by Mr. Wardrop on June Sth (received 20th),
the special commission of the Ukraine conference at Kiel! approved the principles for
the exchange of goods, Russia getting corn, coal, metals, and supplies, the Ukraine
(Germans?) getting rolling stock. On June 23rd, Russian Wireless reported that
the frontier question was still being discussed by the Political Commission on June
1.8th. On June 19th and 20th the exchange of goods was discussed. The discussion
followed the lines indicated above (June Sth).
Rumania..— On June 23rd German Wireless quoted, various reports, based on
questionable authority, about statements attributed to authorities in Rumania about
Bessarabia, and alleged inclination, of Rumanian sympathies towards the Central
Powers.
France. - On Juno 22nd Sir .11. White reported, apparently on reliable authority,
that in Morocco the French would let Spain have Tangier if the frontier were adjusted
to run to the westward of Cape del Agua, so that the French should gain facilities for
establishing a commercial harbour capable of competing against Melilla.
Germany.—The German object, based upon, the Brest-Litovsk "Peace " Treaty,
in conducting operations of war to obtain control over the Caucasian oilfields, has
been further disclosed to the War Cabinet (W.C. 435). ddds indicates the German
desire to obtain, if possible, a weapon for use in the coming economic struggle.
On June 15th (received 18th) Sir id. Rumbold forwarded on good authority
reports of the Pan-German objects in forcing the Government, in their peace offensive,
to declare an annexationist policy which would cause the Entente Rowers to go on
fighting. (See under Germany in last weelds Report.) The Political Intelligence
Department, in a memorandum dated June 15th (CRT. 4895), has recently dealt
exhaustively with the German peace offensive. " As far as German public opinion.is
concerned (at least so far as public expression of such opinion is permitted, by the
Government) it is on one side wedded to the annexationist views of the Kreuzzeitung ;1
on the other side we have the ideas represented by the Frankfurter
Zeitung which
looks forward to a compromise." This compromise assigns to England a position
similar to that of Austria in.1866 and 1871, "England, in fact, accepting the position
that she has been defeated by Germany."
According to German Wireless of June 21st the Bucharest Treaty discussion
would begin in the Reichstag on that day. German Wireless of -June 22nd gave'a
resume of the discussion, not very optimistic about the future.
On June 21st German Wireless devotes some space to a discussion in the German
Press of Viscount Grey's recent proposals for a League of Nations.
The usual
endeavours are made to accuse him of insincerity.
These activities in discussion, culminated in von. Kuhlmann s speech in the
Reichstag, of which reports were given in German Wireless of June 25th. The
following summary of his speech is taken, from The Times of June 26th :—I n t h e R e t o l i s t a g H e r n v o n I v i i l i l m a n n , in a l o n g r e v i e w o f t h e s i t u a t i o n , s a i d t h e r e w a s n o f o r e 
t e l l i n g w h e n t h e w a r w o u l d end, a n d q u o t e d von M o l t k t a s p r o p h e c y t h a t t h e n e x t E u r o p e a n conflict m i g h t
A p u r e l y m i l i t a r y d e c i s i o n c o u l d h a r d l y be e x p e c t e d , b u t a s a v i c t o r y f o r t h e
last seven or thirty years.
E n t e n t e w a s a n i l l u s i o n h e h o p e d t h e i r o p p o n e n t s w o u l d a p p r o a c h t h e m w i t h p e a c e offers " c o r r e s p o n d i n g '
to t h e situation a n d G e r m a n vital needs.
T h e f o l l o w i n g a r e t h e c h i e f p o i n t s of t h e s p e e c l i : —
(1.) N e g o t i a t i o n s t o r s t r e n g t h e n i n g t h e A l l i a n c e w i t h A u s t r i a - H u n g a r y c o n t i n u e .
(2) T e r r i t o r i a l questions a t issue b e t w e e n Bulgaria, a n d T u r k e y d e m a n d a solution, b u t G e r m a n y \ s
ties with both countries r e m a i n unchanged.
...

..

..........

^

^

^

^—.... .

On June 1 9 t h (received 26th) S i r H. R u m b o l d forwarded information
that the
Krensxeibmq
c a m p a i g n i s a d e l i b e r a t e a t t e m p t t o f o r c e t h e G o v e r n m e n t to d e c l a r e p u b l i c l y t h a t t h e y w i s h t o a n n e x
T h e p a n - G e r m a n s , n e r v o u s of ] i h z b e r g e r ' s a n t i - a n n e x a t i o n i s t c a m p a i g n ,
Belgium and Korthern Prance.
u r g e t h e G o v e r n m e n t t o p l a y f o r a l l o r n o t h i n g i n t h e s p i r i t of t h e g a m b l e r .
1

(55) I n d e p e n d e n c e of F i n l a n d a c h i e v e d w i t h a i d of G o r m a n t r o o p s ; A l a n d I s l a n d f o r t i f i c a t i o n s
to be demolished.
( 4 ) P a r t i t i o n of B a l t i c p r o v i n c e s b y B r e s t - L i t o v s k T r e a t y u n s a t i s f a c t o r y .
A conference will be
h e l d a t B e r l i n w i t h B o l s h e v i s t r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s t o a t t e m p t to r e a c h a friendly u n d e r s t a n d i n g 
c o n c e r n i n g - p e n d i n g q u e s t i o n s — i n c l u d i n g t h e s t a t u s of E s t h o n i a a n d L i v o n i a .
( 5 ) N o s o l u t i o n of P o l i s h q u e s t i o n w i t h A u s t r i a h a s y e t b e e n p o s s i b l e .
' '
( 6 ) T u r k i s h a d v a n c e in C a u c a s i a h a s b e e n s t o p p e d .
G e r m a n y i s k e e n l y i n t e r e s t e d in i u d e p e n 
d e n c e of G e o r g i a . .
F u t u r e of C a u c a s i a will, b e settled, a t a c o n f e r e n c e to be h e l d a t
Constantinople!
( 7 ) I n i t i a t i v e i n t h e W e s t r e s t s w i t h G e r m a n y , b u t no l i m i t can b e f i x e d f o r t h e d u r a t i o n of
t h e wax-.
( 8 ) I n s p i t e of b r i l l i a n t G e r m a n s u c c e s s e s , n o c l e a r d e s i r e f o r p e a c e r e c o g n i s a b l e a m o n g G e r m a n v ' s
enemies.
( 9 ) M r . B a l f o u V s [declaration [that G e r m a n y s o u g h t world d o m i n a t i o n a legend, which does not
become true b y repetition.
(1.0) R u s s i a p l a n n e d t h e w a r ; F r a n c e i n s t i g a t e d i t ; B r i t a i n
unchained " Russia.
( 1 1 ) G e r m a n y"s w a r a i m s a r e (a) " t h e b o u n d a r i e s d r a w n f o r us b y h i s t o r y ' ' ; ( 6 ) " o v e r s e a
p o s s e s s i o n s c o r r e s p o n d i n g to o u r g r e a t n e s s " ; ( c ) " f r e e d o m f o r c a r r y i n g o u r t r a d e o n t h e
f r e e sea, to a l l c o n t i n e n t s /
(.12) G e r m a n y d e c l i n e s to m a k e a n y s t a t e m e n t . a b o u t B e l g i u m w h i c h w i l l b i n d , l i e r w i t h o u t in
the least tying- her e n e m i e s .
( 1 3 ) A p u r e l y m i l i t a r y decision, of t h e w a r can h a r d l y be e x p e c t e d , b u t a g a i n s t
Germany's
r e s o u r c e s t h e E n t e n t e s h o u l d r e a l i s e t h a t t h e i r h o p e of v i c t o r y i s a n i l l u s i o n .
(1-1) T h e I m p e r i a l " G o v e r n m e n t h a s n o t s h u t t h e d o o r t o a n h o n o u r a b l e p e a c e , a n d w i l l l i s t e n
to p l a i n u n a m b i g u o u s p r o p o s a l s ;
H e hoped that, in due c o u r s e t h e i r o p p o n e n t s w o u l d
a p p r o a c h t h e m w i t h o f f e r s in c o r r e s p o n d e n c e w i t h t h e s i t u a t i o n a n d s a t i s f a c t o r y t o G e r m a n
vital needs.
T h e c o m m e n t s in t h e G e r m a n n e w s p a p e r s s h o w t h a t H e r r v o n 1 - C u h l m a n n ' s s p e e c h h a s m e t w i t h a
v e r y divided reception, y
: l

Aiistria-llungary.—Sir
If. Rum bold reported on June 13th (received 18th) on
good authority that lite Austro-Etungarian offensive in Italy was postponed in the
hope that a peace offensive, combined with. German successes on the Western Front,
would induce Italy to make peace.
On June 22nd Sir \V. Townley forwarded information, pointing to. an inclination
on the part of Austria-Hungary to get out of the war. Baron. Burian is reported to
be ready to agree with the Socialists in Austria on the terms of peace. These
conditions are specified, and. involve the revision of the Treaties of Brest and. of
Bucharest on the lines of no indemnities and no annexations. The expansion of
Bulgaria, is opposed, and a league of nations, combined with disarmament, is
favoured.
Austrian Wireless of June 23rd publishes a " very urgent " message from the
Foreign Ministry to the corresponding department in Moscow to report the postpone
ment of the departure from Berlin of the Austro-Hungarian special mission (see last
weelds report), but they would arrive at Orsjta on Tuesday or Wednesday next.
Turkey.—Sir H. Rumbold, on June 20th, forwarded reliable reports pointing to
friction between Turkey and Germany arising out of the proposed, discussions by
Germany and Austria-Hungary at Berlin with the Russians on the revision of the
Brest Treat)'. The question of the Caucasus seems to cause friction.
Bulgaria.—Sir II. Rumbold, in. the same message, forwards a report of similar
friction between Bulgaria anil Germany over tbe Dobrudja question. Lord Reading,
on June 21st, sent a strong confirmation, adding a report that the failure to give
Bulgaria the whole of the Dobrudja may cause her to go out of the war.
Great Britain.—In the report of the Ministry of Labour for the week ending on
June 19th, it is stated that the agenda for the Labour Party Conference was exciting
some conflict of opinion. The Times of June 26th gives the agenda for the Conference
on that day.
S u b s e q u e n t p r e s s r e p o r t s s h o w t h a t one effectof t h e speech w a s to force t h e a g g r e s s i v e a n n e x a t i o n i s t s
in the R e i c h s t a g into t h e open.
1
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(see page 1 5 ) .
These are summarised under peace discussions, General, on page 15. The r-epprt
that the petroleum industry in Russia has been " nationalised " is of interest, There
have been other reports of the nationalisation of industries in countries over which
the Germans are in a position to exert pressure in order to obtain financial control,
and. future developments in this direction will be watched with interest, as affecting
the coming economic struggle. This subject is also referred to under Germany,
below.
TRACK DISCUSSIONS

(see page 2).
The latest information about the Siberian problem is reported.
G-KNRitAL

ALLIED COUNTIIIRS.

Belgium (see page 2).—Special attention is drawn to the very subtle proposal,
put forward in the Kolnisehe
Zeitung,
for the partition of Belgium, without
"annexation" or "forcible Germ ami sation. " of Flanders, but with. " close economic
relation with, her natural, hinterland, Germany." flow long the. tortured Belgian
nation will be able to hold out against such proposals, unless delivered from German
dominance, is a matter for conjecture.
Brazil (see page 3).—Steps are reported to secure the country against German
economic pressure. Sir Maurice de Bnnsen's Mission appears to have had good
results.
China (see page 3).—The question of deportation of Germans is reported to have
formed the subject of prevarication by the German Foreign Minister in the Reichstag.
France (see page 4).—The attitude of M. Albert Thomas is of interest.
Panama (see page 4).—Colon and Panama have been occupied, by United States
troops.
Portugal (see page 4).—The internal situation appears to be unstable.
United Slates (see page 5).—The importance of British propaganda is
emphasised.
'
[P.T.O.
:

ENEMY

OOUNTRTES.

Austria-Hungary
(see page 6).— Reports under all headings (Austrian offensive,
the United States and the subject races, and. the attitude of the Poles) are
important.
Germany (see -page 7).—Interesting details are given of the public attitude
towards the war, and also important matter indicating the German attitude in
economic policy.
NEUTRAL

COUNTRIES.

Chile (see page 9).—The Germans are clearly desirous for Chilean neutrality to
be' maintained.
Denmark (see page 9).—A report is given of the recent Scandinavian Conference.
Finland (see page 9).—All reports are important, as affecting the acute question
of the Murman coast. The altitude of the Government towards the Swedish party,
and the possible split between Monarchists and Republicans may be significant.
Netherlands
(see page .11).—The East Indies convoy negotiations have reached a
critical stage. Arrangements about the Limburg railway remain unsatisfactory.
Norway (see page 13).—The German attitude towards Norwegian shipping is
interpreted.
Spain (see page 14).—German propagandists are again very active.
Vatican (see page 15).-—The Press disclaims, on behalf of the Vatican, all
responsibility for the action of the Irish priests.
G. G. A.
July 4th, 1918.

[This Document is the P r o p e r t y of His Britannic Majesty's G o v e r n m e n$ft
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General.
Sinkings.

F a r IjJhst.

Hospital ships.

R e p o r t e d e m p l o y m e n t of A l l i e d p r i s o n e r s in B e r l i n s t r e e t s .

Allied Group.
Belgium.—Germany and Flanders.

G e r m a n economic pressure.

Brivssi 1 . - E n e m y t r a d e .
Gli irr.fi.'.—Enemy a l i e n s .
C u b a . — P r o h i b i t i o n of s a i l i n g s t o M e x i c o .
Prance.—-M. Thomas and the N e w Socialist group.

German propaganda.

July

4th.

I t a l y . — N e g o t i a t i o n s f o r e n e m y s h i p s in S p a i n .
P a n a m a . - U n i t e d States and the political situation.
P o r t u g a l . — P o s i t i o n of t h e G o v e r n m e n t .

Portugal and Great Britain.

Portugal and the Vatican.

S i a m . - T i n mining royalties.
U n i t e d S t a t e s . — - B r i t i s h p r o p a g a n d a in t h e U n i t e d S t a t e s : t h e B r i t i s h a r m y : I r e l a n d .

Enemy Group.
A u s t r i a - H u n g a r y . — C o n v o c a t i o n of t h e R e i e h s r a t .
T h e r e s i g n a t i o n of t h e A u s t r i a n C a b i n e t .
The
A u s t r i a n offensive.
Allied pronoun cements regarding Czecho-Slovaks and Jugo-Slavs,
Poles
a n d Czechs.
H u n g a r y : r e p o r t e d r e q u e s t f o r r e c a l l of G e r m a n s .
Germany.—Present attitude towards the war.
V o n K u h l m a n n ' s speech.
S t u d y of, a n d p r o p a g a n d a 
r e g a r d i n g , A l l i e d peace a n d e c o n o m i c p o l i c y .
C e n t r a l P o w e r s and the U k r a i n e .
P u r c h a s e s of
cotton, i n T u r k e s t a n .
P u r c h a s e s of r u b b e r f r o m R u s s i a t h r o u g h £ i n l a n d .
P u r c h a s e s of i r o n
pyrites in Spain:
E x p l o i t a t i o n of B u l g a r i a .
G e r m a n y and the Black Sea.
Mark exchange.

Neutral Group.
Chile.—Chilean

neutrality.

Denmark.—Scandinavian. Conference.

Butter.

Finland.—Finland and the North.
Finland, and S w e d e n .
Finnish-German treaties.
situation.
A l a n d fortifications.
I n t e r c h a n g e of s u p p l i e s b e t w e e n A l a n d a n d S w e d e n .
Mexico.— Pro-German activities.

General

Economic conditions.

N e t h e r l a n d s . — P r o j e c t e d c o n v o y to
Regentes.
T h e Koningin

Butch

Bast

N o r w a y . — G e r m a n y and N o r w e g i a n shipping.

Indies.

Limburg railways.

E x p o r t s to G e r m a n y .

Spitsbergen.

P e r u . — A n n o u n c e m e n t r e g a r d i n g B r i t i s h p r o v i s i o n of a i r c r a f t to C h i l e .
S p a i n . - G e r m a n p r o p a g a n d a r e g a r d i n g Morocco, G i b r a l t a r , R o m a n Catholicism, a n d n e u t r a l
sentation at the Peace Conference.
Tangier.
Strike at Malaga.
S w e d e n . — G e n e r a l conditions.

I m p o r t s of m e t a l s a n d h e m p f r o m R u s s i a .

V a t i c a n . — Ire la n d .

Peace Discussions
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GENERAL.

Sinkings.-According
to the War Trade Intelligence Bureau, the total tonnage
of 500 tons gross in the case of steamers, and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing
ships, reported lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period
June 21st-27th, inclusive, was 41,976 tons gross, of which 34,028 were British, as
compared with 39,079 tons gross, of which 19,116 were British, reported last week.
Fai- East.—The War Cabinet learns that, consequent on an attempt by the
Bolshevists to send munitions westward, a general disarmament took place on June 28th
at Vladivostock. Some of the principal members of the Soviet were arrested. The
only resistance offered by the Bolshevists was made by a band of Bed Guards, who
were ultimately overcome after a lively encounter in which 10 Czechs were killed. A
Coalition Siberian. Government has declared, itself and has met with the sympathy
and support of the population. The town is at present in the occupation of the
Czechs. In addition to the Japanese and British patrols, landing parties were sent
from Russian and American ships for the protection of general interests. Mr. Hodgson
reports that the Czechs' National Council has requested the Allied Consuls to represent to
their Governments the necessity of assisting the Czech troops in Western Siberia, wdio are
threatened by enemy prisoners in conjunction with Bolshevist forces. The Allied Consuls
at Irkutsk confirm'that these troops are endangered. Reports from Western Siberia
combine to indicate that only by the overthrow of the Bolshevists will the whole of
Siberia be saved from German penetration ; the opinion is expressed that Bolshevist
power is maintained solely by the enemy prisoners. (Mr. Lockhart reports that the
Bolshevist Government, as a result of German pressure, contemplates replying to the
establishment of Allied forces at Murmansk by a declaration of war. Mr. Lindley
considers that, though the Bolshevist leaders may fall, there is still a strong feeling
in favour of the system of government by Soviet.) Mr. Lockhart reports upon the
admirable spirit and discipline and. intelligence of the Czechs, who are comparable
with French troops. The Foreign Office is informed that public opinion in Washington
appreciates increasingly the practical importance of the Siberian problem.
The
British, French, and Italian representatives on the Supreme War Council are coiu
municafcing to their Ambassadors in Washington certain unanimous recommendations
for the consideration of President Wilson.
Hospital Ships.—The Foreign Office has notified His Majesty's Representatives
in the Neutral States of Europe of the torpedoing on dune 27th by a German
submarine of the British Hospital Ship Handovery Castle, with the loss of 234 out of
258 lives ; this being the fourth case in the present year alone in which a hospital,
ship has been deliberately sunk without warning in waters in which the German
Government has undertaken that hospital ships shall be respected.
Reported Employment of Allied Prisoners in Berlin Streets.—lire
Foreign Office
is enquiring into a report, received from a good source, that British and French
prisoners are being employed to sweep the streets of Berlin, and that they are there
subjected to abuse by the populace.

ALLIED GROUP.

BELGIUM.
Germany
and, Flanders.—German
Wireless of June 27th observes :—" In
connection with the already reported declaration of the Council of Flanders (see
Report No. 74 and Reports therein cited), containing the demand tor the

-establishment all a Flemish State with its own administration and own Parliament,
the Tf.alni.sche Zeitung publishes an. article which, says : —' Such a separation oil
Flanders and YVallonia, rendering them, independent, naturally would not prevent
the two States from entering into an agreement together which would make it
possible for them, to regulate by means of. a mutual legislature those affairs which
especially need regulation on account of the close economic relations -between
them.. The example of Austria-PIungary in this case shows perhaps a possible
way. For Germany such a regulation would bring about a "real guarantee" that
the present French influence, in Belgium, would be pushed to the background. Thus
also for Germany one of the absolutely necessary guarantees mentioned by the
Imperial Chancellor, Count Ilertling, in bis speech of February 25th, 1918, will have
-been established, namely, that this country shall not be used against us as a territory
for the advance of our enemies. For a free Flanders, constructed on Germanic
principles, just as for Germany, it is a life interest to keep the French or the English
army from her frontiers. Protective measures against this indirectly also protect
Flanders. In an economic sense such an independent Inlanders would, however, need
to lean on the German Empire because of natural conditions. Firmly defined
stipulations of the peace treaty must render this approachment easier and guarantee
it lastingly. They must also include Wallonia, whose economic force neither
Flanders nor Germany wish to, or can, do without. This does not prevent that the
two States should establish and develop their political life in accordance with their
own. wishes. No annexation, no forcible Germanisation of Flanders—no, a Flanders
free and Flemish in close economic relation with her natural hinterland, Germany, is
an aim equally worth both striving for, and. one which will serve the welfare of all
parties interested.' "
German Economic Pressure.—Sir
W. Townley learns that on account of the great
destitution in the occupied regions of Belgium (and Northern France) there is a
danger that the population may be forced into the service of Germany. (And see
Reports Nos. 67, 68, 70, 71 and 71.)
BRA ZIP.
Enemy Trade.—According to the Brazilian Bress, steps are being taken by
the Brazilian Minister of Finance for the registration of German firms and companies
in Brazil ; returns are required of name, capital, nature of business, domicile of the
concern and its branches, nationality and holdiug of partners and shareholders
individually, and details of assets. This would seem to be an extension of the
registration of German subjects which has been in force since a state of war was
declared. It is thought possible that the measure foreshadows sequestration.
CHINA.
Enemy Aliens.—The statement by the German Foreign "Minister in the Reichstag
that the Anglo-German Conference at The Hague lias put an end to the idea of
deporting Germans from. China is reported by Sir W. Townley to be untrue. Tbe
German Delegates have been informed in writing that the matter is outside the
terms of reference oil the British Delegates, who understand, however, that the
proposal is in suspense. The German, delegates have now requested a promise that
such deportation shall not be effected. Sir J . Jordan reports that the Chinese
Government is at present preparing to intern the more important enemy aliens at
Fangshan and Chusan Island. Sir J . Jordan, expresses the opinion that the most
effective place would be the Island of Liiikungtao at Wei-hai-Wei. The general
question is, however, still under discussion.
CUBA.
Prohibition of Sailings to Mexico.—Mr. Leech reports that under orders issued by
the President of the Cuban Republic, Cuban vessels have been prohibited from going
to Mexico ; nor. is coal to be provided for any Spanish vessel intending to proceed to
Mexico.- (And see Reports Nos. 70-72 under " Mexico.")

FRANCE.

..

M. Thomas and the New Socialist Group.—The French Press of June 25th
announces the adhesion of id. Albert Thomas, formerly Minister of Munitions, to the
Right Wing of the Socialist Party headed by M. Varenne (see Reports Nos. 68 and 72)..
Great satisfaction is expressed by the Ho mine Libre and the Gaulois.
The Echo
de Earls (June 28th) states that at the demand of several sections of the Unified
Socialist Party, M. Albert Thomas will be summoned to appear before a committee
from the Party. The former Minister is reproached with having, in agreement with
M. Ribot, rejected Austria's peace proposals without first taking the opinion of the
Cabinet. M. Thomas is also blamed by some members of the Party for his
participation in the. Congress of Oppressed Nationalities, his statements regarding
peace, and finally, his adhesion to the new " forty " group of Socialists.
German Propaganda.-,—German Wireless of June 27th proclaims as follows the
decline of French man-power as compared with that of Anglo-Saxondom : —" Fra.nce's
sinking national strength is no longer able to balance the ravages of the war. Under
Napoleon, France possessed more inhabitants than Great Britain and the United
States together. In the period of the Second Empire she was behind these two
countries, but at least surpassed England. But after 1871 this superiority also
disappeared, while the inhabitants of the countries of the Anglo-Saxon race increased
to three or four times the French population. After the world war England and the
United States will number almost .160 millions, France at the utmost 36 millions.
France, which a century ago ruled the history of the world, will in future range after
Italy." Propaganda on similar lines in regard to the respective economic resources
of France and the Anglo-Saxons is quoted under " Germany."
July ilh.—Lord Derby reports that a proposal for the celebration of July 4th as
' a French National fete has been, enthusiastically accepted by the Chamber and
"Senate.
:

" '

'

ITALY.

Negotiations for Enemy Ships In Spain.—The Foreign Office instructs Sir A.
Hard in ge that His Majesty s Government has no objection to the resumption of
negotiations by an intermediary for acquisition on behalf of the Italian Government
of enemy ships (other than those required by the Swiss Government-sec Report
No. 72) in Spanish ports. (See also Report No. 58.)

PANAMA.
United States and the Political Situation.—Sir
0. Mallet reports that in the
complicated situation resulting from the death of President "Valdez (see Report
No. 72), the Vice-President took the course of postponing the elections indefinitely
in order to avoid the possibility of a defeat on June 30th. In the view of the
Opposition and of the United States Government such an order was unconstitutional,
justifying military intervention for the maintenance of order at the elections, which
the former were determined to hold, and which the latter unsuccessfully pressed the
Vice-President to permit. Consequently, on the afternoon of June 29th United States
troops occupied Colon and Panama.

PORTUGAL.
Position of the Government.—In
a despatch dated June 7th Sir L. Carnegie
reported that no date had yet been fixed, for the meeting of -the Parliament elected

'

:

.;i;v
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last April. The President is stated to donbt how far the Assembly with approve the
Constitution which he has formed and the powers lie has assumed. The allegiance of
the army, on which, be depends, is uncertain. Meanwhile his opponents continue to
plot against him ;. a fresh revolution,' fixed for June 3rd, was nipped in the bud by
the Government, which arrested hundreds of persons in Lisbon and the provinces.
The alarm was great, and has caused the Monarchists to rally again to the support of
the President, whose fall (as they know well) would bring disaster upon them. The
difficulties of the Government were increased by a strike on the principal railways
from Lisbon to the North, which began on June 4th and ended on June 6th. It was
no doul.it fostered by political agents in connection with the projected rising, but the
alleged cause was the discontent provoked by a regime arbitrarily imposed not-long
ago by Sehhor Machado Santos, Secretary of State for Supplies and Transports. The
Portuguese Press of June 8th announces the resignation of this Minister. The
prestige of the Government has also been adversely affected by a transaction
(resulting in the resignation of the Secretary of State for Finance) by which the
Government purchased at an unaccountably high price 33,500 shares in the
Portuguese Railways Company, through the intermediary of an unknown group
headed by the Commercial Bank of Oporto.
Portugal and Great Britain.—The notification of the intention of His Majesty's
Government eventually to raise His Majesty's Legation at Lisbon to the rank of an
Embassy has been received with general satisfaction by tire Portuguese Press. A.
Monarchist paper, however, describes the change as " an honour without advantage,"
and the organ of . the ultra Democrats, 0 Mundo, has ignored the announcement
altogether.
Portugal and, (he Vatican.—Sir L. Carnegie reports that the Papal. Nuncio at
Madrid is visiting President Paes with friendly messages from the Vatican. It
is probable that diplomatic relations between, the Portuguese Government and the
Vatican will result. This, in the opinion of the Portuguese Foreign Minister, will
have an important effect on Portuguese internal, affairs, but will not affect foreign
policy.
1

SLAM. Tin Mining Royalties.—Sir
Id. Deriug draws attention to a complaint by the
British. Tin Mining Company of the high royalties levied by the Siamese Government,
and. suggests various grounds upon which representations might be made in the
matter. UNITED STATES.
British. Propaganda
in the United States: the. British, Army:
Ireland.—A
Memorandum (G.T. 4954) dated June 25th, intimates the desirability of giving wider
publicity in the United States to the true proportions of the fighting done and losses
incurred in France by troops from the United Kingdom. Reporting on the
discontent or disappointment still felt in various circles in the United States over
the latest pronouncements of British policy in regard to Ireland, Mr. Bayley suggests
the importance of emphasising the existence of two antagonistic Irish Parties and
the anxiety of England to compose their differences, (in a despatch dated May 30th,
Lord Reading observes:—"The traditional friendship of America for Ireland dies
hard, but there are already evidences in the Press of a growing impatience with
Ireland. Most of the leading articles in the Eastern Press refuse to discuss IreiancLs
so-called ' wrongs.' Their attitude is well exemplified in the following' extract
from an article- contributed by ex-President Taft to the Philadelphia
Public
Ledger:—' The sympathies of the United States were with the Nationalists
represented by Redmond ' till his death. The pleasure with which the American
people heard of his earnest efforts to recruit the British Army extended to
most of our citizens of Irish origin. American sympathy has not been with the Clan
na-Gael, the Physical Force party of the Irreconcilables of the Sinn Fein variety.
If there were any doubt about this at any other time there can be no doubt now.
Now the intense patriotism of the American people is being roused hy the great.war,
they feel the overwhelming necessity for the concentration of all our national
energies and of those of our Allies to bring the Hohenzollern dynasty to its knees.
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The quarrels in Ireland, the difficulties and blunders of. the British Government, the
equities of the Irish Nationalists, the obstinacy of the Unionists of Ulster do not
rouse our active interest. What we seek is a war of effectiveness from every part of
the United States, of Great Britain, of France, and Italy, to hold back the German
scourge and to stamp out German militarism and lust for world-power. We cannot
stop to listen and discuss an incidental question when the one overshadowing issue is
whether we can avert the blade threat of German domination. This would, make
hopeless not only Ireland's future, but that of all the countries engaged in this
struggle for Christian civilisation. We hope that the Administration, if called upon,
will make, clear the real attitude of our people.' ")
And see under " Vatican."

ENEMY GROUP.
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
Convocation of-the Tteiehsrat.—According to a Vienna telegram of June 29th, the
Emperor Karl has informed the Austrian Prime Minister of his intention to convoke
the Reichsrat for July 16th.
The Resignation
of the Austrian Cabinet.—A. Memorandum (G.T. -1-990) by the
Political Intelligence Department discusses the recent resignation of. the Austrian
Cabinet. (See.Report No. 74.)
The Austrian Offensive.—According
to a report received by the Foreign Office,
the Austrian offensive upon the Italian front was undertaken, by the Austrian
Government (in order to influence the internal situation) contrary to the wishes of the
Germans, who had. designed that it should take place later as part of a general schemeRelations between the two countries are stated to have become, for this reason, still,
further embittered. Another report communicates a German opinion (winch, may
perhaps reflect the views of the General Stall) that, since it is impossible for Germany
to go continually to the help of her various Allies, the best course in present circum
stances will, be to concentrate upon some achievement in the West (such as the capture
of Paris), which, in addition to other" advantages, would impress her Allies with her
strength. (And see under "Germany.")
Allied 1'ronouvcements
regarding Czeeho-Slovahs and Jngo-Slavs.—The
following
statement was issued on dune 28th by Mr. Lansing:—"Since the issuance
by this Government on May 29th of the statement regarding the nationalistic
aspirations for freedom of the Czecho-Slovaks and dugo-Slavs, German and Austrian
officials and sympathy have sought to misinterpret and distort its manifest
interpretation. In order that there may be no misunderstanding concerning the
meaning of the statement, the Secretary of State has to-day further announced the
position of the United States Government to be that all branches of the Slav race
should be completely freed from German and Austrian rule." German Wireless of
July 3rd quotes the Stockholm Dagblad of July- 1st as disparaging this announcement.
On the occasion of the presentation (on June 1st) of Colours to Czeelio-Slovak
troops in France, Mr. Balfour has telegraphed to M. Pichon assuring him of the
recognition by His Majesty's Government of the wide significance of the occasion, as
representing " a stage in the struggle for the freedom of small nations, and not least
of those who in all parts of the Austro-Hungarian Empire live under the tyranny of
an alien minority. In this great cause ail the Allies are concerned ; and we rejoice
to think that side by side with them are to be found not merely Czecho-Slovaks; but
Jngo-Slavs and Poles bravely fighting in the cause of freedom."
Poles and Czechs.—A report received by the Foreign Office indicates that there
' is now a very considerable co-operation between the Poles and Czechs in Austria, and
that the influence of the Austrophil Poles is declining.

Hungary : Reported
Request for Recall of Germans.—-According to a report
received by the Foreign Office, the -Hungarian Government lias represented to the
German Government that the Hungarian people requests the recall of all German
officers and men. from Hungary.
G hdLMAN Y.
Present Attitude towards the War.—The opinion of three German professional
men of some importance as to the present attitude in Germany regarding the war is
reported as follows to t h e Foreign Office :—They agree that the recent offensive on
the Western front has yielded, very disappointing results in spite of some spectacular
successes. The losses, especially in the last attack on the French, have been
exceedingly heavy, and educated .people have begun to understand that the offensive
will never bring peace. The General Staff, on the other hand, are absolutely
determined, to go on. They expect that the war will last several years yet, and their
imaginations are fired by the prospect of invading India through Persia. (Another
report also expects an early resumption of the offensive, and states that German
military circles rely upon the return of prisoners to balance American reinforcements
in 1,919. It is argued that, though the Allies will be numerically superior in 1920,
they will hot accomplish more than in 191.6, and that it w i l l be found economically
impossible to carry on the war beyond that time.) There is much speculation as to
what Ludendorff will do next. Many think that his next stroke will be determined
by political rather than by military considerations. It is thought that he will make
a push in the direction of Paris and then offer the French alluring terms of peace as
soon as their capital is threatened. Put the more general opinion is that he will
strike for Calais and the Channel ports. This plan is regarded as the more promising
if it can be carried out. Also it satisfies popular hatred of the English. Immediately
Ludendorff h a s finished everyone expects a new peace-offensive to be launched. The
General Staff are determined that its terms shall be unacceptable by the Allies, and. no
sensible man believes in its success. The people, however, need, encouragement, and
the Government are nervous about the success of the ninth war loan, which is to be
launched next August. Hence arrogant peace proposals, will be made, probably by
Hertling i n person. Something must be done, because both the political and
economic situation are graver than they have been at any time since the beginning of.
the war. Although the Reichstag is outwardly united, Radical currents are gaining
strength both in the Centre and Progressive Parties, in the Centre, Erzberger still
counts for something, though the real force is the Catholic Labour leader, Giesberts.
He dins into the ears of the Centre Party managers that they will lose their hold on
the masses unless they adopt a Radical policy, which will compete in attractiveness
with the Socialist policy. Similarly, there is a probability of a definite split in the
Progressive Party. Many of the intellectuals of the party, especially those outside the
Reichstag, are disgusted at the sycophantic attitude of the party leaders; and
Maximilian Harden is at the head of a n extremely clever extra-parliamentary move
ment for reforming the party in a Radical direction. A skilfully disguised propaganda
is carried on with great effect. The economic danger, however, is far more serious
than the political. . Food conditions are very serious (this is corroborated in the
report above interpolated, which also mentions the prevalence of considerable
depression). The Bavarian expert, Dr. (ieorg Heim, has declared that the supply of
flour will not last beyond next August. The weather has recently been exceptionally
cold. The crops, especially the potato crop, will be at least three weeks late this
season. The lack of agricultural labour h a s been seriously enhanced by the insub
ordination of the Russian prisoners of war, who have become infected with Bolshevism.
They have to be guarded much more strictly than used to be the case, and cannot be
sent out to work in large squads. No one now believes in the possibility of corn
from the Ukraine. It is known that the brutal conduct of the German officials has
thrown the whole country into seething revolt, ddie authorities now realise what a
mistake they made, but now i t is too late to change. (And see under " AustriaHungary.")
Yen Kuhlmauns
Speech..—Referring to the speech made by the German Foreign.
Secretary on June 24th, in which, he referred to the possible prolongation of the Avar
beyond next year and the necessity of supplementing military Avith diplomatic efforts,

s
German Wireless of June 26th (Serial. No. 0150) observes that these statements have
been explained by the Imperial Chancellor (in his speech of -Ivine 26th) as not
signifying any weakening of the German confidence in. a decisive victory. Serial
No. 5.157 of the same date quotes the Neue Freie Presses
description of von
Kuhhnanids speech as "an avowal of the understanding of peace. The Secretary
" of State showed the very deep reasonableness of the German people, which, after its
" great successes, offers to her enemies the hand of conciliation."
Study
of, and Propaganda
regarding, Allied Peace and Economic
Policy.—The
Foreign Office learns that the Germans have established a special bureau at The
Hague to follow the indications of the British Press regarding the attitude of the
Empire towards peace and a post-war economic offensive. German Wireless of
June 27th. observes:—"Lyons Wireless of June 19th praises the Anglo-American
domination of raw materials, which threatens Germany with a lasting boycott and
says, ' It will remain under the just Anglo-American control and for that very reason
the United States, together with England, will lie the arbiters of the worlds shipping'
and of the employment of raw materials.' The French author maj safely leave the
care for Germany s future to Germany. Middle Europe, with. Asia Minor and the
whole of Russia, that is to say, three-quarters of the European Continent, are for ever
withdrawn from any interference of the Anglo-Saxons. France, of course, and also
the other satellites of the Anglo-Saxons will be subject to their domination over
foodstuffs, raw materials, finance, and transport routes. France could not for
four days resist the pressure which the Central Powers have been resisting for
almost four years. As the Cri de Paris admits, France would immediately succumb
without resistance to an Anglo-Saxon blockade. The French author therefore rightly
emphasises the superiority of the Anglo-Saxon Powers. What a contrast with the
times when France fought successfully against England in every part of the world for
tire place of first Power in the world ! " (See also under " France.")
r

Central Powers and the Ukraine.-—A Memorandum (G.T. 5010), dated July 1st,
by the Political Intelligence Department, discusses the conflicting policies of the
German Militarists and. Austria regarding the Ukraine, and the unsettled relations
between that country and Russia.
Purchases of Cotton in Turkestan.—By telegram dated June 14th from Moscow,
the Foreign Office was informed that cotton was being purchased in Turkestan by a
German agent, but that hostile bands were preventing its transport to Krasnovodsk.
(Russian Wireless of June 28th instructs "Smirnoff" at Tashkent to facilitate the
transmission "to places as indicated" of cotton stored at Krasnovodsk.)
Purchases of Rubber from Russia through Finland.—A report received indicates
that considerable quantities of rubber and rubber goods are being sold by an
important Petrograd firm to Finland, where they are regularly secured by the
Germans.
Purchases of Iron Pyrites in Spain.—A. report received mentions a German offer
for Spanish iron pyrites to be delivered after the war against payment in Swiss
francs.
Exploitation of Bulgaria.-—It is reliably reported, that Germany has obtained a
fifty-year lease on the Bulgarian coal mines ; also a monopoly of all railway and
harbour construction in Bulgaria for a period of ten j^ears, to date from the conclusion
of peace.
Germany and the Black. Sea.—The Ranneulro
purchased the Nikolaev shipyards.

reports a rumour that Ivrupps have

Mark Exchange.—During
the week ending June 25th there was a rapid fall of
the Mark Exchange in neutral countries. The exchange on Amsterdam fell from
37 ' 15 on June 19th to 34'65 on June 25th. The exchange on Zurich fell during the
same period from 75' 30 to 68' 00 ; at Copenhagen, from 60'00 to 5 5 ' 0 0 ; at Stock
holm, from 54 "40 to 4 9 ' 0 0 ; at Christiania, from 60 "00 to 55'50. This general fall is
apparently due to the Austrian offensive, and to von KuhlmamFs speech in the
Reichstag.

NEUTRAL GROUP.
CHILE.

Chilean Xeu!raliiij.—German
Wireless of June 20th. reports:—"The VossiscJie
Zeituvg learns that the President of Chile read a message at the opening of Congress
which said : ' With quite especial care, inspired by a high sense of justice as to the
international, duty of the Republic, we have continued to develop our friendship and
trade relations with, other countries of the world. The world war, which is destroying
the living forces of the great nations friendly to Chile, aud the prolongation of which
all Chilians deeply regret, induced the Government to follow a strictly neutral, policy,
aud this has been rigidly followed hitherto and will continue to be followed. This
line of conduct in regard to our attitude I shall follow with the greatest determination,
and I cherish the hope that nothing will happen to disturb our peace with foreign
countries.' "
DENMARK.
Scandinavian
Conference.—The
following official communique was issued at
Copenhagen on June 28th;—" At the invitation of the Danish Government, meetings
took place here from June 26th to 28th of the Danish Minister of State, the Danish
Minister of Foreign Affairs, aud the Scandinavian Ministers. A certain number of
questions were discussed concerning the common interests of the three countries.
All. were in absolute agreement concerning the preservation of friendly aud intimate
relations between the three countries and the pursuit of the same line of conduct,
that is to say,' a policy of impartial, neutrality. Thus, the subjects treated comprised
one question already touched, upon at former meetings, namely, the collaboration
between neutral States in order to safeguard their common interests at the end of the
world war and. afterwards. The Governments continue to exchange views on this
subject on the basis of the reports of the committees instituted, by the three countries
concerned. Information was also given relative to the development of the situation
of the three countries as regards their commercial policy during recent, times. The
good results of the economic agreement of the three countries during the war were
noted with much satisfaction, as well as measures taken for the continuation and
development of this work. On the basis of experience already acquired, agreement
was reached regarding the means of collaboration on this subject also after the Avar.
The question of collaboration between the three Scandinavian countries on a political
and social basis was also discussed, and an address from, the inter-Paiiiauientary
Council, gave rise to the decision to nominate representatives from the Governments
to study the possibility of such a collaboration. The two following questions were
also discussed, namely, the steps to he taken concerning restrictions to be imposed
upon the admission of foreigners into the three countries, because of the difficulties of
order, provisioning, and residence. It was agreed to try to institute corresponding
regulations as regards the question of knowing in what cases foreigners should he
taxed. Finally, as at previous meetings, there was perfect agreement concerning the
advantage of continuing the fruitful collaboration of the three Governments for their
common interests."
Butler.—In view of the imminence of Danish-German negotiations (sec Report
No. 7-1), aud of the continually increasing insistence by Germany on a larger share of
Danish butter, Sir Id. Paget suggests the desirability of an early decision regarding
British purchases thereof. At present Germany is receiving 49 per cent, of the
exportable surplus, including two-fifths of the share distributable to Great BritainThe remaining 51 per cent., Including three-fifths of the British share, is going to
Norway aud Sweden. The Swedish Press of July 1st announces that negotiations
will soon take place regarding the renewal of the commercial treaty between Denmark
and Sweden, as the present treaty ceases to be valid at the end of July. It is said
that the price of Danish export butter will probably be raised.
.
FINLAND.
Finland and the North.—On June 27th the Finnish Charge d"Affaires in
Stockholm handed to Sir E. Howard a formal statement of the Finnish claim (under
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a Russian decree of February loth, .1864) to a certain part of the Murmansk coast,
coupled with a protest against British assistance ^of Bolshevist bands and Finnish
rebels who had opposed the assertion of this claim, and a demand for the cessation
of such assistance and the immediate recall of the British troops. Sir E. Howard
pointed out that (J) the Russian decree referred also to the alternative of rectification
of the Southern Finnish frontier ; (2) not only British forces, but French also, had
occupied the Murmansk coast, and such occupation had been effected by agreement
with all the Allies.; (3) the present note, which amounted to an ultimatum, was of
the most serious moment ; and (4) if Finland were driven by Germany into overt
hostilities against the Allies (who were most benevolently disposed towards her) she
must not look for their goodwill, when the time arrived for a general settlement.
The Swedish Press reports that the Germans have practically threatened to place
Finland under a German Military Governor unless the Diet accepts the Monarchy
Bill. (According to the local. Bolshevist organ at Murmansk, M. Passikivi has been
appointed Minister President of Finland, and in declaring himself a Monarchist has
stated that the Diet does not agree to re-establish the Monarchy, but that this will be
done by the troops, ddie paper adds that on. this ground conflicts have taken place,
amongst both, the civil, population, and. the White Guards. It is reported in. Karelia
that civil war has broken out between Monarchists and Republicans and. that a
Bourgeois Republican Green Guard has been formed from amongst the White
Guards.) A most severe censorship lias been Introduced, and drastic restrictions
have been placed upon the use of railways. Sir E. Howard sees in these
measures, and in the German insistence upon the prosecution of Finnish claims
to the Murmansk coast, the determination of Germany to secure her hold
over the country and to compromise it beyond rehabilitation with the Allies.
Owing to the unwillingness of Finnish troops to participate in operations against
Murmansk, the Germans are collecting volunteers so that the Finnish Govern
inent can later on disown responsibility and protest its neutrality.
It is
reported that active preparations continue for a military expedition, and that
from S,000 to 10,000 additional German troops have recently arrived in Finland.
According to one statement an expedition was begun on dune 26th. According to
information from Russia, the Germans are mobilising near Pskov, probably with the
Object of occupying Petrograd and the railway to Vologda concurrently wdth the
advance from Finland against the Murmansk line. Svenska Dagbladet learns from
Helsingfors that a revolt against the Bolshevists has broken out in the Government
of Olonetz, and that the rebels who have seized the town of Olonetz are demanding
help from Finland. Novaya Zhizn of -lime 18th mentions German forces as being
in this neighbourhood, ddie Bolshevist Official Gazette reports from Moscow that a
German submarine hying the Finnish flag has been observed in Lake Ladoga.
A further report from Helsingfors (see also Report No. 74) indicates that in Finnish
military circles war with the Allies is thought to be inevitable. Sir E. Howard
considers that such an eventuality would not lie likely seriously to affect Allied
relations with Sweden, at any rate so long as the present administration remains in
power.
Finland and Sweden.—Svenska
Dagbladet
learns from Helsingfors that, the
Constitution Committee of the Finnish Landtag has resolved by a majority of 10 to
7 to propose the rejection of the clauses in the New Constitution securing linguistic
and cultural rights to the Swedish element in Finland. The rejection of a proposal
to form special Swedish-speaking units in the army was also moved by a majority
of I. It is said that Senators Ren wall and Arthur Castren will resign. Svenska.
Dagbladet's
own correspondent telegraphs that the Swedish Landtag group will
attempt to cause tin; resignation of the Senate if the proposals of the Committee are
adopted, as the Swedish element will refuse to recognise the Constitution if these
clauses are omitted, ddie paper observes that great indignation will be caused in
Sweden, and. threatens reprisals in the form of a less yielding attitude on the Aland
question.
Finnish-German
Treaties.German Wireless of June 26th reports the ratification
on June 25th at Berlin of the peace treaty and the Trading and-Shipping Agreements
concluded between. Germany and Finland on March 7th. (See also Report, No. 59,
and, for particulars, the Daily Review (N.P.S.) of June 28th.)

General Situation.—In a memorandum (G.T. 4015) dated June 19tli, the Political
Intelligence Department discusses the main political problems regarding Finland.
Aland Fortifications.—An
official communique in tbe Swedish Press of June 27th
s t a t e s : - - " A n agreement having been reached between the Swedish, Finnish, and
German Governments respecting the demolition of the fortifications on Aland and the
immediate opening of negotiations for the conclusion of an agreement regarding the
carrying into effect of this demolition, the following are appointed Swedish delegates
in these negotiations:—Trolle, Provincial Governor; Sandgren, Permanent Under
Secretary and Head of Department in. the Foreign. Office; General Sylvan, of the
General Stall ; Major Wibon, of the Coast Artillery ; and Major of Fortifications,
Bjuggren. The Svenska Dagblad learns that the Finnish delegates will be
M. Gripenberg, Charge d'Affaires at Stockholm, and Colonel Hjellman, and that
Germany will be represented, by the German. Naval Attache at Stockholm, Captain
lieinhold von Fischer.
Interchange
of Supplies between Aland and Sweden.—The Swedish Press reports
that the Finnish Senate has granted the local authorities in Aland permission to
export to Sweden in the next three monthsi 75 tons of fresh fish, as compensation for
60 tons of sugar and 200 tons of salt already received from Sweden,
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MEXICO.

Pro-German Activities.—Mr.
Thurstan reports that strong pro-German feeling
prevails along the Yucatan coast, where suspicious activities have been noticed.
Economic Conditions.—A report received states that, owing to abnormal drought
in Mexico for the past three years, all foodstuffs are scarce, and maize, on which the
working classes absolutely depend, has risen to thrice its cost in pre-revolutionary
times. The attitude of Carranza has precluded him. from obtaining financial assistance
from the United States, and German assistance has not sufficed to rectify the situation ;
consequently taxation of mining and agriculture lias been raised, which the majority
of the properties are unable to meet. All classes tints tend to lie embittered against
the present administration.
And. see under "Cuba."

NETHERLANDS.
I'rejected
Convoy to Dutch. East Indies.—With
reference to the proposed Dutch
Convoy to the East Indies (see Reports Nos. 70-74; a Hague message of June 29th
states that the Ministry for Foreign Affairs has issued the following official
st ale in cut :—"As a result of the requisition of Dutch ships by the Associated
Governments, there was a suspension of communication with the Dutch Indies, and
the Government decided, in the interests of the service to those parts, to seize the
opportunity presented by the departure of a warship to the Indies to form a convoy
to enable the transport of Government officials and their families aud also war
supplies and Government merchandise. The principal object of the convoy was, in
view of the prevailing insecurity of the seas, to assure a free passage and prevent
the ships being taken into belligerent ports to exercise the right of examination.
During the latter part of April the belligerent Powers received an advice of the
composition of the convoy, as well as measures that had been taken. The Nether
lands Government offered, of its own free will, guarantees and proof that the
transport would not affect the military interests of the belligerents. The preliminary
production of papers took place according to precedent on the principles which
apply to an ordinary commercial convoy—namely, that the flag only covers the cargo
as long as such cargo does not consist of any merchandise forbidden by the
belligerents, and that the commander of the convoy shall be ready to produce'
manifests of cargo and other papers in case of a meeting with a belligerent warship.
At the same time it was explained that it was not a question of an ordinary commercial
convoy, but of an extraordinary kind of convoy serving exclusively for the conveyance of

passengers and Government merchandise, and was, therefore, purely a communication
between the mother country and the colonies. Before even the Dutch Governments
communication had reached the Dutch Minister in London, the British Minister at ddie
Hague, with regard to a statement made on. April 16th in tire First Chamber of the
States General by the Minister of Marine, delivered a. Note on April 20th, explaining
the British point of view, and stating that Great Britain had never recognised
convoying as a right of neutrals. This Note crossed the Dutch communication
to the British Government, to whom the British Minister was referred. It was
not until J une 8th last that the British Government replied to the above-mentioned
communication addressed to it by the Netherlands Minister in London, "formally
maintaining its attitude not to recognise ,the right of convoying. Nevertheless,
the British Government announced its intention as a tangible proof of its friend
ship for Holland, not to create difficulties in the way of the convoy, in certain
conditions, in view of the fact that the Netherlands Government had probably
already announced, that it would despatch the convoy. The Netherlands Govern-,
ment replied that what the British Government termed conditions practically
accorded with its intentions, as was proved by the guarantees spontaneously
given by her which showed that there was nothing to hide from the belligerents
concerning the character of the convoy and its cargo. The list of cargo of the
steamer Noordam was not ready until dune 14th, immediately after which date
the list was communicated to the interested Ministers at The Hague, while the
opportunity was afforded them to examine the list of passengers. On June 17th a
list was also delivered to them of the merchandise which was on. board the auxiliary
cruiser Tabcnau, and the collier Bengkalis.
In the meantime the date of the
convoy's sailing was fixed for June 19th. On -dune 18th the British. Minister, by
order of his Government, objected that although it was understood that no goods of
German origin should be carried, the Noordam contained dyestuffs of purely German
origin, as was indicated by the communication of the Netherlands Government on
June 4th. The contents of this communication reached the British Government after
the latter had made known its point of view concerning the convoy to the Dutch.
Minister in London. The British. Government now announced that it would only not
oppose the carriage of these German dyestuffs if it could lie shown that this material
could not be obtained from countries other than those with whom it was at war, and
referred to a letter from the British Legation of April 28th, 1918, asking for information
concerning the quantities of dyes tuffs annually imported by the Dutch Indies in
order to ascertain the possibility of obtaining these articles from other countries than,
those at war with Great Britain. A reply was made to this letter on May 23rd., and
the information demanded was furnished. The British Ministers Note was replied to
the following day to the effect that dyestulTs should not be regarded of themselves as
among those things the British Government regarded as merchandise of enemy origin
since, in connection with these products, a special agreement had existed for a long
time, permitting the free transport of them to the Dutch Indies, provided that they
were consigned to the Government of the Indies, and were distributed by it, and the
principle was reaffirmed in a letter from'the British Legation on June 20th, 1.9.10, and
in a Note from the Netherlands Minister on June 26th, 1916. The above-mentioned
letter from the British Legation of April 26th. contained only a request for information
in view of an examination which was being conducted by the British Government.
It in nowise altered the existing agreement. In a memorandum of June 19th the
British Legation requested still further information, which was procured for it.
Considering that the very decisive opposition of the British Government
concerning dyestulfs is based on the interpretation of an existing convention, the
Netherlands Government does not care to assume the responsibility for despatching
the convoy before the existing differences have been cleared up. Seeing that a
telegram received on Saturday, June 29th, from the British Government, indicated
that an agreement cannot be reached, the convoy will sail after the removal of the
dyestuffs."
On June 25th the Netherlands Foreign Minister assured Sir \V. Townley that
none of the merchandise (other than the dyestuffs) carried in any of the ships was of
foreign origin or owed more than 25 per cent of its value to German labour. Sir
W. Townley, however, on information received, requested further particulars regarding
certain consignments and passengers, ddie Dutch Press on the evening of July 2nd
announced that the convoy would sail next day. Sir W . Townley, on protesting to
the Foreign Minister, was informed by him that the Netherlands Government had
-satisfied itself upon the matters in question ; that the Noordam would sail on July 3rd

and die convoy on the 4th. Sir W. Townley pointed out that His Majesty's G-overn
ment had not been given an opportunity to express an opinion in the matter ; that it
had made a very great concession in permitting the convoy to sail at all, and that if
the prescribed conditions were not fulfilled the consecpiences might be most
unfortunate. It was arranged that a further discussion should be held on July 3rd.
The Foreign Minister is clearly alarmed about his own position; the Minister of
Marine has already resigned, and the Prime Minister has explained this resignation
as due to the opinion held by that Minister that the convoy should sail regardless of;
the objections raised by His Majesty!s Government ; this opinion, added the Prime
Minister, was not shared by the Cabinet. It may be observed that the Queen has
appointed the late Minister a Naval A ide-de-Camp.
Limburg Railways.—The
Netherlands Foreign Minister has handed to Sir W.
Townley a Memorandum on the precautions taken hy the Dutch Authorities to
supervise traffic over the Limburg Railways. A Hague message of June 29th
states :—" A semi-official reply to the British statement regarding the question of
German traffic over the Limburg Railway argues that the Dutch Governments
attitude is in no way in contradiction with, the spirit of accord reached with the
Associated Governments. It protests that the Dutch Foreign MinisteFs original
statement on the dispute with Germany made it clear that the goods to lie transported
were not restricted to goods for civil use in. Belgium. The Government, it says,
would have had no reason whatever specifically to exclude the transit of foodstuffs for
army use if it were intended to exclude all goods for army use. The declaration
made at the time by the Associated Powers that the conclusion of an arrangement
with Germany would not give rise to fresh difficulties on their part, cannot possibly
be interpreted in the sense that they had in view the restriction of transit of goods
destined for the civil population of Belgium. If that were so, where would the con
ciliatory attitude of the Associated Powers have been, seeing that there could have
been no objection whatever to the transit through Limburg of such goods ? As
regards goods other than the four categories which were, specially excepted, from
transit, the agreement with. Germany leaves no room for making the transit of
i.hem—-as, for example, timber—dependent on special guarantees regarding their use."
(Information received establishes that during the week ending June 22nd there was
an average of seven trains daily from Germany to Antwerp, carrying principally hay,
straw, and wood.) Sir W. Townley submits the desirability of an early reply to the
Dutch communique, making clear the extent of the concessions accorded by His
Majesty's Government, and at the same time, the consistent opposition of the Associated
Governments to the use of the railways for the carriage of certain commodities. (See
also Reports Nos. 07, 73 and 74.)
Exports to Germany.—The
Netherlands Foreign Minister has informed Sir W .
Townley that his Government does not consider the export of horses (see Report
No. 72) to be contrary to the Hides Agreement, ddie Foreign. Office have instructed
Sir AY. Town ley to protest again Si. this attitude, and to point out its probable effect on
Dutch imports of hides and tanning materials. Sir W . Townley reports that the
Germans, in. their negotiations, are particularly insisting upon hides as a means of
exchange. Other prospective exports to Germany include bone-grease, potatoes, cattle,
and cheese. According to a semi-official statement, the Germans are threatening to
prevent Dutch vessels from fishing for home consumption, unless Holland agrees to
permit the export of fish to Germany.
The " Koningin
Regeutes."—The
Foreign Office learns that the German, military
authorities, greatly angered by the comments of the Dutch Press regarding the
sinking of the Koningin Regentes (see Reports Nos. 72-74).are designing to work up
a newspaper campaign in Holland, against alleged violations of Dutch neutrality by
British airmen.

NORWAY.
Germany and Norwegian
Shipping.—-The conditions which the Germans are
seeking to impose upon Norwegian shipping companies in' connection with safe
conducts (see Report No. 72) seem designed to invalidate the operation of the
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Norwegian-American Agreement (see Reports Nos. 68 and. 70); the Associated
Governments are therefore consulting with a view to appropriate action. 
Spitsbergen.—A. Memorandum (G.T. d997), dated June 29th, summarises certain
considerations regarding Spitsbergen. (And see Reports Nos, 60 and 61,)
And see under " Denmark,"
PERU.
Announcement, regarding
British provision of Aircraft to Glide.—Mr. Rennie has
made a statement to the Peruvian Government (in the sense recorded in Report
No. 74), regarding the attitude of His Majesty's Government towards future relations
between the South American States. Great satisfaction has been expressed by the
President and the Foreign Minister, due latter has accordingly issued a communique
to the Press identifying the policy of His Majesty's Government with the principles
recently enunciated Ivy President Wilson. The announcement has been well received
by the Press and the general public. (See also Report No. 7'3 under " Chile.")
SPAIN.
German Propaganda,
regarding
Morocco, Gibraltar, Roman Catholicism,
and
Neutral Representation
at the Peace Conference.—German
Wireless of June 29th
remarks:— With regard to Spaiifs participation in the peace negotiations the Swiss
newspaper Neue Zvericher
Nachriehten
writes:—' Having regard to the political
situation in Europe there can be no doubt that the Central Powers will invite Spain to
the peace negotiations. 1'he newspaper points out that Spain since April 191.4 has been
pushed back systematically in North Africa and that by the restoration of Spain in her
historical regions of colonisation the rivalry in North Africa would - at- least be lessened.
Moreover, Gibraltar is an important point in the question, of the freedom of the seas.
If after the war Spain was re-established in. her old colonial rights in Morocco and
were to give the European Great Powers an open door, the only possible understanding
in the North African question would be reached, ddie whole question has become
acute because the French closed the harbours of Morocco to the. merchants and
industrials of other countries: The fundamental trouble in the Morocco crises
consisted of the secret diplomatic agreements which were concluded, in.
almost every case in addition to the- official treaties and which were disclosed
later. Therefore naturally the wishes of Spain, with regard to Morocco and
Gibraltar are strongly supported by the interested Central Powers.' The Swiss
newspaper added to these representations further considerations regarding the
question bow the European neutrals could and must be allowed to take part in the
Peace Conference, ddie numerous questions which will have to be settled on the
conclusion of peace concern the vital interests of all neutrals, such, for instance, as
questions of Customs, commercial freedom, traffic-freedom, as well as reciprocity in.
social guarantees and the freedom of the seas, and the exclusion of the possibilities
of an ultimate economic war. It is true that Lord R. Cecil in the English House of
Commons proclaimed the exclusion of neutrals from the peace negotiations. There
fore the idea of a combination of all. neutrals is very important, and it must aim at
bringing about that neutrals shall- obtain, the right of participation in-these negotia
tions and that this right shall refer to certain questions in which they should have a
voice". Also from the Catholic point of view the exclusion of neutrals would be
deplorable. It is true that the solution of the Roman question might, be settled on
the conclusion of peace between Power and Power, but other questions, like that of
freedom for missionaries, would then be neglected." (And see Reports Nos. 62, 64,
and 74.)
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Tangier.—Sir 11. White reports the receipt by himself and. the French Represen
tative at, Tangier of protests by tho Spanish Government against the alleged
infringement by British seaplanes of the neutrality asserted by the Spanish Govern
ment for the Tangier zone.
Strike at Malaga.— Mr. Villiers reports that a strike of dock labourers and carters
began on June 28th at Malaga, which is expected to continue for some days, paralysing
all. shipping in the harbour. It is probable that the Germans have provoked difficulties
at this particular time in anticipation of the arrival of vessels to fetch lead.

SWEDEN.
General Conditions.-A.
Memorandum (GET. 5002), dated. June 29th, reports on.
present, conditions in Sweden. The result of the very severe food conditions is general
apathy. Dow the war ends has become only a secondary consideration, people just
live from, day to day longing for the time when peace will come. Faith in German
military sujoeriority is still prevalent, but the danger of economic domination by
Germany is beginning to be realised, and business men, even some of those whose
sympathies remain pro-German, appreciate the urgent necessity of an economic
approach towards England, and the Allies. If the supplies promised by the Associated
Powers materialise, the political situation is likely from the Entente point of view to
improve. Very noticeable is the hatred, of the Germans amongst the working
classes. (Meanwhile the general anxiety for strict neutrality is indicated by the
criticisms which the Swedish. Press, both Conservative and Liberal, pronounces
upon reports of pro-Ally utterances by Mr. Branting in England.)
Imports of Metals and Hemp from Russia.—The Swedish Bress of July 1st reports
the recent arrival from Petrograd of the S.S. Angermanland
(Svea Line) with 115 tons
of copper. It is stated that the S.S. Greta has left Petrograd for Stockholm with'
500 tons of metals and hemp receiver! in compensation for agricultural machinery.
And see under " Denmark " and " Finland."
THE

VATICAN.

Ireland.—Commenting
on reports of Mr. Lloyd George's speech of June 25th
upon the situation in Ireland, and particularly on the allusions to the opposition of the
Roman Catholic Church to conscription, the Osservatore
remarks :—" It is evident
" that these words of the Prime Minister refer exclusively to the attitude of the Irish
" clergy." . The Tempo observes that his statements " could not be, as they appeared
" to be, applicable to the whole Church, since the Church—that is the Holy See—
" not only has not defined its attitude towards this purely internal and. political Irish
" question, but has not even, had an opportunity of pronouncing an opinion in regard
" to it,"
And see under " Portugal," " Spain," and "United States."

PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

General.—Rumours of a Germ an-Bolshevist agreement about Poland are again
current, and again contradicted. They have reached a more circumstantial phase.
Under Rumania, the reports about Bessarabia are of interest. German anxiety
about the attitude of the British Empire towards the raw material problem, as affecting
peace discussions, is indicated under Germany.
Russia.—The following reports have been received, referring to the Conference
with the Ukraine at Kieff :--On June 22nd (received 28th) Mr. Wardrop reported a
disagreement about frontiers. The Russian representatives protested that the
Ukraine scheme deprives Russia of coal and metals", thereby making her economically
dependent upon the Ukraine, and the Ukraine representatives claimed territory and
railway control which would, contain elements of future aggression. On June 27th,
Russian Wireless announced- that the German Higher Command had agreed to form
mixed commissions for the settlement of incidents occurring along the boundary line.
Both parties agreed to a referendum about the frontiers among the populations of the
disputed regions. The referendum would be carried out under the control of mixed
commissions, after the ratification of the Peace Treaty, and after the armies of both
sides had retired from the regions affected. On June 27th, German Wireless reported
that an agreement had been come to as to the principle for the settlement of all
1

A M e m o r a n d u m b y the Political lntelligeiice'Department, dated J u l y 1st, on recent events in
U k r a i n e , b r i n g s u p t o d a t e t h e h i s t o r y of t h e K i e f f n e g o t i a t i o n s , a n d d r a w s t h e m o r a l , a s a f f e c t i n g
g e n e r a l war s i t u a t i o n .
[G.T. 5010.]
- M r . W a r d r o p ' s r e p o r t of J u n e 2 . 1 s t , r e c e i v e d s u b s e q u e n t l y ( J n n e 3 0 t h ) , g i v e s d e t a i l s of
respective d e m a n d s for foodstuffs and goods made b y the R u s s i a n s and the U k r a i n i a n s ( G e r m a n s ?).
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conflicts about frontiers, after the war, by a Court ot Arbitration. On June 28th,
Russian Wireless gave a long account of the attitude of the Ukraine delegates, clearly
designed to bring about delay in the negotiations. The President of the Russian
Delegation announced that the Russians remain on the basis of international
conventions and appealed to the Ukraine, as also belonging to. the family of nations,
to submit themselves to these laws. At the same time he protested against acts of
violence committed against the Russian authorities in the Don region, during the
occupation of that region by the Ukrainians, quoting definite examples. On the
same date, Russian Wireless announced details of the Russian and Ukrainian
contentions about the frontier lines, as marked on their respective maps. On
duly 2nd, German. Wirelsss reported that the representative of the Ukraine Republic;
Baron Steinheil, had just, arrived in Berlin, and bad made a statement to Press
representatives to the effect that the future relations of the Ukraine towards Germany
woidd take a form tending to " federal relations," which, would be satisfactory to
both sides. He added that the Ukrainian policy was based upon German policy.
On the subject of the Russian Black Sea war vessels, Mr. Wardrop forwarded a
report from the Moscow Press on June 22nd, issued on M. OhicherhPs authority, that
Germany promised not to use the fleet, returned to Sebastopol, and that she would
restore it after the war ; she had also promised not to cross the demarcation line.
Only on those conditions had she stopped her advance on Novorossisk. On June
22nd (received 25th) Mr. Wardrop forwarded a further Press report to the effect that
the German demands for the Black Sea Fleet to lie sent to Sebastopol showed
unmistakably that, the Germans intend to use it. With the Crimea as a naval base,
the Germans were everywhere masters on the Black Sea. English influence in
Persia and Mesopotamia was thereby threatened. An intercepted Wireless message
showed that the Soviet, by issuing an order to the Fleet to proceed to Sebastopol, had
thereby committed suicide.
On June 22nd (received 28th) Mr. Wardrop drew attention to a notice in the
Official Journal, nationalising the whole petroleum industry. (No details are given,
but it seems necessary to devote special attention to any developments, in view of the
apparent German design to control the output of petroleum in Rumanian and Russian
territory, and also, if possible, in Southern Persia, in the hope of ultimately being in.
a position to use such control as a weapon in the economic struggle, during the
transition period following hostilities.)
A. report from Mr. Wardrop dated June 19th. (received 27th) gives the
information that a German financial commission,
representing the Ministries of
Finance, Industry, and Food, was expected at Petrograd in a week. The same report
quotes a. Press notice about the injustice of the German insistence upon the man for
man principle in exchange of prisoners now that Russia and Germany were considered
to be at peace.
Poland.— On July 1st, Mr. Wardrop reported that M. Chicherin had published
in the Press a denial of the statement that Germany had contracted a secret treaty
with the Soviet Government of Russia, allowing Germany control over Poland, and
annexation of the Dombrowo coal district and the Galician oil-fields. He added that
the Soviet considered that Poland was forcibly torn from Russia, and the Polish.
Regency Council is simply an organ of the German occupation, not representing the
will of the Polish people.
The Times of June 28th quoted from the Nations
Voice of Cracow (June 18th)
the text of an alleged secret convention concluded tit Brest between the Bolshevists,
and the Germans, l i r e following is said to be the substance of that treaty :—
I . — P o l i s h policy s h a l l be conducted by G e r m a n y .
.11.—The Russian G o v e r n m e n t pledges
i t s e l f n o t t o i n t e r f e r e in q u e s t i o n s r e l a t i n g to t h e
o r g a n i s a t i o n of P o l a n d .
I I I . — T h e C o u n c i l of C o m m i s s i o n e r s of t h e R u s s i a n p e o p l e h a s t h e r i g h t t o r e m a i n in t o u c h w i t h
t h e d e m o c r a t i c a n d r e v o l u t i o n a r y c l u b s existing- in P o l a n d , s e n d i n g t h e r e a g i t a t o r s w h o s e
n a m e s a r e on t h e l i s t s of t h e G e r m a n I n f o r m a t i o n B u r e a u x a t P e t r o g r a d a n d W a r s a w .
I V . — T h e d e s p a t c h of a g i t a t o r s t o G e r m a n y a n d A u s t r i a s h a l l b e s u s p e n d e d b y t h e C o u n c i l of
Commissioners.
V . — T h e C o u n c i l of C o m m i s s i o n e r s s h a l l e x e r c i s e s t r i c t v i g i l a n c e o v e r t h e P o l i s h n a t i o n a l g r o u p s ,
in o r d e r t o p r e v e n t t h e i r e n l i s t m e n t us v o l u n t e e r s i n t h e t e r r i t o r i a l a r m y i n R u s s i a .
V I . — R u s s i a s h a l l c o n s i d e r t h e v i o l a t i o n of t h e f r o n t i e r s o f L i t h u a n i a a u d t h e U k r a i n e b y P o l i s h
t r o o p s as a d e c l a r a t i o n of w a r on G e r m a n y a n d A u s t r i a , a n d R u s s i a shall, a i d in c r u s h i n g
such a r m i e s .
V I I . — T h e Council m u s t prevent R u s s i a n citizens f r o m investing t h e i r own, or F r e n c h , English, o r
A m e r i c a n c a p i t a l in a n y i n d u s t r i a l u n d e r t a k i n g in P o l a n d .
V I I I . — T h e C o u n c i l p l e d g e s i t s e l f t o r e c o g n i s e t h e e v e n t u a l n e w s t a t e of t h i n g s c r e a t e d b y G e r m a n y
a n d A u s t r i a i n P o l a n d , a n d t o d e f e n d it a g a i n s t t h e f o r m e r A l l i e s o f R u s s i a .

A Memorandum (June 27th) by the Political Intelligence Department, on the
resignation of the Austrian Cabinet, contains interesting notes upon the effect upon
the Poles of promises made to the Ukrainians at Brest-Litovsk about Eastern Galicia,
and upon the Polish question generally, as affecting the situation in Austria-Hungarv.
(G.T. 4990.)
Rumania.—On June 28th, German Wireless reported that in the sitting of the
Chamber on June 25th the Rumanian Government presented the text of the Peace
Treaty with the Central Powers. On June 29th, Lord Derby quoted a telegram from
the Allied Ministers at Jassy, dated June 27th, which affects the German prospects of
obtaining supplies from Rumania under the Bucharest Treaty. For various reasons
stocks of food produce will be exhausted before the harvest, and prospects are poor
about the likelihood of production sufficing for the needs of the Rumanian
population.
On. June 13th. (received. July 2nd) Mr. Wardrop forwarded a report that, a
delegation from Bessarabia had. arrived at Eieff desiring -to unite Bessarabia with the
Ukraine, and begging the Austrian Embassy to bring about the removal from
Bessarabia "of the atrocious Rumanian armies, replacing them by Austrians." They
added that Bessarabia can, by the autumn, supply 1,-g- million poods of grain.
[In view of the undoubted German control over the Ukraine, and possibly over
Bessarabia, it is interesting to recall the telegram from 1VJ. MarghiIonian to Berlin,
published abroad by German Wireless of April 1.1th, and quoted on page 17 of
Western Report No. 04 :—
"After conferences lasting 20 days, the Diet, of Bessarabia on April 9th solemnly
accepted the union between Bessarabia and Rumania by 86 votes to 3, and. the union
has been proclaimed in Rumania amidst indescribable enthusiasm. . . . Tremendous
crowds. Endless jubilation, & c , &c." !]
Germany.— German Wireless of June 26th and 28th contains further reports of
the debate in the Reichstag on von Kuldmanris
recent pronouncement on German
war aims. These have been published and commented upon at length in the Press.
In. connection with the British Empire control of rate materials in the economic
struggle during the transition period following hostilities, and during peace
discussions, it is important to note a cable from Sir W. Townley (June 26th)
reporting the establishment at the German. Legation at The Hague of a special,
department to watch for information published in the Press about the coming
economic struggle, the attitude assumed by the nations of the British Empire as
affecting this subject, and anything indicating a desire to make peace.
On June 27th Sir 11. Rumbold reported, apparently from a reliable source,
Ludendorffs
desire to control all unofficial pence advances, especially as affecting the
Pan-German attitude. Von. KuhlmanAs attitude in the Reichstag towards the
prospects of a speedy and decisive victory on the Western front is said to be
attributable to Ludendorffs opinion of these prospects. The German Legation in
Berne is reported (June 29th) to have been told to endeavour to glean details about
the war aims of each (sic) of the Powers of the Entente Alliance.
Austria-Hungary.—On
June 29th Sir id. Rum bold forwarded a report, based on
fairly reliable authority, that it is realised that Austria-Hungary cannot get out of the
war without breaking with Germany, which could only be brought about if the
Austrian army suffered a severe reverse ; if American troops were engaged in achieving
this result, the result would probably be especially beneficial.
(See also under Poland.)
Great Britain.—In a report, for the week ending on June 26th, the Ministry of
Labour reports that the publication of Lord Grey 's pamphlet on a League of Nations
has reopened discussion, and the Labour Press is deeply interested in the idea.
A great deal of space is devoted, to the Labour Conference
in London. Sir R.
Rodd reports from Rome (June 29th) a good deal of misapprehension there as to the
meaning of the i esolution suspending the truce between political parties. German
Wireless of July 2nd. states that M. Troelstra has received a telegram from
" Henderson, Bran: dig. Albert Thomas, Renaudel, Longuet, II ay sir: an s and other
delegates " expressing regret that he was refused a passport to England, and that the
delegates on that account were unable to co-operate with hi.ni " for obtaining a just
peace which all desire."

